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P.

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
ON THE DRAFT EIS/EIS/EIR

This section of the Final environmental impact statement (EIS)/EIS/environmental impact report (EIR) contains
comment letters received during the public review period for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, which concluded on January
7, 2014. In conformance with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Council
on Environmental Quality Regulations Implementing NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations 1503.4(b)); the
Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) Code of Ordinances, and the
TRPA Rules of Procedure; and Section 15088(a) of the State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines, written responses were prepared addressing comments on environmental issues received from
reviewers of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.

P.1

LIST OF COMMENTERS ON THE DRAFT EIS/EIS/EIR

Table P.1-1 below indicates the numerical designation for each comment letter received, the entity or
organization providing the comment letter (if applicable), the author of the comment letter (if the letter was
signed or an author otherwise indicated), and the date of the comment letter.
Table P.1-1
Letter #

Comment Letters Regarding the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR

Entity/Organization

Author(s) of Comment Letter/e-mail

Date Sent

1

US Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9

Kathleen Martyn Goforth, Manager

January 3, 2014

2

State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit

Scott Morgan, Director

December 24, 2013

3

Nevada State Clearinghouse

Skip Canfield

January 10, 2014

4

California Department of Transportation, District 3 Marlo Tinney, Chief

January 7, 2014

5

California Department of Parks and Recreation,
Sierra District

Tamara Sasaki, Sr. Environmental
Scientist

December 30, 2013

6

California Department of Toxic Substances

Duane White

December 18, 2013

7

California Tahoe Conservancy

Penny Stewart, Program Manager

December 31, 2013

8

California Tahoe Conservancy

Lisa O’Daly, Senior Environmental Planner January 7, 2014

9

California Water Boards, Lahontan Regional Water Robert Larsen, Senior Environmental
Quality Control Board
Scientist

10

County of Placer, Community
Development/Resource Agency

Michael J. Johnson, AICP, Agency Director January 7, 2014

11

Town of Truckee

Tony Lashbrook, Town Manager

January 7, 2014

12

Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California

Darrel Cruz, Tribal Historic Preservation
Officer

January 7, 2014

13

North Tahoe Public Utility District

Suzi Gibbons, Contracts and Planning
Coordinator

January 2, 2014

14

Tahoe-Truckee Sanitation Agency

Jason A. Parker, Engineering Department January 6, 2014
Manager

15

Placer County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District

Andrew Darrow, PE, CFM, Development
Coordinator

16

Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team
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January 6, 2014

January 7, 2014
December 3, 2013
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Author(s) of Comment Letter/e-mail

Date Sent

17

Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team

December 12, 2013

18

Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team

January 7, 2014

19

Tahoe City Downtown Association

Gary Davis, President

December 3, 2013

20

Sustainability Community Advocates

Steve Teshara, Principal

December 2, 2013

21

Sustainability Community Advocates

Steve Teshara, Principal

January 2, 2014

22

Tahoe City Commercial Property Owners
Association

Roger Kahn

December 12, 2013

23

Northstar Property Owners Association

Geoff Sullivan Stephens, General
Manager

January 6, 2014

24

League to Save Lake Tahoe

Darcie Goodman Collins, PhD, Executive
Director

January 6, 2014

25

Friends of the West Shore

Susan Gearhart, President and Jennifer
Quashnick, Conservation Consultant

January 6, 2014

26

Sierra Club, Tahoe Area Sierra Club Group

Laurel Ames, Conservation Co-Chair

January 7, 2014

27

North Tahoe Preservation Alliance

28

North Tahoe Preservation Alliance

Ann Nichols

January 4, 2014

29

North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance

David McClure, President

January 7, 2014

30

Friends of Lake Tahoe

Roger Patching, President

January 3, 2014

31

Friends of Tahoe Vista

Ellie Waller

December 4, 2013

32

Friends of Tahoe Vista

Ellie Waller

January 4, 2014

33

Robert Erlich

January 7, 2014

34

Steve Yonker

January 6, 2014

Gerald Rucker, President

December 31, 2013

36

Kathy Starbard

January 2, 2014

37

Kenneth R. Arnett, PLS

December 31, 2013

38

Jay Shaw

January 1, 2014

39

Greg Gilmore

December 10, 2013

40

Laurie Stevenson

December 31, 2013

Jen Mader, CPESC, AICP, Environmental
Planner

January 7, 2014

42

Frank Tomasello

January 3, 2014

43

D. Gordon Leach

January 3, 2014

44

David Nestle and Jeanne Nestle

January 4, 2014

45

Alan Roskos

January 6, 2014

46

Harry and Sandi King

January 4, 2014

Rick A. Lind

January 7, 2014

48

Casey Beyer

December 20, 2013

49

Gail Taylor

December 23, 2013

50

Jerry and Julianna Joldersma

December 23, 2013

35

41

47
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Kingswood Estates Homeowners Association

Northstar California Resort

EN2 Resources, Inc.

No date
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Date Sent

51

Jerry Joldersma

December 26, 2013

52

Karen and Rick Dustman

December 28, 2013

53

Jane Starratt

December 27, 2013

54

Teresa Grabham

January 7, 2014

55

TRPA Advisory Planning Commission Meeting

December 4, 2013

56

TRPA Governing Board Meeting

December 18, 2013

57

Providing technical assistance to the North Tahoe
Citizen Action Alliance

P.2

Thomas A. Besich

April 28, 2014

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT EIS/EIS/EIR

The individual comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and the responses to those comments are provided
in this appendix to the EIS/EIS/EIR. Each comment letter or public hearing transcript is reproduced in its entirety
in Appendix P1b. Where a commenter has provided multiple comments, each comment is indicated by a line
bracket and an identifying number in the margin of the comment letter or transcript.
The lead agencies noted that some similar comments were made by multiple commenters. To allow
presentation of a response that addresses all aspects of such related comments, the following master responses
have been prepared. Reference to a master response is provided, where relevant, in response to individual
comments.

Master Response 1:

Tahoe City Substation

Several comment letters were received about the Tahoe City Substation, its location, and the relationship
between the proposed upgrades to the substation and ongoing Placer County planning efforts.
The Tahoe City Substation, which is currently the termination point for the existing 625 and 629 Lines, is located
west of State Route (SR) 89 and south of the Truckee River (closest portion of the fenceline is approximately 80feet south of the river and over 300 feet from Lake Tahoe) on property that is owned by California Pacific
Electric Company (CalPeco). Electricity from the 625 and 629 Lines is stepped down at the substation to lower
voltages to supply power to the west shore from Tahoe City to Emerald Bay, and the north shore from Tahoe
City east to the midpoint between Tahoe City and Kings Beach. The substation’s location is also a gateway to
Tahoe City and Lake Tahoe for residents and visitors.
A component of the proposed project is to upgrade the Tahoe City Substation in its current location so as to
accommodate the increase in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System from 60 kilovolts (kV) to 120 kV.
Specifically, an existing 120/60/14.4 kV transformer would be relocated, and a new 120/14.4 kV transformer and
two new 120 kV breakers would be installed. All permanent alterations and additions to substation equipment
would occur within the existing fence line, on property owned by CalPeco.
To upgrade the substation while maintaining distribution capabilities, portable (temporary) transformers would
be required during construction and would be connected to the 625 Line or 629 Line using temporary poles. The
portable transformers would be mounted on two trailers, measuring 8 feet wide by 40 feet long, that would be
located immediately to the south of the Tahoe City Substation on the 64 Acre Recreation Site managed by the
US Forest Service (USFS). The applicant would locate the temporary transformers in undeveloped areas or in
areas designated for parking, and would restrict the public from these areas during construction (less than one
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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month). The applicant would coordinate with USFS and Placer County in advance of construction to ensure that
the temporary transformers would not interfere with operation of the Tahoe City Transit Center.
Because of the substation’s location, many commenters request that CalPeco move it as part of its project or
have the agencies include relocation as an element of an alternative. These commenters note that Placer County
is in the process of updating its community plans for the Lake Tahoe region in accordance with TRPA’s Regional
Plan. Placer County has identified four plan areas, and a Plan Area Team has been created for each of these
areas to help develop the zoning and design standards.
The Tahoe City Substation is located in the Greater Tahoe City Plan Area. The Greater Tahoe City Area Planning
Team, which consists of nine local residents and business owners, have worked to provide recommendations to
the Planning Commission regarding local land use, density, design, and revitalization to be included in the
Community Plan Update. In addition to this planning effort by Placer County, the SR 89/Fanny Bridge
Community Revitalization Project is being developed by the Tahoe Transportation District and other agencies to
address congestion in Tahoe City on SR 89 and at the southwest end of town (i.e., at the intersection of SR 89
and SR 28, known as the “wye”). The project proposes to relocate Fanny Bridge, realign SR 89, and implement
other features to address substantial traffic congestion at this intersection and improve pedestrian and bicycle
circulation. None of the alternatives identified to date require use of the Tahoe City Substation property.
While these planning efforts are underway, the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan remains in effect. The 1994
Tahoe City Community Plan presently serves as the guiding doctrine for planning and rehabilitation of the
community. It established goals and objectives, and elements of the plan address land use, transportation,
conservation, recreation, and public service. As noted in several comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for
the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, the Tahoe City Community Plan recommends
relocation of the Tahoe City Substation, encouraging creation of a joint use facility containing the Tahoe City
Public Utilities District office, a fire station, and a power station.
The existing Tahoe City Substation is located in Special Area 3 (Recreation Area) of the Tahoe City Community
Plan. Substations are defined as “Public Utility Centers,” a Public Service land use, in Chapter 21 of the TRPA
Code of Ordinances. Public Utility Centers are a “special use” in Special Area 3 of the Tahoe City Community
Plan, and are subject to TRPA special use findings for any expansion or modification pursuant to Section 2I.2.2 of
the TRPA Code. Specific sections of the Tahoe City Community Plan that apply to the Tahoe City Substation and
its vicinity are as follows:
The 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan addresses relocation of the Tahoe City Substation in
Chapter 1 (Introduction), Section D (Vision for 2007 and Beyond). The Tahoe City Community
Plan encourages relocation of the substation to facilitate: redevelopment of the wye area;
improved entrance to Tahoe City; and improved river and lake access, with a greater emphasis
on recreation and transportation improvements on the 64 Acre Recreation Site.
Redevelopment of the wye area is addressed in Sections 2 and 2.b of the Tahoe City Community
Plan vision for land use on page 1-9. The existing substation is specifically identified in paragraph
2.b as a possible location for a future “visitor center with transit facilities.” In the 1990s, the
USFS and TRPA each certified an EIS/EIS for the construction of the Lake of the Sky Visitor
Information Center on the 64 Acre Recreation Site.
Improved river and lake access is addressed in Section 1 of the Tahoe City Community Plan
“vision” for recreation on page l-15. This section states that the Tahoe City Community Plan
“requires an increase in Truckee River and Lake Access.” While this reference does not apply to
the substation site specifically, because the property has no physical connection to the Truckee
River or Lake Tahoe, the community plan identifies certain “possibilities” for improved river and
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lake access, namely the USFS interpretative center, a linear river park, increased trails and
parking, and increased marina use.
Related to requirements for undergrounding of power lines, 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan
Policy 5A (page ll-4) states: “Pursuant to the general recommendations in Chapter lV, projects
within the scenic corridor shall be responsible for removing, relocating, or screening overhead
utilities as a condition of project approval,” and “TRPA may waive this requirement if the project
is part of an undergrounding program or the undergrounding has been determined by TRPA not
to be necessary to meet the scenic targets of this Plan.” The Tahoe City Community Plan further
states, as a general recommendation applicable to all roadway units: “Overhead utility lines
should be placed underground wherever possible. Any utility lines which must be maintained
above ground should be located away from the main corridor or screened so as to not detract
from the overall visual quality of the area” (page IV-19).
Many land use and other changes have occurred since the adoption of the Tahoe City Community Plan 20 years
ago: the USFS visitor center contemplated in the community plan was not constructed due to lack of funding; a
new public transit center was constructed approximately 350 feet south of the substation site about two years
ago; ownership of the “Chimney Site,” the specific parcel identified in the community plan for relocation of the
substation has since changed ownership and may no longer be available as an alternative location; and SR 89 in
Tahoe City is now in compliance with the TRPA scenic threshold. Notwithstanding these changes, Placer County
and the community remain interested in moving the substation to another location, away from the area valued
as the “Gateway to North Lake Tahoe.”
The EIS/EIS/EIR identifies and discloses the community plan goals and objectives encouraging relocation.
However, the applicant has not proposed relocation of the Tahoe City substation as an element of the project,
nor identified any technical reason related to its obligation to provide reliable power to the region that the
substation should be relocated. No significant environmental effects were identified that would be mitigated
through substation relocation. Therefore, relocation of the substation is not a required (as opposed to
discretionary) element of a reasonable range of alternatives. However, the proposition of relocating the Tahoe
City Substation from the current property, which is owned by the applicant, to a location removed from the
main corridor of Tahoe City is a planning issue to be considered, rather than an environmental issue requiring
discussion in the EIS/EIS/EIR. The community has identified the proposed project as an opportunity to move the
substation in accordance with its vision. Commenters have expressed concern that substantial investment in the
substation in its current location will foreclose the opportunity to relocate it later. Although the proposed move
of the Tahoe City Substation is outside the scope of the project currently under review, the EIS/EIS/EIR in no way
precludes the future relocation of the substation.
The agencies also note that in response to these comments, discussions among the Tahoe City area agencies and
the utility are underway to determine the feasibility of relocating the Tahoe City Substation as a future project.
However, at this time the prospect of moving the substation is speculative in nature and is not considered part
of the proposed action evaluated in this EIS/EIS/EIR. Because rebuild of the 625 Line and the Tahoe City
Substation are scheduled to take place in the third phase of the project (more than 4-years from publication of
this Final EIS/EIS/EIR), there is time for planning and environmental review of a relocation site, should one be
identified in the future. (Note that upgrade of the 625 Line is driven by electrical load needed to be carried by
the line; and the date of upgrade is subject to actual load increases).

Master Response 2:

Undergrounding Power Lines

Several commenters suggest undergrounding the 625 and 650 lines. Specific areas of concern commenters
suggest could be addressed by undergrounding include the effects of aerial (on pole) lines on views and roadway
operations along SR 89 and SR 267, effects on scenic vistas, appearance of community gateways, use and
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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appearance of bike trails, and various potential effects to residents in the Kingswood East subdivision. The lead
agencies evaluated installing significant portions of the 625 and 650 Lines underground in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
(refer to pages 3-77 through 3-78 in the discussion of alternatives considered but not evaluated further) and
found that this would likely result in increased environmental effects compared to the action alternatives. In
that analysis, the agencies provided an example of undergrounding an alternative alignment for the 625 Line
along SR 28 between Tahoe City and Kings Beach. Under this scenario, installation of the 625 Line would have to
take place in the highway travel lanes due to limited shoulder on that roadway and conflicts with existing above
ground utilities. While undergrounding can provide reliable access under some circumstances, in the case of SR
28, seasonal traffic on, and snow storage along, the roadway would make gaining access to the underground line
more difficult and time consuming. Another key environmental issue would be the pumping of vault water and
the management of the runoff from the vaults. Vaults are often full of run-off water or infiltrating groundwater.
During emergency repairs the water must be immediately pumped from the vault to allow safe access of the
line. Under LRWQCB regulations, pumping of this water directly to the storm drain is not allowed within the Lake
Tahoe Basin (Order No. R6T-2011-0019). As such, pumper trucks would be needed and the water disposed of at
an approved facility (e.g., wastewater treatment plant). Similar to the effect of snow storage, this effort could
greatly slow repair efforts and increase outage durations.
Undergrounding a significant portion of the 650 Line in and along SR 267 and undergrounding portions of the
remaining power lines along specific overland portions of the existing alignments to minimize the visibility of
project facilities was also considered. Substantial ground disturbance would be required for installation, and
while there could be a reduced width of the tree removal/vegetation management corridor from the 40-feet
identified for the project, undergrounding would not eliminate tree removal and vegetation management
entirely. Trees, brush, and boulders would need to be removed to install an underground power line, and trees
would not be allowed to regrow over the line in order to maintain vehicle access for inspections, maintenance,
and repairs, and to prevent tree root damage to the buried conduit. Undergrounding would require substantial
ground disturbance during installation and would prolong the construction period. Due to the need for
excavation of the trench, importing of appropriate soil bedding material to surround the conduit, and disposal of
excess fill, undergrounding is anticipated to increase construction-related impacts to air quality, noise, and
traffic, and increases the potential to encounter subsurface cultural resources. Access issues similar to those
identified for the SR 28 undergrounding option would apply to all undergrounded line segments; the need to
find vaults and remove snow to execute repairs during the winter months, and the need to pump water from
vaults before initiating repairs. These challenges and impact mechanisms would also apply to any
undergrounding options for the 625 Line, including undergrounding along the Fiberboard Freeway.
As indicated on page 3-78 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the option of undergrounding portions of the 625 and 650
Lines would be feasible from a technical, legal, and regulatory perspective and would largely meet the project
objectives and need. However, as summarized in the EIS/EIS/EIR, undergrounding would require substantial
ground disturbance, increase construction impacts, and potentially compromise the objective of providing more
reliable access. Additionally, undergrounding, other than potentially near the Truckee Tahoe Airport as
identified in Mitigation Measure 4.10-5, would not reduce any significant environmental impacts identified in
the EIS/EIS/EIR.
From a technical standpoint, a primary disadvantage of underground power lines is that faults in the buried lines
take longer to locate and repair, which leads to decreased reliability and the potential for longer outages. For
this reason, higher voltage power lines such as the 650 and 625 Lines, which serve customers on a community or
regional scale, are seldom undergrounded as industry practice. Also, to minimize the risk of large scale outages,
two power/transmission lines are not routinely placed in the same trench where the chances increase that both
lines could be damaged or fail simultaneously. Therefore, in locations where a double-circuit for the 625 and 650
Lines is proposed, if the lines were undergrounded the ROW would be expanded to allow a separate trench for
each line. Distribution lines, which carry lower voltage power directly to users at more of a neighborhood scale,
are more commonly undergrounded because there are fewer users at risk of losing power in the event of a fault
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and the benefits (i.e., less visually obtrusive, less susceptibility to some types of outages) are often thought to
outweigh the risk to reliability. Also, the technical and engineering aspects of installing and maintaining an
underground distribution line are substantially simpler than for a power/transmission line due to the reduced
voltage carried by the distribution line, such as addressing heat generated by current carried through the
conductor.
Several commenters indicated that the power lines through the East Kingswood Subdivision should be
undergrounded. The lead agencies assume that the East Kingswood Subdivision is the housing development east
of SR 267 and generally bound by Lake Vista Road at the north and Cambridge Drive at the south. The action
alternatives evaluated several alignments in this area.
Under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), the 625 and 650 Lines would be upgraded, but would follow
approximately the existing alignment. (Refer to Exhibit 3-2 in the EIS/EIS/EIR.)
Under Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative), both the upgraded 625 and 650 Lines would follow the
existing 625 Line alignment. The span of the existing 650 Line that runs east-west through the East
Kingswood Subdivision north of Canterbury Drive would be removed. However, the poles would be
topped and left in place to support the existing underbuild (distribution lines, telecommunications lines,
and/or cable lines placed on the same poles as the power lines).
Under Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative), both the
upgraded 625 and 650 Lines would follow the existing 650 Line alignment. The alignment would run
east-west through the East Kingswood Subdivision north of Canterbury Drive, but the existing 625 Line
that currently extends north past Bristol Circle would be removed.
Alternative 3A (Road Focused Alternative with Double Circuit Option) is the only alternative that
proposes a new power line alignment in this area. Under this alternative, both the 625 and 650 Lines
would exit the Kings Beach Substation and follow Speckled Street to SR 267, which the line would
parallel to Brockway Summit. Both the 625 and 650 Lines on the east side of the Kingswood East
Subdivision would be eliminated, but the poles associated with the 650 Line would be topped and left in
place to support the existing underbuild. The new double circuit power line would be located on the
west side of the subdivision along SR 267.
As summarized above, undergrounding the 625 and 650 Lines was evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR but is not
proposed in this area due to access restrictions that could result in extended outages, additional environmental
effects anticipated as a result of undergrounding, and the absence of an identified significant environmental
impact that undergrounding would mitigate. Although the construction cost for undergrounding is substantially
greater than for aerial installation, cost was not considered as part of the rationale for eliminating this
alternative from detailed evaluation in the EIS/EIS/EIR.

Master Response 3:

Electromagnetic Fields

Several commenters expressed concern or requested clarification about the potential for the upgraded power
lines and the relocated Kings Beach Substation to produce electromagnetic fields (EMF) in proximity to existing
residences. The potential for EMF exposure is addressed in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR in Section 4.10, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials (please refer to pages 4.10-25 through 4.10-27) and Appendix D, Electric and Magnetic
Fields Summary. The project incorporates design standards into all of the action alternatives to reduce the
potential for exposure to EMF (please also refer to pages 3-26 and 3-27 of Chapter 3, Alternatives).
In 2006, CPUC updated its EMF Policy in Decision (D.) 06-01-042. The conclusions and findings within the
decision included the following:
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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The body of scientific evidence continues to evolve. However, it is recognized that public concern and
scientific uncertainty remain regarding the potential health effects of EMF exposure, and



It is not appropriate to adopt any specific numerical standard in association with EMF until we have a firm
scientific basis for adopting any particular value.

The decision re-affirmed that health hazards from exposures to EMF have not been established and that state
and federal public health regulatory agencies have determined that setting numeric exposure limits is not
appropriate. The CPUC also re-affirmed that the existing “no-cost and low-cost” precautionary measures-based
EMF policy (D. 93-01-013) should be continued. The CPUC has established EMF Design Guidelines (CPUC 2006)
that describe the routine magnetic field reduction measures that all regulated California utilities must consider
for new and upgraded transmission/power line and substation projects. In accordance with the Design
Guidelines and CPUC’s D. 93‐11‐013 and D. 06‐01‐042, CalPeco will incorporate “no cost” and “low cost”
magnetic field reduction steps in the proposed 625 and 650 Lines and associated substation facilities. These
measures include:




A standardized right or way width of 40-feet;
Circuit attachment height of 40.5 feet above ground level; and
Phasing of the power line circuits to maximize magnetic field reduction due to field cancellation.

At the substations, high current devices associated with the project upgrade would be centrally located towards
the interior of the substation and away from the property line boundaries.
As noted in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, there is no agreement among scientists that EMF creates a potential health
risk, and there are no defined or adopted NEPA, TRPA, or CEQA standards for defining health risk from EMF. The
EMF at any single point is a function of many interrelated factors, including line resistance and height (which
have a negative correlation with the presence of EMF at the ground level), and line load (which has a positive
correlation). While a full accounting of existing and potential EMF at all residences in the project vicinity is not
required to evaluate the project under NEPA, TRPA standards, or CEQA, the CPUC does require compliance with
its EMF decisions and policies for all new and upgraded transmission/power lines and substations projects under
its regulatory authority. The no cost and low cost measures incorporated into the proposed project are
considered reasonable steps towards addressing potential health effects of EMF exposure.

Master Response 4:

Electric Utility Rates

The issue of a potential increase in electrical service rates as a result of project implementation is outside the
scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR as it is not an issue that results in a change in the natural and physical environment.
However, many commenters expressed concern over an anticipated rate increase. It is not appropriate or
possible in this document to speculate what the rate increase would be. As explained below, the process of rate
setting is separate from project design and environmental review.
CalPeco (now Liberty Utilities) is a “public utility” under California law and thus the CPUC must approve any
rates CalPeco intends to charge its customers. The CPUC does not authorize utilities to charge all customers the
same rates for services. Rather, the CPUC has established different categories of customers (such as commercial
or residential) and approves separate “tariffs” for the utility to provide service to the different classes of
customers.
As a regulated public utility, CalPeco may receive a return on, and of, its prudently incurred capital expenditures,
and may make a formal request to the CPUC seeking rate recovery for the capital costs of the 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project. CalPeco would be allowed to receive rate recovery for the project costs only
after any improvements or new infrastructure commence providing electric service (i.e., are “used and useful” in
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CalPeco’s provision of service to customers). The project is proposed to be built in three phases over a period of
at least six to 10 years. It is expected, therefore, if the project receives the necessary approval that CalPeco may
incur costs in phases, and may correspondingly seek CPUC approval for rate recovery in phases.
The CPUC requires that notice of requests for rate recovery be provided to various government officials and
constituent groups, and publicly noticed through newspaper publication. CalPeco will be required to also notify
its customers of the request through a bill insert. The CPUC’s process will offer various avenues for public
participation, including by consumer, environmental, and community advocates. The CPUC may conduct formal
evidentiary hearings in which the public may present testimony and would have the opportunity to crossexamine witnesses from CalPeco and CPUC staff. The CPUC may grant cost recovery for any capital costs and
associated expenses which it finds, based on the evidence in the record, are just and reasonable.
In sum, potential rate increases are not an environmental issue and it would not be appropriate to consider rate
increases in the EIS/EIS/EIR due to the considerable speculation regarding future events and decision making
needed to evaluate the issue.

Master Response 5:

Project Alternatives

Several commenters outlined project alternatives that are different from the action alternatives analyzed in
detail in the EIS/EIS/EIR. These include new infrastructure, such as new sources of power generation; energy
conservation measures; and installing new power lines only between Truckee and Northstar; as well as
upgrading different or fewer aspects of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. Many of these suggestions
were evaluated and eliminated from detailed analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (see Section 3.5, Alternatives
Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation), or similar concepts were considered but not carried
forward during early project development, based largely on their infeasibility or inability to meet the basic
project objectives. Additional information on these alternatives is provided below, as well as responses to
suggestions for new alternatives included in comments provided on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
Under NEPA, TRPA, and CEQA regulations, an EIS or EIR must include a discussion of alternatives that address
the potential impacts of the proposed project. (See 40 CFR Section 1502.14 and State CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6.) The TRPA Code requires TRPA to study, develop, and describe alternatives to recommend courses of
action for any project that involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources. (See
TRPA Code Section 3.7.1.) While the different agencies’ regulations on this subject have different wording for
this requirement, each is clear that an environmental analysis need not address every possible alternative (e.g.,
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), “An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a
project.”) and only feasible alternatives that address the objectives of the proposed project need be considered
in detail.
Study of potential long-term electric capacity solutions for the north Lake Tahoe area began in 1996, when the
Sierra Pacific Power Company (which owned the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System at the time) prepared
the North Tahoe Capacity Plan. Various planning and evaluation efforts have been conducted by Sierra Pacific
Power Company and CalPeco since that time, as would be expected for a utility operating an electrical
transmission and distribution system.
In 2012, Sierra Pacific Power prepared a Proponent’s Environmental Assessment that included a project
proposal originally developed through the North Tahoe Capacity Plan. The PEA Alternative was presented as the
preferred alternative in the Notice of Preparation (NOP)/Notice of Intent (NOI) released for the CalPeco 625 and
650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project EIS/EIS/EIR in March of 2012. Three additional action alternatives and a
subalternative (a variation on a primary alternative) were identified through the public scoping process that
occurred between March 26 and April 25, 2012, coordination among the lead agencies, and as a result of initial
environmental analysis. These four action alternatives are analyzed in detail in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. (Note that
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through this process Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) was identified as the proposed project.) In addition to
the action alternatives, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR also discussed 12 other alternatives that were considered but
eliminated from detailed evaluation in the document because they were either not feasible, were not consistent
with the project purpose and needs/objectives, and/or did not have the potential to eliminate significant
environmental effects. (See Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, pages 3-67 through 3-81 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.)
Comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR included multiple suggested options or alternatives beyond the four
action alternatives evaluated in detail in the document. Several of these are similar to, or derivatives of, the 12
alternatives considered but eliminated from detailed evaluation, and others are options not previously
considered in the document. Each suggested alternative, or general concept for an alternative, is addressed
below.


Install a power line from Kings Beach Substation into the NV Energy Incline System. This alternative, which
would involve constructing a new power line connecting the existing NV Energy Incline transmission system
to the Kings Beach Substation, was suggested by commenters as a potential means to provide a new power
source feeding into the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System that would provide more flexibility in system
operations and reduce the need to implement the proposed 625 and 650 Line upgrades. This alternative was
considered, but found infeasible in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR primarily due to the different sizes and capabilities
between the NV Energy system at Incline Village, Nevada and the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System.
This new power line would require a new transmission corridor between Incline Village, Nevada and Kings
Beach, California and would require the installation of very large and specialized pieces of equipment (e.g.,
phase shifters) at various substations to allow the two separate systems to interact and potential expansion
of the substations where new equipment is installed. (See page 3-74 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.) Additionally,
such an interconnection with NV Energy would put additional reliance on a third party utility, which would
make the power requirements in North Lake Tahoe secondary to the NV Energy needs in the event of an
emergency. NV Energy has indicated that it will only accommodate CalPeco’s customers in the Brockway and
Kings Beach areas temporarily, in emergency cases where NV Energy has the power available, but not as a
permanent solution to loading issues in the North Lake Tahoe area (see letter from NV Energy to Liberty
Utilities at the end of this comments and responses section in Appendix P-2a).



Install a new 120 kV power line between the Truckee Substation and the Northstar Substation. This
alternative was suggested as a mechanism to increase power delivery capacity to a relatively high electrical
demand area, with the desire to reduce the need to move power through the 625 and 650 Lines during
system outages and therefore reduce the need for the proposed upgrade of these lines. While an
improvement, this alternative would not address the reliability issues through the other portions of the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. The system between the Kings Beach, Tahoe City, and Squaw Valley
substations would remain at risk under certain single contingency conditions (i.e., when there is damage to
the lines serving these communities, there may not be an alternative way to get power to the area and
prolonged power outages could result). Under this alternative, the existing 625 and 650 Lines would not be
modified and the new line would run either adjacent to the existing 650 Line corridor or in a new corridor.



Install new generation (preferably renewable power). This alternative was suggested by commenters as a
potential means to provide a new power source feeding into the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System to
provide more flexibility in system operations and reduce the need to implement the proposed 625 and 650
Line upgrades. Generating incremental new power generally does not improve the reliability of power lines.
To effectively reduce the load on the delivery lines during all potential line failure scenarios, new generation
would be required at each substation, which could require substantial land use and permitting concessions
from local jurisdictions, and would result in construction at seven different substations (including the
Brockway Substation, which would be removed under the action alternatives analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR).
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For example, one of the largest load areas is Tahoe City. To reliably serve this area in the event power from
the Truckee Substation is lost, a new generation station would have to be located within a 1-mile radius of
the Tahoe City substation. Given the permitting constraints, questionable economics, CPUC rules limiting
opportunities for utility ownership of generation, and environmental impacts of building and operating
several new generation stations, the installation of generation at each substation is not considered a
feasible alternative.
Additionally, renewable power, such as solar and wind generation, is not available on a continuous basis and
may be unavailable during the time of actual need. Therefore, renewable energy power generation is
unlikely to be an effective solution to the reliability constraints faced by the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System and additional power generation would likely be natural gas or diesel. Either natural gas or diesel
fuel pipelines would need to be constructed to serve the generators, or the fuel would need to be delivered
by truck on a regular basis and stored at the generation site.


Utilize energy efficiency to offset the power needs in the basin. This alternative was suggested by
commenters as a potential means to reduce or avoid the need to implement the proposed 625 and 650 Line
upgrades, offering the concept that if existing and future energy demand were reduced, the capacity of the
existing 625 and 650 Lines would be sufficient to provide electricity to the service area. CalPeco
communicates energy efficiency program offerings with various types of customers (commercial, residential,
income qualified). However, the utility has no ability to mandate participation, nor does the utility have the
ability to influence the types of efficiency upgrades a customer might choose. The customer’s choices may
have little or no impact on CalPeco’s system operation, especially if they are unrelated to peak load
operations. Energy efficiency programs can aid load management, but do not address system reliability.
Increasing efficiency is not an effective electrical planning tool because it is beyond the control of the utility
and regulators.
In addition, programs authorized by CPUC must be financially feasible for the climate/region, the customer
base, and the size of the utility. They must be cost effective in terms of energy savings for the dollars
invested. For these reasons, CPUC has authorized other California utilities, such as PG&E, to conduct energy
efficiency programs that vary substantially from those it has approved for CalPeco. All of the applicant’s
energy efficiency programs have been reviewed and approved by CPUC.





Construct an Additional Line Outside the Lake Tahoe Basin. To minimize potential environmental effects
within the Lake Tahoe Basin, comments suggested that a new line be constructed between the east and
west legs of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System outside the Basin (i.e., north of the existing 625
Line) that would support operation of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission Systems’ overall loop
configuration without the need to upgrade the 625 Line. Depending on the location of the outage, this may
not provide single contingency reliability to the Tahoe City and Kings Beach areas. Constructing a new power
line outside the Basin would result in many environmental effects similar to those within the Basin, and the
benefits associated with abandonment of the existing 625 Line alignment would not occur. This alternative
would result in a substantial net increase in miles of power line, power line right-of-way (ROW), and likely
new accessway (depending on the selected alignment’s proximity to existing roads).
Implement Multiple Individual Options. Several commenters offered the suggestion that implementation of
multiple individual options considered in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR but eliminated from detailed evaluation could
result in an alternative that would meet project objectives while eliminating or substantially delaying the
need to upgrade the 625 Line. Combinations of options could include upgrading other portions of the North
Lake Tahoe Transmission System, new power generation facilities, and energy conservation. As discussed
above, each of these options individually was dismissed from detailed analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR either
because they were not consistent with the project’s purpose and needs/objectives, were infeasible, or
would not eliminate significant environmental effects.
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The 12 alternatives that were evaluated and eliminated from further consideration in the EIS/EIS/EIR include
alternatives intended to replace the proposed project entirely and alternative methods for executing specific
components of the project. As summarized below, there is no evidence that any combination of the
dismissed alternatives would result in a feasible alternative that would be consistent with the project’s
objectives and would eliminate significant environmental effects. For more detail on these project
alternatives, refer to pages 3-71 through 3-81 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
Alternatives intended to replace the entirety of the proposed project:


Rebuild only the 650 Line. The existing 650 Line would be upgraded as described for the action alternatives.
This alternative would provide some increased system capacity, but would not provide adequate long-term
capacity to meet project goals. In the near future (estimated at some time in the 2020’s), there would not be
adequate capacity on the 650 Line to serve the system loop if the 132 Line were out of service (a single
contingency event) (the 132 Line and other elements of the overall North Lake Tahoe Transmission System
are shown in Exhibit 3-2 in the EIS/EIS/EIR). A critical element of providing this additional capacity would be
the upgrade of the 625 Line.



Operate the 629 Line at 120 kV. The 629 Line between the Squaw Valley Substation and the Tahoe City
Substation has already been upgraded to 120 kV, but is still operated at 60 kV. Under this alternative, the
east side of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission Line (i.e., the 650 Line) and the southern portion of the
system (i.e., the 625 Line) would not be able accommodate the power normally transmitted by the 629 Line
if the 629 Line is taken out of service. Therefore, this alternative would not meet the project’s reliability
objectives, and either the 625 and 650 Lines would have to be upgraded as proposed under the action
alternatives or new lines would need to be constructed in roughly the same locations. (Note that operation
of the 629 Line at 120 kV is proposed under the action alternatives.)



Reconductor the 609 Line from Truckee to Squaw Valley. Upgrading the 609 Line (which generally parallels
the 132 Line between the Truckee Substation and the Squaw Valley Substation) from 60 kV to 120 kV would
create a 120 kV loop serving Squaw Valley. This would benefit the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System
only if an outage were to occur on the 132 Line. Because it would not provide a strong, reliable source of
electricity on the eastern side of the system, the eastern side of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission Line
(i.e., the 650 Line) and the southern portion of the system (i.e., the 625 Line) would not be able
accommodate the power normally transmitted by the 629 Line if the 629 Line were taken out of service.
Therefore, this alternative would not meet the reliability objectives of the project. Either the 625 and 650
Lines would have to be upgraded as proposed under the action alternatives, or new lines would need to be
constructed in roughly the same locations.



Complete a closed 120 kV loop between the Incline Substation and the Kings Beach Substation. This
alternative would establish single contingency reliability for the Kings Beach area by creating a loop on the
eastern side of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. In addition to upgrading the 650 Line as
described for the action alternatives, this alternative would install a new 120 kV power line between the
Incline Substation and the Kings Beach Substation. Under this alternative, the 625 Line would not be
modified. Therefore, the project objective of providing more reliable access to the 625 Line for operations
and maintenance activities would not be achieved. It would be necessary to either move the 60 kV 625 Line
closer to the Fiberboard Freeway or construct additional accessways to access the existing line. Further, as
discussed above, this alternative is not feasible because it would place additional reliance on power from NV
Energy’s system.



Utilize distribution backup for single-contingency outages. This alternative would establish a new
distribution feeder line from the Truckee Substation to the Northstar Substation, which would decrease
demand on the 650 Line. Although there would be additional capacity in the 650 line, it would not be
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sufficient to accept the quantity of rerouted power that would be necessary during an outage elsewhere in
the system. Therefore, upgrade of the 625 and 650 Lines, or construction of new lines that mirror their
function along the southern and eastern legs of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System, would still be
required for this alternative to meet the project’s reliability objectives.


Utilize additional diesel generation. This alternative proposes construction of new diesel generation stations
outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin and in proximity to existing substations (both inside and outside the basin).
This alternative would permit greater power source flexibility, but would not address the capacity limitations
of the existing 60 kV lines. The power line and substation upgrades proposed under the action alternatives
would still be required to meet the project’s reliability objectives. To avoid system upgrades, new generation
would be required in connection with each of the seven substations in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System, as discussed above. New generation facilities would be subject to significant regulatory constraints
and would result in increased air emissions and other environmental effects associated with facility
construction, operation, and maintenance (e.g., noise, fuel delivery and storage).



Utilize reactive capacitance. Equipment (reactive capacitors) would be installed at each substation in the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System which could support an increase in the amount of power that can be
transmitted over the existing lines. In addition to technical concerns related to harmonic tuning and
reactivity, modeling (conducted for Sierra Pacific Power Company before CalPeco’s purchase of the North
Lake Tahoe Transmission System) shows that this alternative would only delay the need for the upgrade of
the system described under the action alternatives. The delay is estimated to be in the range of 3 to 5 years
depending on the rate of load growth.

Alternative methods for executing specific components of the project:


Rebuild the 625 Line along its existing route. This is a variation of the proposed alignment of the 625 Line
that assumes all other project components proposed under the action alternatives would be implemented.
Please refer to Master Response 13 for an explanation of why rebuilding the 625 Line in its current ROW
would not meet the project objective related to improved access.



Submarine Cable Alternative. This is a variation of the proposed alignment of the 625 Line in which the new
line between Tahoe City and Kings Beach would be routed under Lake Tahoe. This alternative assumes all
other project components proposed under the action alternatives would be implemented. This alternative
was not pursued because of the technical constraints identified with the complicated installation and repair
process, and potential implications to system reliability.



Install power lines underground. This alternative would install a significant portion of the 650 Line
underground (in and along SR 267). To install the 625 Line underground, it would be relocated to the SR 28
ROW. This alternative would meet many of the project objectives, but would complicate line maintenance
and repair, which could affect system reliability. (See Master Response 2 for more discussion about
undergrounding power lines.)



Relocate the Tahoe City Substation. This alternative would move the Tahoe City Substation as suggested in
the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan. This alternative is discussed further in Master Response 1.

Master Response 6:

Project Need

Several comments identified concerns about whether the proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
is really needed. The discussion provided in Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR describes the
basis for the project need, including peak electrical demand, projected growth, and appropriate contingency in
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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the event of an outage on a portion of the system. The following provides more detail about the need for the
project.
The North Lake Tahoe Transmission System features a loop design, the advantages of which include the ability to
redirect power flows around the loop if one segment is out of service, which improves system reliability.
However, power can only be effectively redirected if there is sufficient capacity on the other parts of the loop to
support the power flow being diverted in addition to loads already served by that line. The 60 kV 625 and 650
Lines are components of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System and were installed in 1971 and 1959,
respectively. These lines were engineered to address capacity requirements at the time of construction.
The applicant is required, pursuant to federal and state electric reliability standards, to ensure that the North
Lake Tahoe Transmission System performs safely and reliably under normal and contingency conditions (i.e.,
when there is damage to a line). The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) oversees, develops,
and enforces reliability standards of the bulk power system. Electric utilities across the United States and Canada
must operate their power lines within the standards created by NERC or be subject to potentially substantial
fines. As applied, NERC Reliability Standard TPL-002-0b requires the system to have the capability to supply peak
loads at adequate voltage levels without overloading the system components while any one component out of
service (referred to as a “single contingency” or “N-1”). Although CalPeco’s North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System does not incur peak load levels at all times, it must be capable of maintaining service during periods of
maximum demand. (See page 2-1, Section 2.1.1, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.) In addition to NERC standards,
California utilities are subject to the Reliable Electric Service Investments Act, which establishes as the policy of
the state that each electrical corporation operate its electric distribution grid in its service area in a safe, reliable,
efficient, and cost-effective manner; and that it continue to make prudent investments to protect the integrity
of the electric distribution grid (California Public Utilities Code Section 399.2[a][1] and 399[c][1]).
CalPeco proposes to upgrade the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System to comply with national and state
electric reliability and safety standards. According to CalPeco, the available information and modeling indicates
that the existing system cannot provide single-contingency reliability during certain load levels, even with back
up generation being provided by the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station. The North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System is also experiencing demands at, or in excess of, design capacity, which heats the equipment and
weakens it over time. (See Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR [pages 2-3 through 2-5].)
CalPeco states that, if this project is not constructed, the North Lake Tahoe loop system would operate at risk of
overheating and damaging the existing lines, possibly causing large scale and extended outages and/or
overheated conductors which increase fire danger. In these instances, CalPeco’s current emergency response
options would be limited to running the diesel backup generators in King Beach and/or instituting rolling
blackouts.
The Kings Beach back up diesel generators can supply up to 12 megawatts (MW) of power to the system. This
option is limited by the local air district’s permitting restrictions, which limits the diesel generators to a finite
number of operation hours in any one calendar year. The other option is instituting rolling blackouts at
substations throughout the area. These outages would last approximately 2 hours per circuit and rotate through
the service area during the critical peak load times.
CalPeco states that its 650 Line is one of the weakest sections in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System due
to its conductor size and capacity rating and the demand associated with the line, and is thus the highest priority
for upgrade. Because of its capacity limitation, the 650 Line cannot accommodate additional load if required
during an outage on another part of the system. If the electrical load exceeds the rating of the conductor, the
line could fail resulting in extended outages. The wire size and capacity of the 650 Line between the Truckee
Substation and the Kings Beach Substation are insufficient to handle the amount of power that is currently
required on peak demand.
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According to CalPeco, the most recent example of peak demand in which the lines exceeded rated capacity was
from December 20, 2012 through January 9, 2013. During this period, the 650 Line reached 102 percent of rated
capacity. During this same period, the 629 Line (which runs from Squaw Valley to Tahoe City) was loaded to 40
percent of rated capacity to provide power to the Tahoe City area. However, had there been an outage along
the 629 Line during this peak demand period, power would have had to have been redirected to Tahoe City via
the 650 and 625 Lines, with the 650 Line already carrying power in excess of its rated capacity. Had this scenario
occurred, even with the assistance of energy deliveries from NV Energy via Incline and the use of the Kings
Beach Diesel Generating station, CalPeco would have had to shed load, imposing rolling black outs that would
mean loss of power to residential and business customers, as well as public safety operations such as street
lights and traffic lights. CalPeco contends that this type of system management does not comply with the
applicable federal and state reliability standards.
In order to assure the agency and the public of the need for this project, TRPA, USFS and CPUC engaged a
qualified third party to review CalPeco’s planning approach. The agencies asked the independent consultant to
review CalPeco’s planning studies and justifications to determine CalPeco’s statement of need met reasonable
and prudent electric planning principles. Paul Scheuerman, who is a licensed electrical engineer with 45 years of
experience in the field of long and short term electrical power planning, provided an independent assessment of
the data and documentation supporting the need for certain upgrades to the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System as well as the reasonableness of the project to meet said need. Based on his review, Mr. Scheuerman
concluded, “the proposed rebuilding, reconductoring of lines and energizing the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System at 120 kV, with the exception of the 609 line, represents a reasonable long term
approach to solving the current North Lake Tahoe Transmission System problems.” (Mr. Scheuerman’s report
is attached as Appendix P-2b.) Based on CalPeco’s information and Mr. Scheuerman’s review, the lead
agencies may reasonably conclude that proposed project is needed to address safety and reliability concerns
associated with the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System.
After the close of the public comment period on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, a letter was received from Thomas A.
Besich, who was retained by the North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance (NTCAA) to provide a technical assessment
of various elements of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, including studies and analyses
supporting the determination of project need. Although the letter was received on April 28, 2014, more than
three months after the close of the public comment period, the lead agencies determined that a response could
be informative to agencies, the public, and decision makers. The Besich letter and associated response, which
address various aspects of project need, are provided in this comments and responses appendix as Letter 57.
In response to the Besich letter, Paul Scheuerman was asked to comment on the timing of the needed system
upgrades. Mr. Scheurman’s review of a system analysis addendum prepared by Z-Global in 2014 indicates the
need to implement Phase 1 of the project (primarily reconductoring the 650 Line as described in Section 3.3.6,
Common Processes of the Action Alternatives, of this final EIS/EIS/EIR) as soon as possible. With the loss of the
629 line and loads at or above 86 MW, sections of the 650 Line would overload as well as result in low voltages
in the Kings Beach and Tahoe City areas. With the 650 Line reconductored, system modeling indicates that Phase
2 of the proposed project should be completed when system demands reach 89 MW. Phase 2 primarily consists
of conducting improvements at the North Truckee, Northstar, and Kings Beach substations and
decommissioning the Brockway Substation. With an estimated system load growth (i.e., growth of service area
electricity demand) of approximately 1 MW per a year (the estimate used in the Z-Global addendum), it is
proposed that Phase 2 should be completed by 2016. Phase 3 of the proposed project consists of rebuilding of
the 625 Line and all remaining project elements (e.g., completing remaining substation improvements). The
system modelling indicates that construction of this final phase is necessary when demand reaches 100 MW.
Continuing with the 1 MW per year load growth estimate used in the Z-Global analysis, completion of Phase 3
should occur by 2027. However, construction could be required sooner or later depending on the actual rate of
load growth.
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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Master Response 7:

Ascent Environmental

Growth Inducing Impacts

Several comments express concern about future development that could be served by the increased capacity
provided by the 625 and 650 Line upgrades. In the context of an environmental impact analysis, removing an
obstacle to growth, such as providing additional wastewater treatment capacity where existing capacity is
limiting opportunities for development, is considered a growth inducing impact. Growth inducing impacts are
addressed in Section 5.5, Growth Inducing Impacts, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (pages 5-4 through 5-7). The
following master response supplements the information provided in Section 5.5 to respond to comments
provided by agencies, organizations, and individuals.
Implementation of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would result in a system with improved
reliability and increased capacity. This increased capacity would be necessary to meet the project objectives and
would not directly result in growth in that approval of the transmission line upgrade project would not result in
approval of any land use changes or specific developments. Because the proposed project would increase
capacity to meet existing demand and address an existing capacity shortfall (see discussion of the 2012/2013
peak demand event above in Master Response 6 addressing project need), it could be argued—based on NEPA
case law—that it is not growth inducing. In Morongo Band of Mission Indians v. Federal Aviation Administration
(9th Cir. 1998) the court held that “…the project was implemented in order to deal with existing problems; the
fact that it might also facilitate further growth is insufficient to constitute a growth-inducing impact under 40
C.F.R. § 1508.8(b).” Similarly, in City of Carmel-by-the-Sea v. United States Department of Transportation (9th
Cir.1997), the court acknowledged that a planned freeway “may induce limited additional development,” but
reasoned that it was “the existing development that necessitate[d] the freeway.” The construction of the
proposed freeway would “not spur on any unintended or, more importantly, unaccounted for, development
because local officials have already planned for the future use of the land, under the assumption that the Hatton
Canyon Freeway would be completed.” In the project area for the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project,
local officials have planned for future use of the land under the assumption that sufficient electrical transmission
infrastructure would be in place to provide consistent reliable service to the utility’s customers. However,
because the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would make available electrical transmission capacity in
excess of immediate need, growth inducing effects are evaluated and disclosed in the EIS/EIS/EIR to provide a
full accounting of potential environmental effects to the public and decision makers.
The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR acknowledges that the proposed upgraded power lines would improve the utility’s ability
to accommodate new growth that is approved by the applicable local planning agencies. Section 5.5, GrowthInducing Impacts of the Proposed Project, discusses changes in the pattern of land use, population density, and
growth rate that could indirectly result from the project.
The relevant adopted planning documents (including the established general plans of Placer County, Nevada
County, and Town of Truckee; Martis Valley Community Plan; and TRPA Regional Plan) generally define the
location, type, and intensity of growth in the area. These types of land use plans are the primary means of
regulating development and growth in California. Utilities and other service providers in the Lake Tahoe Basin
and the Truckee and North Tahoe regions plan and upgrade their facilities based on growth projections provided
by local government agencies and their own analyses. For the portions of the project area outside of the Lake
Tahoe Basin, growth is planned and regulated by the general plans (and component plans, such as community
plans) and zoning regulations of Placer County, Nevada County, and Town of Truckee. Within the Lake Tahoe
Basin, land uses and development on public and private lands are under the jurisdiction of TRPA and are subject
to growth controls that stem from a finite number of development rights, residential allocations, and
commercial floor area. Existing TRPA goals, policies, and implementation measures are intended to manage
growth and development in accordance with the requirements of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact to
establish a balance between the natural and built environments. The Lake Tahoe Basin is nearing a build-out
condition; approximately 90 percent of privately-owned parcels in the region have been developed (TRPA 2012).
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Table MR7-A summarizes the characteristics of planning documents guiding future development that would be
directly served by the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. The Nevada County General Plan is not
included because only a small portion of the overall plan area is potentially served by the project. The Town of
Truckee General Plan and specific plans within the Town of Truckee are not included because a majority of the
town is provided electrical service by the Truckee Donner Public Utilities District and not CalPeco. Most of the
project area that would be served by the electrical line upgrade is within Placer County; that portion within the
Tahoe Basin is subject to the Tahoe Regional Plan, and most of the area outside the Basin is subject to the Martis
Valley Community Plan, a part of the Placer County General Plan.
Table MR7-A. Characteristics of Local Land Use Plans Directly Served by the Elements of the 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Plan Name,
Proponent
Regional Plan,
TRPA

Brief Description

Population Increase/Number of Units Proposed

The Regional Plan describes the needs and goals of the
Region and provides statements of policy to guide
decision making as it affects the Region’s resources and
remaining capacities. It consists of the Goals and Policies
(which identifies regional goals), Land Use Maps, Code of
Ordinances (regulations and measures to implement the
Goals and Policies), and plans for specific areas.

5,900 year-round population increase in the
Regional Plan area by 2035 due to new
development.

To implement the portion of the Regional Plan in Placer
County, the County is undertaking its community plan
update and examining specific policies, design standards,
and zoning to support the Regional Plan.

Community Plan update in preparation with
specific development proposals not yet
confirmed. However, as of May 2014, Placer
County is reported to have the following
remaining development potential: 90
residential bonus units; 57 residential
allocations; 25 tourist accommodation units;
and 76,600 square feet of commercial floor
1
area.

Martis Valley
The Martis Valley Community Plan (MVCP), in
Community Plan combination with the Placer County General Plan, is the
official statement of Placer County guiding the
development of the Martis Valley area to at least the year
2020. The MVCP, adopted in 2003, covers the
approximately 26,000 acre portion of Martis Valley in
Placer County. Development contemplated in the plan
includes larger proposals such as the continued expansion
of Northstar-at-Tahoe and development on the Waddle
Ranch property, as well as smaller areas of proposed
development. (Note: Revisions to the MVCP are proposed
by the Martis Valley West Parcel Specific Plan project, as
described below.) Proposed uses include housing of
various densities, commercial and retail, winter recreation
facilities, new and continued expansion of golf and other
summer recreation facilities, trails and open space,
wildlife habitat, and timberland.
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Estimated maximum holding capacity in the
plan area of approximately 8,600 dwelling
units
Projection of 1,465 to 2,965 additional
dwelling units by 2020 above the 1,935 units
present in 2003 (total of 3,400 to 4,900
dwelling units by 2020).
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Table MR7-A. Characteristics of Local Land Use Plans Directly Served by the Elements of the 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Plan Name,
Proponent

Brief Description

Population Increase/Number of Units Proposed

Martis Valley
West Parcel
Specific Plan (an
amendment to
the Martis
Valley
Community
Plan)

The Martis Valley West Parcel Specific Plan consists of a
Specific Plan and TRPA Area Plan (both in preparation)
covering a portion of the overall MVCP area. The Specific
Plan area consists of two separate components, the East
and West Parcels, which are located on either side of SR
267. The proposed project would shift 760 units and 6.6
acres of commercial from the currently allowed
development on the East Parcel to the West Parcel. The
project would permanently retire 600 allowed units. The
670 acres of the East Parcel currently zoned for
development would be redesignated Forest, and a
conservation easement would be placed over the entire
6,376 acres, or it would be sold fee simple to conservation
groups. As a result, no development would occur on the
East Parcel.

760 residential units with a mix of single
family homes, townhomes, cabins, multifamily residences, and condominiums.

Northstar
Mountain
Master Plan,
Northstar
Resort

The Northstar Mountain Master Plan proposes new ski
terrain, lifts, skier facilities and additional recreational
opportunities, as well as upgrades to existing ski terrain
and facilities. The plan was developed using
environmental principles and management strategies
established in Northstar’s Habitat Management Plan.

No residential units. New snow sport and
mountain recreation facilities.

Village at Squaw
Valley Specific
Plan, KSL Capital
Partners

The Village at Squaw Valley Specific Plan addresses
comprehensive development and enhancement of
approximately 85 acres of the previously developed
Squaw Valley Village and the roughly 9-acre East Parcel.
The Village area is planned to provide a year-round
mountain resort with a diversity of resort residential
lodging options, amenities, and recreational services. The
East Parcel is proposed for employee housing, peak day
parking, and shipping and receiving. The plan also
includes the preservation of open space and habitat
restoration/enhancement of Squaw Creek.

Up to 850 resort residential lodging units
supporting up to 1,493 bedrooms. Lodging
units would be a mix of hotel, condo hotel,
and fractional ownership cabin. Full time
residents are not anticipated.

6.6 acres of commercial uses

Approximately 300,000 square feet of ski
services, amenities, common areas,
restaurant, and retail.
Employee housing

1: Source: TRPA 2014.
Note: Development in the Tahoe Basin is managed by TRPA through a system of development commodities, including residential development
rights, residential bonus units, tourist accommodation units, and commercial floor area, all of which are capped. The values reflected for Placer
County include those available across all of Placer County’s community plan areas.

As shown in Table MR8-A, land use plans for areas to be served by the proposed project include approximately
1,600 residential/lodging units plus additional employee housing units, several acres of commercial uses,
significant snow sport and other recreational facilities, and habitat preservation/restoration/enhancement
components.
Another mechanism to identify future development that could be served by, or benefit from the 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project is to refer to projects identified in Table 4.1-2 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR in Chapter
4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures. This table lists
foreseeable/probable future projects included in the evaluation of cumulative impacts in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Several
of the projects are residential or resort-type developments (for example cumulative projects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12,
14, 16, 23, 25, and 27). Based on review of these projects, growth attributable to foreseeable future projects is
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generally anticipated in the Town of Truckee, Martis Valley, Northstar, Homewood, Crystal Bay/North Stateline,
Alpine Meadows, and the Olympic Valley. Although a majority of the Town of Truckee is provided electrical
service by the Tahoe Truckee Donner Public Utilities District, the remainder of these projects would likely
receive electrical service from the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System or benefit from increased reliability
provided by the proposed project.
The proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would improve the applicant’s ability to
accommodate planned growth authorized by local land use agencies. Impacts commonly associated with growth
include increased demand on public services and infrastructure, increased traffic and noise, degradation of air
and water quality, degradation or loss of plant and animal habitat, and conversion of open space to developed
uses. Projects that would be served by, or would benefit from the proposed electrical line upgrade would
undergo separate environmental review and approval by the applicable land use agencies. For some of the
projects identified in the cumulative analysis, this review is in process and it is possible to approximate
anticipated effects.
For example, the EIR for the Truckee Railyard Master Plan identified unavoidable significant environmental
impacts associated with long-term air emissions, roadway level of service, exposure of persons to railroad noise,
and removal of culturally significant structures (Town of Truckee 2009). The Joerger Ranch Specific Plan (Town of
Truckee 2013) and Northstar Mountain Master Plan (Placer County 2013) would both result in significant and
unavoidable impacts to air quality.
Although the proposed project may serve or otherwise benefit the implementation of plans and development of
projects identified above, as stated in Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (see Section 5.5.5, Growth as a Result of Increased
Availability of Electrical Power), the provision of electricity is generally not considered to remove an obstacle to
growth, nor does the availability of electrical capacity by itself normally ensure or encourage growth within a
particular area. Other factors such as economic conditions, land availability, population trends, availability of water
supply or sewer services, and local planning policies have a more direct effect on growth.
Without increased system capacity, future growth in electrical demand could eventually result in increased
potential for, and frequency of, service interruptions and the possibility of extended service interruptions. Absent
regulatory requirements related to reliability of service, it can be assumed that the unreliable nature of the
electrical power supply would eventually limit future growth in the service area. Therefore, implementation of the
proposed project could remove a potential future limitation to growth and would be considered growth inducing.
However, the timing, nature, and extent of this limitation to growth is speculative, and regulatory requirements
related to reliability of service would force system improvements well before outages become commonplace.
CalPeco’s proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would only accommodate planned growth
authorized by local land use agencies and, like most electrical utilities, CalPeco would be responding to growth
planned and implemented by others and would not be instigating growth.
Finally, the proposed project does not involve an expansion of the service area; therefore, the project would not
have the potential to generate growth or change the pattern of land use by providing electrical service to an
area that does not currently have electrical service.

Master Response 8:

Characteristics of Project Infrastructure

Several comments request details regarding the number poles, dimensions of poles, number of lines, and similar
project design elements. The exact height of each pole along the project alignments, type of pole (selfsupporting, guy-wire, foundation), and exact number of poles is determined by engineering requirements that
take into consideration the site specific soil conditions, terrain, line voltage, conductor spacing, presence of
other utilities (e.g., communication lines) on the same pole (underbuild),and vegetation among other factors.
This level of detail is not available or necessary to evaluate the project under NEPA, TRPA regulations, or CEQA.
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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The analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR was conducted using resource data collected within a study corridor for each
alternative sufficient to describe baseline environmental conditions, available information on the project design
and construction and operation details developed by the applicant, and reasonable assumptions as to what the
project and alternatives would encompass. Planning and environmental analysis documents, unlike permitting
documents, are typically based on more general design information, in part so that the planning and
environmental review process can influence the details of the project design. This EIS/EIS/EIR uses an approach
of assessing impacts based on the best information available and where necessary, providing appropriate
mitigation that can accommodate the future development of a more detailed project design (e.g., methods to
avoid impacts where feasible, mechanisms to minimize impacts if avoidance is not possible, and processes for
compensating for unavoidable effects if they occur). Details such as the precise number of poles, the exact
dimensions (height, diameter), and the type of support and foundations for each pole will be determined after a
final alternative is selected and more detailed surveys and engineering can be completed for the selected
alignment.
As described on page 3-26 in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the new steel poles would
be approximately 7 to 12 feet taller than the existing wooden poles, which are between 48 and 80 feet above
ground surface. On average, pole spacing would be 300 feet apart. The diameter of the existing wooden poles
ranges from 13 inches to 16 inches. The diameter of the new poles would range from 15 inches to 19 inches at
the base for poles buried in the ground.
Self-supporting poles may be used where there would not be the option to use guy wires (e.g., where there are
existing structures next to the site) or where conditions would not be suitable to adequately bury the pole base.
The diameter of the self-supporting poles would vary based on whether the alternative calls for a single circuit,
double circuit, if there is underbuild, and other factors. Self-supporting poles would be mounted on a concrete
foundation, which would have a 3 to 6 foot diameter. These foundations typically extend above the ground
surface to a height of 6 to 12 inches, but there could be site-specific circumstances where up to 2 feet of height
would be required. The diameter of the self-supporting poles could be as much as 4.5 feet at the base where
they are attached to the concrete foundations.
Generally, the number of lines (i.e., conductors) on the new poles would remain the same as are on the existing
poles, except in the case where the poles are double circuited (two power lines on the same structure), or
where underbuild would remain on existing poles.
Because CalPeco has committed to implementing the applicant proposed measures (APMs), they are considered
part of the project description. Implementing APMs would be included in permit conditions required by the
USFS, TRPA, and CPUC. APM SCE-2 requires use of self-weathering dark brown steel poles, and APM SCE-3
requires use of non-specular conductors that would reduce new sources of glare.
Table MR-8-A provides a summary comparison of characteristics of existing lines and poles with proposed
project.
Table MR8-A Characteristics of Existing and Proposed Infrastructure
Characteristic

Existing

Proposed

Pole Height

48 to 80 feet tall

55 to 92 feet tall

Pole Diameter

13 to 16 inches

15 to 19 inches at base buried in ground (7 to 10 feet deep) w/guy wires as
needed. If guy wires cannot be used and where base cannot be buried; Selfsupporting pole: pole diameter up to 4.5 feet at base w/concrete foundation
3 to 6 feet in diameter;

Pole Materials/color Wooden, weathered Steel, rusting to brown
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Table MR8-A Characteristics of Existing and Proposed Infrastructure
Characteristic

Existing

Proposed

Pole Spacing

Generally 300-foot
spacing

Spacing generally same as existing, with exceptions; new pole location would
generally be within 10 feet of existing pole location. Realigned lines would
generally have 300-foot spacing.

Underbuild

Underbuild on
existing lines

Transferred to new poles; with exceptions where realignment requires
underbuild to remain on existing poles to serve nearby land uses-varies with
alternative. Alt 2 has the greatest number of existing poles to remain.

Master Response 9:

TRPA Scenic Thresholds

Several comments expressed concern over the visibility of project elements from local scenic highways and
whether applicable TRPA Scenic Threshold Ratings could be maintained. Portions of the project are within the
TRPA-designated scenic highway corridors of SR 89, SR 28, and SR 267, as stated on page 4.4-9 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR under Scenic Standards. TRPA Code Section 66.1.4, Roadway and Shoreline Travel Routes, states that
the “the project shall not cause a decrease in the 1982 roadway or shoreline travel route ratings…” The
environmental threshold standards for scenic resources along roadway and shoreline units are described
starting on page 5-26 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) and Alternative 3 (Road
Focused Alternative), Segment 650-2 would be visible within Roadway Travel Unit 41—Brockway Summit. The
referenced text on Page 5-26 should also identify Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) as being visible within
Roadway Travel Unit 41 – Brockway Summit. The text has been modified to reference Alternative 4. The
threshold discussion concludes that “The visual presence of the action alternatives could negatively affect one or
more of the composite rating subcomponents which include unity, vividness, variety, and intactness. This in turn
would cause a reduction in the scenic quality ratings.”
APM SCE-7 requires that replacement poles for the 650 Line (in the case of Alternatives 3 and 4, both the 650
and 625 Lines) from Brockway Summit southward will be moved back from the roadway into the forest to
eliminate or substantially reduce their visibility from the highway within the Lake Tahoe Basin, as compared to
the existing 650 Line, without causing new visual impacts from tree removal or construction of access ways that
would be required to erect and maintain the line (see Exhibit 4.4-24, 650 Setback Alignment of APM SCE-7).
As noted in the discussions for Impact 4.4-2 (Alternatives 1, 3, and 4), integration of APM SCE-7 into project
design would prevent adverse scenic impacts from increased visual exposure of the power lines from sensitive
locations because the rebuilt power lines would be less conspicuous than the existing lines. By reducing the
amount of manmade features that would be in view from TRPA Roadway Travel Unit 41 – Brockway Summit, the
potential for reductions in adopted TRPA Scenic Threshold Ratings would not only be avoided, the composite
score of this Roadway Travel Unit would likely improve, resulting in a beneficial scenic effect. Three additional
visual simulations portraying the APM SCE-7 setback along SR 267 have been included in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR
and are provided in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, as Exhibits 4.4-13A, 4.4-13B, and 4.4-14A. These simulations
show a scenario where the APM SCE-7 setback is implemented, but the existing wooden poles remain to support
communcations and electrical distribution lines currently on the poles, and the top portion of the poles that
formerly held the 650 Line are removed. Under this scenario, where the bottom portion of the existing wooden
poles remain, the APM SCE-7 setback still results in improved scenic quality in this portion of the SR 267 corridor
relative to existing conditions.
Similarly, screening of the Tahoe City Substation, as described in APM SCE-5, would prevent the proposed
project from adversely affecting the current attainment status of Roadway Travel Unit 14 – Tahoe Tavern. The
evaluation of scenic effects of the Tahoe City Substation, views of the substation from SR 89, and effects related
to Roadway Travel Unit 14 are provided in the discussions of Impact 4.4-2, Section 4.2 Aesthetics, in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR.
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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Analysis of scenic issues is also prominent in responses to Comment Letter 23 from the Northstar Property
Owners Association (e.g., views from SR 267) and Comment Letter 24 from the League to Save Lake Tahoe (e.g.,
views from the surface of Lake Tahoe).

Master Response 10: Consistency with Kings Beach and Tahoe Vista Community Plans
Two community groups submitted comments that called into question the apparent omission of the King Beach
and Tahoe Vista Community Plans from the land use consistency analysis. As discussed below, consistency with
these plans was not evaluated because they are not applicable to the project.
The Kings Beach Community Plan applies to the downtown Kings Beach area, generally bounded on the north by
Rainbow Avenue and on the south by Lake Tahoe. The Kings Beach Community Plan Industrial Area applies to
the area defined by the block of parcels north of Speckled Avenue, Cutthroat Avenue to the south, Secline Street
to the west, and a few parcels east of Coon Street.
The Kings Beach Community Plan goals and policies apply within the boundaries of the community plan, and
would not apply to the Kings Beach Substation or connecting power lines, which would be located outside of
both the Community Plan area, and the Community Plan, Industrial Area (see Exhibit 4.2-1 in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR). The existing Brockway Substation is within the Kings Beach Community Plan, Industrial Area, and is
in an area designated as mixed use. It is the primary goal of the Community Plan that the commercial properties
in the area be visually upgraded. Given that under the proposed project the Brockway Substation would be
decommissioned, the project would not conflict with this goal. Any subsequent reuse of the site by CalPeco
would be subject to applicable approvals from TRPA, the CPUC, and Placer County.
All project facilities are located outside of the Tahoe Vista Community Plan area. Since no construction would
occur within the boundaries of the Tahoe Vista Community Plan, a consistency evaluation is not warranted.

Master Response 11: Looped Power Line Configuration
Several comments offered alternative project features or designs suggestions that would not support continued
operation of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System existing loop configuration, or that would not support
the desired level of reliability in the system expressed in the project objectives. This Master Response generally
describes the elements and function of a looped power line configuration and provides further explanation of
why the applicant maintains that a loop is integral to project design.
Power lines are typically engineered in a looped design instead of a radial design (i.e., a hub from which power
radiates out in one direction). A radial design moves power away from a single point along a single pathway/line.
A failure along the single line can critically impact customers because there is no alternative pathway to provide
power to customers “downstream” from the failure. Power cannot be delivered downstream of the failure until
the failure is repaired.
The advantage of a looped system (such as the current configuration of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
syste) is that if a line becomes non-functional (e.g., treefall breaks a line, car impacts a pole, equipment failure),
the utility can redirect electricity around the loop to continue providing power to both sides of the non-operable
segment. This feature of a looped design allows the system to continue to provide service to as many customers
as possible even though a line within the system is not functioning. These same characteristics also allow for the
system to remain in operation during maintenance on portions of the loop. A portion of the system can be deenergized for maintenance while power is delivered to both sides of the de-energized segment through the
loop. Under a radial system, if any portion of the line is de-energized, all customers downstream of the deenergized segment would not receive power. This is especially critical for higher voltage supply lines that serve
large numbers of customers on a community, city, or regional scale.
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For a loop to operate properly during a failure, the lines must have the capacity to carry power in excess of
“normal” conditions. In a highly simplified hypothetical scenario, a loop may consist of three lines, A, B, and C, in
a triangular configuration. Power enters the system at the peak/top of the triangle; Line A forms the left side of
the triangle, Line B forms the right side of the triangle, and Line C forms the base of the triangle. If there is a
failure in the middle of Line A, the top portion of Line A may continue to receive power directly from the power
source at the peak of the triangle. However, Line B must now carry sufficient power and sustain sufficient
voltage to serve all customers along Line B, all customers along Line C, and the bottom half of Line A. Line C
would not experience as significant an increase in load as Line B, but must still carry sufficient power to serve all
customers along Line C and the customers along the bottom half of Line A.
During the period of single failure in a looped system, the system then operates as a radial system until the
failure is repaired; power enters the system at the source point and can only flow in one direction down the
remaining line segments. If a second failure were to occur before repairs are complete, then all customers
downstream from the failure would not receive power. Therefore, during an N-1 failure, it is particularly
important to not risk damage to lines with overloading as a second failure (an N-2 failure) resulting from
overloading could leave a substantial number of customers without power.
The volume of power that a line in a looped system may need to carry during an N-1 failure may be reduced if
additional power sources are available. In the scenario above, where Line A fails near the top of the line, if an
additional power source were available near the Line B/Line C intersection, then that power could be put into
Line C to move counter-clockwise through the loop and Line B would need to carry that much less power from
the primary power source at the top of the triangle. This is one of the functions of the Kings Beach Diesel
Generators in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. During line failures, or peak demand periods, power
provided to the system at Kings Beach can reduce the amount of power that must be carried from Truckee
through the 650 Line and the 609, 132, and 629 Lines serving Squaw Valley and Tahoe City. However, the Kings
Beach Diesel Generators cannot be relied on as a permanent solution to address peak power demands and line
failures on the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System because air quality permits place annual limitations on
the amount of hours the facility can be operated (as described on page 3-11 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR).
An outside source of power can also be other transmission systems connected to the loop. It is the case for the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission that it is connected to other transmission systems operated by NV Energy.
However, these connections cannot be relied upon to consistently support the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System. As indicated in a letter from NV Energy to Liberty Utilities dated February 19, 2014 (provided at the end
of this comments and responses section in Appendix P-2a), NV Energy reminds Liberty Utilities that NV Energy
will provide electricity to the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System via the Incline Village Substation on an
“emergency” and “as available basis.” As is appropriate for a utility, their existing customer base must receive
priority for electricity deliveries, and only if there is additional power available would it be transferred to Liberty
Utilities. As stated in the letter “Liberty Utilities should not consider our prior ability to assist as an indication of
our future ability to provide any permanent solution for Liberty’s loading issues in the North Lake Tahoe area.” It
is not appropriate to expect consistent power deliveries from other utilities on an as needed basis (unless such
as business or contractual relationship has been established), and therefore, relying on this approach does not
provide the system reliability required as part of the proposed project.
The proposed project would upgrade the power lines and corresponding substations in the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System loop from 60 kV to 120 kV (which is the next incremental increase in power line voltage
class). This increase is needed to provide sufficient capacity to route power through the loop during multiple
possible N-1 failure scenarios and provide continuous power to as many customers as possible. The increase in
capacity takes into account power available from the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station and from
connections to other electrical systems. The system upgrade is also needed to bring the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System into full compliance with state and federal reliability requirements.
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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Several comments provide suggestions for alternative looped systems. Project alternatives are addressed
separately in Master Response 5.

Master Response 12: Property Values
Residents in the project area expressed concern that the proposed upgrade of the 625 and 650 overhead power
lines may decrease property values. An evaluation of potential changes to property value is not required by
NEPA, TRPA, or CEQA standards because it is not an impact to the natural or physical environment. If property
values were to be considered, the potential for the proposed upgrade to reduce the real estate value of
residences near the existing lines is too speculative for evaluation in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
The body of available research is inconclusive as to whether property values would increase, decrease, or
remain unchanged by the proposed project. When buying a property, several factors are considered (such as
school districts, community services, scenic beauty, recreational opportunities, and commute distances). The
relative importance of each of these factors varies among individuals. Likewise, the importance of nearby power
lines will vary among prospective buyers and is largely subjective. Although some prospective buyers may
consider power lines a visual nuisance and perceive potential health risks, other buyers do not (Pitts and Jackson
2007). In fact, the increased electrical reliability may be considered a factor that increases general property
values.
A 2007 review of market interviews and academic literature concluded that “the impacts of power lines on
residential properties are varied and difficult to measure.” The effect of power lines on property values is
dependent on many factors, including market conditions, location, and personal preference (Pitts and Jackson
2007).
According to the applicant, CalPeco has undertaken a careful review of existing utility features and possible
upgrade designs near residences. CalPeco is will commit, to the extent possible, to locating poles and power
lines along the edges of property boundaries and away from residential dwellings. In addition, per APM SCE-2
and SCE-3, CalPeco has committed to using self-weathering, dark brown steel poles (CorTen), or equivalent, as
well as non-specular conductors to reduce the potential for visual contrast and glare. CalPeco has also
coordinated with several landowners regarding facilities on or near their properties, and plans to continue such
coordination with willing landowners to explore mechanisms to minimize perceived effects on their property.

Master Response 13: Proximity to the Fiberboard Freeway
Several commenters questioned the value of placing the upgraded 625 Line closer to, or along the Fiberboard
Freeway, and some comments suggest that the 625 Line should be upgraded within its existing alignment. The
625 Line is a critical component of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System as it provides for a loop
configuration rather than a less reliable radial design (see Master Response 11 regarding a looped versus radial
system configuration). The applicant has identified a need for better access to the 625 Line for maintenance,
repairs, and safety. During the original construction of the 625 Line more than 50 years ago, the permitting
agencies at the time (e.g., USFS) directed the route to locations that were not highly visible and requested that
the design of the alignment be zig-zagged to avoid a straight line vegetation management zone through the
forest. As such, the 625 Line was installed in a relatively remote area with many angle points. Only limited access
roadways were included in the original project authorization. Due to the remoteness and terrain, access is
difficult even with roadways. According to CPUC staff, the 625 Line is unique in that it is both in high
mountainous terrain, serves significant population, and is a critical component for the loop configuration.
An alternative that would rebuild the 625 Line within its current alignment was considered in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR in Section 3.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation. As described on
page 3-73, the applicant completed a preliminary evaluation to determine the amount of access way
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construction that would be needed to provide wheeled vehicle access to the existing 625 Line alignment. Based
on available USGS topographic maps and use of as many existing roadways as possible, it was estimated that
approximately 18 miles of new access ways would be required. This is more than four times the 4.1 miles of new
access way that would be required for Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed
Alternative) (see Table ES-1 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). However, even with new access ways constructed to reach
the existing 625 Line alignment, the extreme terrain would limit access in many places, such that overland
vehicle access to the entire line still would not be attained.
Given the unacceptable level of new road building to provide CalPeco the access it determined necessary, the
issue then becomes whether CalPeco’s project objective of more reliable access for the 625 Line is reasonable.
The existing 60 kV 625 Line has operated in the existing corridor for over 50 years. The line runs through
forested landscape making it, like other lines in the area, vulnerable to outages from tree fall and equipment
failure. CalPeco has provided data from recent years that document regular outages on the 625 Line. While
outages can and do occur on its other lines, the relative remoteness of the 625 Line presents CalPeco with
challenges to minimize outage duration and to perform maintenance that could otherwise avoid outages in the
first instance.
Much of the existing 625 Line is not accessible by wheeled vehicle. On some segments, the most effective way to
conduct inspections and maintenance is by “over snow” vehicles (e.g., snow mobiles, snow cats), causing these
activities to be scheduled during the winter months when conducting the work may be hampered by weather.
Winter inspections and maintenance also places staff at additional risk when in remote locations relative to
conducting work during the summer months. During the summer months, if line repairs are needed in parts of
the alignment without road access, helicopters must frequently be used to identify the location needing repair
and may also be necessary to transport materials and personnel to complete the repair. This substantially
increases repair response times relative to areas that have road access. For example, if, during the summer
months, monitoring systems indicate damage to a line segment to which there is road access, a truck may be
immediately dispatched from a CalPeco maintenance yard to inspect the line. If damage is found that cannot be
addressed by the original inspector, they can readily call for dispatch of a line truck (truck with a “boom” or
“bucket” to lift personnel and other equipment necessary for system maintenance and repairs) and any other
necessary equipment/personnel. The line truck is used to safely lift personnel and equipment to inspect and
repair facilities, rather than personnel having to physically climb the pole. However, if monitoring systems
indicate damage to a line segment to which no road access is available, a helicopter must often be used to locate
the damage and may be needed to transport personnel and equipment needed for repairs. Because CalPeco
does not own its own helicopter, this scenario involves chartering the appropriate craft and using it to fly along
the power line alignment at a suitable speed and altitude to allow for visual inspection of the line. If damage is
found, an assessment of the appropriate response to complete the repair is made. In remote locations with no
road access, a suitable helicopter may be chartered to deliver personnel and equipment to the site. This requires
a much larger helicopter than the one used for the inspection. As such, it then requires additional time for
coordination. In some situations, all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) or “cross-country” travel with a truck may be used
instead of a helicopter, or to supplement use of a helicopter; however, “cross-country” travel in a truck or ATV is
substantially slower than roadway travel. ATVs also have limited capacity to transport tools and equipment, and
where access for a line truck is not available personnel must climb poles rather than using the “boom” or “lift”.
This process of identifying and implementing repairs with limited wheeled vehicle access, or no wheeled vehicle
access takes substantially longer and is inherently more dangerous than a road-based repair operation.
Where wheeled vehicle access to power line segments is available during the summer this access also allows for
more rapid responses to outages in the winter. Relative to “cross country” travel, a road ROW provides a
pathway that is more gently sloped, and clear of trees, boulders, and other obstructions. During the winter, road
ROWs are more easily identifiable as pathways to desired locations compared to “cross country” over snow
travel, increasing the likelihood of personnel remaining on the correct route, particularly during inclement
weather. Specific to the Fiberboard Freeway, its use by recreational snowmobilers has the potential to expedite
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over-snow travel by CalPeco staff by providing established “packed” pathways under certain circumstances
rather than requiring over-snow vehicles to travel through accumulations of undisturbed snow.
Wheeled vehicle access provides additional benefits for facility operations, maintenance, and repairs. Use of line
trucks with booms/buckets that can lift personnel to the line are safer than personnel climbing poles to conduct
repairs when truck access is not available. Transport of equipment and personnel by wheeled vehicle is safer
than lowering staff and equipment from a helicopter to a work site and later retrieving them by helicopter.
Where wheeled vehicle access is available, periodic line inspections can be conducted year-round rather than
sporadically when there is sufficient snow to support over snow vehicles. More regular inspections and
maintenance serve to prevent conditions that may result in outages (e.g., hazard trees). Fire avoidance through
vegetation management is a high priority for the agencies. State regulations and the CPUC require this focus
that has most recently been reinforced by Governor Brown’s January 17, 2014 Declaration of Drought
Emergency and CPUC’s Safety Enforcement Division February 18, 2014 letter to Liberty Utilities (CalPeco)
directing Liberty to take action (including increased inspections and corrective action) in response to drought
conditions. Without adequate access, vegetation management is extremely difficult and often results in greater
environmental damage. The vegetation management must still occur. Therefore, the equipment required to
complete the vegetation management will still need to reach the line. In the event that there is a fire emergency
and roadways do not exist, Liberty or other responders must access the line quickly. In such a scenario, access
could and would likely result in bladed access without environmental oversight or planning. In other words,
temporary access will be bladed without a designed or established approach.
As with any situation in line work, significant risks to personnel safety exists. The Labor of Statistics considers
Electric Line Workers to be the seventh most dangerous job in the United States. Specific to work on the 625
line, typically outages occur during harsh weather conditions and placing the lineman in such conditions without
access increases risks. In these situations, equipment is brought in via snowmobiles and therefore the linemen
must climb the poles. The risk of falling is escalated by the snow, wind and ice on and around the pole. For the
combined reasons of more rapid responses to and correction of outages, more efficient and effective line
inspections and maintenance, and increased employee safety and the improved ability for fire avoidance
through vegetation management, CalPeco’s request for more reliable access to the 625 Line (e.g., increased
wheeled vehicle access) is included as an objective of the proposed project.
As stated above, upgrade of the 625 Line in its existing alignment and provision of wheeled vehicle access would
require approximately 18 miles of new access ways. However, if the project objective of increased vehicle access
was not met to the degree desired by CalPeco, and new access ways to the existing 625 Line alignment were not
constructed, it is reasonable to assume that upgrading of the 625 Line along this alignment would still require
the development of some temporary access ways to support construction. Although power line construction can
be completed by helicopter, this method is more costly than traditional wheeled-vehicle-based construction
methods, is more hazardous for construction personnel, and takes longer to complete. Tree removal
comparable to that identified for other alternatives would also be required to expand the existing 20-foot-wide
vegetation management corridor to 40 feet, to allow a temporary construction corridor of up to 65 feet wide in
some areas, and to provide stringing sites for pulling and tensioning the conductor. Assuming that USFS and
other agencies would require removal of downed trees for fuels management and to reduce fire risk, a
substantial number of helicopter trips would be needed, with associated costs and hazards, to support the tree
removal effort if no construction vehicle access were developed. Due to the challenges associated with
helicopter construction, it is reasonable to assume that at least some level of temporary access way
development would be undertaken to allow use of wheeled vehicles during construction in some areas.
Temporary construction access ways could ultimately be restored to forest or other habitat types; however, if
the 625 Line were upgraded along the existing alignment, it is possible that USFS will request that some
temporary access ways developed during construction be retained as permanent roadways on lands it manages.
The USFS has a direct interest in the ability of utility providers on USFS lands to maintain their facilities in a
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manner that minimizes fire hazards and that allows rapid response to fires or situations that could ignite a forest
fire (e.g., downed electrical line). Providing wheeled vehicle access to utility infrastructure is an effective way to
support these interests. In addition, if a fire, or potentially imminent fire hazard occurs, CalPeco may request
from the USFS authorization for construction of an emergency access road to allow wheeled vehicle access to
the problem area. Given these factors, it is realistic to assume that upgrading the 625 Line in its existing
alignment would require development of some level of new wheeled vehicle access, either temporary or
permanent.
If providing wheeled vehicle access to the 625 Line is accepted as part of the objective of providing more reliable
access to the line, the two primary mechanisms to provide increased vehicle access are to move the line near
existing roads or to construct new access ways to reach the line. A comparison between Alternatives 1 and 2 and
Alternatives 3 and 4, based on information provided in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, identifies the consequences of
utilizing a route for the 625 Line that closely follows the Fiberboard Freeway versus one that does not. With the
ability to use the existing Fiberboard Freeway to access the 625 Line for inspection, maintenance, and repair,
Alternatives 3 and 4 require construction of an estimate 4.1 miles of new access way, versus 16.1 miles and 12.0
miles for Alternatives 1 and 2 respectively. Some of this result (as well as data provided below) can be attributed
to the use of double-circuit lines for some alternatives and route options east and south of Brockway Summit;
however, much of the difference is an outcome of whether or not an alternative includes a route that closely
follows the Fiberboard Freeway. The trend in relative need for new access ways also applies to USFS land, with
an estimated 2.8 miles needed for Alternatives 3 and 4 and 13.4 and 10.0 miles needed for Alternatives 1 and 2
respectively. With new access ways contributing to the overall permanent land disturbance for each alternative,
the reduced need for new access way under Alternatives 3 and 4 is partially responsible for a reduced overall
land disturbance for these alternatives, 67.5 acres for Alternatives 3 and 4 compared to 118.8 acres for
Alternative 1 and 91.7 acres for Alternative 2.
An alignment that closely follows the Fiberboard Freeway also reduces the need for tree removal, in part
because of the reduced amount of new access ways needed, but also because the 40-foot wide vegetation
management corridor along the alignment would partially overlap with the road, where no vegetation is
present. Where the vegetation management corridor and temporary construction corridor overlap with the
road, no tree removal would be required. Therefore, where an estimated 36,860 trees greater than 1-inch
diameter at breast height (dbh) would be removed along the 625 Line under Alternative 1, and 29,140 trees
would be removed under Alternative 2, approximately 24,880 trees are estimated to be removed under
Alternative 3 and 24,900 trees removed under Alternative 4. The same trend applies to estimates of hazard tree
removal, with 310 and 250 hazard trees (e.g., severely damaged or diseased trees, or dead trees) projected for
removal under Alternatives 1 and 2, respectively, and approximately 240 hazard trees estimated to be removed
under Alternatives 3 and 4.
With reduced tree removal, less need for new access ways, and reduced ground disturbance under Alternatives
3 and 4, effects on environmental resources related to these items, such as biological resources and soil erosion
potential would also be reduced. However, as acknowledged in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and identified by several
commenters, placing the upgraded 625 Line along the Fiberboard Freeway would increase scenic impacts for
those using the road, primarily recreationists seeking a high-quality recreation experience.
Different agencies, organizations, and individuals may assign different relative priorities to environmental
resources, as evidenced by the diversity of comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Some may place the
highest priority on scenic resources or the quality of the recreational experience, others may assign a higher
priority to biological or forestry resources. The lead agencies will consider the environmental impacts of each
alternative as described in the EIS/EIS/EIR, as well as all comments received on the draft document, when
considering overall project approval, and selection and approval of an individual alternative.
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For the reasons described above, CalPeco’s request for more reliable access to the 625 Line for inspections,
maintenance, and repairs is included as an objective of the proposed project. The two primary mechanisms to
provide more reliable access are to increase wheeled vehicle access by moving the line near existing roads or
constructing new access ways to reach the line. Alternatives are considered and evaluated in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR that implement both these approaches, and the EIS/EIS/EIR adequately discloses the environmental
consequences of each option and reasonably rejected alternatives that did not increase access. The Fiberboard
Freeway, as an existing, primarily paved road, is an appropriate roadway to include in an alternative that
focusses on placing the 625 Line near an existing roadway.
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US Environmental Protection Agency, Region 9
Kathleen Martyn Goforth, Manager
January 3, 2014

1-1

This comment is an introductory statement for the detailed comments that follow and provides the
United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) rating of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Topics listed for
which EPA provides subsequent detailed comments consist of: direct and cumulative impacts to aquatic
resources; compliance with Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA); details regarding the presence of
jurisdictional waters, impacts to jurisdictional waters, and measures to avoid impacts to jurisdictional
waters; and consistency with the published rules and guidelines related to implementation of the CWA.
The responses to the detailed comments below address each of these topics.

1-2

The comment references a statement from Page 4.6-41 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. This page is part of an
evaluation of water quality impacts in Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality. Although issues related
to compliance with Section 404 of the CWA are referenced in Section 4.6, impacts to jurisdictional
waters and compliance with Section 404 of the CWA are addressed in detail in Section 4.7, Biological
Resources. Issues related to Section 404 of the CWA are addressed primarily in the Biological Resources
section in acknowledgement of the habitat values of wetlands and waters of the US and their
consideration as a habitat of special concern. The Federal Guidelines for Specification of Disposal Sites
for Dredged or Fill Materials (Guidelines) are referenced in Section 4.7. However, as stated in EPA’s
comment, the burden to demonstrate compliance with the Guidelines rests with the permit applicant,
which in this case is the project applicant, CalPeco.
Once an alternative is approved by the lead agencies (USFS, TRPA, and the CPUC), the applicant will
complete detailed design of the approved project. As the detailed design is being prepared, the location
and type of wetland avoidance measures would be determined and locations where impacts could not
be fully avoided would be identified. Through this process, the specific locations where impacts to
wetlands and waters of the US might occur would be confirmed and a wetland delineation would be
conducted at these sites. Once the delineation is verified and jurisdictional impacts are confirmed,
CalPeco would apply for an appropriate permit from the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) (i.e.,
either a Nationwide Permit or Individual Permit). At that time, through the CWA Section 404 permitting
process, CalPeco, in collaboration with USACE, would demonstrate compliance with the Guidelines.
It would be premature at this stage in the environmental review process to conduct a wetland
delineation and obtain a jurisdictional determination for the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project. Four action alternatives and one sub-alternative are evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR covering
several dozen miles of potential power line and accessway routes. To conduct a wetland delineation for
all possible power line and accessway routes considered in each alternative and detailed design for each
to confirm impacts and avoidance would be an inefficient use of resources, placing an undue financial
and schedule burden on the applicant and requiring USACE staff to verify jurisdictional features in areas
that are part of alternatives that ultimately would not be selected and in locations along an approved
alignment where impacts would ultimately be avoided through detailed design of the approved
alternative.
Section 4.7, Biological Resources, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR contains substantial information on potential
impacts to wetlands and waters of the US. On pages 4.7-51 and 4.7-52 in the subsection titled “Sensitive
Habitats and Natural Communities, habitat types in the study area that would be considered
jurisdictional, or have the potential to contain jurisdictional areas, are identified; these are wet montane
meadow, montane riparian, fresh emergent wetland, seasonal wetland, and open water. Detailed
vegetation maps provided in Appendix K show the locations of these habitat types in the project study
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area. Table 4.7-9 on page 4.7-67 summarizes and compares the acreages of these habitats present in the
permanent and temporary impact zone of each action alternative. As described in the discussion of
Impact 4.7-2 (Alt. 1) on page 4.7-66, the acreages in Table 4.7-9 do not consider measures and factors
that would minimize impacts and should be considered a maximum and likely an overestimate of the
area of actual impacts. For example, the acreage calculations do not take into account opportunities to
span the power lines over jurisdictional areas; requirements to minimize construction disturbance in
these habitats; limitations on the placement of new access ways in jurisdictional areas; and the fact that
due to the nature of vegetation in jurisdictional habitats, vegetation typically does not grow tall enough
to conflict with the electrical lines and require vegetation management. As stated above, once an
alternative is approved and detailed design can be initiated on a single alternative, the type, location,
and effect of specific avoidance measures can be determined. However, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR clearly
identifies the maximum extent of impacts to jurisdictional features that could occur under each
alternative and the APMs that will be implemented to avoid and minimize potential effects and to
compensate for those effects that cannot be fully avoided.
1-3

The lead agencies and the applicant appreciate EPA’s acknowledgement of APMs and mitigation
measures intended to avoid and minimize impacts to jurisdictional wetlands.
As stated in the response to comment 1-2 above, Table 4.7-9 on page 4.7-67 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
summarizes and compares the acreages of potential jurisdictional habitats identified and mapped in the
permanent and temporary impact zone of each action alternative. This information allows a disclosure
of potential impacts and a comparison among alternatives sufficient to support the NEPA/TRPA/CEQA
environmental analysis; although, as stated previously, the acreages in Table 4.7-9 do not consider
measures and factors that would minimize impacts and should be considered a maximum and likely an
overestimate of the area of impact. Actual impacts would likely be considerably less. Given the ability to
substantially limit potential effects on jurisdictional features, it is possible that the proposed project
could qualify for a Nationwide Permit under Section 404 of the CWA and an individual permit would not
be needed. This would be determined after a single alternative is approved, detailed project design is
completed, a wetland delineation is completed that is responsive to the approved project alignment and
project design, and coordination with USACE is initiated through verification of the delineation and the
404 application process.
If an individual permit is needed, USACE will need to determine whether the existing EIS/EIS/EIR is
sufficient to support NEPA compliance for the USACE decision to issue a permit, or whether further
NEPA review is needed. Through the individual permit review process USACE would also conduct a
404(b)(1) alternatives analysis and identify the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative
(LEDPA). It is the responsibility of USACE to conduct the 404(b)(1) alternatives analysis and to determine
the LEDPA. It would be premature for the project applicant, USFS, TRPA, or CPUC to conduct such an
analysis at this time and to reach any conclusion regarding a LEDPA without the involvement of the
USACE Regulatory Branch through the CWA Section 404 process.
Regarding the development of a mitigation plan for unavoidable impacts to waters of the US,
development and implementation of such as plan is a requirement of APM BIO-30. As identified on page
4.7-68 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (as well as other locations where the text of APM BIO-30 is provided): “In
accordance with the USACE “no net loss” policy, all permanent wetland impacts will be mitigated at a
minimum of a 1:1 ratio. This mitigation will come in the form of either contribution to a USACEapproved wetland mitigation bank or through the development of a Compensatory Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan aimed at creating or restoring wetlands in the surrounding area (although creation is
not authorized by TRPA in their jurisdiction).” It would be premature to prepare such as plan until the
type, extent, and location of unavoidable impacts to wetlands and waters of the US are determined, and
as described above, it would not be appropriate to make such a determination for the 625-650 Electrical
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Line Upgrade Project as part of the NEPA/TRPA/CEQA environmental review process. Applicable USACE
and EPA regulations will be complied with, following the anticipated timing and sequencing for the CWA
Section 404 process outlined above.
1-4

The lead agencies and the applicant appreciate EPA’s support of the APMs listed in the comment. The
various APMs prohibiting, limiting, or providing conditions for activities in jurisdictional features,
coupled with the availability of helicopters during the construction process, provides a strong incentive
for the applicant to maximize the use of helicopters to reduce direct and indirect impacts at stream
crossings. For example, given the time and expense associated with permitting and installing a
temporary vehicle crossing over a jurisdictional feature, then restoring the jurisdictional feature after
construction, monitoring the success of the restoration effort, implementing remedial measures if the
restoration is not initially successful, and potentially implementing additional compensatory mitigation,
use of a helicopter is extremely likely to be a more attractive option to move materials and equipment
across the feature. (However, the use of helicopters would be limited or avoided in cases where
breeding activities of some sensitive wildlife species could be affected, in accordance with APM BIO-25
and BIO-27.) Further measures to incentivize use of helicopters to minimize effects to jurisdictional
features are not required via APMs or other elements of the EIS/EIS/EIR.

1-5

Emissions of PM10, PM2.5 and toxic air contaminants (TACs) are assessed in the EIS/EIS/EIR in Section
4.13, Air Quality and Climate Change. As described in the discussions of Impact 4.13-1 for Alternatives 1
through 4, with integration of APMs into project design and implementation of mitigation measures,
emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. As described in the
discussion of Impact 4.13-3 for Alternatives 1 through 4, emissions of TACs would be less than significant
before consideration of any APMs or mitigation measures, and would be further reduced by
implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.13-1a, intended to address diesel PM exhaust during
construction identified under Impact 4.13-1. Further mitigation (i.e., noticing) beyond what is identified
in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is not needed to reduce impacts of PM 10, PM2.5, or TACs to less-than-significant
levels.

1-6

The lead agencies and the applicant appreciate EPA’s support of APM BIO-19. The project applicant will
review the suggested document, “Reducing Avian Collisions with Power Lines: State of the Art in 2012”
and incorporate information into the project design as appropriate given the specifics of the proposed
project, the equipment to be installed, and the habitats and bird species present in the project area.
Several elements of the project and project design would reduce the potential for adverse interactions
between birds and the proposed power line relative to existing conditions. For example, the proposed
120 kV conductor will be slightly thicker than the existing 60 kV conductor, making it more visible to
birds. When more than one wire is on a pole, 120 kV conductors must be spaced farther than 60 kV
conductors, reducing the potential for electrocution from a bird touching two separate conductors
simultaneously. In addition, consistent with recommendations to minimize avian collisions, an additional
“shield wire” will not be placed along the tops of the proposed poles. Also, although the new poles
would be 7-12 feet taller than existing poles, they would still not be taller than the typical surrounding
forest trees, a recommended design parameter to minimize bird use of poles as perches.
Regarding guy wires, the use of guy wires is dependent on the support needed to maintain reliability
and resiliency at each pole. Where additional pole support beyond a “direct bury” is needed, options
other than guy wires have their own costs and benefits. For example, constructing a self-supporting pole
with a concrete foundation may prevent the need for guy wires, but would result in additional ground
disturbance to excavate the foundation (a hole 6-8 feet wide and 20-30 feet deep [see page 3-37 in the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR]), additional vehicle trips to remove the excess fill and deliver the concrete, and would
result in additional impervious surface around the pole. Multiple factors will be considered in
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determining whether guy wires are to be used at particular poles, including potential hazards to
pedestrians, bicyclists, and others, and potential hazards to wildlife. In addition, consistent with
standard utility practices, guy guards (an 8 foot long plastic guy wire cover) would be installed on guy
wires where pedestrian traffic is present
1-7

The Grove Street pier in Tahoe City is the element of the proposed Lake Tahoe Passenger Ferry project
closest to the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. The pier is located approximately 0.5
mile northeast of the Tahoe City Substation. It is possible that the two projects could interact to
generate cumulative impacts if construction activities at the pier occurred concurrently with
construction of the 625 Line upgrade in Tahoe City. Given this potential, the Lake Tahoe Passenger Ferry
project has been added to the cumulative impact analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR.

Letter
2
Response
2-1

State Clearinghouse and Planning Unit
Scott Morgan, Director
December 24, 2013

This letter acknowledges that the lead agencies have complied with the California State Clearinghouse
review requirements pursuant to CEQA. The State Clearinghouse submitted the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR to
selected state agencies for review and did not receive comments in response.
After receipt of this letter, and after the close of the review period for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the State
Clearinghouse provided a letter from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
indicating that the Department had no comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Although this second letter
was received by the lead agencies after the close of the public review period, it is provided here to
document the correspondence between the Department of Forestry and Fire Protection and the State
Clearinghouse.

Letter
3
Response
3-1

This letter documents that the Nevada State Clearinghouse provided notice of availability of the CalPeco
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and did not receive any agency feedback.

Letter
4
Response
4-1
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Nevada State Clearinghouse
Skip Canfield
January 10, 2014

California Department of Transportation, District 3
Marlo Tinney, Chief
January 7, 2014

Caltrans expresses support for the action alternative with the least potential to conflict with the
identified improvements to SR 267. As appropriate, the applicant will address potential conflicts with
these proposed improvements through the encroachment permit and transportation management plan
process. The project applicant has initiated this process and is currently coordinating with Caltrans staff.
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The comment indicates that the applicant has applied for an encroachment permit for work along SR
267, and that an encroachment permit should also be obtained for proposed crossings of SR 89 and
Interstate 80 (I-80). The applicant is aware of this requirement. For clarity, the last paragraph under
“Highway and River Crossings” (page 3-38 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR) is revised as shown:
Any work proposed and performed within the State’s right-of-way would require a Caltrans
Encroachment Permit (TR-0100) prior to construction. Construction of power lines across I-80,
SR 267, and SR 89 would require an encroachment permit (TR-0100) from Caltrans for each
crossing location. In conjunction with this the permits, traffic control would be implemented.
For I-80, rolling breaks (i.e., Highway Patrol vehicles slowing traffic behind them to provide a
break in traffic ahead of them where work could be conducted) of durations sufficient for
construction personnel to install pull rope and string conductors across the freeway would be
used. Whether rolling breaks or a traditional road closures are used, I-80 is the only crossing
location where nighttime construction could be required. This option would only be used if a
temporary daytime shutdown of all travel lanes as the cable is strung across the highway would
not be permitted by Caltrans during daylight hours. At crossings with SR 267, SR 89, and local
roadways, flaggers may temporarily hold traffic during stringing activities and reconductoring
work.

4-3

The requirement that the applicant obtain an encroachment permit from Caltrans for work on or across
SR 267, SR 89 and I-80 is understood and is identified in the Draft EIS/EIR/EIR. The transportation
management plan, as an element of the encroachment permit process, has been added to the
Regulatory Setting discussion in Section 4.12, Traffic and Transportation (page 4.12-2), in response to
this comment. (See revised text in the response to Comment 4-4.)

4-4

The comment notes that project work that requires movement of oversized or excessive load vehicles
on state roadways requires a transportation permit issued by Caltrans. In response to this comment, the
discussion of Caltrans’ regulations in Section 4.12, Traffic and Transportation, has been revised to
include reference to this requirement.
In response to Comments 4-3 and 4-4, the discussion of Caltrans’ regulations on page 4.12-2 has been
revised as follows:
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has a general policy to allow utilities
within conventional rights-of-way (ROWs) subject to reasonable conditions to provide for the
safety of the traveling public and to permit the improvement of the highway. Caltrans policy
allows new utility installations, and adjustment or relocation of existing utilities to cross a
freeway or expressway (Caltrans 1999). However, encroachment permits are required for any
work that affects traffic on state highways, or places or replaces any utility equipment that is
within the highway ROW. The encroachment permit process includes the preparation of a
transportation management plan in accordance with Caltrans’ Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices as well as a public outreach component. If any existing poles are within the clear
recovery area of the highway (typically a 20-30 foot zone from the outer edge of the highway
pavement), they should be replaced outside of that area, if possible.
If the project requires movement of oversized or excessive load vehicles on State roadways, a
transportation permit must also be obtained from Caltrans’ Transportation Permits Office.
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California Department of Parks and Recreation, Sierra District
Tamara Sasaki, Sr. Environmental Scientist
December 30, 2013

5-1

The lead agencies appreciate review of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation (California State Parks). The commenter acknowledges project aspects valued by California
State Parks, including plans for clean-up and post-construction restoration, measures to prevent the
spread of non-native plants, preparation of a fire suppression and prevention plan, and ROW restrictions
in Burton Creek State Park.

5-2

APM REC-6 was developed to respond to concerns expressed by California State Parks during meetings
that were conducted during project scoping. Based on the additional detail provided in this comment,
APM REC-6 has been revised as shown to clarify the location of the area subject to construction
restrictions.


5-3

APM REC-6: In the vicinity of Burton Creek State Park, CalPeco has agreed at the request of
California State Parks to complete the construction in the vicinity of Burton Creek State Park
with no new access and with limited impact to the existing ROW for an agreed upon section of
three poles. Excavation for pole installation in Segment 625-2 between southwest corner of
Burton Creek State Park and the southernmost portion of Segment 625-3, where the State Park
road meets the Fiberboard Freeway, will be done by hand; pole removal and replacement will
be carried out by helicopter. All access ways created for the 625-Line between the end of
pavement of the Fiberboard Freeway and the east west alignment of the existing 625 Line
alignment in the vicinity of the southwest corner of Burton Creek State Park, will be closed to
recreational access to prevent non-State Park system route and trail proliferation. This is an
approximately 1,800 foot segment of the proposed 625 Line alignment.

The commenter indicates that use of a portion of an access way that is located on slopes greater than 20
percent could result in soil erosion and surface water runoff that could adversely affect an existing
California State Parks road.
The project has been designed to limit the potential for soil erosion and impacts to water quality. As
discussed in the description of construction activities (see pages 3-28 through 3-30 in Chapter 3, Project
Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR), in locations where the slope is estimated to be greater than 20
percent, it is assumed that some grading would be necessary to create a suitable access way that can be
traveled by maintenance and inspection vehicles. In particularly steep areas, the new access way would
likely require switch back roadways to provide moderate grades and generally level cross-slopes. Erosion
control BMPs (e.g., water bars, and other features) would be installed to address erosion control and
water quality protection concerns Specific BMPs would be implemented in consultation with TRPA and
LRWQCB, based on local conditions.

5-4

The commenter indicates that the applicant should consult with California State Parks regarding a
sensitive resource area in Burton Creek State Park, and that plans and activities on California State Parks
property should be reviewed and approved by California State Parks.
The applicant has, and will continue to, consult with California State Parks about work that is proposed
on its property. As noted above, it was through initial consultation with California State Parks staff that
APM REC-6 was developed. Once an alternative is selected, additional consultation will commence.
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Plans related to activities proposed on California State Parks land would be shared with California State
Parks as appropriate and necessary to obtain additional easements.
5-5

The comment provides specific tree and brush removal conditions on California State Parks property,
including no skidding of trees and that slash and wood generated from brush clearing and tree removal
is removed from California State Parks property. During final design and construction of the proposed
project, all activities on California State Parks property would be designed and implemented to meet
State Parks requirements related to vegetation removal. Additionally, the commenter’s suggestion to
use the slash and vegetation debris removed from the new line or access ways to help conceal the
retired electrical line corridor is appreciated and will be considered in the context of the overall
environmental situation.

5-6

The comment expresses concerns about the potential for construction activities at the Tahoe City
Staging Area to spread soil containing invasive weed seeds along the access ways to and through Burton
Creek State Park, because the staging area has supported weeds for several years and contains a weed
seed bank. The comment supports the APMs proposed to minimize or prevent the spread of weeds. The
commenter requests employment of all measures included in APMs BIO-4, -5, -6, and -7 for pre-treating
existing weed infestations and laying materials over the entire Tahoe City Staging Area to prevent
spread of seeds and plant material by equipment and vehicles (as included in APM BIO-8). The comment
also states that APM BIO-5 only requires that equipment arrive clean and weed free to the project area,
but that all project vehicles should also arrive weed-free, and that the restoration plan (detailed in APM
BIO-36) should incorporate the weed monitoring and management measures listed in APM BIO-37.
The applicant will implement the weed treatment techniques (per the applicable APMs) and cover areas
that could support a weed seed bank and be disturbed during construction using techniques described
in APM BIO-8. Although “equipment” mentioned in APM BIO-5 is intended to include vehicles, this APM
has been revised to explicitly identify “vehicles.”
APM BIO-5 has been revised to read as follows:
Vehicles and eEquipment will arrive at the project area clean and weed-free and Equipment will
be inspected by the on-site environmental monitor for mud or other signs that weed seeds or
propagules could be present prior to use in the project area. If the vehicles and equipment are is
not clean, the monitor will deny entry to the ROW and other work areas.
Additionally, APM BIO-6 addresses the cleaning of vehicles at designated weed-cleaning stations.
Regarding the restoration plan described in APM BIO-36, post-restoration monitoring procedures will be
developed when the plan is prepared.
APM BIO-36 has been revised as follows to clearly incorporate the actions in APM BIO-37 (and to
incorporate input from other sources):
Prior to construction, CalPeco will develop a Restoration Plan that will address final clean-up,
stabilization, and revegetation procedures for areas disturbed by the project. The plan will be
consistent with, and implement related commitments and requirements included in the
EIS/EIS/EIR project description, other APMs, mitigation measures, and agency permit
requirements. The Restoration Plan will address loosening of any compacted soil, restoration of
surface residue, and reseeding. If existing unpaved roads require modification to temporarily
allow passage of construction equipment during the construction period, these roads will be
returned to their original footprint after construction is complete. On NFS lands, restoration
activities will be designed and implemented to meet invasive plant management guidelines and
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Visual Quality Objectives (VQO) for the area. Areas temporarily disturbed by cut and fill activities
will would be re-graded to blend with the natural topography. On public land, CalPeco will
coordinate with the land management agency to determine an appropriate seed mix or tree
planting plan as well as other elements of the plan applicable to lands managed by the agency.
On private land, CalPeco will coordinate with the landowner and/or provide the landowner with
a suggested seed mix based on consultation with the agency of jurisdiction. The plan will include
approved seed mixes, application rates, and application methods, methods to record predisturbance conditions, success criteria for vegetation growth, monitoring and reporting
protocols, and remedial measures if success criteria are not met. If broadcast seeding is
determined to be the most feasible application method, seeding rates will be doubled relative to
the standard seeding rate and the seeding method rationale will be explained. The plan will also
include long-term erosion and sediment control measures, slope stabilization measures, criteria
to determine the success of these measures, remedial actions if success criteria are not met,
and monitoring and reporting procedures. As part of normal equipment inspections during
project operation, an evaluation of access ways will be conducted to confirm that use has not
resulted in compaction that will would result in “coverage” per TRPA standards.
5-7

APM BIO-23 addresses restoration and revegetation of disturbed areas upon completion of construction
activities. In addition, prior to project implementation, APM BIO-36 requires the applicant to develop
and implement a restoration plan that would require that landowners and agency land managers are
consulted regarding restoration, that the project area is returned to preconstruction conditions, and
that long-term restoration procedures are identified. The applicant would negotiate terms of easements
and any temporary ROW with the agency land managers and property owners. Conditions such as
temporary easement width, temporary ROW, parking, and restrictions on off-road activity would be
addressed in these negotiations and agreements.

5-8

Permanent and temporary ROW needs are described in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. The text states that CalPeco currently holds easements from California State Parks, and the
existing 625 Line alignment follows the property boundary between State Park and USFS property. The
proposed alignment, under all alternatives, would follow the existing alignment in this reach. As
described in APM REC-6, CalPeco has agreed at the request of California State Parks to complete the
construction from one end of the alignment along the Burton Creek State Park with no new access and
with limited impact to the existing ROW for an agreed upon section of three poles that are located on
California State Parks property. Refer to Response to Comment 5-2, above. However, approximately 15
feet of additional ROW would be required from California State Parks and would be obtained prior to
the construction of the 625 Line.

5-9

The State of California has been added to the list of jurisdictions that own or manage lands on which
project features would be located and proposed activities would occur, as suggested by the commenter.
The text of the second paragraph under Section 1.1, Project Requiring Environmental Analysis, has been
revised as follows (also refer to page 1-1 of the Final EIS/EIS/EIR for this revised text).
The project features and proposed activities are predominantly located on lands managed by
the USFS; these lands are located in the LTBMU and Tahoe National Forest. Portions of the
project are also located in the Town of Truckee, in and the unincorporated Placer County
communities of Kings Beach and Tahoe City, on lands within the Martis Creek Lake Recreation
Area managed by the USACE, on lands owned by the State of California, and on private lands.

5-10
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For the purposes of this EIS/EIS/EIR document, responsible agencies include the Lahontan
Regional Water Quality Control Board, California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW),
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, California Department of Transportation,
California Department of State Parks and Recreation, California Tahoe Conservancy, Placer
County Air Pollution Control District, Northern Sierra Air Quality Management District, Placer
County, and the Town of Truckee.
5-11

“Sugar Pine Point State Park” has been revised to “Ed Z’berg-Sugar Pine Point State Park” and “Ward
Creek Unit” has been added to the list of state park properties. This text now reads as follows (also refer
to pages 4.2-3 through 4.2-4 of the Final EIS/EIS/EIR for this revised text).
State Parks manages the California State Park System, including Burton Creek State Park, the
Kings Beach State Recreation Area (SRA), the Tahoe SRA, Washoe Meadows State Park, Lake
Valley SRA, Emerald Bay State Park, D.L. Bliss State Park, the Ward Creek Unit, and Ed Z’bergSugar Pine Point State Park in the Tahoe Region.

5-12

The caption for Photograph 2 in in Exhibit 4.4-6A has been updated with the official park name:
“Truckee River Outlet, Tahoe State Recreation Area” (see page 4.4-19 of the Final EIS/EIS/EIR for this
revised text).

5-13

The comment notes the omission of Dalmatian toadflax, which occurs at the Tahoe City Staging Area,
from the noxious weed list provided in Table 4.7-7.
Known Dalmation toadflax occurrences are shown in Exhibit 4.7-9 and the species has been considered
in the analysis; however, the species was missing from Table 4.7-7. Table 4.7-7 has been revised to
include Dalmatian toadflax.

5-14

The labeling of recreation facilities on Exhibit 4.8-1 has been revised to accurately reflect the current
naming conventions for California State Parks lands.

Letter
6
Response
6-1

California Department of Toxic Substances Control
Duane White
December 18, 2013

The lead agencies appreciate the California Department of Toxic Substances Control’s review of the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. As indicated in the
comment letter, the proposed double circuit of the 132 and 650 Lines would be located on the western
side of Riverview Drive, which is the eastern boundary of Truckee Regional Park. The lead agencies have
reviewed the covenant to restrict the use of this property and determined that the extent of the capped
waste in Truckee Regional Park is west of the amphitheater, consisting of a portion of the tennis courts
and parking area. This area is approximately 0.25 mile west of the power line alignments under
evaluation.
Because of the distance between the cap and the proposed alignment, excavation to support installation
of new power poles along Riverview Drive would not disturb the cap, at or below grade. If a change in
alignment were proposed such that potential for such disturbance could occur, it would be well outside
the current project survey and study corridors and additional environmental analysis would be required.
Under these circumstances, further consultation with the California Department of Toxic Substances
Control would be initiated.
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California Tahoe Conservancy
Penny Stewart, Program Manager
December 31, 2013

The lead agencies and CalPeco acknowledge the oral comments made by Lisa O’Daly of the California
Tahoe Conservancy (Conservancy) at the April 17, 2012 scoping meeting, in which she asserted that the
Conservancy would act as a responsible agency under CEQA if the project would be located on
Conservancy land.
As indicated in Section 4.2, Land Use, although Segments 625-2 and 625-10 of the 625 Line would be
located adjacent to Conservancy-owned properties, the alignments of the action alternatives would not
cross property owned by the Conservancy. However, construction of the action alternatives would
require the creation and improvement of access ways on Conservancy-owned property located at the
intersection of Segments 625-1 and 625-2. The Conservancy may have approval responsibility for
elements of the project on Conservancy land. The applicant has conducted a detailed ROW analysis,
including existing easements, outside of this environmental analysis. The applicant will initiate ROW
contact following approval by the lead agencies of a final route.
Although it was initially presumed that the Conservancy would not be a responsible agency because it
would not have to carry out or approve the project, project development and design has identified
access ways necessary to the project that are located on Conservancy property. The list of responsible
agencies on page 1-5 of Chapter 1, Introduction, has been revised to read as follows (also refer to page
1-5 of the Final EIS/EIS/EIR for this revised text).
For the purposes of this EIS/EIS/EIR document, responsible agencies include the Lahontan
Regional Water Quality Control Board, California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW),
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, California Department of Transportation,
California Department of State Parks and Recreation, California Tahoe Conservancy, Placer
County Air Pollution Control District, Northern Sierra Air Quality Management District, Placer
County, and the Town of Truckee.

7-2

The EIS/EIS/EIR discussion on road decommissioning notes that in order to optimize the network of
forest roads, the USFS, Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit (LTBMU) reviews proposed projects in the
context of the existing roadway network and to identify appropriate response actions (including
constructing, reconstructing, or decommissioning roads). Since the action alternatives would result in
the relocation of portions of the 625 Line and 650 Line, it may be appropriate to decommission USFS
roads no longer necessary for access, or which may have overlapping function with new access ways
constructed as part of the proposed project. The roads that might meet criteria to be considered for
closure under each of the action alternatives are provided in Appendix F of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
As shown in Appendix F, Forest Road T16N75.2 (Carnelian Canyon) is identified as an existing roadway
that the USFS may consider for decomissioning. However, this road starts on and crosses Conservancy
lands. Although the road has a USFS numbering designation (T16N75.2), the USFS would not
decommission road segments on non-USFS lands, and roads on USFS lands with easements cannot be
decommissioned. Therefore, the portion of the road on Conservancy lands, including the portions
leading up to the water tanks on the NTPUD land in Parcel 116-010-002, would not be decommissioned
as part of the project.
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The text of the EIS/EIS/EIR in the last paragraph of Section 3.3, Action Alternatives, under “Road
Decommissioning” has been revised as follows to clarify that only roads on USFS land would be
considered for decommissioning:
To optimize the network of forest roads, the USFS LTBMU reviews proposed projects in the
context of the existing roadway network and to identify appropriate response actions (including
constructing, reconstructing, or decommissioning roads). Since the action alternatives would
result in the relocation of portions of the 625 Line and 650 Line, it may be appropriate to
decommission USFS roads no longer necessary for access. Roads with USFS numeric
designations (e.g., T16N75.2) that may be considered for decommissioning may also have
segments that are on non-USFS lands. The USFS would not decommission road segments on
non-USFS lands, and roads on USFS lands with easements cannot be decommissioned.
7-3

The applicant continues to review existing easements held by CalPeco and will work directly with the
Conservancy regarding whether they cover the proposed access or possible roadway improvements on
Conservancy lands. As identified in the introductory text to Appendix F, the project does not include the
proposal to decommission roads. Roads are identified in Appendix F that the USFS may consider for
decommissioning in the future based on changes in travel system conditions resulting from the
proposed project. It is possible that the Conservancy would have a discretionary approval responsibility
for vehicle access. Please refer to the response to Comment 7-1, above.

7-4

The Conservancy has been added to the list of identified responsible agencies (see Response to
Comment 7-1 above). Consultation with the Conservancy will occur as appropriate, consistent with State
CEQA Statute and Guidelines elements related to coordination with responsible agencies (e.g., Public
Resources Code Section 21002.1(d), Guidelines Section 15096).

Letter
8
Response
8-1

California Tahoe Conservancy
Lisa O’Daly, Senior Environmental Planner
January 7, 2014

This comment letter references other comments provided by the California Tahoe Conservancy. These
additional comments are provided in Comment Letter 7 and responses are included in this Final
EIS/EIS/EIR.
Based on Placer County parcel data, the area referenced in this comment is at the boundary of
Segments 625-9 and 625-10 of the 625 Line, and APN 090-020-007 is northeast of the westward turn of
the existing and proposed 625 Line alignments. As shown on Map 15 for each action alternative in
Appendix B, there is an existing road that extends northeast of the power line alignment and crosses
Griff Creek. However, as indicated in these exhibits, this segment of road is not proposed for use during
project implementation. Other segments of this road, south and west of the Griff Creek crossing, may be
used during project construction and operation, but they may be accessed from existing paved and dirt
roads without crossing Griff Creek. Therefore, the failure of the bridge crossing at Griff Creek would not
affect the planned construction and operation of the proposed project. The lead agencies and project
applicant appreciate the information the Conservancy has provided regarding roads, road conditions,
and easements in the project area and the applicant will continue to coordinate closely with the
Conservancy on project design and implementation issues that may affect Conservancy properties.
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Letter
9
Response
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California Water Boards, Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board
Robert Larsen, Senior Environmental Scientist
January 6, 2014

9-1

The LRWQCB is identified as a CEQA responsible agency on page 1-5 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. The lead
agencies and the applicant appreciate LRWQCB’s participation in the environmental review process.

9-2

The comment suggests that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not include sufficient information to conclude
that the proposed project will not have a significant effect on the environment. This issue is addressed in
more detail in subsequent comments and is responded to accordingly below.
The comment also provides various numbers and statistics from the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR to indicate the size
and scope of the project. Clarification regarding the information cited from the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is
warranted. The comment states that the action alternatives:
“…will require substantive construction activities that will result in more than 200 acres of
construction disturbance, 134 acres of permanent right-of-way disturbance, more than six acres
of sensitive land disturbance (including wetlands and stream environment zones (SEZs), and will
require an estimated 25 stream channel crossings.”
Based on the numbers provided, it is assumed that the comment is providing data for Alternative 4
(Proposed Alternative) found in Tables 4.6-9 and 4.6-10 in the Hydrology and Water Quality section of
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. As noted in the description of methods and assumptions on page 4.6-33, the
numbers provided in Table 4.6-9 are based on the worst-case, simple assumption that all lands in the
power line corridor would be disturbed within a 40-foot wide permanent easement (or 65-foot wide
permanent easement width for double-circuit segments), a 65-foot wide temporary construction
easement (for single-circuit segments), and a 12-foot wide access way easement. The calculations
reflected in Table 4.6-9 do not take into account various avoidance and minimization requirements
included in the APMs and mitigation measures, such as minimizing the width of the construction
corridor in sensitive areas and avoiding disturbance of sensitive habitats. The disturbance area
calculations also do not consider where the construction corridor may be over existing roads or similar
developed areas where ground disturbance would not be needed. Therefore, the actual disturbance
area for the Proposed Alternative would be substantially less than the 207 acres (total construction
disturbance) indicated in Table 4.6-9. The same is true for the other action alternatives. A detailed
project design would be required for each alternative to further refine the disturbance estimates in
Table 4.6-9, and detailed design would commence upon approval of an alternative by the lead agencies.
For reference, this project would be completed in phases. The 650 design would be completed first as
the most immediate phase. The 625 Line would not be designed immediately as the upgrade on that line
is not planned for several years. As such, construction related studies and permits would only be sought
immediately for the 650 Line. The description of methods and assumptions on page 4.6-33 identifies the
simplified nature of the data provided in Table 4.6-9, but also identifies that because a consistent
methodology was used to calculate potential disturbance area for all alternatives, the table “provides a
useful comparison of the potential disturbance associated with each.”
Regarding the values for total permanent ROW provided in Table 4.6-9, ROW is a term that can both
describe limitations of activity in a geographic area as well as be used in a real estate context. In a real
estate context, CalPeco may ultimately obtain from landowners a 40-foot (or wider, or narrower) ROW
easement for operations, maintenance, and repairs, but would not necessarily ever disturb the whole
ROW for construction or operations. Therefore, the numbers in Table 4.6-9 for “Total Permanent ROW”
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may ultimately be accurate relative to the total ROW easement acquired from landowners, but would
be an overestimate of ground disturbance for the reasons described above.
Worst-case assumptions similar to those used for Table 4.6-9 were also used to calculate disturbance of
sensitive habitats in Table 4.6-10 (see footnotes at the end of Table 4.6-10). Therefore, the roughly six
acres of sensitive habitat (including stream environment zones [SEZs]) identified for Alternative 4
(Proposed Alternative) in Table 4.6-10 is an overestimate of actual disturbance because it does not take
into account avoidance and minimization requirements included in the APMs and mitigation measures.
The total number of stream crossings identified for each alternative in Table 4.6-10 is accurate, but a
crossing does not necessarily equate to disturbance. Streams and waterways can be spanned by the
power lines with no poles in the waterway, resulting in no disturbance (such as the existing spans across
the Truckee River in Tahoe City and Truckee that would be replaced by new spans). Some waterways
may have existing culverted roads or similar existing crossings that may be used for construction and
operations, resulting in no need for disturbance of the waterway. APMs such as WQ-7 specifically
address methods to avoid and minimize disturbance during crossings.
The comment is accurate in identifying that the project would add “unpaved road miles” to the Lake
Tahoe watershed. The addition of two-track access ways, as described on pages 3-28 through 3-30 of
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, is disclosed and evaluated in the environmental analysis.
The removal of trees is also disclosed and analyzed and the numbers provided in the comment are
generally consistent with the ranges provided in Tables 4.3-2 and 4.3-4 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
However, as identified in these tables and in the discussions of methods and assumptions, the
estimatesof numbers of trees to be removed is for trees greater than or equal to 1-inch dbh. The
available forest resource data sets used for the analysis, which cover the whole project area and were
provided by the USFS, provided tree numbers based on trees greater than or equal to 1-inch dbh.
Because the source data used these parameters, the impact analysis also expresses tree removal using
these parameters. Therefore, although Table 4.3-2 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR identifies the removal of
approximately 47,101 trees for Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) (now 48,704 in the Final EIS/EIS/EIR
with incorporation of the APM SCE-7 setback), because of the nature of the available data set, this
number incorporates a substantial number of very small trees and should be interpreted accordingly. As
identified on page 4.3-11 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, although the datasets available for the evaluation of
forest resource impacts may not be ideal, because a consistent methodology is used for all alternatives
it allows for a comparative evaluation of the alternatives.
Finally, the comment is correct in the estimate of vegetation removal anticipated from the development
and temporary use of staging areas.
9-3

The comment generally expresses that the APMs do not provide sufficient detail to ensure their
effectiveness and include wording, such as “extent possible” and “where feasible” that undermine
confidence in their implementation. This comment is an introduction to concepts/concerns that are
addressed in more detail in subsequent comments, and responses to those more detailed comments are
provided below.
At the request of the lead agencies, the text of many of the APMs has been modified to simplify their
future transfer to permit conditions. Many of these changes may address the commenters request for
additional detail and implementation criteria. In addition, the response to Comment 10-8 (comment
letter from County of Placer Community Development/Resource Agency), adds further detail to APMs
related to water quality.
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9-4

The lead agencies and the project applicant understand the ambitious nature of the 2014 construction
start date identified in the EIS/EIS/EIR (previously targeted as 2012). This project is an upgrade for
reliability and safety reasons (see Master Response 4). The lead agencies and the project applicant
appreciate LRWQCB’s efforts and cooperation in this endeavor. The project applicant has been
coordinating with LRWQCB staff regarding regulatory and permit requirements and will continue this
process, including providing a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and other materials as
soon as they are available.

9-5

The comment indicates that the construction season stated in Section 3.3.6, Common Processes of the
Action Alternatives, is incorrect in light of the requirements of TRPA and included in the Basin Plan. The
identification of the construction season in Section 3.3.6 states that “The annual construction season in
the project area is generally May through November, weather permitting.” The statement of the
construction season is a general characterization, and also encompasses the “project area,” which
includes areas both inside and outside the Lake Tahoe Basin. Although, as stated in the comment, the
Basin Plan and TRPA may provide for a May 1 through October 15 construction season; construction
may be allowable in November in some portions of the project area, such as in the Town of Truckee,
weather permitting or for other reasons under TRPA’s discretion. In addition, the limitation on work in
the Basin applies only to ground disturbing activities, and other project activities could occur past
October 15th. Therefore, the general characterization of May through November in Section 3.3.6 is
considered appropriate given the geographic scope of the proposed project.

9-6

The comment states that APM BIO-29 does not provide adequate protection to wetlands and stream
channels from the potential impacts associated with skidding trees.
Although APM BIO-29, as expressed in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, allowed skidding of trees in wetland areas
under certain circumstances, the applicant has identified that they plan to use alternative methods to
remove trees from aquatic habitat areas. APM BIO-29 has been revised to explicitly prohibit the skidding
of trees in waters of the United States or waters of the state, as follows:
Skidding of trees will not be permitted avoided in waters of the United States or waters of the
State, including wetlands. Within these waters tree removal may be conducted by hand, use of
cable systems, helicopter yarding, or use of ground based equipment when determined suitable
for ground based mechanical harvest. unless the channel is dry or lined with snow to a minimum
depth of 1 inch. In addition, Any work conducted in the vicinity of waters of the United States,
waters of the State, and wetlands will have an environmental monitor will be present consistent
with the requirements of , as described in APM WQ-4. Other APMs applicable to the protection
of aquatic resources will also be implemented.
APM BIO-29, and all other APMs, should not be looked at in isolation. Many of the APMs overlap in the
resources and impact mechanisms they address. Skidding of trees shall be implemented in the manner
identified in APM BIO-29 to avoid adverse effects to wetlands and stream channels, and where damage
still might occur, elements of APM BIO-30 would come into play. It is not the intent of any one APM to
result in full avoidance of damage to wetlands from the entire proposed project, but to work in tandem
with other applicable APMs to implement a process of avoiding, minimizing, and compensating for
impacts to wetlands. Implementation of the APMs, taken as a whole, would ultimately result in a less
than significant impact on wetlands and full compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the
resource.
APM BIO-30 follows a step-wise approach to addressing wetland impacts; avoid impacts where possible;
where impacts cannot be avoided, minimize the impact; restore habitat subject to temporary
disturbance; and where impacts to wetlands do occur, provide compensatory mitigation following
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USACE criteria (which would be implemented pursuant to the CWA Section 404 permitting process).
APM BIO-30 states:
“CalPeco will determine, based on the verified wetland delineation and the project design plan,
the acreage of impacts on waters of the United States and waters of the state that will would
result from project implementation. Impacts will be avoided to the extent practicable through
the siting of poles and other facilities outside of delineated waters of the United States and
waters of the state. Work in wetlands or wet meadow habitats with saturated soil conditions
will be scheduled when soils are dry to the extent possible. If soils become saturated, timber
mats will be installed along all vehicle and equipment access routes to minimize rutting.
Disturbed wetland areas will be restored to preconstruction conditions and seeded with a native
species, consistent with the vegetation community present prior to disturbance, to stabilize the
soils and minimize the introduction of noxious weeds, as specified by the USACE and RWQCB. In
accordance with the USACE “no net loss” policy, all permanent wetland impacts will be
mitigated at a minimum of a 1:1 ratio. This mitigation will come in the form of either
contributions to a USACE-approved wetland mitigation bank or through the development of a
Compensatory Mitigation and Monitoring Plan aimed at creating or restoring wetlands in the
surrounding area (although creation is not authorized by TRPA in their jurisdiction).”
Regarding the issue of the “magnitude of the potential impact” identified in the comment, it would not
be feasible at this time to quantify the exact impact that might result from tree removal. To determine,
in detail, the effects of tree removal would require field surveys by a registered professional forester to
assess the number, size, and volume of trees to be removed and coordination with a timber harvest
company (logger) to assess the likely methods of removal, locations of landings and log handling areas,
and paths for transport of logs. It would be premature at this stage in the project design process to
enter into such detailed planning. Four action alternatives and one sub-alternative are evaluated in the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR covering over 50-miles of potential power line and access way routes. This EIS/EIS/EIR
adequately discloses the type, magnitude, and severity of potential impacts. A detailed timber removal
plan for all possible power line and access way routes considered in each alternative is not required at
this stage of planning. See response 9-2 above regarding the reference in the comment to “40,000+
trees to be removed” and the fact that this number includes many very small trees. Not every tree
identified within the ROW in the EIS/EIS/EIR, due to their small size, will require removal, or skidding for
removal.
The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does provide substantial information on possible overall wetland impacts for each
alternative. Table 4.7-9 on page 4.7-67 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR summarizes and compares the acreages
of potential jurisdictional habitats identified and mapped in the permanent and temporary impact zone
of each action alternative. This information allows a disclosure of potential impacts and a comparison
among alternatives sufficient to support the NEPA/TRPA/CEQA environmental analysis. However, it is
important to note that the acreages in Table 4.7-9 do not consider measures and factors that would
minimize impacts and should be considered a maximum and likely an overestimate of the area of impact
(a concept also addressed above in response to Comment 9-2). Actual impacts would likely be
considerably less. Impact conclusions are based on available site condition data and information
provided in the project description, including APMs. Potential impacts from skidding trees are evaluated
under Impact 4.6-1 for each alternative. This analysis concluded that construction of the action
alternatives would not violate any federal, state, regional, or TRPA water quality standards, or otherwise
substantially degrade surface water quality, with integration of standard BMPs and adopted APMs into
construction plans and activities and compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws,
regulations, and programs.
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9-7

See response to Comment 9-6 above regarding the step-wise approach to addressing wetland impacts
provided in APM BIO-30. APM BIO-30 is not expected to result in full avoidance of wetland impacts, but
when taken as a whole with other APMs, is designed to minimize impacts and compensate for those
impacts that cannot be fully avoided so that impacts would be less than significant. Multiple legal and
regulatory requirements commit the applicant to implementation of protection measures. Where full
avoidance of wetlands is not possible, wetland impacts would be permitted through USACE, LRWQCB,
and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife where applicable (i.e., Streambed Alteration
Agreements). Taking measures to avoid wetland impacts can often be more desireable to an applicant
than seeking authorization for impacts simply because of the time and expense typically associated with
permitting impacts to wetlands, then restoring the wetland after construction, monitoring the success of
the restoration effort, implementing remedial measures if the restoration is not initially successful, and
implementing additional compensatory mitigation. Specific to the CWA Section 404 permitting process,
the applicant has an additional incentive to maintain wetland impacts below thresholds that would
allow for use of a Nationwide Permit to take advantage of the streamlined permitting process under the
Nationwide Permit program. If an individual permit is required from the USACE, a Section 404(b)(1)
alternatives analysis will be conducted to ensure that the permitted project is the LEDPA. In addition,
the lead agencies for the EIS/EIS/EIR (USFS, TRPA, and CPUC) each have legal obligations to monitor and
document compliance with and implementation of APMs and mitigation measures. These conditions
provide substantial assurance that less-than-significant impact conclusions are appropriate.

9-8

The comment states that there is a lack of detail in APM BIO-36, especially when considering the scope
and complexity of the proposed project. In response to the general request for additional detail (as well
as in response to input from other sources), the text of APM BIO-36 is modified as follows:
“Prior to construction, CalPeco will develop a Restoration Plan that will address final clean-up,
stabilization, and revegetation procedures for areas disturbed by the project. The plan will be
consistent with, and implement related commitments and requirements included in the
EIS/EIS/EIR project description, other APMs, mitigation measures, and agency permit
requirements. The Restoration Plan will address loosening of any compacted soil, restoration of
surface residue, and reseeding. If existing unpaved roads require modification to temporarily
allow passage of construction equipment during the construction period, these roads will be
returned to their original footprint after construction is complete. On NFS lands, restoration
activities will be designed and implemented to meet invasive plant management guidelines and
Visual Quality Objectives (VQO) for the area. Areas temporarily disturbed by cut and fill activities
will would be re-graded to blend with the natural topography. On public land, CalPeco will
coordinate with the land management agency to determine an appropriate seed mix or tree
planting plan as well as other elements of the plan applicable to lands managed by the agency.
On private land, CalPeco will coordinate with the landowner and/or provide the landowner with
a suggested seed mix based on consultation with the agency of jurisdiction. The plan will include
approved seed mixes, application rates, and application methods, methods to record predisturbance conditions, success criteria for vegetation growth, monitoring and reporting
protocols, and remedial measures if success criteria are not met. If broadcast seeding is
determined to be the most feasible application method, seeding rates will be doubled relative to
the standard seeding rate and the seeding method rationale will be explained. The plan will also
include long-term erosion and sediment control measures, slope stabilization measures, criteria
to determine the success of these measures, remedial actions if success criteria are not met,
and monitoring and reporting procedures. As part of normal equipment inspections during
project operation, an evaluation of access ways will be conducted to confirm that use has not
resulted in compaction that will would result in “coverage” per TRPA standards.”
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The comment indicates that the straw mulch and straw bale check dams listed as erosion control
measures in APM SOILS-1 may not be appropriate for the proposed project and states that a detailed
SWPPP will be required. Straw mulch and straw bale check dams are included in APM SOILS-1 within a
list of example items that could be used to retain sediment within the construction work areas and
staging areas; “…such as silt fencing, straw mulch, and straw bale check dams…” The APM does not rely
solely on the use of straw mulch and straw bale check dams for sediment control, nor exclude the use of
other of other methods of sediment control. In response to the comment, the list of sediment control
options in APM SOILS-1 is expanded to read as follows:
Sediment control structures, such as silt fencing, coir logs, wattles, straw mulch, and straw bale
check dams will would be installed, as appropriate and effective for the given situation…
Regarding preparation and implementation of a SWPPP, on page 3-63 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR it is stated
that:
“A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would be prepared and implemented as part
of the project. This plan would detail the BMPs that would be implemented to minimize erosion,
reduce sediment transport, and control stormwater flow from the project area. In addition, the
SWPPP would generally describe the terrain type and slope at temporary construction areas,
and would address grading and slope stabilization methods, as well as construction waste
disposal methods.”
APMs SOILS-1 and WQ-1 each reference a SWPPP, and in the discussion of regulatory setting in Section
4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, the requirements for a SWPPP are identified. A detailed SWPPP
consistent with suggestions in the comment will be prepared and implemented.

9-10

The comment suggests that APM WQ-3 include more detail regarding its implementation. APM WQ-3 is
modified to read as follows:
Where feasible (e.g., landowner approval is provided, sufficient space with permeable surfaces
is available, slopes are gentle enough to allow control of potential sediment transport) all
stormwater or groundwater removed from within excavations will be discharged overland into
well-vegetated areas to promote the settling of sediment. If overland discharge is not possible,
then water removed from excavations will be collected, treated, and disposed of consistent with
requirements of the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board and any other agencies
with jurisdiction over the activity.
The comment also includes a statement that “Project excavation will apparently occur in many areas
with shallow groundwater…” but does not indicate how this conclusion was developed. The most likely
scenario for excavations to encounter groundwater that needs to be removed would be where a selfsupporting poles (i.e., no guy-wires are used) with a concrete foundation are needed in a location with
shallow groundwater and excavation occurs at a time when the water table is high enough to intersect
with the excavation. The “typical” or “preferred” construction method is to use direct buried poles
lowered into an auger-excavated hole with guy wires for support where needed. Self-supporting poles
with concrete foundations are only used where the line turns at an angle and guying is not possible (e.g.,
where electrical clearances cannot be maintained, where space is limited, or to avoid guying across the
highway). The majority of poles located within lowland areas with higher probability of groundwater will
be direct buried poles. For example, there are no self-supporting poles in the Martis Valley wetland area
and only one in the vicinity of Griff Creek.
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The comment states that APM WQ-4 “…acknowledges the likelihood of skidding trees and poles through
wetlands and aquatic resources…” As indicated above in response to Comment 9-6, modifications have
been made to APM BIO-29 to clearly indicate that the skidding of trees through wetlands will not be
permitted. This restriction has also been included in APM WQ-4. However, this issue raises the
opportunity to identify that the existence of an APM addressing a potential impact or impact mechanism
is not an indication of the likelihood of that impact. APMs are intended to address a variety of impact
mechanisms, and to prevent significant adverse environmental effects, even those with a low probability
of occurring. For example, although it is unlikely that human remains will be discovered during project
construction, APM CUL-9 addresses the issue because improper treatment of remains, if encountered,
would be a significant adverse environmental effect. Similarly, it is unlikely that blasting would be
considered in the vicinity of existing buildings; however, APM NOI-5 addresses this issue in the unlikely
event it arises during the construction process. The inclusion of APM WQ-4 in the EIS/EIS/EIR is not an
indication that skidding of trees and poles through wetlands is anticipated to be a likely or frequent
event.
See response to Comment 9-6 above regarding the step-wise approach to addressing wetland impacts
provided in APM BIO-30 and the addition of text to APM BIO-29 that strengthens the nexus between
APMs BIO-29, BIO-30, and WQ-4. Also see response to Comment 9-7 regarding the fact that no single
APM is intended to result in full avoidance of wetland impacts, but, when all wetland related APMs are
taken as a whole, the “program” is designed to avoid and minimize impacts and compensate for those
impacts that cannot be fully avoided. The text of APM WQ-4 acknowledges this nexus between the
various wetland related APMs (as well as permit requirements and mitigation measures) by stating (with
edits in response to other comments):
“…An environmental monitor will be present in all instances where disturbance to in which trees
or poles must be skidded through an aquatic feature may occur to ensure conditions of this APM
and any other applicable APMs, permit conditions, and mitigation measures are complied with.”
The wetland avoidance, impact minimization, restoration, and compensation program provided in the
suite of wetland related APMs describes substantive actions to address potential wetland impacts and
provide sufficient requirements (e.g., obtaining agency permits, APM implementation a condition of
lead agency authorization) to ensure completion of wetland restoration obligations.

9-12

In response to this comment, the last paragraph on page 4.6-5 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (and extending to
page 4.6-6) related to the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) is modified as follows:
A pollutant source analysis conducted by the LRWQCB and NDEP identified urban uplands
runoff, atmospheric deposition, forested upland runoff, and stream channel erosion as the
primary sources of fine sediment particle, nitrogen, and phosphorus loads discharging to Lake
Tahoe. The largest source of fine sediment particles to Lake Tahoe is urban stormwater runoff,
comprising 72 percent of the total fine sediment particle load. The urban uplands also provide
the largest opportunity to reduce fine sediment particle and phosphorus contributions to the
lake. Undeveloped (e.g., forested) portions of the Lake Tahoe watershed are estimated to
contribute approximately 9 percent of the total fine sediment particle load (LRWQCB 2010,
LRWQCB 2011c). The pollution reduction approach in the Lake Tahoe TMDL implementation
plan (LRWQCB 2011c) for forest upland areas focuses on easy-access, high pollutant-yielding
disturbed areas such as unpaved roads, campgrounds, and ski runs. Implementation actions
include installing and maintaining BMPs in disturbed areas, capturing and retaining sediment on
unpaved roadways, and decommissioning and restoring unauthorized unpaved roads and trails.
Operating under the current NPDES Stormwater Permit and Lake Tahoe TMDL, Placer County
must develop and implement a comprehensive Pollutant Load Reduction Plan for review and
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approval by LRWQCB that illustrates how their methods of operation and maintenance, and
plans for capital improvements and retrofit projects, ordinance enforcement, and related
actions will achieve pollutant load reduction requirements (LRWQCB 2011b).
The access ways included as part of the proposed project would consist of two track pathways suitable
for passage of utility inspection and maintenance vehicles (see Exhibit 4.5-2 on page 4.5-29 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR) and not what one might consider a “traditional” unpaved roadway. In addition, many of the
forest upland implementation actions included in the Lake Tahoe TMDL would be employed as part of
the proposed project, such as installing and maintaining BMPs (as referenced in several APMs),
potentially decommissioning and restoring existing roads whose functions could be replaced by project
generated access ways (see Appendix F of the EIS/EIS/EIR), and abandonment (i.e., decommissioning) of
the existing 625 Line ROW and related access ways after the installation of the new 625 Line and
removal of the existing line.
9-13

The comment indicates that nearshore water quality should be characterized after consideration of the
Desert Research Institute’s Lake Tahoe Evaluation and Monitoring Framework. In response to this
comment, the paragraph addressing nearshore water quality at the top of page 4.6-16 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR is modified as follows:
The quality of water in the nearshore area, the primary point of contact for most residents and
visitors to the Lake, has been is tracked by measuring turbidity, which is an indication of the
cloudiness of water expressed in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). Higher turbidity
measurements indicate cloudier water. Higher turbidity measurements in the nearshore area of
the Lake, defined by Taylor (Minor and Cablk 2004: pp. 29) as levels exceeding 0.25 NTU, appear
to be influenced by surface runoff from developed areas. Of the 72 miles (115.9 kilometers
[km]) of Lake shoreline, Taylor identified 0.9 mile (1.5 km) of shoreline with extremely elevated
turbidity, 2.5 miles (4 km) of shoreline with moderately elevated turbidity, and 5.6 miles (9 km)
of shoreline with slightly elevated turbidity (Minor and Cablk 2004: pp. iii).
Turbidity in Lake Tahoe is influenced by the presence of both sediment and algae
(phytoplankton) suspended in the water. In the nearshore environment turbidity can vary
considerably by location and time. Concentrations of sediment and suspended algae can be
affected by upland and upstream inputs of sediment and nutrients (with nutrients supporting
algae growth) that may be temporally consistent, seasonal (carried by spring runoff), or episodic
(tied to a heavy rain event, forest fire, or other perturbation). Currents and eddies within the
lake can also carry sediment and algae and move it to or from different nearshore areas.
Perceived nearshore water quality is also significantly influenced by the presence of algae
attached to rocks, gravel, and other substrates. Widespread growth of attached algae in the
nearshore during the spring remains a characteristic of Lake Tahoe, where thick expanses of
algae often coat the shoreline, particularly in spring (Heyvaert et. al. 2013).

9-14

The comment provides clarification regarding the development, intent, and implementation of the
TMDL. In response to this comment, the last paragraph on page 4.6-29 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (and
extending to page 4.6-30) related to pollutant and water quality models is modified as follows:
Various multi-agency efforts went into collecting and compiling stormwater data and analyzing
the primary sources of pollutants to the Lake and optimum ways to target load reductions to
attain water quality goals. An EPA approved Lake Tahoe Watershed Model (also known as the
Pollutant Load Reduction Model or PLRM) was developed to estimate 1) runoff and pollutant
loading from all subwatersheds of the Lake Tahoe Basin, and 2) expected pollutant loads that
might result from various land uses and potential land use changes in the Lake Tahoe Basin
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formulated to represent basin-wide pollutant reduction strategies. A second, Lake Clarity Model
was developed to estimate Lake Tahoe’s response to these pollutant loadings and to help
quantify the necessary reductions in pollutant loads to achieve water quality goals, including
increased lake transparency.
In addition, the discussion of “Load Reduction Milestones and Implementation” on page 4.6-31 of the
Draft EIR is modified as follows:
The Lake Tahoe TMDL indicates that to achieve the target TRPA’s transparency standard of 29.7
meters annual average Secchi depth, total Region-wide loads of fine sediment particles,
phosphorus, and nitrogen need to be reduced by 65 percent, 35 percent, and 10 percent,
respectively. Load reductions expressed as a percentage are relative to baseline pollutant loads
calculated for the year 2004.
Through the Lake Tahoe TMDL, the LRWQCB and NDEP have established five year load reduction
milestones shown in Table 4.6-8 to help assess progress towards meeting the overall load
reduction goals. Given that the majority of pollutant loads for fine sediment particles and
phosphorus are delivered to the Lake from developed lands (72 percent of the total fine
sediment load), the LRWQCB and NDEP have prioritized this source category as the greatest
opportunity for pollutant control. Undeveloped (e.g., forest) portions of the Lake Tahoe
watershed, where the proposed project would primarily take place, are estimated to contribute
approximately 9 percent of the total fine sediment particle load. Through a NPDES permit, each
city and county in the California side of the Lake Tahoe Basin is expected to develop load
reduction plans that prioritize water quality projects and actions to reduce loading from
developed lands to meet the TMDL milestones shown in Table 4.6-8. The TMDL also provides
milestone load reductions for forest upland, atmospheric deposition, and stream channels
pollutant sources. These are also shown in Table 4.6-8.
Table 4.6-8

Load Reduction Milestones From Developed Lands1

Pollutant of Concern

2016 Target

2021 Target

Interim Clarity Challenge

Fine Sediment Particles

10%

21%

32%

Total Phosphorus

7%

14%

17%

Total Nitrogen

8%

14%

4%

Load reductions expressed as a percentage are relative to baseline pollutant loads calculated for the year 2004.
Source: LRWQCB and NDEP 2010
1

Table 4.6-8
Pollutant Source Category
Urban Upland

Forest Upland
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Load Reduction Milestones for TMDL Pollutant Source Categories1
Pollutant of Concern

2016 Target

2021 Target

Fine Sediment Particles

10%

21%

Total Phosphorus

7%

14%

Total Nitrogen

8%

14%

Fine Sediment Particles

6%

9%

Total Phosphorus

1%

1%

Total Nitrogen

0%

0%

Fine Sediment Particles

8%

15%
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Table 4.6-8

Load Reduction Milestones for TMDL Pollutant Source Categories1

Pollutant Source Category

Pollutant of Concern

2016 Target

2021 Target

Atmosphere

Total Phosphorus

9%

17%

Total Nitrogen

0%

0%

Fine Sediment Particles

13%

26%

Total Phosphorus

8%

15%

Total Nitrogen

0%

0%

Stream Channel

Load reductions expressed as a percentage are relative to baseline pollutant loads calculated for the year 2004.
Source: LRWQCB and NDEP 2010
1

9-15

The comment expresses that because of perceived deficiencies in the APMs identified in previous
comments, the APMs are not sufficient to support a less than significant conclusion for Impact 4.6-1.
Please see responses above regarding the intended application of the APMs as a set of multiple
interacting and reinforcing measures rather than as isolated individual actions; the stepwise approach to
wetland avoidance, impact minimization, and compensation; text additions/modifications to further
clarify the APMs; and clarification regarding the size and scope of project impacts. The totality of
information in the EIS/EIS/EIR supports the less-than-significant impact conclusion for Impact 4.6-1.
Additional information and text modifications provided in response to agency and public comments
further reinforce this conclusion.

9-16

The comment suggests that Mitigation Measures 4.6-3a and 4.6-3b are not sufficiently detailed or
include all necessary information to support a less than significant impact conclusion. As described in
responses to previous comments, Mitigation Measures 4.6-3a and 4.6-3b should not be taken in
isolation, but should be considered in the context of being implemented concurrently with APMs that
address similar issues. The discussion of Impact 4.6-3 identifies that even with actions included in the
APMs, a significant impact could occur where access ways may be constructed on steep slopes with
moderate to severe erosion hazards. The last paragraph of the discussion of Impact 4.6-3 (Alt. 1) on
page 4.6-48 has been modified as follows to reinforce this point:
Several of the new access ways and locations of improvements to existing roads would be along
steeply inclined grades in soils with moderate to severe erosion hazard, therefore are at risk of
becoming a conduit for surface water drainage to collect and concentrate, potentially leading to
accelerated erosion and the formation of rills and gullies and the loss of sediment that is carried
to surface waters. Although access ways would be stabilized with low growing vegetation, and
the SWPPP and several APMs would address potential erosion issues (e.g.,BIO-36, SOILS-1,
SOILS-2), if slopes were steep enough substantial erosion could still occur within the road prism.
The access roads could also detrimentally capture and redirect existing drainages if not sited or
designed correctly. In addition to the 37 acres of potential disturbance from new access ways
and improved dirt access roads under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), additional disturbance
areas may result from cut and fill slopes adjacent to the access ways/roads in the steeper
gradient areas or in areas where the road turns. Again Even with APMs and SWPPP
requirements, there is the risk for of accelerated erosion and hillside drainage capture at these
cut and fill slopes and road turns, if not adequately designed. For this reason, this would be a
significant impact.
Regarding the information provided in Mitigation Measures 4.6-3a and 4.6-3b, the “USFS Guidance”
referenced in Mitigation Measure 4.6-3a is the Draft Water Quality Management Handbook prepared by
the Pacific Southwest Region (Region 5) (as indicated in Chapter 7, References Cited). The bullet list
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provided in Mitigation Measure 4.6-3a is a sampling of measures included in the 233 page handbook
and are not intended to describe the only actions that might be implemented as part of the mitigation
measure. Reliance on the USFS Water Quality Management Handbook is appropriate to provide
mitigation actions and performance criteria for Mitigation Measure 4.6-3a and support a less than
significant impact conclusion for Impact 4.6-3. The section of the handbook related to roads addresses
multiple elements of water quality protection, including road siting, construction, operations and
maintenance, and monitoring and inspection. The handbook includes a monitoring and adaptive
management program to be implemented in coordination with the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) to ensure the effectiveness of the program and compliance with SWRCB standards. In
addition, at the request of the USFS, additional specific road design criteria have been listed in
Mitigation Measure 4.6-3a and the text of Mitigation Measure 4.6-3b is modified as follows to explicitly
reference the USFS Water Quality Management Handbook:
…Make repairs and implement measures in line with the USFS Gguidance on Llocating and
Ddesigning Rroads to Pprotect Wwater Qquality (USFS 2011) to reduce or eliminate any erosion
issues including limiting public access via gates, plantings, or signage;…”
In addition, beyond the APMs and mitigation measure identified in this response, a SWPPP will be
prepared for the project and the LRWQCB will have direct involvement with project planning and
development and implementation of specific BMPs and other measures through the future permitting
process once approval of a single alternative is obtained.
Regarding the comment’s suggested need for specific information regarding the location of roads,
design elements, BMPs, and other items, the response is similar to that provide in response to Comment
9-6 above: It would be premature at this stage in the project design process to enter into such detailed
planning. Four action alternatives and one sub-alternative are evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR covering over
50-miles of potential power line and access way routes. To conduct detailed designs for BMPs and
related items for all possible power line and access way routes considered in each alternative would be
infeasible at this stage of planning. However, the applicant has undertaken considerable effort to
identify likely roads and access ways needed for project construction and operation for each alternative
and these are reflected in the detailed alternative maps provided in Appendix B of the EIS/EIS/EIR. This
EIS/EIS/EIR adequately discloses the type, magnitude, and severity of potential impacts.
9-17

The comment suggests that the Equivalent Roadless Area (ERA) coefficients used in the analysis for
unpaved roads and staging areas (0.8 and 0.3 respectively) are incorrect, and that a coefficient of 1.0
should be used because these facilities would be hydraulically similar to impervious surfaces.
(Coefficient values less than 1.0 reflect that unpaved roads, and access ways constructed as part of the
proposed project and staging areas would behave differently than impervious surfaces such as asphalt,
concrete, or highly compacted soil.) The use of the 0.8 and 0.3 ERA coefficient values was developed in
collaboration with the USFS and TRPA. The coefficient values used in the EIS for the USFS South Shore
Fuel Reduction and Healthy Forest Restoration project were considered as well as guidance from
California EPA (the 2010 User’s Guide for the California Impervious Surface Coefficients provided by the
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment).
As indicated above in response to Comment 9-12, access ways included as part of the proposed project
would consist of two track pathways suitable for passage of utility inspection and maintenance vehicles
(see Exhibit 4.5-2 on page 4.5-29 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR) and not what one might consider a
“traditional” unpaved roadway. The access ways would be used infrequently for facility inspections,
maintenance, and repairs and would not be subject to severe compaction. Because unpaved road and
access ways have some permeability, it is appropriate to use an ERA coefficient of 0.8 rather than 1.0.
Staging areas would be temporary project features and would be decompacted, seeded, and restored to
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pre-project conditions after construction. Staging areas would not function as impervious surface and
given these circumstances, an ERA coefficient of 0.3 is appropriate for these facilities.
9-18

The comment references values provided in Table 4.7-9 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and characterizes them
as permanent wetland impacts. As noted in Impact 4.7-2 on page 4.7-66 and footnote #2 in Table 4.7-9,
the values provided in Table 4.7-9 reflect the total area of the habitat type within the project ROW and
do not take into account avoidance and minimization requirements included in the APMs and mitigation
measures, such as minimizing the width of the construction corridor in sensitive areas and avoiding
disturbance of sensitive habitats. Actual project impacts would be substantially less than the acreage of
occurrence values provided in Table 4.7-9. However, because a consistent methodology was used to
calculate habitat occurrences within the ROW for each alternative, Table 4.7-9 provides a useful
comparison of the habitat potentially intersected by each alternative alignment and discloses a
maximum possible impact without implementation of avoidance and minimization measures.
Please see responses above regarding the intended application of the APMs as a set of multiple
interacting and reinforcing measures rather than as isolated individual actions and text
additions/modifications to further clarify the APMs.
Regarding the ability to implement Mitigation Measures 4.7-2a and 4.7-2b, as identified above, the
actual impacts to sensitive habitats would be substantially less than the habitat occurrence acreage
values provided in Table 4.7-9. Therefore, the need for compensatory habitat
creation/restoration/enhancement would also be substantially less than one might estimate if the
values in Table 4.7-9 were considered actual habitat losses. Numerous restoration projects have been
successfully implemented in the Lake Tahoe Basin. Although potentially difficult and costly, habitat
creation, restoration, and enhancement is a feasible method of compensatory mitigation. With
implementation of the numerous APMs related to the avoidance, minimization, and compensation for
impacts to sensitive habitats, coupled with the requirements of Mitigation Measures 4.7-2a and 4.7-2b,
a less than significant conclusion for Impact 4.7-2 is appropriate.

9-19

The comment suggests that old growth forest cannot be replaced and any loss of old growth forest
would constitute a significant impact that cannot be mitigated. As indicated in the discussions of Impact
4.7-4 for each action alternative, all action alternatives would result in the removal of less than 0.75
acres of late seral/old growth forest, as mapped by TRPA for the 2011 Threshold Evaluation. The nature
of the significant impact conclusion, as identified in the EIS/EIS/EIR, is that even this small loss of late
seral/old growth forest is contrary to TRPA reaching threshold standards related to this resource. The
impact is considered significant because of a conflict with TRPA Code; therefore, Mitigation Measure
4.7-4 would be required, which focuses on actions that would bring the project into compliance with
TRPA Code, and would address compliance with the Placer County Tree Ordinance.
As indicated in each discussion of Impact 4.7-4 in the EIS/EIS/EIR, from a biological perspective, “Tree
removal within the narrow electric line ROW would not result in substantial changes in stand structure
or composition or in the distribution of plant communities in the project area overall, and would not
result in a change in the natural functioning of a late seral or old-growth ecosystems.” A significance
criterion of “no loss” (i.e., any loss is significant and unavoidable) is not reasonable or feasible. Various
mechanisms are available to compensate for the loss of old growth trees, such as fuels management and
vegetation treatments that can increase the health, quality, and fire resiliency of existing old growth
stands, and that accelerate the growth rate of younger stands and reduce the time needed to provide
old growth values. Although it would take considerable time, planting a forest stand and preserving and
managing it in perpetuity would ultimately create new old growth forest (barring catastrophic events
such as forest fire). Implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 would reduce Impact 4.7-4 to a less
than significant level.
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The comment summarizes the overall letter, listing topics identified in the previous comments. See the
responses above addressing these various topics.

Letter
10
Response

County of Placer, Community Development/Resource Agency
Michael J. Johnson, AICP, Agency Director
January 7, 2014

10-1

The lead agencies acknowledge the provisions of General Order No. 131-D and recognize the role of
Placer County in land use matters with respect to the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project. Placer County’s function as a responsible agency is also acknowledged, as described in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR in Section 1.4, Use of this Document by Other Agencies (see page 1-5).

10-2

The commenter indicates that the EIS/EIS/EIR should provide further project level analysis related to
alternatives that can be considered for relocation of the Tahoe City Substation and undergrounding of
the overhead power lines.
Since publication of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the issue of relocating the Tahoe City Substation has been
identified as a planning issue to be addressed, particularly in the context of the planning efforts
underway in Tahoe City to update the Community Plan in accordance with the recently adopted
Regional Plan (December 2012). Discussions are ongoing between the utility, Placer County, and TRPA
regarding possible relocation as a potential future project (note that the project proponent and
potential location have not been determined). Relocation of the Tahoe City Substation, though desired
by the County and some of the community, was determined not to be required as an alternative in the
EIS/EIS/EIR because: it is not a proposed element of the reliability project; it is permitted in its present
location as a “special use” in the Tahoe City Community Plan; and rebuild in place would not result in
significant, unavoidable environmental effects as compared to existing (baseline) conditions. See Master
Response 1 for further discussion on this topic.
See Master Response 2 for a response to the suggestion for undergrounding. In addition, the quote from
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR provided in the comment (“The existing conduits in the bridge spanning the
Truckee River do not have sufficient capacity for rerouting all of the distribution lines”) is not referring to
the 625 Line power line, but lower voltage distribution lines leaving the substation to deliver power
directly to customers. The statement is made in the EIS/EIS/EIR to indicate that if the Tahoe City
Substation were moved to the opposite side of the Truckee River, distribution lines serving customers
on the south side of the river would now need to cross the river, and that the existing conduits in the
bridge do not have sufficient capacity to accommodate all the necessary distribution lines.

10-3

The applicant continues to coordinate with Placer County on a number of issues and, as needed, would
work with the County, in collaboration with TRPA, on the TRPA Plan Area Statement (PAS) Amendment
proposed for the Kings Beach Substation and how that might interact with the County planning process.
The environmental effects of the proposed modifications to the Kings Beach Substation and corresponding
staff-initiated amendment to TRPA’s PAS 019, Martis Peak, are evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR.

10-4

Reconstruction or upgrading of substations would primarily consist of installation of new switches,
transformers, and switchgear equipment. The Brockway Substation decommissioning would consist of
removing existing equipment and leaving the site vacant, with the services provided by that equipment
provided at the upgraded Kings Beach Substation. This transfer of utility equipment/service would
require that the current distribution lines coming out of the Brockway Substation be extended to the
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Kings Beach Substation, with these lines placed underground as part of the proposed project. The visual
analysis in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, assesses potentially significant changes to the visual character
of all facility upgrades that would be visible from adjacent public ROWs. Potential changes in views at
the Squaw Valley Substation and Northstar Substation are not discussed in the same detail as the Kings
Beach and Brockway Substation because neither facility is easily viewed from public ROWs and all
changes in equipment would be within the existing substation fence line.
Design review could potentially be initiated as part of the permitting process required by Placer
County/TRPA for these activities, where they occur in locations with joint Placer County/TRPA jurisdiction
and CPUC authority under GO 131-D does not preempt local authority (e.g. Brockway and Kings Beach
Substations). As stated in Response 10-3 above, the applicant is coordinating with the County on a number
of issues, in collaboration with TRPA as needed. It can be explored during this collaboration whether
design review would be required as an element of any necessary permits or authorizations.
10-5

As summarized by the commenter, implementation of Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative), would result
in the colocation of the 625 and 650 Lines along the existing 625 Line alignment south of Brockway
Summit, and the removal of the corresponding sections of the 650 Line (Segments 650-1 and 650-2)
along SR 267. The commenter’s observation that this alternative could improve the quality of the
viewshed for Lake Tahoe visitors while potentially requiring tree removal and creating related scenic
impacts along the collocated power line corridor is noted by the lead agencies.
While there would be benefits to the viewshed from relocating or undergrounding the underbuild (i.e.,
existing communication and distribution lines) remaining after relocating the 625 Line under
Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative), this effort, specific to Alternative 2 where there is not the
opportunity to move the underbuild to a nearby upgraded 625 Line, is outside the scope of the CalPeco
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. The existing poles and underbuild would remain because
there are buildings served by the electrical distribution and communications lines that could not be
adequately served by distribution or communications lines attached to the new poles for the collocated
line because of the proposed alignment. Undergrounding of these facilities under the conditions
presented by Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative) would have to be a separate project initiated by the
communications providers.

10-6

The project proposes reconstructing the 60 kV Kings Beach Substation as a 120 kV substation and
removal of the existing equipment at the Brockway Substation (which is located within the residential
neighborhood between Speckled Avenue and Cutthroat Avenue east of Deer Street). Some work would
occur outside the fence line of the existing Kings Beach Substation, but the substation would not be
relocated.
As described in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, management of electric and magnetic fields would be
consistent with CPUC Decision 06-01-042. Specific measures taken in compliance with this decision
would include locating high current devices towards the interior of the substation. Please refer to pages
3-26 through 3-27 and 4.10-25 through 4.10-27 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, Appendix D to the EIS/EIS/EIR,
and Master Response 3 related to EMF for more information on this topic.

10-7

The commenter recommends that the project is presented to the North Tahoe Regional Advisory
Council and the Squaw Valley Municipal Advisory Council for review and comment. Local agency
representatives and members of the public have been afforded the opportunity to review and comment
on the scope and content of the EIS/EIS/EIR during the scoping period and the review period for the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Notices have been provided via direct mailing, newspaper publication, and posting on
lead agency and applicant websites. Should the project require ministerial permits from Placer County,
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the County’s established public notice and review procedures related to granting permits would be
followed.
10-8

The comment provides standard language included in Placer County improvement and grading related
permits and suggests the language be included in the EIS/EIS/EIR as mitigation measures for water
quality impacts. The lead agencies appreciate Placer County providing these standard permit conditions
and have reviewed them for suitability as mitigation for water quality impacts in the EIS/EIS/EIR. In
addition, the applicant would complete all applicable County permit processes, including provisions of
plans and other materials and payment of fees for ministerial permits.
Although there are items applicable to the proposed project within the standard language provided,
there are also items not related to minimizing project effects on water quality, such as provision of cost
estimates for project implementation and payment of plan check and inspection fees. Therefore, it
would not be appropriate to include the suggested language verbatim as mitigation in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
Also, several of the measures in the standard language are already addressed as part of the project
description and in APMs included in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. For example, revegetation after construction
disturbances is addressed in the project description in the discussions of access ways, pole installation,
and temporary work areas, and in APMs BIO-23 and BIO-36. Temporary construction fencing for various
purposes is addressed in APMs CUL-1, BIO-2, and BIO-4. To include the suggested language, as provided,
would duplicate environmental protection obligations already in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
Also, the standard permit conditions provided in the comment would typically be applied to locations
where Placer County has legal jurisdiction. The proposed project includes portions outside the County
(Town of Truckee) and areas where the County may not have jurisdiction, such as USFS property, or
instances where CPUC General Order No. 131-D may apply. To include the proposed language as
mitigation for the entirety of the project could generate conflicts with requirements and conditions of
other jurisdictions.
However, the standard conditions provided by the County do include prudent measures not already
expressly identified in the EIS/EIS/EIR that would clarify and reinforce APMs already in the document.
APM SOILS-1 is modified to read as follows:
…Implementation and maintenance of these BMPs and any others identified in the SWPPP will
would be monitored by a qualified environmental monitor to ensure effectiveness. In addition, a
winterization plan will be prepared and incorporated into the SWPPP addressing erosion and
sediment management on the project site during the winter months. Implementation,
monitoring, and maintenance of BMPs will be adjusted accordingly during the winter months
consistent with the winterization plan.
APM BIO-23 is modified to read as follows:
…Topsoil will be segregated, stockpiled separately from subsoil, and covered. These soil
stockpiles, as well as any others created by the proposed project, shall have proper erosion
control measures applied until they are removed. The topsoil will then be replaced…

10-9
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Placer County’s grading ordinance is discussed in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils, Land Capability, and
Coverage, and Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality (see pages 4.5-10 and 4.6-21). The applicant
and lead agencies acknowledge that Placer County’s policies and procedures would apply to work within
unincorporated Placer County. The applicant also intends to obtain all applicable permits upon project
approval. As stated on page 4.12-14 of Section 4.12, Traffic and Transportation, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR,
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“[t]he applicant would obtain applicable encroachment permits from agencies for work within the ROWs
of roadways in the project area; and would perform work according to permit requirements.”
10-10 The spelling of “watershed” has been corrected in the legend on Exhibit 4.6-1.
10-11 Staging areas are analyzed throughout the EIS/EIS/EIR and depicted on many exhibits. These areas have
been selected from various possible locations, in part, to minimize potential conflicts with existing
dwellings and protected resource areas.
Letter
11
Response
11-1

Town of Truckee
Tony Lashbrook, Town Manager
January 7, 2014

The applicant and lead agencies thank the Town of Truckee for its careful review of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
The suggested changes have been made to page 3-9. The text now reads as follows:
Segment 650-7 spans between the North Truckee Substation and the Truckee Substation. From
the North Truckee Substation, the power line crosses Comstock Driver and parallels the
northern side of Comstock Drive for less than 1,000 feet to the east before turning south to the
north side of Donner Pass Road, crossing Interstate 80 (I-80) and East Main Jibboom Street. This
portion of Segment 650-7 is underbuilt with the 60 kV 132 Line.

11-2

Exhibit 4.2-5 has been modified to change the commercial land use designation to residential for the
land at the northeast corner of the Glenshire Drive/Donner Pass Road intersection, as suggested by the
commenter.

11-3

The cumulative project list was assembled through review of publically-available information, including
the list of major development projects produced by the Town of Truckee, and personal correspondence
with local agency planners.
The additional information provided by the Town of Truckee has been incorporated into Table 4.1-2. The
Gregory Creek Subdivision has been removed from the cumulative project list, and the Truckee Railyard
Master Plan has been added; the residential unit count for the Joerger Ranch Specific Plan has been
updated; and the text on the status on the Canyon Springs Subdivision has been revised to reflect the
anticipated start of construction.

11-4

The commenter’s suggested changes have been made to the description of land uses near the Truckee
Substation (please refer to page 4.2-27 in Section 4.2, Land Use). This text now reads as follows:
The Truckee Substation serves as one terminus of the 650 Line. The substation is located near
the intersection of Donner Pass Road and Church Street in the Town of Truckee. The Truckee
Substation site is relatively flat and is surrounded by Trout Creek to the north, Truckee Tahoe
Lumber to the east, Union Pacific Railroad land to the south, and historic residences to the west
industrial uses on all sides (Sierra Pacific 2010).

11-5

The commenter’s suggested changes have been made to modify the explanation of how the project
would be consistent with the Town of Truckee’s Circulation Policy P12.1. Please see Table G3-1 in
Appendix G.
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11-6

The applicant has been working with local agencies, property owners, and local groups throughout this
EIS/EIS/EIR effort, and will continue to do so. Where possible, after consultation, the applicant has made
adjustments to pole placement and other project elements to address local agency issues and
suggestions. The applicant’s representatives spoke with a representative from the Town of Truckee to
provide preliminary construction-level details and discuss permitting in late 2013, as well as early 2014.
The applicant has requested to meet in person and will continue to pursue such a meeting.

11-7

As described in the EIS/EIS/EIR, stringing sites would be required during the removal and installation of
conductors and would generally be spaced at distances between approximately 500 feet and 8,000 feet
apart depending on the terrain and surface conditions in the ROW. There is some flexibility in the
placement of stringing sites and the stringing sites presented in the EIS/EIS/EIR (see Appendix B) are
estimated locations based on preliminary engineering.
Although it is anticipated that a stringing site would be required near the intersection of Glenshire Drive
and Donner Pass Road because the line turns 90 degrees at this location (stringing sites are typically
located at line turns), there is some flexibility in the specific location and configuration of the stringing
site within the semi-circle area shown in the Appendix B maps. The applicant would coordinate with the
Town of Truckee to determine if the terrain north of the Donner Pass Road/Glenshire Drive intersection
would prohibit use as a stinging site, and modify the configuration or location of the proposed stringing
site, as appropriate. Stinging sites would not generate large volumes of construction traffic, and would
be used for a limited duration. Stringing activities in the vicinity of the Glenshire Drive/Donner Pass Road
intersection would be completed in a matter of days, or conceivably, hours. The stringing effort can also
be scheduled to occur at off-peak traffic periods. Therefore, it is believed that a less than significant
traffic impact conclusion can be maintained. Construction traffic and potential intersection disruptions
generated from a residential project, such as Canyon Springs, could occur for weeks or months, and are
not a suitable model for projecting traffic effects of the 650 Line upgrade.
As identified in the discussion of Impact 4.12-1 related to project effects on existing transportation
systems, “The applicant would obtain applicable encroachment permits from agencies for work within
the ROWs of roadways in the project area; and would perform work according to permit requirements.”
The Town of Truckee can include measures to minimize disruption at the Glenshire Drive/Donner Pass
Road intersection if necessary. A specific Transportation/Construction Management Plan for the Town
of Truckee could be developed at that time; however, APM TRAN-1 already requires that the applicant
prepare and implement a “…Traffic Control Plan to minimize disruption to surface travel…” and the plan
must include “…coordination with local transportation agencies and emergency service providers for
temporary land and road closures…” Therefore, the equivalent of a Transportation/Construction
Management Plan is already included as a requirement in EIS/EIS/EIR. The combination of compliance
with encroachment permits for work within roadways and implementation of APM TRAN-1 result in the
less than significant impact conclusion for Impact 4.12-1. This conclusion applies to the entirety of the
action alternatives and would also support a less than significant conclusion specific to the Glenshire
Drive/Donner Pass Road intersection.

11-8

Timing and coordination of project construction with roadway improvements planned by the Town of
Truckee can be addressed through the roadway encroachment permit process and the preparation of
the Traffic Control Plan referenced in APM TRAN-1 (see response to Comment 11-7 above).

11-9

As indicated above, the applicant will coordinate with the Town of Truckee, as necessary, to refine
stringing site locations. Where possible, the applicant will avoid use of sites with slopes greater than 20
percent. The parcels identified by the Town of Truckee will be reviewed for their ability to meet
engineering requirements for the location of stinging sites. The applicant is aware of the challenging
conditions at the Glenshire Drive/Donner Pass Road intersection (slopes, roadways present) and will
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explore options to minimize ground disturbance and general disruption to the area during the stringing
process. However, if grading is required, this would be a temporary disturbance. As described in Chapter
3, Project Alternatives, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, temporary disturbance areas would be restored to pre-project
contours and revegetated. Therefore, if the slopes at the Glenshire Drive/Donner Pass Road intersection
must be modified, they will restored and stabilized shortly after construction is complete in the area.
Town of Truckee General Plan Conservation and Open Space Policy P12.1 has been added to the
assessment of consistency with land use plans included in Appendix G.
11-10 The commenter requests consideration of maintaining the existing wooden poles in Segment 650-6
(Donner Pass Road to the north side of the Village Green Mobile Home Park). In Segment 650-6, the
existing wooden poles support a double-circuit with the 132 Line and the 650 Line operating at 60 kV on
the same poles. Lines supporting 120 kV are required to have higher ground clearances than 60 kV lines.
Therefore, use of the existing wooden poles is not a feasible option as they could not support both the
120 kV 132 Line and the 650 Line upgraded to 120 kV and maintain height clearance requirements for
the lower line (as defined by GO-95).
The applicant is amenable to discussing alternative stringing sites. However, a stringing site near the
northern side of the Village Green Mobile Home Park would be necessary because this is the location at
which the upgraded 650 Line would connect to the existing portion of the 650 Line that has already
been upgraded to 120 kV (i.e., the connection of Segment 650-5 to Segment 650-6). The impact of these
stringing sites on sensitive receptors, including residences was evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, and no
significant impacts were identified.
11-11 Views of the locations referenced in the comment are provided in Exhibit 4.4-6K, Photograph 41
(Truckee River Legacy Trail crossing) and Photograph 43 (I-80 crossing) in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. As shown
in Photograph 41, multiple electrical lines are visible from this portion of the Truckee River Legacy Trail.
In addition, elements of an existing nearby electrical substation (not associated with the proposed
project) are also visible. Multiple pieces of electrical system infrastructure are part of the scenic
condition at the 650 Line crossing of the Truckee River Legacy Trail. Although a visual simulation would
illustrate post project conditions at the trail crossing, given that existing conditions include views of
electrical infrastructure, the assessment determined without such a simulation that replacement of the
existing 132/650 Line double-circuit with the proposed 132/650 Line double-circuit (with the 650 Line at
120 kV capacity) would be consistent with the surroundings and not result in substantial degradation of
the existing visual character or quality of the site and vicinity, or exceed any other applicable significance
criteria provided in Section 4.4.3, Environmental Consequences and Recommended Mitigation
Measures, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
As shown in Photograph 43, the existing 132/650 Line crossing of I-80 is not clearly visible to motorists
driving I-80 in this area. Using the Google Earth Street View tool, allowing for a static view of conditions
seen by a vehicle driving on I-80 (the primary viewer population) one can see other power line crossings
in this area, as well as streetlights, freeway overpasses, buildings, freeway signage, and other structures.
Multiple pieces of utility and transportation infrastructure are part of the scenic condition at the 650
Line crossing of I-80. As noted above for the Truckee River Legacy Trail crossing, although a visual
simulation would illustrate post project conditions at the I-80 crossing, the assessment determined
without such a simulation that replacement of the existing 132/650 Line double-circuit with the
proposed 132/650 Line double-circuit (with the 650 Line at 120 kV capacity) would be consistent with
the surroundings and not result in substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of
the site and vicinity, or exceed any other applicable significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3,
Environmental Consequences and Recommended Mitigation Measures, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
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Although the two sites referenced in the comment would meet the criteria for selecting visual
simulation viewpoints provided on page 4.4-39 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, it would not be realistic to
generate simulations for every location that meet the criteria. As indicated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the
locations for simulations are intended to provide anticipated views of the project from representative
public viewpoints. The 17 simulations provided in the document reflect representative conditions at
roads and road crossings, trails, developed areas, forested areas, open areas, foreground viewpoints,
and long distance viewpoints. The simulations included in the EIS/EIS/EIR are considered sufficient to
support the impact analysis and conclusions in the document.
11-12 The commenter has no comments on project alternatives. The input is noted.

Letter
12
Response
12-1

Washoe Tribe of Nevada and California
Darrel Cruz, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer
January 7, 2014

The comment provides a bullet list of eight suggestions to improve mitigation measures for cultural
resources in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
The first bullet item/comment suggests that “Any and all archeological resources will be avoided.”
Adopting such a requirement would place an overly broad restriction on project activities. The paragraph
prior to the bullet list in the comment letter uses the term “significant cultural resources.” The distinction
between “any and all archeological resources” and “significant cultural resources” is an important one. As
an example, an isolated chert flake not associated with any other resources or artifacts could be
considered an “archeological resource,” but would not be considered “significant.” Applicable laws and
regulations (e.g., the National Historic Preservation Act [NHPA], CEQA) define the characteristics of
significant cultural resources and focus protection on these significant resources. Under these laws, it
would not be a significant impact to affect the example chert flake, and all similar isolated archeological
resources, and no avoidance requirements would apply. Consistent with NHPA and CEQA, the impact
assessment in the EIS/EIS/EIR and the APMs incorporated into the project description to avoid and
minimize environmental effects rely on eligibility for inclusion in National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
or the California Register of Historic Resources to determine whether a cultural resource is significant and
whether avoidance and minimization measures should be applied. Expanding the significance/avoidance
criteria to incorporate “any and all archeological resources” would result in conditions where substantial
time and effort would be expended to avoid items that would not warrant protection.
The project applicant and lead agencies do acknowledge their regulatory and stewardship responsibilities
relating to archaeological resources and the concerns of the Washoe Tribe regarding “all” archaeological
resources. During field surveys conducted in the project area, isolated artifacts and other similar
archaeological resources that do not meet the criteria to be considered “significant” were appropriately
documented (e.g., using California State Parks Isolate Record Forms). Documentation of newly discovered
resources would be completed as required, following guidance and stipulations in appropriate regulations
and APMs. Recording these archaeological resources would capture and preserve their data potential. No
changes to the EIS/EIS/EIR are proposed in response to this first bullet item.

12-2
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The bullet item/comment suggests that site monitors with expertise in Washoe cultural resources be
employed. APM CUL-5 identifies the potential for “Tribal monitoring” if a significant site cannot be fully
avoided. It is assumed that the Tribal monitor would have expertise in Washoe cultural resources. APM
CUL-8 identifies that, among other items, a required Construction Monitoring and Unanticipated
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Discovery Plan identify “numbers of archeological and Native American monitors” onsite during
construction. APM CUL-8 has been modified as follows to also reference the qualifications of monitors:
Prior to construction, CalPeco will prepare for agency approval a Construction Monitoring and
Unanticipated Discovery Plan that will present, in detail, procedures to be implemented during
construction (e.g., numbers of archeological and Native American monitors, the qualifications of
monitors [expertise in Washoe cultural resources], buffer zones, work stoppage guidelines)….
The lead agencies and the applicant appreciate the commenter’s offer for the Washoe Tribe to
recommend qualified monitors. If approved, the project applicant will contact the Tribe in this regard
prior to construction being initiated.
12-3

The bullet item/comment suggests that the applicant enter into an agreement with the Washoe Tribe
regarding the management of specific known sites and that the terms of the agreement should be
included in project permits. APM CUL-5 identifies that if an NRHP-eligible heritage or cultural resource
will be adversely affected by the project, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or Programmatic
Agreement (PA) will be developed and signed by appropriate parties, including interested tribes, to
identify treatment measures and implement procedures for mitigating adverse effects to the resources.
The MOA or PA would be completed as part of compliance with Section 106 of the NHPA. The USFS is
the federal lead agency for Section 106 compliance for this project and has initiated consultation with
the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), the Washoe Tribe, and other entities. An MOA or PA to
be completed through this consultation, and therefore with Tribal input, would serve as the agreement
suggested in the comment and would be included in applicable project permits.

12-4

The bullet item/comment suggests that the agreement referenced in comment 12-3 also include a
treatment plan for unanticipated archeological discoveries. APM CUL-8 states that prior to construction,
CalPeco will prepare for agency approval a Construction Monitoring and Unanticipated Discovery Plan.
The plan will address actions to be taken related to the discovery, protection, evaluation, and if
necessary, treatment of currently unknown cultural resources that may be encountered during project
construction. APM CUL-5 references the inclusion of “a plan for unanticipated discoveries” in the Section
106 process. Therefore, a treatment plan for unanticipated archeological discoveries will be developed,
and implemented if necessary.

12-5

The bullet item/comment suggests that areas with high potential for resources have test excavations
and the Tribe must be kept informed of findings. The comment does not provide criteria to define “high
potential for resources” or indicate the level, extent, or desired outcome of test excavations. Therefore,
it is difficult to discern how the suggested action might be implemented; a very broad interpretation
could result in extensive testing well in excess of legal or professional standards, and a very limited
interpretation could provide inadequate resource protection. In addition, it is the intent of the project
applicant to avoid disturbance of areas with high potential for significant resource wherever possible.
Test excavations in locations where project avoidance is confirmed could result in additional disturbance
to significant resources that would not otherwise be affected.
Test excavations have been conducted in various locations in the project area with potentially significant
resources, and may be conducted in the future to comply with appropriate regulations and APMs (e.g.,
CUL-3 and CUL-5). The previous test excavations were primarily intended to determine whether the
resources were eligible for inclusion in the NRHP or CRHR as well as to gather information on the content
and extent of the resource. Information on the previous test excavations is provided in two documents:
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Cultural Resources Evaluation Report and Subsurface Testing Recommendations for CalPeco 625
and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, Nevada and Placer Counties, California (Parus
Consulting 2013)
CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project Cultural Resources Inventory Addendum,
Nevada and Placer Counties, California (Parus Consulting 2013)
These documents are not publicly available because they contain sensitive information regarding the
nature and location of archaeological sites that should not be disclosed to the general public or
unauthorized persons. However, these documents will be provided to authorized Tribal members as
part of the Section 106 consultation process. Any further cultural resources surveys, finds, test
excavations, data recovery, or similar activities would be disclosed to the Tribe via the Section 106
consultation process outlined in APM CUL-5. In addition, APM CUL-3 has been modified as follows to
further document the provision of data to Tribal representatives:
…a detailed data recovery plan will be developed for those parts of the resources that would be
damaged or destroyed by the project, and provided to the relevant federal or state agencies and
the SHPO for review and approval. Results of test excavations and data recovery will also be
provided to Tribal representatives. Data recovery excavations may be sufficient to reduce
impacts to the resources to the less-than-significant level.
12-6

The bullet item/comment suggests that staging areas be surveyed for cultural resources prior to their
use. As stated on page 4.9-26 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the area of potential effect (APE), which can be
considered the cultural resources study area, includes all the staging areas. All portions of the APE
where property access has been available have been surveyed for cultural resources, as described in
more detail in the Cultural Resources Evaluation Report and the Cultural Resources Inventory
Addendum referenced above in response to Comment 12-5.
In addition, APM CUL-6 states that:
CalPeco will ensure completion of heritage and cultural resources survey of all areas within the
ultimate project APE of the selected alternative that have not already been surveyed, such as
property where access was not previously available, future minor changes in the alignment of
the power line and access roads or the location of other components that may be proposed
because of engineering constraints…and other considerations.
Therefore, whether access was not previously available for surveys of a staging area, staging area
boundaries are modified in the future, or new staging areas are selected, heritage and cultural resources
surveys will be completed prior to use of the area.

12-7

P1a-60

The bullet item/comment suggests that the Tribe be immediately involved in human remains
discoveries. The lead agencies and project applicant are sensitive to the Tribe’s concerns related to the
discovery of human remains. However, the project applicant must comply with the notification
procedures in regulations and codes regarding the discovery of human remains. APM CUL-9 identifies
the process for responding to discoveries of human remains. As stated in the APM, consistent with the
requirements of Section 7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code (HSC), the County Coroner will be notified
if suspected human remains are found. The coroner will determine whether the remains are Native
American and, if so, will contact the Native American Heritage Commission. The Native American
Heritage Commission will then notify the persons most likely descended from the deceased Native
American, consistent with Section 5097.98 of the Public Resources Code. The lead agencies and the
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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project applicant would conduct initial notification of the County Coroner in compliance with Section
7050.5 of the HSC.
12-8

The bullet item/comment suggests that personnel receive training that “emphasizes they are subject to
ARPA penalties for theft or destruction of archeological resources.” It is presumed that the acronym
“ARPA” refers to the Archeological Resources Protection Act. APM CUL-7 identifies that CalPeco will
design and implement a Worker Environmental Awareness Program that includes, among other items,
identification of “penalties for removing or intentionally disturbing heritage an cultural resources.” This
item in the APM has been expanded upon to read as follows:
…penalties for removing or intentionally disturbing heritage and cultural resources, such as
those identified in the Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA).

12-9

The lead agencies and the project applicant appreciate the Washoe Tribe’s acknowledgement of its
partnerships with Lake Tahoe Basin agencies and land managers. The USFS, TRPA, and the project
applicant look forward to the Tribe’s participation in the Section 106 consultation process.

Letter
13
Response
13-1

The portion of road T16N75.2 on California Tahoe Conservancy lands that provides access to the North
Tahoe Public Utility District (NTPUD) water tanks (in Parcel 116-010-002) would not be considered for
decommissioning. As described in Response 7-2, road T16N75.2 is among those being considered for
decommissioning after project implementation is complete. However, as stated in the introductory text
to the maps in Appendix F, roads identified for potential decommissioning on the maps will require
further evaluation and the USFS intends for the information provided in Appendix F to function as a
mechanism to seek public comment on potential decommissioning of roads on USFS lands. The
comment is correct in identifying that the southern terminus of road T16N75.2 is on California Tahoe
Conservancy lands. Therefore, although this road has a USFS numbering designation (T16N75.2),
portions of the road are not on USFS lands and could not be decommissioned, including that portion
that provides access to the NTPUD water tanks (on Parcel 116-010-002). As indicated in response to
Comment 7-2, text on page 3-66 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR has been revised to clarify this point.

Letter
14
Response
14-1

North Tahoe Public Utility District
Suzi Gibbons, Contracts and Planning Coordinator
January 2, 2014

Tahoe-Truckee Sanitation Agency
Jason A. Parker, Engineering Department Manager
January 6, 2014

The comment indicates that Northstar Community Services District is not a member of the TahoeTruckee Sanitation Agency. The text on page 4.11-6 has been revised to provide clarification. The last
bullet identifying Northstar CSD now reads:
…Northstar CSD is not a member agency of T-TSA, but wastewater from the Northstar
CSD is conveyed to T-TSA facilities through an agreement with the Truckee Sanitary
District, which is a member agency of T-TSA.
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Ascent Environmental

The comment notes that waste from project’s portable restrooms would not be accepted at the TahoeTruckee Sanitation Agency advanced treatment plant. This clarification is noted.
The Placer County Code, Article 8.24 governs on-site sewage disposal. The On-site Sewage Manual,
Chapter 20 Part E (Portable Toilet Requirements), states “No water carried sewage shall be placed in
portable toilets. Contents of portable toilets shall not be discharged into storm sewers, on the surface of
the ground or into protected waters” (Ganapathy, pers. comm., 2014). Septic waste collected from
portable toilets is trucked to a regional wastewater treatment plant within the contractor’s service area.
Ascent contacted Water Septic Service & Chemical Toilets located in Tahoe City and were informed that
contractors based in the North Tahoe area generally truck septic waste from portable restrooms to the
Incline Village General Improvement District treatment plant. The wastewater treatment plant
processes and disinfects wastewater using conventional biological treatment processes and solids
handling facilities. The export pipeline transports the plant’s secondary treated effluent to the Incline
Village General Improvement District wetlands in Douglas County.
The text on page 4.11-9 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR under “Issues Dismissed from Further Evaluation” is
revised as follows:
In addition, the project would not generate wastewater nor consume water under the operations
and maintenance phase of the project. Water use would be limited to the construction period for
fire suppression and dust control only. Portable restrooms provided for construction crews during
the construction period would be serviced by a contractor and wastewater would be disposed of
in accordance with the Placer County on-site sewage manual as required by Chapter 8, Article 8.24
of the Placer County Code. Chapter 20 Part E (Portable Toilet Requirements) of the On-site Sewage
Manual states “No water carried sewage shall be placed in portable toilets. Contents of portable
toilets shall not be discharged into storm sewers, on the surface of the ground or into protected
waters.” Waste from portable toilets would be taken to the nearest regional wastewater
treatment or water reclamation facility that accepts such waste. the T-TSA water reclamation
facility in Truckee for treatment. Thus, no impacts would occur related to wastewater treatment
capacity, meeting wastewater treatment requirements, or construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities. These topics are not discussed
further in this draft EIS/EIS/EIR.

Letter
15
Response
15-1

P1a-62

Placer County Flood Control and Water Conservation District
Andrew Darrow, PE, CFM, Development Coordinator
January 7, 2014

The lead agencies acknowledge that the Placer County Flood Control and Water Conservation District
did not have any comments regarding the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line
Upgrade Project.
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Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team
December 3, 2013

The commenter notes that the project presents the opportunity to relocate the Tahoe City Substation as
contemplated in the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan. The commenter further states that the reasons
for relocation include scenic quality, land use, and community character, but suggests that the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR focuses solely on the scenic issues as reasons for rejecting an alternative that includes
relocation of the substation.
The vision statement of the Greater Tahoe City Area Planning Team is acknowledged, as is the expressed
desire to move the Tahoe City Substation from its current location as a step toward realizing that vision.
Discussions regarding possible relocation (to an as-yet-unidentified site) as a potential future project (by
some entity) are ongoing among the utility, Placer County, TRPA, and other interested agencies and
municipalities.
With regard to the environmental analysis, the charge of the EIS/EIS/EIR is to evaluate natural and
physical environmental effects of the project as compared to existing conditions (baseline), and to
assess effects relative to the ability to achieve and maintain TRPA threshold standards. Because
substation relocation was not proposed by the applicant, and because no significant, unavoidable
impacts were identified as a result of the substation rebuild in place, evaluation of an alternative that
includes the relocation is not required. Notwithstanding the fact that relocating the Tahoe City
Substation is not proposed as a part of this project, the relevant agencies continue to discuss this
possibility as a planning issue that would be a separate project.
See Master Response 1 for more detailed discussion.

16-2

The commenter suggests that relocation of the Tahoe City Substation would benefit the Tahoe City
community and requests that it be evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR. This alternative was not analyzed in
detail based on the results of screening evaluations summarized on pages 3-80 to 3-81 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR.
See Master Response 1 for more detailed discussion.

Letter
17
Response
17-1

Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team
December 12, 2013

The commenter notes that the Tahoe City Substation is located near Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River,
and identifies a potential conflict between the substation and nearby water bodies based on the
presence of sulfur hexafluoride and transformer oil, which would be used to insulate the equipment on
the substations. The commenter expresses that extraordinary events (e.g., major earthquake, fire, or
flood) could result in substantial disruption of the facility, such that containment structures would be
circumvented, and water quality could be impaired by the release of these materials. For this reason,
the commenter indicates that it would be preferable to locate the substation further from Lake Tahoe
and the Truckee River.
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A primary intent of environmental review in accordance with NEPA, the TRPA Code, and CEQA, is to
evaluate changes in the natural and physical environment resulting from a proposed action or project
against the existing, or baseline condition. The existing condition is the presence of the Tahoe City
Substation in its current location. Therefore, the continued presence of a substation at the current
location would not increase the risk of material leaks or other potential hazards relative to the baseline
condition. The commenter is correct in identifying potential relocation of the Tahoe City substation as a
planning issue that may have beneficial effects related to aesthetics and risk reduction. However,
because the proposed project would not generate any significant adverse hazardous or hazardous
materials effects at the Tahoe City Substation, no mitigation measures (e.g., relocation or other
protective features) are required.
With regard to sulfur hexafluoride and transformer oil (mineral oil) at the Tahoe City substation, the
applicant has indicated that sulfur hexafluoride is not currently used at the Tahoe City Substation.
However, neither substance ishighly toxic. In the extremely unlikely circumstance that they were
released in a manner where they reach surface waters of the Truckee River or Lake Tahoe, it is unlikely
that significant deleterious effects would result.
Sulfur hexafluoride is colorless, odorless, non-flammable, and non-toxic in its pure form. It is one of the
heaviest known gases, with a vapor density approximately five times greater than air. Therefore, when
released into the atmosphere, it will tend to remain close to the ground and be transported to the
ground by wet deposition. Sulfur hexafluoride is not expected to be absorbed if released to the soil, and
is likely to volatize from dry soil. Similarly, if released directly into water, sulfur hexafluoride is not
expected to be absorbed by suspended solids or sediment. Rather, volatilization from the water surface
is more likely (the estimated volatilization half-lives for model rivers and lakes are 1.2 hours and 4.8
days, respectively). The potential for bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low (National Center for
BioTechnology Information n.d.). There would be very little potential for the gas to contaminate the
waters of Lake Tahoe or the Truckee River. Sulfur hexafluoride is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG),
however. The potential for operational emissions of sulfur hexafluoride from transformer and circuit
breaker equipment is evaluated in Section 4.13, Air Quality. However, as stated above, the applicant has
indicated that sulfur hexafluoride is not currently used at the Tahoe City Substation.
Mineral oil is a clear, colorless, odorless, petroleum derivative. It is chemically similar to petroleum jelly
and is produced in heavy and light grades, or viscosities. The oil is used in many different products,
including cooling systems, lubricants, cosmetics, and medicine. The toxicity of the mineral oils currently
used in transformers is low. Newer transformers (i.e., those produced after 1979) do not contain
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
All hazardous materials associated with project construction and operations would be used, stored, and
disposed of in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local laws. As discussed in Section 4.10.1,
Regulatory Setting, there are multiple regulations, laws, and agencies that address the safe use,
handling, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials, including the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, the California HSC, the California
Department of Toxic Substances Control, federal and state Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, the California Department of Transportation, the California Highway Patrol, the
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board, the Placer County Environmental Health Division, and
the Nevada County Environmental Health Department. In addition, Title 40 of the Code of Federal
Regulations Part 112 includes the federal Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan
requirements that address potential impacts related to a transformer malfunction oil spill. These
multiple layers of regulatory requirements provide substantial assurances that hazardous materials
stored, used, transported, and disposed of as part of the proposed project would not pose a significant
hazard to the public or the environment.
P1a-64
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The commenter’s support for relocating the Tahoe City Substation is noted. For more information
related to this topic, the commenter is referred to Master Response 1.

Letter
18
Response

Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team
January 7, 2014

18-1

As noted by the commenter, CalPeco has expressed willingness to work with Placer County, TRPA, and
local organizations to discuss the potential for relocation of the Tahoe City Substation as a separate
project in the future. See Master Response 1 for additional discussion.

18-2

The commenter implies that, because the substation requires rebuild under the proposed project, it
should be rebuilt in a more appropriate location. As noted above, the baseline for this project’s analysis
under NEPA, TRPA, and CEQA involves the baseline of an existing substation. The proposed rebuild of
the substation would be limited in scope, consisting of relocating an existing 120/60/14.4 kV
transformer and installing a new 120/14.4 kV transformer and two new 120 kV breakers. All permanent
alterations and additions to substation equipment would occur within the existing fence line, on
property that is owned by CalPeco.

18-3

Comments are noted. Rate recovery is assessed by the CPUC. Not all activities undertaken by the utility
can be passed on to rate payers. See Master Response 4 for more information on this process.

18-4

The commenter notes that the project represents an opportunity to relocate the Tahoe City Substation,
and expresses that such relocation would improve the scenic quality of Tahoe City, which would have a
beneficial impact on the local economy. See responses to comments from Greater Tahoe City Plan Area
Team dated December 3, 2013 (responses to Comments 16-1, 16-2) and December 12, 2013 (response
to Comment 17-2) and Master Response 1 for additional discussion.

Letter
19
Response
19-1

Tahoe City Downtown Association
Gary Davis, President
December 3, 2013

The commenter notes that the project presents the opportunity to relocate the Tahoe City Substation as
contemplated in the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan. The commenter further states that the reasons
for relocation include scenic quality, land use, and community character, but suggests that the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR focuses solely on the scenic issues as reasons for rejecting an alternative that includes
relocation of the substation.
The analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR indicates that improving scenic quality was “one of the reasons given in
the community plan for the relocation,” but does not suggest that this was the only impedes for
relocation. In fact, the scenic thresholds are not at all mentioned in the “Rationale for Elimination”
discussion of this alternative (page 3-81 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR).
Relocation of the Tahoe City Substation has not been proposed because it would not be necessary to
meet the project objectives and the EIS/EIS/EIR did not identify any environmental impacts that could be
mitigated by relocation of the substation. Further, the Tahoe City Substation is a permissible land use in
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its current location, subject to TRPA special use findings for any expansion of the facility. (Although the
Tahoe City Community Plan Vision Map and vision statements encouraged the relocation of the Tahoe
City Substation, the Tahoe City Community Plan land use chapter lists the substation [defined under the
land use definition of "Public Utility Centers"] as a permissible "special use" in its current location [i.e.,
Special Area 3, Recreation]).
19-2

The commenter suggests that the parcel would better serve the community without the existing
substation, and implies incompatibility with existing land uses and other planned projects in the vicinity.
See also Response to Comment 16-1 and Master Response 1. Please note also that ownership of the
parcel is held by the project applicant, not the community or government.

19-3

The use of PCBs in transformer oil ceased in 1979. Over the years, PCBs that may have been in the
transformers at the Tahoe City Substation have been replaced with modern oils that do not contain
PCBs. Neither the existing substation nor the proposed upgrades pose the threat of leaking PCBs into
the Truckee River.

19-4

The commenter’s recommendation to relocate the Tahoe City Substation and evaluate such relocation
in the environmental document is acknowledged. Discussions are ongoing between the applicant, Placer
County, and TRPA regarding possible relocation as a potential future project.
With regard to the environmental analysis, the charge of the EIS/EIS/EIR is to evaluate natural and
physical environmental effects of the project as compared to existing conditions (baseline), and (specific
to the portions of the project with the Basin) to assess effects relative to the ability to achieve and
maintain TRPA threshold standards. Because substation relocation was not proposed by the applicant,
and because no significant, unavoidable impacts were identified as a result of the substation rebuild in
place, evaluation of an alternative that includes the relocation is not required. Notwithstanding, the
relocation of the Tahoe City Substation has been identified as a planning issue, hence the ongoing
discussions between the appropriate parties.
See Master Response 1 for more detailed discussion.

Letter
20
Response

Sustainability Community Advocates
Steve Teshara, Principal
December 2, 2013

20-1

Relocating the Tahoe City Substation is not required to be examined in the EIS/EIS/EIR because: it is not
a proposed element of the project; it is permitted as a “special use” in the Tahoe City Community Plan;
and rebuild in place would not result in significant, unavoidable environmental effects as compared to
existing (baseline) conditions. However, because of the planning efforts underway in Tahoe City in
response to adoption of the updated Regional Plan in December 2012, the substation location has been
identified as a planning issue to be resolved. Discussions are ongoing between the applicant, Placer
County, and TRPA regarding relocation as a potential future project. See Master Response 1 for further
discussion on this topic.

20-2

The commenter expresses that the upgrade of the Tahoe City Substation is inconsistent and
incompatible with the direction of the Tahoe City Area Plan currently being developed, and objects to
the description of the area plan process as being in its “infancy.” The sentence in question near the top
of page 4.2-8 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is modified to read as follows:
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The planning process is underway and several supporting planning documents have been
published; still in its infancy however, and it is not anticipated that any of these Area Plans
would be adopted and in effect prior to a decision on the proposed project.
20-3

The Tahoe City Vision Plan, which is the predecessor used to guide area plan development, is included in
the cumulative project list (18).The lead agencies acknowledge that the Tahoe City Area Plan is under
development, that coordination is underway with TRPA, and that workshops have been held to gather
community input on the scope of the plan. It is also understood that upon adoption of the Area Plan by
TRPA and Placer County, specific projects will be proposed that are consistent with the Regional Plan
and Area Plan. At this time, however, there is not sufficient information available regarding the details
of the proposed plan or potential projects to conduct additional cumulative analysis.

20-4

The commenter notes that the Tahoe City Substation is located in an area targeted for revitalization, and
expresses that the substation is incompatible with the planned Fanny Bridge/River Walk District.
This comment also includes a note referencing the text of the cumulative impacts discussion in Section
4.2, Land Use, which acknowledges the potential for conflict if construction of the Tahoe City Transit
Center were ongoing during construction of the 625 Line and associated upgrades to the Tahoe City
Substation. This text is no longer fully accurate, since the Tahoe City Transit Center has been constructed
and is not included on the list of cumulative projects analyzed in the EIS/EIS/EIR. The referenced text has
been revised to read as follows:
One project, development of tThe Tahoe City Transit Center, is located immediately adjacent to
the 625 Line and the Tahoe City Substation, in the Truckee River Corridor in North Lake Tahoe.
The project is a north shore transit center and parking facility. Construction of this project is
currently underway. The Tahoe City Transit Center project is expected to be completed by the
time construction begins on any portion of the 625 Line or 650 Line. However, there is a
potential for conflicting uses at the Tahoe City Transit Center site as CalPeco intends to use a
portion of the Tahoe City Transit Center parcel to temporarily place transformers during
construction on the 625 Line and at the Tahoe City Substation. As identified in Chapter 3, Project
Alternatives, to ensure that the temporary transformers would not interfere with operation of
the Tahoe City Transit Center, CalPeco will coordinate with the USFS and Placer County well in
advance of construction to obtain permission to use the parcel. CalPeco would work to site the
temporary transformers in undeveloped areas or in area designated for parking and restrict the
public from this area. As a result, no significant conflicts are expected to occur.
The importance of the planning and redevelopment of the SR 89/Fanny Bridge area to the Tahoe City
community is acknowledged. The primary purpose of the EIS/EIS/EIR, however, is to assess the changes
to the natural and physical environment resulting from the proposed project/action compared to
existing or baseline conditions. The Tahoe City substation is an existing authorized use and the proposed
project would retain the same use within the boundaries of the same parcel (with the exception of
temporary use of additional area during construction). No significant, unavoidable impacts have been
identified that would require relocation of the substation. These facts notwithstanding, the utility—in
response to public and agency comments—has been communicating with Placer County and other
interested parties regarding a potential future relocation of the Tahoe City substation as a separate,
future project. With the support of USFS and CPUC, TRPA has encouraged the applicant to continue this
coordination. However, relocation of the substation would not be a component of the 625 and 650
Electrical Upgrade Project. For the relocation to proceed, it would be necessary to identify a project
proponent willing to secure financing for the project. Because the CPUC assesses rate recovery for
project investments based on determination of need, it is unlikely that relocation of the Tahoe City
Substation would be eligible for cost recovery through rate increases.
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See Master Response 1 for further discussion of the Tahoe City Substation.
20-5

The commenter suggests that the rationale cited in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for not relocating the Tahoe
City substation is outdated and relies primarily on the TRPA Scenic Travel Route Rating for the
immediate area. See response to Comment 20-4, above, and Master Response 1 related to the potential
relocation of the Tahoe City Substation.
The Draft EIS/EIR for the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan contained a menu of scenic mitigation
measures that were presumably developed to offset scenic impacts related to new commercial
development potential under the Plan. The TRPA Travel Route Rating for SR 89 was out of attainment
with the TRPA threshold when the Tahoe City Community Plan was adopted, and it is possible that the
relocation of the substation was related more to these menu-item scenic offsets than to a specific intent
to remove the substation to attain the TRPA scenic threshold.

20-6

The commenter questions the validity of the rationale for elimination of the Tahoe City Substation
relocation as a project alternative to receive detailed evaluation.
First, the comment asserts that it is speculative to conclude that the increased environmental effects
resulting from substation relocation would not justify the action. To clarify, the environmental
document is not concluding that substation relocation would have significant, unavoidable impacts, but
is comparing the options of rebuild in place to the option of relocation in terms of degree of
environmental impact. This is supported by the “Rationale for Elimination” in the EIS/EIS/EIR. It is not
speculative to state that in comparing two substation reconstruction options:
1. reconstructing a substation at an existing location where a substation is already present, and no
significant unavoidable environmental effects from the reconstruction are identified based on a
thorough environmental analysis, would likely be less involved than
2. decommissioning and removing the existing substation and constructing a new substation on
another parcel, and relocating existing power lines and supporting poles to the substation then
transistion to underground facilities to connect the power lines to the new substation near the
fenceline (and assessing the environmental impacts of that new construction and relocation).
Second, the statement that there are no significant effects associated with modification of the Tahoe
City Substation as proposed in the EIS/EIS/EIR is supported by the analysis in Chapter 4, Affected
Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures.
Third, the conclusion that substation relocation would not better address project goals is also supported
in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Section 2.2.2, Project Objectives, (see page 2-5 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR) lists the five
specific objectives, none of which would be specifically served by substation relocation. The statement
regarding impact on rate payers is based on the substantial cost associated with relocation of the
substation and the potential that cost recovery through rate increases could be authorized by CPUC. The
referenced “technical hurdles” and their effect on project schedule relate to the ability to secure an
appropriate parcel, conduct additional environmental review, conduct planning and design for the new
facility, and design a new stretch of power line alignment to connect the relocated substation to the
existing system. It is not unreasonable to expect that such as significant change in the project
description would jeopardize the ability of the project to stay within the currently anticipated schedule.

20-7

P1a-68

The commenter’s review of the CPUC General Order 131-D and interpretation of the order to empower
Placer County, residents, and business owners with the opportunity to provide input about the
continued operation of a substation located on private property is noted. The commenter incorrectly
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states that the Tahoe City Substation is located on National Forest System Lands. Rather, it is located on
private lands owned by CalPeco. The commenter expresses that the applicant should consider the
location of the Tahoe City Substation in the context of the adopted Tahoe City Community Plan and
emerging Tahoe City Area Plan. See responses to Comments 20-1 through 20-6, and Master Response 1
for more information on the potential for relocation of the Tahoe City Substation and ongoing
coordination efforts.
20-8

TRPA is aware of the nexus between the Tahoe City Area Plan and the Regional Plan with its required
findings pursuant to TRPA Code. There is no evidence that implementation of the 625 and 650 Electrical
Line Upgrade Project would conflict with TRPA’s ability to make appropriate findings related to the
Tahoe City Area Plan.

20-9

See responses to Comments 20-1 through 20-8 and Master Response 1 for more information on the
potential for relocation of the Tahoe City Substation and ongoing coordination efforts.

Letter
21
Response

Sustainability Community Advocates
Steve Teshara, Principal
January 2, 2014

21-1

The commenter highlights comments about the Tahoe City Substation made at the TRPA Governing
Board meeting and published in the Tahoe Daily Tribune, and expresses that the existing substation and
its location represents a significant liability for CalPeco and the Tahoe City community. The comment
suggests that the existing substation is inadequate because it is identified for an upgrade. However, the
proposed upgrade is in response to a need to increase the capacity of the entire North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System from 60 kV to 120 kV and not to any site specific deficiency.

21-2

The commenter indicates that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not adequately disclose and analyze the
significant environmental and human hazards associated with the existing Tahoe City substation
location. The comment cites, as an example, an excerpt from Managing Power magazine chronicling the
dangers of transformer fires.
Please see Master Response 1, which addresses the Tahoe City Substation. Specifically regarding the
issue of potential hazards associated with the Tahoe City Substation at its current location, a primary
intent of environmental review pursuant to NEPA, the TRPA Code, and CEQA is to evaluate changes in
the natural and physical environment resulting from a proposed action or project as compared to the
existing, or baseline condition. The existing condition includes the Tahoe City Substation in its current
location. Therefore, continuation of the substation at the current location would not increase potential
hazards, including fire hazards, relative to the baseline condition. The hazards associated with
construction and operation of the proposed project, including those associated with the substations, are
evaluated in Section 4.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.

21-3

See response to Comment 21-2, above, regarding assessment of environmental effects against baseline
conditions. Risks associated with the issues listed in the comment would not change with continued use
of the Tahoe City Substation site as a substation, and some risks could be reduced slightly with the
replacement of the existing equipment with new equipment.
As discussed in the EIS/EIS/EIR, small quantities of mineral oil and sulfur hexafluoride are often used to
insulate the transformers at the substations. PCB is not present at the site. (The use of PCB in
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transformer oil ceased in 1979, and transformer oils that do not contain PCB have replaced any that may
have contained PCB.)
Sulfur hexafluoride is also not present at the Tahoe City Substation. Sulfur hexafluoride is colorless,
odorless, non-flammable, and non-toxic in its pure form. It is one of the heaviest known gases, with a
vapor density approximately five times greater than air. Therefore, if released into the atmosphere, it
would tend to remain close to the ground and be transported to the ground by wet deposition. Sulfur
hexafluoride is not expected to be absorbed if released to the soil, and is likely to volatize from dry soil.
Similarly, if released directly into water, sulfur hexafluoride would not be expected to be absorbed by
suspended solids or sediment. Rather, volatilization from the water surface would be expected
(estimated volatilization half-lives for model rivers and lakes are 1.2 hours and 4.8 days, respectively).
The potential for bioconcentration in aquatic organisms is low (National Center for BioTechnology
Information n.d.). Because of the characteristics of this gas, there would be very little potential for the
gas to contaminate the waters of Lake Tahoe or the Truckee River. Sulfur hexafluoride is a potent GHG,
however. The potential for operational emissions of sulfur hexafluoride from transformer and circuit
breaker equipment is evaluated in Section 4.13, Air Quality.
Mineral oil is a clear, colorless, odorless, petroleum derivative. It’s chemically similar to petroleum jelly
and is produced in heavy and light grades, or viscosities. The oil is used in many different products,
including cooling systems, lubricants, cosmetics, and medicine. The toxicity of the mineral oils currently
used in transformers is low.
A records review was conducted to prepare the assessment of existing hazardous materials sites
included in Section 4.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. This included review
of the EPA’s National Priorities List, the California Department of Toxic Substances Control’s Envirostor
Database, and the SWRCB’s Geotracker Database. This review identified 23 sites with current or former
hazardous materials contamination within 0.25 mile of the project alternatives. No records of former or
current contamination were identified at the Tahoe City Substation.
This database review comprised a reasonable and complete review of publicly-available documents on
the potential for hazardous materials contamination in the project area.
21-4

The commenter questions the validity of the rationale for eliminating the Tahoe City Substation
relocation from detailed evaluation by citing three statements from the closing paragraph of the
discussion on page 3-81 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
That substation relocation could cause adverse environmental effects is supported by the two preceding
paragraphs and bulleted list on Page 3-81. The finding of no significant effects associated with
modification of the existing Tahoe City Substation is supported by the analysis of project alternatives in
Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures. Finally, the
conclusion that substation relocation would not better address project goals relative to retaining the
Tahoe City Substation at its current location is supported by a review of Section 2.2, Purpose and Need
and Project Objectives, in the EIS/EIS/EIR. In and of itself, relocating the Tahoe City Substation would not
advance the project objectives as defined:
1. Provide normal capacity for current and project loads.
2. Provide reliable capacity to assure adequate service to all customers during single-contingency
outages.
3. Reduce dependence on the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station.
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4. Reduce the risk of fire hazards and outage durations associated with wooden poles and encroaching
vegetation.
5. Provide more reliable access to the 625 Line for operation and maintenance activities.
See Master Response 1 for more information on the potential for relocation of the Tahoe City
Substation.
21-5

The comment raises the issue of costs for the entire project, for substation relocation, and those that
could be incurred in the event of an accident at the substation, and suggests that they would be shared
by all customers in the service territory. The CPUC’s rate recovery process, which determines the
amount of infrastructure investments that can be recovered through rate increases, is complex and not
necessarily a pass through to rate payers. See Master Response 4 for more information on rate increases
and the CPUC process. Similarly, just as rate recovery for infrastructure investments is not a simple pass
through of costs to rate payers, the same is true of requests for rate recovery of costs associated with
accidents at facilities. The CPUC must evaluate any requests for cost recovery via rate increases and
there is no assurance that recovery of costs resulting from accidents would be approved.

21-6

The commenter suggests that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not adequately address impacts on land use as
identified in the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan or planning efforts underway for the Greater Tahoe
City Area Plan. Please see Master Response 1 and responses to Comment Letter 20.

21-7

The commenter expresses that upgrade and rebuild of the Tahoe City Substation in its current location is
not prudent risk management for the applicant or responsible planning for the Tahoe City community or
the environment of Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River watershed. See also Master Response 1 and
responses to Comment Letter 20.

Letter
22
Response
22-1

Tahoe City Commercial Property Owners Association
Roger Kahn
December 12, 2013

The commenter notes that the 1994 the Tahoe City Community Plan called for relocation of the Tahoe
City substation for reasons that include scenic issues, land use and community character, and that the
new “Vision Plan” for the Tahoe City Area Plan reinforces the community’s desire for relocation.
The “‘Vision Plan” is acknowledged, as is the expressed desire to move the Tahoe City Substation from
its current location as a step toward realizing that vision. Discussions are ongoing between the applicant,
Placer County, and TRPA to consider relocation as a potential future project.
See Master Response 1 for further discussion.

22-2

The proposed rerouting of SR 89 and development of the Fanny Bridge/River Walk District is
acknowledged, as is its role in the community’s vision.

22-3

The commenter expresses that the Tahoe City Substation in its current location is not consistent with
the community’s vision and that further capital investments should not be made. See Master Response
1 regarding relocation of the Tahoe City Substation.
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The commenter expresses willingness to assist with efforts to relocate the substation. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 1 for more information on ongoing collaboration on the topic of potential
substation relocation.

Letter
23
Response

Northstar Property Owners Association
Geoff Sullivan Stephens, General Manager
January 6, 2014

23-1

The lead agencies acknowledge the support expressed by the Northstar Property Owners Association
(NPOA) for the proposed upgrading of the 625 and 650 Lines. The Association’s concerns about the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR are addressed in the responses below.

23-2

The comment indicates that the visual impacts of the new power poles should be evaluated from the
homes in the Northstar Subdivision, in addition to the analysis from SR 267. As shown in Exhibit 4.4-7 of
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the viewpoint showing the power line crossing the Martis Valley (Viewpoint 5) is
located within the Martis Creek Lake Recreation Area and not along SR 267. The existing view and a
simulation of views from this location are provided in Exhibit 4.4-12. This viewpoint is from a location along
the Martis Creek Trail approximately 600 feet north of the existing power line alignment. Upon further
review of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the location of the Exhibit 4.4-12 viewpoint is not clearly described in the
text. The third paragraph on page 4.4-52 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is modified to read as follows:
In all cases the new line would utilize non-specular conductors (see APM SCE-32) and selfweathering, dark brown poles, or equivalent (see APM SCE-23) which would be less conspicuous
than the existing conductors and poles. From SR 267, the 650 Line diverges from the highway
and extends west across Martis Valley. Segment 650-4 in this area is generally about 900 1,050
feet south of Martis Creek. A public trail leads from a gravel parking area off of SR 267. The trail
generally follows the creek in this area, on its north side. The existing line is visible to the south
from the trail. Exhibit 4.4-12 shows the change in view with the upgraded power line along the
existing alignment from a point along the Martis Creek Trail approximately 600 feet north of
alignment. the effect of increased distance of Segment 650-4 from public roads on the degree of
apparent visual change. In this exhibit, the difference between the existing power line and the
proposed power line is nearly indiscernible, primarily because the greater distance of the line
from the trail road decreases its prominence, and decreases its potential to protrude above the
horizon line. After project implementation, the line would be 600 to 1,000 feet farther from SR
267 and visual changes would be less discernable.
As indicated, the photo simulation provided in Exhibit 4.4-12 shows the view of the existing and proposed
power line at a distance of 600 feet. Based on evaluation of aerial imagery, the Northstar subdivision home
closest to the existing power line alignment is approximately 1,300 feet away, more than double the
distance of the photo simulation viewpoint. Due to the increase in distance, the visibility of the existing
power line in northerly views from the Northstar subdivision would be substantially less than indicated in
the simulation, and any changes in the power line less discernable. This is supported by Photograph 34,
provided in Exhibit 4.4-6l, showing the view from Basque Drive looking north, in which the existing power
lines are not readily identifiable. Therefore, the conclusion in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR of a less than significant
impact related to views of the power line from the north in Segment 650-4 would also apply to views of
the line from the Northstar subdivision in the south. Alignment 650-4A included in the modified alternative
(Exhibit 3-4b) would move the line farther north and more distant from the Northstar subdivision and
therefore scenic impacts at the subdivision would be even less.
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Regarding the height and design of the proposed new poles, the height of the poles is determined by
engineering requirements that take into consideration the line voltage, conductor spacing, terrain, and
vegetation among other factors. The poles would be at the minimum height that also meets engineering
and design requirements. CalPeco has committed to implementing the APMs, which are considered part
of the project description and would be conditions of agency permits. APM SCE-2 requires use of selfweathering dark brown steel poles, and APM SCE-3 requires use of non-specular conductors that will
reduce new sources of glare.
23-3

The comment indicates that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not provide visual aids to illustrate the impact of
tree removal along SR 267 and expresses concern with the tree removal required in the ROW.
Exhibit 4.4-7 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR shows the location of photo simulation viewpoints. Views within
the Lake Tahoe Basin to the south along SR 267 are shown in the photo simulations for viewpoints 6, 7,
and 15. Photo simulations depicting views along SR 267 in Segment 650-2 for Alternative 1 (PEA
Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) are shown in Exhibit 4.4-13 (Viewpoint 6) and
Exhibit 4.4-14 (Viewpoint 7); for Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative) the 650-2 segment is shown in
Exhibit 4.4-23 (Viewpoint 15). These simulations give a representation of changes in views that can be
expected under respective alternatives for power line segments adjacent to SR 267. Portions of the
proposed alignment not immediately adjacent to SR 267 would be fully to partially screened from view
for motorists due to intervening trees and vegetation.
In addition, for Alternatives 1, 3, and 4, the power lines would be set back from a portion of the highway
south of Brockway summit, reducing their visibility with implementation of APM SCE-7 (see Exhibit 4.4-24,
650 Setback Alignment of APM SCE-7). APM SCE-7 requires that from Brockway Summit southward,
replacement poles for the 650 Line (in the case of Alternatives 3 and 4, both the 650 and 625 Lines) are
sited to eliminate or substantially reduce their visibility from the highway within the Lake Tahoe Basin, as
compared to the existing 650 Line, without causing new visual impacts from tree removal or construction
of new access ways that would be required to erect and maintain the line. This would result in beneficial
scenic effects by further opening up views of the Lake Tahoe Basin for travelers on SR 267.
By implementing APM SCE-7, additional screening of power lines would not be needed along SR 267 to
remain below impact significance thresholds identified in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR. Therefore, the mitigation measure suggested in the comment is not needed to avoid or
reduce significant impacts to scenic resources.
Three additional visual simulations portraying the APM SCE-7 setback along SR 267 have been included
in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR and are provided in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, as Exhibits 4.4-13A, 4.4-13B,
and 4.4-14A. These simulations show a scenario where the APM SCE-7 setback is implemented, but the
existing wooden poles remain to support communcations and electrical distribution lines currently on
the poles, and the top portion of the poles that formerly held the 650 Line are removed. Under this
scenario, where the bottom portion of the existing wooden poles remain, the APM SCE-7 setback still
results in improved scenic quality in this portion of the SR 267 corridor relative to existing conditions.
Vegetation management (including tree removal) within the power line ROW is not a discretionary
activity that can be adjusted or modified. The project applicant must remove trees and otherwise
manage vegetation within the ROW to remain in compliance with utility safety and operations
requirements mandated by the CPUC. The lead agencies do not have the authority to relieve the
applicant of this legal obligation.
Utility safety and operations requirements mandated by the CPUC have not changed and thus
vegetation management along portions Segment 650-3 north of Brockway Summit and south of the
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Northstar Golf Course (i.e., in closer proximity to NPOA residences) would continue to occur as it has in
the past. Even though the poles would be taller and slightly wider at the base, the location of the
alignment would not change and the underbuild (e.g., distribution and communications lines) would be
consolidated onto the new poles. Although a wider temporary ROW will be established to facilitate
replacement of Segment 650-3, its proximity to SR 267 and the presence of existing access means that
only spot/incremental removal of trees and trimming of branches would be needed to accomplish the
work. In addition, the ROW would revert back to original width once construction is complete. To clarify,
the description and analysis of tree removal provided on Draft EIS/EIS/EIR on page 4.4-55, as well as
pages 4.4-62 and 4.4-63 pertain specifically to power line segments located within new or modified
ROWs, such as much of 625 Line and APM SCE-7.
23-4

The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s request for limited construction hours in Martis Valley.
However, the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not identify any significant noise impacts requiring
further limitations of construction hours beyond those already identified to mitigate those effects. The
commenter’s request was reviewed with the project applicant, and given the limited construction
season, and other constraints in the area that would limit construction (such as the work near wetlands,
which would be required to occur at the end of the construction season when the groundwater table is
the lowest), the lead agencies and the applicant have determined that further limitation of construction
hours could affect the ability to complete construction in the Martis Valley in a timely manner and in
compliance with other obligations and restrictions. The applicant will continue to coordinate with NPOA
through the project design and construction process and will consider suggestions to limit construction
disturbance, but cannot commit to implementing construction hour limitations beyond those already
identified in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.

23-5

In response to the commenter’s request for notice of construction 30 days prior to commencement of
work in Martis Valley, APM NOI-1 has been revised so that all property owners within 300 feet of the
alignment will be notified of construction at least 30 days prior to construction (rather than one week,
as previously proposed). The revised APM reads as follows:
CalPeco will provide notice of construction to all property owners within 300 feet of the project
by mail at least 1 week 30 days prior to the start of construction activities. The announcement
will state the construction start date, anticipated completion date, hours of operation, and the
project’s website where questions can be asked and complaints can be received.

Letter
24
Response
24-1

League to Save Lake Tahoe
Darcie Goodman Collins, PhD, Executive Director
January 6, 2014

The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was developed and formatted to best meet the needs of three co-lead agencies: the
USFS, the TRPA, and the CPUC. The CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project is a linear project
that would be constructed over approximately 25 miles and considers four action alternatives, a
subalternative, and a no action alternative. The resulting discussion is extensive and detailed, as it must be
to meet the legal requirements of all three lead agencies. However, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR follows a general
organizational format (e.g., project description, impact analysis for individual environmental topic areas)
typical of environmental review documents prepared to comply with NEPA, the TRPA Code, and CEQA.
Material is presented in the document both as an overview (for example Exhibit 4.7-3, which illustrates
the locations of known special status species occurrences), and at a finer level of detail (for example
Exhibits 4.7-4 through 4.7-7, which provide details about specific species occurrences, and Appendix K,
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which includes over 60 pages of vegetation mapping). Note that Exhibit 4.7-3 presents data as it is
provided by the California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB). Given that the CNDDB provides location,
and often accuracy class information for each species occurrence, and there are multiple species
occurrences in the project study area, Exhibit 4.7-3, by its nature, expresses a great deal of information.
The PAS Amendment is discussed in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives (see pages 2-23 to 2-25). As
indicated on page 3-23 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, TRPA would propose a staff-initiated amendment to PAS
019 (Martis Peak). Adoption by the TRPA Governing Board of the proposed PAS amendment would
require TRPA to make findings regarding the proposal under Subsection 11.8.4.B of the TRPA Code. The
Special Area created by the amendment would encompass three parcels owned by CalPeco, which
currently house the Kings Beach Substation and Kings Beach Diesel Generators.
The proposed amendment to the Martis Peak PAS would address the existing nonconforming uses
associated with the existing Kings Beach Substation by adding “Public Utility Center” to the list of
permissible uses, would accommodate the expanded substation in the most appropriate location (in the
location of the existing substation and more distant from the residential area than would otherwise be
permitted), and would allow the decommissioning of the Brockway Substation. The amendment would
only apply to the Martis Peak Plan Area, which is depicted in Exhibit 4.2-1 of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
24-2

The comment states that, based on Exhibit 4.4-3 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, scenic impacts from the point of
view of the lake need to be analyzed and that views from ridges, hills, and lookouts, such as the ridge near
the California-Nevada border and the Stateline scenic lookout area, should also be evaluated. The comment
suggests that photo simulations from these viewpoints should be included in the Final EIS/EIS/EIR.
The methodology for development of Exhibit 4.4-3 and its interpretation is provided on pages 4.4-12 and
4.4-13 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR in the subsection titled “Study Area Viewshed and Visibility.” As described in
this section, the project’s potential viewshed as expressed in Exhibit 4.4-3 is confined to a 4-mile buffer
around all proposed facilities, facility upgrades/modifications, and temporary work areas. Four miles is
defined by the USFS as the boundary between the middleground and background zone (USFS 1995). A 4mile buffer was used because proposed poles, conductors, and tree removal, even if theoretically visible
from more distant locations based on terrain, would typically be indistinguishable from other background
elements due to the small apparent size, angle of view, and viewing context. This is why more distant
viewpoints, such as those from Stateline scenic lookout (more than 15 miles directly across Lake Tahoe
from the nearest project feature) are not considered in the analysis. As shown Exhibit 4.4-12 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR, the existing power poles and the proposed new poles are difficult to discern at a vantage point
600-feet from the poles. Individual poles would not be visible from viewpoints miles away.
However, as noted in the EIS/EIS/EIR, from middleground distances (i.e., 0.5 to 4 miles from the
proposed project) the color/texture contrast in the landscape caused by vegetation clearing would be
more noticeable than the poles and the conductors themselves, particularly during the winter when
white snow on the ground may be contrasted with darker surrounding evergreen trees. This would also
apply to views from farther background distances. For power line segments in which the proposed
upgrade would follow the same alignment as the existing line, the change in vegetation clearing would
be to expand a current 20 to 30 foot wide vegetation management corridor to a 40 to 65 foot corridor
(depending on whether or not a double-circuit option is selected). If the existing line and vegetation
management corridor is visible from any distant vantage points (i.e., several miles), it would be difficult
to discern a change in views resulting from widening the vegetation management corridor as proposed
and, if discernable, the change would be so minor at that distance that it would not be considered a
substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the view or otherwise exceed
significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3 of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
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In addition, as stated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, vantage points within the middleground distance zone (which
would also apply to farther background distances), would require a specific set of circumstances to
occur for the proposed project to be visible. These factors would affect both the views of the existing
625 and 650 Line ROWs that might change as a result of placing the 120 kV lines in the ROW and the
views of new project routes where no electrical line currently exists. Because of the height and density
of trees in the landscape, cleared ROWs are easily hidden from view, especially if the viewer’s line of
sight is not in line with the ROW and/or the view is from a similar or lower elevation than the ROW. The
project would only be visible to observers within middleground and background distance zones if: 1) the
immediate foreground is clear of obstructions (e.g., a meadow, field, or large parking lot), 2) the line of
sight is otherwise uninterrupted, and 3) the power line ROW is alignment coincides with the viewer’s
line of sight. Otherwise, the power line is likely to remain hidden from view; if it crosses perpendicularly
or obliquely to the viewer’s line of sight, the height of trees on either side of the cleared ROW would
mask the gap, even in steeply sloped areas. This phenomenon is evident in other views of lienear
features within the Lake Tahoe Basin. For example, there are multiple roadways, USFS roads, offhighway vehicle trails, and linear utility alignments crossing through forests in the basin. However, most
of these are not visible from middleground and background vantage points, particularly when they cut
across a slope. When linear ROWs are clearly visible is typically when the ROW travels straight up and
down a slope and is aligned with the viewer’s line of sight, such as ski runs.
As shown in Exhibits 3-4a through 3-4d in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, a majority of the alternative project
alignments in the Lake Tahoe Basin run roughly parallel to the slope and along contours. Where the
alignments run more directly upslope, such as in the vicinity of Tahoe City and Kings Beach, the options
considered for the new line follow the same general alignment as the existing line and any potential
changes in views would be the expansion of the vegetation management corridor, as described above.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the effects of the proposed project would be visible from ridges, hills, and
lookouts as identified in the comment. Where the project might be visible from these background views,
because of placement of the project within the existing alignment in locations nearest to the lake, and
the distance between the viewpoint and project features (several miles), the project would not result in
a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of the viewshed or otherwise exceed
significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3 of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Given these circumstances, additional
visual simulations from ridges, hills, and lookouts as identified in the comment are not required to retain
the less than significant conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
Specifically regarding Exhibit 4.4-3, as stated in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, this exhibit considers topography in
the project area, but does not include screening by vegetation. Because the landscape is forested, the
viewshed shown in Exhibit 4.4-3 vastly overestimates the real viewshed of the project. This is reinforced by
Exhibit 4.4-4 which contrasts a “bare-earth viewshed” to the “real viewshed” with trees present. Where
multiple poles may be visible from various locations in the bare-earth viewshed, the real viewshed
indicates significant screening provided by trees and vegetation. In addition, Exhibit 4.4-4 shows conditions
from an elevated aerial viewpoint that minimizes the screening effects of trees and vegetation. A
viewpoint from ground level would result in more substantial vegetative screening. Therefore, Exhibit 4.43 can be considered a first step in the overall scenic analysis provided in the EIS/EIS/EIR, but expresses a
scenario where no trees occur in the study area and not the true existing condition. Therefore, Exhibit 4.43, on its own, should not be used as a basis to evaluate the proposed project’s potential scenic impacts, or
be the sole tool used to identify potential locations for photo simulations.
In reference to potential photo simulations from the Lake Tahoe surface, for the reasons described above
for views from ridges, hills, and lookouts, it is considered highly unlikely that project features would be
discernable from viewpoints on the lake. This is supported by information provided in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. Although views from lake could be closer than views from the shoreline across the lake, a
viewer on a boat could still be several miles from the proposed project. As shown in Exhibit 4.4-3, with no
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vegetation present, in the Tahoe City area, more project features would become visible as a boat moves
farther from the shoreline. So, as more of the project becomes visible, views are further mitigated by
distance, and as a boat approaches the shoreline, fewer of the project features are visible. With trees and
vegetation present, more distant views from the water would become more like the middleground and
background views described above, and as a boat approaches the shoreline trees in the foreground view
would further screen the proposed project. In addition, in Segments 625-1 and 625-2, the portions of the
project closest to the shoreline, the project alignments being considered either follow the existing
alignment, or are very close to it (i.e., Segment 625-1A). Therefore, the project elements closest to views
from the lake would replace existing power lines with new power lines, and would not involve the
construction of utility infrastructure in a location where none currently exists. Conditions related to
potential changes in the vegetation management corridor described above could apply.
In the Kings Beach area, if no vegetation was present, more project features would remain visible as a
boat approached the shoreline (per Exhibit 4.4-3). However, in this area, the project alignments being
considered follow existing power line alignments. Therefore, like in the Tahoe City area, the project
elements closest to views from the lake would replace existing power lines with new power lines, and
would not involve the construction of utility infrastructure in a location where none currently exists.
Conditions related to potential changes in the vegetation management corridor described above would
apply. Under the “true” existing condition, with vegetation present, as a boat approaches the shoreline,
trees and buildings would dominate foreground views and screen proposed project elements. The
nearest project feature is approximately 2,500 feet from the Lake Tahoe shoreline in the Kings Beach
area. Therefore, as a boat moves from the shoreline to a vantage point where shoreline trees and
buildings no longer screen the project, the boat would be at least 0.5-mile from the nearest project
feature, resulting in increased distance mitigating potential views of the project.
Given these conditions based on information included in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, it is expected that from
many locations on Lake Tahoe, the proposed project would not be visible to boaters or others on the
lake. Where the project might be visible, it would be from relatively distant viewpoints and visible
elements would be within the existing power line alignment. Under these circumstances, the project
would not result in a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of views from the
water surface on Lake Tahoe or otherwise exceed significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3 of the
EIS/EIS/EIR from this viewpoint. Therefore, additional visual simulations from Lake Tahoe as suggested
in the comment are not required to retain the less than significant conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
To further test and verify project visibility from the Lake Tahoe surface, on March 13, 2014 a boat was
chartered (the Hopper V) to take photos of the project area from various locations on the lake. Staff
representing the USFS, TRPA, and the lead agencies’ consultant team were present. A Trimble GeoXH
GPS unit was used to record the boat’s location at each point where photos were taken. Exhibit 24-2A
shows the seven Lake Tahoe surface photo locations as well as the locations of the existing 625 and 650
Lines and the proposed routes under each action alternative. Photo locations were selected to provide
potential views of the lines where they were closest to the lake and to test the visibility of the 625 Line
between Tahoe City and Kings Beach. Photo Location #6 was added while in the field based on the
visibility of a portion of the existing 625 Line, as described below.
Exhibit 24-2B shows a photo from Photo Location #1, approximately 2.5 miles southeast of the intersection
of SRs 267 and 28. The photo is taken towards Kings Beach and the SR 267 ROW can be seen running east to
west towards Brockway Summit. However, the existing 650 Line along the SR 267 ROW is not discernable,
and no other elements of the existing 625 and 650 Lines can be seen. This photo supports the lack of visibility
of project features from background (i.e., greater than 4 miles) distances that would be typical of most views
from ridges, hills, and lookouts, and the importance of topographic and vegetative screening.
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Exhibit 24-2C shows a photo taken from Photo Location #2, approximately 0.65 mile southeast of the
intersection of SRs 267 and 28, almost 2 miles closer to shore than Photo Location #1. The SR 267 ROW
is more clearly visible; however, the existing 650 Line along the ROW is not discernable (although it was
faintly visible to the naked eye while on the boat) and no other elements of the existing 625 and 650
Lines can be seen.
Exhibit 24-2D shows a photo taken from Photo Location #3, approximately 0.25 miles southwest of the
intersection of SRs 267 and 28, and approximately 950 feet from the Lake Tahoe shoreline. As indicated
above, as the boat approached the shoreline, foreground trees began to screen the views of middleground
and background features. Photo Location #3 was selected as it allowed the closest approach to shore while
still maintaining a view of SR 267 as a common landmark for all the Kings Beach photos. The existing 650
Line along the ROW is barely discernable on the photo (although it was faintly visible to the naked eye
while on the boat) and no other elements of the existing 625 and 650 Lines can be seen. The SR 267
ROW and associated earthen cuts and fills and cleared vegetation are more than 100-feet wide in some
areas shown in the photo yet are not a prominent visual feature, indicating the importance of vegetative
and topographic screening for linear ROWs located at a perpendicular or oblique angle to the observer’s
line of sight. This is also true of Photo Locations #1 and #2.
Under the various action alternatives, the alignments for the proposed 625 and 650 Lines, as they
enter/exit Kings Beach would follow the routes of the existing lines. Where the existing lines are not
currently visible from the lake surface and other viewpoints, they would remain screened by existing
vegetation and topography. Any facilities installed along SR 267 between Kings Beach and Brockway
Summit would be set back or otherwise screened to meet TRPA Scenic Threshold Ratings (see Section 4.4,
Scenic Resources, of this EIS/EIS/EIR). Therefore, although middleground and background views of the
combined SR 267/electrical line ROW might be altered due to project implementation, the visual changes
would not be substantial, and vegetative and topographic screening would play a prominent role in
blocking views of the electrical line and associated vegetation management corridor.
Photo Locations #4 and #5 were selected to represent views of the central portion of the 625 Line that
extends laterally along the Lake Tahoe basin between Tahoe City and Kings Beach. Exhibit 24-2E shows a
photo taken from Photo Location #4, approximately 1.4 miles southeast of the intersection of SR 28 and
Carnelian Woods Ave. The photo was taken facing approximately west-northwest. The photo shows the
increased visibility of snow on “bare” ground contrasted with surrounding trees (as described above).
However, none of the patches of snow shown in Exhibit 24-2E are associated with the 625 Line, and no
elements of the 625 Line were visible from this viewpoint. In this area, where the 625 Line ROW is
oriented perpendicular or obliquely to the viewer, vegetation and topographic screening block views of
the poles and conductor, and the vegetation management corridor.
Exhibit 24-2F shows a photo taken from Photo Location #5, approximately 0.6 mile southeast of the
intersection of SR 28 and Carnelian Woods Ave. (approximately 0.8 mile closer to shore than Photo
Location #4). The photo was taken facing approximately west-northwest. Like Photo Location #4,
vegetation and topographic screening block views of the poles and conductor associated with the existing
625 Line and the vegetation management corridor and these features were not visible from the boat.
While travelling from Photo Location #5 towards Tahoe City, a portion of the 625 Line was seen to the
west. Photo Location #6 was added to record this view. Exhibit 24-2G shows a photo taken from Photo
Location #6, just south of the tip of Dollar Point approximately 0.2 mile southwest of the intersection of
Edgewater Dr. and Dardanelles Ave. The photo shows a view to the west where a portion of the existing
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625 Line travels east to west directly up a slope (see Exhibit 24-2A). This visible part of the 625 Line is
located approximately 3.1 miles directly west of Photo Location #6. This viewpoint provides an example
of several concepts identified above:





The electrical poles and conductors are not visible at longer distances.
At middleground and background distances the color/texture contrast in the landscape caused by
vegetation clearing would be more noticeable than the poles and the conductors themselves,
particularly during the winter when white snow on the ground may be contrasted with darker
surrounding evergreen tree.
Due to vegetation and topographic screening, the project would only be visible to observers within
middleground and background distance zones if: 1) the immediate foreground is clear of
obstructions, 2) the line of sight is otherwise uninterrupted, and 3) the power line ROW is aligned in
the same direction as the viewer’s line of sight. Otherwise, the power line is likely to remain hidden
from view; if it crosses perpendicular or obliquely to the viewer’s line of sight.

For all action alternatives, the current 20 to 30 foot wide vegetation management corridor in this
portion of the existing 625 Line would be expanded to 40 feet wide, and a temporary construction
corridor up to 65 feet wide would be established. At the distant vantage point shown in Exhibit 24-2G,
as well as many middleground viewpoints moving closer to this portion of the 625 Line, it would be
difficult to discern a change in views resulting from widening the vegetation management corridor as
proposed. If discernable, the change would be incremental and minor. The view of the ROW would
remain subordinate to the valued landscape character and valued scenic attributes would remain. Any
change in view would not be considered a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or
quality of the view or otherwise exceed significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. The visual effects of construction would dimish over time as vegetation along the
construction corridor reestablishes and the 40 foot ROW is maintained consistent with the vegetation
management activities discussed in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
Exhibit 24-2H shows a photo taken from Photo Location #7, approximately 0.6 mile east of the mouth of
the Truckee River. The photo was taken facing west. The existing 625 Line is not visible from this
location. Because the proposed 625 Line would generally follow the existing alignment under all action
alternatives, the line and the associated vegetation management corridor also would not be visible.
The photos taken from Lake Tahoe reinforce the conclusions provided above and included in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR: from many locations on Lake Tahoe, the proposed project would not be visible to boaters or
others on the lake; and, where the project is visible, it would be from relatively distant viewpoints and
visible elements would generally be within the existing power line alignment. Under these
circumstances, the project would not result in a substantial degradation of the existing visual character
or quality of views from Lake Tahoe or otherwise exceed significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3 of
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Based on the photos taken from a boat on March 13, 2014, additional visual
simulations from Lake Tahoe as suggested in the comment are not required to retain the less than
significant conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
24-3
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Photo simulations are not provided for each location where the 625 Line would cross the Tahoe Rim
Trail. Exhibit 4.4-16 provides a simulation of the view at the Tahoe Rim Trail trailhead in Segment 625-6.
Selection of simulation viewpoints were based on field observations and review of photography,
technical data, and plans and policies pertaining to visual resources management. As described under
Methods and Assumptions in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the selection of key viewpoints considered views with the
following characteristics:
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sensitive or protected views including public open space and recreation trails, residential areas, and
designated scenic roadways or vista points;
views that represent the visual experience of a relatively large number of affected viewers; and
views that portray a representative range of viewing conditions along the project corridor (i.e.,
varied viewing distance and landscape character).

However, it is not necessary to generate simulations for every location that meets these criteria. As
indicated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the locations for simulations are intended to provide anticipated views of
the project from representative public viewpoints. The 17 simulations provided in the document reflect
representative views under various conditions, including at roads and road crossings, trails, developed
areas, forested areas, open areas, foreground viewpoints, and long distance viewpoints.
The new alignment refers to the 625 Line (the new 625 alignment that replaces the old/existing
alignment); all alternative alignments would cross the Tahoe Rim Trail in five locations. The simulation in
Exhibit 4.4-16 depicts a view of the line along the Tahoe Rim Trail and is considered representative of
general changes in scenic conditions at other trails. Other simulations of the proposed line in forested
areas (e.g., Exhibits 4.4-17, 4.4-20) are also indicative of changes in views that might be expected along
the Tahoe Rim Trail and other trails. With reference specifically to Exhibit 4.4-16, despite its increased
height, the new pole appears lower than the existing pole because project design calls for placement of
the new pole farther from the viewer and slightly lower on the hillside. This is described on page 4.4-59
in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. The new poles would hold the same number of conductor as the existing poles.
This placement positions the lower lines on the pole so they would not “skyline” or protrude above the
horizon, and with the backdrop of vegetated hillsides in the distance they are not as visible. This also
places the top of the new pole at a lower elevation than the existing pole from the viewpoint used in the
simulation.
Although additional photo simulations would illustrate post project conditions at various trails and trail
crossings, the simulations provided in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, coupled with the photos of existing
conditions and text descriptions in the document, are sufficient to characterize potential changes in
views under a variety of circumstances. The existing information is adequate to determine that the
proposed project would not result in substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of
the site and its surrounding, or exceed any other applicable significance criteria provided in Section 4.4.3
of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Therefore, preparation of additional visual simulation from other trail viewpoints is
not proposed.
Regarding potential changes in views from more distant viewpoints, see response to Comment 24-2.
24-4

The comment characterizes old growth trees as irreplaceable, expresses concerns about impacts to
these resources, and questions whether the proposed mitigation (Mitigation Measure 4.7-4) would
effectively reduce a significant impact related to tree removal and effects on late seral forest to a lessthan-significant level. As indicated in the discussions of Impact 4.7-4 for each action alternative, all
action alternatives would result in the removal of less than 0.75 acres of late seral/old growth forest, as
mapped by TRPA for the 2011 Threshold Evaluation. The nature of the significant impact conclusion, as
identified in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, is that even this small loss of late seral/old growth forest is contrary to
TRPA reaching threshold standards related to this resource. Because the impact is considered significant
due to a conflict with TRPA Code, Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 is focused on actions that would bring the
project into compliance with TRPA Code.
As indicated in each discussion of Impact 4.7-4 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, from a biological perspective,
“[t]ree removal within the narrow electric line ROW would not result in substantial changes in stand
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structure or composition or in the distribution of plant communities in the project area overall, and
would not result in a change in the natural functioning of a late seral or old-growth ecosystems.” A
significance criterion equivalent to “no loss” (i.e., any loss is significant and unavoidable) is not
reasonable or feasible. Various mechanisms are available to compensate for the loss of old growth trees,
such as fuels management and vegetation treatments that can increase the health, quality, and fire
resiliency of existing old growth stands, and that accelerate the growth rate of younger stands and
reduce the time needed to provide old growth values. Although it would take considerable time,
planting a forest stand and preserving and managing it in perpetuity would ultimately create new old
growth forest (barring catastrophic events such as forest fire).
APMs have been incorporated into the project design to avoid and minimize tree removal and loss or
degradation of old growth forest stands to the extent feasible. Through implementation of Mitigation
Measure 4.7-4, any unavoidable loss of late seral/old growth forest would be compensated through
development and implementation of a forest management plan to facilitate establishment of late
seral/old growth forest stands and enhance existing late seral/old growth forest stands. The forest
management plan would include management actions, such as fuels and vegetation treatments, to
facilitate and enhance old-growth development within the existing 625 Line to be removed and/or other
potential treatment areas. The forest management plan would clearly describe how the project would
achieve TRPA threshold standards for late seral/old growth forest enhancement, identify priority
locations where enhancement actions could be implemented to achieve the plan’s objectives, and
include a funding component for late seral/old growth forest enhancement projects. As indicated in the
EIS/EIS/EIR, implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 would reduce Impact 4.7-4 to a less than
significant level.
In addition, although the TRPA Code provides exemption for large-tree removal for large public utilities
projects, the EIS/EIS/EIR includes mitigation for tree removal and effects on stands of late seral/old
growth to address potential effects on threshold standards established for these resources. While the
removal of individual large trees (i.e., 24 inch dbh on the east side of the Basin, 30 inch dbh on the west
side) is generally prohibited in the TRPA Code (except for large public utilities projects such as the
proposed project), it can be consistent with TRPA’s threshold standard for late seral/old growth forest
unless the removal affects late seral/old growth forest stands. The threshold standard is “attain and
maintain a minimum of 55 percent by area of forested lands within the Lake Tahoe Basin in a late seral
or old-growth condition, distributed across elevation zones. Forested lands within TRPA-designated
urban areas are excluded in the calculations for threshold standard attainment.” The “late seral or oldgrowth condition” is based on functional stands/groves of trees, not individual trees.
24-5

The comment asks whether the reconnaissance-level botanical surveys conducted for the project were
sufficient to provide enough information for Table 4.7-4 (Special-Status Plant Species and Likelihood to
Occur in the Study Area). The surveys, supplemented by other data sources and project-specific habitat
mapping, are adequate and appropriate for determining a species’ potential to occur in the study area.
Using reconnaissance-level surveys to support environmental review is common and accepted practice,
particularly for projects with large study areas and multiple alternatives. Determining potential for
occurrence and whether project implementation could affect a special-status species was based
primarily on the types, extent, and quality of habitats (i.e., habitat suitability) in the study area observed
during the surveys; the proximity of the study area to known extant occurrences of the species; and the
regional distribution and abundance of the species (i.e., whether the project area overlapped with the
species’ known range). Any special-status species that could occur in the region and for which suitable
habitat is present in the study area was conservatively assumed to potentially occur and be affected by
project implementation. After final selection of an alignment and before project construction, protocollevel surveys for special-status plants will be completed, as described in APM BIO-2.
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24-6

The comment asks whether the area of northern goshawk habitat quantified in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was
based on the project footprint, and recommends that impacts outside of the footprint, such as
construction noise, also be assessed. The reported acreages of habitat permanently or temporarily
affected are based on the temporary and permanent ROW, which include the project footprint.
However, the full analysis of potential effects on northern goshawk in the EIS/EIS/EIR addresses other
short- and long-term effects, including disturbances resulting from noise and increased human activity
within northern goshawk habitat, and other project activities such as low-flying helicopter operations
near occupied habitat. For example, the discussion of Impact 4.7-6 (Alt.1) on page 4.7-78 states:
“Temporary disturbances resulting from noise and increased human activity within northern goshawk
habitat, or other project activities such as low-flying helicopter operations near occupied habitat, could
affect foraging, movement, and reproductive activity of northern goshawks.” APM BIO-11 requires
implementation of protocol level surveys to confirm the presence or absence of goshawk in the project
area and APM BIO-12 establishes a 0.5 mile buffer around active goshawk nests.

24-7

Impacts to scenic resources are addressed in Section 4.4 of the EIS/EIS/EIR. The scenic resources analysis
under Impact 4.4-3 (Alt 1), page 4.4-63, acknowledges the potential for adverse visual effects as a result
of installation of the 625 Line in the vicinity of the Fiberboard Freeway. This assessment applies to all of
the other action alternatives as well, although visibility would vary according to the particular alternative
selected. The EIS/EIS/EIR concludes that although the visual effect of the 625 Line would be adverse,
particularly immediately following line installation and prior to passive recolonization of trees and
shrubs, it would not be inconsistent with the existing landscape character as seen from the Fiberboard
Freeway. In addition, the 625 Line alignments under all action alternatives cross less land with a VQOs of
Retention as compared to the existing 625 Line which would be abandoned and passively restored (See
Table 4.4-4, Comparison of VQOs traversed by the alternative 625 Line alignments). Implementation of
APM SCE-1, which outlines a series of BMPs that minimize the visual effects of linear construction within
forest landscapes, as recommended by the LTBMU of the USFS, would meet applicable VQOs and
minimize visual effects for recreation users of the Fiberboard Freeway, including the Mount Watson
area. For these reasons, the impact to scenic resources is considered to be less than significant. The
EIS/EIS/EIR analysis acknowledges that the new alignments would be more visible to recreationists using
the Fiberboard Freeway than the existing alignments. Adverse effects to the recreation experience
would be reduced through implementation of the APMs listed (APM SCE-1, APM SCE-2, APM SCE-3, APM
SCE-5, and APM SCE-6).

24-8

The proposed amendment to the PAS for Martis Peak (019) would create Special Area 1 from three
parcels owned by CalPeco (assessor’s parcel numbers 090-046-25, 090-046-06, and 090-046-24). A
diesel backup electrical generator facility and electrical substation are currently located on these
properties. The new, expanded substation would replace the existing electrical substation, and would
allow decommissioning of the existing Brockway Substation (on Cutthroat Avenue in the Kings Beach
Industrial Community Plan Area).
The proposed amendment would be limited to developed, private property that supports existing
electrical facilities within a secure, fenced compound. New or expanded public utility centers would be
limited to Special Area 1. There would be no other changes to the PAS that would extend outside of
Special Area 1. As discussed in response to Comment 10-3, changes to Placer County’s PAS, if required,
would not change the conclusions of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
For a discussion of the environmental impacts of the proposed PAS amendment, including potential for
substantial land use conflicts, the commenter is referred to the discussion of Impact 4.2-1 for each of
the project alternatives included in Section 4.2, Land Use.
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Friends of the West Shore
Susan Gearhart, President and Jennifer Quashnick, Conservation Consultant
January 6, 2014

25-1

The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s incorporation of comments provided by others. All
comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR provided during the review period are responded to in this Final
EIS/EIS/EIR. Responses to the incorporated comment letters are provided in conjunction with the
original submittal. Please refer to the comment summary table on page P-1 for a directory of all letters
received and corresponding comment responses.

25-2

The comment identifies the broad objectives and concerns of the Friends of West Shore organization
and summarizes the topics addressed in the more detailed comments that follow. Responses are
provided below for the detailed comments.

25-3

The comment references comments submitted by “NTCAA” (North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance).
Responses to NTCAA’s comment letter are provided in the responses to Letter 29.

25-4

The attachment of four comment letters previously submitted on the Northstar Mountain Master Plan,
Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report, Final Regional Plan Update, and the City of South Lake Tahoe
Tourist Core Area Plan are acknowledged. Together, these letters comprise nearly 400 pages of
comments that are not germane to the content, analysis, or conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the
CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. These letters were submitted in response to the
respective projects months before the release of the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. They are included herein as Appendix P-3.

25-5

Utilities are required to provide reliable service to all customers. This includes providing service to
existing customers and new development approved by local land use authorities. Because there is a
broad expectation that electrical power will be available to support projects and activities authorized by
local land use authorities, it is common practice for utility providers to anticipate system need using
their own projections or those provided by local jurisdictions. Beyond the issue of potential future
demand, as described in Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, in the EIS/EIS/EIR, there is a need to increase the
capacity of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System to provide reliable service to existing customers.
More detail on development of alternatives is provided in Master Response 5 and project need is
addressed further in Master Response 6.

25-6

As summarized on page 2-2 in Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, “[s]easonal,
economic, and demographic characteristics of the region lend themselves to wide swings in electrical
demand. Demand in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is greatest during the winter months,
and typically peaks in late December and January as a result of electric heating of homes, businesses,
and tourist accommodations, and ski resort loads, including ski lifts and snow-making.”
The peak demand experienced on December 30, 2012 is used to illustrate the occurrence of peak
system loads, which can vary widely from normal loads expected in the summer. As higher peak
demands become more common, the potential increases that a major power outage could occur if part
of the system is damaged due to snow loading, a downed tree, or other cause. High loads cannot be
rerouted around the outage because the existing lines may not have sufficient capacity. The result could
be a potentially large segment of customers without power until the damaged line can be repaired. The
applicant has established that upgrading the entire loop is the preferred engineering alternative to
achieve the long term goals of providing secure, reliable, and sustainable power to in areas that could
otherwise be without service. The December 30, 2012 peak demand also shows that the North Lake
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Tahoe Transmission System, with a design capacity of 88 mega volt-amperes, is currently experiencing
demands that meet or exceed this design capacity (88.4 mega volt-amperes during the December 30,
2012 event), and could not support continuous delivery of power to all customers served by the system
if a portion of the system were damaged during a peak demand event. The commenter is also referred
to Master Response 6 addressing project need and Master Response 11 addressing the looped power
line configuration.
25-7

It is necessary to increase the capacity of the entire North Lake Tahoe Transmission System to meet the
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project objective of providing adequate reliability to all customers.
In reference to reliability requirements, as stated in Section 2.1.1, Regulatory Requirements, on page 2-1
of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR:
“…California Public Utilities Commission regulations for system reliability are contained in
California Public Utilities Code Section 399, which implements the California Legislature’s
Reliable Electric Service Investments Act (the Act). The Act states that each electrical
corporation must operate its electric distribution grid in its service area in a safe, reliable,
efficient, and cost-effective manner [399.2(a)(1)] and that prudent investments continue to be
made to protect the integrity of the electric distribution grid [399(c)(1)].
Federal requirements include the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
Reliability Standard TPL-002-0b. This NERC standard requires transmission systems have the
capability to supply peak loads at adequate voltage levels without overloading the system
components with any one component out of service. This is known as “single contingency
reliability” or “N-1 contingency.” The North Lake Tahoe Transmission System does not currently
meet this federal standard.
Please see Master Response 11 for an explanation of the system’s loop design, Master Response 5
regarding project alternatives, and Master Response 6 addressing the need for the project.

25-8

The commenter requests detailed information about the summary of coincident peak demand in the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System provided in Table 3-1 (page 3-10) of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
The information was provided by transmission planners and engineers under contract to Liberty Utilities.
Demand the months before and after the coincident peak demand does not influence project design
because power systems must be designed to accommodate the highest customer demand (see
reliability discussion in response to Comment 25-7, above). A utility is not permitted to implement
rolling blackouts during peak demand periods, but is required to construct and operate a system with
sufficient capacity to meet the demand of all customers during peak periods. As such, an electrical utility
is responsive to electrical demand from projects and activities authorized by land use authorities.
Whether power is needed for lighting homes, snowmaking, operating public facilities, industrial uses, or
any other purpose, the electrical utility must respond to customer power demands. The information in
Table 3-1 is intended, in part, to indicate that peak system demands are approaching the system’s
design capacity. The timing and source of the demand does not affect the utility’s obligation to maintain
reliable service to all customers during peak demand periods.
However, to disclose electrical demand conditions on the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System, the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does describe that the highest customer demand in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System occurs during the winter and is generally attributed to winter tourism and recreation. As
indicated in the introductory text to Table 3-1: “Electrical demand on the North Lake Tahoe
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Transmission System is the greatest during the winter months, and typically peaks during the week
between the Christmas and New Year holidays as a result of electric heating and ski resort loads.”
Regarding the detailed reports referenced in the comment, these have been provided to the
commenter.
25-9

Please refer to the response to Comment 25-7, above, for information regarding electrical reliability
requirements.
The commenter is also referred to Master Response 6 for further information on project need and
requirements for providing reliable electrical service, and to Master Response 5 for further information
about alternatives and system reliability obligations.

25-10 The commenter requests information about historical outages, including frequency, duration, and
causes. The project applicant, in collaboration with the CPUC, has provided information on this topic to
the commenter. Also, refer to Master Response 6 for a discussion of project need.
Regarding the question of whether outages were caused by ski resort usage; outages, or facility failures
caused by electrical demand, cannot be attributed to a single power user unless the facility that failed
was serving only that user. An outage caused by power demand exceeding system capacity is a result of
combined power demand from all users.
25-11 The conclusions presented in the Executive Summary and Section 5.7, Environmentally Preferable
Alternative/Environmentally Superior Alternative, are determinations made based on the facts
presented in the body of the EIS/EIS/EIR analysis. As summarized in the statement cited by the
commenter, the action alternatives are not easily distinguished based solely on the number of
significant environmental effects (i.e., effects that exceed significance criteria identified in the
EIS/EIS/EIR). As stated on page 5-13 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, “As shown in Table 5-6, based solely on
impact significance conclusions, there is not a clear distinction in the level of impact among the four
action alternatives.” Therefore, in the pursuit of differences among a suite of less-than-significant
impacts, a summary table was reviewed that includes an accounting of potential effects of the action
alternatives (such as the acreage of sensitive habitat types within the permanent ROW and estimated
number of trees to be removed) – this allowed a relative comparison of alternatives. CEQA and NEPA
require the identification of an environmentally preferable/environmentally superior alternative which,
based on the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, was identified as Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative).
25-12 Given the types of information provided in Tables ES-1 (a-c), including Alternative 5 (No Action/No
Project) would not provide meaningful comparison; the values for Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project)
are self-evident. For most categories of information provided in these tables, the values for the No
Action/No Project Alternative would be zero. There would be no stringing sites, no new access ways, no
access ways on slopes greater than 20 percent, no new access ways on USFS land, no road
improvements, etc. A reader would reasonably expect, based on the description of Alternative 5 (No
Action/No Project Alternative) on page ES-5 and without additional data in Tables ES-1 (a-c), that the No
Action/No Project Alternative would not involve installation of upgraded electrical infrastructure and
would have substantially less environmental effect. Ultimately, including Alternative 5 in Table ES-1 (a-c)
would not change the information, analysis, or conclusions of the EIS/EIS/EIR. However, to assist in the
consideration of the No Action Alternative in the Executive Summary, the following paragraph from
page 5-13 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR will be inserted as the third paragraph on page ES-6 and the current
third paragraph on page ES-6 (which would become the fourth paragraph) is modified as shown.
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From the standpoint of minimizing environmental effects, Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project
Alternative) would be the environmentally preferable/environmentally superior alternative.
Under Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project Alternative), no construction would take place and
operations and maintenance would continue under existing programs, with the exception of a
short-term increase in activity to address needed vegetation management and other ROW
maintenance. Little change to the existing environment would occur under Alternative 5 (No
Action/No Project Alternative). However, Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project Alternative) would
not meet any of the basic project objectives related to system capacity, reliability, resilience,
and access, and reduced dependence on the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station. Ultimately,
implementation of Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project Alternative) would lead to power
demand regularly exceeding the system design capacity, leading to more frequent system
failures and the need for rolling blackouts and other load shedding measures.
Table ES-2 (at the end of this chapter) summarizes the potential environmental effects that
would result from implementation of the action alternatives; describes mitigation measures to
address significant and potentially significant environmental effects; and identifies the
significance of impacts both before and after mitigation.
25-13 Please see Master Response 5 regarding the development, consideration, and evaluation of alternatives.
Further information on the use of a loop design for the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is
provided in Master Response 11. Information regarding the applicant’s determination of project need is
provided in Master Response 6. See responses above regarding requests for specific information related
to system operations.
25-14 The commenter notes that several potential project alternatives were not evaluated in detail in the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR because they were clearly incompatible with legal or regulatory requirements (see
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR Section 3.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation) and
questions why Alternatives 2 and 3 were not similarly dismissed since they would not be compatible
with TRPA Code. The conflict of Alternatives 1 and 2 with TRPA regulations was not identified until
thorough environmental analysis was conducted as part of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR preparation, and it is for
this reason that they are retained for full analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR. In addition, although Alternatives 1
and 2 would result in the prohibited removal of vegetation within TRPA disturbance zones, this would
occur in an isolated area, and the lead agencies could still adopt these alternatives with modification of
only these portions of the line.
25-15 Issues identified in the comment are addressed in Master Response 5 focusing on project alternatives
and Master Response 6 addressing project need.
25-16 The commenter cites the Homewood Mountain Resort Ski Area Master Plan EIR/EIS in expressing
concern about “fair share” distribution of the cost of anticipated capital improvements. See Master
Response 4 for information on the process by which rates are set by the CPUC.
25-17 As described in Section 3.7, Applicant Proposed Measures, APMs are elements of the project that have
been proposed by the applicant and are considered part of the proposal under evaluation. The use of
APMs is typical of impact analyses conducted by the CPUC and was applied to the EIS/EIS/EIR for the
CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. Because the APMs are elements of the proposed
project committed to in advance by the project applicant, it is not appropriate to present impact
evaluations assuming these aspects of the project are not implemented. Rather, as project features, it is
appropriate to assess impact significance assuming their implementation. Where the lead agencies have
determined that APMs alone are not sufficient to support a less than significant impact conclusion,
mitigation measures are included in the EIS/EIS/EIR to address these significant environmental effects.
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Contract plans and specifications, as well as reporting or mitigation monitoring programs developed for
the project, would include the project-specific environmental commitments of both the APMs and
mitigation measures analyzed in this EIS/EIS/EIR. The lead agencies would provide oversight and
verification of APM and mitigation measure implementation.
Note that in response to comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and based on further review of the APMs,
the text of several APMs has been clarified or elaborated on. For example, references to pile burning
have been removed from APM SCE-1 because the applicant has determined that they would not use
burning to dispose of wood waste (i.e., slash) from tree removal operations. APM SCE-5, which
references landowner permission for some activities, has also been further clarified. The commenter is
referred to Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of this Final EIS/EIS/EIR to review the updated APM text.
25-18 The commenter incorporates the comments contained in Comment Letters 28 and 31. For responses,
refer to response to Comment 28-2, Comment 28-7, Comment 31-5, and Comment 31-6.
25-19 The commenter excerpts text from the discussion of methods and assumptions in Section 4.12, Traffic
and Transportation, which explains the methodology used to evaluate the potential impacts of the
project alone. Growth inducing impacts are assessed in the EIS/EIS/EIR in Section 5.5, Growth Inducing
Effects of the Proposed Project. In addition, the projects proposed in the area that could foster
economic or population growth and may be served by the upgraded electrical lines are addressed in the
cumulative discussion in each resource section.
The proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would improve the applicant’s ability to
accommodate planned growth authorized by local land use agencies. There are several impacts
commonly associated with growth, such as those related to increased traffic. The commenter is referred
to Master Response 7 for more information on this topic.
25-20 Construction of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would temporarily add traffic to the
area roadway network and it is possible that local motorists may use alternative travel routes to avoid
construction. However, construction would only disrupt roadway operations for limited periods of time
and in localized areas. The existing roadway network in the overall project area is expected to have
adequate capacity to accept the temporary, localized increases in vehicle trips due to construction of the
project components. As discussed for Impacts 4.12-1 and 4.12-2 (for all action alternatives), this would
result in a less-than-significant impact to local roadways. It would be speculative to attempt to project
the numbers of motorists that might take alternative routes to avoid temporary delays and to identify
potential alternative routes.
25-21 The analysis provided in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR adequately assesses the potential cumulative impacts of
the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. As with the assessment of project impacts excerpted
and provided by the commenter, the cumulative impact analysis considers traffic on the entirety of the
local roadway network.
The cumulative analysis includes assessment of the project’s potential interaction with all of the projects
identified in Section 4.1.2, Cumulative Impact Analysis Methodology. The Homewood Mountain Resort
Master Plan and Boulder Bay project are included on the list of projects evaluated in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. The Lake Tahoe Passenger Ferry project has been added to the cumulative project list (Table
4.1-12). See response to Comment 1-7. The assessment of cumulative impacts concluded that some of
the listed projects would be more likely than others to result in a cumulative impact to transportation
and traffic based on project type and anticipated construction timing. While it is not possible to know
the exact period of time in which all of the projects on the cumulative project list would be constructed,
it is appropriate to use available information to conduct a reasoned analysis of potential effects.
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At the time the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was prepared and published, the Homewood Mountain Resort Master
Plan was considered less likely than other projects to combine with the construction traffic generated by
the 625 and 650 Electrical Upgrade Project to create cumulatively considerable environmental effects
because the outcome of pending litigation and timeframe for construction were unknown, and because
the project site is approximately 7.5 miles south of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project along
SR 89. However, litigation was settled on January 30, 2014, and construction of the project is now
anticipated to begin in 2015 and continue through approximately 2022. The discussion of cumulative
impacts in Section 4.12, Traffic and Transportation, has been revised to reflect this development.
Construction of the 625 Line could occur some time in the 2020’s, depending on the rate of system load
growth, and could interact with both construction traffic and increased recreational traffic generated by
the Homewood Mountain Resort Master Plan.
For a cumulative impact to occur, an environmental effect from the proposed project must interact with
a similar environmental effect from one or more other projects. Therefore, it is appropriate for the
cumulative impacts analysis to only focus on those instances where another project might generate
traffic at the same time and in the same location as the proposed project. The Homewood Mountain
Resort is located on SR 89 between Tahoe City and South Lake Tahoe, and construction vehicles and
visitors may access the site from the north via I-80 or from the south via Highway 50. The settlement
includes provisions for traffic monitoring through approximately 2042 to mitigate potential traffic
impacts. Although the portion of the traffic generated by the resort that travels south on SR 89 through
Tahoe City could be present at the time that construction occurs in this area for the 625 Line rebuild,
there is limited potential for these projects to generate a cumulatively considerable traffic impact.
The 625 Line would cross SR 89 southwest of Tahoe City, approximately 0.25 mile from the intersection
of SR 89 and SR 28. Work near SR 89 would be limited to a few poles associated with the crossing of SR
89. Traffic control would be required to accommodate this crossing. Flaggers would temporarily hold
traffic for approximately 10 to 15 minutes to pull conductor. This work, and the presences of
construction traffic in the area, would occur over a limited period of time and would not be an ongoing
nuisance for area traffic. Construction would slow or halt traffic for a brief period, but is not expected to
contribute to a substantial traffic hazard. The work would be governed by an encroachment permit
obtained from Caltrans.
Moreover, the SR 89/Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization Project is proposed for construction in
2014-2015. This project would re-route SR 89 by constructing a new bridge over the Truckee River and
bypassing the SR 89/SR 28 wye. If this project is constructed prior to upgrade of the 625 Line, as
anticipated, construction and visitor traffic associated with the Homewood Mountain Resort Master
Plan would be re-routed along SR 89 west of the proposed 625 Line upgrade. This would further reduce
the potential for a cumulative impact to occur.
25-22 The commenter suggests that Western Regional Climate Center information for Tahoe City should be
included in the general discussion of existing climate, and meteorological and topographic conditions on
pages 4.13-12 and 4.13-13 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. This discussion is intended to provide an overview of
the characteristics of the project area that affect the atmosphere’s capacity to transport and dilute
emissions. The following paragraph on page 4.13-12 is amended as follows to include climate
information based on data collected in Tahoe City:
The project area generally experiences warm, dry summers and wet and snowy winters. Local
climatology of the project site can be best represented by measurements at the Tahoe City,
Squaw Valley Lodge, and Truckee Airport stations (WRCC 2012a; WRCC 2012b). Climate data
collected at the Tahoe City station, which is located inside the Lake Tahoe Basin, indicate that
maximum temperatures occur during July and reach approximately 78 degrees Fahrenheit on
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average. Minimum temperatures at Tahoe City can be as low as 19 degrees Fahrenheit during
winter months. Average annual precipitation of approximately 31 inches (191 inches of snowfall)
occurs primarily during the months of November through March. Climate date collected at
meteorological stations at Squaw Valley Lodge and the Truckee Airport indicate climate
conditions for the northern portion of the project area, which is north of and outside of the Lake
Tahoe Basin. Here Mmaximum temperatures occur during July and reach 80 degrees Fahrenheit
on average. Minimum temperatures can be as low at 15 degrees Fahrenheit during winter
months (WRCC 2012a). Average annual precipitation of approximately 51 inches (247 inches of
snowfall) occurs primarily during the months of November through March (WRCC 2012a).
Average annual wind speed is approximately 4 miles per hour from the south (WRCC 2012b).
These text changes do not result in any changes to the impact conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
25-23 The comment includes several remarks on the attainment of standards for ozone and the analysis of
impacts by regional air district rather than air basin.
First, the comment indicates that ozone attainment status in Table 4.13-3 is not correct. Table 4.13-3 is
presented in the regulatory setting as part of the discussion of TRPA regulations, and is a summary of
TRPA’s reviews of attainment status of environmental threshold carrying capacities. A court recently
affirmed TRPA’s determination of ozone threshold status (Sierra Club and Friends of West Shore v.
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency). For clarity, “TRPA” has been added to the title of Table 4.13-3, which
is now “TRPA Air Quality Indicator Attainment Status and Trends.”
Although the lead agencies acknowledge that state and federal air quality standards also apply to the
project, Table 4.13-3 refers to TRPA information only. Please refer to Table 4.13-1 for the state and
federal attainment status for a variety of pollutants, including ozone, by air basin.
Second, the comment suggests that the summary of annual air quality data for 2009, 2010, and 2011
presented in Table 4.13-5 is misleading due to the combination of air basins. The purpose of Table 4.135 is to provide a general summary of the local air quality conditions in the project area, rather than
basin-wide or region-wide conditions. Regional conditions are summarized in previous tables, Table
4.13-1 and Table 4.13-2. Therefore, the most recent (at the time) ambient air quality measurements
from the nearest, most representative monitoring stations were included in the table. Data from Placer
County’s ozone monitoring station in Tahoe City were not approved at the time of writing the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR and is not available from the California Air Resources Board’s (ARB’s) Air Quality Data
Statistics page (www.arb.ca.gov/adam/) at the time of writing this response. Also, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
does not suggest that the purpose of Table 4.13-5 is to show trends in air pollutant concentrations in the
project area as the comment implies—demonstrating a trend in air quality conditions would require
more than three years of data. The purpose of Table 4.13-5, entitled “Summary of Annual Air Quality
Data (2009-2011),” is to characterize, based on available data, the worst air quality conditions recorded
in the project area around the time of the NOP/NOI. Moreover, it is not uncommon for ARB to designate
an entire county or an entire air basin as non-attainment with respect to a California Ambient Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS) even if the nonattainment condition occurs in only one portion of the county or air
basin. Thus, including only the attainment status of the counties or air basins in which the project is
located would be less precise description of local conditions.
The comment also suggests that air quality impacts should be analyzed separately by air basin. The
analyses of potential impacts to air quality are separated by air basin and/or air district/TRPA where the
approach or thresholds of significance recommended by the respective air districts/TRPA differ. For
instance, under Impact 4.13-1, Table 4.13-6 shows separate levels of construction-related emissions of
criteria air pollutants (CAPs) and precursors for the jurisdiction of Placer County Air Pollution Control
District (PCAPCD) and Northern Sierra Air Quality Management District (NSAQMD) and applies the
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districts’ separate mass emission thresholds to reach a significance determination. This distinction is
important because the two air districts have different approaches to reducing emissions and attaining
CAAQS and National Ambient Air Quality Standards as part of the State Implementation Plan. Impact
4.13-2 specifically focuses on the contribution of construction-generated emissions of ozone precursors
(i.e., reactive organic gas [ROG] and oxides of nitrogen [NOX]) in the Sacramento Federal Ozone
Nonattainment Area. Impact 4.13-3 examines the potential for increased exposure to TACs, which are
pollutants of localized concern rather than pollutants of basin-wide concern. Odor impacts, which are
examined under Impact 4.13-4, are also a topic of localized concern and GHGs, which are examined
under Impact 4.13-5, are inherently a pollutant of global concern. Appendix M includes detailed
calculations that support separate analyses for different air basins and jurisdictions, where needed.
25-24 As indicated in response to Comment 25-19, the excerpted discussion explains the methodology used to
evaluate the potential air quality and climate change impacts of the proposed project alone. Growth
inducing impacts are assessed in Section 5.5, Growth Inducing Effects of the Proposed Project. In
addition, the projects proposed in the area that could foster economic or population growth and may be
served by the upgraded electrical lines are addressed in the cumulative discussion in each resource
section.
The proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would improve CalPeco’s ability to
accommodate planned growth authorized by local land use agencies. There are several impacts
commonly associated with growth, such as those related to increased traffic. The commenter is referred
to Master Response 7 for more information on this topic.
The frequency with which over-snow vehicle and helicopter access has been required to access the 650
and 625 Lines in the last 40 years is not relevant to the discussion cited by the commenter. The cited
text explains that maintenance trips were assumed to be relatively constant between existing and withproject conditions and notes that easier access to the lines might reduce over-snow vehicle and
helicopter use. The existing schedule of inspection and maintenance for the 625 and 650 Lines would
continue for the upgraded lines. Where vehicle access to the line might be improved under any one of
the action alternatives, some portion of inspection, maintenance, and repair trips currently conducted
by helicopter or over-snow vehicle might be conducted by wheeled vehicle. Researching the historical
data for helicopter and over-snow vehicle use would not change the conclusions of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
25-25 In accordance with the suggestion made in the comment, the following text change is made to the
heading paragraph of Impact 4.13-1 (Alt1) on page 4.13-22, Impact 4.13-1 (Alt2) on page 4.13-34, Impact
4.13-1 (Alt3) on page 4.13-39, and Impact 4.13-1 (Alt4) on page 4.13-43:
Daily construction-generated emissions of ROG, NOX, PM10, PM2.5, and CO. Constructiongenerated emissions in Placer County would exceed PCAPCD significance thresholds for NOX and
PM10. Construction-generated emissions in Nevada County would exceed NSAQMD significance
thresholds for NOX. Construction activity would also generate substantial levels of PM2.5.
Implementation of Alternative 1/2/3/4 (XXX Alternative) would generate emissions that
contribute to nonattainment status of ozone, PM10 and PM2.5 in the MCAB and the
nonattainment status of ozone and PM10 in the LTAB. Therefore, this would be a significant
impact.
The nonattainment-transitional status of the Lake Tahoe Air Basin (LTAB) with respect to the CAAQS for
ozone is noted in Table 4.13-1 on page 4.13-3 in air quality regulatory setting of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. As
stated in the notes of Table 4.13-1, Nonattainment-Transitional is a subcategory of the nonattainment
designation and an area is designated nonattainment-transitional to signify that the area is close to
attaining the standard for that pollutant.
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25-26 The comment suggests that the estimated maximum daily construction-generated emissions of CAPs
and precursors summarized in Table 4.13-6 (under Impact 4.13-1) should show a breakdown by air basin
instead of by county because the county jurisdictional boundaries are not the same as the air basin
boundaries.
The project area includes portions of both the LTAB and the Mountain Counties Air Basin (MCAB). The
portion of the project area inside the LTAB is also entirely within the jurisdiction of the PCAPCD but
PCAPCD also has jurisdiction over portions of the MCAB while the NSAQMD has jurisdiction over other
portions of the MCAB. Most importantly, however, because the significance criteria are recommended
by the air districts and PCAPCD does not recommend separate criteria for the LTAB and the MCAB, the
emissions analysis is differentiated between air districts rather than air basins. Also see response to
Comment 25-23 above, which also addresses this topic.
In addition, because the project is linear in nature and it is not known at this time when construction
activity within PCAPCD jurisdiction would occur in which air basin, it can be conservatively assumed that
the maximum daily level of emissions-generating activity in PCAPCD jurisdiction could entirely occur in
the LTAB or the MCAB. The fact that both air basins would be adversely affected by these emissions is
explained in the lead paragraph under Impact 4.13-1. To provide additional clarity, the following note
has been added to Table 4.13-6:
It is assumed that up to 100% of the emissions in PCAPCD’s jurisdiction could potentially be emitted in either the LTAB or the
MCAB, depending on the exact location where emissions-generating construction activity would occur.
3

These text changes do not result in any changes to the impact conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
25-27 The comment notes that APM SCE-1 stipulates the timing and location of pile burning to reduce the
potential for impacts to scenic quality, but other effects of pile burning are not addressed in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR.
The proposed methods of vegetation clearing are discussed in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (pages 3-64 to 3-65). As indicated in this discussion, material would be chipped,
removed, or lopped and scattered within 150 feet of a high public use or travel area. Pile burning would
not be used. Therefore, the text in APM SCE-1 related to pile burning has been removed from the Final
EIS/EIS/EIR.
The text of APM SCE-1 now reads as follows (with additional text edits in response to other input):
The following measures will be implemented during construction:









Construction activities will be kept as clean and inconspicuous as practical.
Construction storage and staging will be screened, where practical, with opaque fencing
from close-range residential views and public viewing areas.
Slash treatment within the immediate foreground (50 feet) will be chipping, mastication, or
by lop and scatter as determined by the applicable land owner/manager.
If hand-piling and burning is utilized, piles will be located away from the edge of the
roadway. Piles will be constructed to minimize residual unburnable material (resulting from
pile compaction and/or high dirt content) and damage to remaining trees. Pile burning will
be accomplished the following fall or spring, when possible. Pile burning will be planned and
implemented to minimize scorching of existing non-fire-killed vegetation.
When “cut-tree” marks are utilized, marks will be placed on back sides of trees or away from
views of the travelling public.
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Within the immediate to middle-distance foreground (300 feet), log skidding trails will be regraded, to the degree possible, back to their original, natural contour and rehabilitated with
vegetation.
Non-affected timber and ground vegetation will be protected during harvesting and slash
treatment.
Trees and vegetation within the “clear zone” that do not pose a risk to power lines will be
preserved.
Visual diversity of the ground surface will be maintained through irregular scatter of limbs,
seeding, and other means as practicable.
Barriers/boulders/downed logs will be placed in strategic locations to discourage the
establishment of user-created trails. Implement restoration of temporary access ways in a
manner that minimizes visibility from intersecting roads.



Cut stumps will be 6-inch maximum height measured from the uphill side.

25-28 APM AQ-11 was developed by the applicant to keep fugitive dust emissions below established
thresholds by limiting the simultaneous earth disturbance associated with various project components.
Using ARB’s Urban Emissions model (URBEMIS) it was determined that up to 5 acres per day could be
actively graded without generating mass emissions of PM10 that would exceed the PCAPCD mass
emission threshold of 82 lb/day.
The commenter also inquires as to how much dust would be generated by the grading of 5 acres. As
explained on page 4.13-20 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, fugitive PM10 and PM2.5 dust emissions generated by
ground disturbance activities were estimated using EPA AP-42 emission factors (EPA 1998), and exhaust
emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 were estimated using emission factors from ARB’s Off-Road Emissions
Inventory Program (OFFROAD2007) (ARB 2008). However, the analysis does not include calculation of
PM10 and PM2.5 generated solely by grading or other ground disturbance activity. As seen in the table
entitled “Offroad Equipment Emissions by Construction Activity” in Appendix M, maximum daily
emissions from offroad equipment, including both exhaust emissions and fugitive dust emissions, were
estimated based on the number and types of offroad equipment and daily operating hours by each
construction activity (e.g., Substation Construction-Civil, Substation Construction-Physical, Substation
Construction-Electrical). These estimates were not based on the area of disturbance. This table shows
that all of the equipment used for ground disturbance activities would generate fugitive PM10 and PM2.5
dust in addition to exhaust emissions of PM10 and PM2.5.
Nonetheless, an estimate is provided here. Since completion of the air quality analysis for the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR, ARB’s California Emissions Estimator Model has replaced URBEMIS as the preferred model
to estimate emissions. According to default assumptions used by ARB’s California Emissions Estimator
Model, a single grader or dozer can grade approximately 0.5 acre in an 8-hour workday. Thus, it would
take 10 pieces of equipment to actively grade 5 acres in a single workday. As shown in the abovereferenced table, “Offroad Equipment Emissions by Construction Activity” a single grader would
generate 0.46 lb/day of PM10 exhaust and 3.80 lb/day of PM10 dust and single dozer would generate 1.37
lb/day of PM10 exhaust and 3.80 lb/day of PM10 dust. Therefore, grading of 5 acres in a single day could
generate 42.6—51.7 lb/day of PM10.
The commenter questions what monitoring would be required to ensure that the APMs achieve the goal
of mitigating fugitive dust. As indicated in the project description (see page 3-43), the project would be
observed by an estimated one to three environmental monitors that would work with the crews to
monitor implementation of the project consistent with the project description and APMs, mitigation
measures, and any additional regulatory permit conditions. APM BIO-21 provides additional information
regarding environmental monitors, including providing them the authority to stop work to help ensure
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protection of resources and compliance with permits. Other APMs provide for additional specialized
monitors, such as cultural resources monitors identified in APM CUL-8. Environmental monitors would
be independent auditors, and would report directly to the USFS, TRPA, CPUC, or other agreed-upon
agency. These monitors would observe construction activities and report any variance from the
applicant’s commitment to limit the area of active grading to 5 acres.
25-29 The comment poses multiple questions regarding Mitigation Measure 4.13-1b, which requires the
applicant to pay an off-site mitigation fee into PCAPCD’s Clean Air Grants Program for the purpose of
reducing NOX emitted by project construction activities in Placer County to a less-than-significant level
(i.e., less than 82 lb/day). The commenter inquires as to how these mitigation funds will be spent, how
the funds mitigate NOX emissions in both air basins, and who will oversee these funds. As stated in the
mitigation measure, PCAPCD’s Clean Air Grants Program provides grant funding for cleaner-thanrequired engines and equipment. The program is overseen by PCAPCD staff. In lieu of reducing
construction-generated emissions of NOX the applicant will pay into the program, which PCAPCD will use
to achieve reductions in NOX from other sources in its jurisdiction. Details about which type of offset
projects will be implemented would likely depend on the timing of project construction and the types of
offset projects that are readily available at the time offsets are needed. For instance, in the case of
Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), which would generate up to 663 lb/day of NOX in either the LTAB or the
MCAB based on the conservative estimates used in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the applicant would have to
pay funding necessary to offset NOX emissions by an amount of 581 lb/day to bring the net increase in
NOX emissions to less than the threshold of 82 lb/day. Even if all of the 581 lb/day-offset occurred in
only one of the two air basins the net increase in NOX in PCAPCD’s portion of both air basins would be
reduced to a less than significant level.
As explained on page 4.13-26 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, NSAQMD does not have an off-site mitigation fee
program (Longmire, pers. comm., 2012, Murano, pers. comm., 2013). Thus, the impact of NOX emissions
in Nevada County would be significant and unavoidable. For further discussion about evaluation of
project impacts by air district, see response to Comment 25-23.
In addition, the commenter suggests that ambient ozone monitoring should be conducted to assess
ozone levels in the project area. This type of monitoring is not required by PCAPCD, NSAQMD, or TRPA.
No reasoning is offered as to why such local monitoring of ozone would be meaningful. Ozone is a
pollutant of regional concern and that ozone is a secondary pollutant that is formed through complex
chemical reactions between precursor emissions of ROG and NOX in the presence of sunlight. In many
instances, ozone forms at locations that are relatively distant from the sources of ROG and NOX
emissions.
The commenter also suggests that mitigation of construction-generated ozone precursors should
require that construction activity be curbed during periods of intense inversions and/or when ambient
concentrations of ozone are relatively high. Given the limited construction season in the project area
due to the presence of heavy snowfall and freezing temperatures during the winter season, it would not
be feasible to limit the number of days when construction activity could occur. Timing of the various
construction activities is critical for a linear project of this nature, which includes the delivery of building
supplies and equipment, the use of helicopters, the management of sometimes large numbers of
workers, and the order in which the various phases occur. In addition, as stated above, ozone is a
secondary pollutant formed through complex chemical reactions between precursor emissions of ROG
and NOX in the presence of sunlight. In many instances, ozone forms at locations that are relatively
distant from the sources of ROG and NOX emissions. Reducing construction activity, and therefore the
emissions of ROG and NOx, during periods of elevated ozone levels, would provide no assurance that the
reduced ROG and NOx emissions would translate to a reduced contribution to ozone levels in the
location or time of elevated readings.
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25-30 Published scientific studies, such as the Study of ultrafine particles near a major highway with heavyduty diesel traffic (Zhu et. al. 2002) cited in Section 4.13, Air Quality and Climate Change, have
documented a decrease in particle concentration with increasing distance from the source of pollution.
The commenter asserts that meteorological evidence suggests Tahoe’s thermal inversions inhibit the
dissipation of pollutants. As support, the commenter references a preliminary study performed by UC
Davis. The comment is incorrect in its assessment of the 2002 study by Zhu and Hinds, which examined
health effects associated with mobile sources of diesel exhaust. The study focused on health effects of
diesel PM from vehicles along a highway. The comment questions the applicability of a study conducted
in a different part of California to the Tahoe Region. The comment provides reference to a study of
particles along US 50, which suggests that particles persist for longer duration in periods of thermal
inversion (with emphasis on winter inversions), which is true in any location. Thermal inversions are
prevalent in both summer and winter throughout California, including in Los Angeles where the Zhu and
Hinds study was conducted. In its Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective
(ARB 2005), ARB provides recommendations for setback distances from TAC sources that are not
climate‐ or location‐specific. According to ARB, distance from the source is the best indicator of health
risk from diesel PM.
The attachments provided by the commenter have been reviewed; however no information could be
found (e.g., citations, journal reference, website address) that allow the EIS/EIS/EIR authors to find the
referenced 2004 preliminary study by UC Davis of pollutants and thermal inversions. Separate internet
searches for the study were also unsuccessful. Therefore, it is not possible to independently ascertain
the validity of this specific claim or assess the necessity of including additional information in the
analysis.
The quantity of diesel PM exhaust generated by the proposed project is based on modeling performed
for the analysis of mass emissions of CAPs and precursors under Impact 4.13-1. As indicated in Table
4.13-8, modeled values represent worst-case daily emissions of PM2.5 exhaust from diesel-powered offroads equipment. The statement that “exposure at any one receptor would be far less than the
emissions estimate” due to the known qualities of diesel PM is appropriate because diesel PM-emitting
construction activities would be located approximately 50 feet from closest existing sensitive receptors
(and typically much farther), allowing for dissipation of the diesel PM before reaching the receptor. For
example, line removal, as shown in the last line of Table 4.13-8, may result in diesel PM exhaust
emissions of 3.9 lb/day; however, any one receptor would not be exposed to this full 3.9 lb/day due to
dissipation with distance, as well as winds moving the emissions in different directions. It is a reasonable
assumption that some dissipation of diesel PM would occur over this minimum span of approximately
50 feet.
Therefore, no change to the document is necessary because: 1) the qualifying statement is generally
accurate for any location where there are inversions; 2) the nearest sensitive receptor is approximately
50 feet from the edge of the ROW, while the modeled emissions rates are reported within the ROW; and
3) despite the general understanding that these numbers are “worst case” and would overestimate
actual exposure of sensitive receptors to diesel PM, the values presented in Table 4.13-8 are used in the
analysis to determine significant effects to assist in ensuring that potential impacts are not minimized or
underestimated.
An additional factor is that the duration of construction at any one location would be limited. As
identified in Table 4.13-8, daily emissions of diesel exhaust would generally be lower near substations
(which are typically located in or near developed areas) than along the 625 and 650 Lines. Construction
activities at substations would not exceed 20 days. The exposure timeframe at any point along the 625
and 650 Lines would likely be less than at the substations because the project is linear in nature and
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proposed in phases. Thus, diesel exhaust would not be emitted from the same location for an extended
period of time.
The commenter asks about the duration of the construction period and how much construction would
occur during the winter or summer seasons. It is not possible to quantify the exact number of
construction weeks that would occur in each season. However, construction activities are not proposed
the winter months and most construction activities would take place in the summer and fall. The project
description (page 3-60 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR) indicates that the annual construction period would
generally be between May and November, although limited construction activity could take place
outside of the general construction window. The project is anticipated to result in a total of 14 months
of activity spread over a five year period.
Based on the analysis and significance criteria in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the document does not identify any
significant impacts related to exposure of sensitive receptors to TACs, including diesel PM. Therefore, no
mitigation measures are required to address diesel PM emissions.
25-31 With regard to the analysis of ozone contributions, the commenter suggests that the text describing the
existing cumulative air quality conditions in the project area should be revised to indicate that there is
“relatively little transport of ozone into the Tahoe Basin.” The text that the commenter has identified is
not specific to the Tahoe Basin. The overall project includes components both inside and outside the
Tahoe Basin, and the cumulative discussion addresses the complete project. To describe the cumulative
condition for the entirety of the project, including both the MCAB and the LTAB, it is appropriate to
state that “ROG and NOX, generated by cumulative development projects in the region and transported
from outside the region” contribute to the nonattainment with respect to the CAAQS. Although there
may be differing degrees to which transported emissions effect local nonattainment within the air
basins, both sources are known to contribute to the cumulative condition.
The commenter suggests that “the analysis of PM10 should focus on more localized impacts of PM10,
while the PM2.5 analysis must consider longer travel times and the impacts of Tahoe’s frequent
inversions (both factors allow more accumulation).” The methods used in the EIS/EIS/EIR to analyze
project-generated PM10 and PM2.5 emissions is consistent with guidance in PCAPCD’s CEQA Air Quality
Handbook (PCAPCD 2012) and NSAQMD’s Guidelines for Assessing and Mitigating Air Quality Impacts of
Land Use Projects (NSAQMD 2009). Project-generated emissions of PM10 are compared to the air
districts’ mass emission thresholds and, as explained on page 4.13-52, “because PCAPCD and NSAQMD
do not recommend mass emission thresholds for evaluating PM2.5 emissions from a project but do for
PM10, the analysis of PM2.5 generally follows the analysis of PM10.” This approach is confirmed by
PCAPCD staff who state that “because PM2.5 is a subset of PM10, where construction activity does not
generate concentrations of PM10 that exceed the District’s Construction threshold of 82 lbs/day for
PM10, PM2.5 will also be considered less-than-significant for PM2.5 impacts” (Green, pers. comm. 2014).
NSAQMD staff also agree with this approach (Longmire, pers. comm. 2014). This approach is also used
by other air districts in California, including the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management
District (SMAQMD 2009:3-6).
Part of the commenter’s reasoning is a conclusion that PM 2.5 will travel farther than PM10. However,
while this may be true under certain atmospheric conditions, the commenter does not substantiate this
conclusion with any evidence or reference sources. Moreover, atmospheric conditions that result in
PM2.5 traveling further than PM10 would likely also result in more rapid dispersion of PM2.5 than PM10.
Also relevant to this discussion is the analysis of diesel particulate matter under Impact 4.13-3 beginning
on page 4.13-27 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Most diesel PM is PM2.5. This can be seen in the running
exhaust emission rates for various vehicles in the EMFAC 2011 table of Appendix M (Air Quality Data) to
the EIS/EIS/EIR. For instance the running exhaust rate for a T7 CAIRP construction haul truck, a vehicle
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type representative of haul trucks used during construction, is 0.276 grams per mile for PM2.5, which is
92 percent of the emission rate for PM10 of 0.307 gram per mile. Therefore, the analysis of the localized
effects of diesel PM from construction activity under Impact 4.13-3 also serves as an analysis of the
localized effects of PM2.5 and both PCAPCD and NSAQMD recommend that diesel PM be analyzed in
CEQA documents (PCAPCD 2012; NSAQMD 2009). Thus, contrary to the commenter’s assertion, PM2.5 is
a pollutant of local concern.
In addition, the occurrence of inversions and their contribution to poor air quality is recognized on page
4.13-12 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR where it states, “Pollutants from local sources are trapped by frequent
inversions in the LTAB and MCAB, greatly limiting the volume of air into which the pollutants are mixed
(e.g., diluted), which results in accumulation and elevated concentrations of pollutants.”
25-32 The comment questions why the mass emission level of 10,000 metric tons (MT) carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2e)/year is used as a threshold to evaluate GHG emissions associated with construction,
tree removal, and operational emissions. Discussion about why this threshold is used begins on page
4.13-19 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and continues on to the following page. It is explained that “the net
increase in GHG emissions associated with a proposed project is considered substantial and, therefore,
cumulatively considerable if it exceeds 10,000 MT CO2e/year, which is the level used to determine
whether a stationary source is required to report its GHG emissions to ARB as part of its Mandatory
Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulation and Cap-and-Trade Program.” This explanation does
not state or suggest that any of the GHG-emitting sources that would operate under the proposed project
are stationary sources. Instead, it borrows the value of 10,000 MT CO2e/year, which is notable and
important in ARB’s mandatory reporting requirements and Cap-and-Trade Program, and decides to use
this same value as a mass emission threshold for evaluating the proposed project. In other words, the level
at which stationary sources are required to report their emissions is borrowed as an indication about what
mass emission level of GHGs is considered to be “a lot” or “too much.” The commenter does not suggest
that another threshold or type of threshold be used to evaluate the project’s GHG emissions.
Also, the discussion about the net increase in GHGs associated with the project under Impact 4.13-5 (for
each action alternative), as well as any GHG emissions analysis for an individual project, is inherently a
cumulative impact analysis. The proposed project, or any single project, would not individually generate
sufficient GHGs to induce a change in global climate. It is on a cumulative basis that global emissions of
GHGs could contribute to anthropomorphic climate change. Therefore, the question is whether a single
project makes a significant contribution to the cumulative global emissions of GHGs. Whether the GHG
emissions from a project are from a mobile source or stationary source is irrelevant to determining the
significance of the contribution to global atmospheric GHG concentrations. Various thresholds have
been developed to assess whether a single project’s GHG emissions are a significant contribution to
cumulative global GHG emissions. For the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, the ARB
stationary source reporting level is used because it is the level of mass emissions that ARB deems high
enough to report. Also, application of 10,000 MT CO2e/year as a threshold is more stringent than
applying a level of 25,000 MT CO2e/year which, as explained on page 4.13-19 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, is
the level identified by the Council on Environmental Quality at which GHG emissions may warrant some
description in the appropriate NEPA analysis for agency actions involving direct emissions of GHGs.
Moreover, a threshold of 10,000 MT CO2e/year has been used in CEQA analyses for other projects
throughout California.
The commenter also asks how project-related increases in GHGs relate to plans by Placer County and
TRPA regarding GHGs. The discussion on page 4.13-19 also notes that neither PCAPCD nor NSAQMD have
identified a standard of significance for determining whether a project’s GHG emissions are cumulatively
considerable. Also Placer County and TRPA have not adopted GHG reduction plans that specifically address
GHGs from construction activity and tree removal. The Lake Tahoe Sustainable Communities Program’s
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Sustainability Action Plan (2013) includes a measure to require quantification of carbon released due to
removal of trees from a construction site to discourage excessive removal of vegetation. While this plan is
not adopted by TRPA, per se, it does provide guidance that can be incorporated into community and area
plans. The loss of sequestered carbon and future sequestration potential were quantified in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR (see 4.13-9 on page 4.13-31).
The commenter contends that evaluation of project-related GHG emissions using mass emission levels
applied to the regulation of station sources is a comparison of apples and oranges. To ensure that GHG
emissions from the project were not underrepresented, they were calculated for multiple potential
emission pathways, combined into a single emissions amount, and compared against a single threshold.
If, for example, mobile-source GHG emissions were compared against one threshold, and stationary
emissions compared against another threshold, one could argue that impacts were minimized by
segmenting the emissions. As indicated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the total project GHG emissions, considering
construction emissions, timber removal, and operational emissions, would not be a cumulatively
considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact.
25-33 The comment asks how many trees and acres would be disturbed within the Tahoe Basin, and expresses
concerns about soil health and runoff as a result of tree removal. For an approximation of tree removal
within the Tahoe Basin, please refer to the response to Comment 32-36, which includes a table of
estimated tree removal within and outside the Lake Tahoe Basin. Tables ES-1a and ES-1b in the
EIS/EIS/EIR include the number of acres of temporary and permanent disturbance by each project
segment and alternative. Although a breakdown of acreage affected only within the Lake Tahoe Basin
was not calculated for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, an approximation of that acreage can be obtained by
summing the values in Tables ES-1a and ES-1b for Segments 650-3 through 650-7, 625-4, and 625-8. The
potential effects of project related tree removal on forestry resources and water quality are evaluated in
Section 4.3, Forestry Resources, and Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
25-34 The comment indicates that the 625 and 650 Electrical Upgrade Project could accommodate planned
growth.
The 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project has been developed to increase reliability to customers
of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. This cannot be achieved without increasing capacity (see
Master Response 6 addressing Project Need and Master Response 11 addressing the Looped Power Line
Configuration). As addressed in the Section 5.5, Growth Inducing Effects of the Proposed Project, this
increased capacity would also allow the system to serve planned future projects in the area served by
the system that are ultimately approved by the appropriate land use agencies. Please refer to Master
Response 7 for further information on growth inducing impacts, and responses above addressing this
topic.
25-35 The comment provides a text excerpt from Chapter 5, Other NEPA-, TRPA, and CEQA-Mandated
Sections, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. This section references Impact 4.5-5 in the overall discussion on
impervious cover. This impact discussion addresses increases in land coverage under each alternative.
Tables 4.5-6 and 4.5-7 on pages 4.5-27 and 4.5-30, respectively, provide summaries of preliminary land
coverage increases by Land Capability District (LCD) for improved paved roads, poles, and substations.
Table 5-7 on page 5-16 presents the potential net increase in land coverage for LCDs 1b and 2 associated
with the power line improvements.
The discussion for Impact 4.5-5 under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) describes how the land coverage
standards would apply to the project alternatives and how the increase in coverage resulting from
project implementation would require that the applicant purchase and transfer the required coverage
from offsite parcel owners (“sending parcels”) in accordance with Chapter 30, Land Coverage, of the
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TRPA Code. The amount of coverage that would be required to be purchased and transferred would be
determined on a parcel-by-parcel basis and would be a function of: 1) the extent of TRPA-verified legally
existing coverage; 2) the land capability and base allowable coverage; 3) the type of agreement between
the applicant and the affected parcel owners (such as a recorded deed-restricted easement, or ROW
dedication); and 4) the size of the affected parcel, or width of the recorded easement. As stated on page
5-16 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, all increases in land coverage associated with the project would occur in
compliance with the TRPA land classification system and coverage requirements, as required by Chapter
30 of the TRPA Code. Any required coverage transfers would occur in accordance with Section 30.4 of
the TRPA Code. Therefore, no additional actions are required to mitigate for an increase in coverage.
25-36 As described in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIS, page 3-29, the power line ROWs
would initially be cleared of trees and shrubs as part of project construction. After completion of
construction, the centerline access routes would be maintained in low growing vegetation for erosion
control while allowing over-land vehicle travel by line trucks and inspection trucks (i.e., pickup trucks).
As described in Impact 4.5-2, vegetation removal, which includes trees, would result in an increased
potential for soil erosion. The impacts discussion notes that APM SOILS-1, APM BIO-1, and APM BIO-36
would address soil erosion and no further mitigation measures are required.
25-37 The commenter refers to comments made by other reviewers, with the apparent intent of incorporating
those comments into their submission. As indicated in response to Comment 25-1, responses to the
incorporated comment letters are provided in conjunction with the original submittal. Please refer to
the comment summary table on page P1-1 for a directory of all letters received and corresponding
comment responses.
25-38 The comment expresses concern over potential impacts to large trees and old growth forest, and states
that mitigation for the removal of an old growth tree is not possible. Please refer to the responses to
Comment 9-19 and 24-4, which also addresses this issue.
25-39 The proposed amendment to the PAS for Martis Peak (019) would create Special Area 1 from three
parcels owned by CalPeco (assessor’s parcel numbers 090-046-25, 090-046-06, and 090-046-24). A
diesel backup electrical generator facility and electrical substation are currently located on these
properties. The new, expanded substation would replace the existing electrical substation, and
construction of any new electrical substation in Special Area 1 would allow the removal of the existing
substation on Cutthroat Avenue in the Kings Beach Industrial Community Plan Area.
The proposed amendment would be limited to developed, private property that supports existing
electrical facilities within a secure, fenced compound. New or expanded public utility centers would be
limited to Special Area 1. There would be no other changes to the PAS that would extend outside of
Special Area 1.
Letter
26
Response
26-1
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Sierra Club, Tahoe Area Sierra Club Group
Laurel Ames, Conservation Co-Chair
January 7, 2014

The comment references and incorporates comments submitted by Ellie Waller, the North Tahoe
Preservation Alliance, NTCAA, and Friends of the West Shore. The lead agencies acknowledge the Tahoe
Area Sierra Club’s support of those comments, which are each responded to in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR.
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26-2

The commenter requests the evaluation of alternatives that increase the reliability of the North Lake
Tahoe Transmission System without increasing the capacity of the system, and modification to the
project purpose to support this class of alternatives. However, it is not possible to adequately improve
reliability of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System without increasing system capacity. Refer to
Master Response 5 for more information on project alternatives. Also see Master Response 6 related to
the project need.

26-3

The cumulative impacts of the proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project are addressed in
the impact discussions for each of the 13 environmental issue areas evaluated in Chapter 4, Affected
Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures. The potential for cumulative
impacts to result from concurrent construction of the proposed project and other projects are
addressed as appropriate in these analyses. Projects considered in the cumulative analysis are listed in
Table 4.1-2, which has been updated in response to other comments (see page 4.1-5 of the Final
EIS/EIS/EIR).

26-4

Traffic and other impacts associated with development that could be accommodated by the proposed
project are addressed in Section 5.5, Growth-Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project. Also see Master
Response 7, which addresses growth-inducing impacts.

26-5

The commenter does not provide evidence or specific examples to support the assertion that the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR failed to adequately examine environmental impacts to air and water quality, noise, scenic
resources, wildlife, forest health, and soil health. These potential environmental impacts are addressed
in Sections 4.13, 4.6, 4.14, 4.4, 4.7, 4.3, and 4.5, respectively, of Chapter 4, Affected Environment,
Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures.

26-6

The potential impacts of each of the project alternatives on SEZs are evaluated in Section 4.7, Biological
Resources, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.

26-7

The comment suggests that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR should be recirculated, but offers no basis for why
recirculation may be warranted. The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR meets the legal requirements of NEPA, TRPA
regulations, and CEQA and no conditions within these laws requiring recirculation have been met.

Letter
27
Response
27-1

North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
No date

The comment states that the roads and trails between Kings Beach and Tahoe City are not “marred” by
“unsightly power lines.” While the project would increase the visibility of poles and power lines along
the Fiberboard Freeway and other locations by virtue of their increased size and proposed location
nearer the paved road, the implication that power lines are not currently visible from these roads and
trails is not an accurate representation of the existing condition. As shown in several photos provided in
Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, existing power lines are visible along the Tahoe Rim
Trail (Exhibit 4.4-6C, Photograph 9; Exhibit 4.4-6F, Photograph 24), other trails (Exhibit 4.4-23,
Photograph 20), and the Fiberboard Freeway (Exhibit 4.4-6C, Photograph 12; Exhibit 4.4-6D, Photograph
16). As described on page 4.4-34, the existing 625 Line currently crosses the Tahoe River Trail at three
locations.
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The 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project proposes reconstruction of existing 60 kV power lines to
120 kV. The 625 Line runs between Tahoe City and Kings Beach and appears to be the line of primary
concern to the commenter. The action alternatives under consideration for the 625 Line would generally
follow the Fiberboard Freeway. In conjunction with the construction of the new power line, the existing
line (which is located in the same area but setback from the Fiberboard Freeway on USFS land) would be
removed and the ROW would be restored.
The project has been developed to provide reliable power to existing customers (as defined and
required by state and federal regulations), but could also accommodate some additional system
demands. The commenter is referred to Master Response 6 explaining the need for the project and
Master Response 7 explaining the project’s potential to accommodate future growth.
27-2

The commenter expresses general concern over the environmental impacts of the proposed 625 Line
upgrade alternatives that place the line along Mt. Watson Road (also referred to as Fiberboard
Freeway), including visual effects. The comment identifies seven specific elements of project impacts
and characteristics. Items 1 and 2 are correct representations of estimated tree removal associated with
Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) (see Tables 4.3-3 and 4.3-4 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). However, the
tree removal estimates include all trees greater than or equal to 1-inch in diameter. Because of the
nature of the available data used for the forestry analysis, the number of trees projected for removal
includes a substantial number of very small trees and should be interpreted accordingly. Please also see
response to Comment 9-2, which addresses this topic.
Items 3, 4, 5 are accurate representations of project characteristics as they are described and analyzed
in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Note that for power pole heights, a 92-foot-tall pole would typically replace an
existing pole that is 80 feet tall. There are not foreseeable circumstances where a 40-foot-tall pole
would be replaced by a 92-foot-tall pole.
The 150-foot-wide tree removal area identified in Item 6 applies to hazard trees. All trees tall enough to
compromise the line would be removed within the vegetation management corridor (40-feet wide for
single-circuit lines and 65-feet wide for double-circuit lines). However, beyond the vegetation
management corridor, only hazard trees (e.g., diseases, damaged, leaning trees) that could damage the
line if they fell or large branches fell off would be removed. The selective removal of hazard trees would
not produce a substantial, visible area devoid of trees.
Item 7 is consistent with the miles of new access ways anticipated in the Tahoe Basin for Alternative 4
(Proposed Alternative) as identified in Table 3-2 in the EIS/EIS/EIR.

27-3

The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for information on the process through which the
CPUC determines rate recovery of project costs.

27-4

The environmental analysis of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project discloses that the project
would result in the loss of public areas and potentially diminish the recreational experience in some
areas. The action alternatives would use existing power line alignments to the extent determined
practical and feasible by the engineering team. In the vicinity of the east Kingswood neighborhood,
Alternatives 1, 2, 3, and 4 would use existing power line alignments (only Alternative 3A proposes a new
alignment in this area). The commenter is referred to Master Response 2 for further discussion of
undergrounding and Master Response 5 regarding the consideration of alternatives that focus on the
use of existing alignments.

27-5

The commenter is referred to Master Response 6 for a discussion of project need.
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North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
Ann Nichols
January 4, 2014

The comment references other comments submitted previously by the North Tahoe Preservation
Alliance. These previous comments are identified as Letter 27 within this Final EIS/EIS/EIR, with
responses provided for each comment.
The comment also states that the letter incorporates comments submitted by NTCAA, Tahoe Area Sierra
Club, Friends of Lake Tahoe, and Ellie Waller. The comments provided by these organizations and
individuals are each responded to in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR.

28-2

The comment is substantially similar to comments and information provided previously by the North
Tahoe Preservation Alliance in Letter 27. See responses to Letter 27.

28-3

The comment indicates that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not adequately investigate or disclose the
project’s effects related to scenic resources and recreational opportunities. The commenter specifically
requests additional information on the visual impacts of the new power poles in locations that would be
associated with the 625 Line and the potential effects of hazard tree removal on existing recreation
areas. The effects of the proposed project are fully analyzed in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Section 4.4, Scenic
Resources, addresses the effects on scenic resources and Section 4.8, Recreation, addresses the
project’s effects on recreation resources. The determination as to whether visual change would result in
significant effects to the visual environment is based on the degree of visual change in combination with
sensitivity to visual change compared against the significance criteria provided on pages 4.4-37 and 4.438 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. The key factors used in determining the overall visual change are visual
contrast, dominance, and view blockage. Visual sensitivity is based on the combined factors of visual
quality, viewer types and numbers of viewers, and visual exposure to the project. As described in
Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (page 4.4-35), the analysis is based on visual
sensitivity defined by viewer groups, visual exposure, and scenic quality represented by 16 viewpoints
(note that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR states 15 viewpoints, and this typographical error has been corrected).
Refer to Table 4.4-1, which identifies the viewer groups, view exposure, visual quality, and visual quality
under existing conditions for each viewpoint. The “Matrix for Determining Scenic Impact
Significance/Intensity” in Table 4.4-2 provides guidelines to assist in evaluating effects of the project on
the visual character or quality of an area, and is based on the visual sensitivity of key viewpoints and the
degree of overall visual change introduced by the project within the view.
APMs have been incorporated into the project to minimize potential impacts to scenic resources. Impact
conclusions were made considering the attenuating effect of the APMs (the mitigation monitoring plan
prepared for the project will include implementation of APMs, and compliance monitoring will be
conducted). Regarding the 625 Line along the Fiberboard Freeway, implementation of APM SCE-6 and
APM SCE-9 would reduce the visibility of structures by placing poles such that a significant clearing
would be spanned while minimizing visibility from the road, and selectively planting conifer trees to
screen relatively unobstructed foreground views of structures.
The 150-foot-wide tree removal area identified in the comment applies to hazard trees. All trees tall
enough to compromise the line would be removed within the vegetation management corridor (40 feet
wide for single-circuit lines and 65 feet wide for double-circuit lines) as required under GO-95. However,
beyond the vegetation management corridor, only hazard trees (e.g., diseased, damaged, leaning trees)
that could damage the power line if they fell or large branches fell off would be removed. The selective
removal of hazard trees would not produce a cleared area that would be apparent to casual observers.
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Regarding request for analysis from specific locations and facilities, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR evaluates the
visual effects of the entirety of the project. Seventeen visual simulations are provided from 16 separate
viewpoints (two separate simulations were prepared for Viewpoint 5 in Martis Valley) to represent
project effects under a variety of conditions. Simulations include views at the Tahoe Rim Trail, Martis
Creek Lake Recreation Area, the Fiberboard Freeway, the Truckee River, and in the vicinity of the 64
Acre Recreation Site. The simulations provided in the document reflect representative conditions at
roads and road crossings, trails, developed areas, forested areas, open areas, foreground viewpoints,
and long distance viewpoints. The simulations included in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR are considered sufficient
to support the impact analysis and conclusions in the document.
With regard to information specific to the Tahoe Basin, project facilities and environmental effects in the
basin can be estimated by reviewing the segment by segment data provided in Tables ES-1a and ES-1b.
Each impact analysis section evaluates the project against TRPA specific significance thresholds (as well
as thresholds addressing NEPA and CEQA). Section 5.8 evaluates the project consequences for TRPA
environmental threshold carrying capacities. Providing additional information specific to the Lake Tahoe
Basin would not alter the analysis or conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and the document provides
information to fully disclose to the public the characteristics of the entirety of the project, project
alternatives, and their environmental effects.
The commenter is also referred to Master Response 8 on project facilities design and Master Response 9
on TRPA scenic thresholds.
28-4

Analysis of the project’s potential effects on TRPA environmental threshold carrying capacities is
provided in Section 5.8 of the EIS/EIS/EIR.

28-5

The commenter questions the need for elements of the project and the range of alternatives considered
in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Please see Master Response 5 related to project alternatives and Master Response 6
addressing project need.

28-6

The comment addresses the distance between upgraded power poles and existing homes, EMF, and
undergrounding. The commenter is referred to Master Response 3 for a discussion of EMFs and Master
Response 2 regarding undergrounding. The commenter requests that the justification for a less than
significant impact conclusion be defined and described, but does not identify any deficiencies in the
content or analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. The document provides substantial evidence through impact
discussions and evaluation of the effects of APMs and mitigation measures supporting each significance
conclusion.

28-7

The comment states that the 650 Line should be undergrounded or set back along SR 267 to improve
scenic quality. The EIS/EIS/EIR considers undergrounding and setback of the upgraded power lines along
SR 267. Undergrounding a significant portion of the 650 Line was dismissed from detailed evaluation,
but set back of the power line is proposed in conjunction with Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative)
and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative). (See the analysis of Impact 4.4-2 for these alternatives on
pages 4.4-75 through 4.4-81 and 4.4-86 to 4.4-88 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.) For more information on
undergrounding, please refer to Master Response 2 and Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR (pages 3-77 to 3-78).

28-8

The question and answer portion of the December 4, 2013 TRPA Advisory Planning Commission (APC)
meeting was transcribed and the written transcripts are provided in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR as Item 55. The
commenter suggests that the Liberty Utilities president, Mr. Smart, stated at the commission meeting
that the project was not required. The commenter takes the exchange out of context. Mr. Smart does
not indicate that the project is not needed, rather he was responding to the question as to whether the
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CPUC is requiring the project, which they are not. The CPUC does not direct any regulated utility to
perform certain projects. The applicant has concluded that the existing infrastructure is inadequate,
which is the impetus for proposing an upgrade of the 625 and 650 Lines. The 625 and 650 Electrical Line
Upgrade Project improves the reliability of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. This is an existing
concern that has been identified by the engineers managing the system. The applicant is required under
the applicable regulations and expected to proactively upgrade its system to reliably serve existing and
projected demands. See Master Response 6 for more information on project need.
28-9

Table G2 in Appendix G of the EIS/EIS/EIR provides an analysis of consistency of the project with
applicable land use plans. The commenter is referred to Master Response 10 on consistency with Kings
Beach and Tahoe Vista community plans.

28-10 The comment generally states the opinion that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR fails to adequately analyze and
describe the impacts of tree removal on wildlife. The comment also expresses concerns about a “flyway
migration for birds” west of SR 267, impacts to common species, and effects on large/old trees. The
general comment does not clearly express which wildlife species are being referenced, or provide details
about a specific migratory flyway of concern. Potential impacts to a full suite of common and sensitive
biological resources, including special-status and common migratory birds that would be protected by
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as well as wildlife species movement corridors, were analyzed and
described in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. Effects beyond just habitat removal were also considered, such as
noise and disturbance from construction activity (which would include vehicle trips). For example, this
impact mechanism is referenced several times in the discussion of Impact 4.7-6 (Alt.1) and several APMs
require the establishment of no-disturbance buffers around sensitive wildlife resources. Importantly, as
required for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, potential impacts on wildlife resources were evaluated based
specifically on the significance criteria described on pages 4.7-59 through 4.7-60. Regarding effects on
common biological resources and large trees, for purposes of the EIS/EIS/EIR, an adverse effect (e.g.,
removal) alone does not necessarily constitute a significant impact; significance and the need to
mitigate are based on the magnitude and intensity of the effect relative to existing conditions, and must
be evaluated based specifically on the established significance criteria. Also see response to Comment 919 addressing impacts and mitigation for late seral/old growth trees.
The comment references the concept of seeking another location for the proposed power lines to avoid
conflicts with special-status species habitat. An effective mechanism to avoid habitat impacts is to place
the power line within ROWs with limited habitat values, such as road ROWs. This principal is a primary
reason for evaluating the Fiberboard Freeway as a possible alternative project route. For example, as
shown in Table ES-1a, Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative),
which place the 625 Line along the Fiberboard Freeway, result in the removal of substantially fewer
trees (12-30 percent fewer) than Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) and Alternative 2 (Modified
Alternative), which do not follow the Fiberboard Freeway as closely. Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative)
follows the commenter’s suggestion of seeking an alternative that minimizes conflicts with specialstatus species habitats.
28-11 The comment suggests that the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR should be recirculated based on the information
provided in the overall comment letter. See the responses above to each comment provided in the
letter. The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR meets the legal requirements of NEPA, TRPA codes and regulations, and
CEQA and no conditions within these laws requiring recirculation have been met.
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North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance
David McClure, President
January 7, 2014

29-1

The NTCAA indicates its intent to incorporate comments from others into its letter, and that further
comments from the NTCAA may follow at a later date. Responses to all comments received during the
public review period for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR are provided in this Final EIS/EIS/EIR. See Table P1-1 for
the list of comments received during the review period, which concluded January 7, 2014.

29-2

The commenter references three reports that have been provided to the commenter: the North Tahoe
Capacity Plan (prepared by Sierra Pacific Power in 1996), Capacity Plan Validation Report (prepared by ZGlobal in 2011), and Liberty’s Electric Transmission System Upgrade (prepared by Tri Sage Consulting in
2011). These documents were not cited in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (although the results of some of these
reports may have informed development of the project and are indirectly referenced in a discussion of
project planning history). No analysis or conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR related to the project’s
potential environmental effects were based on the technical documents requested by the commenter.
The commenter identifies himself and many groups in the Lake Tahoe area and argues that the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR violates all applicable law and public trust. Specific comments are addressed below.
As stated in Chapter 2, Purpose and Need, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, the project is needed based on current
electrical demand. Although projecting future demand is an element of prudent utility system planning,
the results of such planning are not relevant to assessing the environmental effects of the project
proposal. One could make a connection between projecting future demand and project need; however,
as stated above, CalPeco justifies the project without consideration of future electrical demand. Please
also see Master Response 6 for further information on project need. Whether the proposed project was
implemented following the currently anticipated schedule, or delayed because of an unforeseen
reduction in electricity demand, the evaluation of environmental effects in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR would
remain the same.
Development of project alternatives is based in large part on the ability of alternatives to meet project
objectives. The objectives, as identified on page 2-5 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Provide normal capacity for current and projected loads.
Provide reliable capacity to assure adequate service to all customers during
single-contingency outages.
Reduce dependence on the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station.
Reduce the risk of fire hazards and outage durations associated with wooden
poles and encroaching vegetation.
Provide more reliable access to the 625 Line for operation and maintenance
activities.

Past evaluations of anticipated load growth have no appreciable effect on the evaluation of an
alternative’s ability to meet the project objectives. As stated above, where there may be a nexus
between future load growth and project development, this would be related to the timing of project
implementation and not the mechanisms to provide system capacity and reliability. Please also see
Master Response 5 regarding the development of project alternatives.
The lead agencies understand that the commenter has been provided all requested information.
Because these documents contain proprietary information and were not part of the record of cited
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information assembled for the EIS/EIS/EIR, it was necessary to obtain approval from the applicant and
the lead agencies prior to their release. The CPUC, the CEQA lead agency, is familiar with the legal
requirements for an EIR pursuant to CEQA regulations. It is the shared opinion of the lead agencies that
these studies are not necessary to complete the environmental analysis of the project alternatives,
including the no project alternative.
29-3

The lead agencies and applicant have fully complied with the public noticing and involvement
procedures required under NEPA, TRPA regulations, and CEQA.
A looped system is proposed as the fundamental approach for all of the action alternatives evaluated in
detail in the EIS/EIS/EIR because it is an industry-accepted approach to addressing reliability – which is a
fundamental objective of the proposed project. For more information on the development of
alternatives, the commenter is referred to Master Response 5. Master Response 6 addresses questions
related to project need, and Master Response 11 provides more information on the need for a looped
power line configuration. The comment also references the concept of project funding by ratepayers.
Please see Master Response 4 for more information on this topic.

29-4

The comment appears to reference a section in Chapter 1, Introduction, and contends that it does not
meet the legal obligations of the Project Description under CEQA. Section 1.1, Project Requiring
Environmental Analysis, is intended as an introductory section. For a full project description, the
commenter is referred to Chapter 3, Project Alternatives. Chapter 3 discusses the development of
reasonable alternatives and the role of economic feasibility (see pages 3-68 through 3-70). Please refer
to Master Response 4 for information on the CPUC process for evaluating cost recovery via rate
increases.

29-5

The commenter indicates that, because the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not provide details about neighboring
substations, it fails to provide information that is relevant to the public’s understanding of the proposed
project. The commenter also indicates that substations outside of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System serve 30 percent of system loads and contribute to peak demand, but does not provide evidence
to support this assertion.
Different electrical transmission systems are often interconnected, even those owned by different
utilities. In the case of the substations referenced in the comment, they are not owned by CalPeco and
are not part of the system under evaluation. Power can enter or leave North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System via connections to these substations, but these connections cannot be relied upon to
consistently support the North Lake Tahoe System. As indicated in a letter from NV Energy to Liberty
Utilities dated February 19, 2014 (copy of letter provided in Appendix P2a) NV Energy reminds Liberty
Utilities that NV Energy will provide electricity to the North Lake Tahoe Transmission system via the
Incline Village substation on an “emergency” and “as available basis.” As is appropriate for a utility, its
existing customer base must receive priority for electricity deliveries, and only if there is additional
power available would it be transferred to Liberty Utilities. As stated in the letter, “Liberty Utilities
should not consider our prior ability to assist as an indication of our future ability to provide any
permanent solution for Liberty’s loading issues in the North Lake Tahoe area.” It is not appropriate to
expect consistent power deliveries from other utilities on an as needed basis (unless such a business or
contractual relationship has been established), and therefore, relying on this approach does not provide
the system reliability required as part of the proposed project.
The discussion on page 3-2 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is a brief listing of the components of the North Lake
Tahoe Transmission System that are owned by the applicant. Substations and other utility infrastructure
that are not owned by the applicant and cannot be relied upon to consistently serve the North Lake
Tahoe Transmission System are not relevant to the analysis in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
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The comment offers these connections to other utility systems as potential mechanisms to maintain the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System as a loop system. Please see Master Response 5 addressing
project alternatives and Master Response 11 discussing the need for a loop system.
29-6

The commenter states that the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project was originally proposed by
Sierra Pacific Power (which owned the system at that time) in 1996. Sierra Pacific applied for permits for
this project in 2010. After CalPeco acquired the system, experienced electrical system engineers
evaluated the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System and confirmed that the system should be
upgraded because it does not meet applicable regulatory requirements related to reliability, and that
the most prudent, cost effective, and technically-efficient solution would be to complete a 120 kV loop
upgrade. Objectives established for the project include maintenance activities that would bring the
project into compliance with ROW and maintenance standards established by the CPUC to promote
reliable electrical service.
The comment includes various questions that are essentially business and operational decisions. Is
maintenance of the existing 625 Line sufficiently problematic to instigate a change? Does maintenance
of the 625 Line result in higher than necessary costs? Is it appropriate to desire more reliable access to
the 625 Line? While these questions may be of interest to agency decision makers, it is beyond the
scope of the environmental review to evaluate the business or operational decisions of the project
applicant. The environmental review assesses the potential effects of the project as proposed, and of a
reasonable range of alternatives based on the project objectives. Please also see the discussion of
Purpose and Need in Master Response 6.
The comment also asserts that replacing wooden poles with steel poles is a standard practice for any
power line replacement project. This is not the case. The proposed project could be implemented with
wooden poles. However, the applicant has elected to propose the use of steel poles for the additional
resiliency the steel poles provide. Were the project in a desert environment where wildfire risk was not
an issue, the applicant might not include reducing the risk of fire hazard and the associated use of steel
poles as a project objective.
Regarding the concept of objectives related to cost and potential financial effects on rate payers, please
see Master Response 4 which addresses the issue of potential increases in electricity rates.
Regarding the concept of achieving environmental gains from project implementation, this is a policy
issue and not a component of the environmental review process. The environmental review process
identifies and discloses project effects relative to existing conditions, and where necessary, recommends
mitigation to reduce those effects where the identified standards are exceed. While beneficial and
encouraged, there is no obligation to require a net gain for an environmental resource; therefore, there
is no obligation via the environmental review process to consider environmental gain as a project
objective.
The comment mentions relocation of the Tahoe City Substation. Please see Master Response 1 for
further information on this topic.
The NEPA, TRPA, and CEQA processes allow the public, through the scoping period, to get involved and
express concerns, comments, and suggestions about project objectives and alternatives. The 30-day
scoping period for this project was held between March 26, 2012 and April 25, 2012 and included public
scoping meetings on April 17, 2012 in Kings Beach and April 19, 2012 in Truckee. The NTCAA submitted a
scoping comment letter on April 14, 2012.
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The commenter is referred to Master Response 5 for information on the development of project
alternatives. Specific items identified by the commenter, such as combining individual alternatives that
were considered but eliminated from detailed evaluation in the EIS/EIS/EIR, construction of a new
natural gas peak generator plant, and alternative loop scenarios are also addressed in this Master
Response.
The comment excerpts text from CEQA court decisions, providing statements that relate to alternatives
analysis. The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR exceeds CEQA requirements for alternatives analysis by fulfilling the NEPA
requirement of evaluating each alternative at an equal level of detail. A document fulfilling only the
requirements of CEQA could provide a more general analysis of each alternative’s environmental
effects, identifying the relative increase or decrease in effects compared to those identified for the
proposed project. The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR provides a robust analysis of alternatives considered but
eliminated from detailed evaluation; within the 14 page section of the document 12 different
alternatives are evaluated addressing options such as rebuilding on the 650 Line, increasing diesel
generation, using demand management and conservation, and installing a submarine cable within Lake
Tahoe. An EIR is not required to consider every conceivable alternative or alternatives that are infeasible
(California Code of Regulations Section 15126.6[a]). CEQA requires evaluation of the comparative merits
of a range of reasonable alternatives that would feasibly attain most of the project objectives and would
avoid or substantially lessen any identified significant effects. The alternatives analysis in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR meets the requirements of CEQA expressed in the statute, the CEQA Guidelines, and judicial
decisions.

29-8

The comment identifies environmental effects of construction of the 625 Line and questions the
necessity of the line as part of the proposed project. In reference to the assertion that the project would
generate 12,000 vehicle trips along Mt. Watson Road, it is assumed that the commenter is referring to
the estimated 12,495 total truck trips for Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) identified in Table 3-3
(page 3-30 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). If this is correct, the 12,495 truck trips are a total for all elements of
the proposed project (i.e., the 625 Line, the 650 Line, and the substations), and only a fraction of the
12,495 would occur on Mt. Watson Road/Fiberboard Freeway. A more accurate estimate would be to
utilize the number of truck trips attributed to the 625 Line Upgrade, 5,330 trips; however, many of these
trips would be associated with activities in the vicinity of Tahoe City, Kings Beach, and along SR 267 and
would not utilize Mt. Watson Road/Fiberboard Freeway. It is unclear by what mechanism truck trips on
the existing paved Fiberboard Freeway would “forever alter the area” as suggested in the comment.
Regarding the necessity of upgrading the 625 Line, this is an issue in which multiple components of
system design and operation come into play. The commenter is referred to Master Response 5 for more
information on project alternatives, Master Response 6 for more information on project need, and
Master Response 11 addressing the loop system design.

29-9

The primary point conveyed in the comment is that the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System, and in
particular the 625 Line, are more reliable than portrayed in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, and that there may not
be a need to upgrade the 625 Line or move it from its current location to provide additional access. See
response to Comment 29-6 above. It is beyond the scope of the environmental review to determine how
much access is needed to adequately maintain and operate a facility. The commenter is referred to
Master Response 6 for information on project need. The commenter’s requests for several pieces of
data related to the historical reliability of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System have been
conveyed to the applicant, who would be the appropriate entity to provide this information.
The commenter’s observations of current customer satisfaction are not necessarily an appropriate
metric to evaluate reliability of the 625 Line, the 650 Line, or other large power lines within the North
Lake Tahoe Transmission System. There could be multiple incidents of single line failures along the
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system that are not noticed by customers because the existing loop configuration maintains power
deliveries. Conversely, if customers were not satisfied with the reliability of power service, this could be
based entirely on the failure of local distribution lines while the larger power lines experience no
failures.
The commenter is correct in stating that increased vegetation management would reduce the risk of line
failures. Removal of trees from the vegetation management corridor and hazard trees that may be
outside the corridor would reduce the potential for trees and branches to fall on and damage the line.
However, development of budgets for vegetation management and allocations of vegetation
management funds to various facilities are topics outside the scope of the environmental review
process.
The lead agencies have independently reviewed the language in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR related to existing
system reliability and damage/outage risk and maintain that the descriptions are suitable for the
EIS/EIS/EIR.
29-10 The purpose of NEPA, CEQA, and similar TRPA regulations is to disclose the environmental impacts of an
application. Economic feasibility is considered only in terms of developing reasonable and feasible
alternatives to reduce identified environmental impacts. The potential cost to construct the proposed
project is not an environmental effect appropriate for analysis in the environmental document. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for information on the process through which the CPUC
determines rate recovery of project costs and Master Response 5 on the development of project
alternatives.
29-11 The commenter’s understanding of the purpose of the looped power system design is noted. The
assertion that the 625 Line only serves as a conveyance for single contingency power needs outside the
Lake Tahoe Basin is incorrect. For example, if the 650 Line were to fail near Brockway Summit, then the
625 Line would be used to carry power from Tahoe City to Kings Beach. Similarly, if the 629 Line were to
fail south of Squaw Valley, the 625 Line would be the sole source of power to Tahoe City, delivering
power routed through Kings Beach. Also see Master Response 11 addressing the looped power system.
29-12 NEPA, TRPA, and CEQA regulations do not require that the cost of the preferred alternative be evaluated
against the cost of other alternatives. The analysis of project costs and cost-causation is separate from
the analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposal. Also see response to Comment 29-10 above.

Letter
30
Response

Friends of Lake Tahoe
Roger Patching, President
January 3, 2014

30-1

The comment expresses objection to the project and suggests that it is unnecessary. Please see Master
Response 6 regarding the need for the proposed project.

30-2

The commenter suggests that the only part of the project that is necessary is upgrade of the 650 Line
between Truckee and Northstar. While this upgrade alone would address some immediate concerns, it
would not address reliability issues in other portions of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System. See
Master Response 6 regarding the need for all elements of the proposed project and Master Response 11
regarding the function and value of a looped power line configuration. See Master Response 4 for
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information on cost recovery for project expenses and the rate setting process. Regarding consideration
of other system loop configurations, please see Master Response 5 addressing project alternatives.
30-3

The comment expresses concern about impacts pertaining to tree removal, wildlife, SEZs, and scenic
effects. These impacts are addressed in the EIS/EIS/EIR. See Master Response 4 for further discussion
regarding rate recovery and Master Response 6 regarding project need.

30-4

As discussed in Master Response 5 and Master Response 11, the upgrade of the 625 Line is necessary to
improve reliability to the entire service territory. Master Response 5 addresses consideration of other
system loop configurations.
The commenter’s concerns about project cost and the potential for electric utility rate increases are
noted. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for information on the process through which
the CPUC determines rate recovery of project costs.

30-5

The comment reiterates objection to the project and summarizes previous comments pertaining to
need, rate increases, and environmental impacts. See responses to Comments 30-1 through 30-4.

Letter
31
Response

Friends of Tahoe Vista
Ellie Waller
December 4, 2013

31-1

The commenter expresses concern about the potential for the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project to result in a rate increase and questions whether the project is needed. These issues are
addressed in Master Response 4 and Master Response 6, respectively.

31-2

These comments pertain to other items discussed at the TRPA APC’s December 4, 2013 meeting and not
to the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. No response is necessary.

31-3

Cumulative impacts of the 625 and 650 Electrical Upgrade Project are assessed in the impact discussions
for each of the resource areas evaluated in Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental
Consequences, and Mitigation Measures. Growth inducement is evaluated in Section 5.5, Growth
Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project, and further information is provided in Master Response 7.

31-4

Table 4.1-2 has been updated to include the anticipated number of units for the TRPA-approved
Homewood Mountain Resort Master Plan and the Boulder Bay Project.

31-5

The commenter inquires as to why the Kings Beach and Tahoe Vista community plans were not listed
with the Tahoe City Community Plan in the description of the regulatory setting in Section 4.4, Scenic
Resources. In brief, the proposed project is located outside these community plan boundaries. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 10 regarding consistency with Kings Beach and Tahoe Vista
community plans.

31-6

The commenter notes that potential changes to the scenic character of the area that would result from
the project include increased visibility of the 625 Line along the Fiberboard Freeway and more visually
prominent infrastructure near the Tahoe Rim Trail and SR 267. These project effects are described in
Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, and Section 4.8, Recreation, of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Setback of the proposed
power lines along SR 267 to meet the scenic thresholds is proposed under Alternative 3 (Road Focused
Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) (see pages 4.4-75 through 4.4-81 and 4.4-86
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through 4.4-88 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). The commenter is referred to Master Response 9 for more
information on TRPA scenic thresholds.
31-7

The commenter notes that use of helicopters during construction could affect residents outside of the
notification area identified in APM NOI-1 and the 1,000-foot vicinity identified in APM NOI-2, and
suggests that the applicant post scheduled activities and expected hours of operation on its website and
in local newspapers one week prior to commencement. Other APMs, such as APM NOI-3, which
designates a disturbance coordinator responsible for responding to local noise complaints, and APM
NOI-9, under which helicopter flight patterns would be designed to minimize flights over residential
areas are included in the project to address this concern. As discussed under Impact 4.14-1 for each
action alternative, potential impacts from helicopter and construction equipment noise would be
actively managed with the incorporation of APMs to maintain acceptable levels. No significant impacts
associated with the use of helicopters would be reduced through additional notification requirements.
The significant impact associated with nighttime construction activities would be reduced to a less than
significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.14-1. The TRPA noise ordinance applies
within the Tahoe Basin, including those portions of the Basin that are part of Placer County.

31-8

The comment questions the conclusion in the EIS/EIS/EIR that decommissioning the existing 625 Line
would result in a long-term benefit for northern goshawk habitat, calling it misleading, and inquires as to
how long it would take for trees to fully mature following line decommissioning.
The comment implies that suitable goshawk habitat is comprised of individual large trees only, without
consideration of other ecological factors that influence habitat function and suitability. As described in
the EIS/EIS/EIR, the post-restoration conditions of temporary construction areas would not be outside
the range of habitat types that contribute to suitable goshawk habitat and territories; goshawk habitat is
typically a mosaic of nesting and foraging habitats, consisting of mature forest stands interspersed with
patches of native shrub and herbaceous vegetation.
As described in the EIS/EIS/EIR, forest or other native vegetation recruitment, development, and
succession within the decommissioned ROWs would benefit goshawk habitat in those areas by providing
additional cover and foraging habitat for goshawks and their prey species. Additionally, APM BIO-37
requires that decommissioned ROWs be evaluated for soil compaction or other factors that could limit
the recruitment and reestablishment of native vegetation over time, and apply appropriate treatments
to facilitate native vegetation development as needed. Also, no goshawk nest sites/stands are known to
occur within areas where potential habitat would be permanently removed. In addition to the
regeneration of native vegetation in the abandoned 625 Line corridor, eliminating existing vegetation
management and maintenance activities within the existing 625 Line would reduce levels of human
disturbance and potential impacts to goshawk and other wildlife at those locations.
For purposes of the analysis, potential habitat for northern goshawk was generally assumed to include
all conifer forest types mapped in the study area; this includes areas of sparse canopy closure and forest
gaps, small trees, and areas adjacent to high-levels of human disturbance. This assumption is
conservative, because not all of these areas likely function as suitable nesting or foraging habitat, due to
variability in stand structure and canopy closure, forage quality, presence of potential nesting trees,
levels of existing disturbance, and other biophysical factors. Therefore, the habitat acreage values
referenced throughout the analysis overestimate the potential effect on goshawk habitat. Overall, the
level of benefit to goshawk habitat as a result of decommissioning the existing 625 Line is considered
commensurate with the type of impacts on goshawk habitat assumed in the analysis.

31-9
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avoidance, work could continue on other parts of the alignment and construction activities could be
performed in the avoidance area once APM/mitigation/permit conditions allowed.
As detailed in APM BIO-12, vegetation management and treatment would not occur within 0.5 mile of
active northern goshawk nests during the breeding season (February 15 to September 15). A qualified
biologist would have the ability to amend the start and end dates of these breeding seasons with
concurrence from appropriate resources agencies if it can be determined that breeding has not started
or that fledglings have left the nest. If the location of a nest site within a protected activity center is
unknown, either surveys would be required to locate the nest stand and determine nesting status or, as
an alternative to surveys, an activity buffer would be applied to the 0.25-mile area surrounding the
protected activity center. The activity buffer may be waived for vegetation treatments of limited scope
and duration, when a biological evaluation determines that such work is unlikely to result in breeding
disturbance considering intensity, duration, timing, and specific location. Where a biological evaluation
concludes that a nest site would be shielded from planned activities by topographic features that
minimize disturbance, the buffer distance may be modified in coordination with the USFS.
31-10 The commenter’s desire to see the potential amendment to PAS 019 fully vetted by the TRPA Governing
Board is noted by TRPA planning staff. This matter will be considered by the Governing Board and
evaluated in the context of all applicable TRPA codes and policies.
31-11 The Fiberboard Freeway is a joint ownership road. It was first constructed by a private landowner and
when the surrounding land was sold, the owner retained use rights to maintain access to remaining
parcels of land. Southern Pacific Industries and Northstar are two of the other joint owners, along with
USFS. All owners share in maintenance of the road.
The applicant has an existing master permit with the USFS for the 625 and 650 Lines that would be
amended to accommodate the proposed project (if approved). An access management agreement
would be prepared that would ultimately be included in the amended master permit. Conditions of use
of USFS roads, including portions of the Fiberboard Freeway on USFS lands, would be part of the access
management agreement. Conditions of use for individual roads would depend upon various factors,
including the status of the road (i.e., its intended use within the USFS road system, the existing condition
of the road, whether it requires upgrading, whether it would be used exclusively by CalPeco for project
access and then be restored and closed, or if it is a general access road that would be kept open for the
public.) All conditions of use would be detailed in the master permit amendment and access
management plan (Rodman pers. comm. 2014).
For portions of the Fiberboard Freeway not on USFS lands, CalPeco would negotiate easements or
access agreements with the landowner.
As stated on page 3-28 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, if any roads are damaged during project construction,
they would be repaired to pre-project conditions prior to project completion.
31-12 These comments pertain to other items discussed at the TRPA APC’s December 4, 2013 meeting and not
to the proposed project or Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. No response is necessary.
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Friends of Tahoe Vista
Ellie Waller
January 4, 2014

The comment indicates that utility customers in the Lake Tahoe Basin would be required to pay for the
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project and questions whether the purpose of the project is
reliability or to serve proposed expansions at Northstar and Squaw Valley resorts. The commenter also
requests statistic on historical electricity demand within the Lake Tahoe Basin and at the area resorts.
Responses to the commenter’s concerns can be found in several master responses. See Master
Response 4 for information on electrical rates, Master Response 6 for information on project need, and
Master Response 7 for information on the potential growth-inducing impacts of the project.
Regarding Mr. Smart’s statement at the December 4, 2013 TRPA APC Meeting, please see response to
Comment 28-8 that also addresses this issue. In summary, the answer from Mr. Smart does not indicate
that the project is not needed; it simply states that the CPUC is not currently requiring that CalPeco
implement the project, as the CPUC does not specify or order projects. Rather, the CPUC is a regulatory
agency focused on application of codes and regulations.

32-2

Please refer to Master Response 5 regarding alternatives development; Master Response 6, which
discusses the need for the project and includes the results of an independent peer review of the needs
assessment; and Master Response 11 addressing the loop system design.

32-3

The discussion in Section 3.2.4, System Reliability, Operation, and Capacity, was developed to broadly
explain the existing condition of the electrical system. No part of this discussion is dependent on the
relative electricity use by different consumers. However, the EIS/EIS/EIR does acknowledge that snow
making has been a key component of demand. As indicated in Section 2.1.3, System Capacity Demands,
“[d]emand in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is greatest during the winter months…as a
result of electric heating of homes, businesses, and tourist accommodations, and ski resort loads,
including ski lifts and snow-making” (page 2-2). The additional information requested by the commenter
is not available nor does it affect the environmental analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR. CalPeco must respond to
electrical demands, including peak demands, regardless of the source. As identified in Master Response
11, there are only limited mechanisms for the location of demand along a loop to affect the need for
capacity and reliability along the entirety of the loop.

32-4

The commenter requests a demand assessment for four categories of customers that identifies which
users are causing reduced system reliability. This request is noted, but is not necessary for the
environmental analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Please also see Master Response 6 addressing project need
and Master Response 11 addressing the function of a loop system.

32-5

Improving system reliability for the entire North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is a key objective of
the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. It is beyond the scope of the environmental document
to speculate on modifications to another project that may occur absent the proposed electrical line
upgrade.

32-6

Project phasing is described in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (page 3-60). Refer
to Master Response 6 for information on project need and Master Response 11 regarding operation of a
loop system. The data requested in the comment is noted, but would not affect the analysis or
conclusions in the EIS/EIS/EIR, especially in light of the information provided in Master Responses 6 and
11.
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Table 4.1-2 has been updated to include the anticipated number of units for the TRPA-approved
Homewood Mountain Resort Master Plan and the Boulder Bay Project.
The cumulative impacts of the proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project are addressed in
the impact discussions for each of the 13 environmental issue areas evaluated in Chapter 4, Affected
Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures, in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
The project’s capacity to accommodate growth is evaluated in Section 5.5, Growth-Inducing Impacts of
the Proposed Project, in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Summarizing from Section 5.5, the upgrade of the 625 and 650
Lines would be growth accommodating, as it would remove an obstacle to planned development. The
environmental effects of growth, in and of itself, are not assumed to be necessarily beneficial,
detrimental, or inconsequential (see Section 15126.2(d) of the State CEQA Guidelines). Rather, the
potential for increased population growth to tax existing community services, resulting in the
construction of new facilities that could result in environmental effects, and the potential for the project
to encourage or facilitate other projects that could have detrimental effects on the environment, are
considered. The growth accommodated by the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project is anticipated
by, and consistent with, local land use plans and growth management policies. Therefore, the types of
growth accommodated by the project are assumed to properly characterize the potential for increased
demand on community services and potential environmental impacts. Also see Master Response 7 on
growth inducement for more information on this topic.

32-8

The commenter is referred to Master Response 10 with regard to consistency with Kings Beach and
Tahoe Vista community plans. In summary, project facilities are not proposed within the boundaries of
these plan areas.

32-9

The comment requests information on the costs associated with use of the Fiberboard Freeway (wear
and tear from construction and ongoing use) and indicates that financial information is required to
establish financial feasibility of alternatives. Commenter is referred to response to Comment 31-11 for
additional detail regarding financial obligations for repair and maintenance of the Fiberboard Freeway.
The physical change brought about by the project (road wear) would be addressed by the master permit
amendment and the access management plan, as described in the referenced response. Any
interactions between the project applicant and other entities relevant to the environmental analysis are
referenced in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Other materials or correspondence not part of the NEPA/TRPA/CEQA
administrative record are not provided as part of this environmental review process.

32-10 Provision of the requested correspondence is beyond the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR and the content of
any correspondence would not further inform the environmental analysis. As with any portion of the
project, CalPeco would negotiate access easements with the land owner, if required.
32-11 The number of construction trips associated with the project varies according to construction phase and
construction activity. Appendix M, Air Quality, of the EIS/EIS/EIR shows the number of construction trips
associated with each of the construction activities for the 625 Line upgrade. These trips are not
identified by roadway, but since roughly 3/4 to 2/3 of the existing 625 Line and the proposed alignment
are accessed off of the Fiberboard Freeway, these trip numbers can give an indication of anticipated
construction-related traffic levels.
The average daily truck traffic varies from 7 trips per day to 27 trips per day, depending upon the
particular construction activity. Refer to sheet 237 of Appendix M, Air Quality Data, in the EIS/EIS/EIR for
average daily truck trips by construction activity.
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32-12 The comment requests identification of the process for snow removal and access for maintenance issues
on the Fiberboard Freeway. Snow removal would not be conducted; as with existing wintertime
maintenance operations, over-snow vehicles would be used.
32-13 The comment requests maps identifying which roads would be modified, the width of roadway required,
and the number of trees that would be removed during construction or modification of access ways.
Appendix F of the EIS/EIS/EIR shows the USFS roads anticipated for use under each alternative.
Appendix B of the EIS/EIS/EIR shows dirt roads where improvement would be needed for each
alternative. The environmental effects of road improvement are addressed in the Chapter 4 resource
area discussions, including but not limited to 4.3, Forestry Resources; 4.5, Geology, Soils, Land
Capability, and Coverage; 4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality; and 4.7, Biological Resources.
Table ES-1a in the Executive Summary of the EIS/EIS/EIR provides a comparison of resource impacts by
line segment, including an estimate of the number of trees greater than 1-inch dbh that would be
removed by line segment, miles of road that would require improvement, and miles of USFS Roads that
are expected to need improvement. Table 4.7-8 in the EIS/EIS/EIR shows the acreage of common
vegetation community/habitat types in the permanent and temporary ROW for each alternative.
Permanent effect is based on the 40-foot-wide permanent electric line ROW for single-circuit segments
and a 65-foot-wide permanent electric line ROW for double-circuit segments that would remain
following project completion plus new and improved access roads. Habitat types include red fir forest,
white fir forest, Jeffrey pine forest, and Sierran mixed conifer forest.
While the exact number and size class of trees was not inventoried in the field, the estimate in Table ES1a and the acreage comparison of habitat types provided allows a reasoned assessment of the impacts
of each alternative on vegetation and habitats. The separation of impacts related to roadways from the
project’s overall footprint is not necessary to make a determination as to the overall impact of the
project on habitat types and trees. However, the tree removal and roadway data provided by Segment
in Table ES-1a coupled with the various maps and exhibits showing the segment boundaries could be
used to roughly correlate tree removal to particular roadway/accessway segments.
Impact 4.7-4 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR addresses tree removal for each alternative. All action alternatives
would result in substantial tree removal as defined by TRPA (i.e., project activities of 3 acres or more
and proposing the removal of more than 100 live trees 14 inches dbh or larger). Though the specific
number and size classes of trees that would be removed has not been recorded via a “timber cruise”
(i.e., field recordation), it would be more than 100 trees 14 inches or greater dbh and would include a
large number that are greater than 24 inches dbh.
Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, page 3-28, describes “new access ways” in
locations where a new vehicle travel pathway would be created where one does not currently exist. A
majority of the mileage of new access ways would be within the power line ROWs providing “centerline
access routes” (see Table 3-2, New and Improved Access Ways Required under the Action Alternatives).
The centerline access routes would be approximately 10 feet wide, and although “centerline” is in the
category title, in reality the route would move back and forth within the power line ROW, going on
either side of power poles, avoiding boulders and other barriers, and responding to topography. In
addition, turnouts (30 feet wide) would be needed approximately every 1,000 feet for vehicle passing.
New access ways outside the power line ROW would be similar to centerline access routes in all respects
except for location. They would first be developed during project construction to support construction
vehicle access to the ROW. Many of the new access ways would consist of short spur roads connecting
existing roadways to nearby portions of the power line ROW.
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New access ways requiring grading/earth moving due to terrain would be approximately 10 feet wide
for straight sections and up to 25-feet wide at curves to safely allow the movement of construction
equipment and vehicles to each site. Cut and fill slopes would disturb a wider area.
32-14 The commenter provides text from the explanation of terms included in Section 4.4.2, Existing
Conditions/Affected Environment. While this text indicates that general terms are used to describe
existing conditions, the discussion is not stating that the analysis included in Section 4.4.4,
Environmental Consequences and Recommended Mitigation Measures, is general. The analysis in the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was prepared in accordance with TRPA’s scenic codes and regulations (see Section 4.4,
Scenic Resources, and Section 5.8, Consequences for TRPA Threshold Carrying capacities).
Undergrounding portions of the power line was considered, but eliminated from further detailed
evaluation (see pages 3-77 through 3-78 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). Relocation of the power lines in the SR
267 scenic corridor was also analyzed in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (see Impact 4.4-2 for Alternative 3 on
pages 4.4-75 to 4.4-82 and Impact 4.4-2 for Alternative 4 on pages 4.4-86 through 4.4-88). The
commenter is also referred to Master Response 9 regarding TRPA scenic thresholds and Master
Response 2 related to the assessment of undergounding the upgraded facilities.
The project’s consistency with applicable, adopted policies is evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR. The Northstar
Mountain Master Plan has not been approved. As such, it is considered in the cumulative analysis
(particularly in Section 4.8, Recreation, and Section 4.11, Public Services and Utilities). The commenter is
also referred to Table G2 in Appendix G of the EIS/EIS/EIR, which provides an analysis of project
consistency with applicable land use plans.
32-15 The commenter is referred to Master Response 8 regarding design of project facilities. Substantial
information on project design elements is also provided in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR. In addition, the visual simulations included in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, in the
EIS/EIS/EIR provides a visual comparison of existing poles and new poles, including color, size, and
number of conductors. The process through which alternative power line alignments were developed is
discussed further in Master Response 5.
32-16 The commenter is referred to Master Response 9 regarding TRPA scenic thresholds and responses above
related to adherence to TRPA and Placer County ordinances. Also note that Section 4.4, Scenic
Resources, in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was prepared in accordance with TRPA regulations, including those
pertaining to Roadway Travel Unit ratings. TRPA Threshold Carrying Capacities are evaluated in Section
5.8, Consequences for TRPA Threshold Carrying Capacities.
32-17 The Placer County requirements cited by the commenter do not apply to the proposed project because:
1) geological and engineering constraints have been identified that prohibit undergrounding; 2) the
CPUC’s preemptive jurisdiction and direct responsibility over the construction, maintenance, and
operation of public utilities in the State of California means that no local discretionary permits (e.g.,
conditional use permits) or local plan consistency reconciliations are anticipated for the proposed project;
and 3) the project does not include proposed development. A description of, and analysis of conformity
with, applicable local ordinances is included in the EIS/EIS/EIR in pertinent sections of Chapter 4 and
Appendix G.
32-18 The comment notes that APM SCE-1 stipulates the timing and location of pile burning to reduce the
potential for impacts to scenic quality, but other effects of pile burning are not addressed in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR.
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The proposed methods of vegetation clearing are discussed in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (pages 3-64 to 3-65). As indicated in this discussion, material would be chipped,
removed, or lopped and scattered within 150 feet of a high public use or travel area. Pile burning would
not be used. Therefore, the text in APM SCE-1 related to pile burning has been removed from the Final
EIS/EIS/EIR.
The text of APM SCE-1 now reads as follows (with additional edits in response to other input):
The following measures will be implemented during construction:



















Construction activities will be kept as clean and inconspicuous as practical.
Construction storage and staging will be screened, where practical, with opaque fencing
from close-range residential views and public viewing areas.
Slash treatment within the immediate foreground (50 feet) will be chipping,
mastication, or by lop and scatter as determined by the applicable land owner/manager.
If hand-piling and burning is utilized, piles will be located away from the edge of the
roadway. Piles will be constructed to minimize residual unburnable material (resulting
from pile compaction and/or high dirt content) and damage to remaining trees. Pile
burning will be accomplished the following fall or spring, when possible. Pile burning will
be planned and implemented to minimize scorching of existing non-fire-killed
vegetation.
When “cut-tree” marks are utilized, marks will be placed on back sides of trees or away
from views of the travelling public.
Within the immediate to middle-distance foreground (300 feet), log skidding trails will
be re-graded, to the degree possible, back to their original, natural contour and
rehabilitated with vegetation.
Non-affected timber and ground vegetation will be protected during harvesting and
slash treatment.
Trees and vegetation within the “clear zone” that do not pose a risk to power lines will
be preserved.
Visual diversity of the ground surface will be maintained through irregular scatter of
limbs, seeding, and other means as practicable.
Barriers/boulders/downed logs will be placed in strategic locations to discourage the
establishment of user-created trails. Implement restoration of temporary access ways in a
manner that minimizes visibility from intersecting roads.



Cut stumps will be 6-inch maximum height measured from the uphill side.

32-19 The comment references several documents related to the evaluation of roadways under the TRPA
scenic thresholds and requests clarification that the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would
not violate the scenic threshold. See Master Response 9 on TRPA scenic thresholds as well as Section
5.8, Consequences for TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities.
32-20 As described for Impact 4.14-1, combining noise levels from heavy duty equipment and a helicopter at
active construction sites would result in hourly average noise levels of up to 88 A-weighted decibels
(dBA) equivalent noise level during line stringing activities and up to 88 dBA equivalent noise level
during site preparation activities, with maximum noise levels of up to 101 dBA at 50 feet from
construction activities. The helicopter flight paths would be coordinated with the Federal Aviation
Administration, Caltrans, and with permitting agencies through the development of a flight plan.
Helicopters traveling to construction sites would normally operate at a higher altitude than they would
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in the immediate vicinity of construction sites where they would pick up and drop off equipment and
personnel. Therefore, overflight areas would not be subject to noise levels as high as described for the
construction sites. As noted in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, helicopter operations would only be used
in remote areas where access is limited. These areas would be less likely to have sensitive receptors and
implementation of APM NOI-9 will minimize flights over residential areas.
The comment suggests that the applicant post scheduled activities and expected hours of operation on
their website and in local newspapers one week prior to commencement. Established APMs (such as
APM NOI-3, which designates a disturbance coordinator responsible for responding to local noise
complaints, and APM NOI-9, under which helicopter flight patterns will be designed to minimize flights
over residential areas) are already included in the project to address concerns related to far reaching
noise impacts from helicopters and blasting. As discussed under Impact 4.14-1 for each action
alternative, potential impacts from helicopter and construction equipment noise would be actively
managed at acceptable (i.e., less than significant) levels with the incorporation of APMs. There are no
significant impacts associated with the use of helicopters that would be reduced through additional
notification requirements. The significant impact associated with nighttime construction activities would
be reduced to a less than significant level with implementation of Mitigation Measure 4.14-1.
Noise limitations applicable to the project area include TRPA noise regulations that apply within the Lake
Tahoe Basin; Placer County noise restrictions that apply to those portions of the project in Placer County
outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin; and the Town of Truckee noise regulations within the town limits of
Truckee. The noise limitations for construction activities are described for each area in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR on pages 4.14-3 through 4.14-10.
32-21 This comment requests that Final EIS/EIS/EIR cite the TRPA Code that allows TRPA environmental
threshold carrying capacity noise standards for highway corridors to supersede the noise standards in a
PAS or Community Plan. The information in Table 4.14-2 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR was obtained from
page 2-26 of the 2012 Regional Plan.
For additional clarity on this issue, the text on page 4.14-3 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR that explains TRPA’s
Goals and Policies is revised as follows:
The Noise Subelement also contains the following policy statement:
It shall be the policy of the TRPA Governing Board in the development of the Regional
Plan to define, locate, and establish CNEL levels for transportation corridors. The Noise
Subelement established the following CNEL values for transportation corridors:




US Highway 50 (US 50)—65 dBA
State Routes (SRs) 89, 207, 28, 267, and 431—55 dBA
South Lake Tahoe Airport—60 dBA

The highway CNEL standards override the land-use-based CNELs and are limited to an
area within 300 feet from the edge of the road (TRPA 2012a: 2-26). The airport CNEL
standard applies to those areas affected by the approved flight patterns for each
airport, as included in their Airport Master Plan and Airport Land Use Plan.
In addition, the sources for Table 4.14-2 have been revised as shown:
Sources: TRPA 2012a, TRPA 2012b
USDA Forest Service/TRPA/CPUC
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32-22 For details about the proposed staging areas, the commenter is referred to the descriptions in Section
3.3.1, Common Project Features of the Action Alternatives, where the necessity and extent of
vegetation removal and grading is addressed separately for each of the proposed staging areas (refer to
pages 3-34 through 3-36 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). Regarding the SPI Staging Area, the discussion on page
3-35 describes the improvements that would be made to the existing access road (i.e., trimming of
vegetation encroaching on the road, minor grading) and indicates that the new access way would be
temporary resulting in approximately 0.3 acres of new disturbance. Also on page 3-35, “minor access
improvements” required at the Kings Beach Substation are defined to include “removal of
approximately 10 trees that have established within the right of way.”
The detailed description of the Kings Beach Staging Area on page 3-35 includes the statement that the
site was formerly used as a landfill area. This statement may have been misleading. In fact, there is no
documentation that the site was used as a permitted or regulated landfill. The area does not appear in
public databases of hazardous materials sites maintained by the California Department of Toxic
Substances Control or the SWRCB, nor is it included on the California Department of Resource Recycling
and Recovery’s database of current and former landfills. Rather, informal observation of debris (such as
broken ceramic fragments) by the lead agencies during site visits lead to the conclusion that this remote
site may have been used to dispose of trash at some point in the past. This type of historical dumping is
not uncommon on remote USFS roads. The unclear text on page 3-35 has been revised and now reads:
“This site was formerly used as a landfill and, as a result, has a previously-disturbed area that
measures approximately 300 feet by 300 feet and may have historically been used locally as a
disposal site for inert refuse.”
The use of helicopters at staging areas is also discussed in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR. As indicated on page 3-33, helicopters would be employed at staging sites with large areas
that have been previously disturbed, and no additional grading would be required. However, some
vegetation clearing may be required to provide a safe operating environment. This vegetation removal is
included in the description of work required at each of the staging areas, as summarized above.
Potential access restrictions on local roadways, including those associated with use of the staging areas,
are evaluated in Section 4.12, Traffic and Transportation. No potentially significant impacts to access
have been identified. However, the project does include APM TRAN-1, which obligates the applicant to
prepare a Traffic Control Plan. This plan would, among other provisions, include public outreach advising
the travelling public of construction activity and travel restrictions.
32-23 Stringing sites are shown for all action alternatives in the detailed maps included as Appendix B to the
EIS/EIS/EIR. Tree removal required to ensure safe equipment operation in these areas of temporary
disturbance is analyzed throughout the EIS/EIS/EIR. Tree removal estimates were based on the
Supplemental Forestry and Vegetation Management Report included as Appendix H to the EIS/EIS/EIR.
These estimates include tree removal required for stringing sites, but do not account for tree removal at
each of the stringing sites separately. Tree removal estimates assumed removal of all trees at all
stringing sites, which is unlikely to be needed. It is not anticipated that the entire area of each stringing
site would be disturbed during construction. Sufficient area is provided at each stringing site to allow the
construction contractor the flexibility to implement different approaches during line stringing and
tensioning. However, APMs such as APM BIO-28 that limit vegetation and tree removal to only the area
necessary for construction would still apply. Therefore, the overall estimates of tree removal are likely
higher, and thus more conservative from an impact analysis standpoint, than would actually occur.
Providing estimates of tree removal at each stringing site would not alter the impact analysis or
conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
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32-24 Detailed information on the staging areas under evaluation is provided in Chapter 3, Project
Alternatives, in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR on pages 3-33 to 3-36. As explained in this discussion, it is not
known at this time which of the staging areas would be used. Details such as the exact timing of use or
quantity of materials requiring storage cannot be accurately estimated until an alternative is approved,
final project design is complete, a construction contractor has been selected, and the contractor has
collaborated with the applicant and regulatory agencies regarding the specific details of implementing
the construction process. The decision about which staging areas to use would depend on several
factors, including negotiations with land owners. Access to the staging areas is assessed throughout the
document and included on most of the exhibits in the document (for example, refer to Exhibit 3-4 [a-d]).
Land use and zoning of these project elements is addressed in Section 4.2, Land Use, and land use
designations are depicted on Exhibits 4.2-3 through 4.2-5.
32-25 The comment requests documentation of approval from lead agencies for tree removal within the 150foot hazard tree border zone, and an estimate of hazard tree removal within the ROW. The referenced
statement from the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR does not represent authorization for hazard tree removal, but
agreement among the lead agencies that the impact assessment methodology used in the EIS/EIS/EIR
would assume that hazard tree removal would occur within 75-feet from each side of the power line.
Beyond this 150-foot wide corridor, it is highly unlikely that there would be diseased or damaged trees
tall enough to fall across the elevated conductor. An estimate of hazard tree removal is provided in
Table ES-1 (a-c) of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
32-26 The comment requests information about the change in views that could result from hazard tree
removal and potential impacts on the TRPA scenic thresholds. Removal of hazard trees is considered
throughout the EIS/EIS/EIR impact analysis as part of the proposed project. The change in visual quality
at each of the identified key viewpoints is assessed in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR under Impact 4.4-2 for each
of the action alternatives and in Section 5.8, Consequences for the TRPA Environmental Threshold
Carrying Capacities (see pages 5-25 through 5-27). The commenter is also referred to response to
Comment 28-3 for more information pertaining to the potential effects of hazard tree removal on
existing recreation areas and consistency of the impact analysis with TRPA’s environmental threshold
carrying capacities, and Master Response 9 related to TRPA scenic thresholds.
32-27 The commenter expresses concern over potential impacts to common biological resources and large
trees. This portion of the comment is essentially identical to a portion of Comment 28-10; please see
response to Comment 28-10.
The comment requests clarification related to potential impacts within TRPA disturbance zones,
suggests that the project would violate the TRPA Code of Ordinances, and states that an impact
conclusion of significant and unavoidable is unacceptable (presumably referring to impacts related to
goshawk disturbance zones under Alternatives 1 and 2). The comment inaccurately refers to “70+ acres”
of impact on TRPA disturbance zones. As detailed in Table 4.7-10, vegetation removal under Alternative
1 (PEA Alternative) and Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative) would result in a net permanent habitat loss
within TRPA-designated disturbance zones around historic northern goshawk nests in nonurban areas of
3.2 and 6.4 acres, respectively. As described in Chapter 5, Other NEPA-, TRPA-, and CEQA-Mandated
Sections, this impact would conflict with the nondegradation standard of the TRPA Code for goshawk
disturbance zones and is prohibited by TRPA. Implementation of Alternative 3 (Road Focused
Alternative) or Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would not conflict with the nondegradation
standard established in the Code, because a small net gain or enhancement of habitat within the
nonurban portion of the disturbance zones relative to existing conditions would occur. Section 4.7,
Biological Resources, and Chapter 5, Other NEPA-, TRPA-, and CEQA-Mandated Sections, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR include a full discussion and rationale for impacts to TRPA disturbance zones and consistency
of project alternatives with TRPA threshold standards. As discussed in Chapter 5, although Alternative 1
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and Alternative 2 would conflict with the Code and constitute a significant impact, implementation of
any of the action alternatives is not expected to affect attainment of the Threshold Standard for
northern goshawk (maintain a minimum of 12 reproductively active territories), because impacts to
goshawk reproductive success, territory occupancy, or population size are not anticipated. In addition, if
necessary, Alternatives 1 and 2 could be modified to further limit effects on TRPA-designated
disturbance zones around historic goshawk nests in nonurban areas.
32-28 The comment relates to consistency of the proposed project with the Northstar Habitat Management
Plan (HMP). Proposed project activities on Northstar lands (Northstar Substation) would occur within
and near the boundary of HMP Zones A and C. Zone A is designated as Developed Community; Zone C is
designated as Intensive Recreation Use Area. Allowable land uses and conservation/management
measures within each HMP zone are described in the HMP. The proposed project would not conflict
with HMP goals, objectives, or allowable land uses.
32-29 The comment expresses disagreement with the proposed mitigation for disturbance or loss of sensitive
habitats, including waters of the United States, waters of the state, riparian habitat, and SEZs. The
comment references Mitigation Measure 4.7-2a (Compensate for Unavoidable Loss of Stream and
Riparian Habitat) and states that contributing to a mitigation bank (which is one option included in
Mitigation Measure 4.7-2a) would not be adequate and compensation for impacts within the Lake
Tahoe Basin must occur within the Basin. The commenter is referred to Mitigation Measure 4.7-2b
(Compensate for Unavoidable Loss of SEZ), which would be implemented specifically to compensate for
impacts on SEZ within the Basin and ensure consistency with the TRPA Code. Mitigation Measure 4.7-2b
requires that, in instances where there is no feasible alternative to avoid SEZ in the Basin, CalPeco
mitigate all impacts within the boundaries of SEZs by restoring SEZ habitat (LCD 1b) in the surrounding
area, or other appropriate area as determined by TRPA, at a minimum ratio of 1.5:1, consistent with
TRPA Code. In regard to timing of mitigation measures, Mitigation Measure 4.7-2a references its nexus
with a California Department of Fish and Wildlife streambed alteration agreement consistent with
Section 1602 of the Fish and Game Code. This permit must be obtained before effects on stream and
riparian habitat take place; therefore all permit conditions and compensatory mitigation obligations
must be confirmed before impacts occur. Mitigation Measure 4.7-2b has a similar nexus with Section
1602 of the Fish and Game Code, as well as a reference to preparation of a restoration plan as part of
APM BIO-36, which states that the plan must be completed prior to construction. Therefore, all permit
conditions and compensatory mitigation obligations related to Mitigation Measure 4.7-2b must also be
confirmed before impacts occur.
32-30 The comment refers to Mitigation Measure 4.7-5 (Utilize Local Native Seed and Notify Noxious Weed
Coordinator). In the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the measure states that, after project completion, the USFS
noxious weed coordinator shall be notified so that the project area can be monitored by the USFS, if
desired. The comment states that the Final EIS/EIS/EIR should specify that such monitoring is a
requirement.
Although applicable APMs (BIO-3, BIO-4, BIO-5, BIO-6, BIO-7, BIO-8, BIO-24, BIO-26, BIO-30, and BIO-36)
have been incorporated into the project design to minimize, avoid, and reduce potential adverse effects
of noxious weeds, Mitigation Measure 4.7-5 was specifically developed to ensure consistency with the
Forest Service Noxious Weed Management strategy. Therefore, as it relates to consistency with this
strategy, the determination as to whether and how frequently to monitor for weeds following project
completion at a particular location would be at the discretion of USFS based on the risk of weed invasion
and other factors. In addition to monitoring that may be conducted under Mitigation Measure 4.7-5,
post-project monitoring for weeds would occur in specific instances (e.g., as required under APM BIO37). Additionally, as required by APM BIO-36, CalPeco would develop a Restoration Plan to address
revegetation procedures and monitoring. Even if the USFS chose not to monitor to ensure consistency
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with the Forest Service Noxious Weed Management strategy, multiple other monitoring and response
obligations are included in the APMs and mitigation measures to prevent a significant effect.
32-31 This comment relates to permanent impacts to TRPA northern goshawk disturbance zones and TRPA
Code compliance. Please refer to the response to Comment 32-27. The Draft EIS/EIS/EIR analyzes all
project alternatives at an equal level of detail and concludes that two of the four alternatives
(Alternative 1 and Alternative 2) would result in significant unavoidable effects related to goshawk
disturbance zones and TRPA Code consistency. However, if necessary, TRPA Code consistency could be
achieved with modifications to Alternatives 1 and 2 to further limit effects on TRPA-designated
disturbance zones around historic goshawk nests in nonurban areas. Selection of a final project
alignment and design would be based partly on these and other conclusions presented in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR analysis.
32-32 The comment cites and requests information or documentation related to Section 62.4.3, Environmental
Documents, and Section 62.4.4, Special Conditions, of the TRPA Code of Ordinances. Section 62.4.3
states that “applicants for projects within disturbance zones shall submit with their applications
appropriate environmental documentation prepared by a biologist that includes specific
recommendations for avoiding significant impacts…” The impact analysis, APMs, and proposed
mitigation measures presented in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR include specific recommendations for avoiding
significant impacts to northern goshawk disturbance zones under Alternative 3 (Road Focused
Alternative) and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative); however, Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) and
Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative) were determined to be significant and unavoidable. Please refer to
the responses to Comment 32-23 and Comment 32-27 for additional detail on these conclusions and
related documentation.
32-33 Section 62.4.4 of the TRPA Code states that special conditions of project approval may be required to
mitigate or avoid significant adverse impacts to certain categories of special-status species. A
determination of whether or not special conditions would be required for TRPA permitting purposes, in
addition to the APMs and proposed mitigation measures in the EIS/EIS/EIR, would occur during or after
selection of a final project alignment.
32-34 The comment requests that the potential amendment to PAS 019 is fully vetted by the TRPA Governing.
This matter will be considered by the Governing Board and evaluated in the context of all applicable
TRPA codes and policies. See also response to Comment 31-10, also submitted by Friends of Tahoe Vista
through Ms. Ellie Waller, on December 4,2013.
32-35 The Boulder Bay Project is located in Crystal Bay, Nevada, and would not be served by the 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project. The project would not directly benefit power service in Incline Village,
and NV Energy would not provide funding for the proposed project. See also Master Response 11 which
also addresses connections to other electrical systems.
32-36 The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s intent to enter the two articles into the record. The
EIS/EIS/EIR acknowledges the customer base served by the existing 625 and 650 Lines and those that
would be served by the upgraded lines, as well as snow making as a component of electrical demand.
32-37 The commenter requests information about the current electricity consumption at Northstar and the
projected electricity use under its Master Plan, and additional clarification of information provided in
the Northstar Master Plan EIR. The comment correlates the electrical demand of the Northstar
Mountain Master Plan to issues of that project’s feasibility, ability to provide sufficient electricity to the
development, and project funding. These are not comments on the scope, content, or analysis in the
CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project EIS/EIS/EIR and the specific information requested
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would not alter the EIS/EIS/EIR analysis or conclusions. Several master responses address general issues
raised in the comment. Please see Master Response 4 related to cost reimbursement and utility rates,
Master Response 6 related to project need, and Master Response 11 addressing the function of a loop
electrical system and its influence on the need to upgrade the 625 and 650 Lines. Northstar California
Resort also provided a comment letter addressing potential interactions between the proposed project
and planned Northstar Development; please see responses to Comment Letter 41.
32-38 The commenter requests that the EIS/EIS/EIR include electrical requirements (by phase) for proposed
development in Northstar, Squaw Valley, and Homewood, as well as an explanation of how the
proposed alternative would meet these demands. These requests are noted, but provision of these data
are beyond the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR, the purpose of which is to assess and disclose the
environmental effects of the proposed electrical line upgrade. Assessment of whether a utility can meet
the requirements of approved development projects is a separate process. As indicated on page 3-60 of
the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, there is an immediate need to upgrade the 650 Line and the 625 Line would be
upgraded at a later date, with construction expected to begin in 2018 (with the construction start date
potentially starting later, depending on the rate of system load growth as described in Master Response
6 related to project need). However, construction of the 625 Line could begin earlier based on need.
CalPeco, like all public utilities, tracks and projects demand and is expected to respond accordingly to
provide and maintain reliable electrical service.
As indicated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, the proposed project would allow CalPeco to serve additional loads from
the existing substations (limited by the capacity of the substation transformers and distribution feeders).
New load would result from projects that are approved by local land use agencies.
32-39 The commenter requests that the EIS/EIS/EIR describe the impact to the proposed Northstar Master
Plan if the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project is modified. It is beyond the scope of the
EIS/EIS/EIR to speculate on the consequences to proposed development at Northstar if unspecified
modifications were made to the project.
32-40 The comment requests a detailed analysis of how the Kings Beach and Northstar Substations affect
system reliability. As with all substations, they are critical system components that move electricity from
transmission/power lines to the distribution system, as well as from power line to power line. If a
substation is not reliable, or does not have sufficient capacity to match other system components,
service failures at the substation could affect both customers served by the distribution system and the
ability to move power across the power line network. Further detailed substation specific analysis is not
necessary to understand the role of substations in system operations and reliability.
32-41 The comment suggests that undergrounding the power lines in the Kingswood neighborhood should be
considered due to EMF. Undergrounding of the power lines is discussed in Master Response 2.
Undergrounding the upgraded line was considered in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, but eliminated from detailed
evaluation as described on pages 3-77 and 3-78, due in large part to the inaccessibility of underground
line during the winter months and the environmental effects resulting from excavation associated with
undergrounding of power lines.
The comment also requests information about the correlation between power line size and EMF
production, and the effect of tree removal related to electric field exposure. It is important to note that
EMF exposure does not directly correlate solely to line capacity, but is a function of many interrelated
factors, including line resistance and height (which have an inverse correlation with the presence of EMF
at the ground level), and line load (which has a positive correlation). In fact, the upgraded line may
reduce EMF generation compared to the existing line under certain circumstances. The EIS/EIS/EIR
includes an analysis of EMF as a combined phenomenon. The text from page 4.10-25 of the Draft
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EIS/EIS/EIR (which is excerpted by the commenter) is indicating that where the electric aspect of EMF
would be blocked by physical objects, potential exposure to EMF was still evaluated due to the presence
of magnetic fields. Additional analysis of tree removal as it relates to EMFs would not be meaningful.
Please refer to Master Response 3 for more details.
32-42 The comment refers to Table ES-2 (Summary of Resource Topics/Impacts and Mitigation Measures),
Impact 4.7-4 (Tree removal and loss of late seral/old growth forest). This impact summary concludes
that, without mitigation, implementing the action alternatives would result in substantial tree removal,
as defined by TRPA, and could result in the loss of late seral/old growth forest stands, which could
interfere with attainment of late seral/old growth forest threshold standards. The comment states that
“interfering with threshold attainment renders this EIR inadequate.” The commenter is referred to
Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 (Conduct a Tree Survey; Avoid Late Seral/Old-Growth Forest; Compensate for
Loss of Trees). As described in Section 5.8, Consequences for TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacities, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, with implementation of the proposed mitigation, construction of any of
the action alternatives would not affect the attainment status of this Threshold Standard.
The comment requests that the Final EIS/EIS/EIR describe the methodology for determining the number
of trees that would be removed, and provide a table showing a breakdown of how many trees would be
removed in the Lake Tahoe Basin versus outside the Basin. The methodology for estimating tree removal
is described in Section 4.3, Forestry, in the subsection titled “Methods and Assumptions” beginning on
page 4.3-10 of the Final EIS/EIS/EIR. Table 4.3-2 in Section 4.3 summarizes the total number of trees to
be removed under each project alternative (this table has been updated since preparation of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR to incorporate tree removal associated with implementation of the APM SCE-7 line setback
along SR 267). The following table provides an approximate estimate of tree removal within and outside
the Lake Tahoe Basin. In this approximation, tree removal outside the Basin was based on estimated
tree removal within Segments 650-3 through 650-7, 625-4, and 625-8 provided in Table ES-1 (a-c); tree
removal inside the Lake Tahoe Basin was based on data for all other segments.
Approximate Tree Removal Within and Outside the Tahoe Basin
Alternative

Total Number of Trees ≥1” dbh
Within the Tahoe Basin

Total Number of Trees ≥1” dbh
Outside the Tahoe Basin

Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative)

39,807

16,444

Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative)

37,834

16,677

Alternative 3 (Road Focused
Alternative)

29,491

15,708

Alternative 3A (Road Focused
Alternative with Double Circuit Option)

28,573

15,710

Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative)

29,508

15,344

Alternative 5 (No Action/No Project
Alternative)

N/A

N/A

Note: these values do not include stringing sites associated with removal of the existing 625 Line

The comment includes a general statement that alternative approaches to capacity and reliability must
be considered, with additional alternatives proposed. Please refer to Master Response 6, which relates
to the purpose and need of the project and Master Response 5, which explains the evaluation of
alternatives.
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32-43 Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines required by LTBMU apply to federal forest lands within the Lake
Tahoe Basin. A comparison of TRPA regulations with LTBMU Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines would
not contribute to the analysis of impacts associated with the proposed project. Placer County uses the
California Building Code 2010 effective January 1, 2011; there is not a separate Placer County Building
code.
One purpose of listing the goals and policies in the EIS/EIS/EIR is to assess project consistency with those
goals and policies, and to determine whether mitigation measures are necessary to bring the project
into consistency. The goals and policies are implemented through each jurisdiction’s codes and
ordinances. The TRPA Code of Ordinances is described on pages 4.5-6 through 4.5-8 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR; Code Chapter and Section numbers are provided, as appropriate.
32-44 The commenter points out the potential applicability of TRPA Code 22.7.6 to the proposed project and
requests the inclusion of a traffic analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR, based on this code section, which requires
such analysis where temporary activity includes the closure of a traffic lane or intersection of any state
or federal highway for more than one hour.
The proposed project would typically not result in lane closures of more than one hour. As provided on
page 4.10-39 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, “[d]uring the removal of the existing conductor or stringing of the
new conductor, temporary road closures may be required at I-80, SR 267, and SR 89. These roads would
typically be closed for 10 to 15 minutes during the pull of each conductor, but I-80 could be closed for
up to one hour for the stringing.” However, to address the possibility that lane closures could last more
than an hour under some circumstances, the referenced paragraph on page 4.12-3 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR has been modified to read as follows:
The TRPA Code of Ordinances is designed, among other things, to implement the Goals and
Policies contained in the Regional Plan in a manner that attains and maintains the TRPA
environmental threshold standards. The Code addresses many subjects, including required
permits for development, projects subject to TRPA review and approval, findings required for
approval of projects, allowable land use, density and land coverage, development standards,
grading and construction practices, resource management, water quality, air quality and
transportation, and other topics. Changes in daily vehicle trip ends (DVTE) as a result of a change
in project operation are discussed in Section 65.2, Traffic and Air Quality Mitigation Program, of
the Code of Ordinances. The Code does not address transportation or traffic related to
construction activities. However, Section 22.7.6, Traffic Mitigation, does address temporary
intersection and lane closures of more than one hour of state or federal highways, which could
apply to SR 267 and SR 89 in the project area.
In addition, the last paragraph of APM TRAN-1 has been modified to read as follows:
The Traffic Control Plan measures will be monitored by the applicant for effectiveness and
adjustments will be made as needed to the implementation of the Traffic Control Plan to further
minimize travel disruptions and maintain safety. The Traffic Control Plan will meet the
requirements of agencies with jurisdiction over the roadways being affected, such as Caltrans
for I-80 and SR 267 effects, and TRPA if any actions trigger TRPA code 22.7.6 Traffic Mitigation
requirements within the Lake Tahoe Basin.
The bracketed comment also includes a series of additional excerpts from the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and
TRPA’s Goals and Policies. The lead agencies could not discern a comment from this submission and,
subsequently, do not have a response to this excerpted text.
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32-45 Easement/ROW acquisition negotiations are a business transaction between the landowner and utility
and are not appropriate for inclusion in the environmental document because they would not generate
a physical impact on the environment. Physical impacts of ROW acquisition are disclosed in the
EIS/EIS/EIR.
32-46 The cumulative impact discussions in Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences,
and Mitigation Measures, includes an analysis of foreseeable/probable future projects that could
interact on a cumulative basis with the proposed project. These projects are listed in Table 4.1-2 (see
pages 4.1-5 to 4.1-9 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). This list includes one future electrical line upgrade project,
the Kingswood Alternate Feed Project, which is described as a five pole distribution tap off the existing
650 Line underbuild.
32-47 APMs are incorporated into the project description and, as noted in the comment, would be included as
permit conditions and incorporated into the mitigation monitoring program for the project. Permitting
agencies would require that the project is implemented in a manner consistent with the project
described in the EIS/EIS/EIR, including APMs.
32-48

The comment indicates that the number of customers and potential for an electric utility rate increase should
be considered in the Final EIS/EIS/EIR. Please see Master Response 4 for information on the potential for rate
increase and the process through which the CPUC determines rate recovery of project costs.

32-49 The comment requests a table that identifies the dollar value associated with each mitigation measure
that proposes payment of a fee. The information requested by the commenter is not available at this
time. The fees required by many permitting agencies are not determined until such time as permits are
requested, or until the project is underway or complete. For example, fees may be based on actual
volume of activity, duration of activity, or extent of impact. Permits cannot be obtained until the project
has undergone environmental review and an alternative is selected. In addition, information on
mitigation fees would not alter the analysis or conclusions in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
32-50 The comment requests amendment and recirculation of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR to address 1) substation
capacity assessment, 2) undergrounding feasibility for portions of the upgrade, 3) needs assessment by
resort versus Tahoe Basin, and 4) TRPA and Placer County code compliance for specific issues.
It is unclear what it meant by “substation capacity assessment” in item 1; however, any technical
assessment of the capacity of the existing substations in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is
beyond the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Regarding item 2, installing the upgraded lines underground is
assessed in Section 3.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation (see pages 3-77
to 3-78 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). Please also refer to responses to this topic above and Master Response 2.
Item 3 indicates that the document should be amended to include an assessment of “need” for uses inside
and outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin. This assessment is also outside the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Please
refer to Master Response 6 and the additional expert review regarding project need. Compliance with
TRPA and Placer County code is analyzed in each resource section of Chapter 4, Affected Environment,
Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures, under the Regulatory Setting heading.
Recirculation of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is not required. The analysis and conclusions are supported by
substantial evidence, and none of the conditions under CEQA requiring recirculation or supplement to
the EIS under NEPA have been met.
32-51 Please see Master Response 4 for discussion of rate increases. The CPUC is the appropriate regulatory
agency to determine the proper allotment of tariffs to recover all or some of the financial investment in
a project that is determined necessary to provide reliable electrical service. This determination of rate
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increase cannot happen until the project is operational; and, therefore, it is not possible to include this
information in the environmental analysis. Also see Master Response 5 related to project alternatives.
32-52 The cited text is part of the description of concepts related to scenic resources analysis. These concepts
are commonly used and accepted in the assessment of visual resources, and are routinely used by the
CPUC in visual assessment of projects throughout California, as noted in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. In
addition, analysis of scenic resources specific to the TRPA Code, scenic corridors, and environmental
threshold carrying capacities, are provided in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources, and 5.8, Consequences for
TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
32-53 The commenter’s incorporation of several TRPA and Placer County documents into the comment is
noted.

Letter
33
Response

Robert Erlich
January 7, 2014

33-1

The comment expresses concern that the draft environmental document did not adequately address
socioeconomic and environmental justice issues related to the cost of the project, and notes that these
issues were raised in scoping by the EPA relative to NEPA requirements, and by the Town of Truckee
with regard to future rate increases to customers. The EPA scoping letter identifies the requirements for
an EIS to address environmental justice, but makes no reference to project costs and potential rate
increases as an environmental justice or socioeconomic issue. The Town of Truckee inquires in its
scoping about how much of the cost of the proposed project would be passed on to electrical customers
via future rate increases, but makes no reference to environmental justice or socioeconomic issues. The
topic of rate increases potentially resulting in environmental justice impacts was not raised during the
scoping process. All comments provided during scoping are included in Appendix A of the EIS/EIS/EIR.

33-2

Socioeconomics and environmental justice are discussed on pages 5-7 through 5-12 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. Consistent with the federal requirements regarding the evaluation of environmental justice,
the analysis complies with guidance provided in Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations (February 11, 1994) and the
Interagency Memorandum of Understanding on Environmental Justice (August 4, 2011) and evaluates
whether the proposed action would have a disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects on minority and low-income populations. Specific to environmental justice, as
summarized in the EIS/EIS/EIR, none of the action alternatives would cause a disproportionately high
and adverse impact on minority or low-income populations for the following reasons:






most of the project footprint occurs in non-urbanized areas with no residences or other
development;
where the project footprint does pass through urbanized areas, it typically follows the alignment
of the existing power line and would replace an existing facility with a similar facility; and
because of the linear nature of the project, no one area supports a disproportionate amount of
project facilities and project effects would not be concentrated among any one racial, ethnic, or
income group.

Potential increases in utility rates resulting from the proposed action are not evaluated as a potential
environmental justice issue in the EIS/EIS/EIR because it is not yet known what percentage of project
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costs may be recovered via utility rates, what population of ratepayers might be subject to rate
increases, and how rate increases may be spread across different ratepayer categories (e.g., residential
vs. commercial). To attempt to project potential rate increases at this time would require significant
speculation regarding future actions of the CPUC. Cost recovery for investments in infrastructure made
by a California utility is determined by the CPUC after project construction is complete. The CPUC will
make decisions on the factors mentioned above, as well as consider other factors to determine whether
a rate increase is permissible and the details of implementing any rate increase. The commenter is
referred to Master Response 4, which addresses the potential for utility rate increases related to the
proposed project. This master response provides information on the process through which the CPUC
determines rate recovery of project costs.
If a rate increase is permitted by the CPUC as a cost recovery measure, it would be spread across
thousands of ratepayers encompassing a variety of socioeconomic and ethnic groups. The population
affected can be expected to have characteristics similar to those described in the socioeconomic and
environmental justice regional setting provided on pages 5-9 through 5-11 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR.
Because no one particular demographic group would be subject to rate increases different from another
(other than potentially across ratepayer categories such as residential and commercial), there would not
be a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority or low-income populations.
The geographic scope of the socioeconomic and environmental justice analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR is
based on potential effects of the construction and operation of the proposed project and the nature of
the data available from the US Census Bureau (e.g., the location, size, and configuration of census
tracts). Altering or expanding the study area would not change the conclusion that no one particular
demographic group would be subject to rate increases different from another; therefore, there would
not be a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority or low-income populations if a larger
geographic area were considered.
Regarding socioeconomics, as indicated on page 5-8 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, NEPA requires evaluation
of social and economic impacts if they are related to effects on the natural or physical environment. As
indicated in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (page 5-8), significant impacts to socioeconomic could occur if any of
the action alternatives were to:






displace substantial numbers of residences in the project area,
substantially displace or disrupt businesses,
create a substantial demand for additional housing that could not be sustained within the project
area, or
generate public service demands that exceed the providers’ capabilities to accommodate them.

Implementation of the proposed project would not result in any of these effects. The same conclusions
would apply to the issue of potential rate increases to recover project costs.
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Steve Yonker
January 6, 2014

34-1

Socioeconomics and environmental justice are discussed on pages 5-7 through 5-12 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR. The analysis evaluates social and economic impacts related to effects on the natural or
physical environment. See Master Response 4 for additional information on utility rates and rate
recovery.

34-2

The commenter’s concerns about the potential for a rate increase and observations about the operation
of CalPeco are noted. See Master Response 4 for additional information on utility rates and rate
recovery.

Letter
35
Response
35-1

Kingswood Estates Homeowners Association
Gerald Rucker, President
December 31, 2013

The comment expresses objection to the project, indicates that other alternatives should be evaluated,
and that the beneficiaries of the project should be identified.
The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to the project. However, the commenter
does not specify which other alternatives should be evaluated, or what issues they would be intended to
address. As indicated in the EIS/EIS/EIR, it is intended that all CalPeco customers served by the North
Lake Tahoe Transmission System benefit from the improved reliability that would result from upgrade of
the 625 and 650 Lines.

35-2

As requested, the commenter has been added to the notification list for the project and EIS/EIS/EIR. The
commenter will receive notification of the date on which the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line
Upgrade Project will be presented to the TRPA Governing Board for decision and any other mailings or
notices related to the project review and approval process.

Letter
36
Response

Kathy Starbard
January 2, 2014

36-1

The lead agencies acknowledge the timing of the comment period during the holiday season, but the 60day public review period (November 8, 2013 to January 7, 2013) afforded adequate time for the public
to review the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and provide comments. Responses to the commenter’s subsequent
points are included below.

36-2

The commenter is referred to pages 3-26 through 3-27 and 4.10-25 through 4.10-27 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR, Appendix D to the EIS/EIS/EIR, and Master Response 3 related to EMF for a discussion of the
potential health effects of overhead power lines. Corona discharge, which can cause power loss, noise,
electromagnetic interference, light displays, ozone production, and damage to insulators, is not a
recognized human health hazard. Corona discharge is evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR relative to the noise
that can result. As discussed under Impact 4.14-3 (Alt. 1), although corona discharge can occur when the
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air around power lines is ionized, power lines are designed to minimize corona discharge to avoid
transmission inefficiencies.
36-3

The commenter is referred to Master Response 12 regarding property values.

36-4

Project effects on scenic views are analyzed in Section 4.4, Scenic Resources. The comment does not
address specific conclusions or analyses in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, so no further response is possible.

36-5

Commenter is referred to Master Response 2 regarding undergrounding.

Letter
37
Response

Kenneth R. Arnett, PLS
December 31, 2013

37-1

The commenter expresses a preference for an alignment along Speckled Avenue and north along SR 267
that is undergrounded and that bypasses Kingswood East Subdivision. This comment is noted. The
comment then summarizes issues addressed in more detail in the remainder of the comment letter
(which is a resubmittal of the commenter’s April 23, 2012 scoping comment letter). Responses to these
subsequent more detailed comments are provided below.

37-2

The commenter provides as an attachment to his December 31, 2013 e-mail, a letter submitted to the
lead agencies during project scoping in April of 2012. Because these comments were prepared before
the environmental document was released, they are not considered comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
analysis. Responses are provided below.

37-3

The comment expresses concerns about disturbances of SEZs during project construction and
maintenance of power poles, and expresses that project-related disturbances to SEZs would not be
consistent with the goals and objectives of TRPA.
Avoiding, minimizing, and compensating for impacts to SEZs, and ensuring consistency with TRPA
Threshold Standards and Goals and Policies for SEZ, were priorities in the project design and
development of APMs. The locations of TRPA mapped SEZs are shown in Exhibit 4.7-8 of the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR and SEZs are described on pages 4.7-51 and 4.7-52 in the discussion of sensitive habitats and
natural communities. Acreages of SEZ within the alignment of each action alternative are provided in
Table 4.7-9. It is important to note that the values in Table 4.7-9 indicate the total amount of SEZ in each
alignment, but do not take into account various avoidance and minimization measures that would be
implemented, such as spanning the electrical conductor across SEZs. Therefore, Table 4.7-9 should be
considered a maximum potential project impact, and likely an overestimate of the actual impact. As
described in the discussion of Impact 4.7-3 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, with implementation of applicable
APMs and required mitigation measures that—in accordance with federal, state, and TRPA laws and
regulations—avoid, minimize, and compensate for impacts to SEZs and other sensitive habitats would be
reduced to a less than significant level. Project design features, APMs, and permit conditions that would
minimize effects to SEZ areas include avoiding or minimizing soil disturbance within wet or sensitive
areas, limiting surface disturbance to between May 1 and Oct 15, requiring implementation of
temporary and permanent water quality BMPs, development and implementation of a SWPPP and
TRPA-approved Dewatering Plan, restoration of soil function and organic matter following project
implementation, and restoration of protective ground and vegetative cover (relevant agency permit
conditions are discussed in detail in Section 4.5, Geology, Soils, Land Capability and Coverage; Section
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4.6, Hydrology and Water Quality; and Section 4.7, Biological Resources). In addition to these protective
measures, where impacts to SEZs within the Lake Tahoe Basin are unavoidable, CalPeco would mitigate
all impacts within the boundaries of SEZs by restoring SEZ habitat in the surrounding area at a minimum
ratio of 1.5:1, consistent with TRPA Code. Because protective measures are incorporated into the design
of the action alternatives and permit conditions, and because coverage increases in SEZ areas would
occur consistent with TRPA regulations, the action alternatives would not be expected to impede or
degrade the ability to achieve attainment of TRPA’s SEZ Threshold Standard.
37-4

The comment expresses a concern regarding increased wildfire risk associated with the proposed
project. The potential for wildland fire as a result of project implementation is addressed in Section 4.10,
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, in the EIS/EIS/EIR. Refer to the impact analysis associated with Impact
4.10-7 for each alternative, which concludes that the potential to expose people or structures to
wildfires would be less than significant with implementation of any of the action alternatives. This
conclusion is based in part on the fact that the upgraded line would comply with CPUC vegetation
clearance guidance for the higher voltage, resulting in no net change in ignition risk for the new line (see
page 4.10-40 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR), and that the higher voltage lines can accommodate higher load
demand without generating excessive heat. In addition, for alternatives that place the line in more easily
accessible locations, if a fire were to occur, the fire suppression response could be more rapid than a
more remote location.

37-5

The commenter anticipates adverse impacts to property values due to the visual impacts of the 625 and
650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. Visual impacts were evaluated in detail in Section 4.4, Scenic
Resources, of the EIS/EIS/EIR. Although installation of the line would result in a change in visual
conditions, with implementation of APMs and mitigation measures the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR concludes that
there would not be a substantial degradation of the existing visual character or quality of a site or its
surroundings, or the exceedance of any other significance criteria identified on pages 4.4-37 and 4.4-38.
The line upgrade will require some additional tree trimming and removal. Design of the new line has
taken potential changes in visual character into account and has minimized effects to the extent
possible, while maintaining safety requirements and considering other potential environmental
concerns. For additional information regarding the issue of potential effects on real estate values, the
commenter is referred to Master Response 12.

37-6

The comment asks that potential health hazards associated with EMF be addressed in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
This topic is discussed on pages 4.10-25 through 4.10-27 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR and further information
is provided in Master Response 3.

37-7

The comment indicates that upgrade of the 60 kV power line abutting the Kingswood neighborhood
would overburden the existing easement. The existing easement would be expanded to 40 feet for
single line configurations (Alternative 1) and 65 feet for double-circuit configurations (Alternatives 2, 3,
and 4). The expanded ROW would allow the vegetation management area to be widened to protect the
power line from damage due to treefall. A widening of the easement for a 120 kV power line is required
under CPUC GO 95 to ensure the ability to implement proper vegetation management. Because the
easement would be expanded to meet CPUC standards, the easement would be considered adequate to
accommodate the upgraded line. The existing easement east of the Kingswood neighborhood contains
both the 625 and 650 Lines on two separate sets of poles for much of its length. For alternatives that
would include a double-circuit in this area, the two sets of poles would be removed and replace by a
single set of poles holding both the 625 and 650 Lines.

37-8

Alternative alignments for the power line were developed subsequent to release of the NOP/NOI and
are evaluated in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. The alternative suggested by the commenter was analyzed in an
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overhead configuration in the EIS/EIS/EIR as Alternative 3A (Road Focused Alternative with Double
Circuit Option). That the commenter expresses support for an undergrounded configuration is noted.

Letter
38
Response

Jay Shaw
January 1, 2014

38-1

All customers served by the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System would benefit from the proposed
electrical line upgrade because reliability of the whole system would be improved. See Master Response
4 for information on the rate recovery process.

38-2

The commenter expresses concern about the scenic impacts of the proposed upgrade of the 625 Line
and suggests that an alternative with fewer scenic effects should be developed.
The potential for upgrading the 625 Line in its current alignment was evaluated during initial project
development, but later eliminated from consideration. This evaluation is summarized in Section 3.5,
Alternatives Considered by Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation (see page 3-73).
All of the action alternatives evaluated in the EIS/EIS/EIR are in closer proximity to the Fiberboard
Freeway than the existing alignment. These alternatives limit the impact on forested lands and permit
the abandonment of the existing 625 Line ROW. These alignments have areas where environmental
effects are less (such as reduced disturbance of habitat on USFS land from maintaining ROW and access)
and where they may be greater (because the line would be more visible to those traveling on the
Fiberboard Freeway). As summarized in Chapter 5, Section 5.7, Environmentally Preferable
Alternative/Environmentally Superior Alternative, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, there would not be significant
impacts to scenic resources under any of the four action alternatives evaluated. All potential
environmental impacts of the action alternatives (including those to scenic resources) are evaluated in
Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR.

38-3

The commenter indicates a preference for upgrading the power lines in their current ROW. All of the
action alternatives primarily propose use of the existing ROW for the 650 Line. Please refer to Master
Response 13 for detailed information on the reasoning for locating the 625 Line Closer to the Fiberboard
Freeway. Also see Master Response 5 for further information on various alternatives considered as part
of the project evaluation and Master Response 6 for information on the need to provide greater access
to the 625 Line for inspections, maintenance, and repairs. As described in Chapter 3, Project
Alternatives, of the EIS/EIS/EIR, upgrading the 625 Line in its current location would require
development of numerous miles of access ways to provide adequate access to this route, which would
generate environmental effects greater than those of the action alternatives.
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Letter
39
Response

Ascent Environmental

Greg Gilmore
December 10, 2013

39-1

The comment does not specify which substation is being referenced. However, both the Tahoe City
Substation and the Kings Beach Substation (which are both in the Lake Tahoe Basin) are necessary
components of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System and cannot be replaced with substations in
other locations.

39-2

The commenter suggests that the diesel generators be removed from the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Modification or removal of the Kings Beach Diesel Generators is not a component of the project under
evaluation. However, reducing the current overall dependence on the Kings Beach Diesel Generating
Station is a stated objective of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project.

39-3

The commenter suggests that all pole footings be covered with natural rock, presumably to conceal the
concrete foundations. This suggestion is acknowledged. However, the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR did not identify
any significant scenic effects that would be reduced through the covering of concrete footings with
natural rock. Additionally, the pole referenced by the commenter (#224) is located on land owned by
the applicant (CalPeco), not private property, and is not in a location widely viewed by the public.

Letter
40
Response
40-1

Laurie Stevenson
December 31, 2013

The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to the project.
The commenter suggests that the project would negatively affect land along Mt. Watson Road (the
Fiberboard Freeway) and associated views, damage streams, remove trees, and increase use of area
highways. These issues are addressed in the EIS/EIS/EIR (see Section 4.4, Scenic Resources; Section 4.6,
Hydrology and Water Quality; Section 4.3, Forestry Resources; and Section 4.12, Traffic and
Transportation).

40-2

See Master Response 12 related to property values in response to the issue of market value of homes in
Kingswood and Master Response 3 related to EMF in response to potential for power line health issues.

40-3

The project is proposed to provide reliable electrical service to customers throughout the North Lake
Tahoe Transmission System and is not designed to serve any one particular customer group or
geographic area within the system service area. More information on project need can be found in
Master Response 6.
Undergrounding in the vicinity of the Kingswood neighborhood is not proposed as a component of the
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. Refer to Master Response 2 for more information on
undergrounding.
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Response
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Northstar California Resort
Jen Mader, CPESC, AICP, Environmental Planner
January 7, 2014

41-1

The project applicant has been, and will continue to coordinate with Northstar regarding the proposed
project and the use of, and access to Northstar property. These discussions will address right-of-entry
agreements and coordination of project activities with resort operations.

41-2

The commenter references the cumulative impacts discussion in Section 4.8, Recreation. As indicated in
this discussion, the applicant is coordinating with Northstar to address any potential conflicts between
the 650 Line improvements and the resort’s planned projects. The upgraded Northstar Fold would
follow the existing power line alignment and connect to the existing Northstar Substation (see Exhibits
3-4a through 3.4-d, and Map #9 for each alternative in Appendix B, which identify the existing 650 Line
and the proposed 650 Line in the same alignment through Northstar property). Because the proposed
Northstar Fold would follow the same alignment where poles currently exist, it is assumed that the
existing poles could also conflict with the proposed Castle Peak Gondola and that the request for
undergrounding of the line would be provided to CalPeco whether or not the proposed project was
being considered. The applicant will continue to collaborate with Northstar regarding the coordination
of resort development plans and existing and proposed electrical infrastructure.
Regarding the planned employee parking lot and existing horse stables, these uses are generally
considered compatible with power line alignments. The existing Northstar Tap runs adjacent to the
horse stables and the upgraded Northstar Fold facilities would follow the same alignment. The applicant
will continue to collaborate with Northstar regarding the coordination of resort operations, resort
development plans, and existing and proposed electrical infrastructure.

41-3

As stated above, the applicant intends to use the existing power line easement for the Northstar Tap,
although the ROW would be increased to meet CPUC requirements for 120 kV lines. Grading of the
existing access way may be required in any locations in which slopes exceed 20 percent.
Regarding APM BIO-36, a restoration plan will be developed prior to construction to address final cleanup, stabilization, and revegetation procedures for areas disturbed by the project. The plan will include
long-term erosion and sediment control measures, slope stabilization, and monitoring procedures. The
applicant will coordinate with the land owner to determine the appropriate seed mix or tree planting
plan. As indicated in Mitigation Measure 4.7-5, the applicant will use locally-collected, native seed
sources for revegetation when possible.

Letter
42
Response
42-1

Frank Tomasello
January 3, 2014

The comment expresses objection to the project, and suggests providing power to Northstar without
modifying the power lines in Kings Beach. However, providing power solely to Northstar is not the
purpose of the proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, and doing so would not meet the
established objectives of the upgrade project, many of which address the entirety of the loop
transmission system (see Section 2.2.2, Project Objectives, on page 2-5 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR).
The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to the project.
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Letter
43
Response
43-1

Ascent Environmental

D. Gordon Leach
January 3, 2014

The comment expresses objection to the project, and agreement with the position of Friends of Lake
Tahoe, which provided written comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (see Letter 30 and responses
thereto). The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to the project.

Letter
44
Response

David Nestle and Jeanne Nestle
January 4, 2014

44-1

The commenter’s objection to the project is noted. Specifically, the commenter is concerned with the
size of the proposed power poles. The larger steel poles would be approximately 7 to 12 feet taller than
the existing wooden poles, which are between 48 and 80 feet above the ground surface (see page 3-26
of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR). Therefore, a 90 foot tall pole would typically only be installed if it was replacing
an existing 78 to 80 foot tall pole. Poles of this height are atypical; new poles would typically be in the 55
to 70 foot height range. The proposed project would increase the reliability of the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System, thereby benefiting all customers served by the system and not just one customer
class or geographic area.

44-2

The commenter includes a copy of a bill insert with the following statement highlighted: “Lots of snow,
accessible roads for tourists, and just the usual increase in load all contributed to setting a new peak.”
The commenter questions this information as justification for the project and indicates that residential
energy usage in the Lake Tahoe Basin has been stable or declined in recent history due to various energy
conservation measures. Multiple factors influence the need for the proposed project, including energy
demand. See Master Response 6 for further discussion of project need.

44-3

Electric rate increases are regulated by the CPUC. This process is outside the purview of TRPA. For
information on the rate recovery process, the commenter is referred to Master Response 4. As stated
above, for information on electrical demand and project need, see Master Response 6.

44-4

The commenter’s opposition to the project is noted. See also responses to Comments 44-1 through 443, above.

Letter
45
Response
45-1

P1a-142

Alan Roskos
January 6, 2014

The comment expresses objection to the project and desire to protect certain resources. The lead
agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to expansion of power lines in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
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Response
46-1
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Harry and Sandi King
January 4, 2014

The comment expresses objection to the project. The commenter identifies the presence of
environmental resources in the project area (scenic quality, sensitive species, and streams and
wetlands) and the need to protect them.
The 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project proposes replacing 60 kV power lines with 120 kV
power lines. The project does not include any new or expanded development. Cumulative impacts,
which consider the combined effects of the project with closely related past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future projects are addressed in each technical section of Chapter 4, Affected Environment,
Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures, of the EIS/EIS/EIR.
The lead agencies acknowledge the commenter’s objection to the project.

Letter
47
Response
47-1

EN2 Resources, Inc.
Rick A. Lind
January 7, 2014

The commenter’s support for approval of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project is noted.
The commenter expresses that the proposed project would bring the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System into compliance with current regulatory standards and improve the quality and reliability of
electric service in the area (which can be beneficial to area businesses, residents, and the environment),
while minimizing environmental effects by using existing utility and other public use corridors.

Letter
48
Response
48-1

Casey Beyer
December 20, 2013

The applicant has reviewed the information provided by the commenter on the battery energy storage
system. The commenter notes that more sustainable energy options could potentially replace the diesel
generation systems in the project.
Please note, that while the project proposes the upgrade of switching equipment at several substations,
these substations are not themselves diesel generators. The Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station,
which is used in a limited, periodic fashion to support heavy electrical loads (typically in emergency
situations), would not be modified by the proposed project (although reduced dependence on the Kings
Beach Diesel Generation Station is an objective of the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project).
Because modification of the diesel backup generators in King Beach is outside the scope of the project
under evaluation, no changes to the EIS/EIS/EIR have been made in response to this comment.
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Letter
49
Response
49-1

Jerry and Julianna Joldersma
December 23, 2013

The comment erroneously suggests that CalPeco plans to raise electrical rates by 20 to 30 percent. Cost
recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after project
construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 addressing the potential for utility rate
increases related to the proposed project, and for information on the process through which CPUC
determines rate recovery of project costs.

Letter
51
Response
51-1

Gail Taylor
December 23, 2013

The comment erroneously suggests that CalPeco has requested a 30 percent rate increase from the
CPUC. Cost recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after
project construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 addressing the potential for
utility rate increases related to the proposed project, and for information on the process through which
CPUC determines recovery of project costs through rates.

Letter
50
Response
50-1

Ascent Environmental

Jerry Joldersma
December 26, 2013

The comment erroneously suggests that CalPeco proposes to raise electrical rates by 30 percent. Cost
recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after project
construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for more detail on this issue.

Letter
52
Response

Karen and Rick Dustman
December 28, 2013

52-1

The commenter transmitted to Mr. Ken Wittman of Liberty Utilities (CalPeco) LLC a courtesy copy of a
letter sent to Mr. Mike Florio of the CPUC on December 26, 2013. These comments generally express
opposition to the project and the anticipated rate increase that may be associated with it. Because this
communication was received during the comment period for the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, the email and
attached letter were forwarded to TRPA. The following discussion provides responses to the specific
comments in the letter transmitted to CPUC.

52-2

The comment expresses objection to the project. This is acknowledged by the lead agencies.
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52-3

The commenter notes that the base of rate payers that could potentially pay for the project through the
CPUC’s rate recovery process could be smaller than the base of rate payers Sierra Pacific Power had at
the time the project was originally proposed. Please see Master Response 4 for information on the CPUC
rate recovery process.

52-4

The comment expresses the opinion that the existing power lines adequately serve the current demand
in the Tahoe Basin. The commenter is referred to Master Response 6 for information on project need.
The commenter incorrectly asserts that rates will increase by 20 to 30 percent to pay for the proposed
project. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for further information about the potential for
an increase in utility rates as a result of project implementation.

52-5

The comment cites tree removal and potential growth as areas of concern. See Master Response 7 for
information on the potential for the project to induce growth. The project correctly identifies the
estimated number of trees removed as a result of implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed
Alternative). However, as indicated in multiple locations in Section 4.3, Forestry Resources, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR (for example, Table 4.3-2) this number includes all trees equal to or greater than 1-inch dbh.
The available forest resource data sets used for the impact analysis, which cover the whole project area
and were provided by the USFS, provided tree numbers based on trees greater than or equal to 1-inch
dbh. Because the source data used these parameters, the impact analysis also expresses tree removal
using these parameters. Therefore, although Table 4.3-2 in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR identifies the removal
of approximately 47,000 trees for Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) (the numbers in this table have
been updated in the Final EIS/EIS/EIR and estimated tree removal for Alternative 4 (Proposed
Alternative) is now approximately 48,700 trees when incorporating the APM SCE-7 line setback), this
number incorporates a substantial number of very small trees because of the nature of the available
data set and should be interpreted accordingly. As identified on page 4.3-11 of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR,
although the datasets available for the evaluation of forest resource impacts may not be ideal, because
a consistent methodology is used for all alternatives it allows for a comparative evaluation of the
alternatives.

52-6

Relocation of the Tahoe City Substation is not proposed as a component of the 625 and 650 Electrical
Line Upgrade Project. However, the analysis in the EIS/EIS/EIR in no way precludes potential future
relocation of the substation through a different project. The commenter is referred to Master Response
1 for more information on the potential relocation of the Tahoe City Substation.

52-7

The comment expresses that a disproportionate financial burden would be imposed on rate payers that
are not responsible for demand and that current residential rate payers should be relieved of any rate
increases related to the project. See Master Response 4 related to the potential for rate increases.

Letter
53
Response
53-1

Jane Starratt
December 27, 2013

The comment erroneously suggests that CalPeco plans to raise electrical rates by 30 percent. Cost
recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after project
construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 addressing the potential for utility rate
increases related to the proposed project. This master response provides information on the process
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through which CPUC determines rate recovery of project costs, including the geographic scope of rate
recovery.

Letter
54
Response
54-1

Teresa Grabham
January 7, 2014

The comment erroneously suggests that CalPeco plans to substantially raise electrical rates. Cost
recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after project
construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 addressing the potential for utility rate
increases related to the proposed project, and for information on the process through which CPUC
determines rate recovery of project costs.

Item
55
Response

TRPA Advisory Planning Commission Meeting
December 4, 2013

The following summarizes comments relevant to the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR provided during the December 4, 2013
TRPA APC meeting and provides responses to those comments. The full transcript of the comment and question
and answer portion of the meeting is provided in Appendix P1b.

Steve Buelna, APC Member
Summarized Comment

The comment pertains to community plan consistency (specifically, the potential opportunity for relocation of
the Tahoe City Substation and the potential for undergrounding utilities) and the potential for conflict with
recreational use of the 64 Acre Recreation Site.
What kinds of impacts would occur if the project does not go forward?
Response

Upgrade of the existing Tahoe City Substation is consistent with the goals and objectives of the Tahoe City
Community Plan. The substation is located in Special Area 3 (Recreation Area) of the Tahoe City Community
Plan. Public Utility Centers, which include substations, are a “special use” in Special Area 3 of the Tahoe City
Community Plan and are subject to TRPA special use findings for any expansion or modification pursuant to
Section 2I.2.2 of the TRPA Code.
Related to the requirements for undergrounding of the power line, 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan Policy 5A
states “TRPA may waive this requirement if the project is part of an undergrounding program or the
undergrounding has been determined by TRPA not to be necessary to meet the scenic targets of this Plan.” The
removal, relocation, and screening requirements for overhead utilities are no longer mandatory, since SR 89 in
Tahoe City is now in compliance with the TRPA scenic threshold. For more information on relocation of the
Tahoe City Substation and the evaluation of undergrounding portions of the power lines, the commenter is
referred to Master Response 1 and Master Response 2, respectively.
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For a discussion of the potential for conflict with recreational use of the 64 Acre Recreation Site, commenter is
referred to the analysis in Section 4.8, Recreation, of the EIS/EIS/EIR. The conclusion, supported by evidence in
the impact analysis, is that effects on the 64 Acre Recreation Site would not be significant. The effects of the
project not going forward are evaluated as Alternative 5 (No Action Alternative) in the EIS/EIS/EIR. The
commenter is referred to the analysis of impacts associated with Alternative 5 (No Action Alternative) for each
of the resource areas evaluated in Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and
Mitigation Measures.

Ellie Waller, Friends of Tahoe Vista
Summarized Comment

The project is potentially growth-inducing, and cumulative impacts should be addressed. Specific areas of
concern include scenic (the change in visual character that would result from larger poles near roadways), noise
(the desire for public noticing of blasting), and biological resources (the period of time required for the
abandoned 625 Line ROW to provide goshawk habitat). The proposed PAS amendment should be evaluated as
part of the environmental review process.
Response

The commenter provided an oral summary of written comments provided to the APC as a separate submission
(Comment Letter 31). Response to the comment on growth-inducing and cumulative effects is provided in
response to Comment 31-3. Responses to concerns about scenic, noise, and biology impacts are addressed in
responses to Comments 31-6, 31-7, and 31-8, respectively. Response to the commenter’s concern about the
adoption of the PAS amendment is provided in response to Comment 31-10.

Scott Zumwalt, owner of the Bridgetender Tavern and Grill
Summarized Comment

If there is going to be a revamping of the Tahoe City Substation, this would probably be the time to look at
relocation.
Response

The commenter is referred to Master Response 1 addressing the Tahoe City Substation.

Dave McClure, North Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance
Summarized Comment

Is the project economically feasible? All of the alternatives evaluated in detail are loop systems. There was a
predisposition to this approach and there was no effort to look at combining possible alternatives into a scheme
that might end up being a legitimate alternative. Single contingency reliability needs to be thoroughly analyzed
on all segments of the proposed project. Along SR 267, there is an opportunity to move the power lines over
about 150 feet so there is a visual buffer provided by the trees.
Response

The comments provided are the same, or very similar to those later provided in writing by Mr. McClure as
president of the NTCAA. Please see responses to Comment Letter 29. Economic feasibility of the applicantproposed project is not an environmental effect suitable for analysis under NEPA, CEQA, or the portions of the
TRPA code relevant to preparation of an EIS. Economic feasibility is only included in environmental analysis as a
means to screen alternatives considered for detailed evaluation.
For discussion of alternatives development, screening of alternatives for detailed evaluation, and whether
individual alternatives eliminated from detailed evaluation could be combined into a feasible alternative, the
commenter is referred to Master Response 5. For discussion of the importance of the “looped” system design,
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see Master Response 11. The opportunity to set the power lines back along SR 267 is analyzed in the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR (see Section 4.4, Scenic Resources). Additional refinement of this opportunity has been conducted
and is included in the foreword to this Final EIS/EIS/EIR.

Laurel Ames, Tahoe Area Sierra Club
Summarized Comment

The Tahoe Area Sierra Club is interested in the growth inducing and cumulative impacts of the project.
Response

The Tahoe Area Sierra Club sent a separate written comment letter on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR that mirrored oral
comments provided at the APC meeting. Responses to the commenter’s concerns about growth-inducing and
cumulative impacts are included in responses to Comments 26-3 and 26-4, respectively.

Peter Maurer, APC Member
Summarized Comment

Can the decision of one lead agency force the decision of another?
Cost seems to be a reason for rejecting alternatives; it would be helpful to see a comparison of costs.
The project is important and engineering utilities is complex. However, I think we have to be very careful to see
how we can minimize impacts to resources in the Basin.
Moving the power line out of the SR 267 ROW may create a nicer view from the road, but a parallel swath of
cleared path might be created. That should be considered.
Response

As indicated by John Marshall at the APC meeting, the lead agencies do not supersede one another. Once the
Final EIS/EIS/EIR is released, each agency will independently review, accept or certify the document, and issue a
ruling.
Cost is not the only reason for elimination of any potential project alternatives from detailed evaluation. Please
see Section 3.5, Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Evaluation, in the EIS/EIS/EIR for
information on the criteria used to evaluate alternatives. Although cost is considered in the evaluation of some
potential project alternatives, the primary criteria used to determine whether an alternative was eliminated
from detailed evaluation are: 1) consistency with project purpose and needs/objectives; 2) legal, regulatory, and
technical feasibility; and 3) potential for the alternative to eliminate significant environmental effects. A cost
comparison of alternatives was not available and is not appropriate for inclusion in the EIS/EIS/EIR. This
information would not have a meaningful effect on the conclusions regarding alternatives that were or were not
carried forward for detailed evaluation in the document.
The EIS/EIS/EIR is required to evaluate the environmental effects of the entirety of the proposed action, with the
obligation to mitigate significant environmental effects, regardless of where they may occur. It is not within the
purview of the environmental review document to give special consideration to one particular geographic area
or local jurisdiction, other than where laws or regulations in that area/jurisdiction may influence significance
criteria, mitigation requirements, or other elements of the proposed action or environmental analysis. Where
the TRPA Code or other regulations specific to the Lake Tahoe Basin provide for increased protection for
resources in Basin, these are reflected in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
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The implications of locating the power line outside of the SR 267 ROW from Brockway Summit to the Kings
Beach Substation are included Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (see pages 4.4-75 through 4.4-81). Additional refinement of this
opportunity has been conducted and is included in the foreword to this Final EIS/EIS/EIR.

Charlie Donohue, APC Chairman
Summarized Comment

How close has the applicant come to reaching the 720-hour operation limit for the diesel generators in Kings
Beach?
With regard to the State of California’s electric reliability regulations, did the commission identify the need for
the project, or is the applicant is being proactive?
What are the accessibility restrictions on the existing 625 Line?
Response

The commenter’s questions were answered by Mike Smart during the APC meeting. To summarize, the Kings
Beach Diesel Generators have reached their operating limit during some years, but do not reach the operation
limit every year. The utility is being proactive in proposing the project, in the sense that they have not been
reprimanded by the CPUC for not providing reliable electricity service; and, because the existing 625 Line is
setback from the Fiberboard Freeway and other roadways, it is difficult to access for inspections, maintenance,
and repairs.

Item
56
Response

TRPA Governing Board Meeting
December 18, 2013

The following summarizes comments relevant to the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR provided during the December 18, 2013
TRPA Governing Board meeting and provides responses to those comments. The full transcript of the comment
and question and answer portion of the meeting is provided in Appendix P1b.

Public Comments
Marguerite Sprague
Summarized Comment

We appreciate that there is serious consideration being given to moving the Tahoe City Substation. It will better
serve our community, our Basin, and the Lake. The Tahoe City Planning Team would be happy to help in finding
alternative locations.
We encourage thoughtful coordination of the CalPeco project with other projects for which planning is
underway, including the SR 89/Fanny Bridge project, and the community planning efforts.
The prudent use of strong substances in substations is very important, especially in proximity to Lake Tahoe and
the Truckee River.
Response

The commenter’s expressed belief that moving the Tahoe City Substation would benefit the community and
willingness to help identify an alternative location are noted, as is the commenter’s encouragement that the
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applicant coordinate with other projects and community planning efforts. Relocating the Tahoe City substation
is not proposed as part of this project. Additional information on the Tahoe City Substation is provided in Master
Response 1. The applicant is coordinating with various community groups and members of project teams for
other projects in the Tahoe City area.
The commenter is referred to response to Comment 17-1 for information on potentially hazardous substances
used at the substation.

Steve Teshara
Summarized Comment

The project is very important to upgrade the electrical system. It’s important to have reliable and safe power
provided in an efficient and environmentally compatible way.
The Tahoe City Substation really needs to be moved, both in the context of compatibility with the 1994 Tahoe
City Community Plan, and with the future Area Plan.
The commenter respectfully suggests that the environmental document is inadequate with regard to analyzing
the issues of the impacts of the Tahoe City Substation in its existing location. There are alternative sites
available, and with the project phasing as proposed, there is time to look at alternative locations.
Response

Please see Master Response 1 regarding the potential relocation of the Tahoe City Substation and the
relationship of this proposal to the EIS/EIS/EIR and compatibility with the 1994 Tahoe City Area Plan.
A primary purpose of the EIS/EIS/EIR is to assess the changes to the natural and physical environment resulting
from the proposed project/action compared to existing, or baseline, conditions. Rebuilding the Tahoe City
Substation in place would not result in significant, unavoidable environmental effects as compared to baseline
conditions. These facts notwithstanding, the applicant—in response to public and agency comments—has
engaged with Placer County and other interested parties regarding a potential future relocation of the Tahoe
City Substation. Any relocation of the Tahoe City Substation would be considered as a separate project from the
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project currently under evaluation.

Dave McClure, North Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance
Summarized Comment

Since the 625 Line was constructed in 1972, growth in the Tahoe Basin and load demand on the line has been
minimal. Substantial growth has occurred outside the Basin, however, with development of Lahontan, Martis
Camp, and Northstar. Sierra Pacific Industries and Squaw Valley are also launching new projects. The purpose of
the looped project is to wheel power to serve growth outside the Basin. Upgrade of the 625 Line is not
necessary today and may not ever be necessary.
There is no question that portions of the system are having capacity issues, but those are outside of the Basin.
There are no major reliability problems.
The action alternatives are all the same, based on the concept of a looped system. Other alternatives, such as a
peaking power plant for Northstar, or running a 120 kV line to the Northstar Substation are rejected because
they’re not a loop.
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Response

The commenter is referred to Master Response 5 for information on project alternatives, and Master Response
6 for information on the need for the project. The reasons why a “looped” system would be necessary to meet
the project’s objectives are addressed in Master Response 11.

Ellie Waller, Friends of Tahoe Vista
Summarized Comment

Basin ratepayers could see rate increases of 20 to 30 percent, yet the upgrade will serve Vail Corporation
(Northstar), KSL (Squaw Valley), and Homewood.
The project is not required by the CPUC.
The EIR must include a cost breakdown of each phase of the proposed alternative; needs assessments for
Northstar, Squaw Valley, and Homewood; and a separate needs assessment for the portion of the service area
within the Tahoe Basin.
SR 267 is a scenic route and a desirable outcome would be to remove, underground, or screen with trees to
enhance that threshold.
Existing and proposed poles should be depicted on the same chart for comparison of diameter, height, number
of lines, and the like.
The EIR should identify whether CalPeco would have to pay the USFS for wear and tear of the Fiberboard
Freeway.
The number of construction trips anticipated on the Fiberboard Freeway, and all USFS requirements should be
identified.
Proposed public notification during construction is insufficient relative to helicopter flight paths and blasting
operations. At a minimum, CalPeco should post construction activities on its website, in mailers, and in the
newspapers.
The EIR should identify which regulations (TRPA or Placer County) apply to days/hours of construction. CNEL
levels should be identified for each affected Tahoe Basin community.
The EIR needs to explain the impacts of disturbing 70 acres on all special [status] species.
Unavoidable, unmitigable impacts to northern goshawk are not acceptable.
The project will result in significant impacts to ratepayers.
Response

The comments provided are the same, or very similar to those later provided in writing by Ellie Waller
representing Friends of Tahoe Vista. Please see responses to Comment Letters 31 and 32. Brief summaries of
responses to several issues are provided below.
The comment incorrectly suggests that Liberty Utilities proposes to raise electrical rates by 20 to 30 percent.
Cost recovery for investments in infrastructure made by a utility is determined by the CPUC after project
construction. The commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for more detail on this issue.
The CPUC requires that the applicant provide reliable electrical service to all customers. The 625 and 650
Electrical Upgrade Project is required to meet this obligation.
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With regard to the requested cost breakdowns and needs assessments, please see Master Response 6.
Opportunities to remove, underground, or screen the power lines along SR 267 south of Brockway Summit are
analyzed in the EIS/EIS/EIR.
The request for a chart comparing existing and proposed power pole characteristics is addressed in response to
Comment 32-11.
Information on who owns the Fiberboard Freeway and cost sharing of road maintenance is provided in response
to Comment 31-11.
Response to the commenter’s noise-related concerns is provided in response to Comment 31-7.
The EIS/EIS/EIR assesses the impacts of ground disturbance on sensitive species, including northern goshawk,
associated with the project.

Ann Nichols, North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
Summarized Comment

The project will make it easier to maintain the power poles by virtue of access, but is it a worthwhile tradeoff in
terms of recreation, biological resources impacts, creation of 7.5 miles of new ROW in the Basin, and tree
removal?
Other alternatives should be analyzed, including upgrade of the 625 Line in its present location so as to have
fewer impacts on recreation and scenic; constructing a loop in the Northstar area; and undergrounding the
portion through the residential area of Kingswood East.
Response

The commenter is referred to Master Response 13 regarding the need for relocation of the 625 Line, Master
Response 5 regarding the proposed loop system, and Master Response 2 for information about the feasibility of
undergrounding.

Laurel Ames, Tahoe Area Sierra Club
Summarized Comment

The EIR needs to disclose growth-inducing impacts.
Peak energy use is in December and January, and is linked to snowmaking and increased water use. Do the
people in the Tahoe Basin need more energy for snowmaking outside the Basin?
Response

The commenter is referred to Master Response 7 for information on growth inducing impacts and Master
Response 6 for additional information on project need.

Steve Buelna, Placer County
Summarized Comment

Placer County has received several letters from area business groups over concerns about the Tahoe City
Substation. The concern is about consistency with the existing Community Plan. Also, Placer County is updating
its Area Plans, and there is concern about the location of the Tahoe City Substation within the Town Center, as
opposed to within an industrial area. The analysis should consider the cost of relocation versus upgrading the
substation in place.
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Response

Please see response to Comment 10-2 regarding consistency of the Tahoe City upgrade with the Tahoe City
Community Plan, and Master Response 1 addressing the suggested relocation of the Tahoe City Substation as a
future, unrelated project.

Governing Board Member Comments
Elizabeth Carmel, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

What is our authority with respect to this project?
Response

As indicated by John Marshall at the Governing Board meeting, the board will be voting on whether to approve
construction of the portion of the proposed project that is in the Lake Tahoe Basin based on the analysis in the
EIS/EIS/EIR.

Clem Shute, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

There is no reference to growth-inducing impacts in the Summary. Where would additional growth supplied by
the project occur?
Response

Growth-inducing impacts are addressed in Chapter 5, Other NEPA-, TRPA-, and CEQA-Mandated Sections, of the
EIS/EIS/EIR. See also Master Response 7 for more information on growth that could be accommodated by the
project.

Norma Santiago, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

There is substantial public testimony regarding the relocation of the Tahoe City Substation. How do we address
this?
Response

See Master Response 1 for information on the suggested relocation of the Tahoe City Substation.

Larry Sevison, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

One of the goals of the Tahoe City planning team is to improve the image of Tahoe City. Relocation of the Tahoe
City substation should be considered.
Response

See Master Response 1 for information on the suggested relocation of the Tahoe City Substation.

Casey Beyer, Governing Board Vice Chair
Summarized Comment

The question from the audience is about growth inducement. How much energy load is the project projected to
accommodate? Growth is limited within the Basin, so the growth would happen outside the Basin, which affects
the overall area.
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The public is concerned about Basin customers paying for an electrical upgrade that will serve development
outside the Basin.
Has the utility looked at something else besides diesel for back-up generation?
Response

See Master Response 7 for information on growth inducement and Master Response 4 for information on the
potential for rate increase.
Modifications to the diesel generators at Kings Beach are not proposed as part of the 625 and 650 Electrical
Upgrade Project, and because the proposed project concerns transmission of power and not its generation,
consideration of alternative power sources is not within the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR. However, evaluation of
various alternatives suggested in comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is provided in Master Response 5.

Mark Bruce, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

Do we know if the demand was from within the Basin or outside the Basin on the peak day of December 30,
2012?
Which alternatives have unmitigable adverse effects and which are approvable? Which alternatives work with
respect to biological resources? With respect to air quality?
Response

During the peak demand period on December 30, 2012, demand was from both inside and outside the Lake
Tahoe Basin. The North Lake Tahoe Transmission System provided electricity to customers both inside and
outside the Basin and the entire customer base generates demand. All of the action alternatives would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts to heritage, cultural, and paleontological resources and air quality. The
cultural impacts would be related to the potential to damage to resources that have not been identified (i.e.,
buried artifacts that cannot be identified through surface surveys). The air quality impacts would occur because
the NSAQMD does not have an offsite fee mitigation program that could be used to offset the NOx produced
during construction. Alternatives 1 and 2 would result in permanent habitat loss within TRPA-designated
disturbance zones around northern goshawk nests, which is prohibited by TRPA. However, significant and
unavoidable impacts do not in and of themselves result in an alternative not being approvable. All alternatives
would be approvable, although Alternatives 1 and 2 would require modification in the area of the TRPAdesignated northern goshawk disturbance zones.

Bill Yeates, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

How do we balance tradeoffs between impacts to different issue areas?
What if we determined that the solution is to put the line underground?
The solution to the scenic issue in Tahoe City is to push the line back onto the 64 Acre Recreation Site. Aren’t we
required to work with other jurisdictions before we make a decision that will determine for several years the
location of that power line? Maybe we should address this now to allow the communities to do what’s
necessary to implement the Regional Plan.
Response

The applicant is willing to discuss a potential project design with the appropriate local land use authorities, and the
CPUC encourages the project applicant to do so. Please see Master Response 1 regarding coordination with local
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jurisdictions in the Tahoe City area related to the Tahoe City substation. Please also refer to Master Response 2
for information on undergrounding.

Marsha Berkbigler, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

Is visual the only issue with the Tahoe City Substation? Is it a source of pollution?
Response

The Tahoe City Substation is not a documented source of pollution and no significant and unavoidable scenic
impacts from upgrade of the Tahoe City Substation were identified in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR. It is also a validly
permitted existing use. Please see response to Comment 17-1 for information on potentially hazardous
substances used at the substation.

Shelly Aldean, Governing Board Chair
Summarized Comment

There would be a substantial cost to move the substation and Liberty Utilities may not get reimbursed for those
costs because it has nothing to do with providing reliable power.
Response

Please see Master Response 4 for information on cost recovery.

Hal Cole, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

It’s important to support the local jurisdictions, and if the Area Plan effort can be supported through moving the
substation, we should let the utility company know that is the preference.
The applicant should look into natural gas generators instead of diesel to improve air quality.
Response

Please see Master Response 1 with regard to for information on the proposed relocation of the Tahoe City
Substation.
Modifications to the diesel generators at Kings Beach are not proposed as part of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line
Upgrade Project, and because the proposed project concerns transmission of power and not its generation,
consideration of alternative power sources is not within the scope of the EIS/EIS/EIR. However, evaluation of
various alternatives suggested in comments received on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR is provided in Master Response 5.

Elizabeth Carmel, Governing Board Member
Summarized Comment

Were aggressive retrofit or conservation measures analyzed, and could this help meet peak demand? The
environmental document should include a quantitative analysis of power savings from conservation and if that is
a viable alternative.
Response

Conservation is not a viable project alternative because conservation measures are not mandatory or
enforceable, and thus not reliable. Please refer to the discussion of the Non-Wires Alternative – Demand
Management Conservation in Chapter 3, Project Alternatives, of the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (page 3-79) for more
analysis of this alternative.
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On Behalf of the North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance
Thomas A. Besich, Electric Utility Power Engineer
April 28, 2014

57-1

Commenter provides an introduction, noting that he has been retained by NTCAA to provide a technical
assessment of the validity of various electrical planning documents and the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR, as well as
to provide a professional opinion regarding the need for the project. Commenter summarizes his
professional experience (curricula vitae appended), which includes a degree in electrical engineering and
over 25 years’ experience with Southern California Edison in departments responsible for transmission
planning, system operations, and power contracts. Commenter also provides a list of the documents
relating to the North Tahoe Electric Transmission system including load data.

57-2

Commenter provides a summary of his understanding of the North Tahoe Electrical System, including
the period of winter peaks and the correlation between below freezing temperatures and winter peak
demand periods. Commenter points out that transmission conductors can experience a 25 to 30 percent
increase in thermal ratings in such conditions, compared to summer. Commenter points out that all
ratings used in Sierra Pacific Power and Z-Global studies appear to be summer ratings. Based on this
comment, the analysis was revised using the more appropriate winter conductor ratings.

57-3

Commenter provides his opinion that the 3.3 mile section of smaller conductor (2/0 aluminum
conductor steel reinforced [ACSR] cables) on the 650 Line between Truckee and Northstar should be
reconductored (with 397.5 aluminum alloy cable) and rebuilt for eventual 120 kV operation, as soon as
possible. Independent reviewer Paul Scheuerman concurs with this opinion.

57-4

Commenter provides his opinion that the 5.9 mile section of smaller conductor (2/0 ACSR) in the 650
Line beteen Northstar and Kings Beach does not need to be reconductored until there is sufficient load
growth in the Brockway/Tahoe City area, or it is determined that system conditions require the entire
650 Line from Truckee to Kings Beach to be operated at 120 kV. Independent reviewer, Paul
Scheuerman, recommends immediate reconductorning of all 2/0 ACSR section of the 650 Line.

57-5

Commenter provides his opinion that the rebuilding the 625 Line (between Kings Beach and Tahoe City )
does not appear to be justified at this time, but fails to provide specific technical support for this
opinion. Commenter states that there were errors in one set of power flow plots from Z-Global (H1 –
H3). These plots have been reviewed by Z-Global and have been updated. Figure H2 where the Kings
Beach generation was inadvertently modeled at unity Power Factor with little to no reactive support
(i.e., VAR production) was updated. The model has been modified so that the generation would attempt
to hold the voltage schedule at the main Kings Beach 60 kV buss instead of the generation buss. This
resulted in the generation producing the full reactive output of roughly 4 MVAR. In addition, the Kings
Beach 120/60 kV transformer impedance modeling was updated. The results were found to be largely
consistent with the initial report and Figure H2. Independent reviewer Paul Scheuerman concludes that
completion of the 120 kV loop by rebuilding and operating the 625 Line at 120 kV would be required
when the system load reaches 100 MW. Relying on an estimated area load growth of 1 MW per year
used in the updated Z-Global analysis and a current peak load of 86 MW, need to reconductor and
operate the 625 Line at 120 kV should occur by 2027.

57-6

Commenter provides his opinion that the project tries to accomplish more than has been justified in
supporting documents, including lack of proper and accurate power flow analysis. Commenter points
out that the simplest and least environmentally damaging solution is to reconductor the 3.3 miles of the
650 Line between Truckee and Northstar, but fails to provide specific technical support for this opinion.
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57-7

Commenter provides his opinion that rebuilding the 3.3 miles 2/0 ACSR segment of the 650 Line should
be separated from proposed efforts to prematurely rebuild the entire 650 Line; and the 650 Line
rebuilding should proceed without delay, independent of other segments of the 650 Line. Commenter
fails to provide specific technical support for said opinion. See response to Comment 57-4.

57-8

Commenter provides references to unspecified flawed study modeling. Commenter questions the use of
applicable line conductor ratings (multiple locations) because the ampacity (line ratings) of the various
conductors modeled by Z-Global were summer emergency ratings rather than winter emergency ratings,
which would be higher. Selected cases were rerun by Z-Global with winter emergency ratings and the
use of these ratings did little to change the fundamental problems affecting the existing system,
including unacceptable voltage levels during the loss of key facilities. If the conductor ratings were
increased, additional line loading could be accommodated; however, with the additional line loading
during the loss of key facilities, voltage levels would be adversely impacted considerably more than
those indicated by the existing models. The result after using the winter ratings is no change in the
eventual need for the project, but changes to the phasing and timing of implementation,as noted in
response to Comment 57-5.

57-9

Commenter provides his opinion regarding how future load growth should be accommodated and how
portions of the proposed project should be implemented. Commenter cites unspecified flawed study
modeling, but fails to provide specific technical support for this opinion.

57-10 Commenter provides his opinion regarding operation of Kings Beach generation and air quality
restrictions that have reduced generation capacity from 15 MW to 12 MW and the corresponding effect
on volt ampere reactive output.
57-11 Commenter states demand side management and interruptible load should be addressed as an
alternative. Under the Non-Wires Alternative – Demand Management Conservation discussion in
Chapter 3, Alternatives Eliminated from Further Consideration of the EIS/EIS/EIR, demand management
conservation programs as an alternative to the project are discussed and were eliminated from further
analysis because these programs require voluntary participation and are separate and standalone
programs. CalPeco cannot guarantee that such voluntary programs would provide sufficient energy
conservation to achieve either the capacity or reliability needs of CalPeco in the Tahoe Basin. Therefore,
this alternative would not meet the objectives for the project.
57-12 Commenter states that the only alternative considered in the document were variations of the proposed
project; however, as detailed in Chapter 3, numerous alternatives were considered - with alternatives
being considered and rejected that did not meet the purpose and need of the project. The result of this
alternative process was that variations of the proposed project were analyzed as action alternatives
because they would meet the purpose and need of the project.
Commenter further states “rolling” load from Brockway to the Sierra Pacific Power system in the same
manner Sierra Pacific Power rolls load from its Incline Substation to Brockway and Glenbrook for Sierra
Pacific Power’s N-1s at Incline should have been evaluated. He further states load rolling also may be
feasible between Tahoe City and one of Liberty Utilities’ substations serving South Tahoe. As noted in a
letter from NV Energy to Liberty Utilities, NV Energy states “Liberty Utilities should not consider our
prior ability to assist as an indication of our future ability to provide any permanent solution for Liberty’s
loading issues in the north Lake Tahoe area” (see Appendix P-2a). Therefore, load rolling is not a reliable
option.
57-13 Commenter states that there does not appear to be sufficient justification to rebuild the 625 Line for full
120 kV loop operation. Commenter states the major expense and majority of environmental impacts are
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being justified on what appear to be non-existent voltage problems based on flawed transformer
modeling. Commenter recommends that Liberty Utilities complete a re-evaluation of voltage to
determine at what future load level system conditions and contingencies voltage problems exist that
could not be corrected with a minimal amount of shunt capacitors. Independent reviewer Paul
Scheuerman concludes that, relying upon an estimated area load growth to 1 MW per year used in the
updated Z-Global analysis, and a current peak of 86 MW, the completion of the 120 kV loop by
rebuilding and operating the 625 Line at 120 kV need not occur by 2027.
57-14 Commenter notes the need for information regarding harmonic resonance and limits associated with
the application of shunt capacitors to correct voltage problems. Commenter asserts that sufficient space
at Brockway/Kings Beach and Squaw Valley substations is available for the installation of capacitors.
While the application of capacitors may present a short term solution to various system voltage issues,
the potential problems associated with their interaction with solid state devices is uncertain.
Considerable literature is available that suggests there may be problems if such a course of action was
implemented. Capacitor application could potentially create problems for both the customer and the
utility. However, if successfully implemented, capacitors could provide an interim solution.
57-15 The commenter takes issue with replacement of existing single line service with dual service to
Northstar Substation. In addition to serving the resort related load located at Northstar, other nonresort loads are also served via separate distribution feeders, similar to other distribution feeders
located at other substations. Given the load level and the reliability benefits accruing to the area
customers, it is prudent to upgrade service to the substation to a double circuit configuration as
proposed by the applicant.
57-16 The commenter is referred to Master Response 13: Proximity to the Fiberboard Freeway, for more
detailed information regarding access and safety issues in regards to the 625 Line. Commenter points
out that the 625 Line currently has the largest conductor (397.5 aliuminum alloy) Liberty Utilities is
proposing, and never overloads in any of the studies. At this time, the need to upgrade the line to 120
kV is envisioned as the final phase in converting the existing 60 kV loop to 120 kV with safety and access
issues lending support to the need for the 625 Line upgrade.
57-17 Commenter questions applicability of NERC reliability standards, and questions the need for dual service
to loads under 10 MW. Western Electricity Coordinating Council and NERC jurisdiction over Liberty
Utilities is debatable; however, that does not mean that Liberty Utilities should be able to provide a
quality of service to their customer that is anything less than what is commonly afforded similarly
situated customers on other systems. Commenter makes it sound like it is matter of providing dual
service to customers with loads under 10 MW (meaning single customers with less than 10 MW), but
fails to note that the system under consideration provides service to a number of distribution
substations that in turn provide service to multiple distribution circuits serving multiple customers. Most
utilities provide their distribution substations with redundant service whenever possible. Doing so is a
common utility practice.
The level of reliability to customers served from the area’s distribution substations (Martis, Squaw
Valley, Tahoe City, Kings Beach, and Northstar) should be no different from the reliability level available
to customers served from similar distribution facilities located in other areas throughout California.
57-18 Commenter states, “As noted by NTCAA, all the load growth in the last 15 plus years has been outside
these 4 substations” (Squaw Valley, Tahoe City, Kings Beach, and Northstar). This statement is not
supported by the commenter and is incorrect as demonstrated in the below table of substation loads.
Clearly the load growth has been sporadic and distributed among all area substations. However, as
noted, with loss of the 629 Line and with loads at or above 86 MW, the 650 Line section of 2/0 ACSR will
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overload as well as result in low voltages in the Kings Beach and Tahoe City areas. With the 650 Line
reconductored (i.e., Phase 1 of the project, as identified in the EIS/EIS/EIR, being complete),
independent reviewer Paul Scheuerman concludes that Phase 2 of the proposed project should occur
when system demands reach 89 MW. Phase 2 primarily consists of conducting improvements at the
North Truckee, Northstar, and Kings Beach substations and decommissioning the Brockway Substation.
With an estimated system load growth (i.e., growth of service area electricity demand) of approximately
1 MW per a year (the estimate used in the Z-Global 2014 addendum), it is proposed that Phase 2 should
be completed by 2016. Phase 3 of the proposed project consists of rebuilding of the 625 Line and all
remaining project elements (e.g., completing remaining substation improvements). The system
modelling indicates that construction of this final phase is necessary when demand reaches 100 MW.
Continuing with the 1 MW per year load growth estimate used in the Z-Global analysis, completion of
Phase 3 should occur by 2027. However, construction could be required sooner or later depending on
the actual rate of load growth.

57-19 See response to Comment 57-8 for a discussion regarding applicable line conducting ratings.
57-20 Commenter reiterates a proposal for the project in a conclusory fashion.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

p

75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-3901

0

i

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
Attention: Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
c Company 625 and
Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the California Pacific Electri
# 20130326)
650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, Placer and Nevada Counties, CA (CEQ
Dear Ms. Jepson:
California Pacific Electric
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the DEIS for the
al Environmental Policy
Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project pursuant to the Nation
508), and our NEPA review
Act, Council on Environmental Quality regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1
authority under Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
maximizing the use of the
The EPA supports the proposed action to minimize environmental effects by
. That said, we are
existing transmission line right-of-way, and appropriate siting of infrastructure
have rated the DEIS
We
es.
concerned about potential direct and cumulative impacts to aquatic resourc
enclosed “Summary of
as Environmental Concerns Insufficient Information (EC-2). Please see the
EPA Rating Definitions.”
—

Clean Water Act. We
The EPA is concerned about the project’s compliance with Section 404 of the
that could be filled
recommend the FEIS provide a discussion of Clean Water Act jurisdictional waters
al waters, measures to
by project activities, and include descriptions of type and acreage ofjurisdiction
atic Resources;
ofAqu
avoid impacts, and consistency with the Compensatory Mitigation for Losses
Final Rule. Our detailed comments are enclosed.
please send one hard
Thank you for the opportunity to review this DETS. When the FEIS is published,
ns, please contact me at
copy to us at the address above (Mail Code: CED-2). If you have any questio
can be reached at 415415-972-3521, or contact Scott Sysum, the lead reviewer for this project. Scott
972-3742 or sysum.scottepa.gov.
Sincerely,
LAtLJ(

Q.

Kathleen Martyn Goforthanager
Environmental Review Office (CED-2)
Enclosures: Summary of EPA Rating System
EPA’s Detailed Comments

Printed an Recycled Paper
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S ON THE CALIFORNIA
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY’S DETAILED COMMENT
PROJECT, DRAFT
PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY 625 AND 650 ELECTRICAL LINE UPGRADE
CA, JANUARY 3, 2014
COUNTIES,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, PLACER AND NEVADA

Clean Water Act Section 404
Section 404(b) (1) Guidelines
ical integrity of
The purpose of the CWA is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biolog
in part, by
ed,
waters of the United States (WUS, or jurisdictional waters). These goals are achiev
cant adverse
prohibiting discharges of dredged or fill material that would result in avoidable or signifi
d or fill
dredge
of
rge
impacts on the aquatic environment. Pursuant to Section 404 of the CWA, discha
permit is required,
material to WUS requires a permit issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. If a
ication of
the EPA will review the project for compliance with the Federal Guidelinesfor Specif
pursuant to
Disposal Sites for Dredged or Fill Materials (40 CFR 230) (Guidelines), promulgated
ines rests with the
Section 404(b)(l) of the CWA. The burden to demonstrate compliance with the Guidel
permit applicant.
Recommendation:
Discuss and demonstrate compliance with the Guidelines in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement.
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Geographic Extent of Waters of the United States
result from the
The EPA is concerned about the potential adverse impact to aquatic resources that could
may be
tion
mitiga
proposed project. The DEIS states (p. 4.6-4 1) that a USACE 404 Permit and 1:1
jurisdictional
required for the discharge of dredged or fill material into jurisdictional waters. A formal
d by the
verifie
or
eted,
compl
delineation of the full extent of WUS on the project site has not yet been
USACE.
Recommendation.
ination in the
EPA strongly encourages the USFS to include the results of ajurisdictional determ
, the FEIS
onally
Additi
FEIS. A jurisdictional determination must be performed by the Corps.
should list the acres ofjurisdictional waters impacted by each alternative.
Analysis ofAlternatives

—

40 CFR 230.10(a)

order to comply
If an individual permit for fill ofjurisdictional waters of the Unites States is required, in
tives to ensure that
with the Guidelines, the applicant must comprehensively evaluate a range of alterna
ative.
the “preferred” alternative is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Altern
tes the direct,
Identification of the LEDPA is achieved by performing an alternatives analysis that estima
project
off-site
and
onindirect, and cumulative impacts to jurisdictional waters resulting from a set of
e are
alternatives. Project alternatives that are not practicable and do not meet the project purpos
es, so
resourc
aquatic
s
to
eliminated. The LEDPA is the remaining alternative with the fewest impact
when this analysis
long as it does not have other significant adverse environmental consequences. Only
selected alternative
has been performed can the applicant and the permitting authority be assured that the
1
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is the LEDPA (40 CFR 230.10(a)).
EPA was pleased to see the inclusion of applicant proposed measures and additio
nal mitigations that
would either avoid or minimize impacts to potential jurisdictional wetlands, howev
er, it cannot be
determined whether that alternative is the LEDPA without a Corps’ delineation
of the geographic extent
of jurisdictional waters.
Recommendation.
The FEIS should consider sufficient analyses of the alternatives to identify the LEDP
A. These
analyses should consider changes to the preferred alternative or application of mitiga
tion
measure that could reduce the environmental impacts to the greatest extent possib
le. The FEIS
should also contain sufficient detail to allow for meaningful comparison betwee
n alternatives.
Mitigation ofPotential Adverse Impacts

1-3
cont'd

Pursuant to the Guidelines, mitigation of project impacts begins with the avoidance
and minimization of
direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to the aquatic ecosystem, followed by compe
nsatory measures if
a loss of aquatic functions and/or acreage is unavoidable. Compensatory mitigation
is, therefore,
intended only for unavoidable impacts to jurisdictional waters after the LEDPA has
been determined.
For this reason, it would be premature to examine in detail any mitigation propos
al before compliance
with 40 CFR 230.10(a) is established.
Recommendation.
Include in the FEIS a mitigation plan for unavoidable impacts to waters of the United
States, as
required by Corps and EPA regulations.
Stream Crossings in Riparian Areas
The proposed action would cross 29 streams and impact stream environment zones
4.6-41). We
support the applicant proposed measures APM WQ-1, WQ-3, WQ-4, WQ-5,WQ-7, (p.
WQ-8, HAZ-l,
BlO- 1, and BIO-2 which among other things, indicates CALPECO will attemp
t to avoid impacts by
siting poles and other facilities outside of delineated waters of the U.S.(p. 4.6-45
); however, the EPA is
still concerned with the potential direct impacts, such as clearing vegetation, and
indirect impacts, such
as sedimentation to riparian areas from road widening and tree removal, that could
result at these
crossings.
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Recommendation:
Maximize, to the extent possible, helicopter mitigation to further reduce impact
s at stream
crossings as stated in APM BIO-27. Quantify the result of additional impact avoida
nce in the
FEIS.
Public Health and Sensitive Receptor Notfication
In light of the projected daily emission, the FEIS should consider a mitigation
measure that would
inform sensitive receptors of these potential risks in advance of construction. This
information should be
provided concurrently with advanced notification of construction for noise impact
s.
2
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Recommendation:
Consider a mitigation measure that would provide advanced notification to sensitive receptors of
, as well as toxic air contaminants.
25
10 and PM
the potential effects of PM

1-5
cont'd

Biological Resources
The EPA is pleased to see that APM BIO-19 states that the power poles will be constructed to conform
to the practices described in the Suggested Practices for Avian Protection on Power Lines Manual
developed by the Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (2006) (p. 3-98). The DEIS states, for the
new poles, poles would be buried 7 to 10 feet deep, depending on height. Guy wires may be connected
to the poles in areas that need additional stability (p. 3-26). Guy wires can and electrical wires have been
known to result in avian injury or mortality. Also guy wires have been known to cause injury to humans,
who were not aware of their presence.

1-6

Recommendation:
Include, in the FEIS, design practices to be followed for the above ground power lines and guy
wires to minimize bird collisions. A useful reference for this is the Avian Power Line Interaction
Committee document, Reducing Avian Collisions with Power Lines: State ofthe Art in 2012.
Minimize the use of guy wires as much as practicable.

Cumulative Impacts Analysis
The DEIS lists the cumulative projects in Table 4.1-2 (p. 4.1-5). A Notice of Intent/Notice of
Preparation was recently published for the proposed Lake Tahoe Passenger Ferry project. The cross-lake
ferry service will go from South Lake Tahoe to the Grove street pier in Tahoe City. This project may
require the construction of fueling facilities and pier modification. The ferry service would operate year
round and on a fixed schedule.
Recommendations:
The FEIS should update the list of reasonably foreseeable projects to include the Tahoe
Passenger Ferry Project.

3
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DEFINITIONS*
SUMMARY OF EPA RATING
nmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) level of
This rating system was developed as a means to summarize the U.S. Enviro
ries for evaluation of the environmental
catego
etical
alphab
of
nation
concern with a proposed action. The ratings are a combi
adequacy of the Environmental Impact Statement
impacts of the proposal and numerical categories for evaluation of the
(EIS).
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE ACTION
“LO” (Lack of Objections)
s requiring substantive changes to the proposal. The
The EPA review has not identified any potential environmental impact
measures that could be accomplished with no more
tion
mitiga
of
tion
review may have disclosed opportunities for applica
than minor changes to the proposal.
“EC” (Environmental Concerns)
nment.
al
impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the enviro
nment
enviro
ied
identif
The EPA review has
reduce
can
that
res
measu
tion
mitiga
of
tion
applica
Corrective measures may require changes to the preferred alternative or
s.
impact
these
reduce
to
agency
the environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead
“EO” (Environmental Objections)
s that should be avoided in order to provide adequate
The EPA review has identified significant environmental impact
ntial changes to the preferred alternative or
protection for the environment. Corrective measures may require substa
alternative or a new alternative). EPA intends to
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no action
work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.
“EU” (Environmentally Unsatisfactory)
of sufficient magnitude that they are unsatisfactory
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are
. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce
from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality
ed at the final EIS stage, this proposal will be
these impacts. If the potentially unsatisfactory impacts are not correct
.
recommended for referral to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)
ADEOUACY OF THE IMPACT STATEMENT
“Category 1” (Adequate)
(s) of the preferred alternative and those of the
al
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environment impact
is or data collection is necessary, but the reviewer
alternatives reasonably available to the project or action. No further analys
may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.
“Category 2” (Insufficient Information)
assess environmental impacts that should be avoided in
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully
ied new reasonably available alternatives that are
identif
has
er
order to fully protect the environment, or the EPA review
could reduce the environmental impacts of the action.
within the spectrum of alternatives analysed in the draft EIS, which
be included in the final ElS.
The identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussion should
“Category 3” (Inadequate)
cant environmental impacts of the action, or the
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially signifi
are outside of the spectrum of alternatives analysed in
EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that
significant environmental impacts. EPA believes
ally
the draft EIS, which should be analysed in order to reduce the potenti
of such a magnitude that they should have full
are
ions
that the identified additional information, data, analyses, or discuss
is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or
public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the draft EIS
le for public comment in a supplemental or revised
Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and made availab
proposal could be a candidate for referral to the
draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved, this
CEQ.
the Environment.
*From EPA Manual 1640, Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal Actions Impacting
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Jessica Babcock
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Skip Canfield <scanfield@lands.nv.gov>
Friday, January 10, 2014 9:42 AM
Jessica Babcock
Skip Canfield
State Agency Comments E2014-050 California Pacific Electric Company 625/650
Electrical Lines Upgrade

Jessica – The Nevada State Clearinghouse did not receive any agency feedback on this proposal,
http://clearinghouse.nv.gov/public/Notice/2014/E2014‐050.pdf
Skip Canfield
Nevada State Clearinghouse
State Land Use Planning Agency
Nevada Division of State Lands
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
901 South Stewart Street, Suite 5003
Carson City, NV 89701
775‐684‐2723
http://clearinghouse.nv.gov
www.lands.nv.gov
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Community Development/Resource Agency
Michael J. Johnson, AICP
Agency Director

ADMINISTRATION

January 7, 2014

Wendy Jepson
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
PO Box 5310
128 Market Street
Stateline, NV 89449
wjepson@trpa.org
Subject:

California Pacific Electric Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project,
Draft EIS/EIR/EIS

Thank you for providing Placer County the opportunity to review the Draft EIS/EIR/EIS for the subject
project. The proposed project primarily consists of an upgrade of the 625 and 650 Lines and associated
substations. These improvements are located in the vicinity of Martis Valley, Northstar at Tahoe, Tahoe
Vista, Kings Beach, Carnelian Bay and Tahoe City in northeastern Placer County and Truckee in
southeast Nevada County. This project proposes to bring reliable electrical service to the North Lake
Tahoe Region. It will allow for greater reliability during normal and down power line operations. It will
decrease the reliance of the diesel locomotive engines during down power lines which will lower air
emissions to the region. The increased reliability and more consistent power stability will be a key to
any future economic development or housing opportunity in the region. Placer County has reviewed the
document and compiled the following comments for your consideration.
GENERAL ORDER NO. 131-D
Placer County has reviewed General Order No. 131-D and offers the following comments regarding the
Order. While it is true that local jurisdictions are preempted “from regulating power line projects,
distribution lines, substations or electric facilities constructed by public utilities subject to the PUC’s
jurisdiction”, the County does in fact have a role in local land use matters.
Section XIV.B of the General Order States: “This General Order clarifies that local jurisdictions acting
pursuant to local authority are preempted from regulating electric power line projects, distribution lines,
substations or electric facilities constructed by public utilities subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction.
However, in locating such projects, the public utilities shall consult with local agencies regarding land
use matters. In instances where the public utilities and local agencies are unable to resolve their
differences, the Commission shall set a hearing no later than 30 days after the utility or local agency
has notified the Commission of the inability to reach agreement on land use matters” (emphasis
added).
Placer County agrees that the PUC is the Lead Agency for purposes of CEQA compliance for
CalPeco’s project. Placer County agrees that the PUC preempts local regulation of power line projects,
substations and electric facilities constructed by public utilities. However, such regulation does not
eliminate the County’s role in discussing land use matters with respect to these projects, nor does it
3091 County Center Drive, Suite 280 / Auburn, CA 95603 / 530-745-3197 / www.placer.ca.gov
Tahoe Office, 775 North Lake Blvd. / Tahoe City, CA 96146 / 530-581-6280
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exempt CalPeco from its legal obligations to formally notice the County and allow the County to protest
the proposed project (or portions thereof.) Nor does this order eliminate the County’s role as a
responsible agency under CEQA to the extent it must issue building or grading permits for the CalPeco
project.

10-1
cont'd

Currently, the PUC, as Lead Agency, is conducting its CEQA review. To the extent that the Placer
County finds there are land use interests that should be brought to the PUC’s attention, comments on
the Draft EIS/EIR/EIS are a helpful vehicle for such communication.
COMMUNITY PLAN CONSISTENCY
1. Tahoe City and Substation Reconstruction to Operate at 120 kV (APN 094-540-019): Reconstruction
of the Tahoe City Substation should be compatible with the adopted 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan
Goals and Objectives. Specifically, the existing power substation in Tahoe City is envisioned to be
relocated from the Fanny Bridge site to the Chimney Site (off Fairway Street). The relocation is to
move the power substation and high power lines away from scenic areas and the main gateway of
Tahoe City (Tahoe City Community Plan Chapter I-15 “Public Service; #3 Relocate Power
Substation”). The environmental document places a majority of the rationale to continue with the
existing Tahoe City substation by relying on the TRPA Scenic rating of the Tahoe City Community Plan
area. Specifically the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR page 3-80 and 81 cites:
“Further, one of the reasons given in the community plan for the relocation was to improve scenic
quality for the SR 89 TRPA route. Since this publication of this plan, the travel route rating for this
section of highway has increased as a result of other improvements in the community plan and the
asserted unit is now in attainment with the TRPA threshold. Therefore, the need to relocate this facility
is significantly diminished and may no longer exist.”
Placer County supports the December 2, 2013 correspondence from Sustainable Community
Advocates (SCA) in that the Draft EIS/EIR/EIS provides a narrow and incomplete interpretation of
multiple reasons why the Substation is recommended for relocation in the adopted Tahoe City
Community Plan. Beyond scenic concerns, the 1994 Plan’s “Vision for 2007 and Beyond”
encouraged/recommended relocation of the substation to facilitate: 1) Redevelopment of the Wye Area
(page I-8); Improved Entrance to Tahoe City (page I-13); and Improved River and Lake Access, with a
greater emphasis on recreation and transportation improvements on the “64-Acre Tract” (page I-14).
SCA notes the other two recommended items under Public Service - expansion of Tahoe City Public
Utility District facilities to a portion of the USFS Chimney site and relocation of the Tahoe City Fire
Station - have both been accomplished, consistent with the adopted Community Plan.
Undergrounding of overhead power lines along scenic vistas, gateways, bike trails and the Truckee
River also needs to be considered and evaluated. On page 3-81 there was an explanation that
dismisses shifting the power lines underground since the existing fanny bridge spanning the Truckee
River does did not have sufficient capacity.
“The existing conduits in the bridge spanning the Truckee River do not have sufficient capacity for
rerouting of all the distribution lines.”
The 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan Policy 5A (page II-4) states “Pursuant to the general
recommendations in Chapter IV projects within the scenic corridor shall be responsible for removing,
relocating or screening overhead utilities as a condition of the project approval.” The project is located
in the Tahoe City Scenic Roadway Units #14, #42 and #43 as defined in Chapter IV of the Community
Plan and Chapter IV under General Recommendations (a) further indicates (page IV-21) that overhead
utility lines should be placed underground.
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Placer County believes that the Draft EIS/EIR/EIS needs to provide further project level analysis
relating to alternatives that can be considered for the relocation of the Tahoe City Substation and the
undergounding of overhead power lines.

10-2
cont'd

2. Kings Beach Substation Reconstruction to Operate at 120 kV (APN 090-046-006): The project
proposes to reconstruct the Kings Beach Substation site as a 120 kV substation to accommodate the
upgraded 650 and 625 lines. The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS states that the project will require an amendment to
Plan Area Statement - 019, Martis Peak, in order to add Public Utility Centers as a special use within a
new Special Area. This amendment will result in an inconsistency between the TRPA Plan Area
Statement - 019 and the Placer County Plan Area Statement - 019 which were adopted by both TRPA
and Placer County at the same time in accordance with the North Tahoe Area General Plan. How does
the applicant propose to resolve this inconsistency in adopted Plans?
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AESTHETICS
1. Kings Beach Substation: The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS states that the Kings Beach Substation
reconstruction proposes “…four relocated 14.4 kV distribution feeders which are currently above
ground and would be placed underground…” and “To facilitate the upgrade of this facility, some
activities would occur outside of the existing facility’s fence line; however, all work would occur within
the larger CalPeco-owned parcel that houses the Kings Beach Utility Center.” The document further
states that “New lighting would be installed at the Kings Beach Substation…” As many of these project
improvements have aesthetic elements, Placer County recommends that the reconstruction of the
Kings Beach Substation and the decommissioning of the Brockway Substation be submitted to the
County for Design/Site Review as well as the local citizens Design Review Committee (North Tahoe
Design Review Committee) in order to ensure that the project design elements such as colors,
materials, landscaping, and lighting comply with the local design guidelines.
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2. Squaw Valley and the Northstar Substation: The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS indicates that the existing Squaw
Valley and Northstar Substations will be upgraded and that “All work would occur within the existing
substation fence line. The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS does not, however, provide details as to whether these
upgrades will be visible from adjacent public right-of-ways or adjoining properties. Placer County
recommends that prior to upgrading these substations, the proposed upgrades should be submitted to
the County for Design/Site Review as well as the local citizens Design Review Committee (Squaw
Valley and North Tahoe Design Review Committee) in order to ensure that the project design elements
such as colors, materials, landscaping, and lighting comply with the local design guidelines.
3. Alternative 2: This alternative provides for the inclusion of a new 625-9-D-C-OH-3 and 625-9-D-COH-4 line that would be relocated away from the existing State Route 267 alignment for the portions
that are within the Lake Tahoe Basin. While this alternative does result in tree removal and result in
scenic impacts as viewed from the Lake, there are several benefits from this alternative. An arguably
higher number of individuals visiting Tahoe first see the lake from the highway viewsheds. The
alternative realignment would result in improved views from that viewshed. Further improvement could
be achieved by also relocating the other utilities such as the phone lines at the same time and/or
undergrounding consistent with the direction provided in the community plans.
ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC FIELDS (EMF)
The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS states that: “The environmental document does not consider electric and
magnetic fields (EMF) in the context of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and TRPA regulations and determination of environmental impact
first, because there is no agreement among scientists that EMF does create a potential health risk, and
second, because there are no defined or adopted CEQA/NEPA or TRPA standards for defining health
risk from EMF (page 4.10-25). How will it be assured with the Kings Beach substation relocation that
measures are taken or proposed to reduce the potential exposure to electrical and magnetic fields
generated by the proposed facilities and their upgrading?
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Placer County has a public process for projects of this scale to require adequate public notice and input
from our Advisory Councils, Design/Site Review Committees, and the Tahoe Community Plan
stakeholder groups. The County is aware that the project may not require local discretionary review,
but the GO-131-D Section III .C states that “…to ensure safety and compliance with local building
standards, the utility must first communicate with, and obtain the input of, local authorities regarding
land use matters and obtain non-discretionary local permits required for the construction and operation
of these projects.” Therefore, Placer County recommends that the project be presented to the North
Tahoe Regional Advisory Council and the Squaw Valley Municipal Advisory Council for review and
comment.
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WATER QUALITY
Since it is likely that the County will be reviewing and approving permits related to improvements and
grading on this project, the County suggests using the County Standard language as Mitigation
Measures for Impacts to Water Quality as follows:
a. The applicant shall prepare and submit Improvement Plans, specifications and cost estimates (per
the requirements of Section II of the Land Development Manual [LDM] that are in effect at the time
of submittal) to the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) for review and approval. The plans
shall show all physical improvements as required by the conditions for the project as well as
pertinent topographical features both on and off site. All existing and proposed utilities and
easements, on site and adjacent to the project, which may be affected by planned construction,
shall be shown on the plans. All landscaping and irrigation facilities within the public right-of-way (or
public easements), or landscaping within sight distance areas at intersections, shall be included in
the Improvement Plans. The applicant shall pay plan check and inspection fees with the 1st
Improvement Plan submittal. (NOTE: Prior to plan approval, all applicable recording and
reproduction cost shall be paid). The cost of the above-noted landscape and irrigation facilities shall
be included in the estimates used to determine these fees. It is the applicant's responsibility to
obtain all required agency signatures on the plans and to secure department approvals. If the
Design/Site Review process and/or Development Review Committee (DRC) review is required as a
condition of approval for the project, said review process shall be completed prior to submittal of
Improvement Plans. Record drawings shall be prepared and signed by a California Registered Civil
Engineer at the applicant's expense and shall be submitted to the ESD in both hard copy and
electronic versions in a format to be approved by the ESD prior to acceptance by the County of site
improvements.
Conceptual landscape plans submitted prior to project approval may require modification during the
Improvement Plan process to resolve issues of drainage and traffic safety.
b. The Improvement Plans shall show all proposed grading, drainage improvements, vegetation and
tree removal and all work shall conform to provisions of the County Grading Ordinance (Ref. Article
15.48, Placer County Code) and Stormwater Quality Ordinance (Ref. Article 8.28, Placer County
Code) that are in effect at the time of submittal. No grading, clearing, or tree disturbance shall
occur until the Improvement Plans are approved and all temporary construction fencing has been
installed and inspected by a member of the Development Review Committee (DRC). All cut/fill
slopes shall be at a maximum of 2:1 (horizontal: vertical) unless a soils report supports a steeper
slope and the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) concurs with said recommendation. Fill
slopes shall not exceed 1.5:1 (horizontal: vertical)
The applicant shall revegetate all disturbed areas. Revegetation, undertaken from April 1 to October
1, shall include regular watering to ensure adequate growth. A winterization plan shall be provided
with project Improvement Plans. It is the applicant's responsibility to ensure proper installation and
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maintenance of erosion control/winterization before, during, and after project construction. Soil
stockpiling or borrow areas, shall have proper erosion control measures applied for the duration of
the construction as specified in the Improvement Plans. Provide for erosion control where roadside
drainage is off of the pavement, to the satisfaction of the Engineering and Surveying Division
(ESD).
The applicant shall submit to the ESD a letter of credit or cash deposit in the amount of 110 percent
of an approved engineer's estimate for winterization and permanent erosion control work prior to
Improvement Plan approval to guarantee protection against erosion and improper grading
practices. Upon the County's acceptance of improvements, and satisfactory completion of a oneyear maintenance period, unused portions of said deposit shall be refunded to the project applicant
or authorized agent.
If, at any time during construction, a field review by County personnel indicates a significant
deviation from the proposed grading shown on the Improvement Plans, specifically with regard to
slope heights, slope ratios, erosion control, winterization, tree disturbance, and/or pad elevations
and configurations, the plans shall be reviewed by the DRC/ESD for a determination of substantial
conformance to the project approvals prior to any further work proceeding. Failure of the DRC/ESD
to make a determination of substantial conformance may serve as grounds for the
revocation/modification of the project approval by the appropriate hearing body.
c. The Improvement Plan submittal shall include a final drainage report in conformance with the
requirements of Section 5 of the Land Development Manual and the Placer County Storm Water
Management Manual that are in effect at the time of submittal, to the Engineering and Surveying
Division for review and approval. The report shall be prepared by a Registered Civil Engineer and
shall, at a minimum, include: A written text addressing existing conditions, the effects of the
improvements, all appropriate calculations, a watershed map, increases in downstream flows,
proposed on- and off-site improvements and drainage easements to accommodate flows from this
project. The report shall identify water quality protection features and methods to be used both
during construction and for long-term post-construction water quality protection. "Best Management
Practice" measures shall be provided to reduce erosion, water quality degradation, and prevent the
discharge of pollutants to stormwater to the maximum extent practicable.
d. The Improvement Plans shall show that water quality treatment facilities/Best Management
Practices (BMPs) shall be designed according to the guidance of the California Stormwater Quality
Association Stormwater Best Management Practice Handbooks for Construction, for New
Development / Redevelopment, and for Industrial and Commercial (or other similar source as
approved by the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD) such as the Stormwater Quality Design
Manual for the Sacramento and South Placer Regions.
Construction (temporary) BMPs for the project include, but are not limited to: _______. (To be
completed by applicant)
Storm drainage from on- and off-site impervious surfaces (including roads) shall be collected and
routed through specially designed catch basins, vegetated swales, vaults, infiltration basins, water
quality basins, filters, etc. for entrapment of sediment, debris and oils/greases or other identified
pollutants, as approved by the Engineering and Surveying Division (ESD). BMPs shall be designed
at a minimum in accordance with the Placer County Guidance Document for Volume and FlowBased Sizing of Permanent Post-Construction Best Management Practices for Stormwater Quality
Protection. Post-development (permanent) BMPs for the project include, but are not limited to: __
__ (To be completed by applicant). No water quality facility construction shall be permitted within
any identified wetlands area, floodplain, or right-of-way, except as authorized by project approvals.
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All BMPs shall be maintained as required to insure effectiveness. The applicant shall provide for the
establishment of vegetation, where specified, by means of proper irrigation. Proof of on-going
maintenance, such as contractual evidence, shall be provided to ESD upon request. Maintenance
of these facilities shall be provided by the project owners/permittees unless, and until, a County
Service Area is created and said facilities are accepted by the County for maintenance.
e. Prior to Improvement Plans, the applicant shall obtain such permit from the State Regional Water
Quality Control Board and shall provide to the Engineering and Surveying Division evidence of a
state-issued WDID number or filing of a Notice of Intent and fees.
f.

This project is partially located within the permit area covered by Placer County’s Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit (State Water Resources Control Board National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit No. CAS000004, Order No. 20130001-DWQ), pursuant to the NPDES Phase II program. Project-related stormwater discharges are
subject to all applicable requirements of said permit.

10-8
cont'd

g. The project shall implement permanent and operational source control measures as applicable.
Source control measures shall be designed for pollutant generating activities or sources consistent
with recommendations from the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) Stormwater
BMP Handbook for New Development and Redevelopment, or equivalent manual, and shall be
shown on the Improvement Plans.
h. The project is also required to implement Low Impact Development (LID) standards designed to
reduce runoff, treat stormwater, and provide baseline hydromodification management to the extent
feasible.
GENERAL
1. The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS should note that the project will be subject to Placer County’s
Grading/Improvement Plan review process for work within unincorporated Placer County. An
Encroachment Permit shall be obtained from Placer County Department of Public Works for all work
within the County right-of-way.
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2. There is a typo in the Exhibit 4.6-1 legend (Watershed is mis-spelled).

10-10

3. The Draft EIS/EIR/EIS should provide more detail identifying the stockpiling and/or vehicle staging
areas with locations as far as practical from existing dwellings and protected resources in the area.

10-11

Once again, Placer County appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on this project and
realizes the overall value and benefits that this project brings to the residents and businesses located in
the region. The County looks forward to working cooperatively with TRPA and CalPeco to address the
County’s comments stated herein.
Sincerely,

________________________________
MICHAEL J. JOHNSON, AICP
Agency Director
cc. E. J. Ivaldi, Environmental Coordinator
Crystal Jacobsen, Planning Services Division
Paul Thompson, CDRA
Jennifer Merchant, County Executive Office
Steve Buelna, CDRA
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Rick Eiri, Engineering and Surveying Division
Sarah Gillmore, Engineering and Surveying Division
Ken Grehm, Department of Public Works
Richard Moorehead, Department of Public Works
Wesley Nicks, Environmental Health Services
Andy Fisher, Facility Services - Parks
Karin Schwab, County Counsel
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PLACER COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Letter
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Ken Grehm, Executive Director
Brian Keating, District Engineer
Andrew Darrow, Development Coordinator

January 7, 2014
Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
RE:

CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project - Draft EIS/EIS/EIR

Wendy:
The District has no comments regarding the subject project at this time.

Andrew Darrow, P.E., CFM
Development Coordinator
d:\data\letters\cn14-01.doc

3091 County Center Drive, Suite 220 / Auburn, CA 95603 / Tel: (530) 745-7541 / Fax: (530) 745-3531
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Ms. Wendy Jepson
Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Re:

California Pacific Electricity Company
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
SCH #2012032066

Dear Ms. Jepson,
This letter is submitted by the nine member Greater Tahoe City Area Planning Team appointed by Placer
County as part of the county’s Tahoe Basin Community Plan Update process. The ultimate goal of our
effort is to provide thoughtful recommendations for community sustainability and revitalization that will
be submitted to the county’s Planning Commission for consideration and inclusion within that plan
update. As individuals, our team members represent a wide variety of opinions within our community
and demonstrate a number of diverse interests, with the single most important interest – an interest
shared by all – being the health of Tahoe City and Lake Tahoe.
We are writing to share our comments on the DEIS and proposed project listed above. As Planning
Team members, we have spent many hours since the spring of 2011 reviewing parcels both within and
outside of the designated Town Center of Tahoe City, taking into consideration land use, heights,
density and other important issues. Our conversations have proven lively and passionate, with
continued focus on issues within the context of our team’s agreed-upon vision statement, which reads:
“Tahoe City, at the headwaters of the Truckee River, is the hub of the Lake Tahoe region and a vibrant
commercial center, where visitors and residents are stewards of Tahoe’s precious natural environment
and rich cultural heritage. Tahoe City businesses thrive as residents live and recreate in close proximity
to their jobs”.
We find the aforementioned DEIS and proposed project timely because the opportunity finally presents
itself to relocate the Tahoe City Substation, consistent with the direction provided in the 1994 Tahoe
City Community Plan. This was addressed in the 1994 Plan for reasons well beyond the scenic
improvements that would result. The suggested relocation was about scenic issues, and land use and
community character, yet the DEIS rejects looking at this alternative on the mistaken belief that the only
important issue was the scenic threshold.

16-1

We believe, as previous Tahoe City Planning teams have stated, that this parcel would better serve the
Tahoe City Community without the 1937-era power substation located within the heart of our
community. Investing further into this facility is short sighted, and will merely prolong the inevitable.
The property is currently situated adjacent to a popular dining establishment, and alongside a mixed use
trail that receives heavy use much of the year. This locale is under consideration as part of the proposed
“Fanny Bridge/River Walk District,” designed to create more walking, biking and recreation
opportunities as well as tourism-related business. Additionally, TTD’s SR 89/Fanny Bridge Community
Revitalization Project Alternatives 1-4 contain a rerouting/redesign of SR 89, alleviating through traffic

16-2

1

and encouraging more pedestrian and cycling activities, further supporting our recommendation of
Substation relocation. We are confident that community leaders as well as other interested parties will
work collaboratively to provide a community appropriate alternative location for the Tahoe City
Substation, and urge you to require that this alternative be evaluated in detail in the project DEIS.

16-2
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Very truly yours,
Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team
Jim Williamson

Hal Slear

Kathie Fenley

Marguerite Sprague

Zach Hymanson

Gary Davis

Marty Spitsen

Judy Friedman

Wally Auerbach

2
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Ms. Wendy Jepson
Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Re:

California Pacific Electricity Company
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
SCH #2012032066

Dear Ms. Jepson:
It was a pleasure speaking with you at the Information Meeting at Kings Beach a few
days ago! Following our discussion, I reached out to my fellow members of the Tahoe
City Plan Team, and am writing this letter on behalf of the team as a whole. This is
an addition to our earlier letter, which you confirmed you received via email on
December 5, 2013. Thank you for encouraging me to follow up with this additional
point regarding the possible relocation of the Tahoe City Liberty Utility substation,
which we understand was originally constructed in 1937.
Upon reflection, we realize there is an additional concern about the Tahoe City
substation location that is imperative. The current substation is located in rather
close proximity to both the Truckee River and the Lake. The slated
refurbishment/reconstruction project presents a great opportunity to think “big
picture” and thoughtfully plan for the future, taking advantage of the knowledge we
have all gained in the last 80 years, especially with regard to prudent locating of
industrial facilities that use strong substances as part of their processes (e.g.,
transformer oil, sulfur hexafluoride, etc.).
Although extraordinary events such as earthquakes, major fires, and major floods are 17-1
not commonplace, they do occur and must be planned for. In the Tahoe Basin,
geologists tell us faulting allows for a major earthquake and even a tsunami. The
Angora Fire provided ample demonstration of the possibility of a major fire. History
tells us there has been, at times, flooding as well. And just scanning headlines tells
us the surprisingly destructive power of some vehicular accidents, which is relevant
for a power substation located on a state highway.
In the case of extraordinary events, which we have seen can destroy both primary
and secondary containment structures, it would be better to have this substation

located further away from Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River, to provide a buffer zone 17-1
cont'd
that would be easier to protect and remedy.
This is the perfect time for this relocation! We encourage Liberty Utilities (and TRPA)
to, rather than invest more funding into changing the current substation, relocate the
Tahoe City substation to a more suitable and prudent location, and implement the
17-2
desired upgrades as part of that process. This would be an efficient use of resources,
and would demonstrate sensible and responsible planning on the part of Liberty
Utilities and TRPA.
The members of the Tahoe City Plan Team stand ready to be of service in any way
that is helpful in reaching this goal.
Thank you for your consideration,
Very truly yours,
Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team

Wally Auerbach

Gary Davis

Kathie Fenley

Judy Friedman

Zach Hymanson

Hal Slear

Marty Spitsen

Marguerite Sprague

Jim Williamson

January 7, 2014
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Ms. Wendy Jepson
Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Re:

California Pacific Electricity Company
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
SCH #2012032066

Dear Ms. Jepson:
Happy New Year to you and the TRPA staff! Thank you for allowing us a few minutes at the
December Governing Board meeting to reinforce the points the Tahoe City Plan Team made
in our earlier letter. Present at that meeting were team members Wally Auerbach, Gary
Davis, and Marguerite Sprague: the entire team appreciated the opportunity for comment.
We were delighted that, regarding relocating the Tahoe City substation, Liberty Utilities
West (LUW) President Mike Smart is “. . . willing to look at it with Placer County and Tahoe
City folks.1”! However, other sentiments he expressed are confusing, especially, “Here you
have a perfectly good substation and location . . .” Nonetheless, we hope very much that he
will be able to hear local concerns and appreciate their larger-than-local ramifications.

18-1

If the substation is “perfectly good” it is curious that LUW plans to rebuild it at substantial
cost. At the TRPA meeting, Smart said they need to rebuild it due to increased need, which
renders the current substation not “perfectly good” but, in fact, inadequate.
The location is not “perfectly good” either. It was a better choice in 1937 than it is in 2014.
In 1937, electricity was not omnipresent. In fact, only 10% of rural Americans had
electricity. The Rural Electrification Administration (REA), formed by FDR in 1935, was
18-2
hard at work encouraging the electrification of this area.2 Placer County’s population was
roughly 24,500, as compared to 248,000 in 2000.3 The average person in the 1930s did not
own a car4 whereas today the person who does not is the exception. In Tahoe City, the
famous Tahoe Tavern was a powerful force in the local economy. It is no surprise—and
likely no coincidence— that Tahoe City’s substation was built next to this renowned resort
that boasted a famous and wealthy clientele. People were less concerned about or aware of
potential negative impacts of some technological advances at that time: most often the

1

Sierra Sun, 12/25/13
Source: http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/rbs/pub/aug00/light.html
3
Source: http://www.census.gov/population/cencounts/ca190090.txt).
4
Source: http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How_many_cars_did_the_average_person_have_in_the_1930s
2

negative consequences only emerged later (such as with radioactive suppositories, also from 18-2
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the 1930s5).
Mr. Smart’s question, “Is it fair for all the other customers in my service territory to pay for
it because folks in Tahoe City want it moved?” seems provocative. Changes to any part of
the service territory incur costs that are shared, so he could ask this about the entire
project. Or even, should Tahoe City users pay for Kings Beach upgrades? Moreover, what if
our concerns about potential environmental disaster were to come to pass, Heaven forbid.
What if there were a fire or explosion that released “copious amounts of oil” into the
Truckee River (“Transformers contain copious amounts of oil, used as insulation. The oil
can ignite at 300F. Transformers can not only ignite but . . . can explode.”6)? Would other
customers in the service territory have to help pay for the cleanup costs? We hope Mr.
Smart is not attempting to pit customer against customer to avoid relocating this
substation.
It is important to realize this request is not simply local whimsy. Tahoe City’s economy
relies heavily upon visitor dollars. Visitors prefer scenic areas. Our community needs to
safeguard the scenic quality of our area (Dunsmuir, CA is one example of a town economy
adversely affected by local environmental disaster7). Moving the substation will even
improve the scenic quality of our area, enhancing the local economy, which also benefits
LUW. Our visitors come from Placer County, across California, every state in the USA and
every corner of the world. Thus, this issue impacts a far wider audience than is implied.
This project offers an opportunity to improve Tahoe City and benefit both locals and
visitors. We applaud TRPA and LUW for being willing to consider relocation possibilities and
the members of the Tahoe City Plan Team stand ready to be of service in any way that is
helpful in reaching this goal.
Thank you for your consideration,
Very truly yours,
Greater Tahoe City Plan Area Team

Wally Auerbach

Gary Davis

Kathie Fenley

Judy Friedman

Zach Hymanson

Hal Slear

Marty Spitsen

Marguerite Sprague

Jim Williamson

5

https://www.orau.org/ptp/collection/quackcures/radsup.html
Source: http://www.powermag.com/fighting-transformer-fires/
7
“. . . the town of Dunsmuir suffered, too. Businesses that depended on tourism struggled to stay open . . . Some of them actually
went out of business and most of them were impacted . . . for several years," said Dunsmuir Chamber of Commerce president David
Clarno.” Source: http://abclocal.go.com/kgo/story?id=8126390
6
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Ms. Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449

Cl
A NON-PROFIT
CORPORATION

POST OFFICE BOX 6744
TAHOE CITY, CA 96 145

P.530.583.3348
F.530.583.3098

Re:

California Pacific Electricity Company
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
SCH #2012032066
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR

Dear Ms. Jepson,
This letter is subm itted by the Tahoe City Downtown Association (TCDA) as part
of our mission to enhance and promote a vibrant and prosperous commercial
and social center for residents and visitors to Tahoe City.

tcda@YisitTahoeCity.com
www.YisitTahoeCity.com

We are writing to share our comments on the DEIS and proposed project listed
above. As local business owners and representatives, we have considered
many issues and opportunities affecting the livelihood of our community.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

We find the aforementioned DEIS and proposed project timely because the
opportunity finally presents itself to relocate the Tahoe City Substation,
consistent with the direction provided in the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan.
This was addressed in the 1994 Plan for reasons well beyond the scenic
improvements that would result. The suggested relocation was about scenic
issues, and land use and community character, yet the DEIS rejects looking at
this alternative on the mistaken belief that the only important issue was the
scenic threshold .

GARY DAVIS
PRESIDENT

MICHEAL GELBMAN
VICE PRESIDENT

KATHY NICHOLAS
SECRETARY

SHERINA KREUL
TREASURER

BILL DIETZ
MONICA GRIGOLE IT
DEBBIE SAJDAK
HALSLEAR
KATHERINE HI LL
CHRISTIN HANNA

STEVE HOCH
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

We believe, as previous Tahoe City Planning teams have stated, that this parcel
would better serve the Tahoe City Community without the 1937-era power
substation located within the heart of our community. Investing further into this
facility is short sighted, and will merely prolong the inevitable. The property is
19-2
currently situated adjacent to a popular dining establishment, and alongside a
mixed use trail that receives heavy use much of the year. This locale is under
consideration as part of the proposed "Fanny Bridge/River Walk District,"
designed to create more walking, biking and recreation opportunities as well as
tourism-related business. Also consider the possibilities of PCB's leaking into
19-3
the Truckee River. Additionally, TID's SR 89/Fanny Bridge Community
Revitalization Project Alternatives 1-4 contain a rerouting/redesign of SR 89,
alleviating through traffic and encouraging more pedestrian and cycling
activities, further supporting our recommendation of Substation relocation. We
19-4
are confident that community leaders will work collaboratively to provide a
community appropriate alternative location for the Substation, and urge you to
require that this alternative be evaluated in detail in the project DEIS.

ADVISORY BOARD

DEAN HEADLEY
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Best Regards,

ROGER KAHN

~ .L:x.Jis
Gary Davis - President
GaryDavis(W,garydavisgroup.com

Steve Hoch - Executive Director
Steve@visittahoecity .com
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December 2, 2013
Ms. Wendy Jepson
Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
PO Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Re:

California Pacific Electricity Company
625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR
SCH #2012032066

Dear Ms. Jepson:
I am writing to convey comment on the above-referenced DEIS and proposed project. These
comments are focused on the proposal to rebuild rather than relocate the Tahoe City
Substation.
Existing Location of the Tahoe City Substation is Inconsistent with the Goals, Objectives,
and Implementation Element of the adopted 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan
On page 4.4-44, under Alternative 1 – PEA Alternative, the DEIS discusses Impact 4.4-1 Cause
Inconsistency with adopted plans. The first sentence states: “The Tahoe City Community Plan
(1994) suggests relocation of the Tahoe City Substation to a specific site known as “The
Chimneys” as a means of removing it from public view and thereby improving scenic quality.”
This is a narrow and incomplete interpretation of multiple reasons why the Substation is
recommended for relocation in the adopted Tahoe City Community Plan. Beyond scenic
concerns, the 1994 Plan encouraged/recommended relocation of the substation to facilitate: 1)
Redevelopment of the Wye Area (page I-8); Improved Entrance to Tahoe City (page I-13); and
Improved River and Lake Access, with a greater emphasis on recreation and transportation
improvements on the “64 Acre Tract” (page I-14).
Further, on page I-15, The Tahoe City Community Plan states: “Relocate Power Substation –
If possible, the relocation of the electric substation by Fanny Bridge to the Chimney site would
be encouraged.” SCA notes the other two recommended items under Public Service expansion of Tahoe City Public Utility District facilities to a portion of the USFS Chimney site
and relocation of the Tahoe City Fire Station - have both been accomplished, consistent with the
adopted Community Plan.
Note: Specific features listed on Community Plan page I-8 include 2.b: “Create a Visitor
Center/Transit Facility/Special Event Area – The Vision Map suggests that the power
transmission facilities be relocated and the property south of Fanny Bridge be used as a visitors
center area with transit facilities.”

20-1

SCA notes the current CalPeco DEIS states, on page 3-81, “This alternative (relocation) could
be feasible from a technical, legal, and regulatory perspective.”

20-1
cont'd

Existing Substation Location is Inconsistent with Directions of the Tahoe City Area Plan
The decision by CalPeco expressed in the DEIS to rebuild rather than relocate the Tahoe City
Substation is inconsistent, more specifically, incompatible, with the direction of the Greater
Tahoe City Area Plan. This Plan builds on the 1994 Community Plan. It is being developed by
Placer County based on the provisions of Code Chapter 13 of the adopted 2012 TRPA Regional
Plan Update.
Contrary to the DEIS statement on page 4.2-8 (Land Use), the Placer County Area Plan process
(Tahoe Basin Community Plan Update) is no longer in its “infancy.” The Area Plan Teams
appointed by Placer County have been meeting and planning documents have been in
development since the spring of 2011. Published documents for Tahoe City include the
Revised Visioning Options Diagram, Draft Vision Statement, Preliminary Draft Zoning District
Maps for the Commercial Core, and Draft District Standards and Design Guidelines. The
County has also published a draft Existing Conditions Report and Marketing Analysis for all four
Plan Areas. This is hardly a planning process in its “infancy.” The DEIS fails to include the
Greater Tahoe City Area Plan in Table 4.1-2, the Cumulative Project List.
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Unlike the DEIS, planning themes and draft documents for the Tahoe City Area Plan have been
the focus of significant public engagement and input. The existing CalPeco substation is
located near Fanny Bridge, immediately adjacent to a popular restaurant and just a few steps
from the new Tahoe City Transit Center. This western end of Tahoe City is targeted for
revitalization around the theme of a “River Walk” district, with enhanced business and
recreational opportunities, and additional parking and transportation/transit facility and service
improvements, consistent with the goal of a more “walkable, bike-able” Tahoe City.
Note: CalPeco plans to take advantage of its proximity to the Tahoe City Transit Center. DEIS
page 4.2-46 and 4.2-47. “There is a potential for conflicting uses at the Tahoe City Transit
Center site as CalPeco intends to use a portion of the parcel to temporarily place transformers
during construction on the 625 Line and at the Tahoe City Substation.” (Subject to Placer
County approval).
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The Economic Analysis prepared for the State Route 89/Fanny Bridge Community Revitalization
Project underscores the importance of this new direction for this “district” of downtown Tahoe
City. “The degree to which the overall financial and economic impacts of the (SR 89) Project
are realized heavily depends on the degree to which the Fanny Bridge area can be revitalized
and transformed into a more pedestrian-friendly and appealing tourism district. This proposal
depends on a variety of measures, some of which are external to the project itself.”
One of these “external” factors is the existing CalPeco Tahoe City Substation. The substation
is clearly incompatible with the planned “Fanny Bridge/River Walk District.” No amount of
“screening through landscaping and non-vegetative means” as proposed by the project
applicant in the DEIS (APM SC-5, DEIS page 4.4-43) will make the substation compatible with
an area targeted for more walking, biking, tourism-related business, and other recreational
opportunities.
The rationale cited in the DEIS for not relocating the Tahoe City substation is outdated and
relies primarily on the TRPA Scenic Travel Route Rating for the immediate area. DEIS pages 3-
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80 and 3-81 state the rationale for elimination of a CalPeco project alternative that would
relocate the Tahoe City Substation:
“Further, one of the reasons given in the community plan (1994) for the relocation was to
improve scenic quality for the SR 89 TRPA travel route. Since publication of this plan (DEIS),
the travel route rating for this section of highway has increased as a result of other
improvements in the community plan and the affected unit is now in attainment with the TRPA
threshold. Therefore, the need to relocate this facility is significantly diminished and may no
longer exist.”
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As commented above, this interpretation of the 1994 Community Plan is narrow and incomplete.
The “Rationale for Elimination” of the substation relocation (DEIS page 3-81) concedes: “This
alternative could be feasible from a technical, legal, and regulatory perspective.”
Sustainable Community Advocates challenges the validity of the following DEIS statements,
also on page 3-81.





“Accordingly, although the substation could be relocated, the increased environmental
effects that could result would not justify relocation.” (Absent further data, this is
speculation.)
“Moreover, there are no significant adverse effects associated with the modification to the
Tahoe City Substation as proposed an analyzed in this EIS/EIS/EIR that would warrant
consideration of this alternative.” (The DEIS is inadequate with regard to potential
relocation of the substation, including alternative sites, and, accordingly, there is no factual
basis for this statement.).
“Once all considerations were reviewed and evaluated, it was determined that this
alternative (relocation) does not better address of the project goals, would have a
substantially increased impact on ratepayers, and would post potential technical hurdles
that may not be able to be feasibility addressed within the established schedule. As such,
this alternative was rejected.” (As documented in this letter, all considerations were not
reviewed and evaluated. There is no information provided regarding the statement as to
“impact on ratepayers,” and no information to support the speculative statement regarding
“potential technical hurdles that may not be able to be feasibly addressed.”
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SCA is aware of California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) General Order No. 131-D. We
have reviewed the DEIS statement on DEIS page 3-82:
“Public electric utilities are regulated by the CPUC, which is the lead agency for compliance with
CEQA.
The CPUC reviews the permit application for adequacy in conjunction with
environmental review pursuant to CEQA. CalPeco must comply with the CPUC’s GO 131-D
which contains the permitting requirements for the construction of substations and power line
facilities and GO 95, which details the requirements for overhead line design, construction, and
maintenance. CalPeco is seeking to obtain a Permit to Construct (PTC) from the CPUC for this
project pursuant to GO 131-D, and submitted a PEA to the CPUC is August of 2010 as required
by the Public Utilities Code.”
“No local discretionary permits are required, since the CPUC has preemptive jurisdiction over
the construction, maintenance, and operation of CalPeco’s facilities, as outlined in Section XIVB
of GO 131-D. The applicant would still have to obtain all ministerial building and encroachment
permits from local jurisdictions, and GO 131-D requires that the applicant comply with local
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building, design, and safety standards to the greatest degree feasible to minimize project
conflicts with local conditions.” (underline added for emphasis).
Specifically, Section XIV.B states: “This General Order clarifies that local jurisdictions acting
pursuant to local authority are preempted from regulating electric power line projects,
distribution lines, substations, or electric facilities constructed by public utilities subject to the
Commission’s jurisdiction. However, in locating such projects, the public utilities shall consult
with local agencies regarding land use matters. In instances where the public utilities and local
agencies are unable to resolve their differences, the Commission shall set a hearing no later
than 30 days after the utility or local agency has notified the Commission of the inability to reach
agreement on land use matters,” (underline added for emphasis).
The current CalPeco Tahoe City Substation is located on National Forest System Lands.
CalPeco proposes to rebuild this substation on NFS lands, as described in the DEIS, and will
seek to obtain a Special Use Authorization from the USFS Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
(LTBMU) for this purpose. However, SCA believes CalPeco should consider the location of
the Tahoe City Substation in the context of the adopted Tahoe City Community Plan and
the context of the emerging Tahoe City Area Plan. Placer County and the local residents
and business owners of Tahoe City deserve the opportunity to provide input as to the long-term
implications of where the Tahoe City Substation is located and its compatibility with existing
adopted plans as well as plans for the community’s future. SCA sees this opportunity codified in
CPUC GO 131-D, Section XIV.B.
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SCA notes that the final Tahoe City Area Plan proposed by Placer County must be found in
compliance with the provisions of TRPA Code Chapter 13 by findings and approval of the TRPA
Governing Board. Once adopted, the Tahoe City Area Plan is amended into the TRPA
Regional Plan. CalPeco should take no action that jeopardizes the opportunity for TRPA to
make the appropriate Chapter 13 and related findings for the Tahoe City Area Plan.
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SCA is aware there are community leaders and other interested parties more than willing to
assist CalPeco in finding a suitable alternate location for the existing Tahoe City Substation.
The reasons cited in the DEIS for eliminating consideration of an alternative location are not
consistent with the 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan, nor plans for Tahoe City’s future.
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Respectfully submitted,

Steve Teshara
Principal
cc: Mr. Charlie Donohue, Chair
Members, TRPA Advisory Planning Commission
Mr. John Hester, Planning Director, TRPA
Mr. Paul Clanon, Executive Director, California Public Utilities Commission
Ms. Nancy Gibson, Forest Supervisor, USFS Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
Mr. Mike LeFavre, Planning Officer, USFS Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit
Mr. Michael Johnson, Director, Placer County Community Resources Development Agency

Mr. Ken Grehm, Director, Placer County Department of Public Works
Mr. Pater Kraatz, Assistant Director, Placer County Department of Public Works
Mr. Will Garner, Transit Manager, Placer County Department of Public Works
Ms. Jennifer Merchant, Tahoe Manager, Placer County Executive Office
Ms. Cindy Gustafson, General Manager, Tahoe City Public Utility District
Mr. Roger Kahn, Tahoe City Commercial Property Owners Association
Mr. Gary Davis, Tahoe City Downtown Association
Ms. Sandy Evans Hall, North Lake Tahoe Chamber/CVB/Resort Association
Mr. Alfred Knotts, Project Manager, Tahoe Transportation District
Mr. Scott Zumwalt, Bridgetender Restaurant, Tahoe City
Ms. Nanette Hansel, Ascent Environmental
Members, Greater Tahoe City Area Plan Team
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RECEIVE
January 2, 2014
Ms. Wendy Jepson
Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
PO Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89448
Re:

TAHOE REGIONAL
PLANNING AGENCY

Inadequacy of CaiPeco Draft EISIEISIEIR for Electrical Upgrade Project
Regarding Proposed Upgrade of Tahoe City Substation at Existing Location

Dear Ms. Jepson:
I have prepared this letter to add to the record of my correspondence of December 2, 2013 and
testimony at the December 18, 2013 public hearing conducted by the TAPA Governing Board.
As before, my comments and concerns are focused on the location of the Tahoe City
Substation.
Before moving to the issue of inadequacies in the environmental document, I want to highlight
encouraging comments about relocating the substation as reported in the Tahoe Daily Tribune
following the TAPA Board meeting.
"Based upon significant discussion, I believe this is something we can look at more fully
between the draft and final," Joanne Marchetta, executive director of TAPA, said of the request.
"We are willing to look at it with Placer County and Tahoe City folks." (said by Mike Smart,
President of Liberty Utilities West).

Unfortunately, Mr. Smart also said: "From my standpoint, being the electric utility provider,
moving it doesn't do me any value as far as the cost of service. Here you have a perfectly good
substation and good location and people want it moved."
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The existing Tahoe City substation is neither perfectly good nor in a good location.
If the existing substation was good, it would not need to be upgraded as proposed in the Draft
EIS. The existing facility is located in the midst of businesses, recreation, and other increasingly
popular tourism attractions.
Sustainable Community Advocates (SCA) is confident that a
comprehensive analysis would confirm the location represents a significant liability for Liberty
Utilities West and the Tahoe City community.
Inadequacies in the EIS
The DEIS fails to adequately disclose and analyze the significant environmental and human
dangers and liabilities associated with the existing Tahoe City substation location. A review of
the literature readily available from reputable sources provides clear indications of the dangers
and liabilities present when a substation is located in an area similar to that of the Tahoe City
facility. Originally constructed in 1937, it is completely inconsistent with surrounding land uses.
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It is adjacent to busy, popular businesses and attractions - the Bridgetender Restaurant, a bike
and walking trail, a bank, the Gatekeepers Cabin Museum, Tahoe City Transit Center, and
bustling Fanny Bridge. It is also a short distance from the Truckee River and Lake Tahoe.
Below is just one example of information readily available about the potential dangers of an
electrical substation, heightened when the facility is located in an area such as that occupied by
the Tahoe City Substation.
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"Fire in an electrical station is a destructive, demoralizing, disastrous event under most
circumstances. Transformer fires - whether at large equipment in major switchgear centers or at
smaller distribution centers that serve homes and businesses - are particularly fearsome. They
involve fire, explosion, high voltage electrical arcs, oil ignition and dispersion, and potential
injuries or death."
- Kennedy Maize, Executive Editor, Managing Power magazine (July 2013)
The DE IS fails to adequately address the following questions:
• What type and quantity of oil or other substances are used at the substation as an insulation
medium and coolant?
• Has LUW conducted a site assessment to determine the type of level of potential hazardous
materials on the site? In the soil? Are PCB's present at the site? What threats may be posed
to water quality in the Truckee River? Are there any threats to water quality or clarity in Lake
Tahoe itself?
• Are there any records of site clean-up, such as the removal of toxic materials, since the
substation was first constructed?
• Were all public health and safety agencies with jurisdiction in the substation area consulted in
the development of the DE IS?
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There is inadequate DEIS information and analysis to support elimination of the
alternative to relocate the Tahoe City Substation. ("Rationale for Elimination," page 3-81 ).
There is inadequate information in the DEIS to support the following statements:
·"Accordingly, although the substation could be relocated, the increased environmental effects
that could result would not justify relocation."
• "Moreover, there are no significant adverse effects associated with the modification to the
Tahoe City Substation as proposed and analyzed in this EIS/EISIEIR that would warrant
consideration of this alternative."
• "Once all considerations were reviewed and evaluated, it was determined that this alternative
(relocation) does not better address any of the project goals, would have a substantially
increased impact on the ratepayers, and would pose potential technical hurdles that may not
be able to be feasibly addressed within the established schedule. As such, this alternative
was rejected."

The analysis of the impacts of the proposed substation rebuild and upgrade is incomplete and
therefore inadequate.
LUW failed to undertake a serious attempt to explore options for
relocation, hoping the DEIS would justify its intention to upgrade and rebuild at the existing
location. The DE IS is inadequate to justify LUW's approach. The "Rationale for Elimination" is
based on speculative comments, not on the comparative facts and analysis required for an
adequate DEIS.
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Mr. Smart has raised the issue of cost for the relocation. "It is fair for all the other customers in
my service territory to pay for it because folks in Tahoe City want it moved?' Changes to any
part of the service territory infrastructure incur costs that are shared, so Mr. Smart could ask this
about the entire project.
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If there were an accident at the current Tahoe City Substation location, LUW ratepayers will
undoubtedly bear some or all of the expense of clean-up and the legal exposure from potential
accident-related litigation. Given the liability associated with the current location, Mr. Smart
should be a leading advocate for relocation.
The DE IS is required to analyze impacts on land use. It fails to adequately disclose and discuss
impacts on land use as identified in the adopted 1994 Tahoe City Community Plan. It fails to
adequately disclose and discuss impacts on the land use directions in the emerging Greater
Tahoe City Area Plan currently in development by Placer County.
If LUW is allowed to upgrade and rebuild the Tahoe City Substation at the existing location, the
facility is likely to remain in this location for another 50+ years. This is not prudent risk
management on the part of LUW. It does not represent responsible planning for the Tahoe City
community, or the environment of Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River watershed.
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Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
Email: wjepson@trpa.org

Date:
January 6, 2013
To:
Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
From: The League to Save Lake Tahoe
Re: Draft EIS/EIR for CalPeco Upgrade Project
Dear Ms. Jepson
The League to Save Lake Tahoe (the League) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed
California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) Electric Lines upgrade project. We have had the opportunity
to review the draft analysis and would like the final analysis to address the comments and questions
outlined below. Our concerns fall into impacts on these categories: Scenic, Biological Resources,
Recreation and Plan Area Statement Amendment
In general, the analysis document is difficult to follow. The extensive size and disorganization of the
document and associated appendices have resulted in areas that are redundant while others completely
lack information. This makes the document both difficult to understand and impacts the ability of a reader to
comment accordingly. An example is exhibit 4.7-which has two keys and there is an extensive amount of
information on the map which makes it difficult to interpret. There is also reference to amending a Plan Area
Statement (PAS) 019 to create a new Special Area through the document, but is not explicit as to where the
Special Area will be limited. Reorganization and condensing would be helpful for relaying and comparing
pertinent information.
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Scenic Impact
Scenic impacts from the point of view of the lake and scenic look outs need to be analyzed in the FEIS.
Based on exhibit 4.4-3 it seems that there may be substantial scenic impacts from views on the lake. The
photo simulations do not include views from the lake. From page 4.4-13: “…because the landscape is
forested, the viewshed shown in Exhibit 4.4-3 vastly overestimates the real viewshed of the project.” The
scenic impacts may not have been sufficiently analyzed. We suggest that the next analysis include a photo
or other simulation from the point of view of someone on the lake. Exhibit 4.4-3 also shows that there may
be scenic impacts to the ridge near the California-Nevada border and the Stateline scenic lookout area.
Additional photo simulations should be included in the FEIS to show potential scenic impacts from ridges,
hills and lookouts.
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Because the project will result in bigger power lines that go through residential and recreation areas, the
impact on scenic resources will be significant. Exhibit 4.4-4 show that the power lines may be seen from
the Tahoe Rim Trail. The document states, “The new alignment would cross the Tahoe Rim Trail in five
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places: three in the same or similar locations to existing, and two new crossings, one each in Segments
625-7 and 625-8 (see Exhibit 4.8-1)” (page 4.8-15). The document does not appear to include photo
simulations for each of these locations. Does “the new alignment” refer only to the 625 line or also to the
preferred alternative? The document also states, “Once constructed, the new 650 Line would be visible
from the Tahoe Rim Trail at Brockway Summit and potentially from other trails in the vicinity, just as the
existing line is currently” (page 4.8-20). What other trails might be affected by the preferred alternative? The
FEIS should include additional photo simulations and analysis of scenic impacts to these recreational trails.
Exhibit 4.4-16 demonstrates the difference in scenic impacts at the Tahoe Rim Trail trailhead. The existing
power lines appear to have a greater impact than the proposed power lines; is this realistic? The existing
power lines appear to have eight lines across the sky and the new lines only have five lines in view. Is this a
realistic representation of the proposed power lines? The document also states, “While these viewing
conditions are rare and would occur only briefly along a travel route, it is possible that portions of Alternative
1 (PEA Alternative) would be visible from distant locations such as portions of the Tahoe Rim Trail farther
removed from the proposed power lines. In addition, public roadways crossing Martis Valley would provide
midground and background views of the rebuilt 650 Line” (page 4.4-48). Would sections of the PEA 650
Line have impacts to distant views from the Tahoe Rim Trail? Additional analysis should be done to assess
these scenic impacts.
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Biological Resources Impacts
The impacts on old growth trees are significant in all alternatives including the preferred. Because old
growth trees are irreplaceable, it seems difficult to find mitigation activities that can compensate for the loss
of these trees. The analysis details Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 "Conduct a Tree Survey; Avoid Late Seral/OldGrowth Forest; Compensate for Loss of Trees". According to this analysis the impact would be reduced to
a less than significant level, but it is not clear how the mitigation measure would do this. The final analysis
should articulate how the mitigation measure would do this.
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The following is also stated in the document:
“Despite compiling a floristic inventory of the areas surveyed, these surveys cannot be considered
protocol level because surveys did not cover the blooming periods of all potentially occurring
special-status plant species and time constraints for completing the reconnaissance surveys did
not allow intensive searches of all potentially suitable habitats for all potentially occurring specialstatus plant species. (Page 4.7-13)”
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Were the surveys sufficient to provide enough information for Table 4.7-4 “Special Status Plant Species
and Liklihood to Occur in the Study Area?”
Is the area of Goshawk habitat quantified based on the footprint? Further analysis should analyze
impacts outside of the footprint such as construction noise. An example of a disturbance from noise
would be the use of helicopters during construction.
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Recreation
The impacts to recreation may be substantial. For example, the recreation area on top of highway 257
and Mount Watson Rd. is extensively used for hiking and snowmobiling. Implementing bigger and wider
poles will degrade existing scenic views from those points of recreation.
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Plan Area Statement Amendment
This project would require an amendment to PAS 019 Martis Peak. The document states that the
Amendment would designate a new Special Area 1 within Martis Peak (p 3-21). While the document
explains that this is necessary for a nonconforming use change within Kings Beach, it does not clearly
identify where this area is. It also does not thoroughly explain if there will be other changes within this
PAS reaching outside of the Special Area. Without this absolute definition the conclusion that this
amendment will not have any impact to TRPA threshold attainment is broad and inconclusive (p. 3-2225). This needs to be explicit and thoroughly explained. There should also be an explanation on how
this amendment will relate to the Placer County Area Plans.

Thank you for addressing these concerns in the Final documents.

Sincerely,
Darcie Goodman Collins, PhD
Executive Director, League to Save Lake Tahoe
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Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
Attn: Ms. Wendy Jepson
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449-5310
Subject:

January 6, 2014

California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Draft Environment Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (DEIS/DEIS/DEIR)

Dear Ms. Jepson,
The Friends of the West Shore appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR (DEIS/DEIS/DEIR) for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade. We also
incorporate comments submitted by Ellie Waller, the North Tahoe Preservation Alliance, the North
Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance/Dave McClure, and the Tahoe Area Sierra Club.
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The Friends of the West Shore (FOWS) works towards the preservation, protection and conservation of
the West Shore, our watersheds, wildlife and rural quality of life, for today and future generations.
FOWS represents community interests from Tahoma to Tahoe City. We are concerned with the extent of
proposed development along the West Shore, North Shore, and areas bordering the Lake Tahoe Basin
(e.g. Northstar, Squaw Valley), and the cumulative impacts of these multiple projects on our
communities, which include increased Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), increased water and air pollution,
noise, and other adverse impacts. We are also concerned with the project’s impacts on scenic resources,
wildlife, forest health, and soil health in the project area. Impacts will cumulatively add to the impacts of
other planned projects in the area, including the Homewood Mountain Resort expansion and other
projects, and is likely to induce growth in the area. However, the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR fails to adequately
examine many of these impacts, as noted in detail below.
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Further, as detailed in comments submitted by the NTCAA, the range of alternatives is inadequate, the
stated purpose prevents the consideration of alternatives which are feasible, and alternatives were
arbitrarily dismissed through examining them piecemeal – a mechanism which ensured they did not meet
all of the objectives. This project will devastate substantial areas in the Basin, will create environmental
impacts along the West Shore into the future, will unfairly charge Liberty Energy customers for increases
which aim to serve expanding ski resorts, and will do all of this unnecessarily.
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Detailed comments are provided below. Please feel free to contact Jennifer Quashnick at
jqtahoe@sbcglobal.net if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Susan Gearhart,
President,
Friends of the West Shore
Attachments:

4/8/2013
7/25/2012
12/11/2012
11/16/2013

Jennifer Quashnick
Conservation Consultant
Friends of the West Shore
FOWS Comments on Northstar Mountain Master Plan
TASC Comments on the Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report
FOWS & TASC Comments on the final RPU package & Attachments 1-6
FOWS & TASC Comments to TRPA Governing Board regarding City of SLT
Tourist Core Area Plan
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FOWS Comments on CalPeco DEIS/DEIS/DEIR

I.

1/6/14

Project Purpose, Power Line Capacity, and Demand:
The proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would consist primarily of an upgrade
of CalPeco’s existing 625 and 650 electrical power lines and associated substations from 60
kilovolt (kV) to 120 kV to allow the entire North Lake Tahoe Transmission System to operate at
120 kV. …These improvements would increase the ability to maintain the current maximum
system loads during an outage on any one of the four sections of the system (described in detail in
Chapter 3, Project Alternatives), and decrease reliance on the Kings Beach Diesel Generation
Station. In addition, rebuilding and realigning the power lines would reduce the likelihood of
outages associated with high winds, downed trees, snow loading, and forest fires, and would
improve access to the lines for maintenance, emergency outage response, and repair activities.
(ES-1)
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A. Purpose Statement:
The project purpose and need should be based on meeting existing loads. An adequate
range of alternatives would include options for improving reliability for existing
customers – not increasing capacity. However, the Purpose statement appears to have
been carefully selected to include “projected loads,” ensuring the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR
would only focus on alternatives which increase the capacity. Further, the summary fails
to disclose what ‘projected loads’ are based on. Is this on current use? Future
development which has not been examined or approved yet?
B. Unsupported References to “peak situation:”
The DEIS/DEIS/DEIR repeatedly uses one peak demand situation on 12/30/30121 as
justification for the need for the project – a mechanism that appears more a means to
generate concern of future power losses than to provide any useful information regarding
the situation. Where was the demand coming from? What other factors were involved?
What was the duration of the peak situation? Would non-loop alternatives dismissed by
the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR have addressed this issue?
C. Lack of evidence regarding need and location for increased capacity:
Further, the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR fails to provide information regarding the need for this
increased capacity, the locations that need more capacity, and alternatives to provide the
increased capacity. Based on information in this document as well as other project
proposals, it appears that the bigger ski resorts (Northstar and Squaw Valley) are
responsible for increased power demands over the previous decades, and will need more
capacity to further expand into the future. Yet the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR appears to take the
“trust us” approach by frequently repeating the need for the project without providing the
evidence necessary to support the claim.
Seasonal, economic, and demographic characteristics of the region lend themselves to wide swings
in electrical demand. Demand in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is greatest during the
winter months, and typically peaks in late December and January as a result of electric heating of
homes, businesses, and tourist accommodations, and ski resort loads, including ski lifts and snowmaking. (2-2) [Emphasis Added].

1

E.g. “Recently, favorable winter conditions and high levels of tourist activity in the months of December
2012 and January 2013 generated very high electrical demand. On December 30, 2012, in particular, peak
demand was extremely high (which is not uncommon in favorable winter conditions) and the system was
stressed beyond its design capacity.” (2-2); “A peak electrical demand situation occurred on December 30,
2012 in which the contingency that was of concern was the loss of the 629 Line.” (3-72)
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FOWS Comments on CalPeco DEIS/DEIS/DEIR

1/6/14

Electrical demand on the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is the greatest during the winter
months, and typically peaks during the week between the Christmas and New Year holidays as a
result of electric heating and ski resort loads. Coincident peak demand is the electrical demand at
the time when system-wide customer use is expected to be highest. Coincident peak loading of the
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System has remained relatively stable over the last six years,
between 79 and 88 MVA (see Table 3-1). (3-10) [Emphasis Added].

Table 3-1 includes a list of peak loading over the past six years. The source is
“Schlichting 2013”, which in the references is noted as: “Schlichting K. 2013. Personal
Communication (e-mail) Re: Coincident peak demand.” (7-2) Where are the detailed
reports associated with this information? What was demand for the month prior and
after? What were weather conditions like? What were the snowmaking activities during
this time?
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D. Reliability Requirements:
With any one component out of service, the system does not currently have the capability to
supply peak loads at adequate voltage levels without overloading the system components. As
described above, such an overloaded situation has the potential to result in severe damage to
system facilities, even with the Kings Beach diesel generators operating at full capacity. This
condition does not meet federal and state reliability requirements. (2-3)
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Which reliability requirements are not being met? Would alternatives which provide
improved capacity to those who appear to need it – Northstar and Squaw Valley – meet
these requirements for those areas?
E. Tahoe System:
Load shedding, or outages that result from downed lines wherein the utility is unable to reroute the
power, affects a large sphere. These impacts such as loss of power to medical facilities, or home
health care, or street and highway traffic control can result in severe impacts to the health and
safety of individuals and businesses. The Tahoe system has historically experienced outages from
the current system limitations. (2-5) [Emphasis added]
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Where is the information regarding these historical outages under current system
limitations in Tahoe? How frequent, what duration, what were the causes? Were these
caused by ski resort usage?
F. Improper Comparison and Executive Summary:
Based solely on impact significance conclusions, there is not a clear distinction in the level of
impact among the four action alternatives. As described in the various impact discussions in
Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation Measures, where
there are differences in environmental effects among the action alternatives, it is often a matter of
some degree of more or less effect among the alternatives rather than one or more of the
alternatives generating an environmental effect that the others do not. (ES-6)

This appears to be someone’s opinion or speculation, not a factual summary, and should
be removed from the document. Because one alternative increases pollution less than
another does not mean that the former does not have significant impacts, nor that the
level of impact (10x more pollution versus 50x more pollution matters) is irrelevant. This
‘summary’ is misleading and should be deleted.
Because Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would have the second lowest potential for project
effects, based on relatively low values in the key issue areas identified in Table ES-1c, and would
not result in unmitigable scenic impacts, this alternative is considered the environmentally
preferable/environmentally superior alternative. (ES-7)
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Table ES-1 (a-c) fail to provide the public and agencies with an informative comparison
among alternatives because the impacts of the no action alternative (5) are not listed.

II.

25-12

Inadequate Range of Alternatives:

What alternatives are available to increase the capacity to these resorts without degrading
Tahoe’s environment and charging Liberty Energy customers who will not benefit from
the project? According to comments from the NTCAA and others incorporated herein,
there appears to be several alternative options available. However, the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR
has lumped it all together, and focused solely on variations of the loop concept without
any detailed consideration of individual locations and power needs.
The 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project is designed to fulfill five primary purposes.
1. Provide normal capacity for current and projected loads.
2. Provide reliable capacity to assure adequate service to all customers during single-contingency
outages.
…Improving truck access to the 625 Line for inspections and maintenance would also increase the
lines’ resilience to outages. (ES-2)

25-13

CalPeco has analyzed the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System based on a 1 percent load
growth projection and has concluded that, although the proposed project is necessary to respond to
immediate reliability concerns, it is not critical for meeting current normal power demands. (5-6)

What is “normal capacity?” What are the projected loads? The DEIS/DEIS/DEIR needs
to disclose this information. Tables of peak loads based on the consultant’s personal
communication do not suffice. Where are historical records of power supply, power
issues and outages, downed trees, etc.? Where are the power demands coming from?
Further, as several alternatives were dismissed for not meeting legal or regulatory
requirements (we refer to NTCAA’s comments regarding the inadequacies in how
feasible, less damaging and less costly alternatives were dismissed and add the
following), it is odd that Alternatives 1 and 2 were kept although they are not allowed by
TRPA’s Code:
However, vegetation removal under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) and Alternative 2 (Modified
Alternative) would result in permanent habitat loss within TRPA-designated disturbance zones
around northern goshawk nests, which is prohibited by TRPA. (ES-32)

25-14

If these alternatives are not allowed by TRPA’s Code, why are they included and fully
analyzed as if they were feasible alternatives? It appears that the project alternatives were
not only carefully determined with a very specific purpose in mind (increasing capacity),
but that some of the non-preferred alternatives almost appear to be placeholders that
would never be feasible.
Reductions in demand through energy conservation programs are part of CalPeco’s future
operations and are incorporated into its long-term peak load forecasts. Existing demand
management conservation programs run by CalPeco include programs that offer energy saving
measures and rebates to customers who participate and implement energy saving projects.
However, these programs require voluntary participation. As separate and standalone programs,
CalPeco cannot guarantee that such voluntary programs would provide sufficient energy
conservation to achieve either the capacity or reliability needs of CalPeco in the Tahoe Basin, as
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stated in the objectives for the project. With current energy demands in the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System meeting, and during peak demand periods exceeding, the design capacity of
the system, it is not technically feasible to implement sufficient demand-side measures to avoid
the need for improvements to delivery infrastructure included in the action alternatives. Although
demand management conservation may be feasible from a legal and regulatory perspective, and
would eliminate significant environmental effects associated with the action alternatives, because
this approach would not meet the project objectives/need, and is not technically feasible, this
alternative has been eliminated from further consideration. 3-79

Again, where are the increases in future demand coming from? If the ski resorts make up
enough of it, then Placer County can, as part of their expansions, require that they add
solar and other clean energy sources on-site, and implement programs to reduce power
usage. The DEIS/DEIS/DEIR’s failure to examine each smaller area within this project
individually, and to identify and examine alternatives based on each area, results in the
improper dismissal of what may be feasible, less impactful to the environment, and less
costly to ratepayers.

25-15
cont'd

Homewood’s Expansion:
Homewood Mountain Resort’s approved expansion will also require more power,
however the FEIR/FEIS anticipated upgrades to the Tahoe City Substation. Why is this
no longer an option, just two years later? The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR should include this option
in a revised set of alternatives. Beyond that, the capacity increases appear to be based on
plans by Squaw Valley and Northstar, and there are alternative methods for meeting those
demands besides those included in the current set (see discussion in NTCAA’s
comments).
In addition, the FEIR/FEIS, dated September 2011, referred to Nevada Energy’s “1.194
million customers” at the time, then ten pages later, after discussing how the HMR
expansion would require more power, explained that users will pay their proportional fair
share of anticipated capital improvements and expected maintenance (Chapter 16):
Liberty Energy (formerly known as Sierra Pacific Power Company) provides electric service in
the Project area. As a regulated utility based in Nevada, NV Energy is required to serve projects
within its designated service area, which includes 54,500 square miles, 2.4 million people, and
1.194 million customers in Nevada and northeastern California, including 46,000 customers in the
Lake Tahoe area (NV Energy 2010).
NV Energy establishes service connection and usage fees such that users pay their proportional
fair share of anticipated capital improvements and expected maintenance.2

However, the proposed project is anticipated to be paid for by about 49,000 customers in
the Tahoe Basin, yet clearly Homewood (and other resorts) will be the primary
benefactors. Not only should in-Basin customers not have to deal with the economic and
environmental costs of increasing power to Squaw Valley and Northstar, but the current
project is certainly not representative of paying a ‘fair share.’

2

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/16_HMR_Pub_Services_FEIR_EIS.pdf HMR FEIR/FEIS.
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Applicant Proposed Measures (APMs) and environmental impact
analysis:

It appears that the APMs, which aim to function like mitigation measures, have been
treated differently in the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR with respect to the impact analysis. Page 4.440 notes that “Impact conclusions are determined considering the attenuating effect of
the following APMs.” It is unclear what this means, however, it appears that the impact
analyses may only examine post-APM impacts. However, the pre-AMP impacts must be
analyzed and shown to be reduced through mitigation (which may be listed as an APM).
This will ensure impacts are comprehensively analyzed. Further, some APMs rely on
landowner’s permission (p. 4.4-43), which is not shown to be guaranteed, while others
rely on far-reaching assumptions (e.g. measures to pile burn trees removed for the
project, without any consideration of burn days and air quality impacts).

IV.

Scenic Resources

We incorporate comments by Ellie Waller and NTPA on scenic impacts, including the
need to analyze the scenic impacts in the Tahoe Basin using the appropriate methods and
requirements.

V.

25-17

25-18

Traffic Impacts:
The proposed upgrade of the 625 and 650 Lines would be expected to have the potential to affect
transportation facilities or increase traffic during the construction phase, but would have little
effect on transportation facilities and traffic conditions during the operation and maintenance
phase. Typically, the operation of power lines and substations generates very little vehicular
traffic. Operation and maintenance associated with the upgraded and relocated power lines and
modified substations would generate a similar amount of vehicle trips that occur under existing
conditions. The substations would be accessed via existing access roads or public roadways for all
of the alternatives. Consequently, the transportation analysis focuses on the project’s construction
phase. (4.12-11)

25-19

Due to the project’s increases in growth potential, we disagree that the long term impacts
of the project will not affect traffic conditions along the West Shore and North Lake
Tahoe. A Squaw Valley and Northstar and draw more people to the area, many of those
people will drive into the Tahoe Basin, increasing traffic on Highways 267 and 89;
people also tend to drive south on State Route 89 to visit Emerald Bay, increasing traffic
on the two-lane highway and creating negative air, water, and noise pollution. The
FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must be revised to include an appropriate analysis in the growthinducing section and then all impacts associated with increased growth (including
increased traffic and VMT in the Tahoe Basin) must be revised.
Further, with more construction-related traffic on the roadways, what options will there
be for drivers take ‘back roads’ to avoid the highways and areas of construction? What
will be the potential for spillover traffic into residential areas? What will the impacts of
this spillover?
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Cumulative Traffic Impacts:
The cumulative traffic impacts from the construction of multiple projects in the area fails
to include projects outside of the noted areas – Tahoe City, Truckee, and Kings Beach –
that will generate traffic on the same roadways. For example, TRPA- and Placer Countyapproved projects which are anticipated to begin construction in the next few years
include the Homewood Mountain Resort (HMR) expansion (State Route 89) and the
Boulder Bay project (State Route 267). Although the public comment period for the
proposed Ferry Project NOI/NOP just closed, it is possible that if later approved, the
construction needed to facilitate that project at the Tahoe City Marina could also
contribute to construction-related traffic on the roadways. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must
include a comprehensive examination of all projects that may generate construction
traffic on the affected roadways during the same time period.
At the present time, the regional roadway network serving the project area is operating at
acceptable levels. During construction of the project, cumulative impacts could occur if any of the
action alternatives (Alternatives 1 through 4) were under construction simultaneously with other
traffic-generating projects identified in Table 4.1-2 that would use the same roads as the 625 and
650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project for access or require closures of the same or nearby roads.
The developments described in the cumulative scenario are spread out in three primary areas:
Truckee, Tahoe City, and Kings Beach. The following projects those considered most likely to
result in a cumulative interaction with the proposed project related to transportation and traffic:…
The bridge work on SR 89 is planned to occur several years before the 625 Line upgrades would
begin in 2018; therefore, no cumulative impacts to traffic would occur. Construction of the Kings
Beach Commercial Improvements Project could overlap with upgrade of the 625 Line in Kings
Beach. However, since construction has already begun, the project would likely be complete
before work on the 625 Line commences. (4.12-31)

In addition, how often do projects as large as those noted in the document and herein
begin and end on time? Discounting the potential impacts of these projects utilizing the
roadway network during the same times results in a failure to sufficient consider the
impacts of this project. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must evaluate all reasonably foreseeable
impacts from these major construction projects, as well as other projects like HMR,
which will rely on the same roadways. The cumulative impacts analysis must also
consider the potential use of back roads, and assess the true capacity of all affected
roadways:
4.12-2. Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures or generate 100 or more
new daily vehicle trip ends (DVTE) in the Lake Tahoe Basin. Construction would temporarily
add traffic to the area roadway network. The amount of additional temporary traffic may exceed
100 new DVTE in the Lake Tahoe Basin during construction; however, these DVTE would be
generated on a short term and temporary basis, and would be spread over different locations and
times of day. The existing roadway network in the overall project area is expected to have
adequate capacity to accept the temporary, localized increases in DVTE due to construction of the
project components. (ES-43)

Speculation that variations in time and the ‘temporary’ duration (although we do not
agree that five years of construction should be written off as temporary) do not substitute
for a good, hard look at the potential impacts.
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Air Quality:

A. Existing Conditions:
The project area generally experiences warm, dry summers and wet and snowy winters. Local
climatology of the project site can be best represented by measurements at the Squaw Valley
Lodge and Truckee Airport stations. Maximum temperatures occur during July and reach 80
degrees Fahrenheit on average. Minimum temperatures can be as low at 15 degrees Fahrenheit
during winter months (WRCC 2012a). Average annual precipitation of approximately 51 inches
(247 inches of snowfall) occurs primarily during the months of November through March (WRCC
2012a). Average annual wind speed is approximately 4 miles per hour from the south (WRCC
2012b). (4.13-13)

25-22

The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR should include the WRCC information for Tahoe City as well.3
The results in “Table 4.13-3 Air Quality Indicator Attainment Status and Trends” for
ozone, which state ozone standards are “At or somewhat better than target” are not
correct. As noted in comments on TRPA’s 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report (attached;
includes 7/25/2012 comments by TASC and 12/11/2012 comments by FOWS & TASC),
TRPA’s conclusion is not supported by the evidence. Further, TRPA’s Compact requires
TRPA to meet all applicable air quality standards in the state they apply. 4 For California,
this requires TRPA meet two standards for ozone, however the one most pertinent to
human health impacts – the 8-hour average – is designated by CARB as nonattainmenttransitional in California (for the Lake Tahoe Air Basin). The table needs to be corrected.
Concentrations of CAPs are measured at several monitoring stations in the LTAB and MCAB.
The measurements at the Truckee Fire Station, South Lake Tahoe Airport Station, and the South
Lake Tahoe-Sandy Way Station are presented here and are generally representative of ambient air
quality in the vicinity of the study area. Table 4.13-5 summarizes the air quality data from these
stations for 2009–2011.

First, as the Lake Tahoe Air Basin and Mountain Counties Air Basins are unique and
different (e.g. they are separate air basins, they have different designations from CARB,
etc.), the FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must separate out the analysis to assess the impacts in each air
basin separately.
Second, there has been no ozone monitoring in South Lake Tahoe (or on the CA side of
the Basin) since 2009. Placer County installed and is operating an ozone monitor in
Tahoe City, however data were not Quality Assured by CARB until this fall (2013). The
current table is misleading, due to its combination of the air basins into one table, and the
blending of ozone monitoring data. As we have noted exhaustively in comments to TRPA
beginning in June 2012,5 ozone in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin has been increasing,
contrary to trends outside of the Basin. In fact, the discrepancy between air basins is
easily illustrated by a glance at the differences in the peak values in 2009 (from SLT) and
2010-2011 (from Truckee). However, as this table is presented, it appears to suggest
these concentrations are comparable. The same applies to PM10 and PM2.5
concentrations; air basins should be separately analyzed because the same emissions in
one air basin may not have the same impact on ambient air quality as in an adjacent air
3

http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/weather/index.html
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Bistate_Compact.pdf; see Article V(d)
5
Footnote to 6/28/2012 comments included elsewhere. In addition, we incorporate our comments to
TRPA’s regarding the City of South Lake Tahoe’s Tourist Core Area Plan and the inadequacies related to
ozone monitoring and conditions assessment. (attached)

4
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6

basin. Appendix M appears to include detailed information regarding the estimated
emissions by location, duration, time of year, etc. All of these factors are needed to
examine the impacts of each pollutant by air basin, considering time of year, time of day,
cumulative impacts of emissions, inversions, etc. in order to assess the impacts on public
health. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must include this assessment.

25-23
cont'd

B. Assumptions affecting air quality analysis:
The Methods and Assumptions section begins with the following statement:
Because operation and maintenance activities under the proposed project would be similar to
existing conditions, little changes in air emissions would occur. Therefore, although air emissions
from operations and maintenance are addressed in this section, the focus is on construction
generated emissions. (4.13-20)

However, as the proposed project would allow for increases in growth which will
generate more air pollution, in addition to potentially substantial cumulative impacts to
traffic (and subsequent air quality impacts), we disagree with this assumption. As noted
elsewhere, the project’s growth-inducing impacts must be reexamined and the analysis of
impacts updated.

25-24

Moreover, new access ways would be constructed as part of the proposed project, which would
limit the need to use oversnow vehicles and helicopters to access areas with difficult terrain.
Therefore, the number of vehicle trips and the level of maintenance activities would not increase
as a result of the proposed project and; thus, long-term operational emissions of CAPs, precursors,
and GHGs from these sources would not increase above levels existing without the project and
were not quantified in the analysis below. (4.13-21)

How often have over-snow vehicle and helicopter access been needed in the past 40
years?
C. Air Quality Impact Analysis:
The following comments apply to all replicated material in the analysis for each action
alternative, although page numbers listed are from the assessment of Alternative 1.
There is an error in Impact 4.13, which states:
“Daily construction-generated emissions of ROG, NOX, PM10, PM2.5, and CO. Constructiongenerated emissions in Placer County would exceed PCAPCD significance thresholds for NOX
and PM10. Construction-generated emissions in Nevada County would exceed NSAQMD
significance thresholds for NOX. Construction activity would also generate substantial levels of
PM2.5. Implementation of Alternative […] would generate emissions that contribute to
nonattainment status of ozone, PM10 and PM2.5 in the MCAB and the nonattainment status of
PM10 in the LTAB.” (4.13-22 and throughout document)

Ozone is also not in attainment in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin, and the project emissions
would contribute to ozone formation (and therefore, further contribute to the
nonattainment status). The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must be revised as follows:

6

The document notes: “For a detailed description of model input and output parameters, and assumptions,
refer to Appendix M, Air Quality Data.” (4.13-21)
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“…Implementation of Alternative […] would generate emissions that contribute to nonattainment
status of ozone, PM10 and PM2.5 in the MCAB and the nonattainment status of ozone and PM10
in the LTAB.”

As discussed above, the project encompasses two separate air basins. Strangely, the
estimated impacts are listed by County in table 4.13-6. However, the county jurisdictional
boundaries do not follow the air basins. We note emissions have been estimated in
phased locations in Appendix M, therefore determining emissions by air basin should not
require new modeling, per se. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must be revised to evaluate impacts
within each air basin.

25-25
cont'd

25-26

D. AQ Impact: Proposed APM:
The list of APMs includes the following measure:
If hand-piling and burning is utilized, piles will be located away from the edge of the roadway.
Piles will be constructed to minimize residual unburnable material (resulting from pile compaction
and/or high dirt content) and damage to remaining trees. Pile burning will be accomplished the
following fall or spring, when possible. Pile burning will be planned and implemented to minimize
scorching of existing non-fire-killed vegetation. (4.4-40).

25-27

The air quality impact analysis includes no evaluation of this impact, no comparison or
discussion of burn days, or other related parameters. If the project proposes to burn as
suggested here, this must be included in the impact assessment and mitigation must be
included.
Another APM related to particulate matter includes the following:
CalPeco will limit actively graded areas to a cumulative total of 5 acres per day in order to control
fugitive dust. The total area of disturbance can exceed this acreage so long as the actively graded
portion is below this threshold….This measure would control the amount of earth disturbance
occurring simultaneously on different project components in order to keep fugitive dust emissions
below established thresholds. (3-90)

25-28

What monitoring will be required to ensure these measures mitigate fugitive dust? How
much dust could be generated by 5 acres of disturbance?
E. AQ Impact mitigation (for ozone):
Further, the mitigation for NOx generation (which will contribute to ozone formation in
both air basins, both of which are not in attainment of California’s standard) provides no
assurance that NOx emissions (and subsequent ozone impacts) will be mitigated
sufficiently in either air basin. How will these mitigation funds be spent? How will funds
mitigate impacts in each air basin? Who will oversee these funds? As it appears now,
funds may be fully spent in one air basin, leaving the other to deal with increased ozone
pollution. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must revise the air quality analysis and evaluate how
impacts will be mitigated in each air basin.
Mitigation Measure 4.13-1b (Alt. 1): Pay off-site mitigation fee to PCAPCD to off-set NOX
emissions generated by construction activity in Placer County.
The applicant shall pay an off-site mitigation fee into PCAPCD’s Clean Air Grants Program for
the purpose of reducing NOX emitted by project construction activities in Placer County to a lessthan-significant level (i.e., less than 82 lb/day). The applicant shall provide a detailed
construction schedule to PCAPCD before each construction season (i.e., May through October)
that identifies when construction activities at different portions of the project site in Placer County
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may occur. The applicant shall calculate the fees associated with each construction phase in
consultation with PCAPCD staff and the applicant shall pay the specific fee amounts to PCAPCD
before each construction phase. The calculation of daily NOX emissions shall be based on the cost
rate established by PCAPCD’s Clean Air Grants Program at the time each calculation and
payment is made. PCAPCD’s Clean Air Grants Program is part of ARB’s statewide Carl Moyer
Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program. The program provides grant funding for
cleaner-than-required engines and equipment. Grants are administered by PCAPCD to support
reductions in emissions of key pollutants which are necessary to meet clean air commitments
under regulatory requirements. Eligible projects include cleaner on-road, off-road, locomotive,
lawn & garden, light duty passenger vehicles being scrapped and agricultural equipment (ARB
2012e; PCAPCD 2012b). At the time of writing this EIS/EIS/EIR the cost rate is $17,080 to reduce
1 ton of NOX (ARB 2011d; Kuklo, pers. comm., 2013). (4.13-25).

25-29
cont'd

Further, ambient ozone monitoring is necessary to assess ozone conditions in the area.
The project must require adequate monitoring. In addition, a plan to curb construction
during periods of intense inversions, high ozone concentrations, etc., would be a starting
point for mitigation. For example, if meteorological and ambient air quality
measurements indicate existing or likely conditions that would result in elevated ozone
levels for an extended period of time, such that standards may be violated by the project’s
activities, then measures to change operations during that time could be identified and
employed.
F. Toxic Air Contaminant Emissions:
As the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR notes, diesel particulate matter from diesel exhaust have been
identified by California as a toxic air contaminant:
Diesel PM was identified as a TAC by ARB in 1998 (ARB 1998) and is the primary TAC that
might be released by the proposed project. (4.13-28)

Although the DEIS/DEIS/DEIR includes an estimate of diesel emissions for the project, the
document makes an important assumption that is not supported by Tahoe-specific data:
The values in Table 4.13-8 are overall emissions levels from construction activities; diesel PM
dissipates quickly and exposure at any one receptor would be far less than the emissions estimate.
[Emphasis added].

In fact, as noted in our comments to TRPA on the Draft RPU EIS (reference provided
elsewhere), meteorological evidence of Tahoe’s thermal inversions indicates pollutants
will not dissipate quickly during inversion conditions. Further, our comments include a
preliminary study performed by UC Davis (2004), which noted diesel particles lingering
in the air at the surface during inversions. This impact must be considered in examination
of people’s exposure to diesel PM, especially over a 94 week construction period (as
estimated in the document). Further, how many of these weeks will occur during the
winter months, when inversions may last all day long and overnight? How many during
the summer, when inversion conditions are more common overnight, but also when many
people will have their windows open at night for cooling?
As noted for ozone, mitigation measures are needed to address diesel emissions and
exposure levels based on conditions in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin.
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G. Air Quality – Cumulative Impacts:
The following information needs to be revised to reflect current information. As shown in
the air quality documents in our attachments, most ROG and NOx which form ozone in
the Basin are generated from within the Basin, and significant sources include on-road
motor vehicles and off-road motor vehicles (e.g. boats, snowmobiles). Current research
by CARB, UC Davis, and DRI (see attachments) indicates relatively little transport of
ozone into the Tahoe Basin. This information should be corrected so the public is made
aware that local emissions are the largest contributors to ozone.
This nonattainment status with respect to the CAAQS for ozone is because of the emissions of
ozone precursors, including ROG and NOX, generated by cumulative development projects in the
region and transport from outside the region. (4.13-51)

25-31

With regards to PM10, particles of this size will not travel as long in the air as fine
particles (PM2.5). Thus, the analysis of PM10 impacts should focus on more localized
impacts of PM10, while the PM2.5 analysis must consider longer travel times and the
impacts of Tahoe’s frequent inversions (both factors allow more accumulation).
The MCAB is designated as nonattainment with respect to the CAAQS for PM2.5 but the LTAB
is in attainment. Both air basins are unclassified with respect to the NAAQS for PM2.5. Because
PCAPCD and NSAQMD do not recommend mass emission thresholds for evaluating PM2.5
emissions from a project but do for PM10, the analysis of PM2.5 generally follows the analysis of
PM10. For the reasons described above for PM10, the action alternatives would not make a
significant contribution to a significant regional or local cumulative PM2.5 impact. (4.13-52)

VII. Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGs):
The DEIS/DEIS/DEIR first identifies two sources of GHG emissions – constructionrelated sources and removal of trees (p. 4.13-30). However, the document then proclaims
the project’s impacts to be less than significant because the estimated GHG emissions are
“less than the reporting level of 10,000 MT CO2e/year established by ARB for stationary
sources.” (p. 4.13-32). However, that reporting requirement is specific to stationary
sources; construction activities and massive tree removal are not stationary sources.
In summary, the net increase in GHG emissions associated with Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative)
would not be substantial because it would not exceed the trigger levels used by ARB to regulate
emissions from stationary sources in its Mandatory Reporting regulation, which is a key
component of the AB 32 Scoping Plan. For this reason, it is determined that Alternative 1 (PEA
Alternative) would not conflict with the reduction goals of AB 32. (4.13-32).

This conclusion compares apples and oranges. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must evaluate an
appropriate significance level for GHG emissions associated with the project’s
construction emissions, the GHG increases related to substantial tree removal, and the
ongoing impacts of the project. How do these increases relate to plans by Placer County
and TRPA regarding GHG impacts? What are the cumulative GHG increases with other
projects (we note sources will be similar to vehicle impacts as well as new development),
and the proposed LT Ferry Project (comments available at:
http://friendswestshore.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/FOWSTASCcomments-on-Ferry-Project-NOI-NOP-1.2.14.pdf.)
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VII. Water Quality, Soils, and SEZs:
How many trees and acres will be disturbed within the Tahoe Basin? Tree removal as
proposed here will have a significant effect on soil health and the forest’s ability to
prevent runoff and infiltrate water. The proposed project may substantially alter a
significant portion of Tahoe’s forests. More comments regarding coverage are noted
below.

IX.

25-33

Growth-Inducing Impacts:
Because the action alternatives would not affect any lands used for agricultural production, zoned
for agriculture, or considered important farmland, this issue is not discussed in detail in the
EIS/EIS/EIR. Housing is not discussed in detail in this EIS/EIS/EIR as the proposed project does
not include construction of housing as part of the project, would not displace existing housing, and
would not generate demand for new housing (i.e., no increase in year-round employees that seek
housing). Potential project effects on population and employment are addressed in Section 5.5,
Growth-Inducing Impacts of the Proposed Project, and Section 5.6, Socioeconomics and
Environmental Justice. (1-4)

By increasing power capacity to the resorts intended to expand, including the residential
and visitor population (e.g. Squaw Valley, Northstar, Homewood MR), the project will
be partially responsible for a demand for new housing. Without the increased power
capacity, which as noted in comments from Ellie Waller, Northstar is relying on for its
expansion, the resorts could not grow. Further, although the document downplays the
increased development allowed by TRPA’s 2012 RPU, the RPU will allow significant
increases in residential and visitor populations through increases in development,
building size, coverage, density, and other RPU amendments.7
Although the focus of the project is to improve the reliability of the system by allowing individual
lines to carry more power, a bi-product of this effort is the potential ability to meet electricity
demands of future customers. The proposed project does not involve an expansion of the
transmission system service area; therefore, the project would not have the potential to generate
growth by providing electrical service to an area that does not currently have electrical service. (56)

As the document has claimed the existing system is at capacity, and more capacity is
needed, clearly this represents an expectation that there will be more customers. Focusing
on changes in the area covered by the lines appears a way to avoid the actual question of
whether this project, by increasing the power available to these areas, will induce more
population growth (not a growth in the ‘area’ of service provided by the utilities). The
answer to this question is yes. As outlined in extensive detail in these and incorporated
comments, large ski resorts are relying on this ‘upgrade’ to expand. Expansion means
growth. The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR needs to be revised to eliminate this side-stepping
response, and instead to directly and honestly address the growth-inducing impacts of this
project. How many new customers will this upgrade allow, including ski resort visitors,
new housing, new activities, etc.?

7

Discussed in detail in our 6/28/2012 comments on the RPU/RTP DEIS, accessible at:
http://www.trpa.org/documents/reisc/2_Other%20Organizations/League%20to%20Save%20Lake%20Taho
e,%20Friends%20Of%20West%20Shore,%20Tahoe%20Area%20Sierra%20Club%20%20Joint%20Comments.pdf and our 12/11/2012 comments (attached).
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Existing TRPA goals, policies, and implementation measures control growth in a manner that
meets the requirement of the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact to establish a balance between the
natural and built environments… The amount of growth attributable to new development under
the recently adopted Regional Plan Update would be limited by the small number of development
rights in the region that remain available for residential development and other growth
management regulations that are in effect. (5-6)

As TRPA’s RPU does allow for significant growth, and facilitates increases in tourists,
the RPU can not be relied upon as evidence that growth in the Tahoe Basin, and
especially the North and West Shores, will be limited by ‘other factors.’ Growth will also
not be limited by “the small number of development rights…for residential
development.” For example (refer to our comments on the RPU for details):
- There are over 4,000 remaining development rights, and TRPA created 3,200 new
allocations in the RPU.
- 600 of these are Bonus Units, which TRPA can create at any time;
- Not all units will require an allocation (e.g. affordable housing); and
- tourist units can be redeveloped at 4-6 times larger than the original unit (from
300 sq. ft. hotel rooms to 1200-1800 sq. ft. units), which allows more tourists to
stay in each unit. This means the same number of tourist units may now house far
more tourists.

25-34
cont'd

The FEIS/FEIS/FEIR can not rely on TRPA’s Plan to limit growth once the capacity for
power is increased. This further reiterates the need to revise the analysis to address the
actual growth that may be induced by this project.
In reality, CalPeco’s proposed 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would only
accommodate planned growth authorized by local land use agencies and, like most electrical
utilities, CalPeco would be responding to growth planned and implemented by others and would
not be instigating growth. (5-7)

This conclusion appears to suggest CalPeco need not take any responsibility for
inducing growth. This is incorrect, as the document has stated that “although the
proposed project is necessary to respond to immediate reliability concerns, it is not
critical for meeting current normal power demands.” (p. 5-7) Further, once there is more
power capacity, future project applicants are likely to simply state that they will not
induce growth because the available power lines already allow for more growth. This
circular argument passes the buck on who will evaluate this impact between the planning
agencies and project proponents and thus far, has appeared to allow both sides avoid
responsibility for increased growth and cumulative impacts (i.e. in the RPU/Area Plan
process; see our comments on the City of SLT’s Area Plan).

X.

Soil and Coverage:
Because TRPA has implemented policies to bring LCDs 1b and 2 toward attainment on a regionwide basis, and because implementation of the action alternatives would increase coverage
consistent with the TRPA land classification system and coverage requirements, these alternatives
would not hinder progress toward attainment of the Threshold Standard for impervious land
coverage. (5-16)

This conclusion suggests that because TRPA’s Plan allows more coverage, the project
proponent need not address the impacts of the additional coverage. This defeats the
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FOWS Comments on CalPeco DEIS/DEIS/DEIR
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purpose of requiring environmental reviews of impacts. Even if there are regulations in
place that are supposed to prevent an impact, the project proponent must still fully
examine the potential impacts of the project and examine mitigation. The
FEIR/FEIR/FEIR needs to be revised to examine the net increase in coverage in the
Tahoe Basin and mitigate as necessary.

25-35
cont'd

What are the impacts to soil from the removal of trees?

25-36

XI.

Wildlife Resources:

25-37

We incorporate comments by Ellie Waller and NTPA on wildlife impacts.

XII. Forest Resources – Old Growth:
Any unavoidable loss of late seral/old growth forest would be compensated through development
and implementation of a forest management plan to facilitate establishment of late seral/old
growth forest stands and enhance existing late seral/old growth forest stands. The forest
management plan would include management actions, such as fuels and vegetation treatments, to
facilitate and enhance old-growth development within the existing 625 Line to be removed and/or
other potential treatment areas. The forest management plan would clearly describe how the
project would achieve TRPA threshold standards for late seral/old growth forest enhancement,
identify priority locations where enhancement actions could be implemented to achieve the plan’s
objectives, and include a funding component for late seral/old growth forest enhancement projects.
The management plan would result in full compensation, over time, for late seral/old growth
acreage affected by project implementation. Therefore, implementing any of the action
alternatives would not affect the attainment status of this Threshold Standard. 5-23
Mitigation Measure 4.7-4 (Alts. 1-4): Conduct a Tree Survey; Avoid Late Seral/Old-Growth
Forest; Compensate for Loss of Trees.
A Registered Professional Forester (RPF) shall conduct a focused tree survey to identify, map, and
tabulate the number of trees in each relevant size class (6 inches or greater on non-Federal lands in
Placer County, greater than 14 inches within the jurisdiction of TRPA, greater than 24 inches eastside,
greater than 30 inches westside) that would be removed as a result of the project.
Following completion of the focused tree survey, a timber harvest/tree removal plan shall be
prepared by a RPF. The plan shall include applicable APMs and additional necessary
prescriptions for tree removal, water quality protection, protection of preserved trees, slash
disposal, fire protection, and tree replacement. The plan shall contain all information required to
be in a tree information report under the Placer County tree ordinance, for obtaining a tree
removal permit. The plan shall comply with the minimum standards for tree removal, as described
under TRPA Code 61.1.6 and with CAL FIRE timber harvesting plan standards, as applicable,
under the Forest Practice Act. Before implementing any project activities that involve tree
removal, the timber harvest plan shall be submitted to CAL FIRE for review and approval. Once
approved, the plan shall be incorporated into the project design and all conditions of approval
shall be implemented. CalPeco shall obtain a tree removal permit from TRPA for tree removal
within the Lake Tahoe Basin. (ES-30-31)

There is no mitigation for the removal of an old growth tree. We are unaware of any
mechanism to make a tree age faster. Further, all forests will eventually become old
growth “over time” (barring disturbances such as major wildfires, etc.). Thus, to claim
mitigation will help achieve the threshold ‘over time’ appears just a means to justify
removing old growth trees now. Finally, TRPA has yet to establish any plans for how it
will achieve the old growth threshold standards. As noted previously, the
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FEIS/FEIS/FEIR must examine a true range of alternatives and evaluate the necessary old
growth removal for each alternative.

25-38
cont'd

XIII. TRPA Regional Plan Amendment:
Amendment of Plan Area Statement 019, Martis Peak
Electrical substations are defined as Public Utility Centers in Table 21.4-A of the TRPA Code.
Although the expanded substation rebuild is proposed on a parcel with an existing Public Utility
Center, this use is not permissible on the subject property, which is located in Plan Area 019 –
Martis Peak, a Conservation Plan Area, as defined in the Plan Area Statement (PAS). Therefore,
the existing Public Utility Center (including the existing Kings Beach Substation and the
proposed, new substation) is an approved nonconforming use, by definition, in the TRPA Code
(Section 21.2.3). Although the project, as proposed, would allow the decommissioning of the
Brockway Substation, the rebuild of the Kings Beach Substation would constitute expansion,
intensification, and/or modification of a nonconforming use as defined in the TRPA Code (see
TRPA Code Sections 21.2.3 and 21.5). To facilitate the proposed expanded substation in the most
appropriate location (the site of the existing substation), TRPA proposes to address the
nonconforming use through a staff-initiated amendment to PAS 019, Martis Peak, by adding
Public Utility Centers as a special use within a new Special Area 1 of the PAS. In accordance with
TRPA Code, such a PAS amendment is considered a project, a Regional Plan amendment, and a
Plan Area amendment, subject to specific findings requirements, as described below. 3-23

What other uses in the area might be affected by this amendment? Would this allow
increased development of other public service facilities that would not otherwise be
allowed in this area?
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Letter
26
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
Attn: Ms. Wendy Jepson
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449-5310
Subject:

January 7, 2014

California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Draft Environment Impact Statement/Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (DEIS/DEIS/DEIR)

Dear Ms. Jepson,
The Tahoe Area Sierra Club (TASC) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft
EIS/EIS/EIR (DEIS/DEIS/DEIR) for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade. We incorporate
comments submitted by Ellie Waller, the North Tahoe Preservation Alliance, the North Tahoe Citizens
Action Alliance/Dave McClure, and the Friends of the West Shore.

26-1

The TASC echoes concerns raised by these other groups, including but not limited to the
DEIS/DEIS/DEIR’s failure to adequately examine the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An adequate range of alternatives, which examines alternatives aimed at improving reliability
of the existing power network, not increasing capacity;
A purpose statement which does not exclude such alternatives from evaluation;
Cumulative impacts in the Basin from multiple construction projects at the same time;
Cumulative traffic in the Basin resulting from the projects which will be able to grow and
develop more with the additional power capacity (e.g. ski resort expansions);
Growth-inducing impacts of the project;
Environmental impacts to air and water quality, noise (quiet), scenic resources, wildlife, forest
health, and soil health; and
The importance of and impacts to the Lake Tahoe Basin’s Stream Environment Zones (SEZs).

An adequate range of alternatives must be assessed and the draft EIS/EIS/EIR recirculated with sufficient
environmental analysis. Please feel free to contact Laurel Ames at laurel@watershednetwork.org if you have
any questions.
Sincerely,

Laurel Ames,
Conservation Co-Chair,
Tahoe Area Sierra Club

26-2
26-3
26-4
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Letter
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North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
P.O. Box 5
Crystal Bay, Nv. 89402
Preserve@NTPAC.com 775-831-0625
www.ntpac.com
"Helping preserve the natural beauty and rural character of North Lake Tahoe"

Power Line Expansion Threatens Tahoe Recreation Area
Today the forests between Kings Beach and Tahoe City are connected by the Tahoe Rim Trail, nature
trails, dirt roads and a mostly paved route located at the summit of Hwy 267 known as Mt. Watson Road
or the "Fiberboard Freeway". This great North Shore recreation asset has it all: views of Lake Tahoe,
access to Watson Lake, jeep and equestrian trails, snowmobiling, cross country skiing, snowshoeing,
and hiking. All are close to town, yet not marred by unsightly power lines.

27-1
That's all about to change if Liberty Utilities and CaiPeco, Liberty's Parent Company, get approval for
their proposed $45m plus project. The company wants to double the existing power to serve the
demands of new projects with prominent new power lines; think 1200 units at Squaw, 1000 more at
Northstar Highlands, 760 units at the top of Hwy 267 put forth by East West, and the new lifts at
Northstar.
The Power Company folks want to run the new power line between Kings Beach and Tahoe City along
the Mt. Watson Road. The poles will visually dominate the pristine forest lands. They claim it will be
easier to access and maintain the poles. That's a given, but at what environmental cost?
The new thicker and taller poles will exacerbate their visual effect and degrade existing views. Here are
some disturbing project highlights:
1.

Trees removed : 47,000 (whole project including along Hwy 267)

2.

Damaging Stream Environment Zones by removing 1542 trees

3.

Power poles increase in diameter from an average of 16" to a maximum of 4.5 feet for selfsupporting poles

4.

Power Pole heights Increases up to 12' or as much as a total height of 92' (nine stories) -most
poles are now 40' high

5.

Right of Way Increases width from 30 feet to 40' along the new Mt. Watson Road line

6.

Trees and vegetation within 150 feet of the power lines can be cleared producing a scar in the
forest

7.

7.5 miles of new right of way within the basin

27-2

Who will stand the cost of the expansion? A measly 49,000 rate payers between North and West Shore
and pay attention folks on the California side of South Shore, you are on the hook too. The power
company is guaranteed an 11.8% return on these infrastructure improvements and it is likely we will see
our power bills go up 20-30%. This huge project could easily run over $50m. It's a no lose situation for
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the power company, a boon for developers, but loaded with adverse effects for tourists, residents and
wildlife.
Let's not lose our Public Areas and diminish the quality of a great recreational experience with the
permanent installation of unsightly power poles. Leave the power lines where they are now ... they've

27-4

served us well in that location since the '70s. Underground the new lines that will go through the east
Kingswood neighborhood.
Do we really need five years of traffic impacts and 12,000 one way truck trips? The basin is already 90%
built out; is this major project absolutely necessary for Lake Tahoe? Calpeco develop a project that
won't negatively impact our beautiful area.

27-5

Letter
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North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
P.O. Box 5
Crystal Bay. Nv. 89402
Preserve@NTPAC com 775-831 -0625
www.ntoac.com
"Helping preserve the natural beauty and rural character of North Lake Tahoe"

January 4, 2014
Wendy Jepson
TRPA

Stacy Wydra

128 Market Street

Auburn, Ca.

Placer County Planning

Stateline, Nv. 89449
Re: Calpeco DEIS/EIR
Dear Ms. Jepson and Ms. Wydra:
This letter provides comments on the above mentioned DEIS. The NTPA is a Nevada Nonprofit
corporation formed to ensure that North Lake Tahoe retains its natural beauty and easygoing, rustic
lifestyle. This letter provides comments on the draft EIS that are in addition to and do not replace
or otherwise supersede comments that were previously submitted. We also incorporate the all
comments from the following organizations and individuals:
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North Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance
Tahoe Area Sierra Club
Friends of Lake Tahoe
Ellie Waller
In our review of the Calpeco EIS, we believe the DE IS did not adequately investigate or disclose the
proposed Project's potentially significant effect on the environment.

1.

The Calpeco Power Line expansion degrades the scenic and natural areas in the Tahoe
basin and fails to protect and safeguard the Public's recreational opportunities.
Today the forests between Kings Beach and Tahoe City are connected by the Tahoe Rim
Trail, nature trails, dirt roads and a mostly paved route located at the summit of Hwy 267
known as Mt. Watson Road or the "Fiberboard Freeway''. This great North Shore recreation
asset has it all: views of Lake Tahoe, access to Watson Lake, jeep and equestrian trails ,
snowmobiling, cross country skiing, snowshoeing, and hiking. All are close to town, yet not
marred by unsightly power lines.

l i Pa g e
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That's all about to change if Liberty Utilities and CaiPeco, Liberty's Parent Company, get
approval for their proposed $45m plus project. It is clear the company needs to double the
existing power to serve the demands of new projects outside the basin; 1200 units at
Squaw, 1000 more at Northstar Highlands, 760 units at the top of Hwy 267 put forth by East
West, build out of 670 units at Martis Camp and the new lifts/snowmaking at Northstar.
Northstar Mountain Master Plan requires 7MW. The Homewood Project will require 8MW.
The Power Company wants to run the new power line between Kings Beach and Tahoe City
along the Mt. Watson Road. The poles will visually dominate the pristine forest lands. They
claim it will be easier to access and maintain the poles. But at what environmental cost?
The new thicker and taller poles will exacerbate their visual effect and degrade existing
views. Here are some disturbing project highlights:
a.

Trees removed : 47,000 (whole project including along Hwy 267) 25.000 along Mt. Watson
Road.
(From EIR Page ES~18: 4.3-2. Conversion afforest land to non-forest uses or loss of forest land.
Implementation of the action alternatives would result in the removal of between approximately 47,100 {Alt. 4) and
58,000 (Alt. 1) trees in up to 219.8 acres afforest land plus hazard tree border zones as part of project construction
and long-term vegetation management in the power line ROW and in new access ways. Considering forest
regeneration on land currently maintained in the existing 625 Line ROW, overall permanent forest land impact would
be between 66.1 acres {Alt. 4) and 107.0 acres (Alt. 2). Tree removal would not result in substantial changes to
adjacent stand structure or regional forest land composition or distribution. Forest land would not be lost or
converted to a non-forest use as project-related activities are compatible uses with forest land zoning designations in
the project area.)

b.

Damaging Stream Environment Zones by removing 1542 trees

c.

Power poles increase in diameter from an average of 16" to a maximum of 4.5 feet for self-

28-2
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supporting poles
d.

Power Pole heights Increases up to 12' or as much as a total height of 92' (nine stories)most poles are now 40' high

e.

Over 100 new power poles of unknown size along the Mt. Watson Road where today there
are none.

f.

Right of Way Increases width from 30 feet to 40' along the new Mt. Watson Road line

g. Trees and vegetation within 150 feet of the power lines can be cleared producing a scar in
the forest
h. 7.5 miles of new right of way within the basin.
Considering the preferred alternative 4, adequately describe how many poles, what
diameter (base and pole) size and height will be installed along Mt. Watson Road. Analyze
and investigate the scenic and recreational impacts on the Tahoe Basin in order that the
Public is fully informed and can make an informed comparison of alternatives.

Define and describe in the DE IS the viewshed change due to 150ft requirement noted above
(baseline existing condition versus new width required) for Tahoe Rim Trail, Martis Creek
21Page
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Lake Recreation Area, Burton Creek State Park, The Fiberboard Freeway, Truckee River
Regional Park, Northstar Resort Golf Course, 64-Acre Recreation Site, Gatekeeper's
Museum and Lake Tahoe Dam, River Rafting, Kings Beach Snowmobile activities as a result
of required 150 foot width of tree removal.
(From EIR Page 4.4-34: The Tahoe Rim Trail, shown in Exhibit 4.4¥5, is a 165-mile, single-track, multi-use trail
encircling Lake Tahoe. Throughout the project vicinity, the trail is located on LTBMU lands and is open to hikers,
equestrians, and mountain bikers. Winter use by cross-country skiers and snowshoers is also popular. There is a
trailhead in Tahoe City near the Community Center on Fairway Drive. From that location, the trail ascends to overlook
the Truckee River Canyon, and then extends north and east past Watson Lake more than 20 miles to the trailhead on
SR 267, 0.5-mile south of Brockway Summit. Along this segment, the trail generally parallels the existing and proposed
625 Line alignments, crossing under the existing 625 Line twice (see Exhibit 4.8·5). Trail users can cross SR 267 and
beneath the existing 650 Line to a trailhead on the east side of the highway. From there, the trail continues
northeastward, crosses beneath the existing 625line again, and continues toward Martis Peak. As shown in Exhibit
4.4·4, trail users are exposed to views of the power lines only briefly because the viewshed of the existing line is

28-3
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highly localized due to the screening effect of the forest.)

Define and describe the rationale why the DEIS doesn't consider over 100 new power poles
along Mt. Watson Rd. significant?
Given the above significant changes, (i.e.# of poles, size, height, new locations) Describe
and analyze how this project adequately and rationally meets the following standard from
the TRPA Compact, "Environmental threshold carrying capacity" means an environmental
standard necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or

28-4

natural value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such
standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil
conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.

2. The DEIS fails to consider a viable alternative that would supply power required for Martis
Valley development, while at the same time retaining the existing 625 line.
Let's not lose our Public Areas and diminish the quality of a great recreational experience
with the permanent installation of unsightly power poles.
a.

Leave the 625 lines where they are now ... they've served us well in that location since
the '70s. At the very least a couple of other alternatives must be explored in the DEIR

28-5

showing independent loop systems for Northstar and Squaw instead of one large loop.
The DE IS documentation should include an alternative that doesn't require an entire
looping system. An independent needs assessment analysis must be completed before
a down-select to a preferred alternative can be made. The lack of range of alternatives
renders the DEIS inadequate.
b. Underground the new lines that will go through the east Kingswood neighborhood. In
many cases, proposed new larger poles will be within 60 feet of residential

3IPage
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homes/bedrooms. Enumerate in the DE IS the distances between poles and dwellings in
200+ affected homes.
Electro Magnetic readings: Provide in the DEIS impact analysis the EMF increase as the
line size is being increased. What will the increase be with the new upgraded lines?
Consider undergrounding lines in the Kingswood neighborhood. Provide cost
breakdown in the DE IS for undergrounding this line segment or any other line segment

28-6
cont'd

in a neighborhood. ( From EIR Page 4.10·25: Since electric fields are effectively blocked by most materials,
such as trees and walls, the majority of the following information related to EMF focuses on exposure to
magnetic fields.)

Since tree removal will be required for line safety, define and describe

how these larger lines won't be a significant impact on Kingswood East residents?
c.

The 650 line should be undergrounded or set back along Hwy 267 to improve that scenic
corridor. Define and describe why this was not considered? This is a $46m project as
described, what would be the cost of undergrounding or setting poles back so they are

28-7

screened by the forest?

3. The DEIS failed to adequately analyze why the project expansion is necessary for
reliability for the Tahoe Basin which is has limited growth potential due to TRPA
ordinances.

The basin is already 90% built out; is this major project absolutely necessary for Lake
Tahoe?
At the December 4, 2013 TRPA Advisory Planning Commission meeting Mr. Smart was
asked if this project was required. He stated- NO- he was just being proactive to make
his job easier in managing the potential for outages and overloading of the system.
7 MW new electrical demand will be required by the Northstar Mountain Master Plan
(NMMP). The proposed NMMP project- and program-level components would result in
the following new electrical demand (see Table 14.6-4 NMMP DEIS):
(i)
TABLE 14.6-4
(ii)
ANNUAL NMMP ELECTRICAL DEMAND BY PROJECT COMPONENT
(iii)
Project Component Electrical Demand in Kilowatts
(iv)
Project-Level Components
(v)
Detachable Lift J 642,082
(vi)
Detachable Lift C 428,055
(vii)
Fixed Grip Lifts V and W 856,110
(viii)
Surface Tow Lift Z 9,310
(ix)
Snowmaking for 83,500 linear feet 3,036,220
(x)
Backside Warming Hut/Skier Services 240,000
(xi)
Summit Deck and Grille Improvements 138,000
(xii)
Castle Peak Parking Lot Transport Gondola 1,070,137
(xiii)
Lift Q 214,022
(xiv)
Skier Services 184,000
(xv)
Sawmill Lake Campground/Relocated Cross-Country Center/Skier Services
224,250
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---------------

(xvi)
(xvii)

------------~---~----~--------~--------

Backside Campground 20,000
Total 7,062.191 7 MW

1 MW is enough to supply 400-600 homes, so 7 MW is enough to supply at least 2800
homes.
Per Table 4 in Calpeco's 2010 North Tahoe Load Projections (see attached Exhibit 1)),
Northstar used 8.6 MW during peak load. The NMMP with a projected 7MW increase is an
81% increase in load for Northstar.

28-8
cont'd

What is the rationale for the conclusion that the current infrastructure is adequate
considering that at the December 2013 TRPA Governing Board Meeting, Michael Smart, CEO
of Liberty Energy testified that if someone came to him today requesting a will serve letter
for a subdivision of 250 homes he would turn them down? 250 homes uses less than 1 MW.
(In 2011, the average annual electricity consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer was 11,280 kWh, an
average of 940 kilowatthours (kWh) per month per US Energy information.)

4. The DEIS failed to adequately investigate or analyze how the project supports the Kings
Beach and Tahoe Vista existing and proposed Community Plans.
The DE IS analyzes how the project affects the Tahoe City Community plan, but fails to
analyze or investigate how the project complies with the North Tahoe existing and proposed
Community Plans. (From EIR Page 4.4·10 and 11: Tahoe City Community Plan
The Tahoe City Community Plan (1994) contains goals and objectives for urban design and development, traffic and
parking, public service facilities, commercial development, and recreation. The objectives of the plan are
implemented through enforceable policies. The plan also describes a vision for the future of Tahoe City and identifies
various projects in the immediate Tahoe City area that are intended to improve scenic quality. It identifies
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opportunities for scenic improvements along SR 89 at the entrance to Tahoe City through relocating or screening
existing non-compatible uses including public service facilities. )

Since Hwy 267 bi-sects the Tahoe Vista and Kings Beach Community Plans and in each plan
emphasis is on the recreational destination amenities in our area and the visual impacts of
the entry along 267; an analysis of compliance with these existing and proposed Community
Plans must be investigated in the DE IS.
5. The DE IS fails to adequately analyze and describe the impacts of removing 25,000 trees in
along 7.5 miles of Mt. Watson Rd. on Wildlife.
What are the impacts on wildlife of 12,000 one way truck trips?
The area west of Hwy 267 is a flyway migration for birds. Define and describe how this
project, the traffic and significant tree removal is not a significant impact on wildlife?
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The EIS claims "Because these habitats are locally and regionally common and abundant,
and implementation of APMs (Applicant Proposed Measures)" , explain and define how this
is an adequate explanation for the conclusion of "no mitigation required" ? Pre-project
conditions would include large trees and tree stands- provide details in DEIS how CaiPeco
can/will replace 20-50+ year old trees to maintain an appropriate habitat? It will take many

28-10
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years for the habitat to be the same and viable for the special species that nest there
Provide details on how this conflict does not require Calpeco to seek another location for
the increased power lines to avoid conflict with the special species habitat.

For each of these reasons, the NTPA, respectfully request that the TRPA revise the DEIS and recirculate for Public review and comment a legally adequate DEIS that fully complies with the law
and is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record .

Sff~re}y, ~

~ols
On behalf of the North Tahoe Preservation Alliance
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This study used a growth rate of 1.0% per year, as provided by CaiPECo. The 2010 winter peak
load provided by CaiPECo was 85.9 MW and operates at lPU. Winter peak base cases were
developed for 2011-2018 using the projected system loading listed in Table 3 below.

Year

Projected Load

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

86.8
87.6
88.5
89.4
90.3
91.2
92.1
93.0

Table 3: Projected Winter Peak Loading

Table 4 below provides a breakdown of the individual substation loads for the 2011 and 2018 winter
peak.

Estimated Estimated Winter
Peak Load (2018)*
Winter
Peak Load
(2011)111 I

Average Annual
Growth 20102018

Squaw Valley
Tahoe City
Kings Beach I Brockway
Northstar

11.5
26.1

1%
1%

11.6
26.4

12.5
28.3

14.9
8.6

1%
1%

15.0
8.7

16.1
9 .3

Glenshire

2.8
3.8
8.6
9 .6
85.9

1%
1%

2.8
3.8
8 .7
9.7
86.8

4. 1
9.3
10.4
93.0

I

' Substation

~ii'i 'I

Actual Peak
Load (2010)

'

I
:.I

•T

' ;. ;..~.,;..

'

Truckee 60
TDPUD Martis
TDPUD Truckee
Total (North Tahoe System)

1%
1%
1%

3.0

Table 4: North Tahoe Load Projections

Table 5 below presents the contingency scenarios studied.
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Letter
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January 7, 2014

Michael Rosauer, CPUC Project Manager
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102

Via electronic mail
michael.rosauer@cpuc.ca.gov
wjepson@trpa.org

Wendy Jepson, TRPA Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
PO Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Subject:

California Pacific Electric Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR

Dear Lead Agencies:
The North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance appreciates the opportunity to provide
comment on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (DEIR) for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project. We also incorporate comments submitted by Friends of Tahoe Vista/Ellie Waller, the
North Tahoe Preservation Alliance/Ann Nichols, Friends of the West Shore, the Tahoe Area
Sierra Club, Joy Dahlgren, Traffic Expert and Trent Orr, Attorney, Earthjustice.
North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance is a non-profit environmental community-based
organization incorporated under the laws of the State of California. North Tahoe Citizens serves
as a public education organization for the North Lake Tahoe area, with its work focused on
practical, workable solutions that protect the North Lake Tahoe region’s outstanding
environmental resources and encourage creative, practical solutions.
The following comments are preliminary comments and will be supplemented soon once our
technical experts have reviewed the recently released technical reports. Necessary load data and
assumptions used for 1)purpose and need, 2)choice of action alternatives, and 3)alternatives
considered and eliminated are just now coming to light with the technical analysis. Please
contact me at mccluretahoe@yahoo.com if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
David McClure
President, NTCAA
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The North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance appreciates the opportunity to provide
comment on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR (DEIR) for the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
Project. We also incorporate comments submitted by Friends of Tahoe Vista/Ellie Waller, the
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North Tahoe Preservation Alliance/Ann Nichols, Friends of the West Shore, the Tahoe Area
Sierra Club, Joy Dahlgren, Traffic Expert and Trent Orr, Attorney, Earthjustice.
.
Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the North Tahoe Citizen
Action Alliance (“North Tahoe Citizens”) fully intended to provide in-depth, substantive
comments on the draft EIS/EIR for the California Pacific Electricity Company 625 and 650
Electrical Line Upgrade Project (SCH #2012032066) (“Project”) by the published deadline,
January 7, 2014. However, North Tahoe Citizens was unable to prepare CEQA comments
because the Project proponent, CalPeco, and staffs from both the California Public Utility
Commission and Tahoe Regional Planning Agency refused to provide North Tahoe Citizens with
requested key foundational studies and data that underlie the central analyses and conclusions
contained in the draft EIS/EIR in a timely fashion. Specifically, decision makers and the public
cannot accurately evaluate, among other things, the Project’s environmental impacts, purpose,
need, and range of potentially feasible alternatives without the following documents:
29-2



Sierra Pacific Power’s "North Tahoe Capacity Plan" (1996)



Liberty's "Capacity Plan Validation Report" (2011,prepared by ZGlobal)



Liberty's Electric Transmission System Upgrade (2011, Tri Sage Consulting)

These three documents are included by reference in the administrative record. North
Tahoe Citizens first requested these documents from Commission staff on January 8, 2013. This
request was referred to a Tri Sage employee working for Liberty, and ignored. Between January
8, 2013 and December 20, 2013, North Tahoe Citizens made numerous email, telephonic and
letter requests for this information to: Commission staff (January 8, 2013), Tri Sage Consulting
(January 10, 2013), the Commission’s Division of Ratepayer Advocates (February 7, 2013), the
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (December 2 and 9, 2013), and the President of Liberty
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Utilities (December 20, 2013). After nearly one year of repeated requests, North Tahoe Citizens
finally received the North Tahoe Capacity Plan on December 23, 2013; and CalPeco’s updated
study and the ZGlobal document on January 3, 2013. Faced with the holidays and only a few
days left to digest these complex documents prior to the January 7, 2013 deadline, North Tahoe
Citizens’ technical expert was unable to prepare substantive comments on the EIR/EIS.
Nevertheless, North Tahoe Citizens will submit comments as quickly as possible now that the
basic informational documents are available.

North Tahoe Citizens is comprised of and represents the interest of residential and small
commercial customers in Liberty Utilities (“CalPeco”) service area.

Balanced environmental

protection benefits local businesses, promotes recreation and leads to sustainable regional
economies. Over the years, North Tahoe Citizens Alliance has actively participated in various
development projects such as the North Tahoe Biomass Energy Facility, and a number of Tahoe
Basin projects.
Under CEQA, an EIR consists of “a compilation of all relevant data into a single formal
report which would facilitate both public input and the decision making process.” (Russian Hill
Improvement Association v. Board of Permit Appeals (1975) 44 Cal.App.3d 158, 168.) Here,
the lead agencies utterly failed to provide the public with the EIR’s supporting documentation
despite this data being an integral, foundational, and inseparable component of the EIR itself.

By withholding these documents, the lead agencies betrayed the public and violated
CEQA. CEQA rests on the fundamental requirement that “[a]ll local agencies shall prepare ... an
environmental impact report on any project that they intend to carry out or approve which may
have a significant effect on the environment.” The EIR and all of its constituent parts serve to
provide public agencies and the public in general with information about the effect that a
proposed project is likely to have on the environment and to “[i]dentify ways that environmental
damage can be avoided or significantly reduced.” (CEQA § 21151; Guidelines § 15002(a)(2).)
“Its purpose is to inform the public and its responsible officials of the environmental
consequences of their decisions before they are made. Thus, the EIR 'protects not only the
Page 3 of 14
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environment but also informed self-government.' (Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of
Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564.)
In addition to “provid[ing] public agencies and the public in general with detailed
information about the effect which a proposed project is likely to have on the environment”
(CEQA § 21061), the EIR must “describe feasible measures which could minimize significant
adverse impacts” and “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project.” (Guidelines, §§
15126.4(a)(1), 15126.6(a).) Among the alternatives, the EIR must evaluate a “no project”
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alternative. (Guidelines, § 15126(e)(1).) These requirements reflect the legislative policy “that
public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or
feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant
environmental effects of such projects ....” ( CEQA § 21002.) When lead agencies withhold
critical studies from the public, the public is unable to verify whether the lead agencies have
complied with these CEQA mandates.

The NEPA process, Section 102 of NEPA and the CEQ implementing regulations,
specify minimum requirements for engaging the public in the development of an EIS in terms of
notice, comment procedures, and public outreach. A more collaborative approach in
determining project Purpose and Need, and Alternatives Development could have improved the
quality of decision-making and increase the public trust and confidence in agency decisions.
Certainly in this case, as an investor-owned but regulated public utility monopoly, Liberty's
action is assumed to be funded by the utility's ratepayers. Instead of a deeply collaborative
NEPA process Liberty chose to simply substitute themselves (after their purchase of a small
California service area) for Sierra Pacific Power Company's project conceived in 1996.
CalPeco inherited a project from Sierra Pacific Power based on the 1996 Study. CalPeco
retained this loop upgrade as the defining answer to the reliable capacity problem, and this loop
became the purpose and only alternative for the project.
On September 30, 2011 CalPeco submitted to the CPUC an Amendment to SPP's Application (A
10-08-024) to substitute themselves for SPP on the single-loop Project. The purpose of the
project was clearly stated as follows:
Page 4 of 14
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While CalPeco is proposing that the Project be constructed in three distinct
chronological phases, the Project remains one integrated project. The primary purpose
of the Project remains to establish a 120kV loop of CalPeco's North Lake Tahoe
Transmission system.
(p.10)
The project was already conceived as upgrading the existing 60 kilovolt (kV) loop to 120 kV

29-3
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loop, and therefore there was no need for any collaborative engagement with the ratepayers. The
Purpose and Need was to improve reliable capacity, and the Alternatives were minor variations
of the same single loop which included about 15 miles through the Lake Tahoe Basin.

Project Description; The 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade
CEQA requires that an EIR include a project description that includes the project’s
location, and a description of the environmental setting, both local and regional, in which the
project will occur. All of this information must be presented in an easily identifiable EIR
section. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15124.) Here the EIR contains a section entitled “Project
Requiring Environmental Analysis” but does not disclose the pertinent information required by
Guidelines § 15124.) For example, § 15124 (c) states, "A general description of the project's

29-4

technical, economic, and environmental characteristics, considering the principal engineering
proposals if any and the supporting public services." There is no description of economic
characteristics other than an estimated price tag, but that is not how the project is being paid for.
It would have not required detailed analysis to translate a single number into the practical
economic reality of rate increase necessary to cover the carrying cost of the improvement.

As far as North Tahoe Citizens can discern, the Project consists of an upgrade of
CalPeco’s existing 625 and 650 electrical power lines and six associated substations from 60
kilovolt (kV) to 120 kV. The Project would include six primary components: 1) removal of the
existing 625 Line and construction of a new, rerouted 625 Line; 2) rebuild of the existing 650
Line with potential for realignments based on the action alternatives considered; 3) realignment
of two short segments of the 650 Line and removal of the replaced segments; 4) rebuild of the
Northstar Tap into a fold, which allows for service to be maintained at a substation in the event
of an interruption in service on either side of the power line feeding it); 5) rebuild of a 1.6-mile
Page 5 of 14
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long section of the existing 132 Line in the Town of Truckee; and 6) upgrade, modification,
and/or decommissioning of six substations. (Page ES-1)
The draft EIR fails to identify the other substations (Glenshire, Truckee 60, TDPUD
Martis, TDPUD Truckee) which serve about 30% of the North Tahoe system loads, and are used
in the calculation of system peak demand to demonstrate the loop is already exceeding system
design. (DEIR Table 3-1, page 3-10 Coincident Peak Loading). The draft EIR fails to even
mention the loop's connection to Incline Village (Knotty substation) and the loop's connection to

29-5
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South Lake Tahoe. Both of these connections can feed into or out of the loop, but also connect
to other systems with the potential to close the loop. The 625 line from Kings Beach to Tahoe
City is not the only possibility to close a loop. The discussion of the Existing Electrical System
(page 3-2 or the DEIR) completely ignores this information which is relevant and essential to the
public's understanding of the proposed project.

Purpose and Need
The Project is supposed to fulfill five primary objectives:
1. Provide normal capacity for current and projected loads.
2. Provide reliable capacity to assure adequate service to all customers during singlecontingency outages.
3. Reduce dependence on the Kings Beach Diesel Generation Station.
4. Reduce the risk of fire hazards and outage durations associated with wooden poles and
encroaching vegetation.
5. Provide more reliable access to the 625 Line for operation and maintenance activities.

The 625 line was designed to minimize negative scenic impacts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
(Rodman, USFS). Where is the specific evidence that SPP had significant problems maintaining
and operating the 625 line? There would be maintenance records which show higher than
necessary costs, or extended outages due to lack of "reliable" access. Objectives #4 and #5 are
less a project objective than maintenance goal that increases as more lines are replaced. So the
larger the project (650 and 625 lines comprising 25 miles) the more this benefit can be used.
Where is the evidence that this is a necessary objective prior to 1996 when the upgrade was
Page 6 of 14
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conceived? Vegetation management funds have been increased (more than doubled) since
Liberty's new rates went into effect in January 2013. Is not replacing wooden poles with steel
poles also standard practice for any transmission line replacement projects as they occur?
When a project solution (the loop) is conceived of fifteen years before the environmental review
process, then project objectives are designed to be satisfied only by the preconceived project.
The last two objectives are simply consequences of the 625 and 650 line upgrades that can only
be met by the line upgrade.
Using the loop's benefits to define a project objective suffers the logical fallacy of circular
reasoning, and any individual alternative analysis will come up short because it not the loop.
In addition, there are two project objectives which are notably absent, and relate directly to the
fact that Liberty Utilities (CalPeco) is granted a monopoly franchise and therefore is regulated by
the CPUC.

29-6
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The first is that the project be affordable to the ratepayers who are required by law to pay for it.
This objective would prevent a "gold-plated" system improvement that is sure to raise
controversy as unaffordable and unnecessary.
The second is that the project not only minimize environmental impacts overall, but achieve
environmental gains in the Lake Tahoe Basin. Both the 650 line in the Basin and part of the 625
line from Brockway Summit into Kings Beach have the opportunity to not just improve the
minimum TRPA Threshold requirements, but to actually produce a significant gain for the
environment in this federally protected Outstanding National Resource Water. The Tahoe City
substation relocation also can produce significant gain. However, the approach in the DEIR is
simply to minimize negative impacts. This reframing of these issues would have been properly
the result of a deeper NEPA collaboration.
Project Alternatives

Although North Tahoe Citizens was unable to complete technical comments in the very
short period between the time they received the Project studies and the comment deadline, they
do intend to submit detailed comments on a number topics. Our hurried, initial review indicates
Page 7 of 14
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that the EIR’s alternatives analysis is flawed. Rather than investigate and disclose a reasonable
range of alternatives, aside from the No Action alternative, the EIR presented only slight
variations of the proposed Project so that in all cases the 625 and 650 Lines would be built and
operated identically; however, there could be slight variations on the actual routes of very small
portions of individual segments. (ES-4).
The draft EIR failed to present any alternatives that may have combined one or more of
the "alternatives considered but eliminated" that would include upgrade approaches for the west
side (609,132,629 lines) and the east side (650 line) as a combined strategy. The draft EIR failed
to present a natural gas peak generator plant, and instead presented only an outdated diesel
powered plant option from the 1996 North Tahoe Capacity Plan analysis. The draft EIR failed to
integrate Placer County's 2 MW Biomass power plant at Cabin Creek, its intertie, and a possible
peaking plant in conjunction with the Biomass Plant to strengthen the west side of the loop. The
draft EIR failed to examine shorter loops in the immediate proximity of the significant load
growth areas of Martis Valley and Northstar/Squaw Valley Resorts. There are undoubtedly other
alternatives that target where the system loads have grown during the past fifteen years (since the
first 1996 Capacity Plan) and where approved subdivisions are filling in, and where ski resort
expansion plans and additional real estate projects are in the application pipeline for approval
with local jurisdictions. These and other approaches would achieve most of the Project’s
objectives, connect more directly cost and causation, and improve reliable service on a more
targeted and much less expensive scale. The draft EIR fails to provide any of this information
and analysis for an informed decision.
It is critical the lead agencies provide a robust alternatives analysis here, because an
EIR’s alternatives analysis is the “core of an EIR.” Citizens of Goleta Valley v. County of Santa
Barbara, 52 Cal. 3d 553, 564 (1990). “Without meaningful analysis of alternatives in the EIR,
neither the courts nor the public can fulfill their proper roles in the CEQA process . . . . [Courts
will not] countenance a result that would require blind trust by the public, especially in light of
CEQA’s fundamental goal that the public be fully informed as to the environmental
consequences of action by its public officials.” Laurel Heights I, 47 Cal. 3d at 404. Here, it
appears all of the alternatives, aside from the no action, are simply slight variations of one
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another. In addition, Project objectives are impermissibly narrow so as to favor only the Project
as proposed.

29-7
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The Project’s Environmental Impacts
The project is comprised of three phases, but as one integrated project. The Phase 3 is located
entirely in the Lake Tahoe Basin and would cause the most environmental degradation to the
Lake Tahoe Basin. Phase 3 calls for reconstruction of the 625 line for about 13 miles through
the only undeveloped, passive recreational forest between Tahoe City and Kings Beach. It is the
home of the Tahoe Rim Trail. Under the least damaging preferred alternative, about 25,000 trees
would be removed just for the 625 line. Wildlife habitat would be disrupted for years, and the

29-8
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12,000 trips along Mt Watson road by logging trucks and heavy equipment will forever alter the
area. Given the obvious severity of environmental impacts to an Outstanding National Resource
Water caused by Phase 3, it raises the issue of necessity and alternatives that would reduce any
and all of these environmental impacts. And absolute necessity due to no other alternatives
available is precisely why the technical documents were requested and are being reviewed, and
will be the subject of forthcoming comments.

System Reliability
DEIR Section 2.1.4 System Reliability
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) is an industry-driven, and
technically accredited organization that develops the standards and definitions for reliability.
Any federal or state requirements related to reliability fall back on NERC standards and
requirements.

29-9

There are many different metrics for measuring reliability, but the most common measures used
are required by the CPUC and available in annual reports filed with the CPUC. The Liberty
Utilities 2012 System Reliability Statistics (April 2013, U933-E), includes data from 1989
through 2010 under SPP ownership, and data from 2011 and 2012 under CalPeco's recent
ownership. This full report is incorporated by reference into this administrative record.
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The largest Significant Outage Event since 2003 occurred in 2011 due to an outage by NV
Energy, the supplier of wholesale power into Liberty's system. No matter what transmission line
configuration was in place, without the source of power from NV Energy there is no power to the
transmission system. Even the single loop would fail to supply power if the wholesale source
incurred an outage.
The DEIR overstates the risks of wind, tree limbs, and snow loads as causing outages that can be
"commonplace," and fails to distinguish between localized outages in the distribution system
versus larger scale outages in the transmission system. We request the specific incident data that
supports the top ten Significant Outage Events as reported to the CPUC from 2000 through 2012.
Only then can the exact location of the outage be determined. The data is system-wide and many
of the outages reported occurred in South Lake Tahoe and in areas outside of the North Tahoe
system. The record of outages filed with the CPUC does not support the characterization made
about the reliability of the North Tahoe system in the DEIR.
In addition, a Customer Satisfaction Survey conducted by Luth Research for Liberty Utilities
was submitted as part of the recent General Rate Case (GRC) (A12-02-14). This survey also
does not support the characterization that reliability and outages are "commonplace." This GRC
and all documents comprising the record of the GRC (A12-02-14) are incorporated by reference
into this administrative record. Reliability of power services was rated as satisfactory/very
satisfactory by 84% of respondents. Energy interruptions were resolved quickly in all areas as
reported by 81% of affected respondents. Since the survey was conducted in November 2011
(less than one year after the purchase by Liberty Utilities) the respondents reflect system
performance under SPPCo. over the last several years. Respondents agreed that SPP/Liberty
provides reliable electric supply (90% of those surveyed on the North Shore).
In heavily forested areas the system reliability is a direct function of ratepayer revenue devoted
to vegetation management. The DEIR states, "While electrical outages can be commonplace is
areas with such hazards as extreme weather and dense forest (in which falling trees can damage
lines), a highly reliable electrical system is one that has the ability to respond quickly to such
hazards..." Obviously the risk of outages in both the distribution system (localized and more
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common) or the transmission system is reduced by preventative measures such as vegetation
management.
The following is a record of vegetation management spending by SPP and Liberty Utilities
obtained from a CPUC official during the Liberty's recent General Rate Case proceedings:
2007: $ 1.3 million

(SPP)

2008: $ 1.367 million

(SPP)

2009: $ 1.403 million

(SPP)

2010: $ 1.668 million

(SPP)

2011

(Liberty)

$ 856,000

Liberty clearly deferred vegetation management during 2011, which would likely lead to more
outages. Liberty requested a separate vegetation management line item on all ratepayer's bills
during the GRC and was granted a rate increase to $ 2.5 million per year beginning in 2013.
Surely this doubling of historic expenditure on vegetation management should translate into
fewer outages due to vegetation effecting both distribution and transmission lines. How much
of this new revenue will Liberty Utilities spend to maintain the 625 line, which they claim is
responsible for most of the outages?

The DEIR states, "Currently, the 625 line experiences the most outages in the North Lake Tahoe
Transmission System, with the primary causes being snow loading and downed trees." This
statement does not comport with the Reliability reports filed with the CPUC nor does it reflect
what customers on the North Shore have experienced. So we are asking for the maintenance
records which demonstrate the SPP and Liberty emergency responses to the 625 line's outages.
These maintenance records must be considered part of the record of this proceeding, to either
ascertain an unconfirmed assertion or bring into question the validity of the claim.

At the November TRPA Advisory Planning Commission meeting that was a public hearing for
this project, the APC's Chairman asked Liberty's President if he had the maintenance records to
support this statement that would show the high cost of the outages on the 625 line. If the
Page 11 of 14
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maintenance of the 625 line truly represented a "severe challenge due to its remote location and
lack of adequate roadways," as stated in the DEIR, then why has this problem not been a major
issue, with a record of problems, since the line was installed over 40 years ago?

The evidence supports the assertion that the North Tahoe system has been very reliable. It is
perceived that way overwhelmingly by the ratepayers, and has an admirable record of reliability

29-9
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according to the reports filed with those in charge of regulating the monopoly. However, the
loads have been increasing in certain areas of the transmission loop, especially over the last
fifteen years (after the 1996 North Tahoe Capacity Plan) raising the risk of inadequate capacity
to serve peak loads.

The problem of the system reaching design capacity was well known, as stated on page 4 of the
1996 North Tahoe Capacity Plan, "Reliable capacity has run out and this shortfall is only
aggravated by the continued additions of load at the ski areas." This was in the mid 90's, nearly
twenty years ago, before Northstar Village, Highlands, Lahontan, Martis Camp, and Schaffer's
Mill. And this was long before the Great Recession caused a 17% reduction in the population of
Placer County in the Lake Tahoe Basin (North Tahoe Community Plan Economic and Market
Analysis, prepared by Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. July 2013). And finally, this was
long before SPP was to sell a small slice of their system, with only 49,000 customers instead of
1.1 million customers to pay for the single-loop concept.
29-10

Failure to Establish Economic Feasibility
The assumed economic feasibility of the Project started by SPP changed radically when SPP sold
the California portion of their system to Liberty Utilities (CalPeco) in January 2011. During the
CPUC proceedings on the sale, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) expressed the
following concern,
"Moreover, DRA has serious concerns about the potential losses of economies of scale
and efficiencies that may result from this transaction." (A.09-10-028 Filed October 16,
2009, Protest of the DRA, p5)
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CalPeco purchased so small a portion of SPP's service area that the same Project would be paid
for by only 49,000 customers. Most of the customers (South Lake Tahoe to Meyers, and Portola
south to Truckee) will receive no benefit from the estimated $46 million cost, as their power
lines are not part of the North Tahoe infrastructure.

The Project is estimated to cost about 40%

of CalPeco's total net plant investment, which $121 million. Were SPP to undertake a project of
CalPeco's size in relation to their $ 8 billion rate base that project would cost $3.2 billion.
Would there be no concern or treatment of the economics in the EIR/EIS for a project of this
scale? In the 1996 Capacity Plan the estimated cost of the same basic project was $14,500,000.
Latest estimates ($46,000,000) are in 2011 dollars with a 20% variability factor. It is not
therefore inconceivable that the project cost could reach $ 60 million. Assuming a standard 15%
carrying cost could require Liberty Utilities to raise $ 9 million per year in revenue by increasing
rates. According to the last General Rate Case settlement in December 2012, operating
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revenues increased from about $ 26 million in 2012 to about $38 million beginning in 2013. The
impact on rates would be significant by any standards.
As CalPeco ratepayers are expected to pay for the proposed Project the economic feasibility of
the Project as proposed has not been established. CEQA’s definition of feasibility includes the
term economic. Real alternatives exist that can economically match cause of the loads with the
cost to serve the loads, while improving reliability and public safety.
But CalPeco’s adoption of SPP’s single-loop purpose has skewed the creativity and analysis
required for economically feasible alternatives. Project objectives were designed that only the
single-loop could answer, and the action alternatives are all minor tweaking of the single-loop
Project.
The single-loop's final phase is to reconstruct the 625 line between Kings Beach and Tahoe City
inside the Lake Tahoe Basin. This final link at 120kV serves only as a path to feed loads outside
the Tahoe Basin. If Northstar lost the 650 line link to Truckee, then power could be fed through
Squaw Valley to Tahoe City to Kings Beach and back to Northstar. If the 132 line to from
Truckee to Squaw Valley was lost then power could flow from Northstar through the Basin again
back to Squaw Valley. So the 15 miles of 625 line in the Lake Tahoe Basin is simply being used
as a conveyance for single contingency power needs outside of the Basin.
Page 13 of 14
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Economic feasibility of the preferred alternative in relation lower cost alternatives more targeted
by cost-causation is entirely absent, constitutes a fundamental flaw in this Draft EIR/EIS/EIS,
and must be adequately addressed in a recirculated DEIR.
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Letter
30

Friends of Lake Tahoe
P.O. Box 1464
Tahoe City, CA 96145

www.friendsoflaketahoe.org
info@friendsoflaketahoe.org
January 3, 2014
Wendy Jepson, TRPA Senior Planner
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
wjepson@trpa.org
jcowen@trpa.org

Mike Florio, Commissioner
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
c/o joan.dahlgren@cpuc.ca.gov;
c/o amy.brodrick@cpuc.ca.gov

Re: North Tahoe / Truckee 625/650 Power Line Project
Dear Ms Jepson and Mr. Florio,
This letter is written in ardent opposition to what Liberty Utilities refers to as its “625/650 Electric
Line Upgrade Project.”
Friends of Lake Tahoe (FLT) is a 501 (c) (4) nonprofit corporation that represents primarily
non-resident property owners in the Lake Tahoe Basin. And, as you know, this constituency
comprises the bulk of home owners in the Basin. Therefore, after careful consideration and
study, FLT has concluded that most of this project, as currently structured, is unnecessary and
accompanied by mostly negative consequences for those whom we represent.

30-1

While we agree that an upgrade of the existing 60kV 650 line to a 120 kV line extending to
Northstar is mandated by the expansion of that resort area, the same is not true of either the
existing 60 kV line that continues over the ridge and into the North Tahoe Basin or the existing
60kV 625 line that serves the North Shore from Kings Beach to Tahoe City.
30-2

The North Shore in the Basin is almost entirely built out and does not need a 120kV line to serve
the existing home or business owners. The monumental expense of this project is, therefore, also
unnecessary and terrifically burdensome to the ratepayers in the Basin who are more than
adequately served by the existing lines. If the concern is a loop for Northstar in order to promote

more reliability to that region due to anticipated growth, then the upgrade of the 650 line from
Truckee to Northstar could be accompanied by a loop back to Truckee from Northstar, not unlike
the looping comprised by the 609 and 132 lines that serve the Squaw Valley area.
Moreover, FLT feels compelled to point out that in addition to causing a totally unnecessary
economic hardship for property owners / rate payers in the area of the Basin concerned, the
project also brings unwelcomed environmental consequences that are, again, totally unnecessary.
We do not need to suffer the ecological damage caused by the removal of trees to facilitate the
new lines, or the damage to wildlife and SEZs by this action, let alone the scarring of the land from
the standpoint of scenic and other considerations that govern the Basin. Trees removed by just
the North Shore’s 625 line rebuild (entirely in the Lake Tahoe Basin) range from 25,000 to
36,000 – the largest Basin tree removal in over 100 years.

30-2
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Yes, upgrade the line to Northstar and loop it back to Truckee if you must, but leave the Basin
alone! We do not need to be either unfairly billed nor have our Basin damaged in order to
facilitate the profits of those who want more energy in order to develop Northstar and other
similar resort developments outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
30-4

The cost of this project as currently proposed is estimated at $46 million and could easily
exceed $50 million. This expense would have to be borne by a tiny group of only 49,000 ratepayers,
most of whom in the Basin will gain absolutely nothing. This imbalanced cost to payer ratio, which
will cause rates to skyrocket, is almost without historical precedence.
In concert with other “comments” that we are certain have been, and will be, submitted by
other organizations and individuals that detail the folly of this “upgrade” in terms of its necessity,
the deleterious subsequent rate increases that will be required to fund it, the wholesale irreversible
ecological damage emanating from it, and the political-economic inequities at its core, we believe
it is clear that this project cannot be justified and must not be allowed to go forward.
Sincerely,
Roger Patching
President/CEO

“Friends of Lake Tahoe” is a tax exempt, nonprofit, public benefit, 501 (c) (4) corporation that promotes the common welfare of the Tahoe Region.
Contributions are not tax deductible. Our success at representing your voice is dependent on your support. Please contribute generously.
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Letter
31

Public Comment: The irony of today’s agenda is the Tahoe Basin is under assault and
the basin residents will be paying for it !!!!
Agenda item 1: The Liberty Utilities Upgrade project will be paid for by basin ratepayers
and is estimated at $50 + million. This project could raise rates 20-30% for all of Liberty
Utility customers in the Basin when the actual project cost is identified. Liberty's reason
for the upgrade is "reliability" yet Vail Corporation outside the basin needs the power
upgrade for Northstar and Squaw’s proposed expansions. With a no-growth Regional
Plan within the basin is this really needed? in the Basin.
Agenda item 2: The Lake Tahoe Ferry Project Ski-Run Marina to Tahoe City will have to
prove economic sustainability- will the basin residents be asked to help pay for this by a
sales tax increase specific to transportation upgrades like those proposed at the
Transportation Summit for “free bus” services for tourists? Analysis from the Summit
stated that free transportation is a must to compete with other ski resorts and resort
destinations. Will passenger fees cover the cost of the ferry? Is this really needed? In
the Basin.
Agenda item 3: A Notice of Preparation (NOP) for Heavenly’s proposed Epic Discovery
Project and subsequent EIR/EIS along with the Northstar Master Plan EIR recently
released, will usher in Disneyland-like amusements in our Outstanding National
Resource Water. The basin residents will see increased traffic, air quality issues,
irreversible environmental impacts. Vail Corporation says it is responding to a need to
improve summer-time visitation. Is this really need? In the Basin.
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CalPeco EIS for the 625/650 electrical line upgrade
More detailed comments to be submitted before deadline.
Cumulative Impacts need to be adequately and correctly addressed for the proposed
CalPeco utility line upgrade.The CalPeco proosed upgrade project potentially induces
growth with increased capacity inside and outside the basin. The project list for
cumulative impacts Table 4.1-2 must be updated to include TRPA approved Homewood
Mountain anticipated number of units and TRPA approved Boulder Bay anticipated
number of units.

31-3

31-4

Under Local Agencies section: Why only note the Tahoe City Community Plan? The
Kings Beach Community Plan and Tahoe Vista Community Plan (until replaced by Area
Plans) should be added to list of Local Agencies section (pg 4.4-10) as those plans are
bi-sected by the Hwy 267 utility lines and scenic routes identified in the SQIP as well as
the FibreBoard freeway.

31-5

Scenic issues include but are not limited to adding power lines along some of the
FibreBoard freeway corridor where they do not exist today. The Hwy 267 corridor lines
and poles will be larger and more visible as noted in the depictions in the EIR. The
Tahoe Rim Trail will also have more visible lines and poles disturbing the natural beauty
of the trail and the hiking experience. Hwy 267 is a registered scenic route and must be
improved for threshold attainment. Removing the lines completely or relocated to be
buffered by trees would be a desirable condition for this highway.

31-6

Noise issues. CalPeco will provide notification of construction to all properties owners
300 feet of project and post a phone number within 1000 feet of residences for
disturbances. The flight path of helicopters is a much larger area and will generate noise
levels that could exceed CNEL as could blasting activities. CalPeco should, at a
minimum, post proposed activities and expected hours of operations on their website
and post in all local newspapers a minimum of one week before activities
commencement. Construction activities will occur 8:00a-6:30p in TRPA jurisdiction,
6:00a-8:00p and 8:00a-8:00p weekends Placer County with certain exceptions for nighttime activities that are required. TRPA and Placer overlap- which ordinance takes
precedent? (NOI-4 pg 3-117)

31-7
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Biological Resources
NORTHERN GOSHAWK HABITAT, PACS, AND TRPA DISTURBANCE ZONES
Implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would affect the least amount of
habitat for northern goshawk among the action alternatives, including habitat within
PACs and TRPA disturbance zones. Overall, implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed
Alternative) would initially result in the permanent loss or disturbance of up to 72.6 acres
of potential habitat for northern goshawk over the study area (compared to 124, 121.1,
and 73.9 acres

31-8

Over the long term, because the existing 625 Line would be decommissioned and
vegetation would be allowed to reestablish within the existing 20-foot vegetation
management corridor, the net permanent disturbance/loss would be reduced to
approximately 49.8 acres overall
Stating over the long term is somewhat misleading –how long is it for the trees to
fully mature to pre-construction conditions Page 4.7-133
As stated in EIR: Goshawk nesting season is Feb thru Sept. If a Goshawk nest is found
this could hinder schedule. Describe impacts if schedule is interrupted.

31-9

Impact 4.2-1 for Alternative 4 the Proposed Alternative
Amendment to the Martis Peak PAS 019 and necessary special use findings could be
made. I’m not stating this is a bad decision but the Plan Area Statement Amendment
needs to be fully vetted and not just a Consent Calendar approval.
Identify who owns the Fibreboard Freeway, and bears the cost of maintenance,
including repairs and snow removal? Does CalPeco have to pay the owner for its use
and the wear and tear from construction of the project?
Placer County Planning response: From: Michael Johnson
<MJohnson@placer.ca.gov>
To: Ellie <tahoellie@yahoo.com>; Paul Thompson <PKThomps@placer.ca.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 12:50 PM
Subject: RE: Fibreboard Freeway
My speculation would be that the underlying property owner, which is SPI for the most
part, maintains and is responsible for the Fiberboard Freeway. It is their logging trucks
that utilize the facility.
MICHAEL J. JOHNSON, AICP Agency Director / Planning Director
Community Development / Resource Agency Placer County
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Passenger Ferry from Ski Run Marina to Tahoe City
Tiering off the TMPO Mobility 2035 Plan for certain environmental impacts is not
sufficient because this was only evaluated at a program-level as stated in NOP.
This is project specific.
As stated in NOP: “Probable environmental effects associated with the proposed project
are described briefly below. Mitigation measures will be recommended for any identified
significant or potentially significant effects. Because the Lake Tahoe Passenger Ferry
Project was one of the transportation improvement projects contemplated and evaluated
at a program-level in the Mobility 2035: Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy EIR/EIS (RTP/SCS EIR/EIS), certified by the TRPA Governing
Board and the Tahoe Metropolitan Organization (TMPO) Board on December 12, 2013,
the EIS/EIR/EIS analysis will consider environmental issues already addressed in the
program-level analysis and incorporate by reference specific information contained in
that document. For purpose of the CEQA process, the proposed project is a “later
activity” that is consistent with the previous program EIR, in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15168(c).”

Scenic issues for pier modification and expansion. From NOP: “Modifications to the
existing piers would involve increasing the length of the piers, adding ramped access
that meets ADA standards, and construction of a proposed floating pier platform that
would be long enough to accommodate the ferry and at least 16 feet in width. The area
surrounding the proposed pier expansions and floating platforms would require dredging
for construction and maintenance dredging to provide sufficient depth during low lake
level periods. As well as security requirements “The security requirements at each ferry
terminal would likely include fencing, gates, security cameras, lighting, and alarms to
comply with Homeland Security Act requirements.” Detailed environmental analysis
of construction dredging and maintenance dredging a must ! Fencing, gates,
lighting – scenic analysis a must. The potential for pier expansion, ferry
operations buildings, lighting and parking visual impacts must be analyzed !
Coverage analysis for any proposed expansion of parking at ferry terminal sites
must be analyzed.
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From NOP: “Based on the results of the final screening evaluation, it was recommended
that cross-lake ferry service between South Lake Tahoe and Tahoe City (the proposed
project) be identified as the LPA. The proposed project would serve 1,600 to 1,800
riders per day for travel between South Lake Tahoe and Tahoe City, using two vessels.
Additional destinations could be added with minimal investment. Vessels are anticipated
to have a lifespan of 25 years, accommodate up to 150 passengers, and allow for
transport of 10 bicycles per ferry.”
Provide analysis that determined ridership numbers are an accurate
representation of how many passengers will utilize the service. Provide a
seasonal break-down. Provide price point to ride the ferry. Provide lead times
analysis for bus transportation routes to be in sync with proposed ferry
operations. Provide parking needs assessment based on ridership. Enforcement
issues could arise from Ferry passengers using dedicated parking for Safeway at
North Shore, Riva Grill restaurant at South Shore and other near-by businesses at
both locations. Describe what recourse the on-site and nearby businesses will
have for enforcement.

From NOP: Additional destinations may require pier expansions, dredging etc. so
minimal investment for additional piers is not the issue. The addition of using other
piers is not the issue- it’s the required dredging, fuel services, etc. as already
stated and environmental impact analysis will be required for additional pier use.

From NOP:Other Resource Effects: Some resources requiring consideration during
environmental review are not expected to experience significant effects as a result of
the proposed project. These include socio-economic impacts,…
Identify the initial private investment cost for the ferry, fuel to run it, and storage
fees/location. Identify what/who the funding source is for initial investment.
Provide annual operating costs when program is underway and if the project is
sustainable.
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From the NOP : Cumulative Impacts analysis in the EIS/EIR/EIS will use the analysis
included in RTP/SCS EIR/EIS to extent feasible. With the proposed Heavenly Epic
Discovery summer-time expansion additional summer-time VMT should be
expected. Air Quality at ferry terminal locations could be impacted with increased
parking capacity and possible traffic back-ups at both North and South Shore
parking locations and must be analyzed. The same newly proposed summer-time
visitation should be expected from the proposed Northstar expansion, Boulder
Bay project, and Homewood expansion. The Ferry transit choice WILL be
courting all new summer-time visitors to get out of their cars, but they must first
arrive at the parking location.

From the NOP: There are no fueling facilities located at the Grove Street Pier; however,
fueling is available at the adjacent Tahoe City Marina. Has the Tahoe City Marina
been analyzed to be capable of handling the Ferry vessel ? A Tahoe City Marina
Pier analysis for possible modification to accommodate the ferry must be
included.
Yes, this is an alternative mode of transportation but nothing assures tourists or
residents will not take their cars to get to the ferry terminal. This VMT much be analyzed
based on proposed ridership.
Provide results of the Shorezone Committee meetings for public review.
Provide qualitative analysis info for public review.
Has a safe shelter been identified on the North Shore in the in case of bad weather and
inability to return?
Aquatic Invasive Species affects the entire lake. The vessel could transport milfoil, etc.
from South to North Shore. Provide vessel analysis and the potential for AIS movement
across the lake.
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Heavenly Mountain Epic Discovery
Good morning, I’m here today to comment on the Heavenly Mtn Resort Epic Discovery
amusement park. I will be providing links to several sources that you should read in their
entirety.
Reported July 19, 2012 6:32 pm • By CATHERINE TSAI / The Associated Press
http://journalstar.com/ap/business/vail-plans-more-diverse-summer-patronage-underfederal-law/article_bb68e07a-ec93-5031-8bf4-5b5050a747a5.html

Vail Resorts said it has submitted a proposal to the U.S. Forest Service -- called Epic
Discovery -- for summer activities at Vail Mountain and plans to do the same for its
Breckenridge, Keystone and Beaver Creek resorts in coming months. If approved,
construction at Vail could begin in summer or fall 2013.
The Vail proposal is among the first in the country submitted under legislation signed
into law last fall allowing for year-round recreation on developed U.S. Forest Service
land already used by ski areas. The bill was pushed by Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colo.
Vail Resorts CEO Rob Katz said the summer activities should bring new people to the
resort beyond the mostly white, more affluent group that typically goes skiing.

From the checklist : Plan a Breckenridge vacation October 2013
http://blog.breckenridge.com/2013/10/08/checklist-plan-breckenridge-vacation/
Vail calls it a roller coaster !
“Family vacation, college reunion trip, girls shred weekend: Who’s coming with? Where
you stay, the slopes you hit and what your après scene looks like varies by company.
Breck serves up terrain for every level, loads of quality family time (think on-mountain
roller coaster and kid’s zone runs) and real mountain town nightlife”
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Lawsuit over Vail Resorts' planned roller coaster -- or is it an alpine
slide? By Alan Prendergast Fri., Oct. 4 2013 at 11:30 AM
http://blogs.westword.com/latestword/2013/10/vail_resorts_roller_coaster_alpine_slide_lawsuit.php

When you've dropped two or five or ten million on that second or third home in one of
the more desirable Colorado mountain resorts, there are a few items that you take for
granted will not be next door. Walmarts, trailer parks and rendering plants are probably
high on the list. But so are roller coasters -- which is why hundreds of riled-up, deeply
invested Beaver Creek homeowners announced the filing of a lawsuit against Vail
Resorts this week, alleging a long string of broken promises and scheming behind
proposed construction of what critics are calling "amusement park rides" at the base of
the ski area.
"You can put lipstick on a pig, and it's still a pig," says Chuck Montera, spokesman for
the Beaver Creek Property Owners Association, which represents more than 700
households. "You can see it a mile away, and their plan is to operate it year-round."
31-12
cont'd

A larger view of the proposed "forest flyer."
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Negotiations over the new attractions have been protracted and complex. But
amusement parks aren't considered an acceptable use by the USFS, and homeowners
felt betrayed when Vail Resorts announced it was proceeding with this particular project
on land it already owned -- while carefully avoiding terminology such as "roller coaster,"
"amusement park" and "tourist trap.
"We don't know where this will go. Will there be more roller coasters? Will there be a
Ferris wheel? Where will it stop?" said Barry Parker, vice-president of the homeowners
association. "We are not against development. We are pro-Beaver Creek. We are proColorado. We just want to protect and maintain the beauty of these very, very special
outside environments."

From the lawsuit
http://www.scribd.com/doc/173180422/Beaver-Creek-Property-Owners-Associationlawsuit-against-Vail-Resorts-over-proposed-forest-flyer-alpine-coaster-at-the-base-ofthe-ski-area-Filed-O
14. The portion of Tract S where Vail Resorts sought to construct the alpine slide is
designated as Open Space Recreation (“ OSR ”) under the Beaver Creek PUD and is
subject to a conservation easement.
15. The Associations, along with other neighboring associations, opposed Vail Resorts’
efforts, which resulted in this litigation.
16. This litigation was “administrative closed” in 2008 in order for Vail Resorts to pursue
approval from the United States Forest Service (“ USFS ”) for an alpine slide, coaster
or other similar gravity-driven activity (an “Alpine Slide/Coaster”) to be located and
operated on USFS property at the Beaver Creek ski area.
17. Vail Resorts never pursued such approval from the USFS.
18. Instead, Vail Resorts undertook plans to instead develop a larger, mountainside
amusement complex in Beaver Creek that will include, at a minimum, an Alpine
Slide/Coaster, a ropes challenge course, a summer tubing course, ticketing operations,
a food and beverage facility and separate restroom facilities (the “ Proposed
Amusement Complex ”).
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Scenic issues are not only related to road and lake, in this projects case the nationally
recognized Tahoe Rim Trail within scenic corridor of amusements must be analyzed the
potential to disrupt the hiking experience is great.
Identify and execute a hiring policy that includes a percentage of locals before outside
basin/country help is enlisted.
I commented extensively on the Vail Northstar proposed Forest Flyer. A 20-25 ft path
must be cleared and is necessary for installation and operation of tracks which must be
analyzed. Provide analysis of snow removal operations and snow clearing for
operational affectivity. Provide a safety analysis of the Forest Flyer. Restrict operating
hours to no later than 5:00p not sundown as requested for Northstar. No night time
(5:00p) should be allowed. Provide tree removal and vegetation removal counts and
analysis. Provide wildlife disruption analysis. Provide SEZ and stream analysis.
Provide an air quality analysis for the tour excursion vehicle operations. How many
vehicles will be in operation daily? Provide info on proposed operating hours. Provide
analysis of the dirt maintenance road usage for the tour excursion vehicles. Will
maintenance road need to be widened? If so, provide tree removal and vegetation
removal counts and analysis. Provide wildlife disruption analysis.
Provide environmental analysis of the trail widening as noted in NOP for the mountain
bike park ( 9-10 miles) Provide analysis of any trail widening required for any of the
proposed amenities which must include vegetation and tree removal counts.
Provide an economic analysis of one zip line versus three ( four with the kids zip ).
Explain why water activities are necessary- Lake Tahoe provides kayaking, boating, etc.
This amenity will take away from “local” businesses sustainability.
Provide scenic analysis for Skycycle.
Provide scenic analysis of all amenities that could impact Van Sickle State Park.
Provide detailed VMT analysis for the newly proposed summertime crowds these
amusements anticipate drawing people to the Vail property and surrounding South
Shore community properties.
Will the Master Plan amendments be a separate process or combined with the
EIS/EIS/EIR process and approval cycle? Are any Area Plan amendments required
and will those amendments be a separate process or combined with the EIS/EIS/EIR
process and approval cycle. If any separate amendments are proposed, ensure public
noticing of these meetings. These amendments are controversial and so amendments
should be fully vetted not held at the Hearings Officer Level or as Consent Calendar
items.
Page 10 of 11
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I’ll close with one of my favorite comments from the Breckenridge Peak 6 EIR that also
incorporated a Forest Flyer.
“Our national forest is not an amusement park. The unique features of ‘nature’ should
be preserved and promoted and the ‘man-made’ impact mitigated. I support many of the
proposed resort expansions, but cannot support zipline tours or elevated rail flyers that
exist primarily to provide an adrenaline rush (speed, height, etc.) to amuse or entertain
visitors. These types of ‘rides’ are mechanical, commercial, amusement activities and
do not further the goals of natural appreciation or environmental sensitivity. Neither are
there location-dependent — they can be found anywhere in the U.S.
Save our national forests. And promote the ‘inherent’ beauty and values that exists in
nature and the “human-powered” recreational activities that will nurture our next
generation earth stewards.”
Articles to read in entirety provided to APC members
1). Reported July 19, 2012 6:32 pm • By CATHERINE TSAI / The Associated Press
http://journalstar.com/ap/business/vail-plans-more-diverse-summer-patronage-underfederal-law/article_bb68e07a-ec93-5031-8bf4-5b5050a747a5.html

2). From the checklist : Plan a Breckenridge vacation October 2013
http://blog.breckenridge.com/2013/10/08/checklist-plan-breckenridge-vacation/
Vail calls it a roller coaster !

3). Lawsuit over Vail Resorts' planned roller coaster -- or is it an alpine
slide? By Alan Prendergast Fri., Oct. 4 2013 at 11:30 AM
http://blogs.westword.com/latestword/2013/10/vail_resorts_roller_coaster_alpine_slide_lawsuit.php

4). From the lawsuit
http://www.scribd.com/doc/173180422/Beaver-Creek-Property-Owners-Associationlawsuit-against-Vail-Resorts-over-proposed-forest-flyer-alpine-coaster-at-the-base-ofthe-ski-area-Filed-O
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CalPeco ( Liberty Utilities) EIS for the 625/650 electrical line upgrade

Letter
32

The Liberty Utilities Upgrade project will be paid for by basin ratepayers and
is estimated at $50 + million. This project could raise rates 20-30% for all of Liberty
Utility customers in the Basin when the actual project cost is identified. Liberty's reason
for the upgrade is "reliability" yet Vail Corporation outside the basin needs the power
upgrade for Northstar and Squaw’s proposed expansions. With a regulated growth
Regional Plan managed by the Growth Management section Chapters 50-53 of TRPA
Code within the basin, define why this needed for Basin reliability? Provide statistics for
the past 10 years for the Tahoe basin usage versus resorts in the FEIR.

32-1

At the December 4, 2013 TRPA Advisory Planning Commission meeting Mr. Smart was
asked if this project was required. He stated- NO- he was just being proactive to make
his job easier in managing the potential for outages and overloading of the system.
I completely understand not re-inventing the wheel with the environmental
documentation but at the very least a couple of other alternatives must be explored in
the FEIR showing independent loop systems for Northstar and Squaw instead of one
large loop. The FEIR documentation should include an alternative that doesn’t require
an entire looping system. An independent needs assessment analysis must be
completed before a down-select to a preferred alternative can be made. The lack of
range of alternatives renders the DEIR inadequate.
From EIR Page 3-10: 3.2.4 SYSTEM RELIABILITY, OPERATION, AND CAPACITY
System capacity can be quantified in terms of megavolt amperes (MVA), which is a
measure of electrical power that considers voltage and amperes, similar to a watt. The
North Lake Tahoe Transmission System has a normal capacity of 88 MVA. The Kings
Beach Diesel Generation Station is capable of providing 11 MVA of additional (or backup) capacity.
Electrical demand on the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System is the greatest during
the winter months, and typically peaks during the week between the Christmas and New
Year holidays as a result of electric heating and ski resort loads. Coincident peak
demand is the electrical demand at the time when system-wide customer use is
expected to be highest. Coincident peak loading of the North Lake Tahoe Transmission
System has remained relatively stable over the last six years, between 79 and 88 MVA
(see Table 3-1 Page 3-10 )
Table 3-1 North Lake Tahoe Transmission System Coincident Peak Demand 2007 – 2012
Year
Coincident Peak
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

MVA= megavolt-amperes.
Source: Schlichting 2013
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86.7 MVA
82.9 MVA
78.6 MVA
86.0 MVA
85.9 MVA
88.4 MVA
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Provide in the FEIR snow making stats for 2007-2012 as related to coincident peak
numbers in Table 3-1 above.

32-3
cont'd

From EIR Page 3-11: Customer demand in the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System
is essentially at the system’s capacity, and there are circumstances where the system
load has exceeded its current capacity. For example, on December 30, 2012 the North
Tahoe area experienced extremely heavy tourism and ski resort activity. The result was
an extremely large electric demand peak. The North Lake Tahoe Transmission System
was forced to run at an overloaded capacity. Where the system is designed to supply a
maximum of 88 MVA of electricity to the north Lake Tahoe area, on December 30, 2012
there was a system peak of 88.4 MVA. During this event, the Kings Beach diesel
generators were run to provide sufficient power and the system operators were
monitoring the line temperature and other elements of the system. This exceedence of
design capacity resulted in a risk of damage to the line conductors. In addition, had one
of the lines or other parts of the system gone out of service, there would have been
blackouts over a significant area.

32-4

Provide in FEIR: Independent Needs Assessments of loads served from each
substation to prove adequacy of the EIR proposed alternative is necessary. Accuracy of
the needs assessment is a must. Provide Needs Assessments for:
1) Kings Beach to Tahoe City residential and current motels/hotels
2) Each major ski resort (Northstar, Squaw Valley/Alpine Meadows) and the Placer
County approved developments in Martis Valley (Lahonton, Martis Camp, Schafer's Mill,
Northstar Highlands, etc.)
3) Westshore and the TRPA approved Homewood Project
4) Incline Village/Crystal Bay feed from Kings Beach supplying Boulder Bay Resort
(approved by TRPA but not yet built)
Provide a chart in the EIR for reliability target and describe what is pushing that target.
From the Northstar Master Plan : "Because the existing and proposed infrastructure
would be adequate to provide electrical service to buildout the proposed project
(NMMP) this impact is considered less than significant." Define in the FEIR impacts to
the proposed Northstar Master Plan build-out upgrade if the project is modified to prove
proposed reliability is the key issue.
The Phasing of this project must be provided and should be consistent with the needs
assessment conclusions that must be provided in the FEIR. The phasing may and
should show the potential for 5+ out years to upgrade to provide needs not just reliability
for proposed Northstar and Squaw expansions.
Provide a graph in the FEIR of the last 20 years of potential system failures as it applies
to the need for this system upgrade for the Tahoe Basin portion of the proposed
upgrade. Prove EIR adequacy of the proposed alternative reliability needs for the
Page 2 of 38
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Tahoe Basin versus the resorts. Provide a graph in the FEIR showing peak snowmaking
against load during those years the system was threatened. Provide in the FEIR
detailed analysis of power requirements for snowmaking. Provide requirements
breakdown in the FEIR by resort: Squaw, Northstar, Homewood
Cumulative Impacts need to be adequately and correctly addressed for the proposed
CalPeco utility line upgrade. The CalPeco proposed upgrade project potentially induces
growth with increased capacity inside and outside the basin.

32-6
cont'd
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The project list for cumulative impacts Table 4.1-2 ( pages 4.1-5 thru 4.1-9) must be
updated in the FEIR to include TRPA approved Homewood Mountain anticipated
number of units and TRPA approved Boulder Bay anticipated number of units.
Under Local Agencies section: Why only note the Tahoe City Community Plan? The
Kings Beach Community Plan and Tahoe Vista Community Plan (until replaced by Area
Plans) must be added to list of Local Agencies section in the FEIR (pg 4.4-10) as those
plans are bi-sected by the Hwy 267 utility lines and scenic routes identified in the SQIP
as well as the FibreBoard freeway.
From EIR Page 4.4-10 and 11: Tahoe City Community Plan
The Tahoe City Community Plan (1994) contains goals and objectives for urban design
and development, traffic and parking, public service facilities, commercial development,
and recreation. The objectives of the plan are implemented through enforceable
policies. The plan also describes a vision for the future of Tahoe City and identifies
various projects in the immediate Tahoe City area that are intended to improve scenic
quality. It identifies opportunities for scenic improvements along SR 89 at the entrance
to Tahoe City through relocating or screening existing non-compatible uses including
public service facilities.

32-8

A similar statement for Tahoe Vista and Kings Beach must be added to FEIR
documentation. Hwy 267 bi-sects the Tahoe Vista and Kings Beach Community Plans.
At the Dec 10th Calpeco open-house meeting in Kings Beach: The USFS (Mr. Rodman)
acknowledged Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI) ownership of the Fibreboard Freeway but
is still unclear what measures will be taken or requirements to be imposed. Define in
the FEIR what financial obligations/responsibilities CalPeco will have to the USFS for its
use and the wear and tear from construction of the project and on-going use
requirements for maintenance and emergency fixes. Provide any correspondence that
CalPeco/Liberty Utilities has with SPI on the proposed project. Financial obligations are
not required by CEQA, etc. but this information must be provided along with other
financial info on undergrounding, etc. to prove or disprove this alternative or any
alternative is financially feasible.
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Provide any correspondence in FEIR that CalPeco has with (CREW) East West
Partners as there is potential land swap underway with Sierra Pacific Industries for
property that has line segments on that land (ie. Martis Valley West Parcel).

32-10

Identify in the FEIR the number of construction trips anticipated for the FibreBoard
segment of the project.

32-11

Identify in the FEIR the process for snow removal and access for maintenance issues
on the FibreBoard Freeway.

32-12

Identity USFS easements on maps in the FEIR.
Identify in the FEIR where the FibreBoard freeway as well as other dirt or existing roads
will be modified to accommodate construction equipment on maps. Identify how many
trees will be removed at each dirt or existing road that will be modified for any required
modifications and approximate width of roads required to accommodate construction
vehicles for each identified road.
From EIR Page 4.4-11: 4.4.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS/AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
CONCEPTS RELATED TO SCENIC RESOURCES
Scenic or visual resources are generally defined as both the natural and built features of
the landscape that contribute to the experience and appreciation of the environment by
the general public. Depending on the extent to which a project would adversely alter the
perceived visual character and quality of the environment, a visual or scenic impact may
occur. Familiarity with the following terms and concepts will aid the reader in
understanding the content of this chapter. These terms and definitions are not specific
to any one visual resource assessment methodology (i.e., neither TRPA nor USFS), but
instead are general in nature such that the setting can be described in a manner that
allows for adequate assessment of visual impacts under either framework. These
concepts are routinely used by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) in
visual impact assessment of projects throughout California for which it serves as lead
agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Lake Tahoe is an Outstanding National Resource Water and must be treated as such!
Any Scenic Assessment to achieve a compromise between TRPA and USFS is not
acceptable. The scenic corridors specifically in the Tahoe Basin must adhere to the
various Scenic regulations, code and other methods for deriving scenic analysis in
relationship to Threshold Attainment required by The Compact. Revise Scenic analysis
of the Tahoe Basin line segments in the FEIR to reflect compliance with TRPA’s code of
ordinances. Considering comments but not adhering to TRPA ordinances renders the
FEIR inadequate. The TRPA Compact overrides USFS assessments and methodology.
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TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING COMPACT
ARTICLE I. - FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS OF POLICY
(a) It is found and declared that:
(6) Maintenance of the social and economic health of the region depends on
maintaining the significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific, natural public
health values provided by the Lake Tahoe Basin.
(8) Responsibilities for providing recreational and scientific opportunities, preserving
scenic and natural areas, and safeguarding the public who live, work and play in or visit
the region are divided among local governments, regional agencies, the States of
California and Nevada, and the Federal Government.
(10) In order to preserve the scenic beauty and outdoor recreational opportunities of the
region, there is a need to insure an equilibrium between the region’s natural endowment
and its manmade environment.
ARTICLE II. – DEFINITIONS
As used in this compact:
(i) “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental standard
necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural
value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such
standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil
conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.
Scenic issues include but are not limited to: adding power lines along some of the
FibreBoard freeway corridor where they do not exist today, the Hwy 267 corridor lines
and poles will be larger and more visible as noted in the depictions in the EIR, The
Tahoe Rim Trail and Truckee River corridor will also have more visible lines and poles
disturbing the natural beauty of the trail and river and the hiking and rafting experience.
Hwy 267 is a registered scenic route and must be improved for threshold attainment.
Removing the lines completely or relocation that can be buffered by trees would be a
desirable condition for this highway.
Consider undergrounding or relocation of the Hwy 267 scenic corridor portion of the
lines for scenic improvement. Provide funding breakdown for undergrounding of that
line segment in FEIR. This would be a desirable condition for the scenic corridor.
Considering comments but not adhering to TPRA or Placer County ordinances renders
the EIR inadequate. Address in the FEIR the project’s consistency with the adopted
policies not only in the Placer County General Plan, Northstar Master Plan also in the
Martis Valley Community Plan and the Placer County Community Plans (as previously
noted) within the Tahoe Basin as well as TRPA ordinances.
From TRPA Code: 66.2.4. Scenic Highway Corridor Design Standards
All projects that are within the scenic highway corridors designated in subsection
66.2.2 shall meet the design standards listed in subparagraphs A and B below, in
addition to other applicable design standards. All projects that are within the natural
scenic highway corridor shall also meet the design standards listed in subparagraph C
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below, in addition to other applicable design standards.
A. Utilities
1. Electrical Lines
All new electrical lines that operate at 32 kilovolts or less, including
service connection lines, shall be placed underground. Exceptions to
this requirement may be allowed, provided TRPA finds that
undergrounding would produce a greater environmental impact than
above ground installation. If new electrical lines are permitted to be
installed above ground, the new lines, poles, and hardware shall be
screened from views from scenic highways to the maximum extent
possible.
From EIR Page 4.4-38: OVERALL APPROACH: METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Potential project-related impacts to scenic resources were analyzed by determining the
nature and extent of anticipated changes to the existing visual environment that would
result from construction and operation of the proposed project and comparing those
anticipated changes to the criteria of significance described above. The analysis
involved field reviews of the project area plus reviews of project data, including maps
and drawings provided by the applicant, aerial and ground-level photographs of the
project area, planning documents, and the preparation of computer-based visual
simulations. Specific project data included the Proponent’s Environmental Assessment
(Sierra Pacific 2010), power line pole designs and configurations, pole heights and
locations, substation plans and elevation drawings, and proposed construction methods
and long term maintenance practices. There are several before and after depictions of
the poles. Provide a depiction in the FEIR with detailed info of an existing pole and a
proposed pole on the same chart for comparison and scenic analysis. Details should
include but not be limited to: material and color of pole as well as diameter, height and
number of lines on existing pole versus proposed pole.

32-14
cont'd
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Explain selection process for line location in the FEIR. Provide alternative line location
depictions as part of the scenic analysis. Detailed scenic analysis of the aforementioned
must be clearly stated in the FEIR.
Trade-offs is not scenic improvements and do not positively affect the scenic threshold
and could possibly be a negative impact on current scenic rating. Define “not improving
but not exceeding” as the poles will be wider and taller. Mitigation doesn’t fix or correct
the scenic impact. Considering comments but not adhering to TRPA or Placer County
ordinances renders the EIR inadequate and inaccurate.
From TRPA website GOALS and POLICIES:
CD-1.1 THE SCENIC QUALITY RATINGS ESTABLISHED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL
THRESHOLDS SHALL BE MAINTAINED OR IMPROVED.
Page 6 of 38
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GOAL CD-2
REGIONAL BUILDING AND COMMUNITY DESIGN CRITERIA SHALL BE
ESTABLISHED TO ENSURE ATTAINMENT OF THE SCENIC THRESHOLDS,
MAINTENANCE OF DESIRED COMMUNITY CHARACTER, COMPATIBILITY OF
LAND USES, AND COORDINATED PROJECT REVIEW.
From TRPA website: TRPA maintains applicable threshold standards for scenic
resources in its threshold carrying capacities. For the purposes of this analysis, a
significant scenic resource impact would result if implementation of the proposed project
would result in one or more of the following:
 a de cre a s e in Roa dwa y tra ve l route ra tings be low the m inim um re quire d for thre s hold
attainment;
 a de cre a s e in S ce nic Q ua lity Ra tings ;
 a de cre a s e in P ublic Re cre a tion Are a s a nd Bike Tra ils Ra tings ; or
 viola tion of the a dopte d Comm unity De s ign threshold by failing to comply with site
planning or design principles contained in the TRPA Code.
From EIR Page 5-26 and 27: ROADWAY AND SHORELINE UNITS
Some components of the 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project would occur
within TRPA Roadway Travel Units. The Tahoe City Substation would be seen within
Roadway Travel Unit 14 – Tahoe Tavern and Roadway Travel Unit 15 – Tahoe City.
Segment 625-1 would be seen within Roadway Travel Unit 42 – Outlet to Lower
Truckee River and Roadway Travel Unit 15 – Tahoe City. Segment 650-2 would be
seen within Roadway Travel Unit 41 – Brockway Summit. Existing components that
would be upgraded by the project are in view in each of these units. The Tahoe City
Substation would be upgraded in all four of the action alternatives.
The rebuilt Tahoe City Substation would be more visible from SR 89 than the existing
substation because trees that provide screening from the highway would have to be
removed. The poles used to rebuild the power lines would be larger than the existing
poles in segments 625-1 and 650-2. The increased visual presence of the substation
and the larger power poles would add to the amount of man-made features that are
visible. This could cause a reduction in travel route ratings due to lower man-made
features subcomponent scores.
The original travel route rating assigned to Roadway Travel Unit 42 – Outlet to Lower
Truckee River was 10. This was below the scenic threshold target of 15.5. Over time,
some improvement projects within the unit resulted in increases in the travel route rating
from 10 to 13, where it stands today. This rating is below the scenic threshold target of
15.5. The original travel route rating assigned to Roadway Travel Unit 14 – Tahoe
Tavern was 13. This was below the scenic threshold target of 15.5. Over time, various
improvement projects within the unit resulted in increases in the travel route rating from
13 to 15.5, where it currently stands. This rating meets the scenic threshold target but
does not exceed it. The original travel route rating assigned to Unit 15 – Tahoe City was
12. Improvement projects implemented over time produced increases in the travel route
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rating from 12 to 16.5, which exceeds the scenic threshold target. The original travel
route rating assigned to Unit 41 in 1982 was 21 and was thereby established as the
threshold standard for this unit because it exceeded the minimum target rating of 15.5.
The rating for this unit has remained at 21 since 1982, consistently exceeding the
threshold target.
Any reduction in the travel route rating of Unit 42 – Outlet to Lower Truckee River would
cause the rating to fall further below the threshold target of 15.5 than it currently is. Any
reduction in the travel route rating of Unit 14 – Tahoe Tavern would fail to meet the
threshold target of 15.5. Any reduction in the travel route rating of Unit 41 – Brockway
Summit would fail to meet the threshold target of 21. A reduction of 0.5 to 1.0 in the
travel route rating of Unit 15 – Tahoe City would still meet the threshold target of 15.5
but a reduction greater than 1.0 would drop the rating below the threshold target.
Scenic quality ratings within Roadway Travel Unit 14 – Tahoe Tavern, Unit 15 – Tahoe
City, Unit 41- Brockway Summit, and Unit 42 – Outlet to Lower Truckee River could be
adversely affected by implementing any of the action alternatives. Within Roadway
Travel Unit 14 – Tahoe Tavern, Scenic Resource 14.1 consists of views of the
landscape from SR 89 adjacent to the 64-Acre Recreation Site. The rebuilt Tahoe City
Substation would be seen in such views. Within Roadway Travel Unit 15 – Tahoe City,
Scenic Resource 15.6 includes views down the Truckee River and surrounding areas
from Fanny Bridge. The rebuilt 625 Line would be seen on the south bank of the river
under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), 3 (Road Focused Alternative), and Alternative 4
(Proposed Alternative). Within Roadway Travel Unit 41 – Brockway Summit, Scenic
Resource 41.1 consists of views looking south from SR 267 that include the highway
corridor with Lake Tahoe seen in the distance. The rebuilt 650 Line would be seen
along the east side of the highway under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative) and Alternative
3 (Road Focused Alternative).Within Roadway Travel Unit 42 – Outlet to the Truckee
River, Scenic Resource 42.6 consists of views of the landscape from SR 89 that include
the Truckee River.
Scenic quality ratings are non-degradation standards; that is, the numerical rating
assigned to individual scenic resources in 1982 must be maintained. The Scenic Quality
Rating for each of the scenic resource listed above has not changed from the original
1982 rating. Thus, the ratings meet the Threshold Standard for Scenic Quality Ratings.
Some proposed project components would be seen within the same landscape context
as the four scenic resources. The visual presence of the action alternatives could
negatively affect one or more of the composite rating subcomponents which include
unity, vividness, variety, and intactness. This in turn would cause a reduction in the
scenic quality ratings.
Causing reduction in scenic quality ratings violates the scenic threshold thus rendering
the EIR inadequate.
OTHER AREAS
Segment 625-1 under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), Alternative 3 (Road Focused
Alternative), and Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would be seen from the Truckee
River Bike Trail. Under Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative), Segment 625-1A would be
in view from inside the 64-Acre Recreation Site. TRPA’s 1993 inventory of public
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recreation areas and bike trails does not include the 64-Acre Recreation Site that now
serves as a recreation area for the Truckee River Bike Trail because these recreation
facilities did not exist at the time the inventory was developed. The TRPA intends to
update the inventory by adding these and other recreation facilities that have been built
since 1993.
The inventory identifies and rates scenic resources that are viewed from or within each
recreation site. It also gives an assessment of the visual quality of the man-made
recreation facilities themselves. Because some components of the action alternatives
would be in view from public recreation facilities, they could affect the numerical ratings
of scenic resources. However, scenic resources associated with these facilities have not
yet been formally identified or given baseline scenic quality ratings. Even so, it is
reasonable to assume that views from the bike trail where it crosses the Truckee River
and runs parallel to the river would be considered scenic resources, as would views of
the forested backdrop to the south and west from inside the 64-Acre Recreation Site.
The visual presence of larger poles within the river corridor seen from the bike trail
under Alternative 1 (PEA Alternative), Alternative 3 (Road Focused Alternative), and
Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) could negatively affect scenic quality. This would
not be the case under Alternative 2 (Modified Alternative), since Segment 625-1A would
be located near the north edge of the 64-Acre Recreation Area instead of within the
river corridor. Segment 625-1A likely would not have a negative effect on scenic
resources within the 64-Acre Recreation Site since the most attractive views are to the
west and south.

32-16
cont'd

Provide a Table in the FEIR showing current Roadway Travel Unit ratings as well as
recreation site impacts and the degradation and reduction in scenic quality ratings. Just
the increase in size of the pole itself is a degradation factor that cannot be mitigated.
Considering comments but not adhering to TRPA ordinances and thresholds renders
the EIR inadequate and inaccurate.
Placer County also has requirements for undergrounding.
K.5 - “The County shall require that new roads, parking, and utilities be
designed to minimize visual impacts. Unless limited by geological or
engineering constraints, utilities should be installed underground and
roadways and parking areas should be designed to fit the natural terrain”.
1.L.3 - The County shall protect and enhance scenic corridors through such
means as design review, sign control, undergrounding utilities, scenic
setbacks, density limitations, planned unit developments, grading and tree
removal standards, open space easements, and land conservation
contracts.
4.A.4 - The County shall require proposed new development in identified
underground conversion districts and along scenic corridors to
underground utility lines on and adjacent to the site of proposed
development or, when this is infeasible, to contribute funding for future
undergrounding.
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TRPA and Placer County Scenic ordinances require undergrounding and improvement
to threshold standards. Define and describe why these ordinances are not being
adhered to in the FEIR- mitigation and compromise are not sufficient. Considering
comments but not adhering to ordinances and thresholds renders the EIR inadequate
and inaccurate.

32-17
cont'd

From EIR Page 4.4-40: APM SCE-1: The following measures will be implemented
during construction:
If hand-piling and burning is utilized, piles will be located away from the edge of the
roadway. Piles will be constructed to minimize residual unburnable material (resulting
from pile compaction and/or high dirt content) and damage to remaining trees. Pile
burning will be accomplished the following fall or spring, when possible. Pile burning will
be planned and implemented to minimize scorching of existing non-fire-killed
vegetation.

32-18

Define and describe in the FEIR potential Air Quality impacts created by pile burning as
a separate APM or mitigation measure under Air Quality section. Provide
documentation that Placer County and TRPA have agreed to the pile burning as a
viable measure.
This News Release is incorporated for the record.
http://www.trpa.org/wpcontent/uploads/Threshold_Evaluation_Press_Release.4.25.12.pdf
These documents are incorporated for the record.
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Scenic_Res_82_Roadways.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2011-Scenic-Evaluation-Roadway-Units.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2011-Scenic-Evaluation-Report.pdf
From TRPA website: • Scenic Resources: the Tahoe Basin made gains in scenic
quality over the last five years. Overall, compliance with scenic quality standards is at
93 percent with an improving trend in scenic quality for the built environment.
Developed areas along roadways and Lake Tahoe’s shoreline continue to be the
locations where scenic improvements are needed.
Define that impacts in the FEIR do not violate the Scenic Threshold. Trade-offs is not
scenic improvements and do not positively affect the scenic threshold and could
possibly be a negative impact on current threshold rating. Considering comments but
not adhering to TRPA ordinances renders the EIR inadequate and inaccurate.
From Scenic Threshold Report: “Travel route ratings consist of a numeric composite
index (score) that represents the relative scenic quality within and throughout the entire
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travel unit. Each travel unit must achieve a minimum composite score (i.e., Threshold
Standard) to be determined “in attainment.”
Thus, there are 54 Threshold Standards associated with Roadway Travel Units.”
“Roadway travel unit ratings reflect all six aspects. Each aspect is rated from one (has a
strong negative effect on scenic quality) to five (has a strong positive effect on scenic
quality). A composite rating is obtained by summing the ratings of the six aspects.
Therefore, the composite rating for an individual roadway travel unit can range from five
to 30. The aspects themselves cannot be quantitatively measured in the strictest sense
as, for example, the chemical constituents of water samples or ambient
noise levels can. They are, by nature, qualitative characteristics that are assigned
relative numerical ratings based on direct observation by qualified scenic quality
experts. They are not measured with instrumentation. Instead, field researchers make
direct visual observations of their characteristics, attributes, or conditions and then
record their observations.

32-19
cont'd

From EIR Page 4.8-19: APM NOI-2: CalPeco will post a telephone number for
excessive noise complaints in conspicuous locations in the vicinity of the project site
when within 1,000 feet of residences.
The flight path of helicopters is a much larger area (than just the nearby residences)
and will generate noise levels that could exceed CNEL. Blasting activities could possibly
be heard from several miles away. CalPeco should, at a minimum, post proposed
activities and expected hours of operations on their website and post in all local
newspapers a minimum of one week before helicopter or blasting activities
commencement. Construction activities will occur 8:00a-6:30p in TRPA jurisdiction,
6:00a-8:00p and 8:00a-8:00p weekends Placer County with certain exceptions for nighttime activities that are required. TRPA and Placer overlap- which ordinance takes
precedent? (NOI-4 pg 3-117) State in the FEIR that activities will be posted and note
related code restrictions by actual codereference along with a number to call for
complaints.

From EIR Page 4.14-4 Table 4.14-2 TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacity
Noise Standards Notes: CNEL = community noise equivalent level
1. Highway corridors expand to 300 feet from the highway edge on each side. In any
instance of overlap between highway corridor noise standards and a PAS or Community
Plan, the highway corridor noise standard supersedes all others.
Source: TRPA 2012b
Identify and cite in the FEIR the actual TRPA Code that allows: highway corridor noise
standards supercede TRPA maximum standards.
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From EIR Page 4.14-5: TRPA conducts a comprehensive evaluation of threshold
standard status every five years. The most recent evaluation was completed in 2011
(TRPA 2012c). According to the 2011 Threshold Evaluation, attainment status for
Cumulative Noise Events was somewhat worse than the attainment target (TRPA
2012c). Project consistency with TRPA ETCCs and single event noise standards is
described in Section 5.8, Consequences for TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacities.

32-21
cont'd

From EIR page 3-33: STAGING AREAS
Multiple staging areas would be required to store, stage, and distribute construction
equipment and materials. A variety of potential staging areas have been included for
study as part of this EIS/EIS/EIR (see Table 3-4, Staging Area Summary, below). The
same staging areas are being considered for each action alternative, and all of the
staging areas evaluated may not be required. The Tahoe City, Northstar Parking Lot,
Northstar Golf Course and Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI) staging areas would only be
used if an agreement can be reached with the landowner. Additionally, only one of the
Airport 1, Airport 2, Airport 3, and USACE staging areas would be used, if an agreement
can be reached with a landowner. All four are evaluated because it is unclear at this
time which, if any, might ultimately become available.
From EIR Page 3-33 and 34
Table 3-4 Staging Area Summary
Kings Beach

SPI

Material and
equipment storage
and staging, and
helicopter landing

Vegetation clearing,
minor access
improvements, tree
removal, and
installation of
temporary
construction fencing

Material and equipment
storage and staging

Vegetation clearing,
improvement to existing
dirt access road and new
access way, and
installation of temporary
construction fencing

Define and describe improvements in FEIR for: “minor access improvement” for Kings
Beach and “improvement to existing dirt access and new access way” for SPI
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From EIR page 3-34: The staging areas considered in this EIS/EIS/EIR are generally
situated in areas with pre-existing soil disturbance; however, some sites may require
minimal vegetation removal and grading. There are existing paved or dirt access roads
for all of the staging areas; only access to the SPI staging area would require new,
temporary disturbance.
Define and describe in FEIR “minimal” vegetation removal and grading. Define and
describe “temporary disturbance” for SPI staging area.
From EIR Page 3-35: Kings Beach
The Kings Beach Staging Area would be located just north of the Kings Beach
Substation on NFS land, and would be accessed by an existing dirt road located at the
end of Canterbury Drive. This staging area would be used as a helicopter landing zone
and for material storage and equipment staging. This site was formerly used as a landfill
and, as a result, has a previously-disturbed area that measures approximately 300 feet
by 300 feet. Activity at this location would be focused in this previously-disturbed area
(based on USFS review and authorization). The vegetation within the planned staging
area mainly consists of bunch grasses and scattered Jeffrey pines (Pinus jeffreyi) under
10 feet in height. Minor improvements to the access road—including the removal of
approximately 10 trees—would be required and a temporary fence would be installed
around its perimeter. Define and describe existing conditions in the FEIR of the formerly
used as landfill area. Define in FEIR grading that is required for helicopter landing site.
Define in FEIR helicopter landing site requirements. Describe and define in the FEIR if
any temporary access issues for the neighborhood are anticipated during helicopter
operations and preparation of the site for helicopter operations and equipment storage.
CalPeco must notify the neighborhood of any anticipated access issues.

32-22
cont'd

From EIR Page 3-35: SPI
The SPI Staging Area would be located near the 625 Line east of SR 267. The staging
area would be accessed off of Martis Peak Road and existing dirt access roads that
would require limited improvements (e.g., trimming of vegetation encroaching on the
road, minor grading). This staging area would also require approximately 0.3 acres of
new disturbance for temporary access ways. Most of the staging area site has been
previously disturbed. Define and describe in the FEIR minor grading.
From EIR Page 3-36: POWER LINE CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Stringing Site Preparation
Multiple stringing sites would be required during the removal and installation of the
conductors. In general, stringing sites would be approximately 300 feet in diameter
(approximately 1.6 acres) and would be spaced at distances between approximately
500 feet and 8,000 feet apart depending on the terrain and surface conditions along the
ROW, as well as the placement of angle structures. On average, they would be located
approximately 2,500 feet (approximately 0.5 mile) apart. Table 3-5, Estimated Number
of Stringing Sites Required Under the Action Alternatives, shows the approximate
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number of stringing sites that required within and outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Stringing sites would require a relatively flat surface; therefore, they would need to be
cleared and could need to be graded to allow for safe equipment operation. Site
preparation would require heavy equipment for removing obstacles (e.g., large rocks,
trees, brush). Vegetation would be removed, as necessary, to provide safe and efficient
work areas. Mowing or grubbing would be the preferred method for clearing vegetation.

32-23
cont'd

Define in FEIR site location of all 45 stringing locations for Alt 4. Show on a map in the
FEIR. Provide anticipated tree removal counts for each location required to insure area
is cleared for safe equipment operation in the FEIR.
Staging Areas
The project has identified up to seven staging areas ranging from 0.2 acres to 3.4 acres
that will be required to build the project. The FEIS should provide the details on each of
these staging areas including timing and duration of use, amount of materials and
equipment storage, and access to the site. Provide current zoning of the property
where the staging area is placed.
From EIR Page 4.3-7: 4.3.2 EXISTING CONDITIONS/AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
The forest land study area includes the permanent 40-foot power line right-of-way
(ROW) for single-circuit segments, the temporary 65-foot power line ROW (inclusive of
the permanent ROW) for single-circuit segments, the permanent 65-foot power line
ROW for double-circuit segments, new roads, staging areas, stringing/ pulling sites,
substations, and all other project-related facilities plus a hazard tree border zone for the
project alternatives. The hazard tree border zone includes the area within 150 feet of a
power line center line and was included in the forest land study area to analyze the
impacts associated with hazard tree removal. The 150 foot width of the hazard tree
border zone was agreed to by the lead agencies as a reasonable area where a vast
majority of hazardous tree removal would occur. The permanent 40-foot ROW, new
roads, and substations would require permanent tree removal, while the temporary
ROW (12.5 feet on either side of the permanent 40-foot ROW for single-circuit
segments), staging areas, and stringing/pulling sites would be abandoned following
construction and would be allowed to re-grow trees. Tree removal in the hazard tree
border zone would be restricted to individual trees which have the potential for falling
into the constructed line; whereas, all trees within permanent and temporary impact
areas would be removed. Hazard tree removal would occur concurrently with ROW tree
removal.
Provide in the FEIR the documentation of approval for tree removal at 150 foot width
from lead agencies. Provide estimated hazard tree removal numbers from ROW in
FEIR.
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From EIR Page 4.4-34: The Tahoe Rim Trail, shown in Exhibit 4.4-5, is a 165-mile,
single-track, multi-use trail encircling Lake Tahoe. Throughout the project vicinity, the
trail is located on LTBMU lands and is open to hikers, equestrians, and mountain bikers.
Winter use by cross-country skiers and snowshoers is also popular. There is a trailhead
in Tahoe City near the Community Center on Fairway Drive. From that location, the trail
ascends to overlook the Truckee River Canyon, and then extends north and east past
Watson Lake more than 20 miles to the trailhead on SR 267, 0.5-mile south of
Brockway Summit. Along this segment, the trail generally parallels the existing and
proposed 625 Line alignments, crossing under the existing 625 Line twice (see Exhibit
4.8-5). Trail users can cross SR 267 and beneath the existing 650 Line to a trailhead on
the east side of the highway. From there, the trail continues northeastward, crosses
beneath the existing 625 Line again, and continues toward Martis Peak. As shown in
Exhibit 4.4-4, trail users are exposed to views of the power lines only briefly because
the viewshed of the existing line is highly localized due to the screening effect of the
forest. As mentioned above: The 150 foot width of the hazard tree border zone was
agreed to by the lead agencies as a reasonable area where a vast majority of
hazardous tree removal would occur. Define and describe in the FEIR the viewshed
change due to 150ft requirement noted above ( baseline existing condition versus new
width required) for Tahoe Rim Trail, Martis Creek Lake Recreation Area, Burton Creek
State Park, The Fiberboard Freeway, Truckee River Regional Park, Northstar Resort
Golf Course, 64-Acre Recreation Site , Gatekeeper’s Museum and Lake Tahoe Dam,
River Rafting, Kings Beach Snowmobile activities as a result of required 150 foot width
of tree removal.

32-26

Define and describe in the FEIR the relationship to TRPA Threshold standards for all
key viewpoints identified in Table 4.4-1 Viewer Types, Visual Exposures, and Visual
Quality. Identify negative or positive threshold changes in the FEIR due to required 150
foot width hazard tree zone requirement. Negative impacts are not acceptable by TRPA
threshold standards and code of ordinances and thus causing EIR to be inadequate if
not addressed properly.
From EIR: Biological Resources
http://www.trpa.org/wpcontent/uploads/TEVAL2011_Ch8_Wildlife_Oct2012_Final.pdf
The Wildlife Chapter of the 2011 Threshold Evaluation is incorporated in this comment
for reference and for the record.
From EIR Page 4.7-63: Impact 4.7-1 : Disturbance or loss of common vegetation
communities and wildlife habitats. Implementing the action alternatives would result in
the removal or disturbance of up to 157 acres of common vegetation communities….
Sierran mixed confer, Red fir, Jeffrey pine… Because these habitats are locally and
regionally common and abundant, and implementation of APMs (Applicant Proposed
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Measures) would minimize vegetation removal and require that habitat is restored to
pre-project conditions the action alternatives would not substantially reduce the size ,
continuity or integrity of any common vegetation community…. No mitigation is required.
Pre-project conditions would include large trees and tree stands- provide details in FEIR
how CalPeco can/will replace 20-50+ year old trees to maintain an appropriate habitat.
It will take many years for the habitat to be the same and viable for the special species
that nest there. Stating that there are adjacent properties is not a viable mitigation.
Provide details on how this conflict does not require Calpeco to seek another location
for the lines to avoid conflict with the special species habitat.
From TRPA web: Code 62.4.1. Disturbance Zones
Perching sites and nesting trees of goshawks, peregrines, eagles, and osprey as shown
on the TRPA Regional Plan Overlay Maps shall not be physically disturbed in any
manner nor shall the habitat in the disturbance zone be manipulated in any manner
unless such manipulation is necessary to enhance the quality of the habitat. The
threshold shall apply not only to the number of known population sites but also to the
disturbance and influence zone buffers to sites found in the future.
A. The disturbance zone for goshawks is the 500 acres of best suitable habitat
surrounding a population site, which shall include a 0.25-mile radius around
each nest site.
B. The disturbance zone for osprey and peregrines is 0.25 mile radius around each
nest site.
C. The disturbance zones for wintering bald eagles are as shown on the TRPA
maps.
D. The disturbance zone for nesting bald eagles is 0.5 mile radius around each
nest.
E. The disturbance zone for golden eagles is 0.25 mile radius around each nest
site.
TRPA Code 62.4.2. Adverse Impacts
Uses, projects, or activities outside existing urban areas and within the disturbance
zone of special interest, threatened, endangered, or rare species shall not, directly or
indirectly, significantly adversely affect the habitat or cause the displacement or
extirpation of the population.
Define in the FEIR how many of the 70+ acres affects the special species habitat in the
Tahoe Basin and what measures will be taken not to disrupt the habitat as required by
TRPA code. Stating unavoidable and immitigable is not acceptable. This project cannot
violate a TRPA threshold. Considering comments but not adhering to TRPA ordinances
renders the EIR inadequate and inaccurate.
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Define in the FEIR how the CalPeco project addresses and adheres to the Sierra
Watch/MAPF agreement limitations for the Habitat Plan for the Northstar Master Plan.

32-28

Provide in the FEIR impact analysis of the Northstar HMP boundaries that bi-sect this
project.

From EIR Page ES-26: 4.7-2 Disturbance or loss of sensitive habitats ( jurisdictional
wetlands, riparian vegetation, and SEZ). Implementing the action alternatives would
result in direct removal and disturbance of sensitive habitats, including waters of the
United States, waters of the state, riparian habitat and SEZs. Mitigation Measure 4.7-2a
Compensate for unavoidable Loss of Stream and Riparian Habitat. Calpeco shall
compensate for permanent riparian habitat impacts at a minimum of a 1:1 ratio through
contributions to a CDFW approved wetland mitigation bank…. This does not correct the
damage done ! Mitigation Banks do not correct the on-site destruction. If a mitigation
bank contribution is established, the contribution must mitigate within the Tahoe Basin
and be identified in the FEIR. The Permit must identify when mitigation is to be
completed and should be identified and completed by Phase. Each Phase must
contribute to the fund to offset damage within the Tahoe basin if that Phase is within the
basin.
From TRPA website Goals and Policies: WL-1.2 RIPARIAN VEGETATION SHALL BE
PROTECTED AND MANAGED FOR WILDLIFE.
Riparian vegetation is the single most important habitat for wildlife in the Region.
Riparian plant communities need to be preserved to help protect the wildlife resource
and to attain environmental thresholds for vegetation, wildlife, and soils. This policy
requires an on-going program of management and regulated use of riparian vegetation.

32-29

WL-2.1 ENDANGERED, THREATENED, RARE, AND SPECIAL INTEREST SPECIES
SHALL BE PROTECTED AND BUFFERED AGAINST CONFLICTING LAND USES.
Species in the above categories need extra protection to ensure their longevity in the
Region. Critical habitat sites of these animals need to be protected and buffered from
disturbing land uses. This will be accomplished by regulating uses within the
disturbance and influence zones of species for which thresholds have been adopted.
From EIR Page ES-31: 4.7-5 Introduction and spread of invasive weeds. Mitigation
measure states: Utilize Local Native Seed and Notify Noxious Weed Coordinator. It
further states after project completion a USFS weed coordinator shall be notified so the
project area can be monitored by USFS if desired. Monitoring could be up to three years
as funding allows…. This mitigation does not mandate or require any action by stating if
desired. Mandate a requirement in the FEIR.
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From EIR Pages ES-31-32: 4.7-6 Disturbance or loss of special-status wildlife species
and habitats. No feasible mitigation has been identified. The Resource Topic states:
would result in permanent habitat loss within TRPA-designated disturbance zones
around goshawks nests, which is prohibited by TRPA. Explain in the FEIR, “which is
prohibited by TRPA”, how the project can go forward with this activity by creating a
permanent loss with-in a TRPA-designated disturbance zone. This project cannot
violate a TRPA threshold or supercede TRPA code this renders the EIR inadequate.
From EIR Page 4.7-133: Overall, implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative)
would result in the temporary loss or disturbance of up to 61.4 acres of potential habitat
for northern goshawk (compared to 66.9, 58.2, and 62.8 acres under Alternative 1 [PEA
Alternative], Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused
Alternative], respectively); of this amount, none would occur in the Griff Creek goshawk
PAC (compared to 0.2, 0, and 0 acre under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2
[Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative], respectively), and
0.6 acre would occur within the nonurban portion of three partially-overlapping TRPA
disturbance zones (compared to 4.4, 1.6, and 0–0.6 [depending on option] acre under
Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3
[Road Focused Alternative], respectively) (Table 4.7-10; Exhibit 4.7-5).

From EIR Page 4.7-133 : NORTHERN GOSHAWK HABITAT, PACS, AND TRPA
DISTURBANCE ZONES Implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would
affect the least amount of habitat for northern goshawk among the action alternatives,
including habitat within PACs and TRPA disturbance zones. Overall, implementation of
Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would initially result in the permanent loss or
disturbance of up to 72.6 acres of potential habitat for northern goshawk over the study
area (compared to 124, 121.1, and 73.9 acres under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative],
Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative],
respectively). Of this total amount, 0.2 acre would occur in the Griff Creek goshawk
PAC (compared to 0.1, 0.2, and 0–0.2 [depending on option] acre under Alternative 1
[PEA Alternative], Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused
Alternative], respectively), and 1.6 acres would occur within the nonurban portion of
three partially-overlapping TRPA disturbance zones (compared to 3.9, 7.1, and 0–1.6
[depending on option] acres under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2
[Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative], respectively)
(Table 4.7-10; Exhibit 4.7-5). Over the long term, because the existing 625 Line would
be decommissioned and vegetation would be allowed to reestablish within the existing
20-foot vegetation management corridor, the net permanent disturbance/loss would be
reduced to approximately 49.8 acres overall (compared to 103.3, 101.2, and 51.1 acres
under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and
Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative], respectively); and a net gain or enhancement
of 0.3 acre within the nonurban portion of the TRPA disturbance zones would occur
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(compared to the disturbance/loss of 3.2 and 6.4 acres under Alternative 1 [PEA
Alternative] and Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and a net gain or enhancement of
0.3– 2.3 acres [depending on option] under Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative],
respectively).
Overall, implementation of Alternative 4 (Proposed Alternative) would result in the
temporary loss or disturbance of up to 61.4 acres of potential habitat for northern
goshawk (compared to 66.9, 58.2, and 62.8 acres under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative],
Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative],
respectively); of this amount, none would occur in the Griff Creek goshawk PAC
(compared to 0.2, 0, and 0 acre under Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2
[Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3 [Road Focused Alternative], respectively), and
0.6 acre would occur within the nonurban portion of three partially-overlapping TRPA
disturbance zones (compared to 4.4, 1.6, and 0–0.6 [depending on option] acre under
Alternative 1 [PEA Alternative], Alternative 2 [Modified Alternative], and Alternative 3
[Road Focused Alternative], respectively) (Table 4.7-10; Exhibit 4.7-5).

From TRPA website: Code 62.4.3. Environmental Documents
Applicants for projects within disturbance zones shall submit with their applications
appropriate environmental documentation prepared by a biologist that includes
specific recommendations for avoiding significant adverse impacts to the special
interest, threatened, endangered, or rare species. Provide the appropriate
environmental documentation prepared by a biologist for public review in the FEIR.
TRPA Code 62.4.4. Special Conditions
Special conditions of project approval may be required to mitigate or avoid significant
adverse impacts to special interest species listed by TRPA or the U.S. Forest Service
for the Lake Tahoe Basin, or for threatened, endangered, and rare species. Define in
the FEIR “special conditions of project approval”.

32-31
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From EIR Page 4.2-45: Impact 4.2-1 for Alternative 4 the Proposed Alternative
Amendment to the Martis Peak PAS 019 and necessary special use findings could be
made. The Plan Area Statement Amendment needs to be fully vetted and not just a
TRPA Consent Calendar approval and defined in the EIR. The outcome of the change
is positive but still should follow be publically vetted.

32-34

Identify in FEIR if this proposed upgrade services the approved Boulder Bay project at
North Stateline.
Identify in the FEIR how this project benefits the Nevada Energy tie-in to Incline Village
portion of the line upgrade. Identify if Nevada Energy will supplement funding for the
project if it benefits the Incline tie-in. If Nevada Energy benefits from this upgrade,
define how much in the way of funding it should provide.
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Incorporate (2) articles for the record
Articles on snow making and the need for additional utility upgrades
1). Margaret Moran mmoran@sierrasun.com November 29, 2013

http://www.tahoedailytribune.com/newsletter/9107673-113/snow-tahoe-snowmaking-resorts

Snowmaking: Lake Tahoe’s ‘insurance policy’ Snow Making on Squaw Valley's upper
mountain. The practice has come in handy the past couple winters at Lake Tahoe,
which saw little snow, and is coming in handy again this winter, which is off to a slow
start. (Note: applicant reported outages in 2010 and 2012- possibly due to snowmaking
efforts.)
Inside Squaw Valley’s snowmaking building, with the resort’s new fully-automated
system.
Early season snowmaking at Squaw Valley.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This story originally appeared in the 2013-14 winter edition of Tahoe
Magazine, which hit newsstands around the Truckee/Tahoe region on Thursday. The
magazine is a joint publication of the Sierra Sun, North Lake Tahoe Bonanza, Tahoe
Daily Tribune and Lake Tahoe Action. To view a digital version of the magazine, click
here.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE — When Mother Nature is stingy with the snow, Tahoe ski resorts
can turn to their backup plan. Using water and compressed air, local resorts create their
own snow-covered runs to ensure winter success.
“Snowmaking is a form of an insurance policy,” explains Amelia Richmond, senior public
relations manager for Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows.
It ensures that resorts can open in time for the holiday season — be it Thanksgiving or
Christmas — fill in areas with subpar snow coverage and provide good skiing and riding
until the end of the season.
“It’s a guest service piece,” said Jim Larmore, director of mountain operations for
Northstar California. “It’s a piece we provide our guests so they can make planned
vacations and provide a better ski experience than if they just relied on Mother Nature’s
natural snow.”
Yet to make snow, resorts still rely on Mother Nature — to a degree.
THE ‘ART AND SCIENCE’ OF SNOWMAKING
To make snow, resorts need freezing temperatures and low relative humidity.
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“The humidity is huge — probably the single biggest factor,” said Dave Hahl,
snowmaking and grooming manager of Mt. Rose Ski Tahoe.
He added that low humidity allows the atmosphere to be saturated with water to create
“that much more snow.” If humidity is high, however, the atmosphere is too saturated to
produce significant amounts of snow.
Secondary snowmaking factors are winds and cloud-cover.
“When you’re making snow in the Sierra, you’ve got to catch every window you can,”
said Jack Coughlin, slope maintenance manager for Diamond Peak. “I used to make
snow back East, and back East, you know you can make snow four, five days a week.
“Here, when it’s cold, you grab it, and then you’re going to get the beautiful warm
weather after that.”
When conditions are right, resorts pump water — stored in ponds, reservoirs or other
sources — through pumphouses, up pipes running up the mountain to specific snow
guns. Depending on the guns in a resort’s fleet, compressed air must also be pumped
to the gun.
Together — air and water — under the right conditions, form snow.
“You don’t want to pick it up and squeeze it, and you’ve got slush coming out,”
explained Coughlin, who’s looking for a hard snowball at the end of the process. “So
you really have to pay attention to what you’re doing.”
Once made, the snow is left to cure, perking out some of the excess water, before
groomers move and flatten the snow into a favorable skiing and riding surface.
“(Making snow) it’s a science and an art,” Hahl said. “… The science part of it, it’s the
technology — the technology improves like anything else. Yet it still takes the guy on
the ground to get it right. You can’t overestimate the human link.”
HOW SNOWMAKING SAVED WINTER BUSINESS
With two consecutive mild winters at Lake Tahoe, resorts have had to heavily rely on
their snowmaking systems.
According to Squaw Valley’s snowfall tracker, it snowed 183 inches at 6,200 feet and
326 inches at 8,200 feet in 2012-13. For 2011-12, it snowed 182.5 inches and 355
inches, respectively.
The average snowfall for the Lake Tahoe region is 430 inches.
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“Two years ago when there was a complete lack of snow, we still did great business
through the Christmas period with snowmaking,” Hahl said. “… (People are) just
realizing that even if there hasn’t been many natural storms, they can still book a
vacation and still come up and get good skiing.”
Being a winter destination spot, resort success is closely tied to community success.
“Particularly in the lean years, if we didn’t have snowmaking, people would’t be coming,”
Coughlin said. “You’ve got to have those resorts open. (For) the local business, the
restaurants, it’s devastating when you have a bad winter.”
Yet the ability to make snow when Mother Nature fails to comes at a cost.
COST OF DOING BUSINESS
“It’s extremely expensive to make snow,” Coughlin said. “… We’re running up electric
bills running our water pumps and running out air compressors.”
When asked how much it costs to make snow, the consensus was it varies, based on
weather conditions and equipment.
Rather, as Richmond agrees, it’s all about the guest and the guest experience.
“At the end of the day, it gets you out on the mountain, and you’re able to pursue the
sports that you love,” she said.

2). By Kathryn Reed
http://www.laketahoenews.net/2013/12/expanding-n-shore-electric-lines-studied/
Five routes for a massive electrical line on the North Shore are being studied in the
environmental documents that were released in November.
CalPeco – short for California Pacific Electric Company – wants to strengthen its ability
to provide power to that area. CalPeco is the parent company of Liberty Utilities, the
electric company for the California side of the Lake Tahoe Basin, Truckee and Alpine
County.
For Northstar to be able to grow it needs to be able to tap into more power. These
upgrades would allow for the ski resort to grow as outlined in its master plan.
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From the Northstar Master Plan EIR
3.11.8 ELECTRICITY
Liberty Utilities California Pacific Energy Company provides electric service to the
Northstar resort community. Liberty serves the Northstar resort from a substation
located near the intersection of SR 267 and Northstar Drive, near the Northstar
maintenance yard and office buildings. Liberty would provide electrical service to the
proposed project. Define in the FEIR the current consumption needs Northstar uses
versus the proposed Master Plan by Phase to prove adequacy of the proposed
reliability needs.
14.0 PUBLIC SERVICES
This section describes the public services that would be required to serve the proposed
project. Public services include fire protection and emergency medical services, law
enforcement, electrical, natural gas, and telecommunications service, cable television
service, parks and recreation, water, wastewater, and energy use.
14.6 ELECTRICITY, NATURAL GAS, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
14.6.1 EXISTING SETTING
Electricity
Liberty Utilities CalPeco
Liberty Utilities CalPeco currently provides electric service to Northstar and serves the
project study area from a substation in Truckee. This arrangement is sufficient to supply
a small area of development, including Northstar and other Martis Valley development,
provided the load is in close proximity to the development areas. Northstar Mountain Master
Plan EIR November 2013 Page 14-29/30 DEIR Define in the FEIR how the lines will be located
in close proximity to the proposed development in the Master Plan-show on a map.
Define in FEIR “sufficient to supply a small area of development”.

Table 14.6-1 identifies 2012 electrical demand for the Northstar ski resort. As shown in
the table, current electrical demand is the highest during the winter ski season
associated with the operation of resort facilities, with ski lifts and snowmaking facilities
being the largest users of power.
Define “highest demand” and include in FEIR for defining reliability needs for the Tahoe
Basin versus resort demand on system and upgrade for reliability.
TABLE 14.6-1
2012 NORTHSTAR RESORT ELECTRICAL DEMAND
Month Electrical Demand in Kilowatts
August 402,209
September 360,858
October 374,264
November 2,563,742
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December 4,092,661
January 3,172,365
February 1,762,109
March 1,474,373
April 1,075,805
May 309,991
June 358,040
July 397,272
Total for 2012 16,343,510
Source: Northstar California Resort 2013 November 2013 Page 14-30 DEIR
TABLE 14.6-3
MARTIS VALLEY COMMUNITY PLAN CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS – ELECTRICITY,
NATURAL GAS, AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
Policies Consistency
Determination Determination Analysis
Policy 6.A.2: The County shall ensure

through the development review process that
adequate public facilitiesand services are available to serve new The County shall not
approve new development where existing facilities are inadequate unlessthe following
conditions are met:
a. The applicant can demonstrate that all necessary public facilities will be installed or
adequately financed (through fees or other means); and
b. The facility improvements are consistent with applicable facility plans approved by the
County or with agency plans where the County is a participant.
Policy 6.A.3: The County shall require proposed new development in identified
underground conversion districts and along scenic corridors to underground utility lines
on and adjacent to the site of proposed development or, when this is infeasible, to
contribute funding for future undergrounding.
Define in the FEIR how the County is going to “ensure” there are adequate services?
The proposed CalPeco utility upgrade is contentious and may not be approved as
documented in the FEIR thus this renders the EIR inaccurate.
Define Placer County’s versus Nevada County’s responsibility to ensure services are
available in the EIR. The EIR must define “responsibility to ensure”.
Identify in the EIR which fund Northstar will pay a fee as the Hwy 267 lines in the scenic
corridor may not be undergrounded.
14.6.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Standards of Significance
Electrical, natural gas, and telecommunications facilities impacts are considered
significant if implementation of the project results in the following (based on State CEQA
Guidelines Appendices F and G): 1) Result in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of new or physically altered electricity, natural gas, or
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telephone facilities, need for new or physically altered electricity, natural gas, or
telephone facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service and performance objectives.
Methodology
Evaluation of potential impacts related to electricity, natural gas, and
telecommunications service was based on consultation with utility service providers as
well as evaluation of electrical demands of the project. The analysis below addresses
both proposed NMMP project- and program-level components.
Impacts and Mitigation Measures
IMPACT 14.6.1: Electrical, Natural Gas, and Telecommunications Service and
Infrastructure Impacts Because the proposed project is located near existing developed
land uses, electrical infrastructure exists in the project vicinity. Liberty Utilities CalPeco
has indicated that infrastructure exists for overhead and underground electric
distribution. This infrastructure can be expanded and extended with the
appropriate participation by the developer according to applicable CPUC rules. It is
currently anticipated that the proposed NMMP improvements would connect to existing
electrical infrastructure and would not require new distribution facilities, upgrades to the
Northstar substation or any other off-site improvements (e.g., proposed California
Pacific Electric Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project). Joint trenches
would be
excavated to accommodate the new utility lines (including the extension of natural gas
and telecommunications facilities if needed for the NMMP), including electrical lines
from the Northstar substation to the proposed NMMP components. These trenches
would be located along seasonal spur roads and ski runs.
The proposed NMMP project- and program-level components would result in the
following new electrical demand (see Table 14.6-4):
TABLE 14.6-4
ANNUAL NMMP ELECTRICAL DEMAND BY PROJECT COMPONENT
Project Component Electrical Demand in Kilowatts
Project-Level Components
Detachable Lift J 642,082
Detachable Lift C 428,055
Fixed Grip Lifts V and W 856,110
Surface Tow Lift Z 9,310
Snowmaking for 83,500 linear feet 3,036,220
Backside Warming Hut/Skier Services 240,000
Summit Deck and Grille Improvements 138,000
Castle Peak Parking Lot Transport Gondola 1,070,137
Lift Q 214,022
Skier Services 184,000
Sawmill Lake Campground/Relocated Cross-Country Center/Skier Services 224,250
Backside Campground 20,000
Total 7,062,191
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In addition to these measures, new buildings would be required to meet current to
comply with Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations regarding energy efficiency.
While the proposed NMMP would increase electrical demands, it would not utilize
energy in an inefficient or wasteful manner. This impact is less than significant.
Stating “would not utilize energy in an inefficient or wasteful manner” does not analyze
use consumption and impact on the system.
This is a SIGNIFICANT impact to the winter peak loads which are already beyond
system capacity design, causing stress, and reducing reliability. Northstar's proposed
expansion should pay for the power infrastructure necessary to enable their plans. It is
not economically feasible for the 49,000 ratepayers to fund a $50 million infrastructure
upgrade.
The MV CP states ( noted above) the developer can pay for upgrade. Breakdown in
FEIR Northstars cost for the Master Plan proposed expansion (each new lift
requirement, new snow making equipment requirement, residential development
requirements by proposed project, commercial development requirements, etc.) Provide
by Phase which lends to the need for Northstar, Squaw, Homewood phasing to support
proposed upgrade adequacy for the DEIR reliability and need statement.
The proposed project would also be considered to have a significant impact if it would
be in conflict with the AB 32 goals for reducing GHG emissions (standard of significance
2 above). As shown under the impact analysis below, the proposed project would
contribute to the generation of GHG emissions primarily from electricity consumption
and tree removal activities. Therefore, this DEIR assesses the project’s potential to
result in a significant GHG impact by determining its consistency with the AB 32
Scoping Plan and Senate Bill X-2 (Renewables Portfolio Standard), which both require
33 percent of supply from renewable energy sources by 2020, and its consistency with
AB 32 Scoping Plan GHG reduction measure F-1, Sustainable Forest Target. As stated
previously, the AB 32 Scoping Plan contains the main strategies California is
implementing to achieve a reduction of 169 MMT of CO2e, or approximately 30 percent
from the State’s projected 2020 emissions level of 596 MMT of CO2e under a businessas-usual scenario. Thus, the impact analysis evaluates whether the project’s electrical
provider would meet the Renewables Portfolio Standard or if project features would
conflict with AB 32 greenhouse gas reduction measures.
16.3.2 METHODOLOGY

The proposed project would result in a substantial increase of electricity
consumption as a result of new ski lifts and snowmaking facilities. GHG emissions
generated by -increased electricity consumption are projected based on anticipated
energy consumption in kilowatthours provided by the project applicant. The increase of
traffic over existing conditions as a result of the project was obtained from LSC
Transportation Consultants, Inc. (see Appendix 9).
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Provide details in the FEIR for “substantial increase of electricity consumption”. Provide
a breakdown of snowmaking electrical consumption requirements and new ski lift
electrical consumption requirements for Northstar, Squaw Valley and Homewood.
IMPACT 16.2: AB 32 Compliance

In terms of electric service, the project site is currently within the service area of the
energy provider Liberty Utilities CalPeco. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis,
project estimated electrical use consumption is compared to Liberty Utilities CalPeco’s
ability to comply with AB 32 Scoping Plan Strategy E-3, Renewables Portfolio Standard.
According to the California Public Utilities Commission (2012), Liberty Utility CalPeco
currently serves approximately 49,000 customers in California. Table 16-7 identifies the
most recently available electric energy information for Liberty Utilities CalPeco as well
as the current renewable energy mix.
TABLE 16-7
TOTAL ELECTRIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND RENEWABLE ENERGY MIX –
LIBERTY UTILITIES CALPECO
Source: Smart 2013
As shown in Table 16-7, Liberty Utilities CalPeco delivered 6,433,570,000 kilowatthours
(kWh) over the course of one year, of which 20 percent was supplied from
renewable energy sources. As noted under Table 16-6, full implementation of both
project- and program-level components would result in an increase in electricity
consumption of 7,062,191 kilowatt-hours per year. Adding this total to the amount
Liberty Utilities CalPeco delivered in 2012 (6,433,570,000 kWh) would equal
6,440,632,191 kWh. Such an immediate addition of energy consumption would reduce
Liberty Utilities CalPeco’s current renewable energy mix percentage to 19.9 percent.
However, such a scenario is not likely, if not impossible, since the project-level
components alone would take at least 10 years to construct.
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Provide Northstar Master Plan electrical consumption requirements by phase.
Provide Squaw Valley Expansion electrical consumption requirements by phase.
Provide Homewood Mountain electrical consumption requirements by phase.
Provide in a Table in the FEIR how the upgrade proposal (Alt 4) meets these proposed
needs by year by specific line upgrade starting with first year of completion.
As noted in Table 18-1,
there are currently proposed plans to improve electrical distribution that would be
designed to accommodate future growth of the region (proposed California Pacific
Electric Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project). Therefore, this impact
would be less than cumulatively considerable
This states that Northstar is depending on this upgrade- define impact to Northstar in
the FEIR if the CalPeco project is modified.
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From Liberty Utilities website:625/650 Electrical Lines Upgrade Project
http://www.libertyutilities.com/west/community/reliability_625-650_summary.html
Project Proponent:
California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) dba Liberty Utilities. CalPeco purchased
the electric service territory and assets from Sierra Pacific/NV Energy in January 2011,
and currently serves approximately 49,000 electric customers in the north and south
shores of Lake Tahoe.
Project Location:
Northeastern Placer County and southeastern Nevada County, California.
Project Description:
These major transmission lines (known as the 625 and 650 power lines) serve the areas
of Northstar, Kings Beach, Tahoe City and Squaw Valley and are some of the oldest in
the State of California.
Project Benefit:
Upgrading the lines will improve reliability, even if a portion of the closed loop system is
damaged, by allowing greater load transfer and switching ability that benefits the entire
system.
Proposed Project:
Upgrade of the existing 625 and 650 power lines and associated substations from 60
kilovolt (kV) to 120 kV to allow the entire transmission loop to operate at 120 kV.
Project Components:
1. Removal of existing 625 line and construction of a new, rerouted 625 line
2. Rebuild of the existing 650 line
3. Realignment of two short segments of the 650 line and removal of the re-routed
segments
4. Rebuild of the Northstar Tap into a Fold (allows for service to be maintained at a
substation in the event of an interruption anywhere in the line)
5. Rebuild of a 1.6 mile long section of the existing 132 line
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6. Upgrade , modification, and/or decommissioning of six substations and/or
switching stations

32-39
cont'd

Provide detailed analysis of the Kings Beach substation and the Northstar
substation and how each substation affects reliability.
Project Need:
As far back as the 1980s, the need to upgrade the 625 and 650 lines was identified.
These lines often operate at maximum capacity and must be supplemented by diesel
generation to meet peak loads. The aging power lines were never designed to provide
a reliable closed loop system which would reduce both the frequency and impact of
outages, nor was it designed to carry the current peak load demands.
Project Timeline:
CalPeco is currently in the permitting stage. Once permits are obtained, construction
can begin tentatively scheduled in 2014. The project will be constructed in 3 phases
over an estimated six-year period.
Project Status:
CalPeco has applied for permitting of the project under a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the following lead agencies: Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency (TRPA), U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service-Lake Tahoe Basin
Management Unit, and the California Public Utilities Commission. These three
agencies are responsible for the review of the application, solicitation of public
comment, and recommendation to the TRPA Governing Board for final approval and/or
permitting. 625/650 Electric Lines Upgrade Project Informational Meetings will be held
on Tuesday, December 10th from 2-4 p.m. at the USFS Tahoe National Forest Truckee
Ranger District Office at 10811 Stockcrest Springs Road, Truckee, CA and from 6-8
p.m. at the North Tahoe Events Center, 8318 No. Tahoe Blvd., Kings Beach, CA.
Additionally, the proposal will come before the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency’s
Advisory Planning Commission on December 4 and the TRPA Governing Board on
December 18. Public comment will be taken at both meetings. Visit www.trpa.org for
meeting locations and times.
Project Environmental Impacts.
The proposed project’s environmental document addresses scenic resources,
agricultural and forestry resources, biological resources, recreation, earth resources
(geology, soils, seismicity, land capability and coverage), hydrology and water quality,
cultural resources, hazardous materials, transportation, parking and circulation, air
quality and climate change, noise and vibration, socioeconomic and economic justice,
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public services and utilities, and growth-inducing impacts. Mitigation measures and
alternatives are identified to address each of the potential impacts.

32-40
cont'd

From EIR page 4.10-25: ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
This section does not consider electric and magnetic fields (EMF) in the context of the
National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), and TRPA regulations and determination of environmental impact, first
because there is no agreement among scientists that EMF does create a potential
health risk, and second, because there are no defined or adopted CEQA/NEPA or
TRPA standards for defining health risk from EMF. To illustrate, on behalf of the CPUC,
three scientists that work for the California Department of Health Services were asked
to review studies by the National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences Working
Group, the International Agency for Research on Cancer, and the British National
Radiological Protection Board regarding possible health problems from electric and
magnetic fields from power lines, wiring in buildings, some jobs, and appliances (Neutra
et al. 2002). The results of their evaluation noted “important differences between the
three Department of Health Services reviewer’s conclusions” and made no
recommendations about actions to be taken to address potential health risks (Id.).
However, recognizing that there is a great deal of public interest and concern regarding
potential health effects from human exposure to EMF from power lines, this document
does provide information regarding EMF associated with electric utility facilities and
human health and safety. The EMF information presented in this environmental
document is presented for the benefit of the public and decision-makers.
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Electro Magnetic readings. Provide in the FEIR impact analysis of the EMF increase
as the line size is being increased. What will the increase be with the new upgraded
lines? Consider undergrounding lines in the Kingswoods neighborhood. Provide cost
breakdown in the FEIR for undergrounding this line segment or any other line segment
in a neighborhood.
From EIR Page 4.10-25: Since electric fields are effectively blocked by most materials,
such as trees and walls, the majority of the following information related to EMF focuses
on exposure to magnetic fields. This is a conundrum as tree removal will be required for
line safety. Define in the FEIR where tree removal will no longer block electric fields.
This is another case for undergrounding portions of line segments in neighborhoods.
From EIR Page ES-18: 4.3-2. Conversion of forest land to non-forest uses or loss
of forest land. Implementation of the action alternatives would result in the removal of
between approximately 47,100 (Alt. 4) and 58,000 (Alt. 1) trees in up to 219.8 acres of
forest land plus hazard tree border zones as part of project construction and long-term
vegetation management in the power line ROW and in new access ways. Considering
forest regeneration on land currently maintained in the existing 625 Line ROW, overall
permanent forest land impact would be between 66.1 acres (Alt. 4) and 107.0 acres (Alt.
2). Tree removal would not result in substantial changes to adjacent stand structure or
regional forest land composition or distribution. Forest land would not be lost or
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converted to a non-forest use as project-related activities are compatible uses with
forest land zoning designations in the project area.
4.7-4 page ES-29: Tree removal and loss of late seral/old growth forest. Implementing
the action alternatives would result in substantial tree removal, as defined by TRPA, and
could result in the loss of late seral/old growth forest stands, which could interfere with
attainment of late seral/old growth forest threshold standards.
Interfering with threshold attainment renders this EIR inadequate
This document is incorporated for the record.

http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/TEVAL2011_Ch6_Vegatation_Oct2012_Final.pdf

Define in the FEIR what method was used to determine the number of trees that will be
removed. Reasonable estimate or modeling is not defined in the EIR and does not give
an accurate enough number. Define the modeling process in the FEIR. Provide a Table
in the FEIR showing a breakdown of how many trees in the basin versus outside the
Basin are anticipated to be removed.

32-42
cont'd

According to the USFS official at the Kings Beach Public Meeting in December 2013,
this CalPeco project is the largest roadbuilding and tree removal project ever
undertaken in the Lake Tahoe Basin since the Comstock deforestation. There are
alternative approaches to capacity and reliability that must be considered in the FEIR
with additional alternatives proposed to protect the significant impacts that will be
created by the tree removal, habitat disturbance and riparian zone disturbance and
scenic corridors, recreation areas, etc. in the Lake Tahoe basin.
From EIR Pages 4.5-2 and 3 : 4.5.1 REGULATORY SETTING
The following provides an overview of the laws and regulations related
LAKE TAHOE BASIN MANAGEMENT UNIT
The majority of the project study area is located on NFS lands that are managed by the
USFS Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit (LTBMU). The LTBMU was formed in 1973
by Presidential proclamation to provide special protection for the unique features of
Lake Tahoe and its watershed. The LTBMU consists of a portion of the Tahoe National
Forest (28,833 acres), along with portions of the Toiyabe and El Dorado National
Forests. The LTBMU is not covered by the Forest Plan, described above, although it is
still legally part of the Tahoe National Forest. Rather, management of the LTBMU is
guided by the 1988 LTBMU Forest Plan and the 2001 Sierra Nevada Forest Plan
Amendment. All activities within the LTMBU are required to comply with Forest Plan
Standards and Guidelines, including the following:
 e mploy Fore s t S e rvice BMP s to e ffe ctive ly control e ros ion, and
 im ple m e nt proje ct-specific resource protection measures or mitigations as prescribed
to maintain soil productivity.
Furthermore, Section 43, “Soil Resource,” of the LTBMU Forest Plan includes the
following directives:
 Ma inta in s urfa ce litte r, duff, and adequate coarse woody debris to maintain organic
matter reserves and recycle nutrients.
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 Ma inta in prote ctive groundcove r (litte r, duff, or s la s h) or ve ge ta tive cove r to m inim ize
soil erosion. Areas in which the soil resource is continuously impacted by recreation use
will be considered an ongoing priority.
 Minim ize s oil dis pla ce m e nt whe n gra ding s lope s or whe n piling brus h or s la s h.
 Whe re pa s t m a na ge m e nt a ctivitie s ha ve re duce d s oil productivity, im prove s oil
productivity by respreading displaced topsoil, by using tillage to increase porosity, by
increasing nutrient supplies through the addition of fertilizer (utilizing the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency [TRPA] guidelines for fertilizer use), or by increasing nutrient
holding capacity through the addition of organic matter.
 Whe re s oils a re s us ce ptible to compa ction a nd puddling, m inim ize the a re a cove re d
by heavy equipment or operate when soils are least susceptible to damage.
 De s ign proje cts to re duce pote ntia l s oil e ros ion a nd the los s of s oil productivity
caused by loss of vegetation and ground cover. Examples are activities that would: 1)
provide for adequate soil cover in the short term; 2) accelerate the dispersal of coarse
woody debris; 3) reduce the potential impacts of fire on water quality; and 4) carefully
plan restoration/salvage activities to minimize additional short-term effects. Recommend
restoration practices in: 1) areas with compaction in excess of soil quality standards, 2)
areas with lowered water tables, or 3) areas that are either actively down cutting or that
have historic gullies. Identify other management practices, for example, road building,
recreational use, grazing, and timber harvests, that may be contributing to the observed
degradation.
Provide a Table in the FEIR, for compliance of TRPA versus LTBMU for all listed above
as noted in Section 43 Soil Resource of the LTBMU directives for areas of the project in
the Tahoe Basin. Provide TRPA code references not just Chapter but actual code
numbers. Policies provided in DEIR are goals not descriptive requirements.
From EIR Page 4.5-3 and 4: BUILDING CODES
The State of California provides minimum standards for building design through the
California Building Standards Code (California Code of Regulations, Title 24). The
current 2010 California Building Code (CBC) is based on the 2009 International Building
Code, with modifications for California’s conditions, and more detailed and more
stringent regulations. The state earthquake protection law (California Health and Safety
Code Section 19100 et seq.) requires that structures be designed to resist stresses
produced by lateral forces caused by wind and earthquakes. Specific minimum seismic
safety and structural design requirements are set forth in Chapter 16 of the CBC. The
CBC identifies seismic factors that must be considered in structural design. Chapter 18
of the CBC regulates the excavation of foundations and retaining walls, while Chapter
18A regulates construction on unstable soils, such as expansive soils and areas subject
to liquefaction. Appendix J regulates grading activities, including drainage and erosion
control.
Provide a Table in the FEIR, for compliance of Placer County Building Codes versus
CBC codes. Provide Placer County code references not just Chapter but actual code
numbers. Policies provided in DEIR are goals not descriptive requirements.
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From EIR Page 4.12-3 : CODE OF ORDINANCES
The TRPA Code of Ordinances is designed, among other things, to implement the
Goals and Policies contained in the Regional Plan in a manner that attains and
maintains the TRPA environmental threshold standards. The Code addresses many
subjects, including required permits for development, projects subject to TRPA review
and approval, findings required for approval of projects, allowable land use, density and
land coverage, development standards, grading and construction practices, resource
management, water quality, air quality and transportation, and other topics. Changes in
daily vehicle trip ends (DVTE) as a result of a change in project operation are discussed
in Section 65.2, Traffic and Air Quality Mitigation Program, of the Code of Ordinances.
The Code does not address transportation or traffic related to construction activities
The code may not address traffic related construction activities but it does address
temporary activities that include closure of a traffic lane….
From TRPA code 22.7.6. Traffic Mitigation
For a temporary activity that includes the closure of a traffic lane or intersection of a
state or federal highway for more than one hour, or the closure of U.S. 50 at any point
between the South Y and Kingsbury Grade for any period of time, the applicant shall
submit a traffic analysis pursuant to subparagraph 65.2.4.B. Other temporary activities
are exempt from the requirements of Section 65.2.. Provide Traffic analysis in FEIS.
From EIR Page 4.12-14: APM TRAN-1: The applicant will develop and implement a
Traffic Control Plan to minimize disruptions to surface travel and protect the safety of
workers and the traveling public. The Traffic Control Plan will include, but not be limited
to, the following:
 coordina tion with loca l tra ns porta tion a ge ncie s a nd e m e rge ncy s e rvice provide rs for
temporary lane and road closures and implementation of measures to maintain
emergency vehicle access; This APM is not a Traffic Analysis as required by TRPA.
From EIR Page 4.12-15: APM TRAN-1, in addition to other APMs adopted by the
applicant and the dispersed nature of construction activities, would effectively minimize
the adverse effects of project construction on the performance of transportation systems
in the project area and temporary disruptions to various modes of surface travel (transit,
automobile, truck, bicycle, and pedestrian). These construction period impacts on
transportation system operations are considered less than significant. This APM is not
a Traffic Analysis as required by TRPA code
From EIR Page 4.12-26 Impact 4.12-1 is not traffic analysis as required by TRPA code
IMPACT 4.12-1 (Alt.4)
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transportation systems including highway,
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Construction of Alternative 4 (Proposed
Alternative) would generate temporary
construction-related traffic on the road
network in the project area and would
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require temporary lane/shoulder closures
in work zones resulting in traffic delays.
Construction period impacts could result in
a substantial (although temporary)
disruption to various modes of surface
travel (transit, automobile, truck, bicycle,
and pedestrian); however, implementation
of various APMs would prevent and
minimize and adverse effects on the
performance of these systems. This
impact would be less than significant.

From EIR Page ES-6: ES.5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION
Chapter 4, Affected Environment, Environmental Consequences, and Mitigation
Measures, of this Draft EIS/EIS/EIR describes in detail the environmental effects that
would result from implementation of the project alternatives. Impacts are determined to
be: 1) no impact; 2) less than significant (adverse or potentially adverse effects that are
not substantial); 3) significant or potentially significant (substantial or potentially
substantial adverse changes in the environment, for which mitigation measures are
required); and 4) significant and unavoidable (substantial or potentially substantial
adverse changes in the environment that cannot be feasibly reduced to a less-thansignificant levels with mitigation measures).
The project includes applicant proposed measures (APMs) developed to avoid,
minimize, or compensate for the impacts of the project. These APMs were originally
proposed in the June 2010 PEA, and have been modified by the applicant during project
development and in response to environmental review. These measures are listed in
Chapter 3, Project Alternatives. CalPeco has committed to implementing these
measures to reduce the potential direct and indirect impacts that could result from the
action alternatives. Therefore, the APMs are considered part of the project description.
Where impacts are identified that are not addressed by these APMs, or where the
APMs are not adequate to reduce impacts to less than significant levels, the
EIS/EIS/EIR recommends additional mitigation measures. APMs will be incorporated
into the Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance, and Reporting Program developed for this
proposed project, and implementation of the APMs will be monitored in the same
fashion as the mitigation measures developed in this EIS/EIS/EIR.
From TRPA web Goals and Policies
DP-4.1 NEW AND REDEVELOPED RESIDENTIAL, COMMERCIAL, AND PUBLIC
PROJECTS SHALL COMPLETELY OFFSET THEIR WATER QUALITY IMPACTS
THROUGH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS:
A. Implementing on-site and/or off-site erosion and runoff control projects concurrent
with the impact from the project as a condition of project approval and subject to Agency
concurrence as to effectiveness, or
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B. Contributing to a water quality mitigation fund for implementing off-site erosion and
runoff control projects. The amount of such contributions is established by Agency
ordinance.
This policy continues the water quality mitigation funds established as part of TRPA's
Lake Tahoe Basin Water Quality Management Plan. The fee schedules and distribution
formula shall be reviewed and revised as part of the Agency's implementing ordinances
and programs.
DP-4.2 ALL PROJECTS SHALL OFFSET THE TRANSPORTATION AND AIR
QUALITY IMPACTS OF THEIR DEVELOPMENT.
The implementing ordinances for the Regional Plan will define stationary sources of air
pollution which may locate in the Region, and define what constitutes a significant
environmental impact on air quality from stationary sources. Commercial and residential
development contribute indirect impacts to air quality by increasing the number of
vehicle trips in the Region. The cumulative impact of such trips is significant.
The ordinances will establish a fee to offset the impacts from minor projects. The fee will
be assessed on both commercial and residential development. The ordinances will also
define what projects have significant environmental impacts; these projects will be
required to complete an EIS and mitigate air quality and traffic impacts with specific
projects or programs.

32-44
cont'd

From EIR Page 4.2-8: Environmental Improvement Program
Launched in 1997, the Lake Tahoe EIP is a cooperative effort to preserve, restore and
enhance the unique natural and human environment of the Lake Tahoe Region. The
EIP program defines restoration needs for attaining environmental goals or thresholds
and, through a substantial investment of resources, increases the pace at which the
thresholds will be attained. Key to this strategy is reliance upon partnerships with all
sectors of the community, including the private sector, local, state and federal
government. The EIP identifies hundreds of specific projects and programs to be
undertaken by more than 50 funding partners, including federal, state, and local
agencies and the private sector. The projects focus on improving air, water, and scenic
quality, forest health, fish and wildlife, and public access to the Lake and other
recreation areas. The prime directive of the EIP is to move the Tahoe Region closer to
environmental threshold standard attainment. The project’s consistency with this
directive is addressed in each of the resource sections for which a TRPA threshold
standard has been established, including Section 4.4, Scenic Resources; Section 4.5,
Geology, Soils, Land Capability and Coverage; Section 4.6, Hydrology and Water
Quality; Section 4.7, Biological Resources; Section 4.8, Recreation; Section 4.13, Air
Quality, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and Climate Change; and Section 4.14, Noise
From the NOP: RIGHT OF WAY REQUIREMENTS
To accommodate construction, temporary ROWs would be required for the new 625
Line, 650 Line, Northstar Fold, and 132 Line. The total temporary ROW needed would
be approximately 221 acres. Calpeco would negotiate with landowners for right-of-way.
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Calpeco currently holds easements from the USFS, USACE, Placer County, and
various public and private landowners whose properties are crossed by the existing 625
Line, 650 Line, 132 Line, and Northstar Fold. The existing easements are on average
30 feet wide, but would need to be expanded to 40 feet for the 625 Line and
650 Line for operation and maintenance purposes. Calpeco would negotiate with the
existing landowners in order to obtain a permanent easement of 40 feet for the new 625
Line and 650 Line. No land acquisition would be needed for the substation and
switching station facilities because all new facilities would remain on existing
Calpeco-owned parcels.
Provide documentation in the FEIR of correspondence for acquiring a permanent 40
foot easement from existing landowners.

32-45
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The FEIR should identify any other future electrical line upgrades (West Shore, South
Shore, Squaw, Northstar) proposed in and around Lake Tahoe that will be in addition to
the proposed upgrade Alt 4.

32-46

From EIR Page 3-84 : 3.7
Table 3-8 identifies CalPeco’s APMs. These APMs were originally proposed in the June
2010 PEA, and have been modified slightly during project development. All APMs would
be followed during project-related construction activity. CalPeco has committed to
implementing these measures in order to reduce the potential direct and indirect
impacts that could result from the action alternatives. Therefore, the APMs are
considered part of the project description.
The impact analysis in this EIS/EIS/EIR assumes implementation of all APMs. However,
where other impacts are identified that are not addressed by these APMs, or where the
APMs are not adequate to reduce impacts to less than significant levels, the
EIS/EIS/EIR recommends additional mitigation measures. APMs will be incorporated
into the Mitigation Monitoring, Compliance, and Reporting Program developed for this
Proposed Project, and implementation of the APMs will be monitored in the same
fashion as the mitigation measures developed in this EIS/EIS/EIR.
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The impact analysis in this EIS/EIS/EIR assumes implementation of all APMs All
Applicant Proposed Measures (APMs) must be made conditions of permit and identified
in the FEIR as permit conditions to insure implementation, completion, monitoring, etc.
is actually accomplished. Assuming implementation is not a guarantee.
The inconvenient truth is that this project was proposed and an initial environmental
analysis was undertaken by Nevada Energy in 2010 with a customer base of over two
(2) million. CalPeco/Liberty Utilities then purchased a smaller market share of
customers which is approximately 49,000. CalPeco found it easier and of course
cheaper to piggy-back off the NV Energy enviro documentation.
The number of customers and economics of this project MUST be a factor and an
option for no upgrade to the Tahoe Basin line segments which could minimize or
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eliminate rate hikes of up to 30% on basin ratepayers must be studied in the FEIR. This
is a SIGNIFICANT IMPACT to the rate-payer.

32-48
cont'd

Provide in the FEIR a Table showing all mitigation measures that will pay a fee and how
much each of those fees is.

32-49

I am Requesting an Amended EIR be re-circulated for the following issues but not
limited to: 1) substation capacity assessment, 2) undergrounding feasibility for portions
of the upgrade, 3) needs assessment by resort versus Tahoe Basin 4) TRPA and
Placer County code compliance ( ie. Scenic, Habitat and SEZ Disturbance, Noise, etc. )
The ratepayers should not be responsible for an investment made by Calpeco/Liberty
Utilities with a proposed upgrade that is not financially feasible for the current ratepayer
base ( two million+ Nevada Energy customers versus 49,000 Liberty Utilities
customers). A 5-15 year upgrade alternative using current capacity versus proposed
Northstar and Squaw upgrade needs should have been proposed instead of using the
Nevada Energy PEA as the baseline. Financial feasibility is a significant factor and
must be analyzed in FEIR.

32-50
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TRPA Code CHAPTER 2: APPLICABILITY OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES
CHAPTER 2: APPLICABILITY OF THE CODE OF
ORDINANCES
2.1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
2.1.1. Purpose
This chapter implements the Compact provisions relating to projects and permits. This
chapter also implements Article VI(a) of the Compact, which requires TRPA to prescribe
by ordinance those activities that the agency has determined will not have a
substantial effect on the land, water, air, space, or any other natural resources in the
Tahoe region and therefore are exempt from the agency’s review and approval.
2.1.2. Applicability
This chapter identifies activities that may have a substantial effect on the land, air,
water, space or any other natural resources and therefore are projects subject to TRPA
review and approval. This chapter also identifies activities that will not have a
substantial effect on the land, air, water, space and any other natural resource in the
region and therefore are exempt from TRPA review and approval. Exemption of
activities from TRPA review and approval shall not be construed to exempt such
activities from applicable provisions of the Code.
2.1.3. Organization of this Chapter
A. Section 2.2 implements the Compact provisions relating to projects and
permits. An activity that is not exempt or granted a qualified exemption from
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this Code pursuant to Section 2.3 is a project subject to TRPA review and
approval pursuant to Section 2.2.
BY the EIR’s own admission Page 4.4-11, “These terms and definitions are not specific
to any one visual resource assessment methodology (i.e., neither TRPA nor USFS), but
instead are general in nature such that the setting can be described in a manner that
allows for adequate assessment of visual impacts under either framework” thus
rendering the EIR inadequate and inaccurate.

32-52
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We also incorporate all comments from the following organizations
North Tahoe Preservation Alliance, Tahoe Area Sierra Club, Friends of West Shore
North Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance

These documents are incorporated for the record.
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Resolution-82-11_12-2012.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/regional-plan/threshold-evaluation/
http://www.placer.ca.gov/departments/communitydevelopment/planning/documentlibrar
y/commplans/martisvalleycp
http://www.placer.ca.gov/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/EnvCoordSvcs/EIR/Nor
thstarMMP.aspx
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Bistate_Compact.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/TRPA_Code_of_Ordinances.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/Regional_Plan_Goals_Policies_Final-2012-1212.pdf
http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/12-122012_RP_Final_Adopted_Attachments_clean.pdf
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Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
Attention: Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
Email: wjepson@trpa.org
California Public Utilities Commission
Attention: Mike Florio or Michael Rosauer 505 Van Ness Avenue, 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
michael.rosauer@cpuc.ca.gov
Re: California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
(California State Clearinghouse #2012032066, TRPA project file #530-201-00/ERSP 2009-3591,
TRPA EIS file #ENVR2O1O-0001 , TRPA Plan Area Amendment #PLAN2O13-0004, and
CPUC Application #CPUC A. 10-08-024)
While I am unsure of CEQA requirements regarding socioeconomic and environmental justice
issues, I am concerned that the Draft EIS/EIR/EIS did not adequately address socioeconomic and
environmental justice issues related to the cost of the project (and who bears the cost of the
project). This issue was identified during the scoping phase in comments by the EPA regarding
NEPA requirements, and in Town of Truckee comments regarding future rate increases to
customers.

33-1

The Notice of Preparation promised that: “The EIS/EIS/EIR will identify and address any
disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects, including the
interrelated social and economic effects on minority and low-income populations.”
For an adequate analysis of these socioeconomic and environmental justice impacts, the draft
EIS/EIR/EIS needs to look beyond the project area identified in Section ES.1.1, to evaluate
socioeconomic and environmental justice impacts on the relatively small number (approximately
50,000) CalPECO ratepayers (many or most of which live in the South Lake Tahoe area outside
of the defined “project area”). While the NOP asserted that “Project financing is not in the
purview of CEQA, NEPA, or the TRPA environmental review; other than as potential
justification for classifying an alternative as economically infeasible”, consideration of
socioeconomic and environmental justice issues should address impacts to all CalPeco
ratepayers. If, for example, high project costs (which were not specified in the draft EIS/EIR/
EIS) are largely borne by ratepayers in South Lake Tahoe communities with high percentages of
persons below poverty level, there may be disproportionately high and adverse impacts on
minority or low-income populations in South Lake Tahoe (who are unlikely to receive positive
effects on their local economy).

33-2

In reviewing Socioeconomics and Environmental Justice in Section 5.6, the draft EIR/EIS/EIR
includes Washoe County, Nevada in the discussion of Regional Setting, but does not include the
CalPeco customers in the City of South Lake Tahoe or unincorporated sections of El Dorado
County within the Tahoe Basin. These areas should be included in discussion of the regional
setting, and their inclusion would likely indicate a larger percentages of affected persons
(CalPeco) below the poverty level. Tables 5-1 through 5-5 should be modified to include these
affected areas.
To evaluate impacts on areas with high percentages of minority or below poverty level
populations, there should be at least some discussion of the impacts of costs of this project on
utility bills. Information on the increase to utility bills to pay for the project should be made
available in the draft EIR/EIS/EIR, and is essential for an adequate evaluation of the significance
of these socioeconomic impacts. If significant rate increases would create a disproportionately
high and adverse impact on minority or low-income populations, additional consideration of
reduced project scope, or a modified project-funding mechanisms which would reduce the high
and adverse impacts on minority or low-income populations should be evaluated. In addition to
an analysis in the EIR/EIS/EIR, these impacts on ratepayers should be evaluated during other
phases of project review by responsible agencies, e.g., PUC.

Thank you for your consideration.

Robert Erlich
843 Clement St
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
Email: erterlich@gmail.com
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From: Ken Arnett [ mailto:ken@arnettconsultants.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 11 :23 AM
To: Wendy Jepson
Subject: Re: Calpeco Project- Draft EIS response
Importance: High

Letter
37

Ms. Jepson,
In response to the Draft EIS and comment period, please find attached comments I response letter related to the
proposed Calpeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project. Please incorporate these and the below additional
comments into your review and findings for the proposed project.
Specifically I request that your findings support Q!}Jy_the Draft EIS alternative to re-route and underground a portion of the
proposed line from the Kings Beach Substation along Specked Avenue and north along Hwy 267. This preferred
undergrounding and re-routing alternative provides for the necessary bypassing of the Kingswood East Subdivision and
the obvious negative and un-mitigated impacts associated with the proposed overhead line alternative immediately
adjacent to the Kingswood Subdivision.

The proposed overhead powerline alternative along the Kingswood East Subdivision would result in an overburdening of
the existing easement, poses health hazards to residents, detremental environmental impacts to nearby SEZ and forested
areas and represents a degredation of our property values, violation of the scenic vista , in addition to those issues cited in
my original comments (attached for reference).

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely,
Kenneth R. Arnett, PLS

-------- Original Message -------Subject:Re: Response to Calpeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Proj ect
Date:Mon, 23 Apr201212:16:51 -0700
From:Ken Arnett <ken@arnettconsultants.com>
Organization:Arnett & Associates, Inc.
To: wjepson@trpa.org

Ms. Jepson,

Please find attached comments I response letter related to the Calpeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project.
Please incorporate these comments into tour review and findings for the proposed project.
Sincerely,
Kenneth R. Arnett, PLS
1
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FROM THE DESK OF

Kenneth R. Arnett
P.O. Box 336
Crysta l Bay
Nevada 89402
(775) 997-8618

April 23, 2012

Tahoe Regional Planning Association
P.O. Box 5310
Stateline, Nevada 89449
Attn : Wendy Jepson, Senior Planner
Re: Proposed Calpeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Project

Dear Ms. Jepson,
I am writing today in resporse to the NOP/NOI for the proposed Calpeco 625 and 650 Electrical
Line Project and to respectfully request that the following written comments beincorporated into
the project public response period and Draft EIR/EIS and project documents. As a 30 +year
Tahoe Basin resident and Owner of a Residence within The Kingswood Subdivision immediately
abutting the proposed 120KV Transmission Line , I have serious scientific and factual concerns
regarding this proposal. I believe that construction of a proposed 120 KV Transmission line
within the existing power line Easement adjacent to my property is both detrimental to the
Environment and poses a serious Heath Hazard to myself and my family, along with neighboring
Property Owners. The negative affects of this proposal cannot be understated and cannot be
mitigated.
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Specifically, the project Draft EIR/EIS and supplemental project studies must address the
following shortcomings and detrimental affects:
Proposed Project located within a Stream Environment Zone'Water Quality Concerns
A portion of the proposed Transmission Line is propcsed within an existing Utility corridor and
Easement originating at the Kings Beach, California Switching Station and running in a northerly
direction and parallel with a Stream Environmert Zone (SEZ) located along Griff Creek. Many of
the existing 60KV power poles are actually constructed in the SEZand SEZ Setback areas.
Disturbance from Construction and maintenance of the very large proposed 120KV Power poles
in this present alignment and SEZ represents an unacceptable environmental degradation of the
SEZ and is not consistent with the goals and objectives of TRPA to protect such environmentally
sensitive areas. The Lake Tahoe Basin is unique in that the surface waters and resulting water
quality are affected by disturbance within Stream Environment Zones.
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Public Safety/ Fire Risk Management.
The proposed alignment calls for placement of High Voltage Transmission Lines within both
remote forested areas and areas of Urban lnterface(Kingswood Subdivision). This approach
poses increase risk of catastrophic Wild Fire due to utility line failures when exposed or snow
and wind loading. Evidence of these risks can be found with recent Wildland Fires occuring on
the Eastern Slope of the Sierra causing millions of dollars in Residential property loss and
destruction of Forest and Wildlands.
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Visual Impacts/ Degradation of Property Values
Visual Impacts form this proposal include the replacement of the existing wooden power poles
with massive steel and concrete poles which have a significant scenic impact due to the height
and massing of the poles, crossbars insulators and electrical lines. It is anticipated that
established conifer trees which currently screen the existing smaller 60KV distribution line will
need to be removed as part of the construction and line maintenance process.
Property values of the abutting Residences and Properties will be adversely affected due to the
visual impacts resulting from tree clearing and screening for the proposed 120 KV line.
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Health Hazard/ EMF/ Corona induced Current Affects/ Exposure to abutting Residents
The Project EIR/EIS must acknowledge and recognize that the proposed120 KV Transmission
Line poses Health Hazards in the form of High Vdtage Electrical Fields to abutting Residents.
These affects are well documented by the Federal EPA, California Energy Commission and in
numerous published Studies on the subject. These affects are observed as audible electrical
noise; radio, television and computer monitor interference, gaseous effluents, shock potential
and fuel ignition . These Electro Magnetic Energy fields typically eminent several hundred feet
from the source. In the case of the Kingswood Subdivision, numerous Residences are located
well within this sphere of influence. The proposed increase output from the existing 60KV Line to
the proposed 120 KV Line greatly increases the Health risks and detrimental affects. These
affects are significant and cannot be mitigated.
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Overburdening of Existing Easement
The existing Easement abutting the Kingswood Subdivision was granted by the US Forest
Service in connection with permitting and placement of the existing 60 KV Service and
Distribution Line. Expansion of this Easement use to accommodate the proposed 120KV
Transmission Line represents an overburdening of the Existing Easement.
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Lack of Alternative Site Analysis :
The Draft NOP/NOI document fails to adequately identify an alternative alignment for the
proposed Transmission Line. The Project EIR/EIS must include a detailed study to incorporate
the preferred and alignment alternatives. One such alternative is to realign the primary segment
of the line along Speckled Avenue( an existing Placer County commercial and industrial
Roadway) and within the State Highway 267 Corridors.

Please incorporate the above comments and route alternative in your analysis , as well as
addressing all of the above issues in moving forward with the formal project EIR/RIS and project
scoping.

Thank you for your attention to these critical matters.

Sincerely,

~

Kenneth R. Arnett
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Jessica Babcock
From: Casey Beyer [mailto:cbeyer@svlg.org]
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 5:31 PM
To: John Hester; Wendy Jepson
Cc: Joanne Marchetta
Subject: Fwd: Energy project in SE San Jose

Dear John and Wendy:
Attached please find information for an innovative energy option that could potentially replace the diesel
generation systems in the CalPeco project.
As I noted - there are 'other more sustainable' energy options that could be explored. Of course, the pass through 48-1
cost to the customer through rate increases should be a part I the conversation.
All about balance. Please pass this along to the applicant as you see appropriate.
Happy holidays to you all!
Casey
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Lomax, Karla" <KIR2@pge.com>
Date: December 20, 2013 at 2:31:41 PM PST
To: Casey Beyer <cbeyer@svlg.org>
Cc: "tmcrae@svlg.org" <tmcrae@svlg.org>, "fwahl@svlg.org" <fwahl@svlg.org>
Subject: RE: Energy project in SE San Jose
CaseyAttached is a fact sheet on the project and a link to the release. There is also an article on our
blog which includes a video. I hope this helps.
Karla
http://www.pgecurrents.com/2013/05/23/largest-battery-energy-storage-system-in-california-toimprove-electric-reliability-for-customers/

http://www.pge.com/about/newsroom/newsreleases/20130523/pge_energy_commission_unveil_
battery_energy_storage_in_san_jose.shtml

***********************
Karla Rodriguez Lomax
1

Government Relations
PG&E
Direct: 408-282-7450
Cell: 408-206-8744
Email: kir2@pge.com
-----Original Message----From: Casey Beyer [mailto:cbeyer@svlg.org]
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 6:25 AM
To: Lomax, Karla
Cc: tmcrae@svlg.org; fwahl@svlg.org
Subject: Energy project in SE San Jose
Karla- earlier this year - Carl was a speaker at the opening of the power station at a SVLG
member company site in SE San Jose.
I am traveling today in Lake Tahoe for my monthly TRPA board meeting ( I am a California
Governor appointee to this bi-state board). We have a project on our agenda - Cal Peco which is
a Sierra Nevada-Pacific Electric proposal to upgrade miles of transmission lines in the Lake
Tahoe basin.
The proposal calls out for upgrading their backup substations- which are diesel generators. Under
current California PUC rules and Air quality requirements those diesel generators have limited
hour use. And in the past they have either overused the backup systems in violation of code or
shut down the generators this limiting power during critical times.
I thought the specifications for the SE San Jose power supply site may be an alternative- more
environmental friendly.
Can you have a PG&E colleague send me the specs.
I know this is not a Leadership Group policy issue, but it is fundamentally a state policy issue
that is looking for a solution. Thank you in advance for any assistance you might be able to
provide.
Casey
Sent from my iPhone

PG&E is committed to protecting our customers' privacy.
To learn more, please visit http://www.pge.com/about/company/privacy/customer/

2

Battery modules being loaded into cabinets at PG&E’s NaS battery system
installation underway in San Jose

Planning for the future:

PG&E Electric Operations is installing a 4 MW/28 MWh Sodium-Sulfur Battery Energy Storage System
(NaS BESS) at the Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST) facility in San Jose, California. The system
began operation in May 2013.
This project aims to provide critical real-world
data on the technical and financial performance of
battery energy storage to inform our understanding
of how battery storage devices can serve PG&E’s
customers and the overall electric grid.

About The System

Helping to enable greater integration
of intermittent renewable generation
is a key potential benefit of battery
storage

The sodium-sulfur (NaS) battery
energy storage system (BESS) is
one of the most advanced battery
storage technologies available,
with 7 hours of energy storage,
a high efficiency, and a long life
span of 15 years. The batteries are
manufactured by NGK Insulators,
a Japanese company with over
300 MW of NaS storage projects
deployed worldwide. The S&C
Electric Company is the EPC
contractor for the project, is
providing the power conversion
and battery management systems
that manage the battery’s
interaction with the grid.

Testing Plans:
PG&E, working in coordination with Electric Power
Research Institute via a grant from the California Energy
Commission to study the system’s performance, will
undertake testing to evaluate how the NaS BESS can:
• Improve power quality and reliability
• Support greater integration of intermittent renewables
• Supply services to California electricity (CAL-ISO) markets
In line with project objectives, the BESS implementation
will follow the multi-phase approach outlined below:
Phase I, System Evaluation: A series of tests to evaluate
system operating boundaries across a variety of metrics.
Phase II, Basic Performance: Demonstration of the BESS
for peak shaving, CAISO market participation, and basic
smoothing of renewable resources, as well as the testing
and deployment of a new battery dispatch control
application.
Phase III, Advanced Performance: Demonstration of the
BESS for providing ancillary services in CAISO markets,
multi-function operations, islanding, and automation of
system response to CAISO awards. The battery will be
operated under CAISO’s new Non-Generator Resource
(NGR) market model, a model that PG&E staff has played
key roles in developing.
PG&E and EPRI will make the results of these
evaluations available to the public.

“PG&E” refers to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, a subsidiary of PG&E Corporation. © 2013 Pacific Gas and Electric Company. All rights reserved.

4 MW Battery Energy Storage System at HGST
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December 23, 2013

Mike Florio
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Re:

Liberty Utilities proposed 30% rate hike for Alpine County, CA

Dear Mr. Florio,
As a resident of Alpine County, CA, I urge the California Public Utilities Commission to deny the request of Liberty
Utilities for a 30% rate increase. In these continuing times of financial difficulty, it is unconscionable that a company
would consider raising rates by such a substantial amount as 30%. Such a significant increase will most certainly
cause undo financial hardship on many Liberty Utilities consumers.
There are no choices available to the consumer as to who provides this service and with that in mind, the company
has decided to seriously and adversely impact their customers with this outrageous increase request. This is the
truest form of corporate squeeze on the consumer that has no option for alternate service.
Please deny this request and ask that Liberty Utilities “sharpen their pencil” and find a way to make a reasonable rate
increase request if one is absolutely necessary.
Thanking you in advance.
Sincerely,

Gail Taylor
2020 Emigrant Trail
Woodfords, CA 96120
Mailing Address:
PO Box 18284
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96151
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Rick & Karen Dustman
21 Nevada Road
Markleeville, CA 96120

Tel (530) 694-2122

December 26, 2013

Mike Florio
Calif. Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco CA 94102

Re: Liberty Utilities application/EIR

Dear CPUC:
We are writing to oppose the Liberty Utilities/CalPeco Power Line Upgrade
application, as currently proposed.

52-2

As you know, in the original 2010 application by Sierra Pacific, the $26 million
cost of this project would have been spread among that company’s 2.5 million ratepayers.
With Liberty Utilities and its parent company, CalPeco taking over the project, the cost
has skyrocketed to double the original cost projection (close to $50 million, now).
However, the number of ratepayers slated to absorb this cost has plummeted to just
49,000 customers – a drop of 2.45 million.

52-3

Liberty Utilities is apparently arguing that this upgrade is necessary just to
maintain quality service, without brown-outs or black-outs. However, the existing lines
remain adequate for the current Tahoe Basin demand. The excess utility demand is
coming, not from small individual customers, but rather from the big real estate
developments of Northstar, Lahontan, and Martis Camp, all outside the Tahoe Basin. In
essence, we are being asked to pay an estimated 20 to 30 percent more in our domestic
rates, to enable future growth and more snow-making by large resorts in Placer County.

52-4

Some 47,000 trees are said to be slated for destruction is this project goes forward
– a sad impact on an area prized for its rustic beauty. The Sierra Club argues that these
upgrades will only spur more growth and development. Dave McClure of the North Lake
Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance similarly notes that this “resort loop” will enable
Northstar and Squaw Valley to keep growing. The relocation of the Tahoe City
substation has apparently not been part of the environmental documents, and there are
concerns that approval of this project could hamper future efforts to move the substation.

52-5
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For all of these reasons, especially the disproportionate financial burden that will
be imposed on a tiny group of rate-payers not responsible for the demand, we urge you to
deny the proposed application, or to impose mitigation measures relieving current
residential rate-payers from the financial burden caused by this “resort loop”
improvement.
Sincerely,

Rick and Karen Dustman
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Jessica Babcock

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Ken Wittman [mailto:Ken.Wittman@libertyutilities.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 9:09 AM
To: Wendy Jepson
Subject: FW: Rate Increase
Wendy ‐
Can you please add the email below to the public record.
Thanks
Ken Wittman │Liberty U li es (CalPeco Electric) LLC │ Manager of Rates & Regulatory Aﬀairs
O: 530‐543‐5267 │C: 530‐721‐0357
E: ken.wittman@libertyutilities.com
933 Eloise Avenue, South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Jane Starratt [mailto:je.starratt@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 7:53 AM
To: Ken Wittman
Subject: Rate Increase
I am very much opposed to the rate increase for power in Alpine County. This past year, under Liberty has seen the
worst service in the 18 years that we have resided here. This increase is to pay for improved service to benefit
development in El Dorado County. And a 30 % increase is outrageous!
Jane Starratt

53-1

Sent from my iPad
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The information contained in this e‐mail and all attachments may contain privileged or confidential information. If you
are not the intended recipient or received this communication by error, please notify the sender and delete the message
and all attachments from your system without copying or disclosing it.
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Jessica Babcock

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Ken Wittman [mailto:Ken.Wittman@libertyutilities.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:20 AM
To: Wendy Jepson
Subject: FW: 30 % increase
Wendy ‐
Please include the email below in the public record.
Thanks
Ken Wittman │Liberty U li es (CalPeco Electric) LLC │ Manager of Rates & Regulatory Aﬀairs
O: 530‐543‐5267 │C: 530‐721‐0357
E: ken.wittman@libertyutilities.com
933 Eloise Avenue, South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Teresa Grabham [mailto:grabstudio@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 9:48 AM
To: Ken Wittman
Subject: 30 % increase
Your proposed increase will be a huge burden. How can you do this when people are struggling already? Jobs are hard
enough to find in the winter when electric use goes up and you are proposing a huge increase. This is unconscionable!
Please reconsider. Teresa Grabham
Sent from my iPad
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
The information contained in this e‐mail and all attachments may contain privileged or confidential information. If you
are not the intended recipient or received this communication by error, please notify the sender and delete the message
and all attachments from your system without copying or disclosing it.

1
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CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Thank you, Sean. Questions?

2

Comments from the APC members before I open it up for

3

public comment?

4

Steve?

MR. BUELNA: Yeah, I've got some comments. I'm just

5

trying to go through these.

6

to do with community plan consistency.

7

just looking at the letter from Sustainable Community

8

Advocates and finding myself in agreement with a number of

9

the issues raised, particularly as it relates to the

One of the comments I had has
And I'm -- I'm

10

relocation of the Tahoe City substation.

11

you know, there's costs associated, but, you know, some of

12

the questions are what exactly would that cost be and how

13

thoroughly have we evaluated the opportunity to relocate

14

this.

15

now, when will we have the opportunity to relocate that.

16

Understanding,

I'm thinking that, you know, if it doesn't happen

Also the big concern particularly with that as it

17

relates to the potential conflict with the recreation

18

opportunities.

19

the transit center there that Mr. Teshara references in

20

his letter.

21

plus the restaurants in that area and just the potential

22

conflict for the interaction.

23

You know, we -- Placer County just put in

You know, there's the rafting opportunities,

Also speaking to community plan consistency,

24

the -- our community plan speaks to the undergrounding of

25

utilities and I'm wondering, you know, how much of that is
2
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1

planned to occur through this process.

2

there are some areas that, you know, it may not make sense

3

or it may not be within that particular plan area

4

statement or community plan, but I'd like some more

5

information along with that.

6

Understanding

And the one alternative that I was actually

7

hoping to get a little bit more information on was the no

8

action alternative that we didn't speak about.

9

project doesn't go forward what kind of impacts would we

10

have from that.

11

may have some more, but I think that gives it --

12

If this

So I tried to keep my comments short.

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: That's fine.

an overview.
Okay.

Other

13

members?

14

my mouth.

15

speak on this, but I'll give other folks an opportunity.

16

But I will call up Ellie.

17

comment on this?

18

I

You know, I'll take public comment before I open
I only have one individual who signed in to

MS. WALLER:

Would you like to come up and

Good morning.

Ellie Waller

19

representing Friends of Tahoe Vista for the record.

20

will be submitting more detailed comments before the

21

deadline.

22

correctly addressed.

23

potentially induces growth with increased capacity inside

24

and outside the basin.

25

impacts Table 4.12 should be updated for the Homewood

I

Cumulative impacts need to be adequately and
The CalPeco upgrade project

The project list for cumulative

3
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numbers.

2

numbers in.

3

the number of units.

4

There is an approved project.
The same with Boulder Bay.

- December 4, 2013

They can put the
It doesn't show

Under the local agency sections, why only note

5

the Tahoe City community plan.

6

plan and the Tahoe Vista community plan until replaced by

7

area plans are affected because the Highway 267 utility

8

lines and the scenic route bifurcate those two community

9

plans.

The Kings Beach community

Scenic issues include, but are not limited to,

10

adding power lines that are increased the Fiberboard

11

Freeway where you don't see the girth of the poles.

12

will see these bigger poles.

13

lines are larger.

14

provided you today and that's in the document, it does

15

change that scenic route.

16

or relocating them to be buffered by trees would be a

17

desirable condition for that highway.

18

You

The Highway 267 corridor

You can see in the visual that they

Noise issues.

Removing the lines completely

CalPeco will provide notification

19

of construction to all property owners 300 feet of the

20

project and post a phone number within a thousand feet.

21

Flight paths of helicopters are beyond that.

22

blasting activities.

23

I think CalPeco should at minimum post this in local

24

newspapers on the TRPA website so people in the area

25

aren't freaking out over blasting noise.

Same with

You can hear blasting a mile away.

Helicopters we
4
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all kind of get used to.

2

Also construction activities are posted as TRPA

3

jurisdiction hours as well as Placer County with some

4

exceptions.

5

strict hours should be enforced.

6

The goshawk was brought up as unavoidable.

7

the statistics and the number of acres that will be

8

disturbed between the differences, staying over the

9

long-term because the existing 625 line would be

At this point I'm assuming that the TRPA more
Biological resources.
When you read

10

decommissioned and vegetation would be allowed to

11

reestablish within the existing 20-foot vegetation

12

corridor, the net disturbances would be reduced. Well, how

13

long does it take for those trees to grow back and provide

14

that habitat?

15

through September and you find an active nest, you could

16

have issues with your schedule.

17

And if the nesting period is February

And the impact 4.2-1 for Alternative 4, the

18

amendment of the plan area statement.

19

on the content calendar and should be part of this

20

process.

21

the Fiberboard Freeway is owned by and bears the cost of

22

maintenance.

23

the wear and tear of the construction.

24

County agency director of planning Michael Johnson.

25

said his speculation is it's SPI for the most part, but

It should not be pulled out.

This should not be

And identify who

If CalPeco has to go and use this road and
I asked Placer
He

5
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2

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:
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Thank you.
Ellie, SPI stands for Sierra

3

Pacific Industries?

4

Other members of public interested, please step forward.

5

State your name for the record.

6

MR. ZUMWALT:

Okay.

Thank you for your comments.

Sorry.

Good morning.
Got it.

Good.

My name is

7

Scott Zumwalt.

8

City.

9

submitted and also the comments from the board member.

Owner of Bridetender Tavern & Grill, Tahoe

I'm here to support the letter that Mr. Teshara

10

Our property borders -- or is adjacent to the substation

11

there in Tahoe City.

12

if there is going to be a revamping of the substation,

13

this would probably be the time to look at relocation.

14

we're trying to improve the Y area of Tahoe City and the

15

entrance to Tahoe City, I think now would be the time.

16

do know there is a cost associated, but I do believe that

17

now is the appropriate time.

18

And as was stated earlier, I think

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

Thank you for your comments.

Other members of the public interested in addressing the

20

APC?

21

I

Thank you.

19

Dave?

If

Good morning.

MR. McCLURE:

Good morning.

Good morning.

Oops.

22

Good morning members of the commission.

23

McClure with the North Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance.

24

And I just have a few comments given this forum, and we

25

will have much more detailed comments for the

My name is Dave

6
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environmental document.

2

One of the terms that's constantly used with

3

feasibility is not just technical or legal, but also

4

economic, economic feasible.

5

feasible.

6

very arguable point because of the high cost of this

7

project and how those costs are being paid for, allocated,

8

in order to allow construction of the project.

9

Is this economically

And I would submit at this point that that is a

I think at this point it ties in directly with

10

the alternatives discussion and how the alternatives

11

discussion, how many of them were rejected quickly

12

because, for instance, one alternative said what if we

13

just build the 650 line into Kings Beach and that's it.

14

Will that solve the problem?

15

part like that wouldn't solve the whole problem.

16

Then another -- so it was rejected.

17

alternative was what if we continued the 120 kilovolt

18

capacity all the way to Tahoe City, would that solve the

19

problem.

20

some reason there was no effort to look at combining

21

possible alternatives into a scheme that might end up

22

being a legitimate alternative.

23

was reading all these alternatives it was clear that there

24

was a predisposition for a decision about a 120 kilovolt

25

loop no matter what.

Well, obviously one little
Okay?

Then another

And that wouldn't solve the problem.

But for

And I felt as though as I

In other words, that's what is the
7
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1

project, that's what is wanted, and everything goes into

2

justifying that particular project.

3

So there's a real problem with feasibility in

4

terms of cost.

5

regarding that, the alternatives as well.

6

fact, there is an immediate need for the system to be

7

upgraded to handle existing demand and capacity and so on,

8

then the phasing element of this project needs to be

9

clarified a lot more because the 625 line through the

There's no economic analysis at all
And if, in

10

Tahoe Basin, okay, is now set up as phase 3 may or may not

11

ever be necessary.

12

any kind of demand in the basin.

13

actual demand numbers from CalPeco that justify that.

14

here's the problem.

15

an upgraded line to 120 kilovolts.

16

lines that feed all of South Lake Tahoe, all of South Lake

17

Tahoe with the casinos and the huge residential, and we're

18

putting that size line in the basin on the north shore for

19

16 miles.

20

Tahoe City.

21

flow the circuit to feed Northstar, Squaw Valley, Alpine

22

Meadows, Lahontan, Martis Camp, all these developments

23

outside the basin.

24
25

It's certainly not necessary based on
And we're trying to get
But

You're dealing with 15 or 16 miles of
This is the sized

And our demand up there is Kings Beach and
No, the reason for that line is to allow us

So there's got to be a harder look at this.

This

is not a simple loop like a lasso rope, a single loop.
8
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1

There's a loop to Squaw Valley now.

2

what if we lose a line to Squaw Valley, we're going to

3

have to run the power back through the basin to feed Squaw

4

Valley.

5

talking about is losing two lines to Squaw Valley.

6

then if we have a double circuit into Kings Beach from 267

7

where the lines cross and we're going to run a double

8

circuit into Kings Beach, what if we lose that double

9

circuit line?

So when we talk about

Well, Squaw Valley has a loop now, so what we're
And

Then Kings Beach has nothing.

10

So the idea of the N minus 1, the single

11

contingency reliability thing can't be just used selectively

12

on certain segments in order to try to prove a point.

13

needs to be thoroughly analyzed, if at all, on all the

14

segments and on the proposed project.

15

So I think there's a lot more here that needs to

16

be looked at.

17

alluded to earlier.

18

removed 47,000 trees?

19

Okay.

20

substantial nature.

21

Tahoe Basin.

22

water.

23

It

This is a huge project that somebody
Has any project in the last 35 years
And even if down to one inch.

So maybe half those, trees 25,000 trees are of a
This is a huge impact to the North

This is an outstanding national resource

Also along 267, if somebody's going to spend 50

24

million dollars on a project, once in maybe 50 years would

25

it ever be done, you're telling me that coming down 267
9
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1

we're not going to move those power lines out of the

2

scenic corridor where 15,000 people a day or vehicles a

3

day drive up and down 267?

4

it over about 150 feet so there's a tree buffer.

5

lines are not visible from 267.

6

What an opportunity to shift
The

Tremendous opportunity.

We're not here to just meet minimum thresholds.

7

We're here to improve an outstanding national resource

8

water.

9

believe since references, numerous references have been

10

made to the original Sierra Pacific application on this

11

project and followed with an amendment made by CalPeco to

12

take over this project from what the Sierra Pacific had

13

originally requested, that these documents and all other

14

documents related to this project that are filed with the

15

PUC actually be entered into the record, be part of the

16

record of this particular proceeding.

17

comments for later.

18
19

And finally, I would just like to add that I

We'll save more

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Thank you, Dave. Other members of
the public interested in commenting on this?

20

MS. AMES:

21

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

22

MS. AMES:

Good morning, you all.
Good morning.

And thank you for the opportunity to

23

comment.

24

record.

25

interested in this project in terms of growth inducing and

The Tahoe Area Sierra Club, Laurel Ames for the
And the Tahoe Area Sierra Club is really

10
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1

cumulative impacts.

2

argument.

3

terms of the environmental impacts, they really have to

4

look at the environmental impacts.

5

clearly a cumulative impacts report.

6

very important in this discussion.

7

And resiliency is a separate

I understand that's their argument, but in

And CEQA requires
That will be very,

And as Mr. -- as Dave has mentioned just

8

previously, there are all kinds of issues relating to the

9

actual need and whether it's there or not.

And if it's

10

not there but you're going to do it anyhow, that's growth

11

inducing.

12

will be submitting written comments.

13

Other than that, I will limit my comments.

We

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Thank you. Other members of the

14

public interested in addressing the APC on this issue?

15

Okay.

16

I want to thanks the public for your comments.

17

appreciate those comments and they will become part of the

18

record on this project as the applicant's rolled out in

19

terms of their schedule and the process for CEQA and NEPA.

20

Seeing none, I'm going to close the public comment.
I

I would like to bring it back to the APC.

21

there any other comments or questions that APC has?

22

Steve, go ahead.

23

Are

MR. BUELNA: I just wanted to quickly add on to the

24

discussion about community plan consistency and just note

25

for the record that our area plan, you know, we're going
11
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1

through the process of updating our area plan. And the

2

group for Tahoe City has been discussing the -- this

3

particular relocation of the substation.

4

something that was identified in the ‘94 community plan,

5

so I'd like to add that.

6
7

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:Good.I'm glad you added that.
Peter?

8
9

And it's also

MR. MAURER:A couple comments and a question. I'll
start with the question.

So there's multiple agencies

10

that have different actions.

11

I don't know, John, if you know the answer to this or if

12

the, say, TRPA does not approve the plan amendment, can

13

the CPUC override that and still grant the order to

14

construct or -- I'm curious about that.

Does one supersede another?

15

MR. MARSHALL:

16

MR. MAURER: Okay.

17

I like short, sweet answers.

No, no.

18

Good.

19

I think that the issues that Mr. Teshara brought up in his

20

letter that Mr. Buelna has -- has elaborated about on

21

a bit, you know, are worth pursuing further.

22

Thank you.

And then as far as comments, you know,

It seems as though several alternatives or

23

potential combinations that result in other alternatives

24

were -- appeared to have been rejected out of hand due to

25

costs.

And it would probably be good to see, you know,
12
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1

how did those costs stack up and just see, you know, how

2

viable some other alternative is.

3

an electrical engineer and understand all the operations

4

of the utility.

5

appreciate the hard work that goes into making sure we can

6

turn on the lights.

7

you know, Tahoe is a unique environment and I think we

8

have to be very careful looking at how we can minimize

9

both the visual impacts and all the impacts of the

10

I don't pretend to be

I'm very it's very, very complex.

We need them.

I

But at the same time,

resources in the basin.

11

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:Okay.I had two questions.

I

12

think they're for Mike.

13

a bit the six diesel generators that you have over in

14

Kings Beach and your limitation of 720 hours.

15

really pretty surprised that we didn't have a chart or a

16

graph that said historically over years.

17

you even getting to that 720 hours?

18

MR. SMART:

Mike, you -- you discussed quite

This is Mike Smart.

I was

How close are

I think right

19

now last count was 80, but we've been holding back and

20

preserving for the next couple weeks.

21

reallocation of hours on January 1 for 2014 as well.

22

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:That runs on a calendar basis.

23

720 for year 6.

24

December.

25

I do get a

Okay.

MR. SMART:

And it's January to the end of

Correct.
13
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And currently

this year you've used 80?

3

MR. SMART:

4

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

5

MR. SMART:

6

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

7

MR. SMART:

8

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

9

MR. SMART:

I think we're at 80.
And is that an average year?

Low.
That's low.

That's low.

I do have some --

What's your high?

I do have some history from -- I

10

don't have it with me handy, but there is history of NV

11

Energy, Sierra Pacific, when we had the units and it goes

12

back over time in numbers of years and they have had some

13

years where they've run those up to 4- or 500 hours.

14
15
16
17

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:Okay.So 50 percent.
bit more than 50 percent.
MR. SMART:

Well, there are also some years where

they hit the limit too.

18

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

19

MR. SMART:

20

Okay.

Okay.

That was during the -- remember the

California energy crisis back 12 years ago, 13 years ago?

21

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

22

MR. SMART:

23

A little

I was out of the country.

California has gone through some

rolling blackouts --

24

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

25

MR. SMART:

Okay.

-- so they've dispatched those,
14
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everybody in the west coast right now to California.

2

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:Okay.And another question I had,

3

I'm just trying to understand the process.

4

about -- one of your slides talked about state electric

5

reliability regulations.

6

or pointed to you and say you have to do this or is there

7

a time that they will say you have to do this?

8

being proactive?

9

You talked

Has the commission come to you

Or are you

It seems like you're being proactive.

MR. SMART:

I am being proactive.

I have not

10

been called in front of them to, you know -- how that

11

would probably start is through a customer complaint where

12

they felt that their reliability has been subpar, and then I

13

would have to show them evidence of, you know, kind of

14

what the reliability of the system has been currently as

15

well as past.

16

I will say this.

Over the last few years that

17

CalPeco has had the service charge, our reliability has

18

improved.

19

effort on vegetation management, you know, cleaning up the

20

right-of-ways.

21

outages, and now it's not even in the top -- it's not even

22

in the top five.

23

And the reason it's improved is a focused

Because that was the number one cause of

So our reliability has been improved, but that's

24

on the distribution system.

25

customer and we look at it two ways and we look at how

When we look at customer by

15
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many times does a customer get impacted in a year on

2

average.

3

average duration of the outage.

4

two hours or five hours.

5

so I don't see getting in trouble that way.

6

transmission system and then having a single contingency

7

event causing that to cascade to a lot -- because when

8

transmission has a problem, like a substation, you affect

9

so many more customers at the same time.

And then if they were impacted, what was the
You know, was it an hour,

So my statistics are pretty good
Operating a

Where if you had

10

a little problem like a car/pole accident on a street or

11

whatever, you might affect that transformer and that

12

service and maybe two or three customers.

13

quite a big event.

14

So it's not

When you get into a situation when you're getting

15

back into the bulk system, which is the transmission,

16

and some generation, and it has a problem, you could

17

literally have a lot of customers, 20-, 30,000 of them

18

out.

19

high and the duration depending upon how long did I -- how

20

long did I expose those customers to that outage.

And my statistics for that my event will go real

21

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: All right.

22

MR. MARSHALL: We just -- just FYI, we looked into

Yes, John.

23

that, is there a regulatory requirement to do this, and

24

there was not a present regulatory requirement.

25

nothing specific in CPUC regs that require a particular

There's

16
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1

like 120 AB line.

2

reliability, which is -- can be done obviously in terms of

3

how regulatory requirements mandate that they do this, but

4

it certainly would be their reliability.

5

That has to do with more maintaining

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

6

little bit more.

7

this accessibility on 6 --

Thanks for explaining that a

And my final question is you mentioned

8

MR. SMART:

9

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: 625, yeah, that is proposed to

10

25.

be moved up to the Fiberboard Freeway.

11

MR. SMART:

12

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Highway. And can you go into a

Highway.

13

little bit more detail in terms are what are the

14

accessibility restrictions on that route?

15

been there since the '70s, and it sounds like you got

16

issues, but I'm not -- I don't fully grasp that.

17

MR. SMART:

Because that's

I think what this was was on the

18

reroute of the -- of that line segment was to move it.

19

There was an opportunity to move closer to the existing

20

road you would and it would be easier to get to the -- to

21

the line that was needing repair.

22

needed repair.

23

to the road.

24

difficulty to get back to it. So that's all it was was

25

trying to get it closer to an existing roadway.

If the rebuilt line

Currently the line routing is not adjacent

It's further away.

It causes a higher

17
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So when you're talking

2

about higher level of difficulty to get to it, I mean, in

3

the winter you're going to have the snow mobile in

4

there --

5

MR. SMART:

6

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Snow cat.

Snow cat.
And are we talking

7

outages that are going to go up a magnitude.

8

at lengths of period that outages.

9
10

MR. SMART:

I mean, not

I don't know. They're unique it

depends on what --

11

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

12

MR. SMART:

13

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

14

MR. SMART:

What the problem is.

-- what failed.
Okay.

Because a tree can cause an outage

15

just between two poles or a tree could actually take poles

16

down.

17

it really do because we've had both.

18

It just depends on how big of a tree and what did

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: And just -- so you have records

19

and maintenance records in terms of frequency on that

20

line?

21

MR. SMART:

22

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

23

MR. SMART:

24
25

Yes.
Can you tell me --

Well, I don't have them with me,

but -CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: But you have those and those are
18
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1

analyzed in terms of it is, however we want to say, so

2

frequent that we've got to move it up to the Fiberboard

3

Freeway because it's just -- it doesn't meet our

4

standards.

5

MR. SMART:

I wasn't in that part of the

6

conversation of moving it closer to the road, but just

7

standing back to the 50,000 foot level closer to the road

8

is good for me because it's easy to get -- it's just

9

logical.

It's easy to get to.

My bucket trucks can get

10

there and it's easier.

11

you have to pull stuff up, like do replacement poles and

12

all of that, the logistics of all that causes more work

13

and also time.

14

When you have to do snow cats and

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: You're going to have to get back

15

in there and decommission that line; right?

16

the permit requirements, so you would be pulling that

17

line, the old line --

18

MR. SMART:

19

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

20

MR. SMART:

Yeah.
-- if you're rerouting it.

Yeah, we would.

21

that not in the winter.

22

summertime.

23

As part of

We would be doing

We would be doing that in the

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Right, the summertime. Okay. All

24

right.

25

action by the APC, so --

Thanks.

So, John, this is not -- this has no

19
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MR. HESTER: That's correct.

2

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

3

MR. HESTER: It's comment gathering. No response

4

All right.

is --

5

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Okay. Peter has one more comment.

6

MR MAURER: Just something I was thinking of.There’ve

7

have been a couple of public comments about locating the

8

line that right now is along the 267 right-of-way and

9

moving that out of the right-of-way as a means to improve

10

the visual impact.

11

that would be, but, you know, by moving that outside, then

12

there would be another swath adjacent to it that might

13

have an equal or worse visual impact.

14

something that should be considered while looking at that

15

alternative.

16

road, but away from the road you've got this parallel

17

swath and cleared, you know, path.

18

considered.

19

I would be concerned, I'm not sure how

That's just

You know, it may be a nicer view from the

MS. COATSWORTH:

That should be

Hello, Mr. Chairman.

Sydney

20

Coatsworth with Ascent Environmental.

21

responding to comments today.

22

preparing detailed comments in writing, however, this has

23

come up enough times I think we need to address it.

24
25

I realize we're not

We are going to be

There is an applicant proposed measure that does
involve setback, setting the line back from 267.

So those
20

1

visual simulations that you saw in the show are the

2

pre-APM condition.

3

your comment, Peter, we did evaluate the impacts too of

4

a setback.

5

And so in moving that back, and to

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE: Yeah. And Sean -- excuse me.

6

Sean talked about all those APN proposals that were done

7

at the initial submittal.

8

them?

9

MS. COATSWORTH:

How come this wasn't one of

It actually is one of them.

We

10

-- we took those and they were modified and discussed with

11

the applicant as we were going through the environmental

12

analysis to determine whether they are willing to commit

13

to them and make them permit conditions.

14

CHAIRMAN DONOHUE:

Okay.

Thanks for that

15

clarification.

16

close -- I'd like to close the hearing on this agenda item

17

and move on to public hearing agenda item 6-B.

All right.

I'm going to move on and

18
19

--oOo--

20
21
22
23
24
25

21
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CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

Then we will go ahead and

2

proceed with public comment.

3

Forgive more for mispronouncing your last name if I did.

4

Followed by David Caultier and Kim Whitman.

5

MS. SPRAGUE:

Marguerite Sprague, Sprague.

Does it work?

Good morning.

6

you very much.

7

this work that you're putting into this.

8

very much.

9

Thank

First off, thanks very much for all of
I appreciate it

I'm here right now to represent -- beg your

10

pardon?

11

accept it both ways.

12

plan area team.

13

here as well to try to put face to the team.

14

I'll be brief.

15

made in our two letters, which I believe Ms. Jepson is in

16

receipt of, and say very quickly that I appreciate that

17

there is some serious consideration being given mulling

18

about the moving of the Tahoe City substation.

19

our primary point of interest.

20

My name is Marguerite Sprague.

Or Sprague.

I

I'm here representing the Tahoe City

There are a couple of other team members
Basically

I'm here to reinforce the points we've

That was

I'd just like to note that the timing of this

21

project has interesting intersection with both the State

22

Route 89/Fanny Bridge work as well as the community

23

planning work, and we encourage that it is thoughtful to

24

coordinate such efforts when it's possible.

25

efficiency and foresight when things are working in

It's shows

2
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concert with each other.

2

Also a note, as we say in our letter, when it

3

comes to environmental issues, we don't -- we aren't

4

objecting to the use of strong substances in these

5

substations.

6

Just the heat and light is enough to remind us of that,

7

but the prudent use of these things is very important,

8

especially when you have a substation located in close

9

proximity to both Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River.

We sure appreciate their benefits a lot.

Our

10

letter explains more.

11

copies of this and see our specifics.

12

prudent foresight will indicate moving of the substation.

13

This will be better to serve our community, our basin, and

14

the lake.

15

I'm assuming you will all get
But just to say,

Also there are people in Tahoe City who would be

16

delighted to assist in helping to find and determine

17

possible locations for the moving of the substation.

18

plan team would be happy to serve in any way we can to

19

help with this.

20

or any of us at any point.

21

time.

22

The

And please just you can reach out to me
Thank you very much for your

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:Thank you, Marguerite. Next is

23

David Caultier.

24

right here.

25

He -- I'm sorry.

Is David here?

David Caultier.

I'm sorry?

No, it's

Oh, oh, all right.

Okay.

He wanted to speak on the AutoZone issue
3
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1

and that was approved on consent, so I gather he wasn't

2

here at the time the consent was approved.

3

on to Steve Teshara and then Dave McClure.

4

MR. TESHARA:

So we'll move

Good morning, Madam Chair, Members

5

of the Board, staff, ladies and gentlemen.

6

record, Steve Teshara, Sustainable Community Advocates.

7

Happy holidays.

8

important issue.

9

basin as well as other parts of the basin, I can certainly

For the

Thanks for holding this hearing.

Very

And having lived in that part of the

10

speak to the need for the project.

11

to upgrade the electrical system.

12

indeed deserve to have reliable and safe power provided in

13

an efficient and environmentally compatible way and

14

compatible with the community.

15

Very important project
And the community does

And so I believe the board has a copy of the

16

letter that I submitted to the APC, so I won't reinforce

17

those points, but I appreciated the discussion that you

18

had earlier with the issue of this is an environmental

19

document, but it's also a planning agency.

20

of the substation in Tahoe City and the existing location,

21

that's the issue that we're raising saying that that

22

really needs to move.

23

existing adopted plans, the 1994 Tahoe City Community

24

Plan, but with where the area plan is going for Tahoe

25

City.

So the issue

Not only from a compatibility with

4
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1

And I think to -- I want to suggest, respectfully

2

suggest that the current environmental document is

3

inadequate with respect to analyzing the issues of the

4

impacts of the Tahoe City substation in terms of where it

5

is.

6

inadequate job done, and another letter will be forth

7

coming that sorts of highlights that in terms of your

8

consideration of the environmental impacts, let alone the

9

impacts on the planning.

It's been there since 1937, and I think there is an

10

So there are available, as the prior speaker, Ms.

11

Sprague said, there are available alternatives.

12

understanding of the presentation this morning is that

13

there is some type.

14

the project.

15

of the project.

16

alternative locations for the Tahoe City substation.

17

My

This is not the high priority part of

That's the Truckee to Kings Beach component
So there is some time to look at

So thank you again for your time, and we'll send

18

another letter in before the deadline of January 7th.

19

Thanks.

20
21
22

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:Thanks, Steve. Dave McClure
followed by Ellie Waller.
MR. McCLURE:

Madam Chair, members of the board.

23

I'm -- my name is Dave McClure representing the North

24

Tahoe Citizens Action Alliance today as well as hundreds

25

of ratepayers and citizens on the north shore of Lake
5
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1

Tahoe.

2

no way that the comments that we're assembling at this

3

point can all be expressed in such a short few minutes

4

period of time, but there is no question that there is a

5

lot of history here regarding this project, low demand,

6

how that demand has evolved over the last 15 years, and

7

how it's been distributed within this loop.

8
9

I just want to mention a few key points.

There's

We've come up with a name for the loop.
is a resort loop.

The loop

And the reason for that is in the last

10

15 years and certainly since the line was put in, the 625

11

line was put in in 1972, the Tahoe Basin growth and load

12

demand on that line has been minimal.

13

question.

14

of units, a megawatt will be required to serve about 400

15

to 600 residential units.

16

practice, and that's under peak conditions, two and a half

17

kilowatts per unit, peak conditions.

18

We have 9,000 homes in our -- in the area between Kings

19

Beach and Tahoe Vista, so that's between 15 and 23

20

megawatts.

21

that's assuming everybody is present.

22

conditions, which never happens.

23

Minimal.

Okay?

There's no

And based on census data and number

That's a very common industry

One megawatt.

That is a very small demand.

Okay.

And

Peak demand

So you add a few megawatts for commercial, you're

24

still way below any kind of push in demand on the basin

25

side.

What's happened in the last 15 years outside the
6
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1

basin?

2

and the scale of homes in these projects.

3

Martis Camp, Northstar.

4

launching another project.

5

all the demand is coming from.

6

the single loop concept, and it is just a design concept,

7

when Sierra Pacific first put it out there was to be able

8

to wheel power all around this loop no matter where it's

9

needed.

Huge growth.

The number of projects and the size
Lahontan,

Sierra Pacific Industries is now
Squaw Valley.

This is where

And the whole purpose of

And so if the link to Truckee, if one of the

10

links is lost, that they can wheel power all the way

11

around through the Tahoe Basin to service Northstar.

12

So basically the Lake Tahoe Basin is becoming the

13

conveyance system for power to service the loads that have

14

developed in the last 15 years and continue to develop

15

outside the Tahoe Basin.

16

this is the 625 line in the basin between Tahoe City and

17

Kings Beach does not have to be upgraded right now to 120

18

kilovolts.

19

be never that it's necessary.

20

today.

21

Our position is clearly that

It may be 20 years, it may be 30 years, it may
But it's not necessary

The reliability assertion is a great way to raise

22

our fears as if, my God, tomorrow the whole system is

23

going to collapse.

24

in managing and operating this system prior to CalPeco's

25

purchase.

Sierra Pacific was doing a great job

And the evidence of this is in two forms.

The
7
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1

customer survey that was taken by CalPeco for their

2

general rate case that they just finished was -- showed a

3

very high satisfaction rate on the part of customers with

4

Sierra Pacific services.

5

the Public Utilities Commission system reliability

6

statistics.

7

Also, CalPeco has to submit to

And based on this information that goes back

8

about 15, 20 years, there are no major reliability

9

problems today with this system.

Yes, portions of it are

10

causing capacity issues.

11

portions are.

12

These will all be covered in a lot more details in our

13

comments.

14

No question.

Guess where those

Outside the Tahoe Basin by a long shot.

The alternatives.

There's four action

15

alternatives.

16

the same concept of a single loop system, a resort loop

17

system to service that area.

They're all the same.

They're all based on

There's no --

18

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:Could you wrap up your remarks?

19

MR. McCLURE:

Okay.

There's no alternatives such

20

as a peaking power plant for Northstar.

21

alternatives such as running the 120 kilavolt line to the

22

Northstar substation and being able to service them.

23

reject it because it's not the loop.

24

simple in all the alternatives.

25

alternatives, rejected because it's not the loop.

There's no

They

That's plain and

It's rejected in the

8
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1

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

2

MR. McCLURE:

3

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

4

MS. WALLER:

Okay.

Thank you, Dave.
Thank you.
You bet.

Good morning.

Ellie?

Ellie Waller, Friends

5

of Tahoe Vista.

6

primarily be paid for by basin ratepayers and the system

7

is estimated at 50 million dollars.

8

rates 20 to 30 percent.

9

service Vail Corporation outside the basin and KSL for

The Liberty Utilities upgrade will

Yet, the upgrade reliability will

10

Squaw and Northstar again for Vail.

11

proposed Homewood Mountain.

12

This could raise our

It will also help the

Mr. Smart was asked at the APC meeting and stated

13

that he's being proactive in getting this system to avoid

14

a catastrophic issue, but it was not required by the

15

utility commission to do this upgrade.

16

I'm just going to touch on a couple items.

The

17

EIR must include a cost breakdown of each phase of the

18

proposed project alternative.The environmental documentation

19

must also provide an individual breakdown and needs

20

assessment for the proposed expansions of Northstar and

21

Squaw, as well as Homewood needs.

22

provide a separate needs assessment for the regulated

23

growth needs of the Tahoe Basin portion.

24
25

The EIR should and must

Scenic issues were touched upon.
corridor is a scenic route.

The Highway 267

A desirable outcome would be
9
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1

to remove, underground, or offset with trees to enhance that

2

threshold.

3

to be done.

4

proposed poles should be on the same chart with detailed

5

information talking about diameter, height, number of

6

lines that will go on the pole versus the existing poles

7

today.

8

tradeoff in the EIR.

9

Removing lines completely probably isn't going
A depiction of the existing poles and the

This information should also provide a scenic

At the December 10th CalPeco open house in Kings

10

Beach, the U.S. Forest Service, Mr. Rodman, who I think is

11

here, acknowledged that he is the -- in ownership or

12

monitors the Fiberboard Freeway, but is unclear what the

13

measures that will be taken.

14

U.S. Forest Service for wear and tear on construction of

15

the project and ongoing use requirements.

16

identified in the EIR.

17

trips that are anticipated on the Fiberboard Freeway and

18

identify all the U.S. Forest Service requirements in the

19

EIR which aren't there today.

20

Noise issues.

Does CalPeco have to pay the

This should be

Also the number of construction

Construction notification will go

21

to owners 300 feet of the project and a phone number will

22

be listed in a thousand feet for residences for

23

disturbances.

24

larger area than just the construction area.

25

activities could probably be heard one to two miles.

The flight path of helicopters is a much
And blasting
At
10
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1

minimum CalPeco should post the activities on their

2

website, in mailers if possible, although people as

3

stated probably don't look at them.

4

blasting activities should be posed at least a minimum of

5

a week before in the newspapers.

6

Same thing with

There is a TRPA in Placer County overlap on hours

7

of operation in the EIR.

8

precedent, even though most of us know, and what are the

9

enforcement obligations.

It should state what takes

Identify CNEL levels for each

10

community affected by the construction activities in the

11

TRPA basin in the environmental document.

12

And biological resources.

The wildlife chapter

13

of the 2011 threshold evaluation is incorporated by

14

comment.

15

from that section.

16

Implementation of alternative 4, the proposed alternative

17

would affect the least amount of the habitat for the

18

northern goshawk among the action alternatives, including

19

habitat within PAC and TRPA disturbance zones.

20

implementation of alterative 4 would initially result in

21

permanent loss or disturbance of up to 72 acres versus 120

22

acres in alternatives 1 and 2.

23

And I will hand in the pages that I looked at
The CalPeco EIR does state:

Overall

TRPA code is very specific on disturbance zones.

24

I'm not going to read that.

25

those.

Everybody should look at

That's TRPA Code 62.4.2 adverse impacts, 62.4.1
11
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1

disturbance zones. In the EIR it needs to be explained

2

how many of those 70 acres are affected by all special

3

species.

4

acceptable.

5

Stating unavoidable and unmitigatable is not

Also they talk about unavoidable loss of stream

6

and riparian habitat.

7

a minimum of one-to-one ratio through contributions to a

8

CDFW-approved wetland mitigation bank.This does not

9

correct the damage of -- doesn't correct the damage.

10

To compensate for that, it will be

Each

phase must contribute to --

11

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Ellie, your time is up. Could

12

you wrap up, please?

13

MS. WALLER:

Okay.

The inconvenient truth is

14

this project was proposed in an initial environmental

15

analysis was undertaken by Nevada Energy in 2010 with two

16

million customers.

17

that are going to bear the cost of this.

18

significant impact to the ratepayer.

19
20

Now we're down to 49,000 customers
This is a

Thank you.

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Thank you, Ellie. Next Ann
Nichols followed by Laurel Ames.

21

MS. NICHOLS:

Happy holidays.

Ann Nichols, North

22

Tahoe Preservation Alliance.

23

recreate on the north shore is the Tahoe Rim Trail,

24

Martis Valley Road between the top of Highway 267 and Tahoe

25

City.

It's fabulous.

One of my favorite places to

There's no power poles.

There's
12
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1

views of Lake Tahoe.

2

on the north shore for recreation.

3

know it's going to be easier for them to take care of the

4

power poles, that's a given, but is that a worthwhile

5

tradeoff. This is a fly way for animals.

6

deer crossed 267 the other morning.

7

nothing in here. And it's 7.5 miles of new right-of-way

8

within the basin. The whole project is 47,000 trees.

9

don't know how many thousand trees will be inside the

10

It's really the most accessible area
This new design, I

As we saw, 37

So this is not

I

basin.

11

This is a big deal.

It's not, oh, you know, we

12

just need this.

13

kind of surprised that you were so promoting the need.

14

the APC I was disappointed you didn't get the minutes from

15

the meeting because at the APC, the chair said can we get

16

a record of outages on the 625 line.

17

have that.

18

I mean, the sales pitch, Joanne, I was
At

But I guess we don't

But anyway, I think there's other options that

19

could be analyzed.

20

625 line in the location it's at.

21

where it doesn't impact the recreation and the scenic.

22

do a loop down in the Northstar area.

23

to do this.

24

through Kingswood east too, right through the residential

25

area.

For instance, a loop that-- leave the
Redo it where it is,

So let's think about that.

Or

There's other ways
It does go

That should be undergrounded that part.

There's a
13
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1

number of single-family homes in there.

2

serious impacts and we'll be trying to educate you on

3

them.Thanks.

So there's some

4

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:Thank you, Ann. Laurel.

5

MS. AMES: Good morning. I'm Laurel Ames from

6

the Tahoe Area Sierra Club. I'm sorry that the minutes

7

weren't included from the APC because I did make comments

8

at that point.

9

I think that the really -- the biggest problem

10

for me for the Sierra Club is the growth-inducing impacts.

11

And it's really important for the draft to disclose, which

12

we'll discover when we open it up, to disclose that

13

increase.

14

growth factors related to increases in services generate

15

growth above and beyond the today's needs.

16

roads, sewer are growth generators.

17

growth generator.

18

Based on the well-understood concept that

That includes

Water supply is a

And it's very interesting because the issue of

19

water raises the issue of TROA, which is the Truckee River

20

Operating Agreement, and the limits on water use.

21

that ties to this project because the peak use times are

22

in December and January.

23

whatever period of time that was.

24

snowmaking.

25

have an increase in water use and you have an increase in

And

The increase was 20 percent over
And that all ties into

So if you have an increase in snowmaking, you

14
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1

energy need.

2

energy for snowmaking?

3

outside the basin.

4

with carefully in this environmental document.

5
6

Do the people in the Tahoe Basin need more
This is a question that you need

This is a question you need to grapple

I appreciate the opportunity to comment and look
forward to reading the draft.

7

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Thank you, Laurel. Last speaker

8

is Steve Buelna from Placer County.

9

don't know if I've ever known your last name, Steve.

10

I apologize for -- I

think I just know you by Steve.

11

MR. BUELNA:

12

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: I know. Literally, yes.

13

I

I think you nailed it, so -Last

nail in the coffin.

14

MR. BUELNA:

Don't feel bad about it.

I trip

15

over it sometimes myself, so -- for the record, Steve

16

Buelna, Community Development Resource Agency for Placer

17

County.

18

Thank you, Madam Chair, Members of the Board.

19

And since the theme of the day is being pithy, I'll try to

20

just real -- be very brief with my comments and reference

21

the fact that the county has commented on the NOP already

22

in written form as well as provide the comments that were

23

mentioned at the APC meeting earlier this month.

24
25

I should also note though that Placer County has
received several public comment letters from area business
15
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groups particularly with concern over the relocation of

2

the Tahoe City substation.

3

were similar to our comments at APC, which are consistency

4

with the community, existing community plans.

Some of the concerns raised

5

As you're well aware, the county is also

6

undergoing the process of updating our area plans, so some

7

of the comments from these groups include comments about

8

the location of the Tahoe City substation within the town

9

center as opposed to within an industrial area.

Because

10

of all this and some of the comments that were raised

11

earlier, the county feels that the analysis should also

12

consider a -- consider the cost of relocation versus the

13

preferred alternative and what that impact would have on

14

the citizens so that they can be informed in making their

15

decision and comments.

16

Last, Joanne mentioned the jurisdictional

17

complexity.

18

work with TRPA to make sure that the process moves forward

19

as seamlessly as possible.

20

unless anyone has any questions.

And to that end, we would like to continue to

So that concludes my comments

21

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Very pithy. Thank you, Steve.

22

MR. BUELNA:

23

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

Thank you.
We're now at 11:45, so I'm

24

assuming there's no further public comment on this matter.

25

We will be reconvening to take board comment, give the
16
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1

board an opportunity to ask questions of our presenters

2

later on.

3

interested, any member of the public would like to remain

4

and ask any additional questions, we would certainly be

5

receptive to that.

I'm assuming after lunch.

So if anybody is

So thank you.

6

(Transcription end time:

7

(Transcription begin time:

8
9

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

2:05:06.)
2:42:40.)

We're going to go ahead and

resume our discussion of the environmental document for

10

CalPeco and the alternatives that have been proposed.

11

we can either -- I can entertain any additional public

12

comment before we turn to the board for board input.

13

doesn't appear that there are any people who want to

14

testify from the audience, so I'll go ahead and open this

15

up for a discussion by members of the board.

16

Does anyone have any questions?

So

It

I think we have

17

all of the principals still in the audience who testified

18

earlier as parts of the presentation this morning.

19

you have any person specific questions, we can drag them

20

up to the mic and have them respond.

21

MS. CARMEL:

So if

Go ahead.

I just have a procedural question.

22

Joanne and I talked about this briefly at the break, but

23

I'm trying to understand sort of a global overview of what

24

our purview is in dealing with this matter and what

25

specific approvals we're going to be giving for this
17
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project and -- because we've heard everything from

2

complaints about increasing rates to, you know, issues

3

with scenic corridors to desire to relocate a substation.

4

And so I just need an overview of where we're going and

5

what our authority is.

6

MS. MARCHETTA: The fundamental answer to that

7

question was on one of the last slides in the presentation.

8

So we will be certifying in the final EIS for purposes of

9

TRPA, but I think -- I think the real answer to that

10

question, Elizabeth, is that we're going to have to take in

11

all of the comments, all of the issues, and then as an

12

agency team we're going to have to sort out what are

13

matters of specifically of TRPA's purview.

14

The response to comments will be a combined

15

response to comments, but that's what I alluded to

16

earlier.

17

going to have to I think provide you with good guidance

18

about what are matters for which we have decision-making

19

authority and what are matters that we would have to

20

differ to a different regulatory authority to resolve.

21

The most obvious on that, of course, is rates.

22

judgments about safety and reliability may also be within

23

the purview, more within the purview of the CPUC.

24

don't know if you want to add to that, John.

25

When we ultimately get to TRPA's decision, we're

But

And I

MR. MARSHALL: Maybe the way to think about this is
18
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1

what they're applying for because you're acting on a

2

application.

3

action on the application.

4

project that is partly within the basin and partly without

5

the basin.

6

the project that is within the basin.

7

document, which is serving a bunch of different purposes,

8

is for the entire project.

9

environmental impacts associated with the entire project.

The environmental document supports your
What they're applying for is a

So your jurisdiction extends to that part of
The environmental

So it discloses the

10

So when it comes back to you, it will be for -- it's

11

basically a construction project for redoing these lines,

12

and that's essentially what will be before you for

13

permitting which will be a permit to reconstruct and redo

14

these various elements.

15

It won't -- you know, there's different ways in

16

which some of those considerations may come into play, but

17

some of the more obvious ones that won't will be like the

18

rate question.

19

they're applying, and what they're applying for is really

20

a reconstruction of a utility system.

But, you know, really it's defined by what

21

MS. CARMEL:

22

construction permit.

So we'll be approving basically a

23

MR. MARSHALL:

24

MS. CARMEL: Some sort of, you know, use permit

25

Yes.

or I don't know what the official -19
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1

MR. MARSHALL:

Just a project.

2

MS. CARMEL:

Project.

3

MR. MARSHALL:

Just a standard project permit.

4

MS. CARMEL:

And then what about the plan area

5

amendments that's under the TRPA action?

6

MR. MARSHALL:

That's part of to facilitate the

7

project.

8

amendment.

9

characterized this, but it is a plan area of statement

So that's another element.

It is a plan area

It's not just a -- I probably broadly

10

that is necessary if you approve the project in order to

11

expand the nonconforming use in the -- in the one

12

substation.

13

So basically it converts that nonconforming use

14

to a conforming use so it can expand.

15

under our rules you couldn't expand.

Otherwise it's --

16

MS. CARMEL:

17

MR SHUTE: Quick follow-up on that and then I have

Okay.

18

some other questions.

19

are we going to be certifying it for adequacy for TRPA or

20

adequacy for legal document for its all purposes.

21

When we vote to certify the EIS,

MR. MARSHALL: All purposes for TRPA which would be

22

a TRPA Article VII document for the impacts associated with

23

or that relate to that in basin portion.

24

will not be certifying it as a CEQA document or as any

25

sort of NPEA document.

So it's -- you

20
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1

MR. SHUTE: So if it's inadequate for some purpose,

2

having it outside the basin, that's not -- and we vote to

3

certify it, we're not creating a liability by doing that.

4

MR. MARSHALL: Correct, but it's -- you know,
there

5

are -- for TRPA purposes, the document still has to

6

disclose impacts.

7

associated with the TRPA portion, however that is direct

8

or indirect impacts.

9

exactly what it is -- what element you're talking about.

10

And if it's not disclosing impacts

So it probably really depends on

MS. SANTIAGO: I just want to follow up a little bit

11

on Elizabeth's question.

12

lot on public testimony was the relocation of this -- of

13

the substation in Tahoe City and that that was part of the

14

Tahoe City Community Plan as an approved plan.

15

nothing's more frustrating for local jurisdictions than

16

there's a potential for us to move forward on something

17

that we've approved, but we're kind of figuring out where

18

it is that we should be going with this.

19

steps -- how are those folks being advised if we're

20

looking at -- you know, we're just looking at this overall

21

project and there's these other things that are coming to

22

it, what are we advising these folks in terms of is this

23

more of a Placer County issue that we should be going to

24

Placer County and having them come on board on those

25

particular things?

So another thing that came out a

So

So what are the

Because obviously the relocation of a
21
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1

substation, according to the slide it says alternatives

2

considered but rejected and these -- one of the additional

3

alternatives that were screened was relocating the Tahoe

4

City substation and that was rejected, so -- and yet it

5

came up three, four times in public testimony.

6

the line drawn there?

7

So where's

MS. MARCHETTA: So this is the issue I alluded to

8

earlier and this issue has bubbled up differently now more

9

recently than the way that we understood it as the

10

document was being prepared.

11

So Placer County, you know, it's not just random

12

members of the APC.

13

the APC actually raised this issue.

14

start to think about how do we address this.

15

planning issue, and so to Shelly's point we're going to

16

have to engage representatives of the county and say, you

17

know, how do we address this?

18

The Placer County representatives of

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

19

question for Mike Smart.

20

He's reluctant I know.

21

mic.

22

me to task or my vice chair.

Okay.

Now we need to
And it is a

How do we address this?
Question, and maybe this is a

Could you come to the mic, Mike?
I promise not to drag you to the

I'm going to invite you to the mic.

My co-chair took

23

MR. BEYER: That's my job.

24

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Thank you. You're doing it

25

well.

Within the context of alternative 4, which is the
22
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1

preferred alternative, Mike, obviously the upgrading of

2

the existing Tahoe City substation is part of the plan.

3

What phase would that occur in?

4
5

MR. SMART:

That would be the phase 3, which is

the furthest out.

6

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

7

MR. SMART:

8

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: There is time. That's what I

9

wanted to confirm.

Okay. Okay.

So there is time.

Okay.

Thank you.

10

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

11

MR. SHUTE: I wanted to follow up on the substation

Did you want to say something?

12

thing because there are a couple of questions there.

13

is if it gets evaluated between the draft and the final

14

and it raises new potentially significant impacts, you're

15

in the recirculation of the whole document.

16

think there's a risk there with how that's handled.

17

to me unless there's a particular site or sites

18

identified, it's pretty abstract and not very useful and

19

it won't satisfy anybody.

20

One

And so I
Also

And the other concern I have is that there's

21

discussions as part of the area planning process in Tahoe

22

City about adding the 64 acre parcel or parts thereof.

23

Which comes first, moving the substation or deciding what

24

happens to that property as part of the area plan?

25

that's something that I'm thinking about.

So

23
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1

MR. MARSHALL:

I think the way that we anticipate

2

handling this issue is it's a comment that's been raised

3

and so we'll be responding to that comment.

4

response is shaped and what frame it takes, but I think

5

there will be lots of eyes on that and with a lot of the

6

considerations that you've just raised in terms of the

7

impact to the timing of the approvals, but also wanting to

8

allow -- I think the greater message is there's time

9

between now and production of the final to figure out

And how that

10

what's the best way to approach this issue given all the

11

considerations that you've heard today, pro, con, timing,

12

and et cetera.

13

MR. SHUTE: All right. Well, then I have one other

14

question which is in the summary done by Ascent.

15

was no reference to growth inducing.

16

alternatives, et cetera.

17

utility president, he indicated that they couldn't hook up

18

a substantial number of homes without this system.

19

very interested in how growth-inducing impacts are going

20

to be handled.

21

maybe not so much in the Tahoe Basin, but outside the

22

basin a lot of potential growth.

23

There

It was the

During the testimony of the

So I'm

It could be said that this is facilitating

MR. MARSHALL:

It is part of the environmental

24

document.

25

up and -- but basically growth -- what, growth inducing

It is disclosed as -- Syd, do you want to come

24
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1

or --

2

MS. COATSWORTH:

It is -- it is -- it is

3

addressed in the document.

4

growth inducing impact -- or growth inducing impact

5

chapter.

6
7

There is a comprehensive

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

We need your name for the

record.

8

MS. COATSWORTH:

9

Coatsworth, Ascent Environmental.

10

Oh, I'm sorry.

Sydney

It is addressed in the

document.

11

MR. MARSHALL: What chapter?

12

MS. COATSWORTH:

5.

I think it's 4 --

Sean tells me it's 5.

We

13

identified the project as growth inducing.

14

it has the ability to address the current shortfall, the

15

current need, and it creates additional capacity, so we

16

called it growth inducing.

17

because the utilities aren't land use agencies and aren't

18

approving projects and they're responding to approvals

19

that are made by local governments, their typical approach

20

is to call it growth accommodating.

21

this document for both CPUC and for CEQA and TRPA

22

purposes.

23
24
25

It has the --

CPUC documents because --

And so we did both in

MR. SHUTE: What did you say about it being growth
inducing?
MS. COATSWORTH:

That it -- that it had the
25
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1

ability to facility additional growth.

2

MR. SHUTE: Did you say where?

3

MS. COATSWORTH:

Yes.

On the loop -- on the loop

4

system, on those properties that could access in that are

5

served by this loop system.

6

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

7

MR. MARSHALL: But it's not an analysis of the

Okay.

8

impacts of those -- whatever, you know, those growth along

9

those corridors or whatever, so it's -- you know, it's an

10

identification of growth inducing, but not an analysis of

11

wherever that growth -- you know, the impacts associated

12

with whatever that growth may be.

13

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

14

MR. SEVISON: I have not gotten any direction from

Larry and then Casey.

15

Placer County on how to react to this at this point, so

16

I'm not really qualified to speak for or against or

17

anything.

18

the goals of the planning team, as I understand it, is to

19

improve the image of Tahoe City as you enter it from Squaw

20

Valley, let's say.

21

these are some of the things that they've considered to

22

make that a better plan area as you come in, and that's to

23

improve, mitigate, and do away with anything that's

24

unsightly if they can.

25

I would, however, say that I know that one of

And of course one of the things --

And I think they haven't identified alternative
26
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1

sites so they know where there are -- there is an

2

alternative site that would be suitable for this facility

3

that would be out of sight.

4

being raised here that I think needs to be clarified for

5

next time because I can -- I can envision that if in fact

6

they push hard enough, that they'll have to amend the EIS

7

or environmental document to include these options because

8

if the -- if the county feels it's so strongly about how

9

they're going to improve the entrance to Tahoe City as

But I think a lot of issue is

10

part of the new plan, then these other things have to be

11

considered along with it.

12

And so I just -- I'm not trying to muddy the

13

water any worse than it already is I guess, but I would

14

like to hear from Placer County, you know, what their

15

attitude is about this and if, in fact, they're most

16

interested in making the best improvements possible to the

17

entrance to Tahoe City, that this in fact would be a

18

mitigation issue.

19

So at any rate, that's the best I can do here to

20

help steer us through this, but certainly if the county

21

wants to push that issue, I would certainly suggest that

22

we amend the impact report to include those as options.

23

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

24

MR. BEYER: Mr. Smart, perhaps you would come back

25

to the -- to one of the mics.

Casey and then Mark.

In your -- thank you.
27
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Great presentation by the way and I appreciate it.

2

MR. SMART:

3

MR. BEYER: In your earlier slide you talked about

Thank you.

4

your service territory of 1476 square miles, seven

5

counties and approximately 49,000 customers.

6

went into a very clear definition that at peak load during

7

last year, that there was a bit difficulty to have enough

8

power to wheel to the areas of need without using

9

alternatives, a diesel generator, for instance. And I

You also

10

think the question from the audience was this is whether

11

we call growth inducing by the document or accommodating.

12

We're looking at it from a basin standpoint, but

13

from a policy standpoint and from a business standpoint,

14

you're trying to accommodate what type of growth beyond

15

40,000 -- 49,000 customers.

16

how much energy load are you trying to accommodate in

17

terms of next generation use?

18

MR. SMART:

Or another way to look at it,

Well, I have to have a system that

19

can handle peak.

20

and so whatever the peak is I have to be able to handle

21

that peak.

22

area, the service territory is usually about 1 to 2

23

percent electrical growth.

24

surprised us and quite a few folks of what happened last

25

winter because the previous peak was 120 -- get this

It's just the nature of the electric,

But like I said, normal growth up in this

And I've got to tell you, it
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1

right.

2

144.

3

like 8 percent compound over one year to the next.

4

was quite alarming and it advanced the need of this

5

project up just like real up close and personal.

6
7

That's a 20 megawatt growth in 23 months.

Am I helping you at all?

That's
So it

Normally, like I say, 1

to 2 percent load growth is kind of what you would see.

8
9

124 megawatts and then the last winter's peak was

MR. BEYER: What I'm looking for, Mike, is the
comments from the public have led or assumed the belief

10

that this is a growth-inducing measure.

11

is not going to come into the basin because of the

12

particular growth restrictions we have in our regional

13

plan.

14

And that growth

You can't grow beyond what the regional plan is.
So that would force development outside of the

15

basin, which actually impacts the overall area.

16

think the question to the audience and to this board is

17

you're doing something that's in the best interest of

18

providing power to the area, the region.

19

MR. SMART:

20

MR. BEYER: Exactly.

21

MR. SMART:

22

Truckee all the way up to --

So I

The whole North Tahoe region.

All the way -- all the way from

23

MR. BEYER: Which goes into a CPUC conversation

24

about rates when somebody from the public says that the

25

basin residents and customers are going to be paying for
29
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1

the development outside of the basin.

2

really the purview of this board, but it's obviously a

3

concern to the constituents that this board represents.

4

So I just want to kind of get my hands around how you're

5

looking at the customer growth.

6

providing reliable energy sources for in basin and outside

7

basin and the need to do it in an environmentally sound

8

way.

9

MR. SMART:

And that's not

How you're looking at

Yeah, I'm trying to do all that.

As

10

far as the rate setting and the rate making process and

11

who pays what, that would occur later after we did the

12

project and the commission -- once the number is set that

13

I spent to build the project and I go in and seek what's

14

called rate recovery, they look at things like among the

15

rate classes there's large industrial customers, there's

16

small, medium customers, there's residentials, and they

17

look for proper allocations of the rate.

18

They -- they in my territory anyway for right

19

now, they don't do -- I think it's called zonal rates

20

where you can go in on a certain area of the system and

21

have those folks pay a different rate than other folks.

22

Right now, my customers in Portola pay the same rate as

23

they do at South Shore or North Shore or down in Colville

24

Walker.

25

jurisdiction.

So I have one residential rate all across the
So all 49,000 customers are paying a piece
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1

or will pay a piece of this infrastructure improvement in

2

north, even if they don't live there.

3

rates are set currently.

4

That's how the

MR. BEYER: One more question. Madam Chair, I'm

5

going to shift discussion a little bit.

6

in a question from our board early on about renewable or

7

alternative energy sources and that you're looking at

8

alternatives, buying it from NV to accommodate the needs.

9

And you cited I think 20 percent by 2020?

10

MR. SMART:

You mentioned a

You know, I've got to be 30 percent

11

by 2020.

12

sales that I have, 30 percent of that has to come from the

13

renewable.

14

So 30 percent of the total retail kilowatt-hour

MR. BEYER: Which brings me to the point of AB 32

15

in California and the majority of your customers that are

16

in California and the push by the state to increase that

17

load beyond that estimation --

18
19
20

MR. SMART:

It's currently 20 and it is going up

to 30.
MR. BEYER: With that said, are you looking at any

21

alternatives to be in compliance with the new standards

22

the State of California is putting on to utility

23

throughout the state.

24
25

MR. SMART:

I have to.

I have to comply.

So

yes, so the answer is yes, I am.
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MR. BEYER: And how are you -- how are you looking

2

at moving from the current status quo when obviously one

3

renewable energy source, solar, does not really work well

4

in the mountain region where there's a forest because you

5

can't cut all the trees down to put up the panel.

6

doesn't mean -- it's cost prohibitive, one, and, number

7

two, it's probably just a scenic violation of our code.

8

So are you looking at any other alternatives to help you

9

reach those goals?

10

MR. SMART:

Sure.

It

You remember I mentioned that

11

I've been in conversations already with NV Energy about

12

another contract into the future, would they be willing

13

and could they accommodate the increased reliable

14

requirement that I have.

15

requirement in Nevada as well, and they said that, yes,

16

they would be willing to accommodate that if I so choose

17

to go with them on another contract.

18

They also have an increasing

Aside from that, I'm looking at -- and there has

19

been other folks that have contacted me that are

20

developing additional renewable supplies as well.

21

have to look what's the best cost and the least cost for

22

the customers to accommodate that requirement that I have

23

to comply or I'll get fined, you know, penalized.

24

a mandated requirement.

25

So I

So it's

MR. BEYER: Thank you for answering that question.
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One final question.

2

mentioned that it's been upgraded and it's a quote -- I

3

don't know if we call it state of the art, but it is a

4

better standard system today than existed in the past and

5

it can only run on certain number of hours in a year

6

without violating the air quality standard of the basins;

7

is that correct?

The Kings Beach diesel generator, you

8

MR. SMART:

9

MR. BEYER: Has there been any discussion or

That's correct.

10

alternative to look at something else besides diesel for

11

that particular generation, which is basically going to be

12

used during a peak load or energy use time frame?

13

MR. SMART:

Not in the past two years that I've

14

been here there has not been.

15

maybe into a natural gas or some other --

Like you mean to repower

16

MR. BEYER: Correct.

17

MR. SMART:

18

MR. BEYER: I would encourage you because I've

-- alternate field?

No.

19

worked in other jurisdictions where there's alternatives

20

to diesel for that particular purpose especially in high

21

use areas.

22

they are looking at alteratives that meet the standards or

23

providing what I'll call cleaner energy sources than the

24

current diesels that are out there.

25

In the technology community that I work in,

MR. SMART:

Just a comment.

It’s a good comment, ideally I
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1

wouldn't run the diesels at all.

2

MR. BRUCE: Thank you, Mr. Smart. With respect to

3

the December 30th, 2012 peak day of 144 kilowatts, do we

4

know, do we have any idea what's the best information with

5

respect to why that happened and where the power

6

requirements were being drawn from inside the basin or

7

outside the basin?

8
9

MR. SMART:

Do we know that?
Yeah, I can go back and analyze on a

like a substation -- remember the substations?

I can go

10

back and look at the feeder loading or the transformer

11

loading for that, you know, that hour, that peak hour and

12

grab, you know -- and I'll just hypothetically, you know,

13

was 20 megawatts being served out of the Kings Beach

14

station.

15

Tahoe City.

16

How much was Northstar serving?

17

Was, you know, 40 megawatts being served out of
You know, how much was Squaw Valley serving?

I will say this.

The 144 and a half megawatts

18

including also the South Tahoe load.

19

system peak.

That was my total

So it includes loads over here.

20

MR. BRUCE: And, I'm sorry, yeah, megawatts. So

21

can you explain -- can you help me understand generally

22

what the proportion is inside the basin and outside the

23

basin.

24
25

MR. SMART:

Oh, I can't do that sitting here

today.
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1

MR. BRUCE: Right, but I mean just generally, just

2

in a general -- in a general way is there more power used

3

inside the basin or outside the basin?

4

MR. SMART:

I can tell you about -- what, 90 of

5

144 was served out of Truckee, but I can't take that 90

6

today sitting here, I could later and say, okay, this much

7

was -- you know, probably like Northstar would be out of

8

basin, but the Kings Beach, Tahoe City, and is Squaw in

9

the basin?

Okay, so it wouldn't be Squaw.

So it would be

10

Tahoe City and Kings Beach.

11

say, okay, of the 90, this much was this way and this much

12

was that, you know, approximately.

13

We could look at that and

MR. BRUCE: Yeah. With respect to the page 73 of

14

the packet here, we had environmental impacts.

15

trying to understand the language in the biological

16

resources paragraph.

17

seems to me that it starts out by saying that there are --

18

there are restraints with respect to alternatives 1 and 2.

19

My question is just kind of getting a little lost

And I'm

What I'm trying to understand is it

20

in the language after that in that I'm trying to figure

21

out where the -- the alternative that actually works in

22

that paragraph is.

23

create a -- a problem for approval.

24
25

Where is the alternative that doesn't

MS. JEPSON: Correct, right. Only alternatives 1
and 2 have an impact to the goshawk habitat.

Three and 4
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1

do not because of the different alignments.

2

be in clear as it should be, so -- I don't know if Sean

3

wants to come and speak to that.

So it may not

4

MR. BECHTA:

5

MS. JEPSON: Oh, good, very good. We have our --

6

great.

Okay.

7

We have [inaudible].

Thank you.

MR. HENDERSON:

Good afternoon, Madam Chair,

8

Members of the Board.

My name is Steve Henderson with

9

Ascent Environmental.

I'm a senior wildlife biologist.

10

So you're talking specifically about the goshawk issue and

11

the fact that --

12

MR. BRUCE: Well, not necessarily. I'm talking

13

about the whole paragraph.

14

from the paragraph is, you know, it keeps referring back

15

to it would result in the same impacts language, and I'm

16

trying to understand whether or not which alternatives

17

work with respect to the biological resources paragraph.

What I'm trying to figure out

18

MR. MARSHALL:

19

MR. HENDERSON: Gotcha.

20

MR. MARSHALL: Okay. I think what was trying to be

I think I can take a stab at it.

21

portrayed here is that if you have a significant

22

unavoidable associated with alternatives 1 and 2 regarding

23

goshawk.

24

need to relocate the lines.

25

lines, depending on the alternative, you're going to have

So if you're going to try to avoid that, you
And once you relocate the
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1

additional or similar habitat and grading impacts I think

2

for the alternatives, and I think that was for 3 and 4.

3

So that's -- you would look to 3 and 4 as a way of, okay,

4

we can't have -- we can't route the lines as in

5

alternatives 1 and 2 for goshawk purposes and then you

6

shift over to 3 and 4 look at the various other habitat

7

and land disturbing or grading impacts associated with

8

those alternatives.

9
10

Did I get that?

MR. BRUCE: Okay. But then when you get to 3 and 4
does that work?

11

MR. MARSHALL:

12

MR. BRUCE: Okay. But does it work -- does it work

13
14

Yes, for goshawks.

for biological resource I guess is my question.
MR. MARSHALL: Yeah. There aren't any for 3 and 4,

15

and correct me if I'm wrong, but the basic conclusion

16

there aren't any significant and unavoidable impacts that

17

would lead from TRPA's perspective to not be able to

18

approve the project.

19

MR. BRUCE:

20

MR. MARSHALL:

21

MR. HENDERSON: That's correct. And can I just add

Okay.

For 3 and 4.

Correct.

22

to that and clarify?

23

which is a subset of the biological resources that are

24

addressed in the environmental document.

25

there would be affects on potential habitat for goshawk,

On the goshawk issue there would --

Under 3 and 4
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1

there would be no code conflict and therefore no

2

significant impact under significant and unavoidable

3

impact under those two alternatives.

4

MR. BRUCE: Okay. And then the same question

5

basically for air quality.

6

to -- again the language just kind of gets me to a point

7

where I need to understand which alternatives are okay

8

under air quality.

9

MR. BECHTA:

Are we good to go with respect

Hi, Sean Bechta again, Ascent

10

Environmental.

11

to air quality is not an issue.

12

significant and unavoidable impact, but in CEQA and NEPA

13

and environmental regulations you can have a significant

14

and unavoidable impact and still approve the project and

15

certify the document.

16

presentation, that impact relates to the North Sierra Air

17

Quality Management District.

18

Yeah, so approval of the project relative
Yes, there is a

So as I explained in the

In the more detail, the construction emissions

19

resulting in emissions of reactive organic gases that

20

exceeds a daily threshold for the air quality management

21

district.

22

District has a program that if that threshold or other

23

thresholds are exceeded, you can pay into a program and

24

they use that money to switch out engines, do other

25

measures that reduce reactive organic emissions overall.

The Placer County Air Quality Management
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1

And so because that program is available, that impact is

2

less than significant.

3

Management District doesn't have such a program, so that

4

mitigation option is not available, therefore significant

5

and unavoidable.

Northern Sierra Air Quality

6

MR. BRUCE:

7

MR. BECHTA:

8

MR. BRUCE: It's outside the basin.

9

MR. BECHTA:

Okay.

And so if it's not --

And it's outside the basin.

Yes, that's outside of the basin.

10

MR. BRUCE:

11

MR. BECHTA:

12

MR. MARSHALL:

Okay.

Great.

Thank you.

Yep.
If I could just clarify one thing

13

also, Mark.

14

kinds of impacts that TRPA can't make overriding findings

15

for if they're in the basin and they affect a threshold or

16

there's a code violation or something like that.

17

with the regional plan there was a significant but

18

unavoidable -- potentially significant but unavoidable

19

impact associated with greenhouse gas emissions.

20

able to override that because it's not -- we don't have a

21

threshold directly on that that would require us or

22

preclude us from making that finding.

We need to remember that there are certain

23

MR. BRUCE: Okay.

24

MR. MARSHALL:

25

But like

We were

So there's -- sometimes when you

see significant impacts that are associated with the
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1

threshold, sometimes they're not.

2

MR. BRUCE: Thank you.

3

MR. YEATES: To follow up on all of that, there

4

was one public statement that said despite the fact that the

5

language here on page 73 says that it’s only alternatives 1

6

and 2 will result in permanent habitat loss, there was some

7

testimony about at least 72 acres of goshawk habitat would

8

be disturbed and that's a species that has a threshold

9

requirement for us to address, so we would have to make

10

appropriate findings for making that decision.

11

And then we also have comments that were made

12

about the conflicts with significant scenic resources,

13

recreational areas that are used and the realignment of

14

some of these things, all of which we do have thresholds

15

for.

16

well find ourselves in a situation where, okay, this is

17

good for the goshawk, but it's bad for recreation.

18

it's good for recreation and scenic and it's horrible for

19

goshawk.

20

need to make the finding that this is not going to help

21

prevent us from achieving and maintaining our thresholds.

22

And so as we’re balancing alternatives, we may very

Or

And so, I mean -- and we have this issue that we

I mean, do we -- how do we address balancing

23

those things out?

24

guidance on how we're going to address clearly

25

basin-related impacts that affect those kind of threshold

And hopefully staff could give us some
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1

decisions.

2

now in any kind of staff report, so I'm just curious as

3

to --

4

I mean, we don't -- I mean, I don't have that

MR. MARSHALL: I think -- let's kind of distinguish

5

between threshold impacts which to some degree I think are

6

disclosed in the document, but aren't necessarily the sole

7

purpose of the document.

8

MR. YEATES:

9

MR. MARSHALL: The document examines and compares

Right.

10

the whole -- I mean a range of environmental impacts

11

associated with the proposed project and the alternatives.

12

So, for example, we do have a threshold on Scenic on 267,

13

right, going up that corridor?

14

on Fiberboard Freeway.

We don't have a threshold

Okay?

15

MR. YEATES:

16

MR. MARSHALL: So you have a scenic impact associated

Okay.

17

with the project on Fiberboard, but it's not a

18

threshold-related --

19

MR. YEATES: Do we have a recreation threshold?

20

MR. MARSHALL: We do have a recreation threshold, and

21

whether or not -- you know, we can analyze whether or not

22

that's going to affect that threshold.

23

MR. YEATES:

24

MR. MARSHALL: But just in terms of scenic, that's an

25

illustration of where we might -- we might not be able to

Okay.
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1

do something on scenic because we would be prohibited from

2

making -- we could not make the necessary findings on

3

thresholds related to putting an expanded power line up to

4

267.

5

a matter of policy for you to try to determine those

6

tradeoffs between exactly what you're talking about, but

7

there's no inherent inability to make those findings,

8

threshold -- threshold-related findings.

9

But for Fiberboard Freeway, there's no -- it's still

So like with a number of projects I think that

10

you have, there are some tradeoffs between an impact

11

associated, but they are not -- they're not -- you cannot

12

override a threshold impact, and that's what I think we're

13

trying to identify as those significant impacts that could

14

not be mitigated or to cause a code violation or a

15

threshold violation.

16

MR. YEATES:

So I remember from the tour we were

17

looking and -- Shelly and I we were looking down at the

18

road at those towers and there was a discussion about we

19

push those further into the trees maybe to kind of avoid

20

looking at the lines I suppose would have another impact.

21

So is that all being evaluated in this document because we

22

may have to push this line to address --

23

MR. MARSHALL:

Yes.

24

MR. YEATES:

-- threshold issues?

25

MR. MARSHALL:

Yes. So part of the proposal is to
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1

move the 267 line into the forest to hide it, hide it,

2

essentially screen it for scenic and for threshold

3

purposes.

4

down trees.

But as a consequence of that, you're taking

5

MR. YEATES:

6

MR. MARSHALL: Right. And so there is those tradeoffs

7

in terms of -- but those impacts were determined not to be

8

significant at least from that habitat loss and the tree

9

loss.

Right.

And we're having threshold gain as a result of

10

moving the power line into the -- you know, X number of

11

feet off the road and into the forest.

12

MR. YEATES: And so if we wanted to say, well, one

13

solution would be to put it underground, and then we would

14

have to then balance the impact of that cost on the

15

ratepayer or would we just say that's your problem PUC,

16

you figure that one out. We're dealing with our issue which

17

is scenic quality versus knocking down trees and we think

18

for our purposes it's better to stick it underground.

19

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, but I think -- let me just -- I

20

want to talk about underground just for a second because

21

it kind of struck me as something interesting in the

22

document that I didn't immediately grasp because, I mean,

23

generally whenever we have a project, we want to

24

underground.

25

MR. YEATES:

Uh-huh.
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1

MR. MARSHALL:

This is different from most of the

2

projects we see because this is a transmission line, not a

3

distribution line and so there's different considerations

4

that come into play when you're trying to underground

5

transmission lines.

6

I've been told, and there's all sorts of other issues that

7

you have to take into account that are discussed in the

8

document.

9

rejected that talked about undergrounding.

It's significantly more difficult,

So there was an alternative considered but
So I would

10

recommend that you look at that, and we were very careful

11

to make certain that that's -- that does not preclude us

12

from requiring distribution lines to be undergrounded. But

13

it's a distinct set of characters, but you're also

14

talking, you know, yes, it's a possibility to underground,

15

but there's costs, there's associated -- you know, is it

16

economically feasible?

17

do those things and what are the consequences associated

18

of that to traffic on 267.

19

different impacts associated with that determination.

20

the alternative that was considered was not

21

undergrounding, but moving it into the forest.

22

Is it technologically feasible to

You know, there's lots of
So

MR. YEATES: And our response to essentially let’s

23

say our public, the people that are concerned about

24

the Tahoe Basin would be to have an analysis and whatever

25

comes to us of those options.

And some people may say,
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1

well, why not underground it, and then we can have a

2

discussion about distribution versus transmission and the

3

manholes that have to be up and the snow cover and all of

4

these issues, but nonetheless, you balance that against

5

some other things.

6

length of that transmission line.

7

But we're not talking about a great

MR. MARSHALL: I would foresee us doing the same

8

thing as we did with the RPU and say not only do we have a

9

response to comments section, but we also have --

10

potentially have significant issues that were raised and

11

you can pull pieces from different documents and say

12

here's kind of an undergrounding discussion.

13

MR. YEATES:

Okay.

14

MR. MARSHALL:

But it's also hopefully to inform

15

the public and the board on those issues.

16

MR. YEATES:

And then if I may go back to that

17

substation in Tahoe City.

18

going to mitigate the impact of that transmission line, as

19

I recall from the tour, as it currently goes right down

20

the river, and so we're going to put a bigger tower up

21

there and there was a picture of that pretty significant

22

view.

23

and the line would then run to the existing substation.

24

Well, that's encroaching, is it not, that 64-acre

25

recreation area.

One of the ways that we're

And so we would just step over that first tree line

So then we are then making a decision
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1

for Tahoe City and Placer County as to a permanent

2

location for a power line in an area where they're trying

3

to think about whether that 64 acres should or shouldn't

4

be in the town center or how we're going to deal with

5

things.

6

some work with Placer County on what to do with this

7

substation?

8

a decision that will either determine for several years

9

that transmission line and, therefore, the location of

So doesn't that really kind of require us to do

Because we're going to -- we're going to make

10

that substation or we deal with it now, you know, as

11

something that maybe we should address as we look to the

12

future and the infrastructure necessary for some of our

13

communities to do what's necessary to implement our

14

regional plan, which is concentrate development and do

15

things differently than we did before and have the

16

infrastructures where private development could do that

17

would be a great thing.

18

entrance to Tahoe City, that would be -- it's not like

19

it's -- nothing is going to happen.

20

bigger poles going along the river there or we're going

21

to push it on the other side of the trees and it's going

22

to have a planning impact.

And if they want to enhance that

We're going to put

My comments are on the record?

23

MR. MARSHALL:

24

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

25

MR. MARSHALL: I mean, I think the response is that's

Yes, definitely.
Did you want a response, Bill?
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1

the -- that's the type of discussions that need to happen.

2

MR. YEATES:

3

MR. MARSHALL: And all those are factors into it.

Okay.

4

And the fact that, you know, let's just -- I mean, to be

5

clear, our planning documents encourage the removal of the

6

substation; they don't require it.

7

MR. YEATES:

8

MR. MARSHALL: And so it's -- it's -- you know, we're

9

talking about an applicant that comes in with the project

10

that does not include it, and so it's a discussion now --

No, I understand.

11

MR. YEATES:

No, I understand.

12

MR. MARSHALL:

-- how we --

13

MR. YEATES: The substation is baseline, I get that.

14

And someone talked about it's just -- this there doesn't

15

have an impact, but, well, we're going to move a

16

transmission line, a bigger transmission line to affect

17

the view along the river, maybe even public safety along

18

the river.

19

though the substation isn't going to -- it’s creating the

20

need for that change.

21

To move that tower to the other side even

MR. MARSHALL: Don't get me wrong.

I think a

22

definite, as you said, a consequence of the project as

23

proposed would be to potentially make it more difficult to

24

relocate and that -- but that's not necessarily an

25

environmental impact, per se, but it's more of a planning
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1

matter that is a legitimate consideration for the board to

2

take up when it takes up the merits of the project.

3

MR. YEATES:

Okay.

4

MR. MARSHALL:

That's the way that I view it.

5

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

Sure.

6

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

Marsha and then Hal.

7

MS. BERKBIGLER: Thank you. This substation, what --

8

is the only reason -- I guess the only reason for relocating

9

or for discussion about relocating it is to -- for image

10

purposes, to beautify.

11

polluting anything, I mean, it's by the river, but it's

12

not creating anything other than a visual problem;

13

correct?

I mean, it's currently not

Anybody?

14

MR. MARSHALL:

15

MS. MARCHETTA: Here's how I would like to deal with

No one is willing to come forward.

16

this issue.

17

we have been really -- we've tried to be really clear on

18

the record.

19

after this hearing is to Placer County.

20

try to -- you know, we've heard loud and clear this is now

21

an issue that is in play.

22

environmental statement, answering the question of what

23

are the effects of this substation relative to its current

24

location versus a different location, that is going to

25

have to be the subject of considerable discussion,

It's been raised, we have clearly -- I think

The first phone call that's going to happen
And rather than

Because this is a draft
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1

probably additional analysis, and we can't even begin to

2

conjecture on it, what the -- you know, what the purpose

3

is to keep it in its current location until we pull out

4

those factors and those discussions from those who have

5

raised the various interests.

6

up to us relatively recently, so that's why it's not --

7

you know, it's in the posture that it is in the documents.

8

So we're going to have to take a hard look at that.

9

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:

And honestly, this bubbled

Joanne, when we have that

10

conversation I think it's-- maybe I'm misunderstanding the

11

process, but I think this is multi-jurisdictional.

12

got the PUC, you know, who may or may not reimburse

13

Liberty.

14

this substation, the PUC may say:

15

integral.

16

to do with providing reliable power.

17

allow you to pass that cost on to your ratepayers, you

18

know, and then Liberty Mutual -- Liberty Mutual.

19

-- they may have -- they may have to be Liberty Mutual to

20

get this accomplished.

21

reimbursed, and that's a huge potential problem for a

22

company that has to meet payroll and, you know, is

23

accountable to its stockholders and shareholders.

24

anyway, I'll just put that in the record.

25

We've

If they decide to front the cost of relocating
Look it, it's not

You know, relocating a substation has nothing
We're not going to

Liberty

But Liberty Utilities may not get

So

MS. BERKBIGLER: Thank you. That's precisely what I
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1

was just going to say is that there's a huge cost

2

associated with that, and so --

3

MR. COLE: I -- I appreciated the input.

The

4

presentation was very educational.

5

go on record with the two concerns.

6

substation, I just always want to give deference to our

7

local planning agencies.

8

their long-range goals are with that.

9

accommodate their area plans that are going to come

I also just wanted to
The Tahoe City

So I would like to know what
And if we can

10

through or the existing community plans by relocating

11

them, just suggesting it now and letting the -- letting

12

the utility company know that that is a preference because

13

we have area plans that are wanting to use this area for

14

something else.

15

And then as far as the Kings Beach diesel

16

generators, I would just like them to look into what

17

natural gas generators cost instead of the diesel.

18

think that's a small step for air quality, but otherwise,

19

I thought it was a very good presentation.

20
21
22

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN:
wish to make a comment?

I

Any other member of the board

Elizabeth?

MS. CARMEL: One of the issues I've been wondering

23

about is under alternatives considered but rejected,

24

there's a bullet for managing demand.

25

who the best person to respond to this is, but I would be

And I'm not sure
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interested in seeing a discussion about were more

2

aggressive retrofit or conservation measures analyzed, to

3

what extent does having a very aggressive program to

4

change out LED bulbs or, you know, do real energy

5

conservation -- strict energy conservation requirements,

6

how could that help meet peak demand.

7

hear your comments on that.

8
9

MR. SMART:

And I'm happy to

Mike Smart with Liberty Utilities.

We do have quite a portfolio of energy conservation

10

programs that we have.

11

income and some are targeted to schools and such as that.

12

On the specifics of the peak demand where you could go in

13

and load shed of some fashion, like a noncritical load

14

where you can maybe pay someone to come off line, that

15

currently is not in our terrace, but there will be

16

something that I will add for the future to extend out,

17

maybe having to build something.

18

really have that.

19

rate, but it's for irrigation, for irrigation, but we

20

don't have that for like an industrial.

21
22
23

Some of them are targeted to low

But right now we don't

Other than we have the interruptible

MS. CARMEL: And then what kind of programs do you
have to encourage businesses to trade out LED bulbs?
MR. SMART:

We have our refrigerator program.

24

have a CFL, you know, compact fluorescent light.

25

only have a fixed budget.

We

But I

I don't have an infinite amount
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of money to throw at those programs.

2

400,000 a year.

3

set that target amount on these programs and literally

4

inherited the programs that came from the previous

5

utility.

6

program for retrofitting.

Okay.

And I went in on the last rate case and

Thank you.

7

MS. CARMEL:

8

MR. SMART:

9
10

It think it's about

We have a commercial rebate

Okay.

There you go.

We have a whole bunch.

It's on our

website.
MS. CARMEL: Well, I think for the purposes of the

11

EIR environmental document, I think it would be

12

interesting to see an analysis of that quantified to

13

determine, you know, how much power savings can result

14

from that and if that is a viable alternative.

15
16

MR. SMART:
willing --

17

MS. CARMEL:

18

MR. SMART:

19
20

Yeah, how much participation would be

Yeah.
And how many people would be

willing -MS. CARMEL:

And if expanding a program may have

21

cost benefits, you know, in relation to, you know,

22

dramatically expanding capacity.

23

MR. SMART:

In the alternative section I would

24

recommend that you take a look at that section because it

25

provides a screen by which alternative -- or they were
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1

considered but rejected.

2

you meet the entire -- or can you reduce your demand to a

3

point where you don't need the -- your peak is not pushing

4

up against the maximum, system maximum.

5

other project needs like providing, I think, the 625 --

6

the 625 line -- do I have that right?

7

to increase the reliability of that line.

8
9

And it's not just, you know, can

Also does it meet

Access in order for

So it's not -- it's not just premised on that
analysis and it's not just premised on the reduction in

10

capacity or the reduction in energy demand that we created

11

by those change-out programs.

12

how the analysis was constructed.

13

So that's just -- that's

CHAIRWOMAN ALDEAN: Okay.Good discussion.

14

other questions or comments?

15

participation.

16

document?

Any

One last chance for public

Any comments regarding this environmental

17

All right.

18

the public hearing.

With that, we'll go ahead and close
Thank you everyone.
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MEMORANDUM

To:

John Marshall, Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA); Sydney
Coastworth, Ascent Environmental
From:
Jennifer Johnson, Dudek
Subject:
Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the California Pacific Electric Company (CalPeco) 625
and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
Date:
March 28, 2014
cc:
Mike Rosauer & Jack Mulligan, California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC)
Attachment(s): Resume of Paul G. Scheuerman, P.E.; Report of Findings Re: Need for
Upgrade of North Lake Tahoe Electric Transmission System; Memo:
Response to comments from North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance; and Memo:
Review of Alternatives considered but rejected.

Paul Scheuerman, a consultant to the CPUC, has over 45 years of professional experience as an
electrical engineer working in the electric utility industry. To assist the decision makers
associated with the CalPeco 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project, it was requested that
Mr. Scheuerman provide an independent assessment of the data and documentation supporting
the need for certain upgrades to the North Lake Tahoe electric transmission system as well as the
reasonableness of the project to meet said need; review and comment on the Technical
Comments on the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR CalPeco/Liberty Utilities 625 and 650 Electrical Line
Upgrade submitted by the North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance and February 14, 2014; and to
review the alternatives considered but rejected in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the CalPeco 625 and
650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project released for public review on November 8, 2013 and
determine if the technical rational for rejection was reasonable given standard utility practices.
Attached are Mr. Scheuerman’s resume as well as three memos that contain his work. The
CPUC has reviewed these memos and determined they are adequate and meet the needs of the
CPUC.

PAUL G. SCHEUERMAN, P.E.

PAUL G. SCHEUERMAN, P.E.
Washington University, M issouri: B.S. Electrical Engineering

Registered Professional Engineer
SCHEUERMAN CONSULTING
3915 Rawhide Rd.
Rocklin Ca. 95677
Phone 916-630-7073
E-Mail pgs@ieee.org

Mr. Scheuerman has over 45 years of professional experience as an electrical
engineer working in the electric utility industry. He has worked with both
investor owned and publicly owned utilities. Prior to starting his own
company, Scheuerman Consulting in 1999, he was employed by R. W. Beck
Inc. working in their Sacramento office for over nineteen years. Previous to
this he was employed by the Delmarva Power and Light Company for
twelve years.
His utility experience includes areas such as developing and negotiating
inter-utility agreements, power marketing, resource feasibility analysis for
both conventional and hydro projects, system operations studies, load
forecasting and distribution, transmission and interconnection planning.
Assignments have included the, analysis of power pooling benefits,
negotiation of interconnection agreements, analysis of hydro plant
operations, the negotiation of transmission wheeling and co-tenancy
agreements, development of econometric models for load forecasting, and the
supervision of distribution planning for a major suburban area. Mr.
Scheuerman has presented testimony on behalf of a number of clients,
before the Federal Regulatory Commission in maters concerning the
deregulation of the electric utility system within California.

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERIENCE
ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING
Mr. Scheuerman has conducted analysis of potential opportunities and consequences
resulting from the ongoing restructuring of the California utility industry. He
routinely monitors the ongoing process of restructuring the state's electric utility
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industry. In addition, he has worked for clients in FERC venues, including the
electric refund proceedings and has also testified on behalf of a client in matters
dealing with access to CAISO markets.

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM PLANNING / OPERATIONS
Mr. Scheuerman has performed various transmission system planning functions
involving 500-, 230-, 138- and 69-kV levels. Work has consisted of analysis of
proposed and current system conditions under various operating scenarios. He has
provided data and results to system operations personnel regarding system
performance during contingency conditions with suggested remedial actions.
Participated with interconnected utilities to develop joint planning for the
expansion of interconnected transmission networks. Work has also included tasks
involving the analysis of alternative transmission system expansion plans and the
recommendation of suitable plans. System expansion work has been performed for
transmission owners as well as merchant transmission projects and municipal
entities seeking transmission access.

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Mr. Scheuerman has directed the study of major hydroelectric systems in order to
provide data for analysis of operational changes based on environmental
parameters. Work included the development of analytical tools to simulate hourly
operations at regulating facilities and upstream peaking facilities, as well as
impacts on other available resources.
He has proved input with respect to the purpose and need for various transmission
facilities for incorporation in state CEQA/CPCN processes as well as the
identification of system related project alternatives. His worked has included
analysis associated with the following transmission and substation projects:
Antelope-Pardee 500kV Line
Devers–Palo Verde #2 500kV Line
Northeast San Jose 230kV Line
Tri-Valley 230kV Line
Jefferson-Martin 230kV Line
Valley-Rainbow 500kV Line
Miguel-Mission 230kV Line
Otay Mesa Power Purchase Agreement 230kV Line
Antelope Transmission Segments 2&3
San Joaquin Cross Valley Transmission Project
Central Ca Clean Energy Transmission Project
SCE Presidential, Alberhill, Falcon Ridge and Lakeview Substations
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SDG&E East County 500/230/69 kV Substation Project
Embarcadero-Potrero 230kV Line
West of Devers 230kV upgrades
Coolwater-Lugo Transmission project

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM PLANNING
Responsible for planning 12-kV and 34-kV distribution and subtransmission systems
in suburban areas.
Work included the development of area distribution
substations together with coordination of high voltage supply. Undertook analysis
and forecast of area requirements, developed switching alternatives to meet the
requirements and provided management with recommendations.

SYSTEM RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT AND POOLING ANALYSIS
Has participated in the analysis of pooling and assessment of system reliability
associated with the dispatch of pooled resources. Tasks involved reviewing analysis
of system reliability and projected economies associated with pooling of resources.
He also has directed the study of feasibility of full-time association and membership
in Pennsylvania–New Jersey–Maryland interconnection.

RESOURCE PLANNING
Directed analysis of resource planning options for various clients. Developed
criteria for assessment of various resource expansion options, directed production
cost simulation studies and system reliability analysis. Directed analysis of
various hydro-based systems, including the Central Valley Project, to determine
hydro-thermal support requirements. Has assisted clients with the identification
of alternatives.

RESOURCE PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
Provide assistance to clients in identification of future resource requirements.
Developed and evaluated alternative resource expansion plans. Work with clients
in negotiating power purchase and ownership arrangements with various
suppliers.

ECONOMETRIC FORECASTING
Supervised the development of Econometric Forecasting Methodologies utilized to
project future energy sales and peak demand requirements. Studied the effects of
numerous factors on load growth and has prepared and presented testimony in
various "need for power" hearings.
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3915 Rawhide Rd. Rocklin, Ca 95677
E-mail pgs@ieee.org
Telephone 916-630-7073
Cell 916-768-4328

Consulting
DRAFT

Report of Findings Re: Need for Upgrade of North Lake Tahoe Electric
Transmission System
3/24/2014
I.
Introduction and Background
Scheuerman Consulting was requested to provide an independent assessment
of the data and documentation supporting the need for certain upgrades to
the North Lake Tahoe electric transmission system (NTS) as well as the
reasonableness of the project to meet said need. The need and associated
upgrades have been defined by the California Pacific Electric Company
(CalPeco), the owner and operator of the NTS. The project, to address this
need, is being evaluated under the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact (Public
Law 96-551) and Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) Code of
Ordinances and Rules of Procedure; the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) (42 U.S. Code 4321-4347), the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) Regulations Implementing NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations
1500-1508), Forest Service Manual 1950, and Forest Service Handbook
1909.15; and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public
Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq.) and State CEQA Guidelines
(California Code of Regulations Section 15000 et seq.). TRPA, US Forest
Service (USFS), Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit (LTBMU) and Tahoe
National Forest, and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) are the
lead agencies for preparation of this joint Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS)/EIS/Environmental Impact Report (EIR).

II.

Executive Summary

Based on its review of materials and information provided and based on
current applicable North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) transmission planning
criteria, as discussed herein, Scheuerman Consulting finds the need for a
project in the area served by the NTS to be justified. Scheuerman Consulting
1
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also finds the project as defined in project documents to be in general
agreement with Prudent Utility Practices 1 and a reasonable approach to
addressing the electric system problems identified.

III.

Discussion of Project Need

The NTS currently consists of four 60kV transmission lines and one 120 kV
transmission line configured as a single interconnected electrical network to
provide service to a number of area substations. Given the basic network
nature of the system, modifications to one section of the network will have
impacts throughout the remainder of the network.
Review of the NTS Capacity Plan Validation Report, prepared by Z Global in
August 2011 confirmed the need for a project to upgrade the NTS. The report
was prepared to validate earlier findings by Sierra Pacific Power Company
prior to selling its California electric service territory to CalPeco. The
findings contained within the Z Global report were based primarily on results
obtained from the modeling of the NTS using the GE Positive Sequence Load
The PSLF software is used by many major
Flow (PSLF) software.
transmission planning organizations and is designed to provide
comprehensive and accurate load flow, dynamic simulation, and short circuit
analysis. The model relies on input information that provides a mathematical
description of the transmission system as well as the loads and generation
connected thereto. The mathematical model of the system was obtained from
the 2010 WECC base case model.
In the case of the NTS the most significant assumption utilized in the
modeling was the load forecast. This forecast was for peak load conditions
experienced on the NTS generally during severe winter weather. The forecast
used in the Z Global work was based on an assumed 1% annual growth
commencing in 2010. The growth rate was applied to the 2010 NTS winter
peak load at each substation (85.9 MW in aggregate). Given the inherent
Prudent Utility Practice is a common term encompassing any of the practices, methods, and
acts, including levels of reserves and provisions for contingencies that in the exercise of
reasonable judgment would have been expected to accomplish the desired result at the lowest
reasonable cost consistent with reliability, safety, expedition, prevention of adverse effects on
neighboring systems and all applicable laws and governmental rules, regulations and orders.
Such practices, methods, and acts shall consist of those commonly used by utilities operating
in the WECC.

1
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uncertainties involved in the load forecasting process especially when
considering the impacts from the recent economic downturn, potential for
new resort development/improvements and the managed growth conditions
in the area served by the NTS, the 1% rate is considered to be within the
range of reason and appears to be a conservative assumption. It should be
recognized that the region has maintained a strong presence in the winter
tourist industry, and it will need to maintain and upgrade existing
infrastructure in order to maintain a competitive position going forward.
Upgrades to the existing NTS will also be necessary in order to comply with
prescribed reliability criteria so as to reliably serve the needs of the
customers.
The Z Global studies indicated the NTS (as it existed in 2011) was capable of
meeting 2011 system peak load (86.8 MW) with all system components in
service. However, with one of the five lines comprising the NTS out of service
(an N-1 condition) the remaining facilities of the NTS were not capable of
meeting the full 2011 peak load. Planning and operating standards of NERC
and WECC require all loads to be met under a single contingency (N-1). This
requires that sufficient transmission be in place so as to fully deliver the
power requirements of all of the customers served by it after sustaining the
loss of a single system element. NERC and WECC not only require that the
system be operated to this standard but also require planning to meet this
criteria. At the time the Z Global study was conducted compliance with these
standards was considered to be voluntary and was self-policed. However,
since then the standards have become mandatory and violators are subject to
significant fines. It should be understood that failure to study and plan for
meeting the N-1 criteria is a violation even if the system does not actually
experience an outage. Based on study results presented in the Z Global
report, a project to mitigate the NERC and WECC standard violations
identified within the Z Global work is required.

IV.

Conceptual Description of the Project

The nature of the NTS problems experienced under N-1 conditions essentially
is two-fold. First is the overloading (physical energy flowing on the line that
exceeds the safe operating limit set for the facility) of certain line conductors
during the loss of another line within the NTS, which can result in damage to
the line or substation equipment. The second is the voltage decay (reduction
in voltage with distance along the line) resulting from the overloaded
3
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facilities. Both of these issues are a result of attempting to transfer excessive
amounts of energy through a conductor not designed to transfer the required
amount. To some extent the voltage decay problem may be mitigated
through the application of capacitors at the various NTS substations. These
would serve to provide local var (volt-ampere-reactive) support via shunt
capacitors thereby reducing the need to transmit vars over the NTS and also
assist in decreasing the overall flow on the lines. While such an approach to
the problems may buy time, the short-lived approach coupled with the
harmonic issues 2 associated with variable speed motors used by the area ski
resorts would not result in a well-designed solution of the problems. A more
reasonable and longer term solution is to replace the small and limiting
conductor within the NTS. This reconductoring approach (upgrading all
conductors to at least 397.5 kcmil AA) would result in the lines being capable
of transferring up to 59.8 megavolt amperes (MVA). (Note this rating is a
long-term rating and may be exceeded by approximately 15% for short
periods of time). This action could require the replacement of many, if not
all, of the existing poles and should provide adequate load carrying capability
under N-1 conditions for the near future. However, given the environmental
constraints and sensitivities associated with the 609 line outlined in the
September 2012 “North Lake Tahoe Electric Transmission System Upgrade
Scoping Document” prepared by Tri Sage Consulting, as well as the
remoteness of the line it appears impractical to reconductor this line. Given
that some sections of the existing 60 kV lines comprising the NTS have been
rebuilt for 120 kV operation, and if a line sections must be rebuilt to
accommodate new conductor, it makes sense to configure the new facilities so
that it can eventually be energized at 120kV at some future point. This
increase from 60kV to 120 kV represents the next logical step in system
voltage commonly used within the industry.

2

When a transmission systems voltage is distorted due to the introduction of harmonics
from devices such as variable speed motors, transformers and compensation capacitors can
be damaged. In particular, capacitors can cause resonance conditions that can unacceptably
magnify harmonic levels.
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V.

Conclusion

The proposed rebuilding, reconductoring of lines and energizing the NTS at
120kV,with the exception ofthe 609 line, represents a reasonable long term
approach to solving the current NTS problems. Upgrading from a 60 kV
system to a 120 kV system will result in doubling the line conductor MVA
rating and cutting the load current on them by half. Not only is the ability of
the system enhanced to withstand greater loads, the voltage decay issues are
resolved since the conductor is now transmitting the same energy but at only
half the line current and associated voltage drop.

Respectfully Submitted:

Paul G. Scheuerman, P.E.
Scheuerman Consulting
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E-mail pgs@ieee.org
Telephone 916-630-7073
Cell 916-768-4328

Consulting
3/24/2014

Memo: Response to comments from North Tahoe Citizen Action Alliance
The comments presented generally involve two issues; load forecasts and
bifurcating the North Lake Tahoe Transmission System (NTS) into two
portions, a “Resort-Tahoe Loop” (RTL) (defined by the commenter as the
Northstar, Kings Beach/Brockway, Tahoe City, and Squaw Valley substations
and the power lines which connect these substations) and the remainder of
the NTS system.
With respect to load forecasts the comments note that the loads making up
the RTL decreased slightly from 61.5 megawatts (MW) in 1996 to 61.1 MW
2010. These numbers are essentially unchanged and there is no information
presented regarding intermediate years. The presentation seems to assume
no growth however what is unknown (not identified in the Z Global report or
elsewhere) is what the intervening year loads were. It may well be that the
period from 1996 to 2007 saw increasing loads only to have these loads
decrease with the 2008 recession. The commenter notes that the decrease
was a result a decrease in resort loading on the RTL portion of the NTS, such
that there is an appearance of no or slightly negative growth. The data
presented seems to confirm a decrease in resort related load with growth in
other load not directly associated with resorts. In my judgment, given the
inherent uncertainties involved in the load forecasting process especially
when considering impacts from the recent economic downturn, potential for
new resort development and improvements and the managed growth
conditions in the area served by the NTS, the 1% rate within the range of
reason and appears to be a conservative assumption. It should be recognized
that the region has maintained a strong presence in the winter tourist
industry, and it will need to maintain and upgrade existing infrastructure in
order to meet reliability criteria and maintain a competitive position going
forward. Planning on zero growth could be short sighted with negative

1

economic impacts and could place the system operator in jeopardy of not
meeting its regulatory obligations under NERC and WECC planning criteria.
Any analysis of the NTS based on the performance of two separate load
sectors (RTL and remainder of NTS) does not recognize the networked nature
of the current system. The NTS currently consists of four 60kV power lines
and one 120 kV transmission line in a single interconnected electrical
network configured to provide service to a number of regional substations.
Given the basic network nature of the system, modifications to one section of
the network would have impacts throughout the remainder of the network.
Thus load growth on the non-RTL portion would impact the power flowing on
the RTL portion and visa-versa. Z-Global study results for winter 2011
indicated the NTS did not meet NERC and WECC reliability criteria. The
NTS load modeled by Z-Global for 2011 was only 0.9MW (900kW) above the
previous year. This minor load increase is the only thing between meeting
reliability criteria (including N-1 contingency) and being in violation of the
criteria. I have not seen any load data for 2011, 2012 or 2013.
It is also important to note that the final Alternative staging sequence
provided on pg. 11 of 12 of the comments is not materially different in end
point from the proposed project. It does differ in time but that is based on
differences in load growth assumptions. Another area of difference involves
the proposed placement of switched shunt capacitors on the NTS. There is
considerable literature on the interaction of such devices with variable speed
motors similar to those used by the area ski resorts and the resultant
harmonic issues. The application of these devices could help relieve voltage
issues (low voltage) during various line outage conditions but will do little to
relieve overloading violations.

2
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Consulting
3/12/2014

Memo: Review of Alternatives considered but rejected.
I have reviewed the discussion of alternatives considered but rejected
contained in the Draft EIS/EIS/EIR for the “California Pacific
Electricity Company 625 and 650 Electrical Line Upgrade Project
(Section3.5). Review of the draft alternatives and the associated
reasoning for rejection was conducted based on engineering and
reliability criteria. In each case where engineering or reliability issues
were involved in the reasoning for rejection, the technical basis for such
decision was found to be reasonable and in line with general utility
practice.

1
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A1. TASC-FOWS Additional Comments on Final TER

The following provides additional detailed comments related to the final 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report.
As noted throughout our main comments (December 2012) and attachments, we first
reiterate the following messages:
-

The TER serves as the baseline document to the RPU EIS and RTP EIR/S and
therefore should be subject to the same EIS process (and response to comments);

-

Although we appreciate the general response to comments in Attachment C of the
final EIS, the responses misrepresent our detailed technical comments, questions,
and critiques (from our June and July 2012 comments), and fail to respond to
most of the key issues we raised.

-

TRPA’s response to comments by the peer reviewers (App. E in Final TER)
documents a purposeful failure to respond to significant technical comments
related to the methods, data, and analyses in the TER report. This also has an
effect on TRPA’s responses to our comments, where TRPA frequently refers to
the TER as being “peer-reviewed” and therefore, must be “scientifically sound;”

-

The new methodology in the TER, combined with selective statistics, appears to
promote favorable conclusions utilized by the RPU EIS to support Alt. 3, which
has been the preferred alternative for over a year (well before the environmental
analysis was available). These conclusions are not supported by the evidence in
many cases.

Finally, we apply our previous comments on the draft TER with equal force to the final
TER.
Although we appreciate TRPA’s time in creating Appendix C as a means to address our
significant and details comments on the draft TER, our concerns have not been
addressed, nor have our detailed, scientific comments been responded to. Big concerns
include the following:
1) TRPA has clearly utilized the TER as a ‘baseline’ document which compiles the
threshold information into a report, makes statements regarding the data, sources,
recommendations for future actions, and recommended future changes to the
thresholds (see our June and July comments).
2) The TER is then used as a stepping stone to the RPU EIS. Although TRPA may
‘re-state’ the data from the TER, this does not disconnect the RPU analysis from
the TER. However, TRPA continues to claim the TER is a separate document and
not affected by the EIS process or requirements.
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a. Although we submitted extensive comments, including numerous
examples, to illustrate the clear link between the TER and the RPU, TRPA
failed to respond to these questions.1
i. In some responses, TRPA refers to Master Response 1, rather than
address our questions.
ii. TRPA also repeatedly “skipped” pages of detailed questions and
comments and lumped them into one “comment number” – which
then includes a short reference to Master Response One, and/or
reasserts TRPA is correct, etc.
iii. In other cases, TRPA states the comments are not relevant to the
Final RPU EIS, and thus dismisses them.
iv. TRPA often repeatedly avoids responding, and instead refers to the
“peer reviewed report” in Appendix C as if the peer review done
on a pre-draft release version of the document somehow justifies
all future TRPA actions related to the 2011 TER. Nothing in the
final RPU package indicates that the peer reviewers were asked to
review the final version of the TER, or that they provided any
comments on it.
Additional comments:
Chapter 1
As prescribed by the Regional Plan (TRPA 1986; TRPA 1987a as amended in 2012), this evaluation summarizes current and
available monitoring data and information that addresses required reporting elements, and includes recommendations to the
TRPA Governing Board to support adjustments to Threshold Standards and the Regional Plan. This evaluation focuses on
addressing reporting requirements outlined in the Regional Plan, and as a consequence, should not be viewed or considered to
be an exhaustive and integrated synthesis of all available research and monitoring conducted in the Lake Tahoe Basin—it is
primarily focused on addressing progress in the attainment of Threshold Standards as adopted. However, where appropriate,
references to current and related applied research are provided to guide the reader toward more in-depth discussion materials.

1

We will provide examples of responses to our EIS comments (which included many TER comments as
well) in subsequent comments.
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As TRPA notes, not all peer review comments were addressed. Although the above
change would imply that the comments not noted are related to monitoring, many of the
comments not addressed are related to how available data were handled, and/or the
analysis and ‘determinations’ in the TER were made. Further, this is yet another example
of the circular ‘response’ – the report was peer reviewed, but TRPA chose not to address
many comments; we provided comments and critiques of the TER and TRPA chose not
to address most of them, instead referring to the TER having been “peer reviewed.” The
agency can’t have it both ways.

AIR QUALITY:
Recommendations for Additional Actions – Given that the current status of this indicator is not in attainment with the most conservative standard,
and modestly improving in trend, suggests that the existing programs and actions could be more effectively implemented, such as more frequent
street sweeping to control entrained road dust, continue to implement requirement that residential woods stove meet EPA emission standards, and
perhaps, if conditions decline, consider options for restricting residential wood burning during periods of elevated ambient PM concentrations.
Respective state air quality management authorities already regulate prescribed burning of forest biomass, where burning in the Region is only
allowed during appropriate meteorological conditions and follow a burn plan. The current TRPA Threshold Standards for wood smoke and
suspended soil particles should be reviewed and replaced with appropriate state and/or federal particulate matter concentration standards, to
improve the agency’s ability to objectively determine status and trends

Monitoring Approach – PM concentrations evaluated in this summary were monitored at one location in the Lake Tahoe Basin,
10

located on Sandy Way in South Lake Tahoe. This monitoring site represents a near-worst case/condition scenario site because it is
closely located to a segment of Highway 50 in the South Shore of Lake Tahoe that receives some of the highest traffic volumes. Data
are collected, analyzed, and reported by the California Air Resources Board (CARB 2011a).

Strangely, a new statement has been added to the TER regarding CARB’s Sandy Way
site. This also conveniently represents the monitoring site that shows an exceedance of
CA’s PM10 standard. TRPA is claiming that the site represents “near-worst
case/condition scenario” because it’s located near highway 50. Although the site location
is near highway 50, what matters is what people are breathing. That said, most people in
the Basin, proportionally speaking, live relatively close to a major highway. People also
use those major highways, ride their bikes along them, walk along them, etc. Thus, TRPA
should be more concerned that the site most representative of where people are breathing
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is the site reflecting PM conditions that are not healthy. Instead, TRPA appears to write
this off, stating the CA standard is expected to be attained in 2040 (p. 3-48, Final TER),
and adding this new ‘disclaimer’ that appears to suggest the public shouldn’t worry so
much about this location. Yet TRPA should also consider that CARB located in South
Lake Tahoe to monitor public health – and selected this location. Has CARB reviewed
the TER report? Has CARB reviewed the final?
TRPA also failed to address our comments regarding the changing trend in PM10
emissions since around 2006. Instead, TRPA has ‘adjusted’ the final TER language to
simply group trends from the early 1980’s to 2011. However, if TRPA had actually
examined the full set of historical peak data we compiled and submitted in June, TRPA
would see that although PM10 concentrations are notably improved when compared to
the 1980’s, they have been getting worse since around 2006. The proper response – that
called for by the TRPA Compact, which requires TRPA to protect human health – would
be to investigate why PM is getting worse, and then take measures to improve air quality.
Further twisting the 2011 TER report with revised wording does nothing to protect public
health.
As noted above, TRPA also denies the TER is subject to the same provisions as the EIS
because TRPA claims the report was simply one report of many used to develop the EIS.
However, a review of the examples provided in our June and July comment letters
provides numerous examples of how directly linked these documents are. Consider again
how the final TER report suggests the “existing TRPA threshold standards for wood
smoke and suspended soil particles should be replaced with state or federal standards for
PM because there is no established baseline” an surprise, these standards are deleted in
the draft and final EIS documents. However, TRPA has provided no analysis of whether
other standards should be considered, a new baseline established, or other options that
would first consider the impacts from these sources in the Basin. Instead, the TER
proposes it and the EIS includes the changes, without any technical environmental
analysis. Rather than repeat all of the examples, we simply reiterate our previous,
lengthy, and well-supported comments.
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We remind TRPA of these obligations to report the status of all standards. The final TER
fails to do so. The status of federal and state standards, and how it is reported and
designated, does not change because TRPA has changed how it wants to evaluate
threshold attainment status. Thus, TRPA must still examine and report compliance with
the federal and state standards. However, the final TER has stated “conclusions” related
to the state and federal standards without actually noting the official designation status of
those standards. In the case of the CA standard for 8-hour ozone, CARB has the Lake
Tahoe Air Basin classified as non-attainment – transitional. Yet the final TER states:
“The Region was in attainment with the CA standard in 1984, 2004, and 2005, 2010, and
2011; otherwise, the Region has not attained this standard.” CARB designated the Lake
Tahoe Air Basin as non-attainment in 2010.2

2

http://www.arb.ca.gov/regact/2010/area10/areafrodc.pdf
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TRPA failed to address our concerns regarding the trends in ozone and PM in the Basin.
We reference those comments again with equal force. Also, besides providing misleading
information regarding the status of the CA ozone standard, TRPA has ignored the data.
We note that a report released by DRI in August 2012 reiterates the increasing trends in
ozone in the Basin:3
Many people don’t realize Lake Tahoe’s air quality affects its water clarity, and the air quality
is getting worse. Alan Gertler, a Desert Reseach Institute (DRI) scientist for 33 years, studies
air quality around the globe. According to Gerler, the Tahoe Basin is suffering from elevated
ozone levels. “The increased ozone has both human and environmental consequences. It
3

http://www.dri.edu/2012-tahoe-summit
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doesn’t violate the federal standard, but it does violate the California standard and is one of
the few areas in California where ozone is getting worse.” [Emphasis added].

Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions – Urban growth control limits, best management practices
(BMPs) to reduce nutrient and sediment discharge from disturbed soils, retrofit regulations for private and commercial
property BMPs, reducing private automobile use through improvements to public transit and alternative transportation modes
(with the goal of reducing air pollution and the subsequent deposition of nitrogen and fine sediment), and ongoing allocation
of water quality mitigation funds to support erosion control and stormwater pollution control projects.
Effectiveness of Programs and Actions – Changes in primary productivity are considered an integrated response to
individual actions or programs. As such it is not possible to evaluate the effects of the individual programs or actions.
Although each of the programs and actions are thought to aid in improving the transparency of Lake Tahoe, the most current
information shows phytoplankton PPr continues to increase at a rate of 8.3 percent/yr relative to the Threshold Standard,
suggesting more effective actions are needed.
Recommendations for Additional Actions – TRPA, in collaboration with federal, state, and local agencies, should pursue
the strategies and actions identified in the Lake Tahoe TMDL with a goal of reducing tributary loading of sediment and
nutrients, and achieving the interim target for Lake Tahoe transparency by 2026. TRPA’s near-term implementation role
should focus on program areas that it has the existing authority to lead: (1) accelerating implementation of its water quality
BMP retrofit regulations including implementation of area-wide stormwater treatment strategies, (2) pursuing innovative
redevelopment strategies that aim to accelerate water quality improvements, (3) reducing atmospheric sources of pollutants
known to impact aquatic habitats, and (4) considering the phasing out of phosphorus-containing fertilizers in the Region.
Additionally and indirectly related to phytoplankton productivity is the need to consider adopting a Threshold Standard for
nearshore periphyton (attached) algae. TERC (2011a) reported that periphyton algae have increased in abundance and
distribution in recent years.

Although the final TER did not respond to our technical comments regarding air quality
data and trends, the final TER includes a new discussion related to the Air Quality Index
(AQI). Of note is the AQI is a modeled value not based on Tahoe Basin conditions or all
applicable standards. We questioned why TRPA added this discussion as the TRPA has
never adopted or evaluated any type of AQI for the Basin, so it was a bit surprising to
suddenly find this new topic. However, we located the following “explanation” in the
chapter:
The indicators presented here are related to state, federal and TRPA standards. In
most instances, each indicator only takes into account the highest recorded
measurement (e.g. highest, second highest) and do not take into account the
distribution of measurements throughout a given year. As a consequence, these
indicators do not provide complete characterization of the range of conditions that
occur and how they vary within a year. Thus, the measurements could be significantly
better than the standard most of the year, but one high measurement could cause the
status determination for that year to be worse than the standard. The EPA AQI
information (Table 3-1, above) has been included to provide a characterization of the
“within year” air quality conditions.

It appears this was added in an attempt to “cover” the failure to monitor conditions year
round. The language also appears to suggest that because the modeled AQI value
followed a certain ‘trend,’ air quality likely followed the same trend. However, the simple
fact of the matter is TRPA has not adequately monitored for air quality, and has
specifically drafted the TER and RPU EIS documents to avoid directly admitting that
monitoring has been reduced or shut down. This omission was made worse when TRPA’s
Executive Director, at the 11/15/2012 GB meeting, provided a presentation related to
monitoring and claimed there are currently “six” air quality monitoring sites in the Basin.
This was in response to public concerns regarding public health and the lack of
monitoring. However, what the Executive Director did not mention was the location of
these six sites or the type of monitoring being performed. As far as we know as of
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11/29/2012, there is one ozone monitor in Incline Village, one PM10 monitor in South
Lake Tahoe (CARB’s Sandy Way site), and the TRPA building (where TRPA placed
monitoring equipment in 2011, however the location is not representative of where most
people breathe). Thus, there are two sites that could be said to monitor for public health,
however, each site monitors a different pollutant. This is an important distinction because
air pollutants behave differently and have different physical effects on people. Thus,
monitoring for ozone in Incline Village does not negate the need to monitor for PM2.5
and PM10.
Further, the final EIS has included a modification to add the more recent ozone data from
the Incline Village site, but the table still lumps the sites together and now claims that the
“Concentrations of criteria air pollutants are measured at three two monitoring stations in
the LTAB:” and proceeds to list the Incline Village site, SLT Sandy Way site, and the
SLT Airport Rd. site. Worse yet, the final EIS document proposes to delete the factual
statement that the Airport site has not operated since 2009. This appears to be a direct
attempt to create the perception that more monitoring is occurring, plus that there are
more measurements available for the purported “findings” that air quality is stable or
improving. The statement that pollutants “are” measured at the three sites listed is simply
not true. Please note that the three air pollutants in discussion are pollutants that first
impact public health, and that the Compact, state, and federal laws require protection of
public health.
SOIL CONSERVATION
The Final Chapter of the Soil Conservation Threshold Evaluation has little new
information as to conserving soil and meeting the plain language of the CaliforniaNevada Compact. In fact, the chapter does not mention conserving soil at all, despite the
title of the threshold standard in the Compact and the Chapter - - Soil Conservation. The
Chapter is focused on the two indicators called out in Resolution 82-11, impervious cover
(pavement and roofs) and SEZ (meadows, wetlands and streams) and fails to connect the
dots from ignoring the science of protecting and conserving soil and restoring SEZs, to
the arithmetic of changing the analysis of impervious cover from the developable lands,
such as private lands in rural and urbanizing areas, to all the lands in the basin, to the
point, which is to protect the resources of the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Simple Arithmetic and Public Lands
While the impervious cover numeric standard has been transferred from its presentation
as a ceiling for additional coverage, the TRPA has generally, and erroneously used it as a
floor and thus as a tool to allow more coverage. Over time, as the lake lost clarity, the
agency added exemptions to the coverage standard, further eroding its intent.
And that decision has resulted in the next, and most significant re-interpretation of the
impervious coverage ceiling, to a new version based not on science, but on simple
arithmetic and an unexplained shift from Bailey’s interpretation.
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The 2007 NRCS soil survey needs to be reflected in the Code of Ordinances Section 53.9. This requires adjustment of the
land capability systems, as many of the soil map units described in the Bailey Land Capability system have been replaced
or removed, including some SEZ soil map units. The Impervious Cover Threshold Standard language needs to be modified,
as it is only possible to achieve the current standard if the old soil survey components used in Bailey’s 1974 report remain in
place. It is in the public interest to use the best available science, which is the 2007 updated soil survey from NRCS, rather
than the outdated 1972 soil survey. One possibility is to reference the Bailey report, but remove it directly from the language
of the Threshold Standard itself.
Soft coverage is treated similarly to hard coverage in TRPA coverage policies even though it may have varying effects on
erosion potential and water quality. A separate Threshold Standard may need to be developed for soft coverage. Impervious
cover estimates historically have solely focused on hard impervious cover due to the difficulty of measuring soft coverage,
even when using more contemporary and advanced mapping technologies and analytical methods. The soft coverage
analysis and recommendations in this report should continue to be updated as additional analysis findings become
available.
(TER, Chapter 5, p. 5-18)

This is the TRPA process - - if the threshold standard analysis does not meet the needs of
the economic community, then the agency will work out a way to re-interpret it to allow
further degradation - - in this case to diminish the science of the functions of soil in a
fragile ecosystem; the biological phenomena of soil, productive vegetation, nearshore
water quality, flood attenuation, and, eventually, as the pollutants in the soil reach the
lake and circulate in the water column - - to the deep-water clarity of the lake.
The Bailey report is cited often in the final report, but not in its full context. For
example, the Bailey Guidelines were quoted as
Robert G. Bailey wrote that impervious cover is “...the most critical element in
the land disturbance that has created the basic environmental problems facing the
Lake Tahoe basin—water quality degradation, flooding, and soil erosion.”
The concluding, but missing, sentence of this statement is: “It [impervious surface] is
also considered the most accurately measurable and constant expression of development
impact.” (Bailey, 1974, p.25)
And, in fact, the impact of development continues to reduce the deep-water clarity of the
lake in the summer. The nearshore, clogging with invasive aquatic plants, clams, mussels
and is reaching panic levels of invasive plants, clams, mussels and is haunted by warmwater fish. Hundreds of studies around the country have been completed on the impacts
of impervious cover since 1974, from many different angles, and all agree that pavement
and buildings increase stormwater runoff exponentially compared to natural runoff
traveling over and infiltrating into undisturbed soil. The runoff causes damage to
recipient wetlands, streams, and lakes in terms of biological integrity, riparian vegetation
damage, reduced fisheries, vanishing native aquatic biota, as well as increased widening
and deepening of stream channels, reduction in protective forest canopy, and more.
But the Threshold Evaluation ignored the above Bailey statement of fact, ignored
biologists and embarked on an engineers’ mechanical solution - - and that was to count
all the undeveloped public land in the basin, ranging from the lake to the mountain peaks
as a part of the total land available for more coverage! And this in the face of the actual
numbers. The total basin is close to 202,000 acres, the public owns approximately
168,000 acres, or 83% of basin soils. Fortunately, the public owners, primarily in the
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form of the US Forest Service managers and the two state park system managers, are not
determined to cover the public’s soil in the basin with acres of pavement.
This “evaluation” report counts public lands as developable, yet not developed, as a
partner of developed land in order to mask the extent of the damage on private land,
Please note that Table 5-3, through the miracle of totaling the acres of all lands,
developed or undevelopable in the urban sense, because they are public, and then
multiplying the acres by the percent coverage allowed by land classification, results in a
product that shows that only 9.9 % of all the land in the basin is actually covered. This
conclusion is not soil science, it is only simple arithmetic, unrelated to the issue of loss of
healthy soils, unknowing about the fragile, and “often extremely delicate”, balance of
ecological factors, and “consequently the limits of vegetative disturbance
permissible………..has led to land development in places where only ecological damage
can be expected.” [All quotes are from Bailey, 1974, pg. 2]
The spectacular photos of the Lake Tahoe basin, from almost any angle, often reveal the
amazing spread of the undeveloped backdrop of mountains that surround the lake. It is
those pictures that reveal that there is a lot of land in the basin that does not appear to be
developable for urban uses, even if one is overlooking the fact that it is mostly owned by
the taxpayers of the United States.
In terms of soil conservation, the “evaluation” gets worse. Not only do the new
calculations result in an opportunity for adding a substantial and significant amount of
new acres of impervious coverage in the basin, that amount totals 12,025 to 15,716 acres
(TER, Chapter 5, p 5-8 and 5-9) of more coverage, or 52 to 68 million square feet.
Further, that exercise results in masking the impact of extensive impervious cover that is
and will be close to the lakeshore. In fact, in the Tahoe basin, almost all the developed
and paved lands are near the lake, while much of the public lands for infiltration are
above and behind the private land, protecting the native soil and forests, and providing
the benefits of generally undisturbed soil. Thus the soils that protected the lake for
80,000 years and are now recovered from the 1880s Comstock logging, through natural
processes, allow unpolluted runoff to reach the acres of pavement. But the pavement
merely provides a non-porous surface to mix the clean water with all the detritus of urban
living – drips and deposits from cars, animal waste, fertilizer, dirt, and nitrogen from car
exhausts. Now the public land can no longer benefit lake by filtering out the runoff
pollutants before the runoff reaches the lake. The problem is that, once the runoff
reaches the acres of pavement and roofs (impervious coverage), there is no possibility of
infiltration and adequate water treatment before the runoff is directed into the slowly
degrading waters of Lake Tahoe, unless Engineer-Man arrives with another engineering
solution.
The latest water quality protection proposal is the TMDL, which we have discussed in the
Water Quality section. Suffice it to say that it uses some forms of detention and
infiltration, but relies on collection and pipes, bypasses stormwater flows, and eventually
delivers 85% of that untreated runoff to Lake Tahoe or its tributaries.
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Conserve Soil
The second problem with the Soil Conservation Threshold Evaluation is that it failed to
evaluate the benefits of protecting and conserving soil. Thus the entire analysis is
dedicated to explaining away and promoting additional coverage, with no thought at all to
comparing that exercise to conserving soil, which is the Threshold named in the Compact
(Article II,iii). There is no comparison to be evaluated, and no acknowledgment that the
impervious coverage measurement is designed to conserve soil.
An evaluation would be expected to produce usable information to assess the science
involved and to reach conclusions as to benefits and impacts. But this evaluation quickly
jumps to the rationalization of replacing soil science with arithmetic, and abandoning the
concepts involved and the goals of conserving soil.
In fact, the evaluation even recommends that additional coverage be used as an incentive
for additional development and coverage, in the name of improving the environment. (i.e.
P. 5-17, Recommendations for Additional Actions; Chapter 13, p. 13-2 and 13-3). The
bottom line is that this Soil Conservation Evaluation was used to twist the standard, the
soil science, and plain thinking to be a promotion of more coverage and more
development as a “scientific” report to endorse coverage well beyond the limits
recommended in Bailey, and later found to be too generous. (Schueler 19944).
An evaluation would be expected to produce usable information to assess the science
involved and to reach conclusions as to benefits and impacts. But this evaluation
provides no information as to the benefits of removing impervious coverage and restoring
natural vegetation, infiltration, and reducing velocity and volume of stormwater runoff, as
described in the studies cited previously. In addition, areas throughout the country,
including Los Angeles, Seattle and all of King County, the state of Maryland, the Bay
Area of California, and Duluth, Minnesota, are doing exactly that – prying up concrete
and asphalt, daylighting and restoring streams, reducing parking lot sizes, and requiring
significant improvements in their stormwater runoff.
Hard/Soft Coverage Issue
The TER has also taken up the issue of converting soft coverage to hard coverage as a
policy to allow unlimited conversions - - on paper - - of soft coverage to hard coverage,
in order to increase the supply of hard coverage as “incentives” for increased coverage in
urbanizing areas, or “centers”.
In order to claim that soft coverage is hard coverage, without field verification, the report
claims that LIDAR can identify hard coverage in the form of “relevant feature types,
including 1) buildings, 2) roads, 3) trails, or 4) other (parking lots/surfaces,
driveways,etc.).”p5-5, 4th paragraph, line 13).
4

Schueler, T. 1994. The importance of imperviousness. Watershed Protection Techniques 1(3): 100-111.
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While LIDAR is the newest tech toy for learning about the geography, watersheds,
canopy cover, and large surfaces of impervious cover, it cannot determine the functional
infiltration rate of different dirt roads, in different locations, with different levels of use
over time. Are ancient logging roads hard cover? Are newly bulldozed roads hard
cover? The fallacy here is the assumption that all dirt roads are hard coverage. Some
may be, some are not. Only field verification can tell, and more difficult, each road must
be field verified within reasonable distances to assure that differences in use, aspect,
vegetation growth, and other attributes have been measured. The report raises similar
questions as to the accuracy of the mapping and notes that “the estimates of impervious
coverage must be taken as educated approximations based on best available data.”( p 5-6,
paragraph 2 in its entirety.)
Unfortunately for conserving soil, the possibility of conserving the soil that is easiest to
conserve, after protecting it from disturbance, is soil that is slightly disturbed, or has fill
on top, which according to the new survey, is now called “soft” coverage. But soft
coverage is just low-hanging fruit for those who want to expand hard coverage in
urbanizing areas due to the change in the RPU that allows soft coverage to be bought,
sold and converted, equally and evenly, to pavement and buildings - - to be, in fact,
newly created hard coverage to be transferred as if it were factually hard coverage.
There is no evidence that soft coverage can be converted through the magic of a
statement to hard coverage and not create adverse impacts. Such impacts include the lost
opportunity costs of restoring soft coverage to effectively functioning soil, which is
significantly cheaper than restoring pavement to effectively functioning soil. Second is
the loss to the basin’s need for infiltration areas that could be provided by restoring soft
coverage to effectively functioning soil that can effectively infiltrate stormwater runoff.
Third is the impact on existing vegetation on existing dirt roads, that, over time have
become narrower, through the natural processes of vegetation re-growth over lightly or
unused dirt roads. In fact, recent events have produced a well-vegetated road as reclassified by the TRPA as “soft” coverage, despite the presence of a healthy population
of native shrubs. (2010 - see our comments related to Homewood Mountain Resort and
associated documents).
In short, the TER misses the mark by trying too hard to rationalize converting previously
mapped soft coverage to hard coverage in order to facilitate economic needs as the
important objective of the conversion proposal. Nowhere in this Chapter does the report
compare this objective with the Compact’s threshold objective to Conserve Soil.
Coverage and other Threshold values:
The new “interpretation” of the soils threshold is based on a 2007 NRCS soil survey.
However, this 2007 survey basically treats soil as a “platform for development” (p.1,
Chapter 5, Final TER). The survey tightly focused on parameters only focused on the
soil; the survey failed to consider the soil as part of a functional ecosystem. Healthy soils
support the healthy forests which contain the beautiful scenic mountain vistas we all
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enjoy. Healthy soils support vegetation growth, which supports the entire ecosystem – the
forests, meadows, wildlife, air quality, water quality, etc.
Role of Vegetation in Soil Conservation
The chapter acknowledges the role of vegetation in the function of soil in the first two
paragraphs, and from then on, focuses on arguments to support justifying more
impervious coverage, through flawed assumptions about the role of undeveloped land in
the basin’s ecosystem and strategies to declare soil fungible in terms of economic needs.
Soil scientists have generally included productivity of vegetation and healthy vegetation
as functions of soil, since vegetation is dependent on healthy soil, and is a well-known
part of the ecosystem that includes soil, vegetation, micorrhiza, other fungi, bacteria,
earthworms, water and air.
The 1974 Bailey geomorphic report credited the importance of vegetation and included
vegetation as an element of its soil classification. Note that Bailey calls out the role of
vegetation in terms of ecological balance, stating that “nature has balanced physical
variations in the local environment with differing vegetative covers, resulting in stable
slopes” as well as “the nature of the balance, and consequently the limits of vegetative
disturbance permissible before such balances are upset,”.(Bailey, 1974, p.2)
Yet, the new soil survey (NRCS 2007) and the consequent classifications are “based only
on three elements: soil type, erodability, and slope (Table 5-2)” (Emphasis added). Thus
the concept of a fragile ecosystem balance referred to in Bailey is lost. The damage to
the basin is that encompassed in the study by considering soil as an adjunct to
development (Chapter 5, p.5-1, “providing a platform for urban development” is to
ignore the protection of the native vegetation [a Threshold Standard] and in important
element in the broad picture of Tahoe’s scenery [a Scenic Threshold].)
In addition, the beautiful forest in the basin provides other key values. Forests help
improve air quality; healthy forests are components of healthy watersheds, which provide
us with safe drinking water. They also serve as a carbon sink – an important factor in
reducing greenhouse gases. That the trees need healthy soil is a significant factor in
considering the impacts of additional disturbance to soils through the policies of the
Regional Plan and the Code of Ordinances that implement the flawed soil analysis and
conclusions recommended by this study.
On this note, regardless of what maps say or don’t say about soil classifications, the
lake’s mid-lake clarity (most notably summer) and nearshore conditions have continued
to decline (degrade), and as noted above, soil conditions affect the entire ecological
function of the Basin’s environment. This is not changed by the arithmetic exercise that
resulted in the map changes to land coverage. Evidence of the impacts of unhealthy soils
and too much coverage – including declining nearshore conditions, declining mid-lake
clarity, etc. - indicates we are not doing enough to conserve soil functions. Maps and
surveys also do not override or negate what measured values are telling us, like stream
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chemistry, nearshore conditions (algal growth), or the declining summertime mid-lake
clarity.
Stream Environment Zones (SEZs)
There is no plan for how the SEZ threshold standard will be achieved. Although the Plan
claims to improve transfer ratios to incentivize more transfer of development from SEZs,
there is no plan for how the standard will be achieved. How many acres of SEZ will be
restored by the proposed Plan? How many acres of potential coverage versus actual
coverage removal from SEZ (with subsequent restoration of the SEZ) will occur? The
TER includes recommended actions but no comprehensive analysis of these questions.
Further, we note the proposed Plan actually exempts uncounted amounts of new square
feet of coverage, including coverage in SEZs, for bike trails, ADA compliance, decks,
large public facilities, and other activities, without any evaluation of the impacts to the
SEZ threshold.
Over-covered to “under-covered”?
What are the numbers (acres, etc.) associated with these “pockets” of high capability land
that would not otherwise be developed? TRPA uses an example from Desolation
Wilderness. Does this mean the new interpretation will ‘transfer’ coverage from
Desolation Wilderness, where it would never be built?
Further, public land ownership alone is not sufficient to conclude that land will never be
developed. There are land swaps all of the time. In fact, the USFS and CTC have recently
swapped land in the Angora burn area. Unlike the USFS, under CTC ownership we often
see the construction of “public facilities” rampant (not just bike paths), as the coverage
associated with these facilities is being provided even more exemptions in the proposed
RPU. This is a net increase in coverage that would otherwise not have existed under the
original 1987 Plan, nor without the land swap done by the government agencies that are
supposed to “manage” the land for public benefit.
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Table 5-3 and 5-4 represent the “new” land coverage estimates from the change in how
TRPA is “interpreting” the threshold. Suddenly, the Basin has gone from over covered to
“under covered” in higher capability classes and over covered only in Class 1b and 2.
The environmental impacts of coverage do not suddenly decline due to the
“announcement” that we are not over-covered based on new mapping technique. TRPA
can not simply declare more coverage is available, especially by transferring in from
remote areas that would not otherwise ever be developed, without performing a full
environmental analysis, which includes on the ground measurements (field verification),
consideration of other factors (e.g. precipitation and soil type on monthly if not weekly or
daily patterns, not just annual), stream and soil chemistry, climate change, etc. Instead,
TRPA has completely avoided any environmental analysis. And somehow, contrary to
everything that is known scientifically about impervious coverage, runoff, flooding,
climate change, rain on snow…and so on, the TER, along with the RPU EIS, declare
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more can be built and it will somehow improve the environment. The facts simply do not
support this assertion. Further, TRPA’s process for making this change lacks the
environmental analysis required for making changes to threshold standards and
indicators.

Page 5-9 concludes: “While these factors may shift land coverage within the Basin, they
would not result in a net increase of land coverage within the Basin” is not true. The new
method TRPA has chosen in the TER results in a net increase in coverage within the
Basin.
Figure 5-1. New land coverage estimated for the Lake Tahoe Region., 1991 to 2010. These numbers do not account for
land coverage that iswas transferred, relocated, or banked, nor do they include land coverage in excess land coverage
mitigation programs.

Land coverage is land coverage, whether it was transferred or came from a mitigation
program. Not including actual new coverage misrepresents the data. Further, if TRPA is
going to rely on the TER to assess coverage, then the TER must also asses the coverage
that is available for use from the land banks now.
Page 5-16 states:
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Status – There is “moderate” confidence in the current estimates of impervious cover because an accuracy assessment of the resulting
impervious surface layer resulted in an overall accuracy of 94%, ranging by surface type (soft, hard, undisturbed) from a producer’s
accuracy of 72% to 98%, and an user’s accuracy of 90% to 95%.

We note that this ‘accuracy’ was determined by comparing the new LiDAR data to aerial
images – not by performing field verification.
Noise
We reiterate previous comments related to the need to actually measure noise to ensure
achievement with the threshold standards. The use of “models” or rare measurements is
not adequate to “assess” noise conditions in the Basin, or determine whether standards
are being met, or to state that no additional actions are required to protect quiet in the
Basin.
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TRPA has made sweeping changes to the Noise chapter of the final TER as well, with no
documentation. In previous TERs, the Noise standard included an assessment of the
status of noise along the transportation corridors. Strangely, the final TER now changes
direction, and claims the threshold standard was merely a requirement that TRPA adopt a
policy statement related to recommended CNEL levels for transportation corridors. Thus,
because TRPA adopted a policy statement in the 1987 Plan, this is now considered “in
attainment.” Yet the common practice for previous threshold evaluations includes an
assessment of the CNEL levels and whether they meet the standards, which have
included the transportation corridors. This sudden and complete shift TRPA has taken in
the final TER speaks of yet another break in pattern that is used to get around the on-theground conditions of the threshold value being protected. Rather than compare the noise
measurements (or lack thereof) to the CNEL standards, or policy recommendations as it
may be, TRPA has created a mechanism whereby the actual noise levels along
transportation corridors can be completely ignored.
As noted, the previous two TERs listed these as a Noise standard. Images from 2006 and
2001 are pasted below, resp.
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2006:

2001:
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Chapter 12
In addition, a cumulative accounting of Regional planning activities is provided. By design, this chapter fulfills
reporting requirements established in the Code of Ordinances Section 32.5, 32.7.A and 32.8.A(2) (TRPA 1987a).16.6
(Compliance Measures), 16.8.2 (Cumulative Accounts), and 16.9.1.A (Periodic Progress Reports).
12-1

***
This last statement is confusing to the reader and irrelevant to the threshold standards.
The Pelagic Lake Tahoe Primary Phytoplankton Productivity indicator, which responds to nutrient loading to
Lake Tahoe, has shown improvement over the last two years amidst a long-term trend of continues to show
rapid decline relative to the standard. Despite the fact that many of these indicators have yet to achieve
prescribed standards adopted over 25 years ago, other non-threshold indicators suggest that Lake Tahoe is
still maintaining its unique ecological status as an “ultraoligotrophic” lake (Figure 12-1) .
p. 12-3
1

Ultraoligotrophic is a limnology based term that may describe Tahoe’s waters, however,
the thresholds specify a certain mid-lake clarity (transparency) for which the lake is
afforded many protections (e.g. ONRW). The TER should clarify the difference.
***
Fish inventories also revealed that Tahoe streams support non-native species that may negatively affect the quality of
stream habitat for native species. steam habitat for native species. Recently initiated stream bioassessment monitoring
(started in 2009) conducted by TRPA in partnership with several state and federal agencies is providing an alternative,
more scientifically supported approach to characterizing the status and trends of stream habitats and should be
continued.

The Code requirement assessing compliance measures may need to be reconsidered, but
not for the reasons TRPA specifies below -- that it’s too difficult.
Appendix IE-1 in this Threshold Evaluation lists compliance measures in place and supplemental compliance
measures by Threshold Category. To satisfy requirements that compliance measures be listed for each
Threshold Standard, implemented actions are generalized and provided in each indicator summary narrative
in the “Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions” section. The requirement that TRPA
show how much and at what rate a compliance measure will contribute to the attainment of a Threshold
Standard is problematic, and needs to be addressed as a component of the Regional Plan update, or through
subsequent Regional Plan amendments. In many instances, this requirement fails to account for frequently
complex, natural and anthropogenic factors that contribute to the rate at which the Region will attain a
Threshold Standard. To determine a compliance measure’s relative contribution to Threshold Standard
attainment would be unfeasible to research and model. This provision of the Code of Ordinances should be
reconsidered and amended because it is not implementable in its present form.

Rather, TRPA has not taken the evaluation of compliance measures seriously. At each
TER interval, TRPA has listed out compliance measures for each threshold, current and
supplemental, but never analyzed the efficacy of the compliance measures. It has rather
remained primarily a paper exercise every five years. Thus, an appropriate environmental
analysis would examine all of the factors which affect thresholds (note we have a far
better understanding of these factors now than 25 years ago) and analyze which controls
may be needed to achieve them. This would also include an estimate of the
environmental benefits of the compliance measures, which in many cases can be done –
TRPA has just failed to do so. The TER should not recommend an abandonment of the
compliance measure requirements, but rather, should instead complete an adequate
environmental analysis and determine what it will take to achieve the thresholds. Such an
analysis can consider the external factors that affect threshold achievement…including
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this does not negate the ability to examine actions TRPA can take to reduce
environmental degradation.
This statement below reiterates our comments that VMT reductions are temporary – once
the factors that resulted in reduced VMT are reversed, VMT will again increase.
As Table 12-6 indicates, VMT and DVTE each decreased during the five-year reporting
period. This may be due to a declining local population and the economic effects of the
“great recession” since improvements to public transportation were relatively limited when
compared to projects that occurred in the previous reporting period (e.g., Heavenly
Gondola Project). (p. 12-33)

Chapter 13
Regarding this statement below in Chapter 13 of the TER, we note TRPA must perform a
true threshold evaluation report, as outlined by the Code. This report should be the
mechanism where TRPA fully examines the thresholds, new science, potentially needed
amendments, etc. – all of which is currently required by the Code and has been discussed
in each 5 year evaluation. Now, this is even more imperative as TRPA proposes a new
Regional Plan, which allows significantly more development, yet perpetuates the
continued lack of analysis and understanding of the factors which affect threshold
achievement and maintenance.
o Restructure Threshold Categories and Threshold Standards represented in Resolution
82-11 to integrate monitoring and reduce redundancy and cross-referencing. Currently,
Threshold Standards are organized around nine major resource and socioeconomic categories
known as Threshold Categories. This organizational structure lends itself to redundancy and
confusing cross-referencing, and does not advance opportunities to integrate monitoring efforts.
For example, there are nine Threshold Standards articulated across five different Threshold
Categories that relate to stream environment zones. Reorganizing Threshold Categories around
major landscape features (e.g., stream zones, Lake Tahoe’s nearshore, and upland forests) and
issues (e.g., air pollutants, urban stormwater, and recreation experience) would improve the
assimilation of field measurements and provide for a more integrated and multidisciplinary reporting
of conditions. Additional indicator classification is needed to clarify whether indicators measure
system stress, desired conditions, or institutional responses. Recommended changes would
improve the efficiency of Threshold Evaluations and the public’s understanding of the status of
Regional conditions. The Tahoe Status and…
p. 13-12

Some references were added to the threshold report but are not noted in the TER. This is
confusing. There is also no discussion or explanation of many of the changes to the final
report, which we also expect would discuss the new references and demonstrate why they
were included.
The failure of the TRPA to adequately perform a review and to demonstrate how and
why changes that have been made to the TER provide better outcomes for the basin
ecosystem, in scientific terms, is unconscionable.
Added to References:
Engineering Dynamics. 1991. Noise Monitoring Survey Lake Tahoe Region. Final Report. September, 1991.
Prepared for the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. Englewood, CO.
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Gertler A., E. Weinroth, L. Menachem, and J. Karacin. 2008. Development of an Air Pollutant Emissions
Inventory for the Tahoe Basin that Incorporates Current and Future Land Use Scenarios. Report to EPA.
Hawkins, Charles P., Richard H. Norris, James N. Hogue, and Jack W. Feminella. 2000. Development and
Evaluation of Predictive Models for Measuring the Biological Integrity of Streams. Ecological Applications
10:1456–1477.
______. 2004. TRPA Noise Thresholds Update Report. Prepared by Brown-Buntin Associates, Inc. for
TRPA. Fair Oaks, CA.
______. 2011c. Shorezone Noise Monitoring Data Set, 2009-2011noise monitoring data set.
______. 2011d. Cumulative noise events data set.
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As stated in our previous comments, based on the documents provided on April 25th, 2012, it was
unclear what version of the TER peer reviewers had commented on. Eventually we learned (see
our July comments) that peer reviewers had commented on a pre-April draft of the TER, and that
TRPA staff had “made changes” to the draft TER based on those comments before releasing it to
the public in April. When questioned about the changes, staff indicated an excel spreadsheet was
being developed to document how TRPA responded to the peer reviewer comments, however this
spreadsheet was not available for review during the comment period on the draft RPU/RTP
documents (6/28) nor before the final deadline for comments on the draft TER (7/25). Finally, on
10/24, the public was provided what appears to be a truncated version of this spreadsheet (or
TRPA did not document how every comment was responded to).
There are several problems with this document (Final TER, Appendix E), in addition to the fact it
was not made available during the public comment periods. Although TRPA continues to claim
the TER is not part of the EIS and therefore the TER is not subject to EIS requirements (including
a response to comments), TRPA provides no evidence to counter the examples we provided in
our June and July comments regarding the EIS’ reliance on the TER’s “favorable” findings. Even
as TRPA discounts the foundational role the TER plays to the RPU (in TRPA’s response to
comments), TRPA also makes changes which emphasize reliance on the final TER.1 The
introduction chapter even states the TER was used to make recommendations for the RPU.
Further, in the responses provided to our detailed comments on the TER (contained in Exhibit /
Attachment C, excerpt below), TRPA defends the TER report as scientifically-sound primarily
because it was “peer reviewed.” In fact, this term is used 19 times alone in Attachment C. The
message is clear – solely because the TER was peer reviewed, the TER is adequate and therefore
our technical critiques are to be easily dismissed.
Attachment C – Response to Comments on the 2011 Threshold Evaluation, April 2012
Draft
TRPA presented the Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation to the Governing Board and public in
April. In the spirit of openness and transparency, Agency staff solicited feedback from the
public, agencies, and stakeholders. The following table summarizes comments submitted
jointly to TRPA by the Tahoe Area Sierra Club (TASC), Friends of the West Shore, and the
League to Save Lake Tahoe on the 2011 Threshold Evaluation, Draft April 2012 (hereinafter,
“2011 Draft Report).1 TASC submitted two letters dated – June 28, 2012 and July 25, 2012.
TRPA grouped comments into generalized areas of concern for response. While TRPA is
required to respond to comments submitted for environmental impact disclosure documents
(e.g., Environmental Impact Statements), there is no requirement under the Regional Plan or
Compact to respond to public comments on a Threshold Evaluation Report. Likewise, there is
no requirement in the Compact or Regional Plan to adhere to any particular Report format.
TRPA responses are provided in appreciation of the extensive input of the commenters and to
aid in clarifying any misunderstandings or errors.

We do appreciate the time TRPA put into responding to our TER comments although
TRPA did not believe this was required (we still believe the TER should be included as
part of the EIS if TRPA is going to rely on the report’s findings as is being done in the
final documents). Unfortunately, the responses fail to address our concerns and do not
respond to the extensive technical information provided in our comments. But we are not
alone – a review of the new Appendix E (as well as the original peer review comments
and the April draft TER) reveals TRPA chose not to address many of the significant
1

Discussed elsewhere in our comments.
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comments made by peer reviewers which relate to some of the same key issues in the
TER. In yet another example of the circular “logic” that has plagued this RPU process,
TRPA claims the TER report is scientifically sound as the primary (non-)response to our
comments on the technical problems in the draft TER – yet TRPA rejected significant
concerns regarding the scientific rigor of the report from the peer reviewers in the first
place (see details below). TRPA can’t have it both ways. There are also other problems
which result in an even more confusing, difficult process for the public to follow.
1. Replacing File Names: First, due to changes in file names, it was not clear to the public
this file had even been released on 10/24. In April 2012, the draft TER was released with
attachments, including “Appendix E: Executive Summary of the 2011 Draft Threshold
Evaluation Peer Review, including individual panel members review reports.” This file
was provided as Appendix E on TRPA’s website as well as on the thumb drives TRPA
sold to the public that held copies of all of the draft RPU, RTP, and TER documents. It
contained a summary and full text versions of the peer reviewers’ comments on the predraft TER. Below is an image of the file list in the “Threshold_Evaluation_Appendices”
subfolder on the thumb drive:

However, without any explanation or clear identification to the public, TRPA
swapped file names when releasing the final TER, replacing the original
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Appendix E that contained the peer reviewers’ comments with a “new” Appendix
E, which contains the “Response to Peer Review Table”:2

The previous “Appendix E- Peer Review” was changed to Appendix D in the
final TER. In fact, when one opens the original Appendix E file from April 2012
and compares it to the current Appendix D in the final released on 10/24,
everything is exactly the same, except for the letter E versus D. TRPA provides
no discussion regarding this change. But it is reasonable to assume that as a result
of this quiet ‘swap,’ and the lack of changes in file names associated with the
other 14 Appendices, the public may view the final TER list of Appendices and
not notice the change, thus missing the information provided in this new
Appendix E (which is not favorable to TRPA as explained later). This is a
frustrating change that only leads to further confusion for the public attempting to
review the final TER and RPU/RTP documents (see our discussion regarding the
complex ‘structure’ of the Final RPU/RTP/TER “package”).
2.

Table in Final TER Appendix E does not show response to all peer review
comments: Second, it is clear TRPA has selectively chosen to show how some
comments were responded to but not others. Although the Table begins with the
following “description,” TRPA’s responses to the peer reviewers remain unclear.

2

Image inserted from TRPA’s website page for the final TER on 11/12/12:
http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=2&tabid=414. Light blue text for Appendix D is a result of
when image was copied.
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2011 Threshold Evaluation – Appendix E E-1 Appendix E. A table showing chapter
contributor’s responses to constructive peer-review input of a draft version of 2011Threshold
Evaluation, submitted to the peer review panel in February, 2012. Responses indicate how
comments were addressed and/or incorporated into a draft version of the 2011 Threshold
Evaluation that was presented at the April, 2012 Governing Board Meeting. Peer review
comments that affirmed reported content are not included in this table. Those comments can
be found in the peer review report.

The last part of this introduction is confusing. The language suggests that where peer
reviewers’ comments supported what TRPA had done, TRPA did not record whether
changes were made. This is certainly far from transparent since the public has never seen
the pre-draft document the comments are associated with. This would also suggest that if
comments did not support the TER, they are included in this table and TRPA’s response
provided. However, there appear to be several comments that recommended changes in
the TER that TRPA did not make, yet they are not included in this table. For example,
Gary Hunt commented on the air quality and VMT thresholds as listed below, however
no changes were made to the final TER that we can see, and no response was provided in
the Table.
4] Current economic conditions in the Lake Tahoe Region as well as the country as a whole
are impacting population growth and development. For example data provided in the
Introduction of the report document notes a decline in population in the region as evidenced
by comparison of 2000 and 2010 census figures (Figure 1-2), a downward trend in school
enrollment (Figure 1-4), high unemployment rates (Table 1-3) and a steady decline in
employment in the gaming industry (Figure 1-6). These factors are likely influencing air
quality indicators in a positive manner. The majority of the air quality threshold indicators are
in attainment with respective standards and a number are trending downward. The TRPA,
however, should maintain an aggressive campaign to further reduce emissions attributable to
human activities (vehicles, wood stoves etc) such that an attainment “cushion” can be
maintained in the event that the economy within the region begins to rebound once again.
Complacency with the current situation should not be the recommended course of action.3

3. Peer reviewers were not provided with all relevant information. We suggested this in
our comments on the draft TER as it was clear some reviewers were not provided with all
of the relevant information. This is important in its own right, but given Tahoe’s unique
local conditions, unique regulatory structure, etc., available relevant technical
information should certainly be provided to a peer reviewer that is being asked to
evaluate the technical adequacy of a report. Unfortunately, in Appendix C, our comments
regarding this issue were misrepresented as “critiques” of the peer reviewers:
“Commenters assert that TRPA intentionally biased the data to skew the outcome of RPU
recommendations. To the contrary, TRPA presented available data in a technically
appropriate, objective, and transparent manner. Qualified experts contributed on various
topics reported in the 2011 Draft Report, including an independent peer‐review by experts
from outside of the Basin. Experts included academic researchers and environmental
professionals cited as chapter contributors or referenced in the acknowledgement section of
the 2011 Draft Report. There is no objective or credible basis to suggest that these

3

P. D-64; http://www.trpa.org/documents/rp_update/Final_TVAL/2_2011_TEVAL%20Appendices_201210-24/4_AppendixD_Peer%20Review.pdf
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professional authors and contributors intentionally biased information, results, or
recommendations in the 2011 Draft Report.” (Attachment C, p. 10).

A typical reader of this statement would likely assume our comments critiqued the
credibility of the peer reviewers in some way. However, this is not true. Rather, as
pointed out with examples in our June and July comments, it was apparent that:
- The peer reviewers were not familiar with unique Tahoe conditions (which
is expected because non-local reviewers were specifically sought out)
- Were not provided with some of the most basic relevant information (e.g.
Bailey report 1974, Lake Tahoe Atmospheric Deposition Study) needed to
understand local factors and history, and
- TRPA did not address many of the comments from peer reviewers – a fact
now reiterated by Appendix E.
Examples of peer reviewer comments that were not utilized to make changes to the TER:

The following examples show peer reviewer comments (as listed in the final TER,
Appendix E) in regular text, the response from the right hand column in italics, and our
comments in bulleted format. Sections are divided by “***”
“Atmospheric Deposition” (The table appears to just refer to this topic rather than include
Dr. Axler’s comments).
Presented below are some of Dr. Axler’s comments from Appendix D on this topic:

…Chapter 3. Air Quality
As noted previously, I would like to have seen clear links to the atmospheric
deposition data collected by TRG/TERC since the mid-late 1970s and to the nitrogen
(and phosphorus) budgets for the lake. The public and legislators need to know that
that there are extremely important linkages between the Tahoe Basin Watershed and
Airshed – with some things more readily controllable than others…
…There are also many omitted, but important data sets: such as nitrate/nitrite-N
(+ammonium-N) accumulation in the lake over time; atmospheric deposition of TN
and DIN over time; depth (and perhaps duration) of winter mixing over time;
chlorophyll-a in surface water and per square meter (integrated water column) over
time; fine suspended sediment over time; temperature, etc. These trends, or lack of
trend, are important ancillary data for determining cause and effect. They also provide
important linkages for telling the complex “story” to the general public and to
decision makers about the changing water quality in the lake and the most plausible
hypotheses that have been tested using all available data…
TERC provides loading and concentration data in its State of the Lake Report. This data
was not included in the WQ chapter, I suspect, because it is not a formal or ambiguous
Threshold for WQ. This information was included in the AQ chapter under 'nitrate
deposition'. This dovetails into the peer review comments by both reviewers that the data
selected for the Thresholds Evaluation Report is just a slice of what is available. Also
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note that the Threshold Evaluation provides references to UC Davis reports (e.g., state of
the lake) as well as other relevant publications for the more engaged reader.

•
•

The AQ chapter for atmospheric deposition is short, and only includes estimated
DIN loading. Dr. Axler’s comments request far more information.
We also disagree that the most up-to-date, reputable research was not one of the
largest components of the threshold evaluation report – that is, TERC’s reports.
Merely referencing their reports does a disservice to readers who expect the TER
to relay the current state of knowledge regarding the threshold standards and
indicators.
***

Annual yield: It would be helpful to see these data normalized to watershed area and to
annual water yield (flow-weighted in order to highlight the differences between the streams.
Agree that this is something that can be easily done. It has been done in the past by the
USGS and it would be beneficial to do an update in the future. Summaries of FWC
pollutants were added as WQ appendixes

•

If it’s easy to do and beneficial information, why would it not be incorporated into
the main chapter of the TER? This is yet another example of TRPA not
responding to an important comment by a peer reviewer.
***

Are the multiple working hypotheses that are advanced in the scientific literature
adequately addressed
Not at all consistent with the TRPA requests when asked for this information. They requested a
status and trends evaluation with no more detailed scientific understanding. Most topics would
require an in-depth technical analysis that has never been funded. Agency focus has been on
relationship to standards/thresholds. NLA: The focus of the tributary section was on status and
trends related to TPRA thresholds and state standards for tributaries, and the format of presenting
the information was provided by TRPA in the form of an "indicator summaries."
•

This response confirms the extremely limited scope of the TER. As noted in the
response, “[TRPA] requested a status and trends evaluation with no more detailed
scientific understanding.” This is yet another reflection of the lack of scientific
adequacy of the TER, and another key point raised by a peer reviewer that TRPA
did not address.
***

Saying the declining trend in sediment and nutrient load from streams and the slowing rate of lake
transparency decline coincides with the implementation dates of the 1987 Regional Plan and 1997 EIP
(see Water Quality Chapter of this evaluation) may be true as a coincident, but a cause/effect
relationship is difficult to establish
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Two comments: (1) is it said in the report that the monitoring program provides direct evidence
for a declining trend in loading - it should not. (2) This peer review comments confirms longstanding position on the difficultly of establishing a cause/effect relationship unless the changes
are large. NLA: The analysis of trends in stream loading is based on linear regressions that
probably do not meet the assumptions and therefore should not be used. If the regression lines are
left on the figures it should be clear that the regressions meet/do not meet the assumptions, are not
significant and therefore there is no statistically significant trend. All definitive statements made
about cause and effect relationships removed from report narrative; and Regression lines
removed from tributary loading indicator summaries in draft public report. Added write-ups on
flow-weighted pollutants concentrations as appendix to the public report to show alternative way
of showing trends in conditions. Remove simple linear trend analysis from public draft.

•

Although changes were made to the chapter, the comment is notable because it
addresses the lack of cause/effect analysis in the TER. We have discussed our
concerns with this elsewhere, but in general, the TER fails to analyze cause/effect,
the EIS does not analyze cause/effect (but often refers to the TER), and thus
significant proposed development is moving forward based on speculations and
assumptions about cause and effect. This is a huge gap in the analysis.
***

(Canfield on fine sediment from urban?)
It appears that the reviewer was not provided with sufficient background material (see TMDL
Technical Report) on the distinction between total sediments and the ultra-fine particles that affect
transparency. Most researchers are not accustomed to thinking about particles this small. The
sediment budget in the TMDL Technical Report clearly slows that stream input of total suspended
sediment (from non-urban and stream channel erosion) is high at ~60%. It is equally as high for
the sediment <63 µm (typically considered fine by most researchers); however, this value drops to
10-15% when the <16 µm fraction is considered. It is this <16 µm fraction that has been identified
as critical for transparency. This document is referenced multiple times in the draft public report.
[Emphasis added]

•

The response appears to confirm the concerns we raised in our June and July
comments regarding the extent of information provided to the peer reviewers. Dr.
Canfield was noted as the reviewer for: “water quality, soil conservation and
fisheries” (Appendix D, Final TER, p. D-5). However, even the response notes
Dr. Canfield was not provided with sufficient background materials. The response
also notes that most researchers are not accustomed to thinking about particles
this small – which again supports the need to provide non-local peer reviewers
with adequate technical information to be able to provide an adequate technical
peer review.

***
(Canfield: Tone of comments)
Reviewers also display "parental affection' for their view of the world. The purpose of the
Thresholds Evaluation needs to be clearly stated but at the same time integrated with all the other
activities. Revisions made to introduction to address issues raised
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•

What does this mean – parental affection for their view of the world? This appears
to be another response related to peer reviewers not having the information
needed to understand local Tahoe Basin nuances.
***

Confidence: a statistical framework for determining confidence in status and trends indicators need to
be based on measures of uncertainty which need to be clearly shown in all figures and tables, and
clearly discussed. This is a recurring flaw in most chapters, especially that involving water quality

GAM statistical analysis for Secchi depth provides a measure of statistical significance.
GAM trend included in the revised Threshold Evaluation Report. Again, this being said, I
agree that a "statistical framework" for trend analysis for stream data is needed. NLA:
Agree. To be completed as part of a SNPLMA Round 12 research project. Will not be
solved with this report

•

The level of confidence in a data analysis is one of the key factors in determining
whether a conclusion is supported by the data. Yet it appears that what the peer
reviewer saw “in most chapters” was not resolved for the draft/final TER. This is
a significant comment and the additional of some ‘caveat’ language to the TER
does not change the final outcome and perception given by the TER report. The
general public is not likely to understand the significance of this technical
problem.
***

This reviewer disagrees with the practice of not using a status score in calculation of overall indicator
status when the following conditions exist: 1] due to insufficient data or 2] because a standard had not
been established. The overall score should reflect the unavailability of these data regardless of these
circumstances. I have the same criticism for this practice used in calculation of indicator trend scores.
The ultimate outcome is that confidence scores are affected in those instances where status and trends
scores were artificially biased high due to insufficient data or lack of standards (page 2-12).
Comment noted, but no change in methodology made. We could not devise an objective method
to account for status or trend outcomes with insufficient data or where a standard is lacking in the
aggregation process. Further, in some cases several indicators within an indicator category have
status and trends with insufficient data. We are concerned that these 'unknowns' could overwhelm
the 'known' results[Emphasis added]

•
•

The TER is supposed to report on the status and trends of the thresholds. If a
status or trend can not be determined, this should be stated, not hidden under
umbrellas of aggregated indicators.
We note that TRPA made no change in methodology to address this concern.
***

The approach for estimating interim targets and attainment dates appears reasonable for
indicators trending towards the standard and for those standards found to be in attainment.
For those indicators trending away from the standard it is not clear why literature reviews
were the preferred approach. It was not clear why actual TRPA data (if available) could not
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be used? Further, if nothing was yielded from the literature review no interim target or
attainment date was identified
Comment noted. A more conservative approach was taken in the development of interim
targets to reduce the chance of subjective or unsubstantiated selections of interim targets.

•

•

This comment reflects our concern that TRPA has not prioritized monitoring, and
has carefully avoided raising attention to the lack of monitoring behind the TER
‘findings.’ Why wouldn’t the response just admit TRPA does not have data in
many cases?
It appears no change was made based on this comment.
***

In this document, simple linear regression was used to estimate indicator trends from
available data unless otherwise specified in the Data Evaluation and Interpretation narrative.
When evaluating trends with data collected over multiple years, it is possible because of the
N to obtain a statistically significant relationship, but it is not meaningful. Dr. Yves Prairie of
Canada and Bryhn and Dimberg of Sweden (Prairie, Y.T. 1996. Evaluating the predictive
power of regression models. Canadian Journal of Fish and Aquatic Sciences 53:490-492.;
Bryhn, A.C. and P.H. Dimberg. 2011. An operational definition of a statistically meaningful
trend. PLos ONE 6(4):1-9.) have shown that when the R2 value is less than 0.64 the
relationship is not statistically meaningful. This is important as weak trends are reported in
the document when there is no time relationship.
Comment noted, but no change in methodology made. TRPA used a r2 < 0.5 as the cutoff
for point for weak correlations

•
•

This is yet another scientific critique presented by a peer reviewer that TRPA
decided to ignore, yet this relates directly to the data upon which the TER’s
“findings” of status have been made.
We note that TRPA made no change in methodology to address this concern.
***

Estimating the time it will take an indicator to reach attainment using regression analysis is a
standard scientific approach. However, the predicted value from a regression equation is only
an estimate and is subject to error. It is clearly necessary to provide confidence intervals
around the estimated value because as the x values gets farther from the mean value the
confidence intervals become so large the prediction is essentially meaningless. For this
reason, extrapolating outside the range of data used to establish a regression has proven over
time to often lead to erroneous predictions. Many scientists do this, but the confidence in the
prediction should be classified as very, very, very low or to put it bluntly useless.
It is generally agreed that TRPA can do a better job of reporting the variability associated with
data, when available. However, it is difficult for many non-scientists to understand the importance
of variability, and its inclusion can lead to greater confusion. Addition caveats added to relevant
sections. [Emphasis added]
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•

•

The peer reviewer’s comment essentially raises concerns with basing the TER
findings on future predictions based on statistics, which as we have noted in our
comments, TRPA has frequently done (e.g. the TER states that a standard is
expected to be attained by a given year based on regression). The response does
not appear to actually address the comment – the comment is more about whether
predictions are useful, not whether the variability in them should be reported.
We note that TRPA made no change in methodology to address this concern.
***

Another major concern is the apparent limitations placed by the preparers of this Threshold
Evaluation, on themselves, as to what data would be considered for analysis. There is a
wealth of important information in the scientific literature and agency reports that could
prove most useful in trying to solve the Lake Tahoe puzzle. For example, Dr. Goldman’s
publications of 1965 and 1988 (and the references cited) are particularly helpful as is the UCDavis Tahoe: State of the Lake Report 2011 (see Chapter 4, Water Quality).
Comment noted, but no change in methodology was made. The primary purpose of this
report is to evaluate the status and trends of indicators relative to established standards
or targets. Solving the puzzle of why these conditions occur is generally left to focused
research and beyond reporting requirements followed to produce this report. Additional
narrative and references were added to relevant section of the report to further call out
factors known to impact various indicators [Emphasis added]

•

The response to this peer reviewer’s comment confirms many of the concerns we
raised in our comments on the TER. The TER fails to consider cause and effect,
and instead often notes what is ‘generally known’ to be a causal factor, not what
we know about cause/effect specifically in Lake Tahoe. However, the RPU EIS
(and package) is based on many assumptions regarding the sources of pollution
and often refers to the TER report regarding the “cause/effect” information. In
fact, in response to some of our comments on this exact subject, TRPA has noted
(in excerpts from Volume 1):
The second paragraph on page 180 of comment letter O16, under the heading “PM10 and
PM2.5,” appears to address the Threshold Evaluation Report rather than the Draft EIS.
The Threshold Evaluation Report shows that baseline PM conditions are improving, but
the comment appears to be concerned that PM conditions are worsening. The Threshold
Evaluation Report uses the best available information regarding air quality monitoring
and emissions trends, as well as widely accepted statistical methods, and has undergone a
peer review to verify its accuracy. Please refer to Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation.
…
Mobile sources of NOX are the most important source of atmospheric nitrogen as it
relates to the proposed Regional Plan Update and RTP/SCS. TRPA acknowledges that
there are other important sources of atmospheric nitrogen and phosphorus (i.e., forest
fires, residential wood burning, out‐of‐Basin transport) that affect the Lake. However,
these sources are not directly affected by land use changes that would take place under
the Regional Plan Update. It is notable that NOX from residential wood burning is an
important factor for consideration (and is considered in Impact 3.4‐3), but this source is
controlled by TRPA’s wood stove emissions controls since only new wood‐burning
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appliances that meet these stringent standards would be permitted in new development.
Thus, the types of NOX emissions sources attributable to the Regional Plan Update and
RTP/SCS have been evaluated in Impact 3.4‐7.

•

•

•

First, the TER obviously does not use the best available information, as shown
by our comments on the data as well as the peer reviewers’ critiques. In a
separate comment we identified, in detail, why the conclusions regarding PM
trends were not supported, however, as shown in this example, this is one of
many areas where TRPA does not directly respond, but instead simply
reasserts the TRPA’s analysis is “correct” and the TER report was “peer
reviewed” and thus we should apparently not question it.
Second, TRPA acknowledges that the RPU EIS has not considered the source
contribution of all sources. However, it appears TRPA feels the RPU need
only examine the new sources – yet the Regional Plan itself is required, per
the Compact, to achieve and maintain the thresholds. The purpose of the
update is not to simply compare the relative impacts of new development, but
to examine the status of the thresholds and what RP amendments are needed
to achieve and maintain them.
Finally, ‘solving the puzzle of why these conditions occur’ should be
paramount to all decision-making by TRPA. In order to ensure thresholds are
achieved and maintained, TRPA must monitor and take action when they are
not. In order to know what action to take (e.g. which pollution source to
control), TRPA must have information regarding the reason the threshold is
not being attained. Further, this cause/effect information is needed to identify
which control measures or regulations are needed to achieve the thresholds.
Yet the TER, and the RPU EIS, fail to evaluate the conditions and cause/effect
relationships specific to the Basin’s environmental thresholds and federal,
state, and local standards, as relevant.
***

This chapter does a good job of presenting TRPA’s approach to determining status and trends
for their prescribed set of indicators. Their new metrics for evaluating progress in relation to
targets may be an improvement over previous 5-year evaluations. However, there are still
some important methodology questions that need to be addressed. The major one relates to
the lack of adequate statistical analysis and the potential use of incorrect techniques based on
the characteristics of the data set (i.e. how much data, missing data, levels of detection,
confidence limits, normality or non-normality assumptions, etc.). These analyses are not
trivial to carry out and are usually the result of extensive discussions between the scientists
who designed the monitoring and research programs and statisticians who have had prior
experience evaluating these kinds of long-term environmental data sets. A linear regression
analysis has assumptions built into it, such as normally distributed data – which is not the
case for many environmental variables. There are other non-parametric models and tests for
trends that are well vetted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for use in streams in
particular, but also for lakes. It does not appear to me that the scientists from TRPA’s
Partners had much to do with the statistical methodology used for the Report or the
presentation of their own data; and I think they are the folks that should be doing the analysis,
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and then working with TRPA and Extension Educators to best communicate results in words
and graphics. [Emphasis added]
Comment noted. TRPA did the best it could with the time and funding available for this
effort, but there always be room for improvement. Scientists and technical staff from
partner agencies were involved in the analysis and development of chapters 3-11.
Analytical approaches were adjusted in several cases in response to this (and other) peer
review comments related to analysis. Addition description of the quality of the data is
provided in each indicators summary.

•
•

We noted concerns with this in our comments on the draft TER. This is another
significant concern regarding the data analysis raised by a peer reviewer that has
not been addressed in the TER.
Most people don’t read the “quality of the data”. They just focus on the findings.
We provided many examples of this in our comments. TRPA has failed to
respond.
***

I also think it’s inappropriate to use a ratio of current annual Secchi (or any other indicator)
and the target value as a measure of “attainment” for a couple of reasons. The first is that the
parameter may not be linear – such as light attenuation as estimated by Secchi depth. One
meter of loss of Secchi depth from 25-24 m is due to a tiny fraction of particles in the water
needed to decrease it from 15 to 14 meters or 5 to 4 meters. Such data may be “linearized” by
using a Ln transformation or by using 1/[Secchi depth]. Also, we have no reason to expect
progress to be linear over time and I would argue that this creates false expectations. Most
ecological processes that I know of are distinctly non-linear. And the installation of
stormwater BMPs and the repair of SEZs, for example, can require several years for
construction impacts to wash away and revegetation to occur. Sediment discharge may be
worse after a project than before if heavy rainstorms occur before the project area is fully
remediated.
Comment noted, and changes were made to the methodology write-up. Text was added to
page 2-4 explicitly pointing out the drawback to the categorization approach is that it
assumes changes in an indicator occur in a linear fashion over the entire range of the
indicator. Yet we know this is not the case for many indicators. In most cases, however,
the distance between an indicator and the standard or interim target is only a portion of
the full potential range, and it is assumed that this distance can change in a linear
fashion. [Emphasis added]

•
•

This is another comment from a peer reviewer regarding the statistics used to
evaluate and forecast trends in the TER (which are then relied on by the RPU
EIS).
It appears TRPA did not address the scientific component of this, but rather,
acknowledged the flaws…however making no changes other than adding another
text ‘caveat’ to the report.
***
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Definitions of what constitutes a change as in Table 2-2 are useful only to the extent that you
can accurately assess the values of the indicators and their uncertainty. It may be better to
simply report an Indicator Trend Category as Improving, Declining, Essentially No Change,
and Insufficient Data to Evaluate. Where a rate of change can be calculated, it should be
reported along with the confidence intervals. The detail in some of the indicator descriptions
seems unwarranted given the uncertainties in the values of some of these indicators.
[Emphasis added]

Comment noted, but no change in methodology made. TRPA staff and consultants
discussed this issue at length during the development of the methodologies. In the end it
was thought that more categories in trend would communicate more information. This is
something that will be assessed after the report is completed, and may be changed in
future[Emphasis added]

•

We note that TRPA made no change in methodology to address this concern.
***

There is also an important need to have some index of the weather in most of the water
quality, and perhaps also some of the air quality, and even socioeconomic indicators. For
more than 30 years it has been clear to the TRG (now TERC) that annual Secchi, and in
particular winter Secchi, increased (more transparent) in low precipitation Water Years.
Weather has direct control of the water budget in the basin such as stream flows, but also is
important to lake productivity in terms of how early summer stratification breaks down, how
long the lake remains isothermal, how strong and frequent wind storms are, how early or late
does spring arrive, and how dry and how hot is summer? I think TRPA has also spent too
much attention comparing one year to other. There’s ample data presumably to do a good job
of addressing the influence of the weather – which would then need to be summarized for the
5 year evaluation period and used when discussing changes between evaluation periods and
in discussing the individual “bumps and grinds” of the data – particularly the Secchi and 14CPPr data.
Comment noted, but not change made to methodology chapter. This is a good point.
Some information was added to the beginning of the water quality chapter to point out
the important influence of weather and water year variation; however, additional data
analysis was not completed [Emphasis added]

•

•

Our comments also identified the important differences throughout the year and
the variable impacts of weather factors on the thresholds (and the cause/effect
relationships). This is paramount to some of the key assumptions used in the RPU
– e.g. whether the 20-year storm requirement is appropriate given climate change
and other relevant scientific information, whether we should be increasing our
protection of flood plains, which affects where development is placed, etc..
However, the responses to our comments make no changes and provide the same
generalized ‘brush off’ as apparently provided to the peer reviewer.
We note that TRPA made no change in methodology to address this concern.
***
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Another major concern is the apparent limitation placed by the preparers of this Threshold Evaluation,
on themselves, as to what data would be considered for analysis.
This comment provides very good justification revising the Thresholds and Regional Plan
reporting guidelines. Science and managers are currently conducting such a formalized process
for nearshore indicators. Threshold updates acknowledge in the recommendations section of the
public draft. Some limitations on data analysis stem from existing ordinance language where the
agency is to "continuously monitor" threshold related indicators. Conducting a "meta-analysis"
proposed by commenter is appropriate but outside the scope of the Threshold Evaluation and staff
capacity.

•
•

•

This does not address the concern. Rather, it ‘talks around’ the issue – that the
TER report did not consider all available information.
We are also unclear why a requirement to continuously monitor would prevent
TRPA from including any available information in the report. Even if not enough
to officially determine status, because the TER is used as the baseline information
for the EIS, all relevant data must be included – somewhere.
What happened to the technical reports from the Pathway 2007 Technical
Working Groups for each threshold research area? It appears a significant amount
of information was gathered and then not used.
***
As pointed out by Axler, indicators and levels of attainment can be complicated by the biophysical processes at play. Things cannot be multiplied, divided, added or subtracted at will
without an understanding of the underlying mechanisms. This is why the accumulation of a
number of indicators into an "uber-indicator" with a single value may not be scientifically correct.
While it may meet the temporary needs of decision makers, it can lead to disappointment in the
long run. These caveats are recognized and noted in the public draft of the 2011 Threshold
Evaluation. Additionally, data from all monitored streams is presented in the public draft to
address this comment. [Emphasis added]

•

We agree that the aggregation methods used in the TER are not scientifically
correct. We also agree the long term results can be disappointing. Yet, TRPA has
advertised the TER as the baseline for the RPU, which proposes significant new
development, and has advertised the TER status ‘findings’ in a favorable manner
that is not supported by the data. See our previous comments from June and July
2012.
***

Weather data to support status and trends data
Both statistical and mechanistic models have been developed by TERC to investigate this (Jassby
et al. 2003 and Sahoo, G.B., S.G. Schladow and J.E. Reuter. 2010) and are referenced in the
TEVAL). Effect of sediment and nutrient loading on Lake Tahoe optical conditions and
restoration opportunities using a newly developed lake clarity model. Water Resources Research,
Vol. 46, W10505, doi:10.1029/2009WR008447. The importance of hydrology and precipitation is
very well appreciated. The most important question is 'can BMPs and other restoration actions
change the watershed so that high flow years function as low flow years with regard to loading'?
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In other words, can load reduction be achieved even if flow is high? While I agree that the current
stream data set could shed light on this general issue, not enough is known about the specific
effect land use has on the actual measured load. To do this would require a very intensive set of
monitoring sites in the watersheds. In the TMDL Pollutant Reduction Opportunity Report we took
a first stab at this for urban stormwater loading. While the LTIMP stream data does provide a
good data base to better understand the relationship between flow, load and concentration, it's
ultimate connection to land-use policy has uncertainties. An evaluation of the BMP and restoration
projects to date typically reveals that the projects were conceptually appropriate - pollutant source
control, stormwater treatment and hydrologic source control. What is needed is a thorough
evaluation of what type of response can be expected based on anticipated projects. Expectations
need to be managed based on scientific uncertainty. The LTIMP data base, as it exists, can only go
so far in reducing this uncertainty. A 'back of the envelope' calculation may be helpful. In rough
numbers, over the past decade, a total of $1.5B has been spent on environmental protection and
restoration. Of this, it might be reasonable to guesstimate that no more than 25 percent actually
stopped sediment and nutrients from actually entering Lake Tahoe as money was spent on a wide
variety of projects. The Tahoe TMDL estimated that a total of $1.5B (additional) would need to be
spent on targeted WQ projects that actually reduced load to the lake. At this level of funding
($37.5M per year), is it reasonable to see changes on anything less than a decadal time scale? The
point being that analysis of monitoring data needs to consider whether significant changes are
likely over the period of record. [Emphasis added]

•

•
•

Although this response doesn’t necessarily address the peer reviewer’s comments,
we do note important feedback. First, we agree that the importance of hydrology
and precipitation should be well appreciated. But we also believe it should be
used in the TER and EIS in order to assess what’s appropriate for the Basin.
Second, we agree that stream data are useful but certainly can’t be used to
evaluate land use policy (alone). More measurements are needed.
Finally, we agree that conclusions about water clarity based on just a few years
are not supported by the facts. However, the TER and RPU EIS carefully make a
point that mid-lake clarity (annual average) has “stabilized” with the implication
that this is due in part to TRPA actions. But, it could be related primarily to
weather and other factors, climate change, etc., and thus these other parameters
should also be assessed. This further reiterates the importance of field
measurements of streams, tributaries, pipes, etc. – all sources to Lake Tahoe’s
waters.
***

My major concern with the Draft Thresholds Report was in regard to its lack of statistical rigor in the
status and trends analyses, and not doing a better job of linking the large effects of annual weather
differences to lake and stream water quality and the natural variability of the data in the context of
available measurement methods.
On the surface this is a very reasonable comment. For the stream data we took this into account
by presenting the long-term data in terms of flow weighted concentration (FWC) - annual
load÷annual flow (added WQ appendixes showing FWC). While the two are related FWC does
give a picture of how flow (wet vs. dry years) affects the concentration. We also included a plot of
running average in the original analysis to provide a more time integrated view of long-term
changes. This is a very common technique use by the USGS. These analyses are now included in
the draft Threshold Evaluation Report as an appendix to the Water Quality Chapter (see appendix
WQ-3). The relationship between annual weather differences and stream loading has been
recognized and appreciated for many years, actually starting with the work of Dr. Axler at Tahoe.
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This is why data on flow is provided on the same graph as the load estimates. The USGS and
TERC did not produce the simple liner trend lines that appeared in the draft version of the report
to describe the trend in loading - the TRPA did so because the agency is mandated to show
program in attainment in threshold attainment. Since load is directly related to flow, we decided
to use the FWC as discussed above and removed the SLR from stream graphics. The use of more
traditional time-series analyses statistics (Mann-Kendall test) does not account for influence of
wet vs. dry variability. That being said, the USGS and TERC are currently working on the
application a more sophisticated approach. NLA: Typically when USGS calculates loads all the
concentration data for several years is used to develop the regression equations, and therefore it
is not deemed appropriate to analyze for trends in annual (yearly) loads due to auto-correlation.
However, the Tahoe stream data and loading techniques are unique in that UCD calculates
annual load based on that water year's data. Because of this the annual loads probably are not
auto-correlated (although this needs to be checked) and therefore appropriate trend analysis
should be able to be performed. USGS and TERC are looking into the appropriate statistical
techniques for this, but as J. Reuter stated, tests such as the Mann-Kendall test will not account
for the variability due to stream flow that is due to variability in precipitation. This is why looking
at the data in different ways is important, such as using flow-weighted concentrations (presented
in appendix WQ-3) or other "indicators". Although flow-weighted concentrations do not fall
within TRPA's thresholds, they do shed light for status and trends of concentrations over time.
With regard to the affect of meteorological variability on water quality, TERC has published a
model that takes this and the depth of mixing into account in searching for trends (Jassby, A.D.,
J.E. Reuter and C.R. Goldman. 2003. Determining long-term water quality change in the presence
of climatic variability: Lake Tahoe (USA). Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 60: 1452-1461). This tool has
not received much traction within the Basin, despite being discussed in the TMDL Technical
Report. Recently, TERC also employed a much more sophisticated approach for evaluating the
long-term trend in Secchi data-a Generalized Additive Model (GAM). This has been reported in
the State of the Lake Report but not used in past Thresholds Evaluation Reports or the version that
was submitted to the peer-review committee. …

…
This is the typical approach by USGS. To look at trends in concentrations (instead of loads) using
statistical tests (Seasonal Kendall test) that allows for the removal of flow variability in
concentration data to improve the performance of the statistical trend test. An update using this
technique for trends of concentrations could be performed; however, TRPA thresholds are in terms
of trends of loads, not concentrations. [Emphasis added]

•
•

This response contains some extremely important information. As suspected, the
trend information4 presented in the report was not done by the researchers who
best understand the science, but rather, by TRPA.
The comments also note other important information that should be considered,
however, it is not included in the threshold language. However, information
related to thresholds should be evaluated in the threshold evaluation report, and if
not, then in the EIS that presumes to take actions that are supposed to benefit
water quality.
***

I was disappointed the report did not do a good job of presenting information in a landscape
perspective highlighting how certain key indicators cut across major areas (i.e Chapters)…
These are all very important issues that have been discussed by agency researchers and staff.
While the Thresholds Evaluation Report does not delve into these questions there are other
4

At least related to the analysis the peer reviewer was commenting on.
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reports and scientific papers, reports, etc., that do. This report appeared to have a very specific
purpose; however, the reviewer’s comments [are] noteworthy in the sense that TRPA and other
agencies may need an overall report, aimed at a quasi-technical audience that pulls all the pieces
together. At the moment, as far as an outsider is concerned, the total is much less than the sum of
the parts. [Emphasis added]

•

•
•

How can a scientific assessment not consider the scientific relationships between
the different threshold categories? Further, how can TRPA evaluate the
environmental impacts (and purported benefits) to the thresholds if an analysis of
their relationship has not been performed? This comment has noted another
deficiency in the technical adequacy of the TER, and again, no changes were
made by TRPA other than some caveat language.
If not prior to the Regional Plan update, when will TRPA “pull all of the pieces
together?” We note without adequate scientific rigor, TRPA can not adequately
assess status, trends, or the impacts of the EIS alternatives.
We note no changes in methodology were made as a result of this peer reviewer’s
comment.
***

(Outreach is important and needed)
Not within the scope of this report, but it provides another good example of my comment above –
TERC’s outreach and education is world-class, yet the reader of this report would not know about
this and all the other work being done by the many stakeholders. [Emphasis added]

•

•

We agree. If the TER report is being relied upon to assess the current status of
thresholds, examine sources and cause/effect, and make predictions about future
status, then the report should be based on the best available information, and this
should be clearly included for the reader.
TRPA considers this “not within the scope of the [TER] report.” We disagree. But
this is yet another example of the inadequacies of the TER report to serve as the
baseline information for the RPU.
***

Not convinced that a comparison between the current assessment of impervious cover and the
2006 assessment are inappropriate. If no comparison is done, a better justification for why
this cannot be done is needed.
Comment Addressed In Report. A table has been added to compare the 2002 hard
impervious cover estimates for the Lake Tahoe Basin with the 2010 estimates. Both use
the new 2007 soil survey data.

•

See our comments regarding the problems with the 2007 soil survey.
***

Text needs to be better supported by literature. More description is needed on importance of
SEZ to soil conservation.
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Comment Addressed In Report. Additional discussion is provided and additional references
added.

•

The TER still fails to address the full importance of SEZs, soils, and how this
relates to other environmental areas. See our comments on the final TER for
additional details.
***

Reviewer states that no indicator has been developed to verify preservation of SEZs. This
should be pointed out in introductory paragraphs and it should be noted that only restoration
projects are being monitored for status and trend, but not the area of naturally functioning
SEZs in the Basin
Comment Addressed In Report. Additional discussion is provided and additional
references added as appropriate.

•

It appears some discussion was added to the report.
Preservation has never been defined in the Threshold Standard, but it is commonly interpreted to mean
that no new development should occur in naturally functioning SEZs. TRPA regulations are in place to
limit new development in SEZs and minimize their disturbance. SEZ land acquisitions by TRPA partner
agencies also help achieve this threshold component. No indicator has been developed for the
preservation of SEZs. While agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service, California State Parks, or Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection may be monitoring naturally functioning SEZs, TRPA currently
has no method of tracking this component of the SEZ Threshold Standard Indicator Reporting Category.

***
Reviewer disagrees with the way acreages are portrayed in Table 5-2. The analysis has set a somewhat
arbitrary allowance for impervious surfaces within classes and then allowed impervious surface cover
to increase to this maximum. It seems imprudent and flawed to have a policy to allow further
conversion to impervious surfaces as a "target" since the Lake is an impaired water body. A reasonable
policy would be to not increase impervious surfaces with a class with exceptions. Duluth, MN has a
development ordinance regarding no net increase in impervious surfaces. [Emphasis added].
This is the policy that TRPA has adopted and this report only addresses the extent to which Region
is in compliance with the Policy. Comment Addressed In Report. Table 5-2 and new Table 5-3
have been modified to remove "target" language, replacing it with "maximum allowable" to be
more accurate. The reviewer's other points regarding policy are noted. However, this report
evaluates the threshold standard as currently adopted. [Emphasis added]

•
•

TRPA’s dismissal of this recommendation is yet another example of TRPA
picking and choosing which comments from the peer reviewers to address.
Although the response appears to dismiss the comment because the TER report is
limited to just the “threshold standard as currently adopted,” the TER report
makes numerous recommendations for the Regional Plan update. Thus, the
scientific recommendation from the peer reviewers TRPA advertises so heavily
should be considered.
***
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Reviewer disagrees with Interim Target statement which specifies that interim targets are not
needed for land capability classes where impervious cover is below target for reasons given
above. Impervious surfaces lead to excess flow, high peak flows, lower base flows, increase
channel and bank erosion, increase sediment and nutrient discharge. A no net increase in
runoff guideline or ordinance at least for many areas of the Basin seems warranted. Reviewer
agrees with the rest of the section including recommendations. [Emphasis added]
It is mandated by Regional Plan–code of ordinances to identify interim targets and target
attainment dates for those indicators currently out of attainment. TRPA regulations are
already in place for a "no net increase in runoff" through stormwater regulations which
require that all runoff from impervious surfaces (new or existing) in the Region be
addressed by infiltrating the 20 year-1 hour storm on site. Any change to the land
capability class allowable coverage would require a revision to the threshold standard. A
recommendation has been made to detach the Bailey land capability report from the
threshold standard, and additional considerations such as those of the reviewer's made
be pursued in the future.

•

We reiterate comments above.
***

Bar graphs should be plotted on true time scale with three bars centered at 1990, 1992, and
1995. A rate calculated for these numbers indicate that SEZ restoration is slowing down over
time
Comment Noted.

•

We find it interesting that as the peer reviewer noted SEZ restoration has been
slowing down over time, there is no discussion about this with regards to the
threshold which requires SEZ restoration – a threshold which has not been
attained.
***

Reviewer expected a major discussion on soil erosion control projects given the effect of fine
sediment on Lake water clarity.
Mandated by Threshold Standard. The chapter focuses on the impervious cover and SEZ
indicator reporting categories to address the primary purpose of the threshold evaluation
report in evaluating status attainment. Discussion on soil conservation/erosion control
included in the Implementation and Effectiveness chapter. [Emphasis added]

•

This is another comment which speaks to the failure of the TER to discuss the
relationships among the different environmental thresholds. This discussion
should be included in the main chapters for resource areas, not buried in the
Implementation and Effectiveness Chapter.
***
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Include a recommendation that the soft coverage analysis will be updated once the results
from the current work on quantifying soft coverage become available.
Comment Addressed In Report. Recommendation has been added
***
TRPA should consider evaluating what the word "restore" means, providing a working
definition, and evaluating past projects to determine which projects meet that definition.
Make a recommendation that TRPA will work with partner agencies to come up with clear
definitions for restoration and enhancement.
Comment Noted. The need to clearly define restoration and enhancement is already in
the recommendations.
***
One approach to understanding the extent of naturally functioning SEZs that are being
preserved is to get an estimate of the number of SEZ acres that have been transferred from
private to public landownership. This is a form of preservation that is often used, and the
assumption is that SEZs are at risk of loss in private ownership but not in public ownership.
[Emphasis added]

Address in Future Reporting Efforts. Comment is noted. The approach will be considered
in the next Threshold Evaluation.

•
•

This is yet another important concern that was not included in the TER.
Why would a change in approach not be considered for the current TER, which is
being used as the baseline for the 20-year RPU?
***

What is the confidence in numbers of total SEZ acres and total acres disturbed?
Comment Noted. Current total SEZ acreage of 21,944 acres for the Basin are based on
the 2001 Threshold Evaluation, which replaces a previous figure of 17,000+ acres in
previous Evaluations. We recognize that total SEZ acres for the Basin and acres of
disturbed SEZs need to be updated using best available science and technology and this
is reflected in the interagency SEZ Roadmap

•

The data used here are over 10 years old. This comment is significant. How does
an “interagency roadmap” equate to a technically-sound scientific review?
***

Secchi disk discussion is buried
Comment Noted. Given the hyper-focus the Basin has on transparency, this statement is just not
well informed. In fact a common thought is that there is too much emphasis on Secchi and not
enough on other important issues
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•
•

This supports our concern that the peer reviewers were not provided enough
information.
We also agree – the cause/effect factors related to clarity should be considered as
well, however, TRPA has chosen to stick to annual averages although science
suggests seasonal variations must be considered.
***

Annual, winter and summer data should be presented: The discussion should begin with the annual
average changes in Secchi depth followed by winter changes and summer changes..
Comment Addressed In Report. Agree, which is why Thresholds need modification based on many
years of new science. Winter, Annual and summer status addressed in public draft.

•
•

This supports our comments that more emphasis and study is needed regarding
seasonal differences.
There is no graph in the TER for summer clarity.
***

(Internal Sources) comments by Dan Canfield
Again, this over-simplified comment suggests that the reviewer was not aware of the detail loading
analysis done as part of the TMDL. The stream data presented is not the only source. It is very
difficult to ask a peer reviewer to not look beyond the material presented. A background on water
quality would have been helpful; however, I completely acknowledge that the TRPA's purpose in
this report was not to provide a complete scientific treatise. This is where the TMDL Technical
Report needs to come into play. TMDL documents are referenced several time in the draft report.
[Emphasis added]

•

•

This is interesting because it confirms the limited amount of information provided
to the peer reviewers and the difficulty in understanding local nuances without
full local knowledge or experience, as appears to be the case. The credentials
advertised in the TER Appendix D (peer review comments) indicate water quality
knowledge.
The second point also clarifies a point we have raised, although TRPA’s
references have been somewhat contradictory. The TER report has a very narrow
focus and does not consider many factors beyond certain data points, yet the TER
report is used to suggest conclusions regarding cause/effect that are utilized in the
assumptions in the EIS. Further, the TER makes recommendations for the RPU,
and serves as the baseline for the EIS, although in some areas, TRPA states this is
not the case, and in others, TRPA states it is (examples of both are provided in our
comments).
***

Sufficient samples: page 4-21. How is the number of sufficient samples defined? How are
years with few samples handled in the plots? It seems tome that there should be a minimum
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number of samples, perhaps with a caveat regarding how they are distributed across
hydrologic regimes. For example, if 4samples are collected during baseflow for the year, one
would expect low TSS and relatively high DIN and TN. TRG/TERC/USGS have traditionally
conducted event based sampling with a balance between high and low flow sample
collections
Report states the following "Currently, a total of 20-35 individual samples are collected each
water year fromeach of the ten regularly monitored streams. This sampling frequency is
considered sufficient to characterize different inflow conditions observed during the water year.
The sampling frequency has varied over the period of record. The stream monitoring program
focuses on both event-based conditions (large runoff events associated with rainfall and
snowmelt) and baseline conditions (low inflow during summer when precipitation is negligible)".
The term sufficient is used in the sense that there is monthly sampling during based-flow and
event-based samples during the precipitation and runoff season. NLA: The question of how many
samples are sufficient is a good question and USGS asked this question to NDEP when calculating
annual averages for each water year. There are some years where only 2 samples are available.
We thought that the calculations should only be made when there are samples across all
hydrologic regimes in a given water year. However, we were told by NDEP that they are required
by EPA to use any available data when calculating annual average and the minimum number of
samples needed/required was 2. Hence if there were at least 2 samples in a given water year we
calculated an annual mean. We could update the table in WQ-1 to list the number of samples used
for each water year's annual average (n). [Emphasis added]

•

•

This again speaks to the confidence in the data, which in the report is noted as
high for status. However, as noted here, there were concerns by the peer reviewers
and the chapter contributors that an annual mean would be calculated off just two
samples. TRPA does not appear to have provided a direct answer to this concern.
Instead, the only discussion in the TER appears to be a small statement below the
graphs: “A total of 2-157 individual samples were collected, depending on the
water year…”
We note TRPA did not change methodology based on this peer reviewer’s
comments.
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Final EIS Package

Mitigation Measure 3.2 2: Revise Requirements for Development in the Recreation District. For
Alternative 3, TRPA will allow additional development involving commercial uses, residential uses, tourist
accommodation uses and/or subdivisions in a Recreation Area within an Area Plan or Master Plan only if
the development results in a development pattern that is compatible with recreation district uses, does
not induce substantial growth in the area (either directly or indirectly), and does not conflict with any
environmental policies or regulations, as analyzed and demonstrated by the subsequent environmental
analysis for the Area or Master Plan. To the extent that environmental analysis indicates mitigation
"Mitigation is addressed with
measures are required, those measures may include, but are not limited to, the following:
Resort Recreation Provisions"
1. the development shall be an accessory use to a primary recreation use as defined by Code Section
2-5
N
(Plan and Code Amendments
21.3;
Table)
2. the development shall not increase the number of existing units of use at the site unless it is the result
of transfers of existing residential and tourist units of use and existing commercial floor area from outside
designated Town Centers, the Regional Center, and the High Density Tourist District;
3. the development shall transfer existing units of use at a ratio of more than 1:1 or require that units of use be transferred from sensitive lands;
4. the development shall provide transportation options such as bike trails, chairlifts, dedicated transit, sidewalk, and trails that links to community centers and recreation access opportunities in the vicini
5. the geographic extent of development shall be limited.

Description

Mitigation Measure

A3: TASC-FOWS Comparison of Mitigation Measures Draft to Final

3.3-1

3.3-3

Trans

Trans

s-28

s-30

Added to Code in Final: 50.4.3.

3.3 3: Implement Additional VMT Reduction. Additional mitigation will be required for all alternatives to
further reduce VMT to achieve the VMT Threshold Standard. The following percent reductions would be
necessary for each alternative:
Alternative 1: 3.4 percent reduction
Alternative 2: 1.3 percent reduction
Alternative 3: 3.0 percent reduction
Alternative 4: 7.9 percent reduction
Alternative 5: 10.9 percent reduction
To ensure that the VMT Threshold Standard is achieved, TRPA will develop and implement a program
for the phased release of land use allocations followed by monitoring and forecasting of actual roadway
traffic counts and VMT. New CFA, TAUs, and residential allocations will be authorized for release by the
TRPA Governing Board every four years, beginning with the approval of the Regional Plan. Approval of
the release of allocations will be contingent upon demonstrating, through modeling and the use of actual
traffic counts, that the VMT Threshold Standard will be maintained over the subsequent four year
period.

All

N

1. TRPA will prioritize, and cause to be implemented, if feasible, enhanced non motorized and public transportation projects and services to accommodate the additional travel demand.
2. TRPA will modify the land use allocation releases to reduce travel demand.
3. To the extent that roadway capacity expansions do not result in significant, unavoidable environmental impacts, TRPA will investigate and cause to be implemented, if feasible, additional multi
US 50 between the South Y and South Stateline – modify US 50 to consist of enhanced access control (e.g., raised median with channelized turn lanes at selected locations, driveway consolidation to
US 50 between SR 89 and Pioneer Trail – modify US 50 to consist of enhanced access control (e.g., raised median with channelized turn lanes, driveway consolidation, etc.) to increase the capacity of

TRPA will develop and implement a program for the phased release of land use allocations in four year
All
N
"LOS and VMT Monitoring"...
cycles in conjunction with future updates of the Regional Plan and RTP. Two years after each release,
monitoring of existing and near term LOS will occur at intersections and roadways to evaluate
compliance with applicable LOS policies. Should LOS projections indicate that applicable LOS goals and policies will not be met, actions will be undertaken through TRPA approved plans, project

3.3 1: Phased Release of Allocations / LOS Monitoring / Travel Demand Management. The level of
service standard under evaluation for Impact 3.3 1 is oriented toward alleviating congestion during the
peak hour of peak travel times in the Region.The Compact directs TRPA to focus transportation
improvements on transit investments and enhancements to nonauto modes, rather than new roadway
capacity. Therefore, the mitigation measures below seek first to provide additional travel capacity in the
form of bicycle, pedestrian, and transit improvements, with an ongoing monitoring program. New
roadway improvements beyond those already listed in the RTP, are proposed if other measures are not
able to meet community needs during peak travel times.

3.4-2

3.4-5

3.4-9

3.5-1

AQ

AQ

AQ

GHG

s-32

s-35

s-37

s-37

Mitigation Measure 3.5 1: Implement Sustainability Measures with Performance Standard. Within twelve
months of adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate implementation of a GHG
Emission Reduction Policy through TRPA approved plans, project permitting, or projects/programs
developed in coordination with local or other governments addressing Best Construction Practices and
ongoing operational efficiency. Until that time, TRPA will continue existing practice to require measures
developed on a project specific basis. The policy will require implementation of measures for the
reduction of GHG emissions generated by demolition and construction activity in the Region and by
ongoing building and property operations. Where local ordinances already require GHG Emission
Reductions consistent with the Policy, no further action is necessary. Where local government
ordinances do not adequately address GHG reduction practices, those practices will be implemented
through local government and/or TRPA permitting activities. Such measures may include, but are not
limited to, the following: (list...)

All

All

All

3.4 5: Develop and Implement a Best Construction Practices Policy for TAC Emissions during
Construction. Within twelve months of adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate
implementation of Best Construction Practices for Construction Emissions through TRPA approved
plans, projectpermitting, or projects/programs developed in coordination with local or other governments
that requires, as a condition of project approval, implementation of feasible measures to reduce
exposure of sensitive receptors to construction related TAC emissions. Until that time, TRPA will
continue the existing practice to require measures developed on a project specific basis. Where local
ordinances, rules, or regulations already require Best Construction Practices for construction emissions,
no further action is necessary. Where local government ordinances, rules, or regulations do not
adequately address Best Construction Practices, those practices will be implemented through local
government and/or TRPA permitting activities. Such measures may include, but are not limited to, the
following: (list...)

Mitigation Measure 3.4 9: Maintain Level of Air Quality Mitigation Improvements. For Alternative 4,
TRPA will evaluate and adjust the Air Quality Mitigation Fee program to ensure that no decrease in the
level of air quality improvements would result from the change in the eligible time period for a previous
use from 2 to 5 years. Adjustments to the mitigation fee program may include, but are not limited to the
following:
Increase Air Quality Mitigation Fees on new developments to offset the reduction in fees from the
proposed change.
Implement regulatory changes that would ensure the same level of air quality improvements could
occur with reduced fees.
Develop an additional Air Quality Mitigation Fee for additional uses that would offset the reduction in
mitigation fees from the proposed change

All

3.4 2: Develop and Implement a Best Construction Practices Policy for Construction Emissions. Within
12 months of adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate implementation of Best
Construction Practices for Construction Emissions through TRPA approved plans, project permitting, or
projects/programs developed in coordination with local or other governments that require, as a condition
of project approval, implementation of feasible measures and Best Management Practices to reduce
construction generated emissions to the extent feasible. Until that time, TRPA will continue existing
practice to require measures developed on a project specific basis. Where local ordinances, rules, or
regulations already require Best Construction Practices for construction emissions, no further action is
necessary. Where local government ordinances, rules, or regulations do not adequately address Best
Construction Practices, those practices will be implemented through local government and/or TRPA
permitting activities. Such measures may include, but are not limited to, the following (list...)

Y

N

Y

Y

Only explaination appears to be
response to comments stating
TRPA "researched this" and it
would likely only be about
$20,000 less…so TRPA
concludes it is not significant and apparently has removed the
Mitigation from the final for this
reason…

3.5-2

3.6-1

3.6-2

3.6-3

3.6-4

GHG

Noise

Noise

Noise

Noise

s-39

s-40

s-43

s-43

s-45

1, 4, 5

All

All

All

All

3.5 2: Prepare Alternative Planning Strategy. For Alternatives 1, 4, and 5, TMPO shall prepare an
Alternative Planning Strategy (APS) that demonstrates how the regional SB 375 GHG reduction targets
for the California portion of the Region would be achieved, in accordance with California SB 375. The
APS would need to include strategies for bringing the alternative into compliance, such as additional
transportation projects, development right transfer incentives, a compact land use pattern, reduced
allocations, and energy efficiency measures that would result in achievement of SB 375 targets.

3.6 1: Establish and Implement a Region Wide Traffic Noise Mitigation Program. Within 12 months of
adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate implementation of a Regionwide traffic
noise reduction program through TRPA approved plans, project permitting, or projects/programs
developed in coordination with local or other governments that will implement measures for reducing
attaining and maintaining traffic noise levels to below applicable CNEL standards. Until that time, TRPA
will continue its existing practice of requiring measures to be developed on a project specific basis.
Measures may include those required as conditions of approval for development projects and those to be
implemented by TRPA to address cumulative, regional noise levels. Traffic noise mitigation measures
will be implemented through local government and/or TRPA permitting activities. Such measures may
include, but are not limited to, the following: (list…)

3.6 2: Develop and Implement a Best Construction Practices Policy for the Minimization of Exposure to
Construction Generated Noise and Ground Vibration. Within 12 months of adoption of an updated
Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate implementation of a Best Construction Practices Policy for
Minimization of Construction Generated Noise and Ground Vibration through TRPA approved plans,
project permitting, or projects/programs developed in coordination with local or other governments. Until
that time, TRPA will continue existing practice to require measures developed on a project specific
basis. The policy will require implementation of measures for the reduction of noise generated by
demolition and construction activity in the Region. Where local ordinances already require Best
Construction Practices for construction noise, no further action is necessary. Where local government
ordinances do not adequately address Best Construction Practices, those practices will be implemented
through local government and/or TRPA permitting activities. Measures for minimizing exposure to
construction generated noise may include, but are not limited to, the following:

Mitigation Measure 3.6 3: Develop and Implement a Best Construction Practices Policy for the
Minimization of Construction Generated Noise and Ground Vibration. The Best Construction Practices
Policy for the Minimization of Construction Noise and Ground Vibration, which is required by Mitigation
Measure 3.6 2, will also include measures to address vibration generated during construction and
demolition activity. Measures required by the policy to reduce ground vibration may include, but are not
limited to, the following: (list...)

Mitigation Measure 3.6 4: Develop and Implement an Exterior Noise Policy for Mixed Use
Development. Within 12 months of adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA will coordinate
implementation through TRPA approved plans, project permitting, or projects/programs developed in
coordination with local or other governments of an exterior noise standard, and related policies, for
outdoor activity areas of mixed use development. Until that time, TRPA will continue existing practice to
require measures developed on a project specific basis. Traffic noise mitigation measures will be
implemented through local government and/or TRPA permitting activities. Development of the exterior
noise standard will be based on health criteria for noise exposure and will take into account the following:
(list...)

Y
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Because TRPA is proposing Alt.
3.

3.8-3

3.8-4

3.9-1a

3.9-1b

3.12-2

WQ

Soils

Scenic

Scenic

Housing

s-50

s-51

s-54

s-54

s-66

All

3,4

All

Mitigation Measure 3.9 1b: Permit Redevelopment of the High Density Tourist District/South Stateline
Casino Core Tourist District of Existing Buildings within Existing Visual Prominence. To mitigate for
potentially significant scenic impacts resulting from buildings up to 197 feet in the High Density Tourist
District (Alternative 3) and redevelopment of the existing high rise buildings in the South Stateline
Casino Core Tourist District (Alternative 4), TRPA will require that any proposed development in the High
Density Tourist District (Alternative 3) or the South Stateline Casino Core Tourist District (Alternative 4)
achieve the following performance standard: (list)

Mitigation Measure 3.12 2: Prepare a Regional Housing Needs Program and Implement
Recommendations. Within 12 months of adoption of an updated Regional Plan, TRPA shall coordinate
with local governments and other organizations to develop and implement a Regional Housing Needs
Program. The Housing Needs Program will evaluate progress towards the adopted housing goals and
recommend policy and ordinance changes necessary to achieve housing goals. Changes may include,
but are not limited to, the conversion of residential allocations to bonus units that would be available only
for the construction of affordable and/or moderate income housing, the creation of new bonus units for
affordable housing and modification of development standards to promote housing affordability.

All

1,5

3.9 1a: Comply with Specific Findings and Performance Standards for Additional Building Height. To
mitigate for potentially significant scenic impacts resulting from three or four story buildings in the 10
Town Centers (Alternative 3) and 12 PTODs (Alternative 4), and from three to six story buildings in the
Regional Center (Alternative 3), TRPA will apply the applicable TRPA Code of Ordinances, Chapter 37,
Height Standards; Section 37.7, Findings for Additional building Height; or equivalent findings
established in an Area Plan.

3.8 4: Coverage Exemption Requirements. For Alternatives 3 and 4, as applicable, TRPA will through
Code amendments, TRPA approved plans, project permitting, or projects/programs developed in
coordination with local or other governments:
A. Temporary Coverage…(list)
B. Pervious Decks…(list)
C. Pervious Coverage Exemption…(list)
D. Aggregate of Coverage Exemptions and Credits on Developed Parcels…(list)
E. Non Motorized Trail Exemption…(list)
F. ADA Exemption (Alternative 4)…(list)

3.8 3: Facilitate Improved Roadway Operations and Maintenance Practices that Protect Water Quality.
For Alternatives 1 and 5: TRPA will adopt a policy that supports load reduction plans developed under
the TMDL, including elements that improve road operations and maintenance to benefit water quality.
TRPA will coordinate implementation through TRPA approved plans, projectpermitting, or
projects/programs developed in coordination with local or other governments. As part of this policy,
TRPA will require that public road operations and maintenance minimize the discharge of de icers, FSP,
traction abrasives, and other contaminants associated with roads consistent with public safety
objectives. Specific actions that will be evaluated for incorporation into TRPA Code include: (list...)

Y

N

N

N
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Added to Code Chapter 13.6.5.D:
D. Additional Review Standards
for Area Plans within the HighDensity Tourist District

Added to Code Chapter
13..5.3.D. Community Design
Standards

Added to Code section 30.4.6:
Exemptions and Partial
Exemptions from Calculation of
Land Coverage

Apparently not included because
TRPA is endorsing Alt. 3

A.4 TASC & FOWS comments on RPU package – process with color coding
12/4/2012 Note:
The below is a summary of our attempts to figure out the relationship among the
documents after receiving the package on 10/24/2012. Colors were used to discern
various chapters and documents as much as possible. We note that a typical final EIR/S
would provide basic documents, including revisions to the EIS, Response to Comments,
Master Comments, and attachments (e.g. proposed regulatory language changes.)
However, in the final RPU package released 10/24/2012, the public has been bombarded
with a confusing mix of documents. To review the final RPU EIS, and see the proposed
project (aka RPU) that would be associated with it, the public must search through staff
summaries, multiple attachments, two lengthy “Volumes,” and various other documents.
This is yet another example of how flawed the RPU process has been.
Additionally, changes have been made since the 10/24 documents were released, adding
further confusion and difficulty in assessing the final EIS package.
----------------------------------------Final Proposals – difficult to ascertain:
The changes to the EIS are different than changes to Code and G&P...or should be. Thus,
the Final EIS should evaluate impacts of the new Alt. 3 in a revised EIS document. The
new Code language/G&P for the new Final Alt. 3 should be separate in those respective
documents. However, the final RPU package mixes this all together.
Changes to Final:
In the end, the primary changes have not been reflected in the EIS, but rather, spread out
among the other documents. This is not only confusing, but also reflects the lack of
adequate environmental analysis in the final EIS.
Changes to proposed Mitigation:
Where the changes to proposed mitigation should be disclosed and analyzed, the EIS has
not been "revised" to reflect those changes (should be in Chapter 4), so if one just looks
at changes to the EIS (< 10 pages in Chapter 4), it will not be clear that the mitigations
have changed since the draft EIS.
An adequate Final EIS would present a new revised Summary Background chapter with
the changes included. However, no such summary is provided. There is simply not one
document or location where the public can go to see the summary of the final EIS and the
changes made (to the EIS, proposed Code, proposed G&P, maps, etc.) compared to the
draft.
Plan changes, draft to final:
The 10/24 staff summary, 40 pages, is the overall "summary" of the changes between the
draft Plan and Final Plan. It appears this summarizes what should be reflected in Chapter
2: Revisions to Alternative 3: Final Draft Plan... As a staff summary for the Board
meeting, the legal position of the 10/24 staff summary is unclear. The RPU refers to the

A.4 TASC & FOWS comments on RPU package – process with color coding
staff summary (in Volume 1), which would tie the staff summary to the EIS. However,
why is the staff summary not included as part of the EIS (for example, as a chapter in the
EIS)? This is confusing and unclear.

The Chapter 2: REVISIONS TO ALTERNATIVE 3: FINAL DRAFT PLAN in Volume
1 of the Final is the section that provides a different summary (than the 10/24 staff
summary) of the FEIS-based discussion of the differences (16 p).
One can go directly to this section (in Volume 1, Chapter 2) at:
http://www.trpa.org/documents/rp_update/Final_Draft/Final_EIS_2012-1024/1_RPU_Final_EIS_Volume%201/02_V1_Changes%20to%20the%20Regional%20PlanFinal%20Draft%20Plan_RPU_FEIS.pdf

The 72 pager - S.1 SUMMARY BACKGROUND OF THE REGIONAL PLAN
UPDATE - is the summary section in the draft EIS. However, the public is not provided
with an updated version of this section in the Final EIS. Thus the public is still looking at
the draft SUMMARY, now as the "final" - so to see any changes, the public must instead
to the 10 page "[Chapter] 4 REVISIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE DRAFT EIS",
which is found in Volume 1, or via direct link at:
http://www.trpa.org/documents/rp_update/Final_Draft/Final_EIS_2012-1024/1_RPU_Final_EIS_Volume%201/04_V1_CorrectionsAndRevisions_RPU_FEIS.pdf

Next, [Chapter] 4 REVISIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE DRAFT EIS" - which
should include the new scientific analysis of the environmental impacts of the "final Alt.
3" – instead refers readers back to the final PLAN changes for assessing differences in
the final Alt. 3. Clearly, the environmental impact analysis of the changes to the final has
been completely skipped over.
And finally, to see the new final G&P language and Code language associated with the
revised Final Alt. 3, the public must read:
Final EIS: Appendix A, Final Draft Goals and Policies
Final EIS: Appendix B, Final Draft Code of Ordinances.
These two documents are included in Volume 1 as Appendix A and B, but are also found
on TRPA's website under the header: Final Draft Lake Tahoe Regional Plan Goals &
Policies.
(Using Vol. 1, readers have to wade through to the appendices; using TRPA's links takes
readers right to each section. This adds to the confusion of the entire package).
Below is a description from the intro in [Chapter] 4 REVISIONS AND CORRECTIONS
TO THE DRAFT EIS"
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter includes revisions to the text in the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS following its publication
and circulation for public review. The changes are presented in the order they appear in the original Draft
EIS and are identified by Draft EIS page number, where relevant. The changes shown in this chapter

A.4 TASC & FOWS comments on RPU package – process with color coding
originate either from comments received on the Draft EIS that resulted in text modifications or corrections
or from modifications included by TRPA staff that occurred after circulation of the Draft EIS for public
review. Modifications to the Draft Regional Plan that were made in response to comments are summarized
separately in Chapter 2 of this Final EIS. In some instances where a comment provides information or a
correction that does not contribute substantively to the environmental analysis, the response incorporates
the requested change by reference only.
In addition to the revisions indicated in this chapter, substantive modifications have been made to the
description of Alternative 3 at the request of the TRPA Governing Board, both in response to comments
and through extensive consultation with stakeholders and agencies. This revision process, the revisions
themselves, and the environmental effect of the revisions are described in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS,
Revisions to Alternative 3: Final Draft Plan. Because of the nature of these modifications to the Plan
description, the changes to the concepts that are being modified are provided as descriptive text rather than
indicated as textual revisions (with strikethrough and underline text) in Chapter 4. Accompanying revisions
to the Goals and Policies are provided in the Final EIS as Appendix A, Final Draft Goals and Policies, and
accompanying revisions to the Code of Ordinances are provided as Appendix B, Final Draft Code of
Ordinances.
The Draft EIS modifications do not result in new significant effects or substantial increases in previously
identified significant effects, so there is no need to recirculate the EIS for additional public review.
Revisions shown as excerpts from the Draft EIS text include strikethrough (strikethrough) text for deletions
and underline (underline) text for additions.

All:
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and about the potential for development in
Recreation-designated lands.

Allowing development and subdivisions in
Recreation Areas changes the purpose of
recreational land. The proposed Code
13.5.3.C.3 is inconsistent with LU-2.2 and
Plan 208.

2

In fact, Alternative 3 would have very
significant impacts on coverage in the Region
by 1) not following the threshold indicator and
evaluating coverage on a region-wide basis
instead of a parcel by parcel basis. Many
individual parcels would be severely impacted
and would not be consistent with the
impervious coverage standard due to
numerous coverage exemptions including
allowances up to 70% (including on Class 4
land), exemptions for bike trails, pervious
coverage, sheds, pervious decks, and
comprehensive coverage management areas,
2) the plan would reduce soft coverage at the
expense of increasing hard coverage, which
has a significant impact and 3) there are no
mitigations provided for these significant
impacts.

N

2

1

N

The commenter expresses concern about
the land use analysis, specifically about
the amount of accessory floor space that
may result from land use policies,

suggests that the EIS is insufficient to
inform the Governing Board of the impacts
of each alternative

1

N

The EIS fails to evaluate the amount of
increased accessory floor space and
associated impacts as a result of the
proposed land use policies.

The preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) is a
tremendous step backwards, contravening
the progress made in the 1980 Compact. The expresses opposition to Alternative 3 in its
1980 Compact rejected the original
current form because of the amount of
Compact’s method of allowing local cities and development authorized and the level of
counties to control development and project authority delegated to local jurisdictions
approvals without the affirmative approval of
the TRPA Governing Board.

1

N

In summary, the comment advocates for
appropriate development in the Tahoe
Region that supports the Compact’s goal
of achieving and maintaining thresholds.

The Compact advocates for appropriate
development within the Tahoe Basin as long
as that development compliments or supports
the Compact’s overarching goal of achieving
and maintaining the environmental
thresholds.

1

Executive Summary

Executive Summary

1

Correct
Summary
of our
Comment
s?

(disagreed with placing DEIS before threshold it expresses disagreement with a 60-day
report) & referenced difficulty in reviewing all review period, and suggests that
additional time is needed.
in 60 days

What TRPA said we said…

What we said…

EIS fails to
evaluate
numerical
increase and
impacts - this is
different than
expressing
concern about
the amount

TRPA does not
mention
concern with
threshold report
timing

"in its current
form" is not
true. We
opposed the
entire concept
of delegation of
authority.

as long as that
development
vs. advocating
for development
in the first place

If not, what's
different

With regard to accessory uses, it is beyond
the scope of the programmatic analysis
appropriate for the Regional Plan Update EIS
to attempt to identify the accessory uses that
may be proposed
with specific development projects. Pursuant
to TRPA Code of Ordinances, accessory
space is regulated by the provisions applicable
to the primary use.
(Does not address net change allowing
development in Recreation Lands; instead
says final EIS Alt. 3 is better because it only
allows change in 2 areas via Resort
Recreation)

See MR 2

With regard to concerns about the level of
authority delegated to local jurisdictions,
important changes have been made to
Alternative 3 since release of the Draft EIS for
public review, as described in Chapter 2 of this
Final EIS, Revisions to Alternative 3: Final
Draft Plan.

the purpose of the Regional Plan Update is, in
accordance with the Tahoe Regional Planning
Compact (Compact), to make adjustments to
the Goals, Policies, and implementation
measures of the Regional Plan that are
reflective of current conditions and that will
move the Lake Tahoe Region toward
attainment and maintenance of environmental
threshold standards. All five proposed
alternatives, as analyzed in the Draft EIS, are
designed to meet the intended purpose of the
Regional Plan Update, and the Draft EIS
provides a comprehensive programmatic
analysis of the environmental effects of each
alternative.

TRPA Response:

A5: Examples of TRPA Responses to Conservation Community Comments
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Furthermore, as stated on page 15 of the
Draft EIS, the EIS is not intended to take the
place of projectspecific environmental
documentation that will be needed to
implement actions anticipated to occur
following approval of the Regional Plan, nor
does it contain sufficient analytical detail for
TRPA to approve sitespecific projects that
may be proposed in the future consistent with
the Plan. All of TRPA’s existing procedures
requiring environmental review of projects to
determine their potential for significant
impacts, feasible and effective mitigation to
x
x
address those impacts, findings pertaining to
project effects on threshold attainment, and
other environmental safeguards are still in
place and will continue to ensure that
proposed projects are fully evaluated prior to
approval and implementation. This EIS,
consistent with its policy level purpose,
includes a thorough analysis of the
environmental implications of the policy
directions offered by the alternatives, and the
information necessary to select the alternative
that would best achieve TRPA’s regional objectives.

The comment presents legal argument that the
Area Plans proposed in Alternative 3 would be
in conflict with the Compact’s mandate that
TRPA adopt all ordinances necessary to
implement the Regional Plan. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments Pertaining to
the Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or
Threshold Evaluation. The comment also
misunderstands the Area Plan concept, as
proposed. The TRPA Governing Board will
consider all Plan and Code changes or
substitutions when it approves an Area Plan.
Therefore, a lead agency may not unilaterally
substitute its own regulations for that of TRPA.

(Is against the Compact, projects with
substantial environmental impact require EIS
under Compact; even if…still require
Environmental Checklist or EA…by TRPA.) significant legal arguments

(TRPA needs to analyze environmental
impacts of projects in the Basin)

(Delegation of large projects against TRPA
Compact)

77

78

78

x

The comment presents legal argument as to
why the exemption process under Alternative 3
conflicts with the Compact. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments Pertaining to
the
Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or Threshold
Evaluation, and Responses to Comments
O161 and O1677, above. In addition,
Alternative 3 has been substantially modified
to replace the
exemption process discussed in this comment
with a delegation model, as described in
Chapter 2 of this Final EIS. Under

In addition, the proposal to treat Area Plans
as components of the Regional Plan but to
implement those Regional Plan components
with non-TRPA ordinances is inconsistent
with the Compact’s mandate that TRPA
adopt all ordinances necessary to implement
the Regional Plan.

x

x

This is not a comment on the adequacy of the
environmental analysis in the Draft EIS, but
rather on the consistency of Alternative 3 with
the Compact. Nevertheless, as explained in
Draft EIS Chapter 2, Alternatives (page 234),
Area Plans
would be required to be consistent with the
Goals and Policies of the Regional Plan and
standards of the Code; would be subject to an
initial conformance evaluation and annual
reviews by TRPA; and would be subject to
environmental review requirements of TRPA
and, for plans in California, CEQA.
...Furthermore, as described in Final Draft
Code of Ordinances Section 13.9, Appeal
(pages 1316 through 1318), and Chapter 2
of this Final EIS, the Area Plan process under
Alternative 3 has been revised to include an
appeals process. Inclusion of the appeals
process as proposed would provide the public
with the right to appeal decisions made under
an Area Plan to the TRPA Governing Board.
This Plan revision would address the concern
raised in the comment.

x

x

x

Next, our comments examine the
environmental analysis and information
included in the two environmental
documents. As stated in information
published by the California Air Resources
Board,2 for the RTP to rely on the RPU as
the Sustainable Communities Strategy
(SCS), the RPU must meet CEQA
requirements. “The RTP serves as one of the
key documents used by the federal
government to identify and fund
transportation projects, programs, and
services in a region. Since the SCS is part of
the RTP, the resulting document must
comply with all applicable state and federal
requirements, including financial constraint
and the use of latest planning assumptions.”
Unfortunately, CEQA was summarily
dismissed as not applicable. Still, the
document clearly fails to meet CEQA
requirements throughout (as well as the
TRPA Compact andNEPA requirements for
EIS documents).

83

84
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We again cite the relationship between the
threshold report and the RPU DEIS, and
request that TRPA consider any comments
on the threshold report that are received
between June 29 and July 25 with the same
consideration that will be given to comments
on the RPU DEIS.

83

We said that
because the
RTP/SCS relies
on the RPU as
the SCS it
should be
subject to
CEQA including
reference to
CARB
document

Our comments first evaluate the draft 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report. Although TRPA
has attempted to divide the comment periods,
according to Resolution 82-11 6(c), the
thresholds are supposed to serve as the
basis for the Regional Plan. 6. That the
Governing Body hereby adopts the following
as a statement of intent, which will guide the
development of the regional plan and actions
subsequent to the adoption of that plan:…

The comment states that, since the
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS)
is part of the RTP that the resulting
document must comply with state and
federal requirements. It also states, that
the Regional Plan Update must meet
CEQA requirements. (and so on...)...As is
appropriate, the Regional Plan Update EIS
provides a comprehensive analysis of the
potential environmental impacts of the
proposed Goals and Policies according to
TRPA environmental review requirements,
while the RTP/SCS EIR/EIS provides a
comprehensive analysis of the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed
sets of transportation projects.

x

The comment raises concerns that
concerns that the Regional Planning
process has not been performed in the
correct order and that TRPA should have
evaluated the environmental threshold
standards prior to proposing Regional
Plan Update alternatives and that the
process for the Regional Plan Update
undermines the fulfillment of TRPA’s
mission to restore and protect Lake
Tahoe’s environment. Please see
Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for
the 2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for
the 2011 Threshold Evaluation. Please
also see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, and
Master Response 2, Duration of Public
Comment Period, which address these
topics.

x

x

(see left, plus a paragraph about water clarity
and how the new RPU will help move towards
attainment…etc.)

N

82

We state the
documents are
inadequate, the
timeline for
commenting on
threshold report
is off and should
be considered
with EIS/R
comments b/c
they are so
linked, and we
provide an
example of how
they are linked.

The comment expresses concern
regarding the time available to review the
environmental documents and plans
related to the Regional Plan Update and
Regional Transportation Plan. Please see
Master Response 2, Duration of Public
Comment Period.
The commenter states that the EIS is
wholly inadequate. Chapter 3, Affected
Environment and Environmental
Consequences of the Alternatives,
contains comprehensive environmental
analyses of 14 resources areas, the
cumulative impacts of which are
discussed in Chapter 4, Cumulative
Impacts. The commenter offers no
specific information or evidence that the
analysis presented in the Draft EIS is
inadequate; therefore, no further response
can be provided.

Our review has identified numerous areas of
concern with the analyses and presentation of
information in the 2011 TER, the RPU DEIS,
and the RTP DEIR/DEIS. The following
comments focus on all three environmental
documents since they are inextricably linked,
although the TRPA and TMPO have selected
two different comment periods (the EIS and
EIS/EIR comment period ends June 28th,
and the TER comment period, July 25th).
However, we reserve the right to provide
further comments on the 2011 TER after the
June 28th deadline, and because the RPU
DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS analyses are
directly linked to the 2011 TER in numerous
ways1 (as demonstrated in these comments),
we feel any comments provided on the 2011
TER between June 29th and July 25th should
be given equal consideration (and response)
as these comments. Given the limited time to
review and comment on the overwhelming
number of pages in the 2011 TER, RPU DEIS
and RTP DEIR/DEIS, FOWS has done its
best to provide as complete comments as
possible.

80

x

The comment presents legal argument
concerning the consistency of Alternative 3
with the Compact and does not address the
adequacy of the environmental analysis
presented in the Draft EIS. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments Pertaining to
the Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or
Threshold Evaluation.

The proposed Code amendment states that
public comment to the Governing Board on a
proposed Area Plan “shall be limited to
consideration of issues raised by the public
before the Advisory Planning Commission
and issues raised by the Governing Board.”
Proposed Code § 13.6.4. This proposal is
inconsistent with the Compact’s open
meeting requirement as well as the
Compact’s requirement that to be aggrieved,
a person challenging an action register their
objections at the hearing where the action is
proposed.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

What time period does the 2011 TER
evaluate? If 2006-2010, why are some data
excluded from within this time period, and
some included from outside of this time
period? If TRPA has decided to use different
time periods for different threshold
evaluations within this report, why? Also, why
would TRPA suddenly abandon the practices
it has used for previous evaluations?
(examples are provided)

85

86

The comment questions the time period
evaluated in the 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report and expresses concern
regarding the timing of the 2011
Threshold Evaluation and the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS and a bias toward
positive conclusions.
N

We asked about
the 5 year
period of data
review

x

(refer to peer reviewer comments regarding
trends) - from Dr. Axler

85

“Implemented” is not a valid ‘status’ for
threshold attainment:

x

For example, in the Air Quality evaluation for
ozone, TRPA discusses the peak
measurements in recent years, but otherwise
provides no tables listing historical ozone
measurements throughout the Tahoe Basin,
past and present. Instead, peak
measurements
from one site are illustrated in a colorful
graph. Yet, to examine the ‘trends’ of
threshold attainment, one must consider all
available data, including historical
measurements and measurements from
multiple sites throughout the Basin. As shown
in the attached Table of Lake Tahoe Air Basin
Data we have assembled, there is a
significant amount of information available for
air quality throughout the entire Basin.

85

x

Change in how TRPA evaluates status of
threshold attainment from attainment/nonattainment to various trends and terms

x

x

(table of responses on TER comments has
lengthy wordy explaination for why
implemented is now a threshold status…
Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, as well
as Master Response 2, Duration of Public
Comment Period. Furthermore, the Draft EIS
Chapter 3, Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences of the
Alternatives, contains comprehensive
environmental analyses of 14 resources areas,
the cumulative impacts of which are discussed
in Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts. The
commenter offers no specific information or
evidence that the analysis of the Regional Plan
Update alternatives presented in the Draft EIS
is inadequate; therefore, no further response
can be provided.

x

85

N

Change in how TRPA views environmental
Thresholds with examples from previous
threshold evaluation report introductions

Please refer to Master Response 1,
Comments Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code
of Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. In
addition, please see Response to Comment
O164 as well as Response to Comment
O166, which address why an EA was
completed for the 2006 Threshold Evaluation,
but not for the 2011 Threshold Evaluation.

85

Totally different
point about
diminishing
value of
threshods

85

The comment expresses concerns
regarding the TRPA 2012a Threshold
Evaluation Report states that the Regional
Plan Update disregards the status of the
thresholds.

...the "new" method confuses the reader and
buries the actual information in layers of
evasive rhetoric. Specific examples are
provided below.
These changes, which allow TRPA to portray
the overall conditions of the thresholds as
‘better’ or ‘improving,’ appear to set the stage
for the RPU’s disregard for the status of the
thresholds and move full speed ahead with
the Regional Plan Update alternatives, where
all action alternatives propose more
development, more people, more coverage,
more cars, and more environmental impacts.

85

As part of the Regional Plan Update, with the
exception of Alternative 1 (No Project), all
alternatives propose amendments to the
threshold standards. Chapter 3 of the Draft
EIS, Affected Environment and Environmental
Consequences of the Alternatives, contains
comprehensive environmental analyses of the
proposed alternatives in 14 resources areas,
the cumulative impacts of which are discussed
in Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts.
Significance criteria relate directly to
attainment of TRPA threshold standards and
are used in the appropriate resource sections
of the Draft EIS to evaluate the impacts
associated with the Regional Plan Update
alternatives.

However, in the first four reviews, TRPA has
reported on the attainment status of the
thresholds, in correlation with the Compact’s
mandate to attain the thresholds standards.
Therefore, the sudden change in how TRPA
is evaluating thresholds in the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report (2011 TER) essentially moving away from the use of
attainment and non-attainment - is unfounded
- and in direct conflict with the Compact’s
original mandates. Additionally, the ‘new’
language involving trends, assessments
related to ‘targets,’ and so on, is even more
confusing.

x

x

x

x

x

x

89

x

Improper trending used to forecast purported
improvements TRPA’s use of the new
approach involving trend lines appears to
assume environmental conditions will remain
linear over time. However, environmental
processes are typically never linear, and are
affected by numerous parameters at any
given time. For example, air quality
associated with motor vehicles improved
during the years that fewer people were
driving due to high gas prices. However, gas
prices drop and more people begin to drive
refers to Master Responses then adds: "The
Fails to account commenter offers no specific information or
again, and air emissions go up. Had one
The comment raises concerns about the
for the direct tie
N
simply looked at the estimated emission rates TRPA 2012a Threshold Evaluation
evidence that the analysis presented in the
x
x
x
x
to the RPU, the
of motor vehicles by year over time (as TRPA Report, specifically regarding trend lines.
Draft EIS is inadequate; therefore, no further
examples, etc.
has done in the RPU/RTP ‘analyses’), this
response can be provided."
situation would have been overlooked.
Further, the Basin may experience one winter
that is exceptionally cold, resulting in
increased wood smoke emissions from
residential fuel combustion compared to the
previous, warmer year. But, what if there
were also stronger inversions during the
colder winter, trapping those emissions at the
surface? Also, what if that winter, because it
was colder and ski conditions were better, the visitation rate to the Basin increased, thereby increasing the visitors and 2nd homeowners using wood fireplaces and stoves? The combination of these three factors – more residential heating due to cold temper
which to support any conclusions about the current and future status of the threshold standards.

x

88

More specifically, Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of the
Draft EIS include an objective and
comprehensive analysis of the potential air
quality and greenhouse gas emission impacts
due to implementation of proposed Regional
Plan Update alternatives.

The comment also states that conclusions
are based on inadequate/inappropriate
analyses. The comment also expresses
concerns regarding time periods used in
the 2011 Threshold Evaluation analyses,
particularly for air quality.

Conclusions are based on inadequate and/or
inappropriate statistical analyses (pages and
pages of examples are provided to support
this comment)

88

Fails to mention
enforcement,
monitoring, etc.

As noted in the TER and more importantly
the RPU DEIS, TRPA proposes to increase
the sources in the Basin (i.e. more people,
cars, equipment, off-road recreational
equipment, etc.) which negatively impact all
threshold standards in some way, without any
assessment of the impacts, yet apparently,
without taking any responsibility for them
The comment states that TRPA proposes
either. o Instead, we believe if TRPA cannot to increase sources in the Basin that
enforce the standards it has now, then TRPA negatively impact threshold standards
needs to figure out what options are available without assessment of the impacts.
to meet the standards, implement those
actions, then ensure they have worked
(through adequate, continuous monitoring),
before TRPA adds more sources of
environmental harm to the Basin through the
Regional Plan that it does have authority to
implement.
N

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, as well
as Master Response 2, Duration of Public
Comment Period. In addition, please see
Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation. Furthermore,
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIS, Affected
Environment and Environmental
Consequences of the Alternatives, contains
comprehensive environmental analyses of 14
x
x
x
x
resources areas, the cumulative impacts of
which are discussed in Chapter 4, Cumulative
Impacts. Each resource section includes a
section titled “Affected Environment,” in which
existing regional conditions relevant to the
specific technical issue are described. The
section titled “Environmental Consequences
and Recommended Mitigation Measures”
identifies and describes the methods and
assumptions used in the analysis, the criteria
used to determine the level of significance of
environmental impacts, the potentially
significant effects of implementing the Regional Plan Update alternatives, and feasible mitigation measures that could reduce potentially significant impacts.

x

mix/match time periods TER v RPU

87

x

The comment also states that the Regional
Plan Update existing conditions should
analyze the most recently available data (2011
in most cases) and assess the impacts of
each alternative. Each resource section in the
Regional Plan Update includes a section titled
“Affected Environment,” in which existing
regional conditions relevant to the specific
technical issue are described. The section
titled “Environmental Consequences and
Recommended Mitigation Measures” identifies
and describes the methods and assumptions
used in the analysis, the criteria used to
determine the level of significance of
environmental impacts, the potentially
significant effects of implementing the
Regional Plan Update alternatives, and
feasible mitigation measures that could reduce
potentially significant impacts.

N

N

pages re: vis and wood smoke...According to
Appendix CR-2 (and also reflected in the RPU
DEIS Appendix B), TRPA is proposing to
The comment expresses concerns
delete the wood stove emissions and
regarding the Visibility Standard (AQ4)
suspended particulate standards. The original and Wood Smoke Standard (AQ6) in
the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report.
thresholds were created with protection of
The comment also expresses concern
visibility in mind, and the associated wood
that the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS
stove and suspended particulate reduction
indicates a bias toward Alternative 3.
standards created to assist in visibility and
clarity improvements. These reductions still
aid in reducing air pollution

?

…

The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS proposes to delete
the reference to the VMT reduction in the
subregional visibility category, leaving
VMT tied to only the Atmospheric
Deposition (AQ8) threshold standard.

PM plus concern with separate state
standards

Vis and TER recommending future action vs
why P7 DC not included

Many pages re: VMT, threshold standards,
changes in VMT, scoping document, etc.

Yet the RPU DEIS (see detailed comments
below) proposes to delete the reference to the
VMT reduction in the sub-regional visibility
category, leaving the only threshold VMT is
tied to as the Atmospheric Deposition (AQ-8)
threshold standard.

93

94

95

96

97

PM concerns in Threshold Report plus
concerns about Area Plans (??)

pages and details re: PM

92

N

N

N

N

N

(pages and details regarding concerns and
sources for ozone standard/indicator)

91

N

(pages and details regarding concerns and
sources for CO standard/indicator)

90

The comment expresses concerns
regarding the CO Threshold Standard
(AQ1) in the 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report.
The comment expresses concerns
regarding the Ozone Threshold Standard
(AQ2) in the 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report.
"

Additionally, the 2011 TER (and the 2006
TER) fail to include historical data (other than
the few, often difficult points to see in the
graphics), let alone the data from all sites
around the Lake Tahoe Basin. As our
comments discuss, it is impossible to
adequately plan for
threshold attainment if one does not consider
the historical trends. We note the same lack
of information in the RPU DEIS.

Their own D
and F EIS
show
proposed
changes!
(deleting VMT
from vis) P. A112 in Final Plan
documents
titled:
"Final_Draft_RP
_Attachments_T
rk_Chgs_201210-24.pdf"
shows VMT is
being deleted
from Vis
standard

Fails to mention
concern is
regarding
deletion of
thresholds!
(Note: still
proposed in
Final)

Their own Draft
EIS shows
proposed
changes! (by
state)

Section 2.4.4 of the Regional Plan Update
Draft EIS addresses proposed Threshold
Standard amendments. No changes related to
VMT are proposed for the Regional Plan
Update alternatives.

Generic Gov't speak and See Master
Responses (Vol 1, p. 3-267)

x

x
x

x

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, as the
comment specifically pertains to the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report. Also, see
Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation. Furthermore, the
Draft EIS Chapter 3, Affected Environment
and Environmental Consequences of the
Alternatives, contains comprehensive
environmental analyses of 14 resources areas,
the cumulative impacts of which are
discussed in Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts.

See Master Responses

x

The comment states that different PM
standards for the different states are proposed
for the Region. This recommendation is not
part of the Regional Plan Update alternatives.
P. A1-12 in Final Plan documents titled:
"Final_Draft_RP_Attachments_Trk_Chgs_201
2-10-24.pdf" shows PM standards are being
updated, however language separating by
state has been removed; most stringent
standards are being proposed for TRPA
adoption. No response is necessary. See
Master Responses

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

See Master Responses

See Master Responses

See MR #1.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The comment states that TRPA 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report and the Regional
Plan Update
Draft EIS fail to consider all available
information and fail to perform a thorough
review of the
thresholds. Please see Master Response 1,
Comments Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code
of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. In
addition, please see Response to Comment
O166,
which addresses why an EA was completed
for the 2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for
the
2011 Threshold Evaluation. Furthermore,
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIS, Affected
Environment and
x
x
x
x
Environmental Consequences of the
Alternatives, contains comprehensive
environmental
analyses of 14 resources areas, the
cumulative impacts of which are discussed in
Chapter 4,
Cumulative Impacts. Each resource section
includes a section titled “Affected
Environment,” in
which existing regional conditions relevant to
the specific technical issue are described. The
section titled “Environmental Consequences
and Recommended Mitigation Measures”
identifies
and describes the methods and assumptions
used in the analysis, the criteria used to determine
the level of significance of environmental impacts, the potentially significant effects of

The comment refers to a research
proposal, prepared in coordination with
UC Davis in 2000, to examine the
relationship between air quality, water
quality, and transportation. The comment
states that TRPA did not followup on
implementing the proposal.

The comment also states that any
changes to the thresholds must be based
on a comprehensive and thorough
environmental review and public process,
separate from any changes to the
Regional Plan.

In 2000, TRPA worked with researchers from
UC Davis to develop a scoping research plan
that outlined what was needed in the Basin to
adequately evaluate air quality and the
relationship between air and water quality
and transportation (see title and executive
summary below). However, TRPA essentially
failed to ‘follow-up’ on this document.
Although some additional sites were
temporarily installed, other sites were
removed (e.g. the SOLA site in 2004), and
the CARB LTADS study that was supposed to
examine62 what is outlined in this document,
instead focuses solely on atmospheric
deposition, and included only temporary
monitoring in the Basin. Either way, this
relationship remains unexamined, and thus
there is no evidence to support any proposed
changes to the air or water quality standards
associated with VMT until an adequate study
is done. Further, we again question exactly
how many more five-year periods will
pass before TRPA finally follows through on
its own recommendations?

It’s time TRPA puts the thresholds first, as
the Compact mandates. Any changes to the
thresholds must be based on a
comprehensive and thorough environmental
review and public process, separate from any
changes to the Regional Plan (so that desired
Policies do not influence the changes to
thresholds, must be based on science, not
politics).

97

97

The comment states that in the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report, TRPA
assigns credit for VMT reductions to
actions implemented through the Regional
Plan (Chapter 12), and in a separate
section of the 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report explains that VMT reductions may
be related to external factors (gas prices,
increase in unemployment rate, increase
in secondary homeownership). The
comment says that through the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report TRPA is
suggesting that its actions are responsible
for the decrease in VMT.

(First we identified the wording TRPA used we acknowledged that correlate was
technically true, but the way it was used, and
following with "but more can be done..."
implies TRPA is taking responsibility for the
VMT decreases and fails to address or leave
room for VMT to again increase.) As noted in
our comments on the RPU DEIS below, there
are numerous factors that have contributed to
the reduction in VMT since around 2006, and
most of them are not related to actions by
TRPA (or are related to TRPA actions that
have resulted in a temporary reduction in
units and visitors, e.g. the removal of TAUs
for the Convention Center, which to this day
remains the infamous “Hole in the Ground,”
generating no VMT). Therefore, it is expected
that VMT will again increase and this should
be acknowledged in the report, and additional
actions taken to ensure VMT levels do not
again exceed the standard.

98

The comment asks how TRPA can
assess compliance with the Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) standard using a different
methodology.

Yet, the 2011 TER simply focuses on the one
standard and indicator for DIN, adopted over
25 years ago, and repeatedly documented to
require updates (as noted in the Pathway
2007
Report).

97

The 2011 TER finds that the VMT standard
has been in attainment since 2007, and is
currently estimated to be 1,987,794 VMT per
day.60 The TER report includes a technical
explanation of how the VMT estimates were
derived. However, as noted in our comments
on the RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS,
different values are used for the 2010 VMT
(apparently due to different models). How can
TRPA assess compliance with the VMT
standard using different methodology? Let
alone when two different values are used for
the ‘baseline’ conditions?

N

N

N

fails to include
the reason we
stated.

Document was
included to
provide more
information
regarding the
need to examine
the link between
VMT and air,
water, etc., and
suggests this
information is
needed prior to
threshold
update and prior
to adopting a
RP that allows
more
development
and increases
VMT.

We noted the
use of different
VMT values in
multiple areas
of the TER and
RPU; shouldn't
they all be the
same for 2011
for analysis?

x

x

x

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
please see Response to Comment O166,
which addresses how the Draft EIS describes
and analyzes the proposed Threshold
Standard amendments

This comment does not address the
completeness or adequacy of the Draft EIS.
Please refer to Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, for more
information on how comments on the
proposed plans and Threshold Evaluation are
addressed.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

TRPA notes that the language in the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report that the comment
has quoted states that the actions taken
through the Regional Plan correlate [emphasis
added] well in time with reductions in traffic
volume and vehicle miles traveled, and that
“more can be done to aid the maintenance or
attainment of air quality standards and other
related traffic volume Threshold Standards.”
Use of the word “correlate” as opposed to
using a term that would connote causality
indicates that the TRPA understands that
VMT reductions may have occurred at the
x
x
x
same time as Regional Plan actions, but that
those actions may not necessarily be the
cause of the VMT reductions. The comment
also states that it is expected that VMT will
again increase and that additional actions
should be taken to ensure that VMT does not
exceed the standard. TRPA has taken actions
to ensure that VMT does not exceed the
standard; please refer to the Land Use and
Transportation Goals and Policies in the Final
Draft Plan, Chapters 4 (Existing and Planned
Transportation System) and 5 (Transportation Management Programs) of the Regional Transportation Plan, Figures 6

Page 3.33 of the Draft EIS describes how the
VMT Threshold Standard attainment value
was updated from previously reported values
using an analytical approach that considers
measured changes in traffic levels on
roadways throughout the Region. The updated
VMT calculation method does not change the
threshold standard. It provides consistency
between the VMT Threshold Standard and the
current TRPA Travel Demand Model results.

As noted previously, TRPA is supposed to
review and amend thresholds, as needed,
based on new information. Given the
resource value in this case is the clarity of
Lake Tahoe (which the public has never said
mattered more in one season than another,
The comment raises concerns regarding
so far as we know), and the ONRW
the Winter Clarity Standard (WQ2),
designation does not just apply during the
stating that TRPA is supposed to review
winter months, this should suggest the need and amend thresholds, as needed, based
to consider addressing the decline in summer on new information and that the ONRW
designation does not just apply to Lake
mid-lake clarity. However, Recommended Tahoe during winter months.
Actions (p. 4-23) include no such
recommendation. Much like TRPA’s
approach with air quality, it appears TRPA
has assumed the perpetuation of past
actions will somehow magically ‘fix’ what is
getting worse.

101
N

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation and that the Draft
EIS describes and analyzes the proposed
Threshold Standard amendments.

The comment raises concerns regarding
the statistical rigor and inadequate
consideration of current information in the
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report.

100

TRPA fails to
mention
declining
summer clarity
issue, for one…

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation and that the Draft
EIS describes and analyzes the proposed
Threshold Standard amendments.

In addition to comments on water quality in
the letters incorporated from other groups
and members of the public (see Introducion),
we provide the following comments on water
quality.
First, we note the comments provided by Dr.
Richard Axler in the peer review. It is unclear
what ‘changes’ TRPA made in response to
these comments, however it appears TRPA
has failed to take most of them into account.
Problems remain in numerous areas,
including the following listed below. Also,
examples of all of the following critiques have
been demonstrated in detail in the
previous comments regarding the air quality
indicators): Statistical Rigor (as we have also
identified above in the comments on the air
quality
section)....(followed by several quotes from
Dr. Axler)

N

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

none

99

Ignored

We also reiterate the comments from Dr.
Gertler included in the report (quote included
in our comments with underline). There are
significant information gaps that were not
addressed by the TMDL, and therefore further
research is needed.

N

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation and that the Draft
EIS describes and analyzes the proposed
Threshold Standard amendments.
Furthermore, the Draft EIS Chapter 3, Affected
Environment and Environmental
Consequences of the Alternatives, contains
comprehensive environmental analyses of 14
resources areas, the cumulative impacts of
which are discussed in Chapter 4, Cumulative
Impacts.

....(more detail)...Atmospheric deposition of
nutrients also contributes to near-shore clarity
The comment states that nutrient
degradation, as noted in the 2011 TER
Chapter 13, but this has not been addressed deposition likely affects nearshore clarity,
but that this has not been addressed in
in the atmospheric deposition standard, nor the atmospheric disposition standard of
are updates to the air quality standards
the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report.
suggested, even though it is well documented
that N, P, and PM deposit from the air:

98

The comment expresses concerns
regarding the Atmospheric Deposition
Standard (AQ8) in the 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report. The comment states
that TRPA disregarded language in
previous threshold evaluation reports that
suggested that an update to the
thresholds was needed. The comment
specifically questions analysis of total
nitrate load to the entire Region and
measures to reduce atmospheric sources
of nitrates.

(The atmospheric deposition standard is
outdated. TRPA documents have
recommended updates and more research
since 1983. We provide examples of these
repeated recommendations throughout the
years. State that TRPA promised to update
after TMDL research available, and it's been
available for years. Need to update before
new Plan because new Plan will need to
include strategies to achieve threshold!

Ignores most of
our points re:
why update is
needed, what
information is
available and
how long it as
been available,
documented
examples of
TRPA's
recommendatio
ns for
updates…etc.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The comment raises concerns regarding
the Phytoplankton Primary Productivity
Standard (WQ 3) in the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report. The
comment also questions why TRPA has
not further restricted the use of fertilizers
and banned or regulated residential
lawns.

The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report, states
that the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS
should consider threshold updates that
address the cause of clarity loss based on
recent findings and consider updates that
address the seasonal differences in
midlake clarity.

TRPA is basing its Interim Target on what will
likely happen if TRPA “does nothing.”
Shouldn’t TRPA be looking at what can be
done to reduce the loading of nutrients to the
Lake and then developing an Interim Target
that TRPA wants to attain based on
implementing those actions? In fact, is that
not the idea behind creating Interim Targets –
to set a goal that the agency wants to achieve
based on actions it will take?

Does this last sentence mean that
meteorological conditions have not
substantially influenced the overall trend?
Has TRPA compared the actual trend to
inputs, and examined sources of those
inputs, in order to assess where beneficial
actions can be taken?

In a glimpse at the RPU DEIS (to see what
Recommended Actions TRPA may be
suggesting), we see that TRPA has
concluded all alternatives will result in either
beneficial or less than significant effects from
the impacts of fertilizer use. Only Alternative
2 might prohibit the use of fertilizers, however
we are unclear to what extent, because it
includes a reference to “with limited
exceptions.” (We then ask questions...)

Pelagic Water Clarity:
The RPU DEIS should consider threshold
updates which address the cause of clarity
loss based on the most recent findings (e.g. 5
microns or less). The RPU DEIS should
consider updates that would address the
seasonal differences in mid-lake clarity. Note
the following research updates from the 2011
State of the Lake Report by TERC:
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The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update offers no analysis of an
alternative that would provide for
additional monitoring.

However, in addition to reducing the LTIMP
program, the RPU offers no analysis of an
alternative that would provide for additional
monitoring.
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...and states that it appears TRPA does
not want to shed light on significant
reductions in the Lake Tahoe Interagency
Monitoring Program (LTIMP) program
beginning in 2010.

However, according to information provided
by the U.S.G.S., several cuts to the LTIMP
monitoring program have been made in
recent years.67

Further, we again see TRPA and other
agencies responsible for water quality
reducing on-the-ground monitoring data in
favor of modeling (or simply reducing
monitoring and then creatively downplaying
it as we are seeing in the 2011 TER).
However, of note is that one of the biggest
justifications stated in response to
concerns70 over relying so heavily on the
TMDL model71 to evaluate water quality
loading and make associated planning
decisions (often using forecast ‘estimates’
than confirmed load reductions) was that
monitoring data would be used to regularly
‘calibrate’ the model. In fact, LRWQCB
repeatedly emphasizes calibration with
LTIMP data when responding to peer
reviewer comments:72:
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The comment states that the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report fails to
mention reductions or outright
elimination of monitoring sites for air and
water quality threshold standards. The
comment questions why the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report did not
include more recent data for the
suspended sediment evaluation

As noted in comments above, the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report (2011 TER)
routinely fails to mention the reductions or
outright elimination of monitoring sites for
both air and water quality threshold
standards. Instead, the document implies to
the reader that the monitoring used to
assess the status of certain standards (e.g.
Suspended Sediment Concentration) is
ongoing. For example, the water quality
chapter includes the following statements...

N

N

?

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

?

Furthermore, the Regional Plan Update Draft
EIS already analyzes a reasonable range of
alternatives. The comment is noted for
consideration during project review. However,
the comment offers no specific information or
evidence that the analysis presented in the
Draft EIS is inadequate.

As the comment pertains to the Threshold
Evaluation, please see Master Response 1,
Comments Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code
of Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. In
addition, Chapter 3 of the Regional Plan
Update Draft EIS, Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences of the
Alternatives, contains comprehensive
environmental analysis of 14 resource areas,
the cumulative impacts of which are discussed
in Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts. The
analyses of the proposed Regional Plan
Update Alternatives are based on the best
and most recent available science.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report and the
Regional Plan alternatives, states that
PM and ozone standards are not found in
any of the Regional Plan Update
alternatives and that without
environmental assessment, the most
protective standards have been excluded
from review and adoption.

The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report and air
quality issues, states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS must analyze an
alternative that adopts the most protective
human health standards for the entire
Lake Tahoe Region, ...

With regards to PM and ozone standards
aimed to protect human health, the
Governing Board made a decision to
exclude the consideration of the most
protective standards in TRPA’s “preferred
Alternative” at that time (July 2010). Two
years later, the proposal (noted in
Alternative 4 in the image of the July 2010
document below) is not found in any of the
RPU DEIS alternatives. Thus, without any
environmental assessment, the Board’s
decision has now resulted in the exclusion
from review the adoption of the most
protective standards for the entire Basin,
including the Nevada portion. This also
results in no evaluation of what air quality
planning strategies are appropriate for the
Basin (e.g. are per day emission limits on
construction appropriate in the Basin, and if
so, what should they be to protect human
health).

We included image of 2010 TRPA fact sheet
where board origionally included most
protective CA standards to be evaluated for
adoption by TRPA in Alt. 4 of the RPU (at
that time). This supported our request that at
least one alternative evaluate the adoption of
the most protective ozone and PM standards
for the Basin.
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The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report, states
that impacts of removing wood smoke and
suspended sediment threshold standards
have not been evaluated.

The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS should evaluate a
threshold update that adopts the most
protective standards for ozone and that
the update needs to evaluate the impacts
of ozone in pine trees and the Region’s
forests.

The RPU DEIS should evaluate a threshold
update which adopts the most protective
standards so that the entire Basin is
protected equally. The update also needs to
evaluate the impacts of ozone in pine trees
and the Basin’s overall forests.

108

The comment requests that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS explain why carbon
monoxide is evaluated as 9 parts per
million (ppm) rather than 6 ppm.

We agree. However, the RPU DEIS and 2011
should to explain to public why it has been
evaluated as 6ppm for over 20 years and is
suddenly said to be 9ppm in these
documents
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Air Quality: Visibility:
Evidence does not support the proposed
deletions: The impacts of removing wood
smoke and suspended sediment standards
have not been evaluated. We have
discussed this in more detail in other sections
of our comments.

The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report and
nearshore littoral lake clarity, asks where
specific references to nutrients are.

Nearshore Littoral Lake Clarity::
Where are specific references to nutrients?
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We asked
TRPA to
disclose why all
previous TRPA
documents
listed 6ppm as
the standard;
but now it's back
to 9 and
proposed to be
changed. This
was to address
potential
confusion of
readers.

x

x

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

x

x

x

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation and that the Draft
EIS describes and analyzes the proposed
Threshold Standard amendments

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses why an EA was completed for the
2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation and that the Draft
EIS describes and analyzes the proposed
Threshold Standard amendments.

x

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

x

x

x

x

Please see Response to Comment A3811,
which recognizes a typo in Table 3.44 of the
Draft EIS, and makes a text correction to the
National Ambient Air Quality Standard for
8hour CO from 9 ppm to 6 ppm. Impact
3.44, LongTerm Operational Localized
Exposure to MobileSource Carbon Monoxide
Emissions, and Impact 3.48,
Implementation of Proposed Air Quality
Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacity
Amendments, evaluate impacts of CO with
respect to the 6 ppm 8hour CO standard
applicable in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin.
x
x
x
Further, as explained on page 3.436 of the
Draft EIS, the Regional Plan Update proposes
to align the TRPA standard for CO with the
more stringent California and Nevada 8hour
CO standards of 6 ppm currently applied in
the Lake Tahoe Air Basin. Because the more
stringent standards are already in effect at
the state level and the Basin currently attains
the state ambient air quality standards for
CO, the impact associated with changing the
TRPA standard to match the state standards
would be less than significant regardless of which action alternative is selected.

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation.

We include extensive information regarding
the VMT decline since 2006, and the
economy, and comment on the need for
TRPA to anticipate that this VMT will
eventually increase regardless of TRPA
action because of the other factors that will
turn around. We included details, references,
graphs, etc.

Documents defer mitigation…examples are
provided. P.158
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113
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The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS (as well as the
RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS) defer mitigation
of numerous impacts and cites examples
related to VMT reduction. The comment
asks where the analysis is that shows that
the Region will be able to meet VMT
standards.

The comment states that the 1987
Regional Plan has components that
reflect outdated science, but it is not
flawed; rather that TRPA’s implementation
and lack of updates are the flaw.

x

x

This comment is addressed in Master
Response 13, Programmatic Mitigation
Measures and Proper Deferral of Mitigation
Details and the Response to Comment
O16141 on the potential for VMT to change
over time due to factors out of TRPA’s control.
Draft EIS Impact 3.33, Vehicle Miles
Traveled Threshold Standard, presents the
analysis of impacts to VMT.

x

x

x

NONE; lumped in to comment number 113 but
never answers this question

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, which
addresses how the Draft EIS describes and
analyzes the proposed Threshold Standard
amendments.

We question Chapter 13 of the TER and the
DEIS in that they propose/suggest deletion of
threshold standards because TRPA lacks
enforcement authority. However, if TRPA is
approving land uses that contribute to further
non-attainment, TRPA has responsibility to
ensure no harm...
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Our comments raised detailed questions and
examples regarding the failure to implement
the 1987 Plan, and whether this is the reason
many thresholds are not attained or
improving...we lead into two questions: "1.
Does the 1987 Plan really need to be
dramatically changed, or would the most
environmentally-protective option be to
simply make the recommended changes to
the 1987 Plan, update the thresholds where
warranted by new science (e.g. water clarity
and impacts from phosphorus and fine
particulates), and finish the remaining
approved allocations?
2. If TRPA were to adopt a new Plan that
regulates development with a completely
different approach than the 1987 Plan, would
TRPA fail to implement the Plan in the
future, just as it has failed with the 1987
Plan?"

Please see Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation. Also,
see Response to Comment O166, how the
Draft EIS describes and analyzes the
proposed Threshold Standard amendments.

We asked why the proposed Goshawk
Threshold and Code did not include a 0.25
mile radius around the nest site for a limited
operating period, as the USFS regulations
require. This was also originally going to be
proposed but is now not…

The comment, which is focused on the
2011 Threshold Update Report, states
that Regional Plan Update Draft EIS
appears to eliminate thresholds rather
than focus on what revisions could be
considered that would protect human
health and recognize the impacts of
external sources.

TRPA agrees that a limited operating period
(LOP) or similar measure would be considered
a standard requirement during projectlevel
review, for construction disturbances near an
active goshawk nest. The typical LOP radius
around a goshawk nest used by USFS is 0.25
mile. The Code of Ordinances applies a
nondegradation standard within goshawk
disturbance zones, but does not specifically
require a construction LOP. LOPs are applied
as a special permit requirement to achieve
the nondegradation standard, but the Code
retains flexibility to account for the type of
activity, topography, and other factors.

same
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and that improved standards for
atmospheric deposition should be
adopted.

Air Quality: Atmospheric Deposition No
changes are proposed, although there are
years of data available to support standards
for other pollutants which affect lake clarity,
including phosphorus and particulate matter.
This is the third threshold evaluation that
has delayed the adoption of improved
standards for deposition, even as
information and measurement techniques
have been available for monitoring. Detailed
comments are provided below.

x

x

x

x

x

x

The comment also asks what the
emissions from construction would be.
The comment asks why TRPA has not
formulated a Best Construction Practices
Policy before.

The comment asks for an explanation of
the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission
Reduction Policy identified in Mitigation
Measure 3.51.

The comment also asks a similar
question regarding Mitigation Measure
3.52 on the Alternative Planning
Scenario (APS).

The comment asserts that Mitigation
Measures 3.61, 3.62, and 3.64 are
deferred mitigation. These mitigation
measures require TRPA to coordinate
implementation of a noise reduction plan
and policies within 12 months of adoption
of an updated Regional Plan.

Examples of Deferred Mitigation:
What
will these BMPs be? Where is the analysis of
how they will reduce construction emissions?
What will be the net emissions generated by
construction (see further comments related to
how the document handles “short-term”
construction)? What information will be
used? Why has TRPA not formulated this
before?

Examples of Deferred Mitigation :
What is
this GHG Emission Reduction Policy? How
will it work? Where are the analyses?

Examples of Deferred Mitigation:
We apply
the same questions to the Alternative
Planning Strategy. If TRPA has already
figured out how to meet the SB 375 reduction
targets without harming TRPA’s
environmental thresholds, why has this not
been provided to the public for review?

Example of Deferred Mitigation for Noise…
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See all Qs

x

x

x

x

California SB 375, Section 1 requires that
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs)
adopt an APS in the event that the Sustainable
Communities Strategy proposed is unable to
achieve the greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets for the region. The APS
would show alternative development patterns,
infrastructure, or additional transportation
measures or policies needed to achieve the
targets. TRPA has determined that it is
feasible to meet SB 375 targets through
Alternatives 2 and 3. Mitigation Measure
3.52 directs TRPA to prepare an APS for
x
x
x
Alternatives 1, 4, and 5, in the case that they
are adopted, which could include making
Alternatives 1, 4, and 5 more like Alternatives
2 and 3. The analysis that shows that
Alternatives 2 and 3 are consistent with SB
375 requirements is provided in Impact 3.52
(pages 3.525 to 3.530) of the Draft EIS. If
TRPA chooses to adopt an APS, further
analysis would be required that would be
beyond the scope of the environmental review
of the Regional Plan Update or RTP/SCS.
Please also see Response to Comment A38

The GHG Emission Reduction Policy is
described in Mitigation Measure 3.51 on
page 3.524 of the Draft EIS. The GHG
Emission Reduction Policy has not yet been
defined, and its development is the directive of
this mitigation measure. TRPA will develop
and implement a plan that demonstrates
achievement of a GHG reduction target
deemed consistent with AB 32 goals. It is
anticipated that the work on the Regional
Sustainability Plan currently underway by the
Regional Sustainability Collaborative will
provide local information that can inform the
development of the GHG Emission Reduction
Policy. The plan will include GHG reduction
actions such as those listed under Mitigation
Measure 3.51. Please see Master
Response 13, Programmatic Mitigation
Measures and Proper Deferral of Mitigation
Details, in response to the request for
analysis.

As described on Draft EIS pages 3.426
through 3.428, it is not possible or
meaningful to estimate construction
emissions that would occur as a result of the
Plan because there is not sufficient detailed
information available regarding how the Plan
would build out in the form of individual
development projects. TRPA will evaluate
projectrelated construction emissions on an
individual basis. TRPA has relied on
individual jurisdiction rules, regulations, and
codes and has implemented mitigation on a
projectbyproject basis until this time. TRPA
wishes to use the Regional Plan Update as
an opportunity to develop a consistent
approach to application of air quality
mitigation and will enforce its application
either through its Code or through conditions
of project approval.

x

However, this is contrary to the Compact’s
requirement that TRPA prepare a detailed
EIS that includes “[m]itigation measures
which must be implemented to assure
meeting standards of the region. . . .”
Compact, Article VII(a)(2)(D). This is also
contrary to CEQA, which disallows deferring
the formulation of mitigation measures to
postapproval studies. CEQA Guidelines §
15126.4(a)(1)(B); Sundstrom v. County of
Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296,
308309. An agency may only defer the
formulation of mitigation measures when it
possesses “‘meaningful information’
reasonably justifying an expectation.
(Followed by extensive legal discussion and
cites)

Deferral precludes public participation
(included in detailed discussion).

However, even though the alternatives are
not an adequate range of alternatives (see
the discussions throughout these comments
about important alternatives ignored in the
RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/S), the RPU
DEIS has not adequately analyzed the
individual concepts in the alternatives in any
way that would be sufficient to mix and match
them together. Further, it appears to
suggest that the TRPA Board could
essentially ‘go for the max’ and pick from
the alternatives in a way that results in the
most development, least restriction
regulations, and least restoration. This is
simply not supported by the DEIS. .
Moreover, the only draft ordinances provided
are those intended to carry out Alternative 3,
which further impedes the GB’s ability to
create a “mix and match” alternative.

(continued from above); note we said
inadequate technical analysis of
components…response seems to suggest
policy-related approvals are sufficient.
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The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS does not present
an adequate range of alternatives and
that the Draft EIS has not adequately
analyzed the individual concepts in the
alternatives to allow mixing and matching
components of the alternatives. The
comment states that the only draft
Ordinances are those intended to carry
out Alternative 3, which impedes the
TRPA Governing Board’s ability to create
a mixandmatch alternative.

The comment also cites CEQA case law
that disallows deferring the formulation of
mitigation measures to post approval
studies and asserts that the programmatic
mitigation measures included in the Draft
EIS preclude public input into the
development of those mitigation programs
and policies.

As explained in Chapter 2, Revisions to
Alternative 3: Final Draft Plan of the Final EIS,
the Final Draft Plan is a modified version of
Alternative 3 (Draft Plan), which was
developed by the RPUC of the TRPA
Governing Board. In preparing the Draft Plan,
the RPUC conducted a pagebypage
review of the existing Regional Plan and
various amendment proposals at a series of
15 fullday public meetings between October
2011 and March 2012. The RPUC endorsed
89 percent of the provisions in the Draft Plan
by a unanimous vote. The other 11 percent
were advanced by a nonunanimous vote of
the RPUC. (This then goes on to discuss BiState process. public comment letters,
supposed RPUC response to public
comments, etc.)

The Draft EIS presents a reasonable range of
Regional Plan Update alternatives, which were
developed based on many years of public
outreach. As described in Section 1.10 of the
Draft EIS and discussed further in Master
Response 2, Duration of Public Comment
Period, TRPA facilitated a robust public
outreach effort to develop the Regional Plan
Update alternatives and EIS scope.....The
Draft EIS presents a reasonable range of
Regional Plan Update alternatives, which were
developed based on many years of public
outreach. As described in Section 1.10 of the
Draft EIS and discussed further in Master
Response 2, Duration of Public Comment
Period, TRPA facilitated a robust public
outreach effort to develop the Regional Plan
Update alternatives and EIS scope.
The environmental review process for the
Regional Plan Update EIS began with efforts
to gather information to establish the scope of
environmental review. (This is followed by a
long discussion of the years of process…)

NONE

Please see Master Response 13,
Programmatic Mitigation Measures and Proper
Deferral of Mitigation Details.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

protecting community character, incentives
vs waiting for market to turn around first,
residents and visitors want rural experience,
similar state in 1991 but economy turned
around, recreation changes supporting Vail,
etc.,
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The comment suggests that the Regional
The comment suggests that the intent of the
Plan alternatives represent a
prodevelopment approach. The
Regional Plan Update is to improve Tahoe’s
comment also raises questions regarding
economy, and that provisions such as transfer
Tahoe’s economy and states that visitors
of development incentives are primarily
to the Region will not want to stay in urban
included to improve the economy. Please
centers. The comment states that
closeup land use maps of the South
refer to section 1.2, Project Purpose, Needs,
Stateline area were not provided for
and Objectives, of the Draft EIS, which
Alternatives 1 and 5. The comment
provides a detailed description of the intent of
addresses the general approach of the
proposed Regional Plan alternatives and
the Regional Plan Update alternatives. Page
does not raise environmental issues or
14 of the Draft EIS lists specific policy
concerns regarding the adequacy,
objectives including “Encourage property
accuracy, or completeness of the
owners to transfer existing development and
environmental document. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments
development rights from sensitive or outlying
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
areas to existing community centers with the
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation, for
goal of restoring these lands”. Transfer of
more information on how comments on
development incentives included in Regional
the plan have been addressed. See also
Response to Comment O101 regarding
Plan Update alternatives are intended to
closeup land use maps for Alternatives 1
achieve the above referenced policy
and 5.
The
objective, not to improve Tahoe’s economy.
comment suggests that the intent of the
Regional Plan Update is to improve
Tahoe’s economy, and that provisions
such as transfer of development incentives are primarily included to improve the economy.

x

(cont.)
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x

Chapter 1, Introduction, of the Final EIS
describes the next steps in the environmental
review and project approval process, including
the process for adoption of Findings and
TRPA Governing Board approval.

(continued from above); note we said
inadequate technical analysis of
components…response seems to suggest
policy-related approvals are sufficient.
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x

As stated on page 218 of the Draft EIS, the
Regional Plan Update alternatives provide
land use planning frameworks, which are
detailed as a means to provide information to
the public and decision makers regarding the
land use outcomes of each alternative. The
land use frameworks have been paired, for
purposes of evaluation, with other
development and environmental policies and
regulations; however, the five alternatives do
not reflect the only potential combinations.
Further, the proposed Code language is a draft
version; it will be finalized upon adoption of a
x
x
Regional Plan Update alternative to reflect all
appropriate and necessary Code changes.
The EIS addresses the environmental effects
of the various land use parameters and the
other development and environmental
regulations. Therefore, the TRPA Governing
Board may choose to implement land use
planning framework alternatives with a
combination of development potential and
environmental regulations from other
alternatives. When considering combinations
that are different than those presented in any single alternative, the

finding must be made that no significant environmental effects that were not evaluated in the Draft EIS would occur. Changes to the alternatives are described in Chapter 2,
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This proposal was evaluated under Impact
3.22, Land Use Classification Change. The
Draft EIS concluded that the change as
proposed in Alternative 3 “could result in
development of vacant lands not currently
contemplated for such land uses. [and that]
Alternative 3 would result in a potentially
significant land use impact.” (EIS Page 3.2
68). The Draft EIS included Mitigation
Measure 3.22, Revise Requirements for
Development in the Recreation District, which
would mitigate this impact to a less than
significant level. As described in Chapter 2 of
this Final EIS, Revisions to Alternative 3: Final
Draft Plan, the Final Draft Plan represents
Alternative 3 with important revisions, which
include substantial limits on proposed new
uses within Recreation Areas. Please see
Master Response 10, Development on
RecreationDesignated Lands, which further
addresses this comment.

communities are not provided the unbiased
opportunity to decide, without pressure from
agencies or developers, what they want to
look like in the future. Instead, just as
Homewood residents were presented with a
“take it or leave it” project for Homewood ski
resort,86 the public has been presented with
what is framed as a “business as usual”
versus “redevelopment and densification”
approach. Further clouding this supposed
‘choice’ is the portrayal of the current
Regional Plan’s approach as a ‘failure’ (see
our comments on this elsewhere), and the
concept that only TRPA can ‘save’ the local
economy (which is not the mission given it
in the Compact, in any event) through
allowing significantly more development. As
noted in our comments, although it is TRPA’s
role to protect the environment first, when it
comes to the economy, TRPA does not have
control over the nationwide factors affecting
the economy, so this again looks like another
‘false choice.’

The comment expresses concern that
redevelopment under the existing
Regional Plan does not support small
rural communities making their own
decisions. The comment cites concerns
about specific projects in the Region,
including Homewood Mountain Resort
and Boulder Bay. The comment states
that the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS
has proposed significant changes at the
community scale, well before
communities have had a chance to decide
what they want.

Please see Response to Comment O16118
and Master Response 2, Duration of Public
Comment Period, regarding the robust public
outreach process that TRPA has undergone
with local and state jurisdictions, agencies,
organizations, and individuals to arrive at a
reasonable range of alternatives that
considers input from a wide variety of
individuals and entities, as well as scoping
for the EIS.
In regard to concerns related to small
communities having control of the character of
their communities under the Area Plans
proposed in Alternative 3, Area Plans would
allow local communities to have more direct
control over elements of community character
within their community. As explained in Draft
EIS Chapter 2, Alternatives (page 234),
public agencies would be encouraged to
engage local residents and, in coordination
with TRPA, prepare coordinated plans for
implementation of land use goals, policies,
and ordinances. …Furthermore, as described
in Final Draft Code of Ordinances Section
13.9, Appeal (pages 13

The Regional Plan Update EIS does not
address impacts at the level of proposed land
use development or public works projects,
nor does it addresses impacts of specific
programs or projects required to implement
the Regional Plan. Such environmental
analyses would occur, as appropriate, after
the Regional Plan Update process concludes
and in response to proposals for
implementing programs or specific
development or public works projects.
Furthermore, Chapter 3 of the Draft EIS,
Affected Environment and Environmental
Consequences of the Alternatives, contains
comprehensive environmental analyses of 14
resources areas, the cumulative impacts of
which are discussed in Draft EIS Chapter 4,
Cumulative Impacts. The comment raises
questions, but offers no specific information or
evidence that the analysis presented

x

x

x

x

x

The end result of all of these proposed changes are more buildings, more height, more density, more people, more cars, and more pollution. The EIS must evaluate the local and cumulative (Basin-wide) impacts of these changes. This can not be substituted

It appears that in the new RPU alternatives
the primary emphasis on recreation in the
Tahoe Basin is on ski resorts, and ski resort
‘villages’. Where are the shuttles to the USFS
trailheads that have been discussed for years? Where are the advertisements and slogans related to Tahoe’s unique natural environment, as opposed to the ridiculous ‘party-themed’ “Tahoe South” concept that encourages visitors to come, drink up, and spe

Today, residents and visitors seem to be at
least somewhat aware of the delicate
balance of their immediate environment, and
The comment also raises concerns
recognize both the social and economic
regarding land use changes to allow
benefits of maintaining those balances for
additional uses in recreation designated
future generations. As stated by Raymond
lands.
(1992, p. 21): “For modern residents, the
The comment states that the EIS must
evaluate local and cumulative impacts of
dilemma is a serious one. If Tahoe no
longer offers visitors the chance to experience the proposed alternatives and raises
questions about specific types of
untrammeled nature, or some reasonable
recreation projects and their associated
facsimile thereof, then all the recreational
impacts.
variety offered by casinos and ski runs may
be insufficient to sustain its tourist economy.”

We note the Sierra Nevada Ecosystem
Project (SNEP) report to Congress in 199684
already recognized the need to protect
nature, with the suggestion that investments
in gaming (which are now reduced) and “ski
runs” may be insufficient to sustain a tourist
economy (like Tahoe’s):
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The comment states that the Regional
Plan Update Draft EIS (as well as the
RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS) speculates that
the policylevel analysis is not
responsible for assessing the
environmental impacts of the proposed
alternatives.

x

x

x

x
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The RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS are
supposed to analyze the environmental
impacts of the various alternatives. Yet the
documents consistently speculate, assume,
and/or claim the “policy-level analysis” is not
responsible for assessing the environmental
impacts of the proposed alternatives.

How will the adoption of Area Plans be
different? How does TRPA explain the
reference that implies the CSLT’s May 2011
This comment does not raise environmental
General Plan will be the Area Plan for that
area, even though it was adopted well
issues regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or
completeness of the Regional Plan Update
before the Regional Plan environmental
EIS. However, as noted by the comment, the
documents, let alone the threshold
City of South Lake Tahoe disclosed that the
evaluation, were released for public review?
When will the cumulative, regionwide
Regional Plan Update was underway
environmental analysis be done for the
concurrently with the City’s General Plan
proposed Area Plans? How will these Area
Update; the City worked in close coordination
Plans differ from community plans? How will The comment further questions how the
with TRPA; and the City stated, “it is
the public be involved? Will communities be City of South Lake Tahoe’s 2030 General
anticipated that the General Plan will be
Plan Update could be found consistent
x
x
allowed to decide their own future, or will
incorporated into the Updated Regional Plan”
with the Regional Plan Update, which is
Counties and Ski Areas make that decision
and “the City finds that the General Plan
not yet adopted.
for them, as was done when the Homewood
Update would generally result in development
Mountain Resort project was approved in
consistent with the Regional Plan,
2012 by Placer County and TRPA. The
Community Plans, and PASs, with the
RPU DEIS Land Use Chapter later refers to a
implementation of mitigation.” However,
“Consistency Finding” that appears to
where the Regional Plan includes stricter
suggest that TRPA has already made the
standards or requirements than a General
finding that the RPU and applicable regional
Plan or other local plan, the stricter standards
and local plans, policies, and regulations are
will apply.
“consistent” because of MOUs and agency
coordination. Or, it appears that TRPA could
be hoping that certification of this EIS would be the action that deems the plans that have already been created (e.g. the CSLT General Plan Update) “consistent.” This is confusing and needs to be explained clearly and thoroughly evaluated.
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This comment is incorrect. The Regional Plan
Draft EIS (as well as the RTP/SCS Draft
EIR/EIS) evaluates the potential
environmental impacts of all proposed
alternatives. As described in the fourth
paragraph on page 18, the Regional Plan
provides the foundational, policylevel
direction for the Tahoe Region upon which all
other TRPA programs and regulations are
based. As such, the impact analysis in the
Regional Plan Update EIS is conducted
geographically at a broad, Regional scale
with a focus on overall policylevel issues.
The Regional Plan Update EIS does not
address impacts at the level of proposed land
use development or public works projects, nor
does it addresses impacts of specific
programs or projects required to implement
the Regional Plan. (will occur at local
level).....(more references to Master
Responses)...The comment offers no specific
information or evidence that the analysis
presented in the Draft EIS is inadequate;
therefore, no further response can be
provided.

What are these size limits? Where are they
examined? What happens when a project is
proposed that is just one square foot below
the size limits? What “findings and
conclusions” will dictate which smaller
projects TRPA retains authority over?

The comment raises questions regarding
consistency of the Regional Plan with local
plans, policies, and regulations. As explained
in Draft EIS Impact 3.23, the fundamental
purpose of the Regional Plan is to implement
goals, policies, and ordinances that,
collectively, achieve and maintain
environmental Threshold Standards. As such,
Regional Plan Update alternatives have been
developed in coordination with, and/or in
consideration of, other applicable plans,
including the Regional Transportation Plan,
Sustainability Communities Strategy, LTBMU
x
x
x
Forest Plan, Water Quality Management
Plan, EIP, Lake Tahoe TMDL, and local
General Plans and Master Plans. All five
alternatives would result in land use plans and
urban forms that generally follow the existing
land use pattern. Through land use planning
frameworks and incentives, the alternatives,
to varying degrees, further focus development
and redevelopment within the Region’s
existing urban nodes. Furthermore,
established policies for cooperative planning in
the Region, through MOUs and ongoing coordinated and concurrent updates, have allowed TRPA and federal, state, and local agencies to establish consistency between the Regional Plan and other applicable plans.

x

Please see Response to Comment O16141.
016-141 includes pages which just explain
again the different analyses - then summarizes
with: The differences in the values used in the
This plus that if
Draft EIS and Draft EIR/EIS have been fully
the documents
explained above. The VMT estimates are
are all supposed
to be evaluating
accurate, transparent (i.e., detailed
the same
breakdown of VMT by trip type is shown in
alternatives and
technical
appendices), and justified (i.e.,
same impacts,
they should be
calculations were made in accordance with
using the same
the recommended RTAC method and TRPA
data!
standards where appropriate). The analysis
presented in the environmental document is
adequate; therefore, no further response can
be provided.

N

N

(after providing examples for both air and
water quality...)....To provide a more common
analogy to explain the problem with this
approach, we consider the situation where
an ill patient (Tahoe’s environment) seeks
The comment further points to concerns
treatment from a doctor (TRPA). If the
regarding analysis of carbon monoxide
doctor fails to run the proper tests to
(CO) emissions, stating that it omitted
diagnose the cause of the patient’s illness, emissions from offroad mobile sources
such as motorized watercraft, offroad
the doctor may prescribe the wrong
vehicles, and aircraft.
medication, and the patient will continue to be
ill - much like the Basin’s environment will
continue to suffer if proper analysis is not
used to ‘diagnose’ the causes and prescribe
the correct treatments.

As our comments on the different VMT
numbers alone reflect (see discussion in our
comments), the 2011 Threshold Report
(which is the “basis” for the Regional Plan
update), the RPU DEIS and the RTP
DEIR/DEIS are supposed to be evaluating the
same impacts, yet different numbers are
found throughout. This inconsistency
provides for a different assessment of what is
supposed to be the ‘same’ Plan and baseline
conditions.
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122 &
141

The comment states that inconsistent
VMT numbers are presented between the
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report, the
Regional Plan Update Draft EIS, and the
RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS.

x

TRPA completed an impact evaluation of air
quality impacts associated with the Regional
Plan Update alternatives in Section 3.4 of the
Draft EIS (the associated modeling results
are provided in Appendix F to the Draft EIS).
Impact 3.41 addresses consistency with air
quality plans and transportation conformity
(specifically addressing carbon monoxide
emissions) and Impact 3.44 addresses
longterm operational localized exposure to
mobilesource carbon monoxide emissions.
Please see the Response to Comment
O16130 for how CO emissions were
evaluated.

The comment also states that without an
adequate assessment of baseline
conditions, it is not possible to draw
conclusions about how alternatives will
affect thresholds.

Further, without an adequate assessment of
baseline conditions, including the sources of
environmental pollution, their relative
contribution, the relationship between the
levels of pollution and resultant
environmental measurements of the
standards, and all other factors affecting
this relationship, it is not possible to draw
conclusions about how proposed
Alternatives will affect the environmental
thresholds, or whether included control
measures or land use strategies purported
to reduce the sources of the pollution will
actually reduce them. TRPA has essentially
placed a lot of ‘eggs in the same basket’ by
assuming pollution sources and interactions
that have not been analyzed
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We used it as
one example of
how the EIS
fails to
adequately
assess Tahoespecific source
contributions
and instead
assumes
sources.

x

Each resource section in Chapter 3 of the
Regional Plan Update Draft EIS includes a
section titled “Affected Environment,” which
describes existing regional conditions relevant
to the specific technical issue. The section
titled “Environmental Consequences and
Recommended Mitigation Measures”
identifies and describes the methods and
assumptions used in the analysis, the criteria
used to determine the level of significance of
environmental impacts, the potentially
significant effects of implementing the
Regional Plan Update alternatives, and
feasible mitigation measures that could
reduce potentially significant impacts.

Our comments below point to numerous
flaws and inaccuracies. Additionally,
throughout the chapters, it appears TRPA
has taken a “trust us” approach, rather than
providing the evidence to support claims
being made. Further, what does the RPU
DEIS mean when it says it is “understood
that,” as noted in the quote above.
Understood by whom? How does this
ensure environmental impact assessment?
We note this same reference in other
chapters in the DEIS. For example:

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

As noted in previous comments submitted to
TRPA on the RPU DEIS from FOWS and
other groups noted in these comments,91
TRPA failed to provide numerous documents
on which it relied to support certain
important conclusions in the RPU DEIS. For
example, an economic reference (BAE
2012) was not provided until several weeks
after the 60-day public comment period
began. Maps requested by the public have
still not been provided.92 Noise data used
for the CNEL measurements and Visibility
data used in the air quality sections in the
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report93 were
not provided with the documents.

TRPA is responsible for fully analyzing the
environmental impacts of all proposed
alternatives on air quality in the Region.
Although some state regulations require state
specific analyses, TRPA is still the regional
Planning Agency and is therefore responsible
for adequately analyzing the impacts on air
quality in the entire Lake Tahoe Air Basin.
Further, although the RPU DEIS appears to
treat air quality as if air masses do not pass
over the state line that runs through the
entire Basin through some unexplained
environmental magic, the Lake Tahoe Air
Basin is one unified Air Basin. This is one
reason why a regional planning agency was
necessary to protect air quality in the Region.
What happens in one legal jurisdiction
affects another and vice versa, but legally,
each jurisdiction was constrained to meet
their own laws. No one was watching out for
the Basin as a whole.

That said, the EIS and EIS/EIR documents
appear to completely ignore TRPA’s regional
planning responsibilities, failing to make any
attempts to quantify the impacts of the
alternatives on the Lake Tahoe Air Basin as a
whole, let along in smaller sub-regions (e.g.
South Lake Tahoe). Instead, the RPU DEIS
relies on skewed baselines from the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report combined with
the use of individual state and federal
requirements, which do not themselves
protect the unique values of the Tahoe
Region, nor do they share the same air
quality standards

TRPA is responsible for eight air quality
threshold standards: Carbon monoxide (CO),
Ozone (O3), Particulate Matter (PM),
Visibility (Regional and Sub-Regional),
Atmospheric Deposition and two
transportation-related standards, Traffic
Volume and VMT. The RPU DEIS must
address the environmental impacts of the
proposed alternatives on all of these
standards, regardless of whether changes are
proposed to the standards. In fact, where
TRPA proposes to change the standards, the
environmental analysis must consider the
impacts of alternatives on the standards as
they are currently adopted and on the
standards being proposed.
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The fourth paragraph of the comment
notes that the Regional Plan Update EIS
must evaluate the impacts of proposed
alternatives on all air quality Threshold
Standards and implies that TRPA did not
prepare an environmental analysis of air
quality impacts associated with proposed
changes to air quality standards.

The comment makes reference to use of
the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report as
the baseline.

The comment also expresses concerns
about whether or not the air quality
analysis was performed regionally,
reflecting the emissions profile of the
entire Basin; and asserts that the EIS
used an improper application of individual
jurisdictionspecific regulations and
standards but offers no specific
information or evidence to support the
claim.

The comment asserts that documents that
were relied upon to inform the analysis in
the EIS were not available to the public.
*Just because TRPA provided a lot of
pages doesn't mean it provided
everything it was supposed to...so
beginning of response is irrelevant.

N

N

We said
documents the
EIS RELIED ON
for important
conclusions
were not
available for the
entire 60 days.

TRPA evaluated the impacts of proposed
alternatives on all air quality Threshold
Standards in Section 3.4 of the Draft EIS and
completed an impact evaluation of changes
to air quality standards in Impact 3.48 on
page 3.446 of the Draft EIS.

The baseline used in the Air Quality analysis
in Draft EIS Section 3.4 was year 2010.

Impacts in Section 3.4 were all evaluated as
they relate to the entire Regional Plan Update
and RTP/SCS buildout. For example, VMT
estimates and associated mobilesource
emissions in Impact 3.43 were estimated for
the entire Basin. Further, in Impact 3.43 of
the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS,
areasource emissions were estimated for
the buildout of commodities allocated under
the Regional Plan Update alternatives
throughout the entire Basin.

TRPA made a goodfaith effort to make all
information used in the Draft EIS available
for public review. This included providing 770
pages of supporting information in
appendices to the Regional Plan Update Draft
EIS as well as 814 pages of supporting
information in appendices to the RTP/SCS
Draft EIR/EIS. In addition, all references cited
in the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS or
RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS have been available
to the public upon request since April 25
(including a draft of the BAE report) and
available for download from the TRPA
website since May 22, 2012 (see
http://www.trpa.org/RPUEISReferences/).
Furthermore, all requests for information
referenced in the Draft EIS have been
responded to within 24 hours. All available
requested information has been provided in
response to requests or responders were
directed to where information was publicly
available.
In addition, please see Response to Comment
O101, regarding FOWS requested maps.

x

x

x

x

x

x

This comment also provides additional
information regarding synoptic wind
patterns and highlights challenges in
characterizing the influence of wind
patterns on dispersion in the Basin due
to terrain. * We are calling for using
scientific tools that ARE available to
anlayze impacts. Wind and precip DO
MATTER!!!

Clearly, there are very distinct differences in
the weather patterns at the many individual
locations throughout the Tahoe Basin, and it
is imperative that air quality analyses address
these differences. This need is also
addressed by CARB: (LTADS quoted)

Additionally, as discussed below, the
document also fails to include all available air
quality data for the Lake Tahoe Air Basin.
Not only does this provide important
information regarding the variable impacts
of air pollution on individual areas throughout
the Basin, but a mere glance at the recorded
measurements for one pollutant at different
sites over the past 20-30 years clearly
illustrates the differences in ambient air
pollution concentrations as well.94

Further, recent passive ozone sampling by
DRI has indicated significant variations in
ozone concentrations throughout the
Basin.95
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The comment questions the validity of the
meteorological data presented from the
South Lake Tahoe Airport to represent
the study area. The comment presents
additional meteorological data that
suggest that precipitation patterns vary in
different parts of the Basin; some
locations receiving a greater portion of
precipitation in the form of snow rather
than rain.

The RPU DEIS appears to rely on information
from just one meteorological station in the
Basin. On page 3.4-16, the document states
“Local meteorological conditions
representative of the study area are
recorded at the South Lake Tahoe Airport
Station.” No evidence or reference is
provided to explain how this one site
represents conditions for the entire Lake
Tahoe Basin. However, adequate evidence
exists to show that this one location is not
representative of the entire Basin.
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N

N

We said the
RPU must meet
CEQA.

None

Please see Response to Comment A3813
where additional monitoring data are provided.

The impact conclusions in Draft EIS Section
3.4 are not based on dispersion or chemical
modeling of pollutants in the Basin, but
instead on mass emissions modeling of
pollutants attributable to the Regional Plan
Update and RTP/SCS alternatives under
consideration. Wind pattern data presented on
pages 3.415 through 3.416 of the Draft EIS
are sufficient and proportional to the level of
consideration these data were given as they
relate to associated impact conclusions.

While this may be accurate information,
impact conclusions in Draft EIS Section 3.4
are based on emissions modeling and are
not heavily influenced by precipitation data

TMPO and TRPA are the lead agencies for
preparation of the RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS
joint environmental document, serving as a
Program EIR prepared in accordance with
CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines
(including CEQA Guidelines Section 15168,
Program EIR), and an EIS prepared in
accordance with TRPA’s Code of Ordinances
and Rules of Procedure. The State CEQA
Guidelines were followed for the RTP/SCS
Draft EIR/EIS and the document meets CEQA
requirements.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The EIS states: “Concentrations of criteria air
pollutants are measured two monitoring
stations in the LTAB. The South Lake
A38 - 13: The comment points out that
Tahoe–Sandy Way station and South Lake
additional ozone air quality monitoring data is
Tahoe–1901 Airport Road station. In
available for 2010. In addition, more recent
general, the measurements of ambient air
monitoring data has become available since
quality from these monitoring stations are
the time the Draft EIS was published for year
representative of the air quality in the vicinity
2011. Pages 3.417 – 18 of the Draft EIS will
of the study area. Table 3.4-6 summarizes
be revised as follows:
the air quality data from these stations for
2008–2010.” (p. 3.4-17).
MONITORING STATION DATA AND
The Statement that the two SLT monitoring
ATTAINMENT AREA DESIGNATIONS
sites are representative of the “study area” –
Concentrations of criteria air pollutants are
which is the entire Tahoe Basin, is not
measured at three monitoring stations in the
supported by fact. Rather, a review of all
LTAB: the South Lake Tahoe–Sandy Way
available air quality data for the Tahoe Basin
station, the South Lake Tahoe–1901 Airport
indicates there are significant variations in
Road station, and the Incline VillageCrystal
the ambient pollutant concentrations
Bay station. In general, the measurements of
throughout the Basin’s individual areas.
ambient air quality from these monitoring
The South Lake Tahoe Airport station has
stations are representative of the air quality in
been shut down since 2009. Therefore, it is
the vicinity of the study area. Table 3.46
improper to say “are” measured as it leads
summarizes the air quality data from these
the reader to think there are more
stations for 2008–2011
monitoring sites than actually exist as of 2011
THIS IS NOT TRUE. THIS IS ALSO NOT
and 2012.
TRUE
The SLT- Sandy Way station only measures PM10 mass. This statement needs to be rewritten to accurately reflect the current state of monitoring in the Basin, as well as the differences in air quality concentrations throughout the “study area.”

The comment notes that additional air
quality monitoring data are available for
the Basin.

This comment also notes that the
RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS must also meet
CEQA requirements.

Instead, the air quality analysis in the RPU
DEIS and RTP DEIR/S seems more like a
quick chapter thrown together to justify
proposed increases in density rather than an
objective and thorough quantitative analysis
of impacts on air quality. Moreover, the TRPA
RPU must meet CEQA requirements as well,
since the TMPO’s RTP is relying on the RPU
as the Sustainable Communities Strategy
(SCS) document to meet California SB 375
requirements, making the RTP and SCS both
subject to CEQA.
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NONE

x

- An assessment of the ‘air quality carrying
capacity’ for the Basin,98 which examines
the link between emissions and ambient
concentrations, and uses local climate and
meteorological factors to assess how
RESPONSE
emissions will impact local air quality; and
FAILS TO
EVEN
- A determination of the acceptable emissions The comment also states that the analysis
ADDRESS OUR
from temporary and ongoing activities in the does not account for variability of air
quality conditions throughout the Basin
TABLE OF
N
individual areas of the Basin. (For example, if because data from one air quality
HISTORICAL
mass-based emissions limits were found to monitoring station were used to
PEAK AQ DATA
represent air quality throughout the Basin.
AROUND
be appropriate for certain activities in the
BASIN, FOR
Basin, then what limits are needed to
STARTERS…
protect air quality given the Basin’s local
conditions, topography, etc.?
Finally, the one-size-fits-all approach the
RPU DEIS uses for the air quality ‘analysis’ is
not only wholly inappropriate for the LTAB,
but we further note the failure of the ‘analysis’
to recognize and account for the variations
in air quality conditions throughout the Basin
(as shown by the claim that one air quality monitoring site in South Lake Tahoe is ‘appropriate’.

These tools would provide TRPA and other
agencies with the ability to adequately
analyze air quality conditions and needs in
the Basin, including:

Please see the Response to Comment
A3813 where additional monitoring data are
provided. It should also be noted that little
variation is seen in monitoring data between
the South Lake Tahoe Airport station and the
Incline Village station. Both stations showed
similar concentrations and number of
exceedance days during 20082010.

x

x

x

TRPA’s own failure to do so for over a
decade is now being offered as a reason
favoring TRPA’s proposals for increased
It should be noted that this is not a comment
development,, since references to state
models, county mass-based emission limits,
on the analysis within the Regional Plan
and other tools not proven acceptable for
Update Draft EIS or the RTP/SCS Draft
LTAB conditions, are used as the basis to
EIR/EIS, and that the requested hypothetical
make the case that such development will not
modeling tool is not used anywhere else in
significantly impact the Basin’s air quality.
California or Nevada for environmental
However, to adequately assess air quality
analysis of comprehensive plans or projects.
conditions and impacts from projects and
TRPA notes the comment and agrees that
The comment notes that limited tools are
plans, the endless cycle of ‘putting things off available to model and monitor air quality
advancement of modeling tools and data
to some future date’ must be stopped, and in the Basin. The comment criticizes
availability are important issues and are in line
TRPA for not developing an air quality
instead, what has been needed for over ten monitoring network, emissions inventory,
with TRPA’s longterm goals and priorities.
However, this request is above and beyond the
years must be addressed – a true air quality and a chemical kinetic dispersion model
monitoring network, a Tahoe Basin emissions for use with this environmental review
current state of the practice for environmental
process.
inventory based on Tahoe Basin factors
review. TRPA is limited to tools and data
(including visitor impacts), and a LTAB model
available at the time of writing and has relied
that can be used in concert with air quality
upon the best available modeling tools and
data and tools, to adequately assess the
data recognized by the ARB, NDEP, and
sources, movements, chemical reactions,
EPA. The resulting analyses are based on
and impacts of air pollution in the Basin, and
substantial evidence and are sufficient to
to estimate the benefits or consequences of
support the conclusions in the Draft EIS and
various planning decisions (before the
Draft EIR/EIS.
consequences occur). Further, the LTAB model must be regularly compared to actual ambient data to calibrate the model. These tools would provide TRPA and other agencies with the ability to adequately analyze
air quality conditions and needs in the Basin, including

Additionally, Table 3.4-6 summarizes the air
quality data from these stations for just two
years. In order to assess the current
conditions and historical trends (as needed to
perform a proper air quality assessment),
the entire suite of available data for the Basin
must be included (refer again to the
collection of peak data attached to this
comment letter). Further, the differences
throughout the Basin must be addressed, as
well as the impacts of the proposed
developments in each of those areas on
population, VMT, and other factors which
affect air emissions.
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x

lengthy comments on CO…included: Has
TRPA compared the emissions from
motorized watercraft, aircraft, and off-road
motor vehicles (e.g. snowmobiles) to
measured CO levels (individually and in
combination with other sources, including onroad motor vehicles), to assess if emissions
from these other sources may create CO “hot
spots?” (In fact, our analysis, based on
TRPA VMT and TRPA Boat surveys, would
suggest that in 2010, CO emissions from
watercraft, aircraft, and off-road motor
vehicles accounted for far more CO in the
Basin than vehicles).
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LOS is fine.

x

Wildfires assumed captured in baseline that
they imply is based on monitoring; no
response to expected increases in wildfires
due to climate change, etc. VMT; just refer
back to their many VMT processes and why
they are right, we are wrong.

Account for when there are more wildfires.
When VMT goes back up. Etc.
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(TRPA responded as if the only CO areas
that mattered were intersections. But
exposure happens elsewhere too. E.g.
consider snowmobiles at Yellowstone
entry-ways. What about the 20th or 40th
snowmobiler? Same with boats - there
can be many boats in same place at once.
Consider 4th of July..

x

No reponse

Fourth, the concept of evaluating ‘per capita’
emissions (per person) appears to come from
the greenhouse gas emissions evaluation for
SB 375, which relies on per capita reductions,
not total reductions. This may ‘make sense’
when considered in an area where future
growth is expected, therefore looking at the
impacts on a per-person basis may be useful,
but the 1987 Plan limited growth in order to
attain the TRPA Environmental Thresholds.
TRPA’s responsibility to attain and maintain
the thresholds has not changed. TRPA can
not abandon its core mission to achieve and
maintain all of the environmental thresholds,
including that for VMT, to accommodate one
approach100 to meeting the greenhouse gas
emission reductions required by California.
Nor can TRPA change how it has evaluated
VMT since 1987.

x

(Their analysis is right, we are wrong); no
answer re: atmospheric deposition other than
it's mentioned in their intial 'summary' of what
we said.
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x

x

x

x

x

x

The air quality analysis in Draft EIS Section
3.4 evaluates the contribution of air pollutant
emissions that would be associated with each
plan alternative. Each plan alternative and
associated emissions would occur over a
20plusyear period. The Regional Plan
contains mechanisms to phase the release of
development commodities, which would
ensure that emissions associated with the
Plan occur gradually over the life of the Plan
and consistent with the assumptions in the
Draft EIS (please see Mitigation Measures
3.31 and 3.33 and Draft Code Chapter
x
x
50). Thus, the effects of each longterm
planning scenario are evaluated based on the
emissions profile of the Basin at Plan
buildout. In the near term, the Plan would
allow for a very low level of development.
The greatest quantity of emissions would
occur once the maximum number of
commodities is allocated and the Plan
approaches buildout, which would occur in
2035. TRPA agrees that the attainment of air
quality standards should occur as soon as
possible, but for the purposes of the environmental analysis of the long

The RPU DEIS analysis of impacts begins
with a discussion of operational emissions for
regional area- and mobile-sources. However,
the analysis fails to include several key
pollutants, including CO (meeting Conformity
budgets is not the same as estimating
emissions and impacts), Visibility standards,
diesel PM, and pollutants contributing to the
loss of lake clarity through atmospheric
deposition – N, P, and PM. (Lengthy
comments and details)...
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In multiple areas throughout the RPU DEIS,
conclusions are drawn about future
improvements in air quality due to regulations
and technological advancements that will
reduce motor vehicle emissions over the next
twenty years.99 However, air quality impacts
do not wait to affect a person for twenty
years. They happen immediately. Therefore,
the air quality standards for CO, Ozone, and
Particulate Matter must be attained now and
the RPU DEIS can not base conclusions of
significance on what emissions may be like in
twenty years.
In the attached table of Tahoe Basin air
quality measurements noted previously, air
quality information available for the most
recent years (2006-2012) indicates the
highest concentrations are still hovering
around the standards, and in some cases,
exceeding them.

205

204

The comment raises questions about the
identified Stream Restoration Plan Areas
(Draft EIS Chapter 2, page 224),
regarding why they are mapped and what
their purpose is. The comment also states
that the Draft EIS needs to analyze
methods that prioritize restoration of
stream zones.

The comment states that the Town of
Mammoth Lakes, California, has adopted
dark skies regulations that would be
appropriate for the Lake Tahoe Region
and should be examined as part of the
Regional Plan Update alternatives.

(see Vol 1)

This comment refers to the proposed
provisions of the Regional Plan Update and
does not pertain to the adequacy, accuracy or
completeness of the environmental document.
Please refer to Master Response 1, Comments
Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of
Ordinances, or Threshold Evaluation.

x

x

x

x

x

“The Stream Restoration Priority Areas
identify regionally important areas where expedited environmental restoration should be promoted in future planning efforts. No currently proposed provisions would apply specifically to these areas.”
The RPU DEIS needs to analyze methods that actually prioritize the restoration of stream zones. Simply mapping them without any regulations to restore them is ridiculous.

Second, there are no proposed changes in
the alternatives to actually expedite the
restoration of these areas. Why did TRPA
map them? What is the purpose? What
regulations and incentives will assist in
prioritizing restoration of these areas? Or,
does TRPA intend public funds through the
EIP projects to pay for restoration, while
lands owned by private developers get the
free financial incentives to build more and
then rely on these restoration projects to
‘treat’ the additional pollution they have
created?

The RPU DEIS identifies “Stream Restoration
Priority Areas” (e.g. Chapter 2, p. 2-34),
however this appears to be an exercise in
mapping, at best. First, the mapped Areas do
not include the intervening areas225 that
discharge directly into the Lake from urban
areas (examples include, but are not limited
to, unnamed drainages at the SLT “Y”, Camp
Richardson, and So. Stateline). There are
also no policies in the alternatives that would
address the pollution entering the Lake from
these areas.226

None of the proposed alternatives examine
the inclusion of regulations to protect Dark
Skies. At most, there is a reference that Dark
Skies will be addressed in the Area Plans.223
Yet this has been stated by the public as one
of the resources they want protected in the
Basin. People want to be outside, looking up
at the stars that they can’t see in larger
cities.224 In this case, the “work” for putting
together the proposed Code has already been
done. The Town of Mammoth Lakes,
California, has adopted Dark Skies
regulations that would be appropriate for the
Basin, and should be examined in the RPU
alternatives. See:
http://www.monocounty.ca.gov/cdd%20site/Pl
anning/Documents/Chapter23DarkSky.pdf

The comment provides additional information
from a study by Desert Research Institute,
which is related to the baseline emissions
inventory. The comment’s concern is that
TRPA has not completed a comprehensive
emissions inventory of the Basin at this time,
with the implication that TRPA cannot
evaluate air quality impacts of the Regional
Plan Update alternatives without completing
this task. TRPA disagrees and has evaluated
the air quality impacts of the Regional Plan
Update and RTP/SCS in Section 3.4 of the
respective environmental documents.
Specifically, TRPA estimated the net increase
in ozone precursor and other pollutant
emissions for land use–related activities (i.e.,
mobile sources, area sources, natural gas
consumption) compared to existing
conditions and characterized the significance
of the net increase in emissions in the Basin.
Emissions were estimated to the extent that
such emissions from a 20 year plan and
package of policies can be known. Please see
Response to Comment 386 regarding the
baseline for emissions calculations. In terms of conformity analysis, ARB establishes the Lake Tahoe Air Basin (LTAB) emissions inventory and future emission levels (budgets) that RTPs must abide by. Based on the EMFAC analysis cont
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The comment also states that the EIS
should analyze whether the 1hour storm
design standard is appropriate throughout
the Region.

The comment states that the EIS failed to
analyze the adequacy of the 1inch storm
standard in relation to the increased
coverage allowed by the Plan….

The comment asks what the implications
are of linked project status (Code Section
15.6) related to EIP improvements
projects

The comment raises questions regarding
the implication of allowing removal of
large trees for EIP projects under
Alternative 2 without requiring that the tree
removal be specified in an adopted
master plan (Draft EIS page 246).

N

This comment refers to proposed provisions of
the Regional Plan Update and does not pertain
to the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of
the environmental document. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments Pertaining to
the Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or
Threshold Evaluation.

(Reiterates the assumptions used but does not
answer the question. Vol 1 p. 3-347)

(says this is question about existing Code so
will not be included in proposed amendments;
no response re: the proposed exemptions that
are included and how those affect the
environment (this was our original question).
Then refer to Master Response 1…

(see Vol 1) p 3-332

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The EIS should analyze whether the 1-hour storm design standard is even appropriate, and whether it’s appropriate throughout the Basin.

“It is important to note that when stormwater
is allowed to run off of the project area, that
runoff contains sediment (including fine
sediment), nitrogen and phosphorus, the
primary elements leading to loss of Lake
clarity. It is also critical to understand that the
20yr/1hr storm and the 100yr/1hr storm are
design specifications and are not
representative of how precipitation and runoff
actually occur. In reality, storms often occur
in a series, which can result in nearly saturated soils or partially filled storm-water infiltration galleries, tanks or detention basins, thereby reducing conceptual design capacities of storm water management strategies. As a result, we could have a rela

Also, given advances in scientific
understanding over the past two decades, is
the 1-hour storm design even appropriate as
a basin-wide standard? How do differences in
precipitation in different parts of the Basin
affect stormwater and runoff? What about
different soil types? Are designs for west
shore appropriate along east shore, or vice
versa? In fact, TASC reviewed several
studies associated with the Boulder Bay
project evaluated such details and significant
differences in runoff were noted with different
designs.
(http://www.trpa.org/documents/CEP/Boulder
_Bay/FEIS/Appendix_AB_Supplemental
__WQ_Study.pdf).

The EIS fails to analyze the adequacy of the
1-inch storm standard in relation to the
increased cover that the plan allows.

In over-covered areas, the 1-inch storm
standard can be too little to protect
downstream soils, or protect streams and the
lake from excess runoff. Requirements that
adequate performance/maintenance be
documented with a requirement to timely
replace/rebuild non-functioning BMPs. High
and over-covered areas in directly connected
catchments increases the percentage of rain
and snowmelt that would be discharged due
to the excess impervious cover, and makes it
more difficult for area-wide BMPs to infiltrate
or fully treat pollutant loads.

(re: Code Section 15.6 - EIP project Linked
status); What are the implications of this
linkage concept given the proposed
exemptions and other incentives which
accommodate EIP projects? Can a developer
simply pay towards an EIP
project “somewhere” and as a result, benefit
from less environmental regulation on their
own parcel? We note the new March 2012
code section here does not appear
insignificant.

What are the environmental implications of
this change? How many large trees would be
cut? Within urban boundaries, and outside of
urban boundaries? Where is TRPA’s plan for
achieving the old-growth threshold standard?
This appears to allow any EIP project, or any
project linked to an EIP project (see below),
to simply cut any large trees without any
regulation. Has TRPA again selected “one
threshold” over another? Where is the public
process for evaluating the removal of large
trees? What EIP projects will this affect?

Alternative 2 would “Allow removal of large
trees for EIP projects without requiring that
the tree removal be specified in an adopted
master plan.” (RPU DEIS Chapter 2, p. 2-46).

A.6 TASC-FOWS.Comments on 12/5/12 Staff Summary including Findings
COMMENTS RELATED TO THE 12/5/2012 STAFF SUMMARY AND
MATERIALS
The following comments address information provided in the 12/5/12 staff summary for
the 12/12/12 TRPA Board hearing. Due to the late nature of the public receiving over 640
additional pages, and associated time constraints, comments below may touch on subjects
already included or discussed above.
Threshold Evaluation, p. 29

As noted in our comments, TRPA did not address many of our comments on the draft
TER. TRPA also chose not to address many of the peer reviewer comments.
Also, the required motions and findings listed in the Dec. 2012 packet for the 2011 TER
are different than those required for the 2001 and 2006 threshold evaluations. It is unclear
why. Also, the 2011 TER does not include compliance forms to be adopted. TRPA staff
have stated this is because the same information is included throughout the TER.
However, the motions and findings for the 2011 TER propose adoption of a “resolution”
that “issues” the TER report. Thus, there is no adoption of the recommendations,
compliance measures, target dates, and other information, that had been previously listed
in prior compliance forms and adopted by the Board. There also appears to be no
‘comparable’ adoption of such information through any of the other RPU documents.
This change in how the TER is addressed through motions and findings is not explained.
The required motions in 2001 and 2006 (resp.) included the following1 inserted below.
We also note that the last truly thorough TER conducted was the 2001 TER (see our
comments on the 2006 TER and EA dated May 2007). The 2001 TER required the TER
to be “approved,” the compliance forms and measures to be “adopted,” and the
Recommendations and Implementation Schedule to be “adopted.” The 2011 TER
purports to follow the same Code requirements (now included in Chapter 16 per the
March 2012 Code changes), yet the 2011 TER does not contain the same information, nor
does TRPA propose to adopt anything in the report.
2001: Motions and Findings

1

From July 2002 GB packet and September 2007 GB packet.
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2006 Motions and Findings:
Staff Recommendation: Staff, along with the APC, recommend that the
Governing Board make the required findings (Attachment A), adopt the proposed
Resolution issuing the 2006 Evaluation Report and adopt the updated
Compliance Forms and Compliance Measures.
Required Motion(s): To approve the proposed project, the Board must make the
following motions, based on this staff summary and the evidence in the record:
1) A motion to approve the required findings (see Attachment A), including a
finding of no significant effect for the adoption of the compliance forms; and
2) A motion to approve the attached resolution (see Attachment B).
In order for the motion to pass, a 4-4 vote of the Board is required
…
Required Findings
Chapter 6 Findings
1. Finding: The project is consistent with, and will not adversely affect
implementation of the Regional Plan, including all applicable Goals and Policies,
Plan Area Statements and Maps, the Code, and other TRPA plans and
programs.
Rationale: The Threshold Evaluation Report makes recommendations for
improvement to the Regional Plan, but takes no action which
would effect implementation of the Regional Plan. The adoption
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of the amendments to the Compliance Forms is consistent with
Chapter 32 of the Code.
2. Finding: The project will not cause the environmental thresholds to be
exceeded.
Rationale: The Threshold Evaluation Report makes recommendations for
improvements to the environmental thresholds, but takes no
action which would cause the environmental thresholds to be
exceeded. The adoption of the amendments to the Compliance
Forms will not cause the environmental thresholds to be
exceeded as the actions taking within the Compliance Forms are
designed to facilitate attainment of the thresholds.
3. Finding: Wherever federal, state, and local air and water quality standards
applicable to the Region, whichever are stricter, must be attained and maintained
pursuant to Article V(d) of the Compact, the project meets or exceeds such
standards.
Rationale: The issuance of the Threshold Evaluation Report involves no
action which would effect the attainment and maintenance of
federal, state and local air and water quality standards. The
adoption of the amendments to the Compliance Forms will not
cause the environmental thresholds to be exceeded as the
actions taken within the Compliance Forms are designed to
facilitate attainment of air and water quality standards.
4. Finding: The Regional Plan and all of its elements, as implemented through
the Code, Rules and other TRPA plans and programs, as amended, achieves
and maintains the thresholds.
Rationale: See findings 1 and 2 above.
5. Finding: Based on the information submitted in the Initial Environmental
Checklist, and other information known to TRPA, the proposed project could not
have a significant effect on the environment and a finding of no significant effect
can be made.
Rationale: The issuance of the Threshold evaluation report involves no
action which would result in a significant impact on the
environment. The Initial Environmental Checklist found there
would not be a significant effect on the environment as a result
of the adoption of the Compliance Forms.

2011 Motions and Findings:
In general, the findings in the December 2012 packet do not appear to be ‘findings,’ but
rather mere statements that echo the unsupported claims in the RPU package. Substantial
evidence based on sound science has not been provided to support these claims, and thus,
the findings.
We reiterate that none of the findings related to the EIS are supported by substantial
evidence. As explained in our comment letters, the EIS fails to properly study significant
impacts, fully describe the project, specify feasible mitigation measures, study a
reasonable range of alternatives, and adequately respond to comments.
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Where are the following findings for the 2011 TER?
1. Finding: The project is consistent with, and will not adversely affect
implementation of the Regional Plan, including all applicable Goals and Policies,
Plan Area Statements and Maps, the Code, and other TRPA plans and
programs.
2. Finding: The project will not cause the environmental thresholds to be
exceeded.
3. Finding: Wherever federal, state, and local air and water quality standards
applicable to the Region, whichever are stricter, must be attained and maintained
pursuant to Article V(d) of the Compact, the project meets or exceeds such
standards.
4. Finding: The Regional Plan and all of its elements, as implemented through
the Code, Rules and other TRPA plans and programs, as amended, achieves
and maintains the thresholds.
5. Finding: Based on the information submitted in the Initial Environmental
Checklist, and other information known to TRPA, the proposed project could not
have a significant effect on the environment and a finding of no significant effect
can be made.
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Why are these findings not required for the 2011 TER? What are the legal ramifications
of this? (As noted by staff, the 2011 TER supposedly contains the same information that
used to be adopted in the Compliance Forms; the TER also makes recommendations
regarding actions in the RP, as well as proposed threshold changes which are included in
the RPU EIS, so there does not appear to be a legal reason why the 2011 TER should not
be subject to the same findings).
***
Page 39:

***
Page 40:

As noted in our comments, a great deal of information utilized by TRPA in the EIS was
not provided to the public and/or was not provided prior to the public comment period.
Further, additional information has never been provided, including the data used in the
2011 TER (e.g. the peak or average numbers were included, but the full data sets,
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including information which allows the public to observe the historic measurements and
measurements from various locations throughout the Basin, have not been provided).
***
Pages 40-41:

:

We do not believe this finding can be made or supported by the evidence.
***
Page 41:

The EIS does not contain sufficient evidence to support this finding. Further, lessening
the extent of signficant impacts alone does not mean they are not still significant and
adverse. As noted throughout our comments, there are environmental impacts to far more
resource areas than just GHG emissions. Further, that there could be a net increase in
GHG emissions (associated mostly with vehicle travel in the Basin) yet not a net increase
in VMT certainly defies logic. We again reiterate our comments regarding the
inadequacy of the analysis of VMT impacts and the proposed “mitigation” (which is that
TRPA promises to try to figure out how to reduce VMT in the future).
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***
Page 42:

As noted, the mitigation measures do not meet TRPA Compact, NEPA or CEQA
requirements for mitigation. An agency “commitment” to do something in the future,
which has not been formulated, and for which the claimed outcomes of mitigation are not
supported by any evidence, does not suffice.
***
Page 43:

The EIS has not performed an adequate examination of the growth-inducing impacts of
the Plan.
***
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The Summary chapter in the DEIS has not been updated to reflect changes in the final.
Proposed Resolution 82-11 as found in Staff Summary:
The proposed Resolution in the staff summary (2012-18) begins with:

Strangely, this Resolution is significantly different than the Resolutions associated with at
least the last two TER reports. It is unclear why these dramatic changes have been made.
We also note that the previous Resolutions frequently referred to the Code requirements
related to threshold evaluations – previously Chapter 32, now chapter 16. Yet any such
mention of the Chapter 16 requirements for the TER is completely missing from the
proposed Resolution to “amend” the thresholds.
The proposed Resolution also states that the threshold amendments were analyzed in an
EIS and follow the substantive and procedural requirements of the Compact. However,
we note that the EIS did not examine any other alternatives. Although promised
otherwise in previous RPU process hearings (noted in our June and July comments), the
EIS only analyzed one set of threshold amendments: those included in the proposed
Alternative. There was no analysis of alternative thresholds, or of the impacts of the
different RP alternatives to the current or proposed thresholds, etc. Thus, we do not
believe this statement is supported by substantial evidence (Resolution 2012-18, p. 54 of
staff summary):
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As noted in our comments on the TER (previous and in this letter), we do not believe the
proposed threshold amendments, or lack thereof in some cases (e.g. changing to fine
particulates for water clarity), follow the requirements of 82-11:

The next statement is confusing. Is TRPA trying to set the stage to make threshold
amendments at its own discretion? What does this mean? Does this change the process
for threshold amendments?

We reiterate our current and previous comments on the proposed changes to Resolution
82-11. Also, the final still appears to propose AQ standards for PM2.5 and PM10 which
conflict with TRPA’s response to comments. Although we have asked TRPA to adopt the
most protective standards for the entire Basin, TRPA has repeatedly contended that it will
adopt PM standards that are applicable to each state. However, the language in the 10/24
final, and the 12/5 staff summary, reflects adoption of the most protective standards by
TRPA, which means they will apply Basin-wide. We would support this if it is the final
proposal; however it is confusing because of the conflicting statements elsewhere that
make it clear the PM standards will be adopted by state lines, not Basin-wide.
***
There is an error in the list of “2012 Threshold Amendments Adoption Findings” on page
69 of the staff summary, which is supposed to show the “threshold standard amendments,
additions, or deletions proposed as an element of the Regional Plan Update.” The
proposed changes include the deletion of VMT from the Visibility/Particulate Matter
threshold categories; however this is not stated in the list of findings. We have noted our
objections to this deletion, and others, in our current and previous comments.
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***
The EIS analysis of threshold amendments failed to consider many (alternative) changes
dictated by ample scientific evidence that would avoid or reduce further harm to certain
thresholds. For example, the water quality amendments fail to specifically address what
we know about fine particulates, nitrogen, and phosphorous loading from both the land
and air. TRPA notes in the Rationale discussion that “The proposed amendments to deep
water transparency would not result in additional (or lesser) water quality protections.”
Also, the air quality amendments did not consider the adoption of the most protective
standards Basin-wide. Thus, we do not believe the finding can be made that changes or
alterations have been incorporated that would avoid or reduce adverse effects.

***
Because the RPU EIS is technically inadequate, we do not believe this finding can be
supported.
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We disagree with the conclusion that the proposed amendments (p. 79) “are needed” to
accelerate attainment and ensure maintenance of the thresholds. Rather, they will likely
contribute to further harm to the thresholds. Of course, that they are “desired” (by TRPA)
is true.

Page 84 states the following:
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However, we remind TRPA that the Compact does not state that the objective of the
Regional Plan is “achievement and maintenance of the thresholds while providing
opportunities for reasonable growth.” Rather, the Compact (Article I (b)) clearly states:
“..to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve
and maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and
development consistent with such capacities.” [Emphasis added].
This is a very distinctive yet important difference. Although we are unclear what TRPA
means by “reasonable,” and how “reasonableness” would be determined, the Compact is
clear that development must be consistent with the environmental threshold carrying
capacities. This change is unfortunately reflective of the approach we see in the entire
RPU package – that being pro-development first, threshold attainment later.
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The staff summary includes “Attachment E-1: Compact Article VII(d) and Chapter 3
Findings. In the introductory section, TRPA states that part of the Board’s “discretionary
action” is to consider whether…the proposed language represents a clear improvement,
from an environmental standpoint, over the Draft Plan…” We remind TRPA that the
purpose of the Final EIS is not to compare the environmental benefits and adverse effects
to the draft EIS, but to compare these outcomes among the different alternatives. That the
final Alt. 3 proposes less “adverse impacts” than the draft Alt. 3 does not suffice as
evidence the findings can be met.

The summary reads on, touching on the development of the Resort Recreation Districts.
First, the EIS has not demonstrated that the impacts of this change, including to the two
areas included in the Bi-State Agreement, are mitigated to less than significant, let alone
that they would benefit thresholds. Second, we note the careful wording that leaves the
opening for future changes to Resort Recreation, as the conclusion reads that the
“development of vacant lands not previously contemplated for resort recreation uses
would result in a less-than-significant land use impact.” We note that the definition of
lands that were “not previously contemplated for resort recreation uses” include many
areas currently zoned recreation, or even conservation. This appears to be yet another
very carefully worded statement that does not exclude additional resort recreation district
areas.

***
We remind TRPA that the impacts of Alt. 3 in the final must be compared to no action,
not to the draft Alt. 3 (from page 88):
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***
From page 88:

The EIS analysis did not support this conclusion in the draft. Further, TRPA has failed to
address the differences in where development is placed and how, and the differences in
how impacts affect thresholds in different seasons, years, etc. Thus, the general reference
to “development potential within the Region” is not a sufficient parameter for judging
impacts to the thresholds. In the final package, TRPA has not provided any additional
evidence to support the claim that this Region-wide approach is adequate for protection
of the thresholds.
Further, TRPA’s explanation of why the proposed Resort Recreation areas are
“mitigated” fails to address many of the concerns we have raised. Also, the conclusion
noted below is not correct. TRPA’s proposed changes to the WQMP indicate the
expectation that a 3rd Resort Recreation area will be approved within the next four years,
thus, it is not accurate to say that the Final Draft Plan – for which the WQMP implements
– limits the geographic scope of lands to just the two areas.

***
The following statement is also not supported by the facts. We also reiterate the
differences between transferring existing development and restoring land versus
purchasing development that was never constructed, or never would be constructed, from
the land banks, which creates a net increase in on-the-ground impacts.

***
Transportation, beginning on p. 90 of staff summary.
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The proposed mitigation measures from the draft to final have changed. TRPA now states
that the Code and G&P incorporate this mitigation, however, the changes remain
undefined.
The discussion related to VMT increases begins as follows (p. 92):

First, we note the VMT threshold standard is not just for visibility. Strangely, TRPA
proposes to delete VMT from its inclusion in the visibility category, leaving it only
mentioned in the Atmospheric Deposition threshold. Thus this reference is also
confusing. Further, as noted in multiple studies and documents, including TRPA’s own
studies and TERs (e.g. 2000 Air Quality Research Scoping Document, 2001 Threshold
Evaluation, etc.), VMT affects far more than just visibility and NOx. That TRPA has
failed to adequately analyze VMT impacts based on more recent science does not justify
ignoring VMT’s impacts on other thresholds.
In the Rationale, the summary explains that TRPA will monitor and update VMT
projections two years after the release of additional commodities. However, TRPA was
supposed to be doing this throughout the implementation of the 1987 Plan. That TRPA
promises to “do it” now is not a new mitigation. Nor has evidence been provided to
demonstrate that unlike the last 25 years, TRPA will actually follow-through this time.
Further, TRPA must do more than “monitor VMT.” Because VMT directly impacts
numerous other environmental thresholds, TRPA must also evaluate the status of the
other thresholds and ensure that VMT is not causing them to be exceeded. This means
monitoring the affected thresholds as well.
TRPA also proposes a mitigation measure which requires TRPA to “develop and
implement” a program for the phase release of allocations and demonstrate the VMT
threshold will be achieved over the next four years. Again, we repeat our comments
regarding the past 25 years.

Further, as noted elsewhere, as each TER has documented the VMT standard to be out of
attainment (1991, 1996, 2001, 2006), TRPA was required to take action to bring the
standard back into attainment. TRPA never succeeded. As noted, VMT is down now
primarily due to national/global factors. Thus, TRPA’s “promise” to figure out how to do
this in the future is not supported by any factual evidence. Further, it remains interesting
to note that TRPA acknowledges a net increase in GHG emissions with the Plan, but
happens to “mitigate” a net increase in VMT (and associated pollutant impacts) through
this undefined measure, and therefore concludes elsewhere in the RPU package that all
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TRPA “Threshold” impacts are mitigated to less-than-significant. Such an assertion is
simply not supported by the facts.
Findings for Air Quality: Short Term Construction, TAC Emissions (short term
construction and long term operational), and Long Term Operational Emissions:
The findings for these impacts2 can not be made. As noted in our comments, the EIS
failed to analyze potential air pollutant emissions as well as the proposed strategies to
simply generate “fewer new emissions” than could be generated. The EIS also failed to
consider the impacts of Tahoe’s inversions on emissions, and whether existing Countybased limits are appropriate for Lake Tahoe. The EIS also failed to consider the evidence
that due to thermal inversions, exposures to TACs during construction or near highways
may be higher than in other locations.
The EIS also failed to address increasing exposure to vehicle emissions through the
addition of new residential units along major highways in the Basin, as noted in our
comments on the draft EIS as well.
The rationale for making findings related to a reduction in air quality mitigation fees
appears to be more “after the fact” justification for a proposed political request. Also, the
summary raises another speculative argument that because the economy has downturned,
fewer businesses would be opening anyway, and therefore the fees would not be collected
regardless. Not only is this mere speculation, but it also completely ignores the reason for
the 2 year timeline in the first place – air quality. If a business has closed for two years
(or 3, 5 or more), regardless of whether it paid air quality mitigation fees years ago, what
matters currently is what the air quality conditions are currently. In fact, this is why our
recommendations have repeatedly included developing changes to the mitigation fee
programs to account for ongoing traffic impacts.
However, of issue here is the proposed reduction in fees. If a business has been closed for
4.5 years, for example, and reopens, that business will generate additional VMT that have
not been generated in 4.5 years. But, TRPA has relied on current air quality conditions,
not conditions from 4.5 years ago, for the claimed conclusions in the RPU EIS. Even peer
reviewers have noted the reduction in VMT should be viewed as temporary, and a
“cushion” included to account for the eventual increases in VMT that are likely to occur
when the economy turns around. This simply does not make technical sense. There has
been no examination of the impacts to air quality associated with this change. Although
the response to comments includes a ‘back of the envelope’ estimate of the funds that
could be lost, the relationship to air quality improvements was not assessed. Further, the
EIS failed to analyze the appropriateness of the existing AQ Mitigation Fee and whether
it is adequate to address air quality impacts of development.
The rationale also explains “However, because the rationale for the proposal is to
encourage business development…” This comment makes our point for us. TRPA’s role
should be to achieve and maintain the thresholds. A relaxation in regulations based on
2

That “Changes or alterations have been required in or incorporated into such project which avoid or
reduce the significant adverse environmental effects to a less than significant level.”
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economic gain, not on threshold improvements, is contrary to the role of TRPA that is
outlined in the Compact.
The summary also includes extensive discussion of the proposed Plan versus Alternative
4. However, we remind TRPA that the proposed Plan must be compared to the no action
alternative

Page 99 appears to include a round-about “discussion” which speculates that the fee
reduction from business will apparently be “offset” by the coverage exemption that will
make bike trails cheaper to construct. First, there is no evidence which shows that bike
trails in the Lake Tahoe Basin will reduce VMT by the same amount that would be
generated by businesses “re-opening” after a period of time. Second, this completely
ignores the environmental loss associated with the coverage exemptions for bike trails.
What extent of pollution will be generated by the coverage from all of the proposed bike
trails? How much more nitrogen may enter Lake Tahoe (for lack of infiltration plus the
runoff from pavement) and how does that compare to the potential reduction in a small
portion of VMT from the bike trails (and typically just during the summer months)?
These questions have not been analyzed in the EIS, or anywhere. Also, as we have heard
from bicyclists, the “recreational” bike paths, like the path which extends from the SLT Y
to Baldwin Beach, do not “replace” many vehicle trips. Rather, they are used primarily
for recreation. Commuters want quick and direct – and tend to prefer the straight trails
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along main roadway shoulders. How many of the bike trails that use AQ mitigation fees
actually reduce air quality, versus provide additional recreational opportunities? How
does this compare to the loss of mitigation fees from businesses? Again, this is a policy
decision that the documents attempt to justify after the fact.

The staff summary reiterates the justification for the net increase in GHG emissions from
the proposed Plan, beginning on page 100. First, we note the obvious logic that is missing
in the VMT discussion:

TRPA admits that there are challenges to the mitigation that would further reduce
transportation emissions, yet claims in the VMT discussion that TRPA will reduce VMT
by a certain amount for each alternative. TRPA can not have it both ways.
Regarding the increase in GHGs, as noted in our comments on the EIS, the environmental
analysis is flawed, and there is insufficient information to support the assertion that the
proposed Plan with “reduce per capita VMT” or “per capita GHG emissions.” Rather, it
is more likely to significantly increase both. Further, for a Basin that is and will be
significantly impacted by climate change, it is outright irresponsible to have an updated
Regional Plan that will contribute further to climate change. On that same note, there is
an unfortunate neglect among the proposed Plan to address the impacts of climate change
on the Basin. There is no doubt the Basin will experience more rain, less snow, more
rain-on-snow, more flooding events, etc., yet water quality regulations remain based on
the outdated 20-year storm (one inch per hour). Not only will our storms change (which
we have already seen in the last few years) and produce increased flooding, but the 20year storm rule itself is not supported by science. As noted in our comments on the EIS,
and as documented in the Boulder Bay EIS (for which TRPA was the lead agency), the
variations in localized climate, precipitation factors, meteorology, soil type, soil
saturation levels, duration of storm, etc., all play a role in assessing how the environment
handles rain and flooding. These factors must be considered for each area in the Basin.
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However, the Plan is based on the persistence of this one-size-fits-all approach. As
climate change continues to influence our weather, the Basin needs to be able to handle
additional flooding.
The staff summary also states (p. 100) that:

We remind TRPA the purpose of the Regional Plan, according to the TRPA Compact, is
to achieve and maintain thresholds first. The objectives of the proposed Plan, which are
generally based on purported economic improvements, are contrary to the Compact.
Many of the mitigation measures include actions to minimize or reduce emissions “to the
maximum extent feasible” or “possible.” This statement provides little assurance that
these reductions will actually occur.
The findings for noise are not supported by the EIS. Also, the exemption for construction
during daytime hours does not negate the noise produced by those activities. Therefore,
TRPA can not conclude construction noise is “mitigated” during these hours simply
because the regulations say it doesn’t count.
The EIS also includes no analysis or potential identified mitigation for noise in exterior
levels of mixed use areas. The “mitigation measure” is essentially a reference to other
documents or promises for the future, but provides no evidence to suggest that noise in
mixed use areas can be reduced. Once a building is constructed, and people are staying
there and walking around “mixed use” areas around the building, TRPA can not
“remove” the people or development to mitigate high noise. We also noted in our
comments that in the Tahoe environment, people tend to open their windows more than
use air conditioning. Thus, the noise levels intruding from outside areas into a building
will be higher than other areas. This has not been addressed in the EIS.
Also, we note meeting the existing CNEL standards for areas does not mitigate for
increased exposure to exterior noise levels. In fact, for years (decades) there has been
much discussion about whether the existing CNEL standards for Plan Areas are adequate,
especially when shorter term noise is present. The CNEL is a good back ground standard
but does not address shorter durations of high noise levels which may be unhealthy for
humans and wildlife. TRPA has instead made a complete reversal, not only failing to
consider improved noise standards to address shorter term impacts (although
recommended in previous TRPA documents, including Pathway 2007), but now
proposing to expose more people to more noise.
Water Quality (p. 107):
The EIS does not support the finding here that “Changes or alterations have been required
in or incorporated into such project which avoid or reduce the significant adverse
environmental effects to a less than significant level.” Strangely, this section is titled “VI.
Hydrology and Water Quality: significant effect: stormwater runoff and pollutant
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loads…” yet nothing listed in the section reduces stormwater runoff and pollutant loads.
Rather, the section explains that the Plan will:
• increase allowed temporary coverage,
• increase allowable coverage from decks, and
• exempt coverage from more activities
This will all result in a net increase in coverage and associated stormwater runoff and
pollutant loads. Therefore, it is unclear how this translates to a reduction in stormwater
runoff. The finding for this effect is not supported by the EIS analysis. We also note that
requiring BMPs in order to exempt more coverage does not provide any demonstrated
reduction in stormwater runoff when compared to existing conditions, when BMPs are
already required.
Scenic Impacts:
Much like the section for coverage, the scenic section claims the findings can be made
yet then explains all of the increases in height and mass that will be allowed under the
proposed Plan. We note as well that visual prominence is not defined, nor has TRPA
presented any clear criteria that will be used to evaluate “prominence.” Instead, the
proposed Plan includes numerous proposals that will only further impede view sheds
throughout the Region.
The staff summary (p. 111-112) includes a new discussion not seen in previous RPU
documents. It appears that TRPA is concluding that the agency need not consider future
mitigation. This makes little sense. Also, TRPA’s response to comments on the EIS does
not provide a substitute mechanism for evaluation of the necessity and efficacy of
additional mitigation measures, let alone a conclusion that additional mitigation measures
are not appropriate or necessary.
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TRPA has apparently dismissed additional mitigation under the claim that it’s all
“infeasible.” It is unclear how TRPA defines infeasible, or how TRPA evaluated the
feasibility of mitigation measures, or how TRPA evaluated the feasibility of suggested
mitigation concepts and found them all to be “infeasible.”
Page 112 states:

We refer to our discussion in the comments associated with this attachment regarding the
purpose of the Regional Plan Update, noting that the stated purpose in the Compact is not
clearly reflected throughout the stated purpose in the RPU package. The phrase
“reflective of current conditions” is new, and does not originate from the Compact.
Rather, the Compact states the purpose of the Regional Plan is to first, achieve and
maintain thresholds (Article I):
“…to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve and
maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and development
consistent with such capacities.”

TRPA makes the following assertion on page 113:

This appears to suggest TRPA asserts that a reasonable range of alternatives has been
considered in the EIS, and therefore the EIS is not unduly limited or narrow. This appears
to be a mere statement of opinion by TRPA and provides no evidentiary support. The
summary next states that TRPA has provided “detailed responses to all public comments
on the adequacy or completeness of the environmental review.” As noted in our
comments, this is not correct. For example, pages of detailed technical comments and
questions were lumped together into one “comment number” and then often generally
addressed, or referred to a Master Response, in the response to comments. Other
examples are provided with these comments.
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The summary reads on to state that the GB adopts the following findings with respect to
each alternative. After this, alternatives are briefly summarized then rejected for the
following stated reasons:
Alternative 1, according to TRPA, does not attain and maintain threshold standards “as
quickly as other alternatives” (we object to this conclusion, as demonstrated throughout
our comments), that it does not meet CA GHG law, and that it does not meet the Board’s
priorities. What about the Compact’s requirements?
Alternative 2 is stated to create more construction emissions (although the EIS claims
that all construction emissions can be mitigated), to reduce VMT, meet CA GHG laws,
but not provide for “other threshold-related benefits” and only meets some of the Board’s
priorities. What about the Compact’s requirements?

Alternative 3:
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The evidence does not support this “finding.”
The final “finding” for this discussion states:

However, we note that the previous section was merely a repeated summary of the claims
in the EIS, which are not supported by additional evidence. TRPA has often simply
restated a claim without providing additional information. This “trust us approach” does
not substitute for substantial evidence in the record.

The Achieve and Maintain Discussion:
TRPA appears to aim to reinterpret the requirements of the Compact to achieve and
maintain thresholds. The staff summary appears to suggest TRPA can not choose to take
greater actions to achieve and maintain the thresholds, or rather, that TRPA must play a
more passive role and rely on other entities. This discussion is new, unique, and
confusing.
Enforcement:
It is revealing to search the staff summary for “enforcement” to see if there has been any
discussion added by TRPA suggesting improved enforcement of its Plan by the agency.
We found references to “continued enforcement” (of watercraft rules, for example), but
no discussion regarding TRPA improving its enforcement of the Plan. We refer to our
many comments questioning TRPA’s failure to adequately enforce the 1987 Plan.
Pages 118-125 appear to simply reassert TRPA’s claimed benefits from the proposed
Plan, and changes made to the draft Alternative 3. The following pages appear to
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summarize TRPA’s claims from the TER and desired planning approaches. However, it
is unclear how this purports to support the finding in the conclusion. No additional
information has been included to address the technical deficiencies in the TER identified
by peer reviewers and public comment.

We apply the same comments above to all comparable sections in the staff summary (e.g.
RTP/SCS Final EIS Certification Findings). We also do not believe the findings related to
CEQA compliance can be made because the environmental analysis of the RPU, which
the RTP/SCS relies on, does not meet CEQA requirements.
TRPA’s Additional Response to comments:
On page 354 of the staff summary, TRPA provides responses to comments that have been
received since 10/23. We note the final RPU package was released on 10/24, and thus
comments up to and on that day were made prior to the public having a chance to review
the final.
As TRPA has provided “responses” on the new issues that have been raised since the
draft, we provide the following comments (staff summary language is inserted and our
comments follow the insertions).
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As noted elsewhere, these items are reasonably foreseeable and must be analyzed. Setting
work priorities for staff which essentially implement the To Do list has essentially the
same outcome as adoption of the List in the Code, or the mitigation measures TRPA
“commits” to implementing in the next year.

TRPA misrepresents the intent of the comments, and fails to respond to the question. Part
of the issue is the Compact’s requirement that TRPA implement the Regional Plan,
however TRPA proposes to hand that authority over to the local jurisdictions, who have a
different legal process than the TRPA Compact. See our comments on the Compact’s
requirements in our letter.
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We note the MOUs TRPA has had “for decades” have never delegated the amount of
permitting authority that the Plan will delegate. MOUs for development with the local
jurisdictions allow them to permit single family homes and multi-family housing up to
four units. This certainly does not compare to the overwhelming extent of development
that is proposed for delegation in the final Plan.

TRPA has yet to provide specific criteria that it will use to determine conformance. The
proposed Code language is a list of general concepts, not a specified list of requirements.

See our comments regarding the Area Plans, Appeals Process, and Delegation of
Authority, and a comparison to Compact requirements. Further, if TRPA staff are also
part of the planning teams creating Area Plans, there is a clear lack of objectivity if in the
future, TRPA is making recommendations on whether an appeal is viewed as ‘frivolous.’
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Previous comments have not been adequately considered. Further, as one of the groups
who authored the Conservation Alternative in October 2010, we know that our proposals
are not reflected in Alternative 2. As for a “re-scoping” in January 2011, there was no
official scoping announcement or public comment period provided.

The statement that the 208 Plan does not incorporate any new substantive changes is not
true. See our comments on the 208 WQMP, including the 3rd recreation resort area
language and the sunset of the Bi-State Agreement, neither of which were evaluated in
the RPU.

TRPA has misrepresented the concerns we expressed. First, we clearly stated there is a
difference between the EIS comment period and the fact that numerous changes have
been made since the end of the public comment period. Thus, references to Master
Response 2 do not respond to our comments here. As we have clearly stated numerous
times, changes have been made to the Plan since the 6/28 deadline that have not been
analyzed in the EIS.
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We note the 11/14 staff summary could not have possibly responded to the concerns
raised in letters we submitted at 10pm on 11/13 (FOWS) and on 11/15 (TASC). Nor
could the public have been reasonably expected to review on comment on the 11/14
packet at the 11/14 Board meeting, or even the 11/15 meeting, because the lengthy packet
was not provided to the public until the morning of 11/14. Thus, for those who could not
drop everything the night of 11/14 and review the packet, the only chance to comment to
the Board on items in the packet is essentially 12/12/12. Additionally, as TRPA notes,
TASC and FOWS representatives have done our best to participate in all public hearings
related to the RPU. This has involved ongoing reviews of ever-changing proposals
related to the public meetings, frequent requests for additional information related to the
new/changed proposals, and other efforts, at the same time as TASC and FOWS
representatives were attempting to review the thousands of pages of new information
provided in the final RPU package on 10/24/2012. Additionally, as noted in our
comments, other processes have gone on which have a direct impact on the RPU package
and the claimed basis for benefits, including changes among the land banks. Thus, for the
public to truly follow and participate in the RPU process, the public has had to:
• Review thousands of pages of information, which often require a complex system
of references from one document to another, which then reference yet another
document, etc.;
• Review the scientific information used by TRPA to support approaches;
• Question this information, and seek all available research in the Tahoe Basin
because TRPA chose not to;
• Participate in all TRPA APC, GB, RPUC, and other meetings, which often
involve additional information that must be reviewed, digested, and commented
on;
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•
•

Participate in other agency processes related to the RPU, including but not limited
to the CTC, Placer County Planning process, etc.
And continue to review the final package of documents, request lacking
information, then review the 700+ page staff summary released on December 5th,
and so on.

In summary, that TRPA has made a majority of the documents publicly available does
not negate the extensive ongoing process the public has had to embark on to simply
follow the RPU changes, let alone have the chance to review them, raise questions, and
comment on them.

TRPA again misrepresents our comments. Our concerns are supported by hundreds of
pages of technical comments and questions we have raised in our comments on the RPU
which have still not been addressed. TRPA stating that the documents use the best
science does not make it so. As our comments note, the scientific analysis and TER are
technically inadequate. We also provided extensive examples and references to support
our comments, for which TRPA has essentially ignored.
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The Compact does not include any references to recirculation of information when
changes are proposed after the close of public comment. (Article VII). Code Chapter 3
also does not include any such reference, nor do the Goals and Policies.
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This is not true. See our comments regarding the changes that allow new conversions of
units to TAUs. We also disagree that the market factors affecting TAUs do not relate to
the effectiveness of the RPU – as the RPU has relied on several transfer programs and
“incentives” to claim environmental benefits will occur. But if these transfer programs do
not work due to economic factors, then it would follow suit that the “benefits”
supposedly gained by these transfer programs would not be realized…and therefore an
environmental impact would occur. TRPA can not propose a Plan that relies on certain
economic conditions and then ignore what happens when those conditions change.

TRPA’s response is circular. The question raised is why bonus units are provided to
transfer development from places where it would never be developed. TRPA’s response
appears to ignore the issue of the areas (or coverage) never being built regardless, and
suggest that TRPA would allow the development rights to be transferred to sensitive
areas but that the proposed Plan will circumvent that and transfer the development to less
sensitive areas. Would TRPA currently allow someone to transfer development that
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would never have been used to lands that are sensitive? We do not believe the existing
Plan would allow this in the first place.

We expressed concerns elsewhere that the 30% developed was too open-ended and it
would be too easy to justify expanding center boundaries based on the ‘requirements’ for
doing so. This answer only serves to reiterate our point. This is made worse by TRPA’s
claim that all non-covered or slightly compacted soils are “soft coverage” and therefore
legally transferrable. Without requirements to first measure the infiltration of these areas,
there is no way to truly assess whether they should be classified as soft coverage which
has an impact. We also note now many unpaved areas are parked on throughout the
Basin. This essentially opens the door to many more parcels being included.

This response is revealing. If the TDR program doesn’t work, then the existing land use
pattern would be used. However, that result would mean that TRPA has added more
allocations to the existing land use pattern, which creates far more impacts than increased
VMT. That said, if the TDR program does not work, TRPA can not automatically
increase allocations, as TRPA has already noted increased allocations under the existing
development pattern would create negative impacts.

Page 386 includes:
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We support the above noted changes made at the 11/15/12 Board meeting. However as
noted in our comments, there are other places in the RPU package where TRPA has used
terms not included in the compact, although referring to concepts clearly from the
compact. This must be corrected in all places it has occurred.
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Placer County Planning Department
Gerry Haas, Project Planner
3091 County Center Drive
Auburn, CA 95603
ghaas@placer.ca.gov

April 8, 2013

Subject: Northstar MMP and potential adverse impacts in the Lake Tahoe Basin
Dear Mr. Haas:
The Friends of the West Shore appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the
proposed Northstar expansion1 prior to the release of the draft EIR/S document. We also
incorporate comments submitted on the Notice of Preparation by the Friends of Tahoe Vista
and the North Tahoe Preservation Alliance, and subsequent comments provided by the Tahoe
Area Sierra Club.

The Friends of the West Shore (FOWS) works towards the preservation, protection and
conservation of the West Shore, our watersheds, wildlife and rural quality of life, for
today and future generations. FOWS represents community interests from Tahoma to
Tahoe City. We are concerned with the extent of proposed development along the West
Shore, North Shore, and areas bordering the Lake Tahoe Basin (e.g. Northstar), and the
cumulative impacts of these multiple projects on our communities. Cumulative impacts
from these projects include increased Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the Basin,
increased water and air pollution, noise, and other adverse impacts associated with
increasing visitor and resident populations, both in the Basin and surrounding areas.
Impacts of Northstar visitor and residents traveling into the Basin:
As a result, we are especially concerned with the impacts that the proposed Project will
create within the Tahoe Basin, and along the West Shore’s already congested roadways.
The DEIR/S must adequately analyze the increased VMT generated by increasing the
resident and visitor populations of Northstar, as well as the associated air pollution, water
pollution, noise (especially from increased traffic), and the impacts of the additional
populations this will also bring to Tahoe. More people in the area will generate increased
demand for other recreational activities, many of which negatively impact the TRPA
environmental thresholds (e.g. pollution and noise from motorized recreation). The
DEIR/S must sufficiently analyze the increased visitation that will occur along the State
Route 89 route (from Truckee to Tahoe City) and along the Highway 267 route
(Northstar to Kings Beach). Many visitors to Northstar, especially those with second
homes or staying overnight, are likely to take a drive to – and often around - Lake Tahoe.
Further, the DEIR/S must analyze the additional growth that Northstar’s expansion may
bring to the area in general, including surrounding communities like Truckee, and the

1

Northstar refers to the ski resort as well as all properties owned by Vail or related companies, both within
and outside of the Lake Tahoe Basin.

increased VMT and other impacts that will result in the Lake Tahoe Basin and
specifically along West Shore and Tahoe City communities.
Impacts of expansion within the Tahoe Basin must be fully analyzed:
Although Northstar states that the expansion of the Northstar ski resort into the Lake
Tahoe Basin is not included in the expansion,2 there are numerous indicators that this is
likely to be proposed in the near future, and the impacts of this within the Lake Tahoe
Basin must also be examined. For example:
•
•
•
•

The revisions to TRPA’s Regional Land Use map in November 2011 revealed a new
“blue” area zoned Recreation, within the Basin’s borders and adjacent to the ski resort;
The last minute changes to the 208 Water Quality Management Plan (adopted by TRPA
on 12/12/12) allowed for a third area zoned “Resort Recreation,” over the next four years,
without further review under the 208 Plan’s requirements;
The proposed upgrades to the CalPECO electrical lines within the Basin that will increase
the capacity to for more power within the Lake Tahoe Basin; and
The request by Vail/Trimont to rezone Timber Production Zones in all of Placer County
(discussed in TASC’s April 2013 comments).

As CEQA requires all reasonably foreseeable impacts to be included in the environmental
analysis, the rezone and expansion of Northstar into the Tahoe Basin must be fully
analyzed, along with the cumulative impacts of other proposed or approved but not-yetbuilt projects, including Homewood Mountain Resort and Squaw Valley’s proposed ski
area expansions. Further, as these resorts aim to draw visitors year-round, the impacts
from increased populations and VMT during the entire year must be analyzed. The
impacts to the TRPA environmental thresholds must also be analyzed.
Impacts to Recreational Capacity in the Lake Tahoe Basin:
Further, the assessment of the impacts of the proposed project, including the reasonably
foreseeable expansion into the Lake Tahoe Basin, must also evaluate the impacts to
recreation capacity. Drawing more visitors to areas within and just miles away from the
Lake Tahoe Basin will increase the use of existing recreation facilities – many of which
are already taxed with over-use - including but not limited to Lake Tahoe’s beaches,
hiking and biking trails, and boat use on the Lake.
Please feel free to contact Jennifer Quashnick at jqtahoe@sbcglobal.net if you have any
questions. We look forward to reviewing the upcoming draft EIR/S.
Sincerely,

Susan Gearhart,

Jennifer Quashnick

President,
Friends of the West Shore

Conservation Consultant,
Friends of the West Shore

Cc:

2

Maywan Krach, Environmental Coordination Services
Laurel Ames, Tahoe Area Sierra Club

http://www.northstarattahoe.com/info/ski/northstar-mountain-master-plan-faqs.asp
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Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
128 Market St.
Stateline, NV 89949
Subject:

December 11, 2012

Comments on Final Regional Plan ‘Package’ and 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report

Dear Chair Norma Santiago, Members of the TRPA Governing Board, Advisory Planning
Commission, and TRPA staff:
Please consider the following comments submitted on behalf of the Tahoe Area Sierra Club
(TASC) and the Friends of the West Shore (FOWS) on the final 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report (“2011 TER”), final TRPA Regional Plan Update Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (“RPU DEIS”), final Regional Transportation Plan Update Environmental Impact
Report/Environmental Impact Statement (“RTP DEIR/DEIS”) and final proposed changes to
related RP documents, including the Code of Ordinances, Goals & Policies, Resolution 8211, 208 Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP), and all associated documents
(collectively referred to as the “RPU package”). We also incorporate comments submitted by
the Ellie Waller and Ann Nichols.
In the ongoing interest of TASC and FOWS and assuring TRPA that we have been faithfully
and responsively discussing the same issues for ten years, we provide the following
comments on components of the final RPU package, many of which reinforce previous
comments we have submitted verbally and in writing.
TASC and FOWS have maintained a consistent level of intense participation in the RPU
process, and have done our best to review an overwhelming number of pages, raise questions,
propose alternatives, and participate in the ongoing and ever-changing RPU process. Since
the close of the public comment period for the draft RPU EIS and draft RTP EIR/S,1 we have
also provided extensive comments on the draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report, and on the
proposed Code of Ordinances (Code), Goals & Policies (G&P), other related attachments,
maps, and associated documents. On 11/15/2012, we again summarized our involvement by
submitting additional comments and a history of TASC and FOWS involvement going back
over 10 years.
Our previous review of the draft RPU documents identified significant and overwhelming
technical flaws related to the adequacy of the EIS. These have not been resolved in the final
EIS. We also identified many problems with the threshold evaluation report, which have also
not been addressed. Further, we have attempted to follow the ever-changing proposals that

1

In this letter when we refer to EIS, we also apply those comments to the RTP EIR/S as well.
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have occurred since the close of the public comment period on the draft documents, and
provide written and verbal comments, but have received little response.2
As noted throughout our many comments,3 past and present, the proposed alternative is
riddled with exceptions in the interest of development, and especially development by large
corporations. Further, by shifting more authority back to the local governments, acquiescing
to Nevada’s development interests, and neglecting threshold achievement in favor of
presumed local economic improvements, the RPU ignores that the Lake Tahoe Basin is a
National Treasure, a federally-designated Outstanding National Resource Water that is
protected by the Clean Water Act, and a place that is to be protected for not just those who
live here, but those who visit, and for future generations.
The following comments focus on the following subjects.4 Note that our comments on the
2011 TER apply to all related changes proposed to the RPU package, including to the Code
of Ordinances (Code) and Goals and Policies (G&Ps), where such amendments are based on
information from the 2011 TER. As demonstrated in our previous and current comments, the
2011 TER is technically flawed and TASC and FOWS object to any amendments based upon
the 2011 TER.5 Additionally, all comments on the RPU package apply to the RTP documents
as well.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

TRPA Compact
TRPA Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities
Relationship of Threshold Evaluation Report (TER) to Regional Plan Update
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report (TER)
Purpose of the Regional Plan (RP) and RP Update
Technical Inadequacy of the EIS and EIR/S documents
Flawed RPU process
Failure to address cumulative and reasonably foreseeable projects and Plans
TRPA’s Response to Comments
Area Plans, Delegation of Authority, and Appeals Process
208 Water Quality Management Plan
12/5 Staff Summary and Findings

Sincerely,

Laurel Ames,
Tahoe Area Sierra Club

Susan Gearhart,
Friends of the West Shore

Jennifer Quashnick,
Technical Consultant

2

We noted some responses were provided on 12/5/12 in the Staff Summary for the Dec. Board packet;
because those arrived late in the process, we discuss them in the attached comment A6.
3
Including TASC’s 12/6/2012 Letter to the Governors of California and Nevada.
4
Where applicable in our comments, we have included the color-coded formatting found in the RPU
documents.
5
For example, our TER comments identify extensive technical flaws with the evaluation of soil coverage
and changes to methodology, which have been used to propose amendments to the Code and G&P. We do
not repeat the comments on the TER in our discussions of related amendments to the Code and G&Ps,
however where we commented on soil conservation in the TER, those comments also extend to all other
areas in the RPU package which rely on the same information as in the TER.
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1. TRPA COMPACT
Due to the political pressure from Nevada exerted through SB 271, TRPA and California
representatives are extremely concerned that if the RPU is not adopted by the end of
2012, and if it does not provide certain “compromises”6 for development in Nevada, that
the state of Nevada will pull out of the Bi-State Compact.
Whether this happens or not, the proposed Regional Plan Update is contrary to the
requirements of the Bi-State Compact it is supposedly intended to ‘save.’ Further, the
proposed Plan places extensive permitting authority back into the hands of the local
jurisdictions – thus re-creating one of the biggest problems that contributed to the need to
establish TRPA in the first place.
First, the counties are primarily motivated by economic factors. This is how they were
established and how they operate. As a result, prior to the 1980 TRPA Compact,
development throughout the Basin was rampant, forever destroying sensitive resources
including the Upper Truckee watershed (e.g. Tahoe Keys development), and resulting in
‘legacy’ development which continues to pollute the environment today. There was no
regional coordination or consideration of the environment. Cumulative impacts resulting
from multiple projects throughout the Basin were not considered. There was no one entity
that was watching out for the entire Basin, as a whole.
Thus, the TRPA was established to ensure environmental protection. The first Compact
in 1969 was not strong enough, and did not contain a voting structure that prevented the
local jurisdictions from approving more bad development, so it was updated by Congress
in 1980. Voting structures were changed to reduce the influence of the local governments
and expand the representation of people beyond the Basin’s borders. The requirement for
environmental threshold carrying capacities (ETCCs), and a Regional Plan which would
achieve and maintain them, was included. Eventually, the ETCCs were adopted, and then
the 1987 Regional Plan, which significantly limited the rate of growth that had until then
been destroying the Basin’s fragile environment. Although the Plan did help slow the rate
of development, other requirements in the Plan have not been enforced. Amendments
dictated by science or other conditions were frequently recommended but never updated.
Development has been allowed without adequate monitoring of the impacts, and there
has been a large shift from examining measured values to relying on predictive models
that tend to be highly uncertain. Although it is not possible to know how much of the
continued degradation is due to legacy development versus poor implementation of the
1987 Plan (and the more recent economic downfall), as discussed in our 6/28/2012
comments,7 there are significant questions regarding TRPA’s assertion that the 1987 Plan
failed or needs to be significantly changed.

6

As discussed elsewhere herein, these negotiated items essentially compromise the Compact itself and
provide Nevada with extensive development potential.
7
In this letter we often reference our “previous comments” or “our comments” on the RPU EIS and overall
package. This includes all comments from TASC and FOWS submitted beginning in April 2012. Previous
comments also include comments made, as noted in our 10/24 and 11/15 letters outlining the history of
TASC and FOWS involvement in the RPU process.
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Rather, we examine the requirements of the TRPA Bi-State Compact,8 which after a brief
introduction, states:
TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING COMPACT
ARTICLE I. - FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS OF POLICY
(a) It is found and declared that:
(1) The waters of Lake Tahoe and other resources of the region are threatened with
deterioration or degeneration, which endangers the natural beauty and economic
productivity of the region.
(2) The public and private interests and investments in the region are substantial.
(3) The region exhibits unique environmental and ecological values which are
irreplaceable.
(4) By virtue of the special conditions and circumstances of the region’s natural
ecology, developmental pattern, population distributions and human needs, the region
is experiencing problems of resource use and deficiencies of environmental control.
(5) Increasing urbanization is threatening the ecological values of the region and
threatening the public opportunities for use of the public lands.
(6) Maintenance of the social and economic health of the region depends on
maintaining the significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific, natural public
health values provided by the Lake Tahoe Basin.
(7) There is a public interest in protecting, preserving and enhancing these values for
the residents of the region and for visitors to the region.
(8) Responsibilities for providing recreational and scientific opportunities, preserving
scenic and natural areas, and safeguarding the public who live, work and play in or
visit the region are divided among local governments, regional agencies, the States of
California and Nevada, and the Federal Government.
(9) In recognition of the public investment and multi-state and national significance
of the recreational values, the Federal Government has an interest in the acquisition
of recreational property and the management of resources in the region to preserve
environmental and recreational values, and the Federal Government should assist the
States in fulfilling their responsibilities.
(10) In order to preserve the scenic beauty and outdoor recreational opportunities of
the region, there is a need to insure an equilibrium between the region’s natural
endowment and its manmade environment.
(b) In order to enhance the efficiency and governmental effectiveness of the region, it is
imperative that there be established a Tahoe Regional Planning Agency with the powers
conferred by this compact including the power to establish environmental threshold
carrying capacities and to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances
which will achieve and maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly
growth and development consistent with such capacities.
(c) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency shall interpret and administer its plans,
ordinances, rules and regulations in accordance with the provision of this compact.

8

79-139 O -81 (402) 1PUBLIC LAW 96-551 – DEC. 19, 1980
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As noted above, the 1980 TRPA Compact created the TRPA and the structure it now
comprises in order to protect the environment. Development may be allowed but only if
consistent with achievement and maintenance of the environmental thresholds. Thus, the
role of TRPA is to protect the natural values of the Region. When it was first formed, it
appeared TRPA would assume this role and implement the Compact’s requirements. In
fact, the Introduction chapter to the Code of Ordinances is quoted below (1987 Code
language is included where different).
[Original 1987 Code]:
1.4 General Provisions: The Code represents the coordination of a series of documents
relating to land use regulation and environmental protection in the Tahoe Region. The
documents are the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, as amended ("Compact"), the
environmental threshold carrying capacities adopted in Resolution 82-11, the Goals and
Policies Plan, the Plan Area Statements and Maps, and other TRPA plans and programs.
[March 2012 Code]
The Code represents the coordination of a series of documents relating to land use
regulation and environmental protection in the Tahoe region. The documents are:
A. The Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, as amended ("Compact");
B. The environmental threshold carrying capacities adopted in Resolution 82-11;
C. The Goals and Policies Plan;
D. The Plan Area Statements and Maps; and
E. Other TRPA plans and programs.
1.4.2 Tahoe Regional Planning Compact As Amended:
(1) The Compact represents an endeavor by the States of California and Nevada,
approved by Congress, to address numerous pressing environmental and other problems
facing the Tahoe Region. Originally enacted in 1969 (P.L. 91-148, 83 Stat. 360), the
Compact was amended in 1980 (P.L. 96-551, 94 Stat. 3233). The factual background
against which the amended Compact was adopted is set forth in Article I(a) where it is
declared, among other things, that:…
[This is followed by (1)-(10) as noted above].

As required by the Compact, TRPA adopted Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacities (“thresholds”) in 1982, also noted in the Code language:
1.4.3 Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities: Article V(b) of the Compact
requires TRPA to adopt environmental threshold carrying capacities for the Tahoe
Region. Article II (i) of the Compact defines "environmental threshold carrying capacity"
as "an environmental standard necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational,
educational, scientific or natural value of the region or to maintain public health and
safety within the region." Thresholds are required to address matters such as air quality,
water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise. After preparation and
review of a study report for establishment of environmental thresholds, as well as an
environmental impact statement, the TRPA Governing Board enacted Resolution No. 8211 on August 26, 1982, adopting environmental threshold carrying capacities for the
Tahoe Region.

TRPA’s Obligation to Achieve and Maintain Thresholds:
We also remind TRPA that the Agency’s obligation, under the Compact, is to achieve
and maintain thresholds. However, the RPU package instead proposes to:
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-

Change or delete thresholds that are inconvenient or difficult to achieve
i. For example, suspended soil particles;
ii. The TER recommends noise standards be changed or deleted in the
future;

-

Change or delete thresholds that should be updated to reflect current
science – often recommended through several 5-year threshold reviews;
i. For example, wood smoke;
ii. In another example, changes to the relationship of where VMT is
considered are proposed, and the TER suggests future changes to
the VMT threshold itself;

-

To claim threshold achievement can be delayed for years or decades so
long as they are ‘eventually’ achieved
i. Trends and forecasts are used in the TER to state thresholds will
eventually be attained, so no additional actions are necessary;

and/or
-

To avoid “interfering with” achievement and maintenance.
i. For example, although visibility is a threshold standard, the G&P
proposed language states:
ATTAIN AND MAINTAIN AIR QUALITY IN THE REGION AT
LEVELS THAT ARE HEALTHY FOR HUMANS AND THE
ECOSYSTEM, ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL
THRESHOLDS AND DO NOT INTERFERE WITH RESIDENTS’ AND
VISITORS’ VISUAL EXPERIENCE. [Emphasis added].

We also note TRPA’s change from VMT to “VMT per capita” is a California
regulation, not a Compact requirement. TRPA’s thresholds focus on basinwide
VMT, however most discussions and summaries of the VMT impacts of the Plan
are carefully crafted to state “VMT per capita.” This is likely misleading to
members of the public unfamiliar with California state law or air
quality/transportation terminology.
Additionally, although TRPA has brushed over the facts of the Shorezone ruling,9
the court did rule against TRPA related to TRPA’s claimed findings regarding the
Regional Plan amendments.10

9

EIS Chapter 2 states: “The Shorezone Subelement of the Conservation Element was amended in 2008 by
the TRPA Governing Board as part of the Shorezone Ordinance Amendments and associated EIS. A court
ruling in 2010 recalled those amendments, an appeal was filed by TRPA on a portion of the decision, a
favorable ruling was received from the Appellate Court in 2011, and the case remanded back to the agency.
Once resolved, those affected portions will be incorporated into the Regional Plan, consistent with but on a
separate track from the Regional Plan Update.”
10
Case 2:08-cv-02828-LKK-GGH Document 118 Filed 09/16/10 by Judge Lawrence K. Karlton.
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“More fundamentally, however, TRPA misunderstands the nature of the obligation to
achieve and maintain the thresholds. It is not enough to show that the Amendments do
not make the problem worse. TRPA must ensure that the ordinances, as amended,
implement the regional plan in a way that will actually achieve the thresholds. With
regard to thresholds not presently in attainment, TRPA’s finding that the Amendments
will not aggravate the problem is inadequate.”

…
“Under these provisions, amendments to the ordinances face a higher burden than
individual projects. In approving individual projects, article V(g) merely requires that
TRPA find that the project will not cause any threshold to be “exceeded.” Id. A finding
that the project will not make matters worse suffices under this standard. Article V(g)
applies to amendments to the ordinances because an amendment is a “project” under the
Compact. Id. art. I(h). Such amendments are also subject to the higher standard under
Code § 6.5, however, which requires a finding that “the Regional Plan . . . , as
implemented through the Code . . . as amended, achieves and maintains the thresholds.”
(emphasis added).
Section 6.5 explains that this finding is “in addition to” the findings required for projects
generally. Where a threshold is not in attainment, a finding that the problem is not getting
worse does not satisfy this provision. Nor is it sufficient to find that, metaphorically, the
ball is moving forward. By requiring that the Regional Plan be implemented so as to
“achieve,” rather than merely “approach,” the thresholds, the Compact and Ordinances
require a finding that TRPA will make it to the goal. TRPA is correct that Code section
6.5 looks to the entire package of the regional plan, ordinances, etc., rather than to effects
specifically attributable to the proposed amendment. Thus, it does not matter whether the
proposal at issue will make the scoring shot, or even whether it will be involved in the
play. The key is the finding that, one way or another, the thresholds will be achieved.4”

Many proposed Goals and Policies fail to follow this as well. Rather than actually
having a goal to achieve a threshold, proposed language often includes passive
terms which provide little authority. Examples include “promote, encourage,
limit,” etc. That the proposed Goals do not even take the approach of threshold
achievement and maintenance is significant in itself. The G&Ps guide the
proposed Code, which is meant to implement the Plan in order to achieve and
maintain thresholds. Yet the G&P and Code being proposed show a clear focus on
more development and purported economic gains11 while diminishing the value of
the thresholds through the changes in the TER and the remaining RPU package
(detailed examples were included in our June and July comments). As noted
elsewhere in these comments, this is clearly reflected by the conscious change in
wording to place “economy” first – in front of the environment.

11

Although advertised for the ‘communities’ these gains appear to primarily reward large corporations at
the expense of the local communities.
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2. TRPA ENVIRONMENTAL THRESHOLD CARRYING CAPACITIES
View of the thresholds
As explained in our 6/28/2012 and 7/25/2012 comments, the way TRPA has
addressed the thresholds has changed in ways which result in diminishing the value of
the thresholds. We will not repeat our detailed comments herein, however, we
provided substantial references and quotes from TRPA documents which reveal a
shift in focusing on the environment first (1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006 Threshold
Evaluation Reports) to the economy (2011 Threshold Evaluation Report).
The commitment to the environment
Further, discussions among the TRPA Board have indicated a lack of understanding
of the original intent and significance of the TRPA Compact. Further, when
confronted with requests that TRPA actually monitor environmental standards to
ensure the purported environmental gains happen, concerns are raised regarding
language that would commit TRPA to anything (as noted in the minutes from the
November Hearings12).
This concern is further represented by the opinions expressed by many of the Board
members regarding amendments to the proposed Goals & Policies language. When
presented with language that would change goals from “encourage” a reduction in
pollution to “reduce” pollution (as one example), most members of the Board
objected. As noted by Board member Byron Sher at the 11/14 hearing, the proposals
were simply goals, not requirements, but would reflect TRPA’s intent to reduce
environmental pollution. However, the RPU Committee, and later the Board, voted to
reject these changes – in essence, rejecting to acknowledge a simple goal to improve
the environment.
Code Requirements for Threshold Evaluation
TRPA Code Chapter 16 on Regional Plan and Environmental Threshold Review
provides a detailed outline of TRPA’s obligations with respect to measuring,
monitoring, and reporting compliance with the threshold standards. Most
significantly, it requires the collection of reliable monitoring data to inform its
threshold reviews; a schedule showing that “compliance measures” will effectively
achieve and maintain the thresholds, as well as an analysis of the effectiveness of any
additional “supplemental compliance measures” that might be needed; and a
“periodic progress report” (i.e., the Threshold Evaluation Report) reporting the status
of the thresholds and recommending any “supplemental compliance measures”
12

Ms. Aldean said she appreciates Ms. Bresnick’s recommendations with respect to the
nuances of the terminology, but she is concerned when you go from “should” to “shall” and
make something mandatory that you have to be prepared to spend the dollars necessary to
implement that portion of the policy and if we do not have the money then we are setting
ourselves up for failure. (excerpt from 10/24 & 25 Board Minutes)
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needed to meet goals for attainment. This latter provision seems to be key to
informing the implementation details of the Regional Plan Update: Without a reliable
Threshold Evaluation Report that accurately reports on the current status of the
thresholds and the need for and effectiveness of supplemental compliance measures,
there would be inadequate evidentiary support for a finding that TRPA’s updated
Regional Plan “achieves and maintains” the thresholds.
Indicators Must be Adequately Measured and Monitored
“Indicators” are central to determining whether the thresholds are being achieved and
maintained. An “indicator” is: “Any measurable physical phenomena within the
Tahoe region whose status, according to the best available scientific information, has
a direct relationship to the status of attainment or maintenance of one or more
thresholds or standards (e.g., traffic volume).” Code § 16.3.3. A measurement
standard is “[a] standard scientific unit for the measurement of the status of a
threshold, standard, or indicator…” Code § 16.3.6.
TRPA distinguishes the “environmental threshold carrying capacities” or “thresholds”
from “applicable local, state, and federal air and water quality standards” or
“standards.” Code § 16.1. These are further distinguished from “indicators,” as the
above definitions suggest. For example, the ozone threshold has four indicators in the
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report: the highest 1-hour average ozone indicator, the
highest 8-hour average ozone indicator, the 3-year fourth highest 8-hour average
ozone indicator, and the modeled oxide of nitrogen indicator. (Note: the highest 8hour average ozone indicator is also a “standard” that must be met in California.)
Unless specified otherwise in the adopted standard, if one violation of a TRPA
standard is measured, the threshold is assessed as non-attainment.
To ensure an accurate and reliable accounting of threshold compliance, the Code
requires the identification of “sufficient indicators for each threshold and standard,”
“appropriate measurement standards” for indicators, the use of “consistent
measurement standards over time,” and “accurate” measurements of threshold status
“on a continuing basis”:
TRPA shall identify sufficient indicators for each threshold and standard so that, evaluated
separately or in combination, the indicators shall accurately measure, on a continuing basis, the
status of attainment or maintenance of that threshold or standard, taking into account the impacts
of both development in the region and implementation of compliance measures. In monitoring and
reporting on the status of indicators, as called for in this chapter, TRPA shall use the appropriate
measurement standards for those indicators. TRPA shall use consistent measurement standards
over time so that reports will provide easily comparable data throughout the evaluation period.

Code § 16.4.1 (emphasis added).
The Code Imposes Extensive Requirements to Ensure Sufficient and Reliable
Monitoring Data
Monitoring of the indicators is critical. The Code requires the preparation and
implementation of a “Monitoring Program, including a “long-term monitoring
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strategy and short-term monitoring work plans.” Code § 16.11. “The monitoring
program shall evaluate environmental quality, indicators, compliance measures,
interim targets, and other related items by the specific methods set forth in the
Monitoring Program.” Id. 13 To the extent that other jurisdictions’ standards “are
more stringent than the TRPA thresholds” in portions of the Tahoe region to which
they are applicable, “TRPA shall monitor and ensure the attainment and maintenance
of such standards…” Code § 16.10 (emphasis added).
In addition, the Code requires an annual “status report” that must identify areas where
sufficient monitoring data is lacking and develop a program to address insufficient
monitoring:
To ensure adequate monitoring of progress toward attaining and maintaining thresholds and
standards, at least annually, TRPA shall provide the following status report:
A. List the current status, expressed using the appropriate measurement standard, of each indicator
for which TRPA has reliable data; and
B. List those indicators for which TRPA lacks reliable data sufficient to identify current status,
and a program, including an implementation timetable, to provide sufficient reliable data to
allow TRPA to report, on a continuing basis, the status of that indicator.

Code § 16.4.3 (emphasis added). See also Code § 16.9.2 (reiterating annual status
report requirement: “At least annually, TRPA shall issue a report on the status of each
program identified by TRPA pursuant to subsection 16.4.3 to ensure the provision of
reliable and sufficient data for all indicators.” (emphasis added)).
Although already required in the 1987 Regional Plan, TRPA has failed to perform
this annual reporting. Identification of areas identified as lacking sufficient reliable
data has generally, if at all, been part of the five-year threshold evaluation reports.
Further, as there has been no annual reporting of threshold status, there has been no
identification of “a program, including an implementation timetable, to provide
sufficient reliable data”14 In fact, this has not been a regular part of the five-year
threshold evaluation reports either. TRPA advertises “annual reports” as part of the
new RP as well, however, there is no evidence provided to assure that TRPA will do
in the future what it has failed to do for over twenty years.

13

An “interim target” is “a goal expressed in terms of the applicable measurement standard that reflects the
status of a threshold of standard that TRPA expects to achieve at a major evaluation interval specified for
that threshold or standard.” Code § 16.3.4. A “major evaluation interval” is “a fixed period of time during
which TRPA will monitor and at the end of which TRPA will evaluate and report upon the interim status of
a threshold or standard. Such intervals may be different for each threshold or standard.” Code § 16.3.5.
Relatedly, a “target date” is the date “on which TRPA expects to attain a threshold or standard that is not
now in attainment.” Code § 16.3.7.
14
For example, we have known for years that nearshore conditions have been hastily declining (degrading),
however there remains no program or plan with timetables or information regarding how TRPA will
provide sufficient reliable data. The same can be said for several air quality indicators and noise indicators,
where monitoring has been seriously lacking or often not done at all.
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Where monitoring data is insufficient to determine the status of a threshold indicator,
the Code does not allow reliance on that data in the assessment of threshold
attainment status:
For as long as TRPA lacks reliable data sufficient to identify the current status of any indicator
identified pursuant to subsection 16.4.1, TRPA shall not rely on that indicator to determine the
status of or progress toward attainment and maintenance of any threshold or standard.

Code § 16.4.4 (emphasis added). Thus, we refer back to the requirements stated
above which require TRPA to monitor thresholds, and where monitoring is
insufficient, to develop a plan and implementation schedule to show how sufficient
data will be collected.
Instead, TRPA has failed to address gaps in monitoring. Further, there has been no
consequence for not monitoring. The TERs report the conditions, development is
approved, and meanwhile monitoring resources are “hoped for.” The lack of
monitoring in some cases appears to actually provide a benefit to TRPA. If it’s not
being monitored, then it can’t be determined to be out of attainment, and approvals
can move forward. This potential disincentive to monitor was touched upon by
proposals brought forward by two board members, which would provide a
consequence where air quality is not being monitored to protect human health (e.g.
large projects that would create air quality impacts could not be permitted if there
were no monitoring data in the area to reflect public health). This proposal was
rejected by the Board. We have also repeatedly requested that development be tied to
measured conditions; this would also require ongoing monitoring and would provide
the assurance that thresholds are being achieved and maintained.
Periodic Progress Reports on Threshold Attainment Are Required
The Code requires periodic progress reports at least every five years “on the
attainment and maintenance of threshold standards.” Code § 16.9. This requirement is
met through TRPA’s Threshold Evaluation Report. Specifically, the Code requires “at
a minimum” that the Threshold Evaluation Report report on:
A. “the amount and rate of actual progress toward threshold and standard attainment contributed
by each compliance measure listed pursuant to Section 16.6, and toward the interim targets
established pursuant to Section 16.5, using the applicable measurement standards for each
compliance measure;”
B. “the current cumulative impacts on each threshold of projects approved by TRPA;”
C. “the status of each of the additional factors identified pursuant to subsection 16.4.5;”15
D. “the extent to which the region, or applicable sub-region, is making progress toward achieving
each threshold and standard, the current status of any applicable indicators identified pursuant

15

“Additional factors… may be useful as short-term or indirect measures of attainment or maintenance of
thresholds and standards.” Code § 16.4.5. They “shall not substitute or override” indicators, but “may be
used to evaluate progress toward threshold attainment or maintenance.” Id.
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to subsection 16.4.1, the relationship of that status to meeting or failing to meet applicable
target dates and interim targets established pursuant to Section 16.5.;” and
E. “Recommendations… for implementation of any supplemental compliance measures
identified pursuant to Section 16.4 or otherwise, or modification or elimination of compliance
measures listed pursuant to Section 16.6, to ensure that progress toward attainment and
maintenance of all thresholds and standards is consistent with the target dates established
pursuant to subsection 16.5.1.”

Code § 16.9.1 (emphasis added). Obviously, the above provisions can only be carried
out meaningfully if TRPA adequately measures and monitors indicators and collects
reliable data, in compliance with the Code. Moreover, nothing requires that TRPA
adopt or approve the progress report, or that it be incorporated into the Regional Plan.
Nevertheless, because the Threshold Evaluation Report identifies areas in which the
Regional Plan is failing to achieve and maintain the thresholds and must recommend
“supplemental compliance measures” to address those areas, Code § 16.9.1(E), the
Threshold Evaluation Report should play a key role in informing the Regional Plan
Update, as discussed below.
Threshold Evaluation Report’s Analysis and Recommendations Should Inform the
Regional Plan Update
As noted above, the Threshold Evaluation Report must identify areas where
thresholds are not being adequately achieved and maintained and recommend
supplemental compliance measures, Code § 16.9.1.E, which seems critical to
informing the implementation details of the Regional Plan Update. Chapter 16
imposes specific requirements on TRPA to ensure that compliance and supplemental
compliance measurements are adequate to “ensure attainment and maintenance of
thresholds and standards.”16 Code §§ 16.6, 16.7.
A “compliance measure” is “[a] program regulation, or measure including, but not
limited to, capital improvements, operational improvements, or controls on additional
development to reduce, avoid, or remedy an environmental impact of activities within
the Tahoe region or to promote attainment or maintenance of any threshold or
standard.” Code § 16.3.2. A “supplemental compliance measure” is “[a] compliance
measure that is not being implemented at a given time but that TRPA may employ to
attain or maintain a threshold or standard at a later date.” Code § 16.3.8.
For each threshold or standard, TRPA must maintain a separate list of compliance
measures that are “actually being implemented to attain or maintain that threshold or
standard.” Code § 16.6.1. Similarly, it must maintain a list of supplemental
compliance measures “that it plans to implement or could implement if necessary, to
ensure the attainment and maintenance of all thresholds and standards.” Code §
16.7.1. Significantly, each list must contain for each compliance measure “a schedule
showing how much and at what rate that measure is contributing and is expected to
contribute to the attainment or maintenance of the affected threshold or standard,” or
16

Although the Compact specifies “achieve and maintain,” we note the Code uses “attain and maintain” in
these sections.
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for each supplemental compliance measure, the amount and rate that measure “will
contribute” to compliance. Code §§ 16.6.2, 16.7.2. “These schedules shall be at a
level of detail consistent with the best scientific information available on cause and
effect relationships.” Code §§ 16.6.2, 16.7.2.17 With respect to supplemental
compliance measures, the Code makes clear that “the expected contribution of each
supplemental compliance measure shall be expressed, as to any threshold, in the
applicable measurement standard.” Id. In other words, a supplemental compliance
measure’s precise, measurable contribution to attainment of a threshold must be
specified.
Fulfilling these requirements of identifying, assessing the effectiveness of, and
recommending supplemental compliance measures seems to be critical to informing
the Regional Plan Update, including what changes are needed and whether the
updated Regional Plan will actually achieve and maintain the thresholds. A reliable
Threshold Evaluation Report based on reliable data and science is therefore key to a
meaningful and effective Regional Plan Update.

17

As discussed elsewhere in our comments, TRPA has stated the TER is not intended to analyze specific
cause and effect relationships related to the Basin or TRPA thresholds, but rather, summarizes “typical”
cause/effect relationships.
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3. RELATIONSHIP OF THRESHOLD EVALUATION REPORT (TER) TO
REGIONAL PLAN UPDATE
As stated multiple times in previous comments, we believe that the TER – in its role of
making recommendations to the RPU and providing baseline conditions for the EIS –
should be subject to the same legal public disclosure and review requirements as the EIS.
Our previous comments included detailed examples of how the TER directly related to
the draft EIS documents. However, in response to our comments, and questions regarding
the legal process surrounding the TER, TRPA generally refers to Master Response 1,
which explains that TRPA need not respond to comments on the TER. Excerpts include
the following references:
Because the policy comments do not address environmental impacts or the adequacy of the Draft
EIS, they are not directly responded to in the Final EIS. Instead, the October 24, 2012 TRPA Staff
Summary that accompanies this Final EIS summarizes policy comments and the resulting changes
that were made to the Draft Plan (Alternative 3).
Laws and regulations pertaining to the environmental documents (i.e., Compact, Code of
Ordinances, Rules of Procedure, and for the RTP/SCS EIR/EIS, also the California Environmental
Quality Act [CEQA] and CEQA Guidelines) require written responses to significant
environmental issues raised in public comments. Accordingly, this final environmental document
provides required responses to comments on such issues as the completeness, accuracy, and
adequacy of the environmental analysis and documents. Many comments, letters, and much of the
oral testimony received since release of the draft documents, however, do not address the
environmental review. They express opinions, make suggestions, pose questions, and express
concerns about the substance of the planning proposals – the Regional Plan Update and RTP/SCS,
themselves; about the Threshold Evaluation; or about how the Draft Plans are proposed to be
implemented (e.g., through Area Plans and amendments to the Code of Ordinances). Comments
that do not address significant environmental issues raised during the public review period are
summarized and identified in this Final EIS, but as noted above, specific responses are not
provided herein.

The TER recommends changes to the RP that have been included in the proposed RPU,
therefore the TER should be subject to the same environmental laws and regulations that
the EIS is subject to. TRPA would have to respond to comments on the TER and the
responses would have to address comments regarding the technical adequacy of the TER.
Although TRPA did provide an Appendix C Table that outlines generalized responses to
our comments, the responses include misrepresentations of our comments and often fail
to address our concerns. Further, our detailed comments are not noted in Volume 2 or
assigned individual numbers and responded to accordingly. Instead, TRPA’s
interpretation of what we said has been presented, and then generalized answers provided
in tabular format.
TER as baseline conditions for RPU EIS:
The Final RPU EIS reiterates that the year used for baseline examination is 2010. As
shown below, the TER has been used to represent the existing conditions for the RPU
analysis. Below we detail out the conflicting responses related to this matter.
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The 10/24/2012 TRPA Staff Summary that is referenced by the FEIS (Master Response
1), includes the following summary regarding the 2011 TER:
2011 Threshold Evaluation:
In April 2012, TRPA completed and publically presented a Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation
outlining environmental conditions and trends.
Like prior evaluations, the 2011 Threshold Evaluation was developed in accordance with the
Regional Plan directives and through a science based process that involved the compilation and
analysis of Basin specific monitoring data regarding environmental conditions and the status of
Threshold attainment. Additionally, to provide the strongest possible foundation for 2012
Regional Plan Update, 2011 Threshold Evaluation underwent an independent peer review by a
diverse panel of environmental scientist not affiliated with the Lake Tahoe Region. The
comprehensive nature of the 2011 Threshold Evaluation and recommendations from peer
reviewers have helped clarify current status and trends in environmental conditions and potential
factors that may contribute to conditions and trends. Information and findings from the 2011
Threshold Evaluation were publically reported to the Regional Plan Update Committee throughout
the plan drafting process. Responses to public comments regarding the April Draft Threshold
Evaluation are provided in Exhibit C. Modifications made in response to public comments are
identified in the “compare version” copy of the Final Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation. Changes
include a number of clarifications, but do not reflect the restructuring of the document that was
recommended by some commenters. [Emphasis added]

In Attachment C, Response to Comments on the 2011 Threshold Evaluation, April 2012
Draft, TRPA explains “In the spirit of openness and transparency, Agency staff solicited
feedback from the public, agencies, and stakeholders.” However, because TRPA has
relied on the Threshold Evaluation report as essentially the “existing conditions” for the
RPU EIS, why would it not be subject to the same legal requirements?
Further, TRPA states:
“The 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report serves as the baseline for TRPA threshold standards,
including for air quality impacts. The contribution of emissions from recreational watercraft is
included in the air quality monitoring data used to determine attainment of TRPA thresholds in the
2011 Threshold Evaluation. Thus, emissions from recreational watercraft are included in the
baseline.” (Volume 1, p. 3-297). [Emphasis added].

The Threshold Evaluation Report is inextricably tied to the RPU EIS and RTP EIS/R.
There are no changes in the final package of documents that severe the close relationship
we identified and discussed in our June and July 2012 comments. In fact, the final
package only further ties the TER “findings” to the RPU/RTP proposals.
This is taken a step farther in the final package of documents, as changes proposed to the
thresholds in the draft TER and draft RPU EIS have been both modified and proposed as
changes to Resolution 82-11 (Final EIS, Volume One, Appendix A). Neither the draft nor
the final EIS analyzes the impacts of the proposed changes or compares the changes to
the No Action alternative, or to other possible alternatives.18 Yet changes include
18

With regards to the changes to the AQ standards for PM2.5 and PM10, in the draft EIS, the proposed
changes to the thresholds included language which designated separate standards for California versus
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significant amendments and deletions (e.g. deletion of air quality indicators for wood
smoke and suspended soil particles).
When questioned regarding the relationship of the TER to the EIS and our concerns that
the TER proposed changes not analyzed in the TER or the RPU EIS, TRPA answers a
slightly different question, although the implication is still relevant to our concern.
“The 2011 Threshold Evaluation is purely an evaluation of threshold attainment status. TRPA did
not take any discretionary action related to any changes to the thresholds and therefore, no
environmental review was required.” (Vol. 1, p. 3-230).

Yet this claim is contrary to the Introduction to the TER report, which clearly states the
TER makes recommendations regarding the Threshold and RPU updates, and the
response to comment O8-142, which states the TER is not a stand-alone document but
part of the final EIS:
Introduction to TER:
As prescribed by the Regional Plan (TRPA 1986; TRPA 1987a as amended in 2012), this
evaluation summarizes current and available monitoring data and information that addresses
required reporting elements, and includes recommendations to the TRPA Governing Board to
support adjustments to Threshold Standards and the Regional Plan. This evaluation focuses on
addressing reporting requirements outlined in the Regional Plan, and as a consequence, should not
be viewed or considered to be an exhaustive and integrated synthesis of all available research and
monitoring conducted in the Lake Tahoe Basin—it is primarily focused on addressing progress in
the attainment of Threshold Standards as adopted. However, where appropriate, references to
current and related applied research are provided to guide the reader toward more in-depth
discussion materials. (Chapter 1). [Emphasis added].
Response to comment O8-142:
O8‐142 The comment states that the EIS must incorporate the Goals and Policies, the Code, and
the Threshold Evaluation and that these documents must not be stand alone. As described on page
2‐1 of Draft EIS Chapter 2, Regional Plan Update Alternatives, “The Goals and Policies identifies
regional goals and provides policy direction to achieve these goals…The Code of Ordinances is
the collection of regulations and measures developed to implement the Goals and Policies.” These
documents are part of the Regional Plan Update, the project that is being evaluating in the EIS.
The Threshold Evaluation is a five‐year review of the threshold standards and the amount of
progress being made toward their attainment. This document contributes to the environmental
analysis by providing documentation of existing conditions and trends in progress toward
achieving or maintaining attainment. None of these documents is considered a stand-alone
document in the EIS. [Emphasis added].

Nevada. We contested this, as we feel residents and visitors on the Nevada side should be protected equally
from harmful pollution. However, the final EIS includes no discussion of this, the policies still advocate for
separate state standards, however the proposed changes to Resolution 82-11 include adoption of
California’s more protective standards for some of these parameters. We assume this is an error given all
other references and responses by TRPA defend the decision to maintain separate standards for California
versus Nevada. According to the December 2012 GB packet released on 12/6, we were correct and TRPA
still proposes separate PM standards for each state; however amendments to 82-11included in the staff
summary do not include this distinction.
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TRPA’s own statements serve to reiterate our comments regarding the tie between the
TER and the RPU and the need for the TER – as part of the baseline conditions for the
EIS analysis - to be considered under the same legal process as the EIS for the RPU.
Threshold Changes “analyzed” in EIS:
Additionally, in another example, Appendix CR-2 in the final TER includes a table titled
“Summary Table of needed Threshold Standard updates and amendments.” This table
includes a list of priority 1, 2, or 3 threshold updates. The following proposed updates
have been incorporated into the proposed RPU – and the EIS analysis, 19 primarily based
upon recommendations of the TER. Again, the relationship between the RPU EIS and the
2011 TER is clear.
Currently Adopted Threshold Standard
(Resolution 82-11, as amended)
Maintain carbon monoxide concentrations at or below 9 parts per million averaged over 8 hours provided
that each state shall review and certify to TRPA by February 28, 1983, as to what their carbon monoxide
standards are as of that date, and this TRPA threshold standard shall be changed effective February 28,
1983, if necessary, to be the applicable state carbon monoxide standard applicable to the respective portions
of the region in accordance with Article V (d) of the Bi-State Compact.
Proposed Action Needed
Need to update standard to reflect California and Nevada Standard (6 parts per million). Priority 1.
Final RPU EIS / RTP EIR/S include this change in:
Attachment 1, Resolution 82-11, p. A1-10
Currently Adopted Threshold Standard
(Resolution 82-11, as amended)
Reduce wood smoke emissions by 15% of the 1981 base values through technology, management practices
and educational programs.§ Amended 03/22/00
Proposed Action Needed
Replace standard with state standards for Particulate Matter. Priority 1
Final RPU EIS / RTP EIR/S include this change in:
Attachment 1, Resolution 82-11, p. A1-11

Currently Adopted Threshold Standard
(Resolution 82-11, as amended)
Reduce suspended soil particles by 30% of the 1981 base values through technology, management practices
and educational programs.

19

As noted, the EIS does not provide an adequate analysis of these changes. However, we note that they are
included in the EIS and according to TRPA, “analyzed” in the EIS.
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Proposed Action Needed
Replace standard with state standards for particulate matter. Priority 2
Final RPU EIS / RTP EIR/S include this change in:
Attachment 1, Resolution 82-11, p. A1-12
Currently Adopted Threshold Standard
(Resolution 82-11, as amended)
Reduce wood smoke emissions by 15% of the 1981 base values through technology, management practices
and educational programs. Reduce vehicle miles of travel by 10% of the 1981 base values.
Proposed Action Needed
Replace standard with state standards for particulate matter. Priority 2
Final RPU EIS / RTP EIR/S include this change in:
Attachment 1, Resolution 82-11, p. A1-12
Currently Adopted Threshold Standard
(Resolution 82-11, as amended)
Reduce vehicle miles of travel in the Basin by 10% of the 1981 base year values (numeric).
Proposed Action Needed
Standard listed for multiple AQ Indicator Reporting Categories. Confirm whether VMT is still a
meaningful indicator to measure as it is unclear that meeting VMT standard will result in
achieving Lake clarity objectives or visibility objectives. Priority 3
Final RPU EIS / RTP EIR/S include this change in:
Attachment 1, Resolution 82-11, p. A1-12
(Deleted from Sub-Regional Visibility Standard; remains in Atmospheric Deposition)

EIS ‘analysis’ of threshold changes:
Page 3-230 (Vol. 1) responds to questions raised regarding the level of environmental
review of the draft 2011 TER. TRPA explains (excerpt below) that an EA was
completed20 for the 2006 TER because TRPA was “proposing a discretionary action to
adopt changes to the thresholds and release additional development commodities. An EA
was required to inform decision-making on adoption of the proposed changes and release
of commodities.”
The comment questions why an EA was completed for the 2006 Threshold Evaluation, but not for the
2011 Threshold Evaluation. An EA (dated April 2007) was completed for TRPA’s 2006 Threshold
Evaluation because, in addition to an analysis of the attainment status of the threshold standards,
TRPA was proposing a discretionary action to adopt changes to the thresholds and release additional

20

Note it was never approved, as discussed elsewhere in our comments.
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development commodities. An environmental review document (the EA) was required to inform
decision-making on adoption of the proposed changes and release of commodities.

The comment further explains why no EA was performed for the 2011 TER:
The 2011 Threshold Evaluation is purely an evaluation of threshold attainment status. TRPA did not
take any discretionary action related to any changes to the thresholds and therefore, no environmental
review was required.
As part of the Regional Plan Update, with the exception of Alternative 1 (No Project), all alternatives
propose amendments to the threshold standards. The proposed new or amended threshold standards in
Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5 include three water quality standards (deep water transparency, nearshore
algae, and aquatic invasive species), two air quality standards (carbon monoxide and fine particulates),
and one for wildlife (goshawk disturbance zones). The proposed amendments are based in part on
public input during the Pathway process of the Regional Plan Update and were recommended for
inclusion in the Regional Plan Update on September 28, 2011 by the Regional Plan Update Committee
of the TRPA Governing Board. The proposed amendments are summarized in Section 2.4.4 of the
Draft EIS, and Appendix B of the Draft EIS includes the adopted text of all existing threshold
standards with the proposed changes indicated.

However, because TRPA has repeatedly stated the RPU EIS is merely a ‘policy-level’
evaluation, and takes a regional approach to the impacts of the policies, where is the
environmental assessment/impact statement related to the actual regional and local
impacts of the threshold updates? TRPA can not take a “policy level” review of changes
to the TRPA thresholds. The Compact states very clearly in Article II(i):
(i) “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental standard necessary
to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural value of the
region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such standards shall include
but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation
preservation and noise.

Article V (b):
(b) The agency shall develop, in cooperation with the States of California and Nevada,
environmental threshold carrying capacities for the region. The agency should request the
President’s Council on Environmental Quality, the U. S. Forest Service and other appropriate
agencies to assist in developing such environmental threshold carrying capacities. Within 18
months after the effective date of the amendments to this compact, the agency shall adopt
environmental threshold carrying capacities for the region.
(c) Within 1 year after the adoption of the environmental threshold carrying capacities for the
region, the agency shall amend the regional plan so that, at a minimum, the plan and all its
elements, as implemented through agency ordinances, rules and regulations, achieves and
maintains the adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities.

Each element of the plan shall contain implementation provisions and time schedules for
such implementation by ordinance. The planning commission and governing body shall
continuously review and maintain the regional plan. The regional plan shall consist of a
diagram, or diagrams, and text, or texts setting forth the projects and proposals for
implementation of the regional plan, a description of the needs and goals of the region
and a statement of the policies, standards and elements of the regional plan.
Article V (c). (3 & 4):
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The regional plan shall be a single enforceable plan and includes all of the following correlated
elements:…
(3) A conservation plan for the preservation , development, utilization, and management of the
scenic and other natural resources within the basin, including but not limited to soils, shoreline and
submerged lands, scenic corridors along transportation routes, open spaces, recreational and
historical facilities.
(4) A recreation plan for the development, utilization, and management of the recreational
resources of the region, including but not limited to, wilderness and forested lands, parks and
parkways, riding and hiking trails, beaches and playgrounds, marinas, areas for skiing and other
recreational facilities.

TRPA’s response to comments includes:
Response to O16-119:
The comment states that the EIS must evaluate local and cumulative impacts of the proposed
alternatives and raises questions about specific types of recreation projects and their associated
impacts. As described in the fourth paragraph on page 1 8, the Regional Plan provides the
foundational, policy level direction for the Tahoe Region upon which all other TRPA programs
and regulations are based. As such, the impact analysis in the Regional Plan Update EIS is
conducted geographically at a broad, Regional scale with a focus on overall policy level issues.
The Regional Plan Update EIS does not address impacts at the level of proposed land use
development or public works projects, nor does it addresses impacts of specific programs or
projects required to implement the Regional Plan. Such environmental analyses would occur, as
appropriate, after the Regional Plan Update process concludes and in response to proposals for
implementing programs or specific development or public works projects. Furthermore, Chapter
3 of the Draft EIS, Affected Environment and Environmental Consequences of the Alternatives,
contains comprehensive environmental analyses of 14 resources areas, the cumulative impacts of
which are discussed in Draft EIS Chapter 4, Cumulative Impacts. The comment raises questions,
but offers no specific information or evidence that the analysis presented

In the end, there is no evaluation of the threshold changes in the EIS. Although it may be
correct enough to say that some thresholds have been viewed on a Basin-wide level (e.g.
mid-lake clarity), the factors which impact those thresholds are not a one-size-fits-all
approach throughout the Basin. Individual areas require individual considerations in
order for the Basin-wide standard to be attained. In other cases, thresholds are clearly not
just a Basin-wide value – for example, air quality. High pollution in South Lake Tahoe
will affect public health in South Lake Tahoe, but may not affect public health in Tahoe
City, or vice versa. This is an example of a threshold that must be analyzed at both the
regional and local scale. In another example, nearshore conditions vary throughout the
Basin. This is noted in a clear graphic from TERC (included in our July 2012 comments
on the TER). This easily represents the need to consider impacts at the local scale, as well
as region-wide (we included quotes from TERC researchers regarding the movement
patterns of water in the lake, thus it may enter in one area, but move and affect another
area of the Lake). The purported “Policy-level” analysis in the RPU EIS fails to address
any of these scientific evaluations that must be completed in order to truly analyze the
impacts of the proposed RPU and threshold changes. We also note the 2012 State of the
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Lake Report by the Tahoe Environmental Research Center (TERC) reiterates the need to
examine a variety of factors in the Tahoe Basin.21

21

http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2012.pdf
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4. 2011 THRESHOLD EVALUATION REPORT (TER)
Additional Comments on the 2011 TER:
We reiterate our previous comments on the draft 2011 TER with equal force, and provide
additional comments on the 2011 TER in the attached document titled: “A2: TASCFOWS Additional Comments on final TER.” As noted below, our previous comments
were generally dismissed. Changes to the Final appear to stray even farther from the peer
reviewer suggestions and only reiterate the concerns we raised in previous comments.
Additional comments in the attachment are related to the overall TER, Air Quality, Water
Quality, Noise, Soil Conservation, SEZ Restoration, Implementation, Recommendations,
Conclusions and References. Although not all chapters are commented on, we reiterate
our previous comments and also apply comments to all chapter subjects, where
applicable.
Failure to adequately represent and respond to comments on the draft TER:
In Attachment C, Response to Comments on the 2011 Threshold Evaluation, April 2012
Draft, TRPA has selected and ‘summarized’ 30 “issues/concerns raised” associated with
our comments on the draft TER. The summary of what we supposedly said does not relay
the technical detailed comments we provided in June and July 2012, nor do the
summaries correctly state our concerns. Instead, general responses are given, often
justifying the TER by stating it was “peer-reviewed” (a search of the Attachment noted
this phrase 19 times). In other words, our technical critiques are dismissed by TRPA
based on the TER having been peer-reviewed by experts in the field. As noted below,
many of the peer reviewers’ technical comments were also dismissed. It is worth noting
that many of our technical comments on the draft TER were quite similar to comments
made by the peer reviewers and dismissed by TRPA.
TRPA’s responses generally do not correctly relay the content of our questions. Below
we include some examples, but for purposes of time, will not respond and reiterate the
actual comments we made for each issue. We instead refer back to our June and July
comments on the TER and RPU.
Further, we note that in our June and July comments, we provide specific examples to
help explain our concerns, and/or provide examples of our critiques. Statements,
questions, and opinions are based on a review of actual evidence, which is included
and/or referenced in our comments. Alternatively, TRPA’s responses to our comments
generally “talk around” our concerns, and often simply restate what TRPA has already
stated, but without providing supporting examples. This “because we said so” response
does not meet the requirements for substantial evidence upon which findings must be
made.
Issue/Concern Raised number 1 states:
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“1. Comments state the timing of 2011 Draft Report relative to the Regional Plan Update (RPU)
was not appropriate. Comments assert the 2011 Draft Report was not released to the public well in
advance and cannot and should not serve to inform the RPU/Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).”

This is not an adequate summary of the concerns we raised. Rather, we expressed
concern that the timeline prevented the public, and TRPA, from having the ability to
perform an objective, scientific review of the thresholds and potential updates. Because
the TER documents were released along with the RPU documents, it would be impossible
for any reasonable person to simply analyze the thresholds without considering the
policies that might result from threshold findings or recommended changes. For example,
if one were simply considering adoption of the CA ozone standard by TRPA, so that it
applies Basin-wide, an unbiased review would show that public health would be better
protected on the NV side of the Basin, and actually, the entire basin, because pollution
does not recognize mapped state lines. In this instance, we would hope that an interested
member of the public would support the protection of human health and thus adoption of
the more protective standard.
However, if one is considering this same situation, but is at the same time told that
providing better health protection might result in a policy change that would reduce the
amount of new development allowed in some areas, and this person expects a possible
economic benefit from more development, then how can this person objectively consider
the threshold standard without thinking about the resulting policy changes?
This is why our groups have advocated – for years22 – that TRPA analyze the thresholds
first, and separate from, the Regional Plan Update. Otherwise, the public, and TRPA
Board, are provided with a disservice, because the ability to simply consider
environmental factors and science first, has been taken away by combining the
documents together.
We repeat portions of our original questions:
On April 26, 2012, TRPA released three draft documents, totaling over 3,000 pages: the
Draft 2011 TER, the Draft RPU DEIS, and the Draft RTP DEIR/S. As noted in previous
correspondence with TRPA,3 TASC and others have repeatedly expressed concerns
regarding the combination of the threshold evaluation report with the Plan updates.
Unfortunately, our review of the draft documents essentially confirms the concerns raised
- including the manipulation of threshold findings and proposed updates (or lack thereof)
to support desired Policy changes, rather than the objective, scientific review of the status
of the thresholds and the utilization of the most recent and best available science to
update the thresholds, as needed, to protect the environmental values identified by the
Compact.
Further, the previous method that allowed for a more objective review of the science first,
untangled by what the policies might be, is gone. Now, what should be objective
scientific changes are instead ‘evaluated’ in the same report (RPU DEIS) that examines
the proposed policy changes that would accompany the threshold changes. Even someone
intent on focusing solely on the science first will have a difficult time not connecting
threshold amendments to the policies that would result from them.
22

Attachments to our June and July comment letters alone include years of documentation showing this
recommendation.
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TRPA also refers to the 5-year schedule that previous TERs have been released. We do
not contest this schedule. However, this does not respond to our question. The 2011 TER
did not have to be released in combination with the other RPU documents. Also, although
the response suggests it was in TRPA’s plan to produce the 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report along with the RPU alternatives, we note that until the last year or so, TRPA has
not specifically planned a 2012 RPU adoption. Rather, TRPA originally intended a 2007
adoption. Over time, TRPA continued to work and advocate for a new RP in the near
future. However, it was delayed for a variety of reasons. Had it been updated in 2009 or
2010, how would the thresholds have been treated?
In fact, TRPA’s response reiterates our concerns:
As the timeline to prepare the next Threshold Evaluation approached while still in the midst of the
RPU planning process, TRPA produced the 2011Threshold Evaluation and again its findings were
used to reevaluate whether the planning alternatives in the RPU EIS reflected the strategies needed
to address the report’s findings. Planning proposals and EIS alternatives were again further refined
to target the highest priority threshold areas needing improved strategies to accelerate threshold
gains. [Emphasis added].

Finally, we note the new “spin” TRPA places on their failure to amend the RP at five
year intervals for the previous twenty years, although called for by the previous threshold
reports. In this response, TRPA changes course, treating the previous 5-year evaluations
as if they were simply documenting conditions to be considered 20, 15, 10, and then 5
years later, rather than at the time they were proposed for change. This concept – that the
5 year threshold reports were not intended to provide information and support necessary
updates to thresholds and the Regional Plan every five years, but were rather to simply
document needs for a new Regional Plan over 20 years into the future, makes little sense.
TRPA used all of this information and more to evaluate and reevaluate whether the planning
alternatives in the EIS reflected the necessary strategies to address those areas where the series of
Threshold Evaluation Reports found that accelerated progress or improvements toward threshold
attainment was needed. Indeed, the alternatives were refined several times over many years, and
each Threshold Evaluation Report served as a further foundation and basis in advance for each
round of revisions and refinements to the Regional Plan EIS alternatives.

We also remind TRPA of its own Code requirements (Chapter 16):
16.9. REPORTS
TRPA shall prepare periodic reports on the attainment and maintenance of thresholds and
standards as follows:
16.9.1. Periodic Progress Reports
No later than five years from the effective date of the Regional Plan, and every five years
thereafter, and more frequently if necessary to ensure adequate monitoring of progress toward
attainment and maintenance of thresholds and standards, TRPA shall issue a progress report. The
report shall include, at a minimum:
A. A report on the amount and rate of actual progress toward threshold and standard attainment
contributed by each compliance measure listed pursuant to Section 16.6, and toward the interim
targets established pursuant to Section 16.5, using the applicable measurements standards for each
compliance measure;
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B. A report on the current cumulative impacts on each threshold of projects approved by TRPA
from the effective date of the Regional Plan and from the date of the previous periodic report,
including but not limited to the information maintained by TRPA pursuant to subsection 16.8.2;
C. A report on the status of each of the additional factors identified pursuant to subsection 16.4.5;
D. A report on the extent to which the region, or applicable sub-region, is making progress toward
achieving each threshold and standard, the current status of any applicable indicators identified
pursuant to subsection 16.4.1, the relationship of that status to meeting or failing to meet
applicable target dates and interim targets established pursuant to Section 16.5; and
E. Recommendations, as necessary, based on the information provided in subparagraphs A
through E, inclusive, for implementation of any supplemental compliance measures identified
pursuant to Section 16.7 or otherwise, or modification or elimination of compliance measures
listed pursuant to Section 16.6, to ensure that progress toward attainment and maintenance of all
thresholds and standards is consistent with the target dates established pursuant to subsection
16.5.1.

Although excerpted above, Chapter 16 in its entirety provides detailed requirements
related to threshold requirements for reporting, data, compliance measures, etc.
3. Comments claim that the 2011 Draft Report requires environmental review in the form of an
Environmental Assessment and an environmental analysis is required to justify the analysis
approach used in the 2011 Draft Report.

This appears to be in response to our concerns regarding the lack of a biased
environmental analysis (EA or EIS) of the thresholds and any needed threshold updates.
Our comments did not suggest an environmental review was needed “to justify the
analysis approach used in the 2011 Draft Report” but rather, that an objective threshold
analysis was needed, pure and simple. However, we note the new reporting method
skews information and aggregates indicators, sprinkled with more publicly acceptable
terms (e.g. “better than target, slightly worse than target, vs. attainment or nonattainment), to present a ‘nicer’ picture about threshold standard conditions and ‘trends,’
which then indirectly supports the proposed increases in development in the new RPU.
Rather than repeat the examples and evidence we provided with these concerns, we refer
back to our June and July comments on this issue.
However, in part of the response, TRPA states:
“The 2011 Draft Report’s information and analysis do not independently implicate proposed
actions or projects under the Compact that would require environmental review under CEQA,
NEPA, or TRPA requirements…Prior Threshold Evaluations have been produced concurrently
with Compact Article VII environmental documentation because responsive Regional Plan
amendments (e.g., release of new allocations, other code amendments) were being proposed and
processed concurrently with the Threshold Evaluations. The environmental document was not
therefore reviewing the Threshold Evaluation or any aspect of it, but rather was prepared to
support the specific proposed actions to amend the Regional Plan. Similarly today, no independent
environmental review of the 2011 Draft Report is required.”

First, we do not agree with the first statement. As noted in our comments on the RPU,
including the relationship between the TER and RPU, we note many examples where the
2011 TER “findings” and “conclusions” were supportive of proposed actions in the RPU
(which generally involved more development). In fact, our 6/28/12 comments included
the following example:
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“Threshold Report Timing of release with the RPU, threshold years evaluated in Report, and
Biased Statements
First, we reiterate our disagreement with the release of the draft Threshold Evaluation Report
being combined with the update of the new Regional Plan, as the thresholds should have been
analyzed separately and objectively, before any proposed Regional Plan update, not with the bias
of desired policy changes as has been done (one only need to look at the “Recommendations for
Additional Actions” in several areas of the TER to see the obvious bias towards TRPA’s approach
of increased densification13). In fact, this biased approach is compounded by TRPA’s failure to
perform adequate scientific analysis of the causes of air pollution. TRPA has instead assumed
private automobiles to be the primary cause of ozone in the Basin, and then told those reading
what is required to be a scientific, objective report, that the way to fix this includes incentivizing
development in the walkable town-centers promoted by the GB RPU Committee’s preferred
Alternative 3.14
13

i.e. p. 3-26 of the 2011 TER, Air Quality, includes the following “Continued failure to meet the ozone standard may
indicate the need to further reduce the dependency on the private automobile, through land use policy that incentivizes
more bicycle-friendly and walkable town centers, and encourage the use of alternative modes of transportation such as
public transportation.”
14
“Alternative 3 is the alternative that most closely reflects preliminary recommendations of the TRPA Governing Board’s
Regional Plan Update Committee.” RPU DEIS, Chapter 2, p. 2-33.

Further, TRPA’s response explains that previous reports included associated
environmental analyses because they resulted in amendments to the RP, including those
which released additional allocations. First, we note the 2006 EA was never certified – a
result of TRPA choosing not to respond to the extensive technical comments provided by
the conservation community on the inadequacy of the EA23– and second, the proposed
RPU includes far more changes than just the release of additional allocations. Yet there is
no objective environmental analysis of the thresholds, the threshold report findings and
recommendations, etc. As noted in our comments on the RPU DEIS, that document
provides no such analysis either.
5. Comments claim TRPA failed to make an “attainment” determination as contemplated by the
Compact.

This is not correct. Our comments acknowledged the “crosswalk” in the appendix of the
draft TER, however, raised concerns over the change from a simple, easy to understand
“attainment vs. non-attainment” status to the fuzzier, more complex but perhaps more
pleasing to the eye phrases like “slightly worse than target, slightly better than…etc.”.
6. Comments assert that best scientific information was not used and comprehensive cause and
effect analysis should have been completed and reported.

Actually, this does reflect one of the many concerns we raised. TRPA’s response begins
with: “In every instance, the best data available and accessible at the time of the analysis
was used. In some instances, retrieval of all available data was infeasible or cost
prohibitive…”

23

See 6/13/2007 Letter from TRPA: Re: Continued Support for USACE Funding for the Tahoe Regional
Planning Agency Regional Plan Update Environmental Impact Statement (attached to our 6/28/12
comments).
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We note that the Compact requires TRPA to achieve and maintain thresholds. In order to
determine threshold status, they must be monitored. Further, in order to approve new
development, TRPA must find it will not harm thresholds, let alone, it will help achieve
and maintain them. The only way to determine if thresholds are being achieved and
maintained is to monitor them. The only way to make sure future development does not
affect threshold achievement and maintenance is to monitor the thresholds and tie
development to threshold conditions, which we have repeatedly requested in RP
comments, verbal and written. Instead, TRPA has repeatedly approved more
development, more allocations, etc., while neglecting adequate monitoring. TRPA claims
it can not adequately monitor because it costs too much. However, this does not negate
TRPA’s responsibility to achieve and maintain the thresholds. If funding is lacking, why
has TRPA not examined alternative means to raise funds? Further, why has TRPA not
required monitoring first, before repeatedly approving more and more development?
Regarding the cause and effect analysis, we also raised this concern as well. This is
because TRPA is proposing actions based on assumptions about what causes
environmental conditions in the Tahoe Basin. Although some assumptions may prove
true with adequate analysis, because Tahoe-specific parameters have not been considered
in most cases, there is simply no evidence to support all of the assumptions. We raised
concerns about this in the threshold report because it does more than document available
information; the TER also includes recommended actions. Those recommended actions
assume cause and effect. Unfortunately, the RPU EIS takes many of the recommended
actions and bases future proposals on the assumption those cause and effect statements –
from the TER - are correct. Thus, between the TER and RPU EIS, there is no analysis of
actual cause and effect. In fact, this was noted by peer reviewers (example from final
2011 TER, Appendix E, p. E-13, comment by Daniel Canfield):
Another major concern is the apparent limitations placed by the preparers of this Threshold
Evaluation, on themselves, as to what data would be considered for analysis. There is a wealth of
important information in the scientific literature and agency reports that could prove most useful in
trying to solve the Lake Tahoe puzzle. For example, Dr. Goldman’s publications of 1965 and 1988
(and the references cited) are particularly helpful as is the UC-Davis Tahoe: State of the Lake
Report 2011 (see Chapter 4, Water Quality).

TRPA responds to this comment as follows:
Comment noted, but no change in methodology was made. The primary purpose of this report is to
evaluate the status and trends of indicators relative to established standards or targets. Solving the
puzzle of why these conditions occur is generally left to focused research and beyond reporting
requirements followed to produce this report. Additional narrative and references were added to
relevant section of the report to further call out factors known to impact various indicators.
[Emphasis added].

This confirms concerns we raised as well – that TRPA has failed to analyze cause/effect
relationships that affect the thresholds, yet the RPU assumes certain relationships and
bases conclusions on those assumptions. In the responses to our comments on the TER
where we questioned the claimed cause and effect information in the TER (and lack of
information to support the assumptions), we are told (Appendix C):
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The 2011 Draft Report includes a generalized characterization of known factors that affect various
indicators based on published research and information. Disclosure of cause and effect
information can be found in each indicator summary under the “Human and Environmental
Drivers” subsection.

In response to our comments on the RPU DEIS concerning the lack of analysis of cause
and effect and comments that TRPA needs to analyze this in order to achieve and
maintain thresholds, we are given vague responses regarding how the EIS “did” analyze
the impacts of proposed new development using the best available models (e.g.
California’s), etc. (such responses are noted throughout Volume 1). This also does not
address our question.
Insufficient Data and predictions:
As our comments noted numerous times, the TER often suggests a ‘status’ for threshold
standards or indicators, that is not supported by the data, or is only based on a few data
points and thus should not be extrapolated on or used for ‘forecasts’ that assume trends.
This problem is further exacerbated by the RPU EIS and RTP EIR/S documents’ reliance
on the ‘findings’ of the TER in ways which aim to justify more development.24
However, TRPA responds to our comments on the inadequacy of the TER with
generalized responses, often discounting our technical comments with the repeated use of
“peer reviewed report” – seemingly to “justify” how the TER report handles data and
outcomes. Our comments regarding the obvious links between the RPU EIS/RTP EIR/S
documents, where the “favorable” findings and/or forecasts25 support TRPA’s proposals,
are essentially dismissed.
Interestingly, many of the peer reviewers raised similar concerns. In fact, we included
excerpts from many of them in our June and July 2012 letters. According to Appendix E
of the final TER, which includes the “response to peer review table,” TRPA often
acknowledged these inadequacies in the report, but in many cases, did not make changes
to the TER or methodology. Instead, a ‘reason’ is provided and/or TRPA states the report
was modified in some way (usually to provide general caveats or disclaimers about the
lack of adequate data). For example, TRPA’s response to comments by Dr. Axler
acknowledge his technical recommendation, but also dismiss it:
As pointed out by Axler, indicators and levels of attainment can be complicated by the biophysical processes at play. Things cannot be multiplied, divided, added or subtracted at will
without an understanding of the underlying mechanisms. This is why the accumulation of a
number of indicators into an "uber-indicator" with a single value may not be scientifically correct.
While it may meet the temporary needs of decision makers, it can lead to disappointment in the
long run. These caveats are recognized and noted in the public draft of the 2011 Threshold
24

Although TRPA has discounted our June comments on this in the Final EIS response to comments,
TRPA has not addressed the examples provided in our comments to support the concerns we raised. See
comments regarding TRPA’s lack of responses to many comments.
25
For example, the air quality chapter uses “trend analysis” to project future attainment status; the
RPU/RTP documents then rely on this finding and anticipated improvements in one source – motor
vehicles – to claim air quality standards will be achieved and thus the proposals which increase people and
traffic will be “ok.”
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Evaluation. Additionally, data from all monitored streams is presented in the public draft to
address this… [Emphasis added]

That said, our comments indicate the need for this analysis. This is important because in
order to reduce pollution from sources to achieve and maintain thresholds, we must
understand what the sources are and their relative contribution, and how the interact with
the environment. In the case of some of our comments, we expressed concern that TahoeBasin specific sources had not been adequately considered:
- TRPA used CARB’s Emission Inventory (EI) as the basis for assuming sources of
air pollution;
- TASC documented the difference between TRPA’s own Tahoe-specific emission
estimates in TRPA’s staff summary compared to CARB’s EI, which is based on
default county data regarding residential population (thus not considering the
overwhelming contribution from visitors’ boats on Tahoe);
- TRPA’s data reflect much higher emissions from watercraft than CARB’s EI –
not surprising because CARB’s EI does not consider visitor impacts, or non-CA
boats;
- Thus, when TASC compared the estimated emissions from watercraft to the
estimated emissions from vehicles, the relative contribution from watercraft was
much higher than reflected by CARB’s EI.
- Therefore, if TRPA fails to reduce boat emissions, and bases the new Plan on the
assumption that only on-road vehicles are the cause, then many resources may be
placed in reducing on-road vehicle emissions while watercraft emissions continue
to degrade air quality!
- This is an example of why looking at sources and cause and effect is important.
TRPA’s response to our threshold comments includes the following:
Due to the timing of report preparation, in some cases (mostly for air quality), the most current
information was not available for inclusion because it had not yet been posted by appropriate air
quality authorities (e.g., CARB or U.S. EPA) or it simply did not exist. The 2011 Final Report
includes updated air quality data that was not previously available when the 2011 Draft Report
was being prepared.
The 2011 Draft Report includes a generalized characterization of known factors that affect various
indicators based on published research and information. Disclosure of cause and effect
information can be found in each indicator summary under the “Human and Environmental
Drivers” subsection.

The point expressed in our comments was not that TRPA had failed to include the most
recently available information before such information was available. We are aware data
is not always posted immediately. Rather, our comments included the following:
1) TRPA carefully avoided disclosing to readers that monitoring had been decreased in recent years,
thus resulting in a perception that monitoring was ongoing. We provided numerous examples of
such careful omissions in the draft TER. A reader unfamiliar with Tahoe’s monitoring network,
Basin nuances, and/or other local factors, would be expected to read the draft TER and assume
monitoring was continuing.
2) TRPA has typically reported on 5-year intervals in each threshold evaluation. Each TER
summarized data from the previous five years, and although the TER was adopted in the year
following this 5-year period of analysis, reports consistently reported data from only the 5 year
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period. However, the draft 2011 TER included inconsistent time periods; in some cases, 2011 data
were included. In others, 2010 or 2009 was noted as the end period (often without disclosing that
this was due to a lack of monitors). As noted, with examples, in our comments, it appeared that in
some cases, including 2011 data resulted in a more favorable outcome that supported the proposed
RPU. In any event, we commented that TRPA needed to pick a time period for review and use that
time period consistently. This is different from TRPA’s “interpretation” that we supposedly asked
for data that weren’t available yet to be included.26

We refer to our comments above regarding the importance of cause and effect. We are
well aware that TRPA provided a general summary of typical sources of certain
pollutants in the threshold report. However, these summaries are not based on Tahoespecific analyses, nor do they suffice as adequate “cause and effect” information for the
RPU EIS (which as noted below, is also a requirement of the existing Code Chapter 16).
Further, on the ‘effect’ end of this discussion is the question of the effect of pollution in
the Basin that may be different from the same pollution elsewhere. In other words, due to
elevation and inversions, tighter CO standards have been adopted by the states for the
Lake Tahoe Basin because it was recognized that CO concentrations in the Basin would
impact human health at lower concentrations than in other areas for several reasons.
Further, CO emissions in the Basin will often take longer to be diluted than other areas
due to the Basin’s inversions which trap pollution at the surface – where we breathe.
Using the “one size fits all” approach that TRPA is suggesting does not adequately
analyze Tahoe-Basin factors.
7. Comments assert the 2011 Draft Report uses inappropriate trend analysis (e.g., simple linear
regressions), presents statistics creatively in order to skew the status and trends of environmental
conditions, and discounts short term trends.

Our June and July comments provided specific examples of the concerns we raised,
showing how statistics were used to support conclusions which then resulted in favorably
supporting the proposed RPU. We will not repeat those comments here. However, we
note that TRPA’s response does not actually address the concerns we raised; rather, it
appears to simply reassert generalizations.
In some instances it is appropriate to use a simple linear regression as a time series analysis
approach to describe indicator trends. This method is commonly used for that purpose, widely
accepted, easily understood, and affordable to evaluate. Statistics used in the 2011 Draft Report
are also commonly used by the scientific community to numerically and graphically characterize
the trend or trajectory of an indicator.

While some of TRPA’s statements may be true – such as “Statistics used in the 2011
Draft Report are also commonly used by the scientific community to numerically and
graphically characterize the trend or trajectory of an indicator…” this does not actually
address our comments. We did not say the statistical methods themselves are not
commonly used, nor that they weren’t appropriate for any situations. Rather, we carefully
explained concerns about how they were inappropriately used in the TER.
26

We note that where we provided data in our comments or attachments to our comments, we included the
most recent data available during the public comment period for ease of reference and to support other
comments (e.g. differences among pollution concentrations in different areas of the Basin), and to have it
available for the RPU analysis. This does not mean we weren’t aware that the TER was written months
sooner, and thus some of the information was not yet available.
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We also provided examples to show why we were concerned that statistics were being
used inappropriately. For example, trends in ozone from 2006-2009/10 were essentially
‘discounted’ because they did not match the longer term trend in ozone going back to the
1980’s. However, ozone trends in the 1980’s have no impact on ozone trends in recent
years; thus is was inappropriate to tie these together in any way (other than simply
representing what ozone levels have done over the historical time period). Worse yet,
there is no statistical basis for discounting recent trends simply because they do not
“match” trends from the 1980’s or 1990’s. This is like selecting which data you want to
use to support your conclusion and ignoring the rest.
Further, the TER often relies on these trend lines to ‘forecast’ future trends, which are
then used by the RPU to justify proposed development. For example (as detailed in our
previous comments):
The TER discounted the less favorable trends in ozone (meaning the years it was not
improving) because they did not match the trends from the 1980/1990’s. In other words,
conditions in 2006-2010 are essentially tossed aside. Instead, TRPA applies the now
irrelevant trends from before 2006 to the future ‘forecast’ and claims this means ozone
will continue to decrease the way it did 15-25 years ago. This has no basis in any actual
fact. However, this “forecast” is then used in the RPU to justify increases in development
and VMT. In other words, because ozone will “magically improve” at the same rate as it
did up until 2005 (this assumption is not supported by any analysis), and we can just skip
2006-2011, beginning in 2013, it will magically improve at the same rate again, so we
can go ahead and add thousands more people and cars to the Basin. This simply makes no
sense. In fact, comments by Dr. Alan Gertler in the 2012 DRI Tahoe Summit report27
reiterate that air quality is getting worse:
Many people don’t realize Lake Tahoe’s air quality affects its water clarity, and the air quality is getting
worse. Alan Gertler, a Desert Reseach Institute (DRI) scientist for 33 years, studies air quality around
the globe. According to Gerler, the Tahoe Basin is suffering from elevated ozone levels. “The increased
ozone has both human and environmental consequences. It doesn’t violate the federal standard, but it
does violate the California standard and is one of the few areas in California where ozone is getting
worse.” [Emphasis added].

Yet the RPU, draft or final, provides no discussion of this, and responses to our
comments simply dismiss this worsening trend. Additionally, although a long term trend
may be useful as part of an analysis of historical and current ozone conditions in the
Basin, it is not the ‘trend line’ that causes human health impacts. Rather, it is the
concentration(s) of ozone at any given time, whether 1 hour or 8 hour, that causes human
health impacts. Thus, trend lines should not be used to replace the actual representations
of ozone concentrations. Further, although some peak numbers are discussed in the 2011
TER, the data are not provided beyond what readers can see in the graphical
representations. We expressed this same comment on the 2006 TER.
Further, if one examines the historical peak concentrations, there is a good deal of
variability over time. For some periods, peak concentrations appear to decrease for a few
27 27

http://www.dri.edu/2012-tahoe-summit
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years, then increase for the following few years. This variation is important, not only to
document whether air was healthy at any given time, but also to examine the reasons
ozone was high or low. One can not compare an annual or 5-year ozone trend line to the
August VMT in the summer of 2010 vs. VMT in the summer of 2012 in an attempt to
evaluate the “source” of ozone or cause/effect relationships with one source of ozone
precursors. There are temporal, topographical, meteorological, and other considerations
that must be used to analyze why ozone concentrations were at a given level.
In summary, TRPA’s response does not address our original comments.
Failure to incorporate significant comments by peer reviewers:
As outlined in “Attachment A2: TASC-FOWS. TRPA Response to Peer Reviewers,”
TRPA often chose to ignore or make not changes to the TER when confronted with
significant comments by peer reviewers regarding the methods, statistics, data, etc., used
in the TER report. This is important for many reasons, however we note that TRPA often
responds to critiques of the TER with the statement that the document was “peerreviewed.” The implication is clear – because it was peer reviewed, it must be
scientifically adequate, and therefore any comments to the contrary must simply be
wrong. Therefore, the fact that TRPA did not address significant comments related to the
technical adequacy of the report, yet TRPA relies on the report having been ‘peerreviewed’ as the justification for its “technical adequacy,” shows a confusing trend we
find often in this process – a path of circular thinking, illogical conclusions, hand-waving,
and verbose responses that fail to address the actual matter at hand.
Comparison to 2001 TER:
As noted in our previous comments, there is a significant shift in how TRPA views the
thresholds when previous TERs are compared to the 2011 TER. We included copies of
introductory statements and other examples which showed a skewing of the importance
of the thresholds. We reiterate those comments with equal force.
Also, the breadth of information in the 2001 TER, as the lead-in TER for the RP update
at that time, was far more substantial and thorough than the reduced information in the
2011 TER. As noted by peer reviewers, the 2011 TER includes very limited information
regarding the relationship among different thresholds. The 2001 TER included
descriptions of the thresholds, their purpose, a discussion of the most recent scientific
information available, and other details which helped explain to the public the purpose
and importance of the thresholds, and what they were intended to protect. The 2011 TER
has omitted a great deal of this information, and barely refers to the most recently
available scientific information. In fact, in responses to the peer reviewers, TRPA often
notes the TER was not intended to evaluate all of this ‘other’ available information, and
at best, TRPA added a few references to key information but failed to discuss the
information or how it related to the thresholds. The 2011 TER also shows little interest in
identifying the cause and effect relationships of threshold standards and indicators, even
though this information is key to assessing what RP actions are needed to achieve and
maintain the thresholds. In the 2001 TER, there was an obvious interest in seeking better,
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more Tahoe-specific information to support the Regional Plan update and other needed
amendments.
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5. PURPOSE OF REGIONAL PLAN (RP) & RP UPDATE
Purpose of Regional Plan – TRPA Compact:
The Compact established TRPA and provided the following directives:
Article I:
(b) In order to enhance the efficiency and governmental effectiveness of the region, it is
imperative that there be established a Tahoe Regional Planning Agency with the powers conferred
by this compact including the power to establish environmental threshold carrying capacities and
to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve and
maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and development
consistent with such capacities.
Article V: Planning
(c) Within 1 year after the adoption of the environmental threshold carrying capacities for the
region, the agency shall amend the regional plan so that, at a minimum, the plan and all its
elements, as implemented through agency ordinances, rules and regulations, achieves and
maintains the adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities. Each element of the plan shall
contain implementation provisions and time schedules for such implementation by ordinance. The
planning commission and governing body shall continuously review and maintain the regional
plan. The regional plan shall consist of a diagram, or diagrams, and text, or texts setting forth the
projects and proposals for implementation of the regional plan, a description of the needs and
goals of the region and a statement of the policies, standards and elements of the regional plan.
The regional plan shall be a single enforceable plan and includes all of the following correlated
elements:
(1) A land-use plan for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the
criteria and standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space and other natural resources within
the region, including but not limited to an indication or allocation of maximum population
densities and permitted uses.
(2) A transportation plan for the integrated development of a regional system of
transportation, including but not limited to parkways, highways, transportation facilities,
transit routes, waterways, navigation facilities, public transportation facilities, bicycle
facilities, and appurtenant terminals and facilities for the movement of people and goods
within the region. The goal of transportation planning shall be:
(A) To reduce dependency on the automobile by making more effective use of existing
transportation modes and of public transit to move people and goods within the region;
and
(B) To reduce to the extent of feasible air pollution which is caused by motor vehicles.
Where increases in capacity are required, the agency shall give preference to providing such
capacity through public transportation and public programs and projects related to
transportation. The agency shall review and consider all existing transportation plans in
preparing its regional transportation plan pursuant to this paragraph.
The plan shall give consideration to:
(A) Completion of the Loop Road in the States of Nevada and California;
(B) Utilization of a light rail mass transit system in South Shore area; and
(C) Utilization of a transit terminal in the Kingsbury Grade area.
Until the regional plan is revised, or a new transportation plan is adopted in accordance with
this paragraph, the agency has no effective transportation plan.
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(3) A conservation plan for the preservation , development, utilization, and management of
the scenic and other natural resources within the basin, including but not limited to soils,
shoreline and submerged lands, scenic corridors along transportation routes, open spaces,
recreational and historical facilities.
(4) A recreation plan for the development, utilization, and management of the recreational
resources of the region, including but not limited to, wilderness and forested lands, parks and
parkways, riding and hiking trails, beaches and playgrounds, marinas, areas for skiing and
other recreational facilities.

The Compact states the purpose of the Regional Plan is:
“…to adopt and enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve and
maintain such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and development
consistent with such capacities.”

The Compact requires the Regional Plan be continuously reviewed and updated so that it
achieves and maintains the adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities:
“…the agency shall amend the regional plan so that, at a minimum, the plan and all its elements,
as implemented through agency ordinances, rules and regulations, achieves and maintains the
adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities. Each element of the plan shall contain
implementation provisions and time schedules for such implementation by ordinance. The
planning commission and governing body shall continuously review and maintain the regional
plan.”

Further, the Code of Ordinances as of March 2012 states:
1.4.4 Goals And Policies Plan: The Goals and Policies are the core of the Regional Plan.
The Goals and Policies plan provide statements of goals and policies to guide decisionmaking affecting the Region's resources and remaining resource capacities. The Goals
and Policies are intended to provide for the attainment and maintenance of the
environmental thresholds while providing opportunities for orderly growth and
development consistent with the thresholds.
1.4.5 Code Of Ordinances: The Code is designed, among other things, to implement the
Goals and Policies in a manner attaining and maintaining the environmental thresholds.
The Code compiles all the ordinances of TRPA into one document except for certain
procedural ordinances such as the ordinances adopting plan amendments. The Code
addresses many subjects, including, but not limited to, required permits for development,
findings required for approval of projects, environmental impact statements, plan area
statements, land use, density and coverage, development standards, allocations of
development, the Individual Parcel Evaluation System, shorezone, grading and
construction practices, resource management, water quality, air quality and
transportation.

The Code also includes the following requirements regarding the 208 WQMP (as noted,
we will provide comments on the proposed 208 Plan separately).
1.5. 208 PLAN
The portions of the Code inconsistent with the existing Lake Tahoe Basin Water Quality
Management Plan (“208 Plan”) shall not be implemented until the necessary amendments
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to the 208 Plan are certified by the States of California and Nevada and the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

RPU Purpose according to TRPA – 2012:
The proposed Regional Plan Update has strayed from the Compact’s direction, and
instead the final RPU treats the purpose of the Regional Plan, and RP Update (RPU), as if
the Compact merely requires the RP not to impair the ability to achieve the thresholds –
rather than the requirement that the RP itself is intended to achieve and maintain the
thresholds. Examples include:28
The Regional Plan Update would not impair the Region’s ability to meet ambient air quality
standards or environmental threshold carrying capacities for air quality. (Vol. 1, p. 3-193).
[Emphasis added].
***
Because the revisions would result in no physical effect on the environment, they would not
generate new environmental impacts or increase the severity of any adverse impacts associated
with Alternative 3. (Vol. 1, p. 2-2). [Emphasis added].
***
Because the Final Draft Plan retains the restrictions on increased height within the High Density
Tourist District proposed in Alternative 3 and places additional restrictions with regard to the
applicability of the increased height allowance, it would result in reduced potential for adverse
scenic impacts as compared to the Draft Plan. [Emphasis added].
When considered in combination with other elements of the Final Draft Plan, these changes would
not generate new environmental impacts or increase the severity of any adverse impacts associated
with Alternative 3. [Emphasis added].
…As a result, the Final Draft Plan would result in reduced potential for adverse impacts as
compared to the Draft Plan. (Vol. 1, section 2). [Emphasis added].
***
“…the purpose of the Regional Plan Update is, in accordance with the Tahoe Regional Planning
Compact (Compact), to make adjustments to the Goals, Policies, and implementation measures of
the Regional Plan that are reflective of current conditions and that will move the Lake Tahoe
Region toward attainment and maintenance of environmental threshold standards.” (Vol. 1,
response to comment O16-1). [Emphasis added].

As described in the fourth paragraph on page 1-8 of the Draft EIS, the Regional Plan provides the
foundational, policy-level direction for the Tahoe Region upon which all other TRPA programs
and regulations are based. As such, the impact analysis in the Regional Plan Update EIS is
conducted geographically at a broad, regional scale with a focus on overall policy-level issues.
The Regional Plan Update EIS does not address impacts at the level of proposed land use
development or public works projects, nor does it address impacts of specific programs or projects
required to implement the Regional Plan. (Vol. 1, p. 3-442) [Emphasis added].

28

We have underlined text for emphasis.
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The EIS for the Regional Plan should perform a comprehensive environmental
analysis of the proposed Plan, with emphasis on how the alternative will achieve and
maintain the thresholds. Instead, the EIS fails to adequately analyze the impacts of the
alternatives, fails to include an adequate range of alternatives in the first place, and
fails to consider the impacts of the alternatives on the thresholds at both the local and
regional scale. Instead, the RPU documents define the “purpose of [the] EIS” as “to
identify and assess the anticipated environmental effects of implementing each of the
Regional Plan Update alternatives, with a focus on significant and potentially
significant environmental impacts.”
Perhaps at first glance, this does not appear very different. However, this approach
strays from the original intent of evaluating how a RP will achieve and maintain
thresholds to instead evaluating how it may, at a policy level, cause significant
environmental impacts. Thus, the purpose of the Regional Plan has changed from one
of achieving and maintaining environmental thresholds to one that focuses on
creating more dense urban areas and relying on transfer programs that will generally
transfer more paper rights than actual restored land, and one which tries to avoid
significant impacts rather than foster environmental benefits.
RPU Priorities– 2012:
However, in 2012, TRPA proclaims the priorities for the RPU are:
Priorities for the Regional Plan Update:
1. Accelerating water quality restoration and other ecological benefits by supporting
environmental redevelopment opportunities and Environmental Improvement Program
(EIP) investments.
2. Transitioning to more permitting by local governments to create one-stop-shopping for
homeowner improvements in order to return TRPA to the more regional role the
Compact originally intended.
3. Creating walkable communities and increasing alternative transportation options.29

The first priority refers to environmental redevelopment and investments. As we note
below, one of the most notable “bases” of the new planning approach in the RPU
includes the concept that development will be transferred from more sensitive lands to
less sensitive lands (in the “Centers”). However, as we detail later in these comments, the
transfer program is more likely to result in the purchase of coverage from land banks resulting in no on-the-ground restoration. Much of the land coverage in the land banks
came from areas that would never have been developed in the first place. The new RPU
will incentivize the purchase of this coverage by providing developers with very
profitable commodities, resulting in more development, more people, more cars, and
more coverage.
The second priority flies in the face of the 1980 Compact. Not only does it place more
planning authority back in the hands of the local governments – a problem the 1980
29

http://www.trpa.org/documents/rp_update/Facts&Presentations/Sept_2012_FactSheets/RPU_FactSheet_Pa
ckage_9-6-2012.pdf
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Compact sought to fix – but it also suggests that local permitting is what the Compact
originally intended. This argument simply makes no sense, as the Compact permits
delegation to others only for minor permitting issues.
In addition the statement implies the delegation is for the benefit of the homeownwers,
but then permits such delegation for up to 100,000 sq. ft. of residential in the “Regional
Centers,” up to 50,000 sq. ft. in the “Town Centers,” and up to 25,000 sq. ft. in areas
outside of these ‘centers’ – all larger sizes than most buildings in the Tahoe Basin. Nonresidential limits are 80,000 sq. ft., 40,000 sq. ft., and 12,500 sq. ft., respectively. Further,
proposed changes to the Code will increase the allowed densities for multi-family units:
4. Category D
In Category D, the maximum residential density is one unit per project area, provided that
residential units are allowed by the plan area statement or community plan, except for mixed-use
project proposing to subdivide multi-family units, which is subject to Category E below.
5. Category E
In Category E, the maximum density for a multi-family dwelling, multi-person dwelling, or other
tourist accommodation use shall be the maximum density for the given residential or tourist
accommodation use, as determined by Table 31.3.2-1, multiplied by the ratio of the floor area of
that use to the total floor area in the project area (see Examples 1 and 2), subject to the exceptions
below.

Third, we support the idea of more walking and less driving. However, TRPA’s proposed
approach will significantly increase the local populations, visitor populations, buildings,
coverage, height (scenic impacts), VMT, air pollution, water pollution, etc. The model
TRPA has based this approach on comes from areas that are significantly more populated
than Lake Tahoe, and do not have the topographic or environmental constraints
recognized at Lake Tahoe. Although our previous comments identified this, TRPA’s
response in the final appears to simply assert that we are wrong, TRPA is right, and then
provides no evidence supporting the conclusion being made that “smart
growth/densification” approaches that may work in, for example, Southern California,
will work to reduce VMT in the Tahoe Basin.
RPU Goals & Policies: TRPA’s Mission- Current vs. Proposed
The current (1987) Mission in Goals and Policies states:
THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY LEADS THE COOPERATIVE
EFFORT TO PRESERVE, RESTORE, AND ENHANCE THE UNIQUE NATURAL AND
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT OF THE LAKE TAHOE REGION.

The proposed (2012) Mission in Goals and Policies states:
THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY LEADS THE COOPERATIVE
EFFORT TO PRESERVE, RESTORE, AND ENHANCE THE UNIQUE NATURAL AND
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT OF THE LAKE TAHOE REGION, WHILE IMPROVING
LOCAL COMMUNITIES, AND PEOPLE’S INTERACTIONS WITH OUR
IRREPLACEABLE ENVIRONMENT.
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This represents a clear shift from focusing on environmental protection first, and
recognizing this will improve the economy, to now focusing more heavily on
economics and community development and less on the environment. We have never
suggested the agencies ignore the local communities; however, we have reiterated
that TRPA was established to focus on the environment first, and work with the states
and local governments – while protecting the environment. Thus, the Compact
created an agency that would override the local governments. TRPA would watch
over the environment, and the local governments, and the economy. Now, TRPA has
shifted to emphasis on the local economy,30 leaving no one to watch out for the
environment.

30

As we discuss elsewhere, evidence does not support the claim that TRPA’s approach will even help most
of the local communities; rather, it appears to support large ski corporations and developers at the expense
of the local communities, and inevitably pushes out the small businesses and middle and lower income
community members who can not afford the new ‘model.’
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6. REGIONAL PLAN EIS:
Inadequate Range of Alternatives in EIS:
Our 10/23 and 11/15, 2012 comment letters include information regarding over ten years
of participation by TASC members in the RPU and Threshold process. This documents
our consistent messages related to the Threshold and RP updates, including the
submission of a full RP alternative in October 2010 for analysis in the RPU EIS.
However, the RPU EIS fails to analyze this conservation alternative, or any conservation
alternative that places thresholds first and does not propose significantly more growth in
the Basin than that allowed by the 1987 Regional Plan.
Technical Inadequacy of the RPU EIS and RTP EIR/S31
Comments on Draft EIS Apply to Final:
As discussed previously and noted in the Attachment “A5: TASC-FOWS
Examples.Responses to our comments on EIS,” our comments regarding the technical
adequacy of the draft EIS were generally not addressed, and the technical problems
identified persist in the Final EIS. Therefore, we reassert our comments from 6/28/2012
on the draft EIS with equal force as comments on the final EIS.
With regards to the responses TRPA has provided in the Final to “explain” why the EIS
is technically adequate, we have the following comments below. In general, the responses
have not addressed our concerns, often dismiss comments by claiming they are not on the
adequacy of the EIS itself and thus need not be responded to (although we note TRPA’s
own comments that none of the documents in the final RPU package are stand-alone
documents), or in some instances, provide additional information that is claimed to
support their conclusions. However, as discussed below, the new information does not
support TRPA’s conclusions in the EIS.
We also reiterate the failure of the RPU, as it is tied to the flawed Lake Tahoe Clarity
Crediting Program,32 to address and prioritize the most hydrologically connected sources
of pollution first: stormwater discharges that are dumped directly into Lake Tahoe, all
around the Lake. As noted in our June comments, many videos are available through the
“Tahoe Pipe Club” demonstrating polluted water entering Lake Tahoe.33 We included a
list with most of the videos available at that time and the links to view them online.
One of these examples includes film taken on July 23rd 2012, when a moderate
thunderstorm generated urban storm water from the streets of South Lake Tahoe.34
According to the video, the storm water from the pipe being filmed was over 1000 NTU
31

All comments reflect equally on comparable parts of the RPU EIS and RTP EIR/S although only one
chapter or page may be mentioned.
32
Which we commented on extensively as part of the TMDL process.
33
http://www.youtube.com/user/Tahoepipeclub?feature=watch
34
http://youtu.be/PxfebQDA3_8
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while Lake Tahoe is just 0.3 NTU (before the stormwater is dumped into Tahoe’s
shoreline). This affects not only mid-lake clarity, but nearshore conditions as well. Yet
the EIS fails to address this source, relying on the model-based TMDL components that
fail to address the hydrologic connectivity of the stormwater pipes.
Failure to analyze alternatives:
First, as noted above, the EIS failed to include an adequate range of alternatives,
including an alternative based on the Conservation Alternative we submitted in October
2010. All action alternatives propose significant increases in development and population
well beyond that allowed by the 1987 Regional Plan (Alternative 1).
Second, as also noted in our previous comments, the EIS claims the 1987 Regional Plan
was inadequate to protect the environmental thresholds and therefore significant changes
in the land use approach are necessary. However, we questioned how much of the failure
to achieve thresholds was due to TRPA’s failure to properly implement the 1987 Plan.
These questions were not addressed in the response to comments. Instead, TRPA has
continued to assert the 1987 Land Use Planning approach is no longer applicable and
must be significantly changed. The EIS fails to analyze the impacts of Alternative 1when implemented and enforced correctly (of note is that we are supposed to assume that
any alternative selected will be implemented and enforced correctly).
However, because the EIS fails to adequately analyze the impacts of the proposed
alternatives, and failed to adequately implement the 1987 Plan (as documented in our
June comments), there is no evidence to suggest the proposed Plan will achieve the
thresholds any better or faster than the 1987 Plan. However, there is ample evidence to
suggest the increased development in the proposed alternative will likely harm the
thresholds.
Revisions in “Final” EIS:
Only ten additional pages are added in the final EIS (Chapter 4, Volume 1). Otherwise,
TRPA has stated no additional analyses was needed – in most cases, because the revised
Alternative 3 in the final proposes “less additional development,” or is otherwise
somehow more conservative than, the draft Alternative 3. Apparently, this is then
justified by the impacts from the draft Alternative. 3 having been declared “mitigated” (or
in some cases like greenhouse gas emissions, significant and unavoidable). Thus, TRPA’s
logic appears to be if the draft Alternative 3 was declared “mitigated to less than
significant” by the draft EIS, and the final Alternative 3 proposes less development than
the draft Alternative 3, the final Alternative 3 (proposed) must also be ‘mitigated.’
However, this fails to consider the adequacy of the EIS to analyze the impacts in the first
place, or the changes that have been made since the close of the draft comment period
that are not ‘revised versions’ of items proposed in the draft (e.g. Drive up windows). As
noted in our substantial comments on the draft EIS and EIS/R documents submitted on
6/28/2012, there are numerous inadequacies with the EIS analysis. These have not been
resolved by any additional analyses in the final, therefore we reiterate our comments on
the draft environmental documents with equal force.
Failure to include adequate mitigation measures:
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As noted in our comments on the draft, merely promising to “come up with” a plan (e.g.
for construction BMPs, noise reduction, etc.) in a year does not sufficiently represent
“mitigation.” There is no discussion or evaluation of the potential efficacy of plans that
haven’t even been developed yet. Further, sufficient analytical information is not
provided to support claimed mitigation. In the examples for air quality, TRPA promises
to develop a BMP plan within one year that aims to result in less additional pollution than
could occur without mitigation. This does not mitigate the impacts of the increased
construction (which are also not in themselves adequately analyzed), it merely promises
to reduce them from what they could be (although again, there is not sufficient evidence
to support this claim either).35 In the case of the noise-related mitigations, again TRPA
promises to “come up with” plans in one year on how TRPA will reduce noise from
different sources, however no information is provided on what this will entail, and what
the potential efficacy of such mitigation could be. In fact, the noise thresholds have been
exceeded for years and TRPA has not yet determined a way to mitigate noise to achieve
the thresholds. Further, the alternatives will all increase “net VMT” in the Basin –
however TRPA claims this will be mitigated by some yet-to-be determined method,
although TRPA has not been able to implement actions to reduce VMT to below the
standard for over twenty years (as TRPA acknowledges, and stated by peer reviewers and
included in our comments, VMT was in attainment as of 2010, but evidence suggests this
is primarily due to economic and global-scale factors for which TRPA has no control
over).
Further, although it appears some of these mitigations were “codified” and thus no longer
technically referred to as “mitigation measures” in the final package, nothing has
changed.36 As per the EIS, these measures – proposed in the Code or otherwise – are
claimed to be the mitigation for the impacts of the alternatives. Yet they are deferred
“plans” that are not supported by analysis or data. Thus, contrary to NEPA, CEQA and
TRPA Compact requirements, the EIS still fails to show how the impacts of the
alternatives (and proposed alternative in the final) will be mitigated.
Promising to somehow adapt in the future, as TRPA does through assertions that adaptive
management based on four year review cycles will mitigate, still does not negate the
requirement that TRPA provide mitigation measures that are already reasonably
complete. Judge Karlton stated:
“The Compact requires both that TRPA mitigate the project’s effects and that TRPA
provide an EIS discussing the measures TRPA will use to do so. In light of these
obligations, TRPA must implement adaptive management by providing in the EIS a
proposal for mitigation that is already reasonably complete but that will be subject to later
adaptation. Principles of adaptive management support leaving open the possibility,
recognized in the NEPA caselaw, of a future change in mitigation strategy, but adaptive
35

Strangely, we found a reference in the 12/5 staff summary that claimed the construction in Alt. 2 would
create more air quality impacts, although the EIS claims construction impacts can be mitigated regardless
of the extent or location of construction projects; see our comments on the staff summary for details.
36
Because the final EIS does not provide a revised list of the mitigation measures as compared to the draft
EIS, we attempted to list the mitigations in the draft and locate where they were in the final package; this is
included in our attachment “A3: TASC-FOWS Comparison of Mitigation Msrs Draft to Final.”
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management does not provide a justification for postponing altogether the discussion of
mitigation measures. The court therefore rejects TRPA’s argument that the EIS complies
with the Compact because TRPA will “go slow” to ensure that mitigation measures are
developed and implemented before harm occurs. Even assuming that this approach will
avoid harm, it deprives the public of the opportunity to meaningfully comment on
mitigation measures prior to the project’s approval.23”

TRPA asserts the agency can adopt these “mitigation measures” when details are
unknown (Final RPU, Volume 1, p. 3-66 and -67):
To meet these requirements, TRPA may either adopt specific mitigation measures, when project
details are known, or commit to the development and implementation of mitigation programs
when the definition of detailed actions requires additional consideration or the details of physical
projects are not yet known. When pursuing the programmatic mitigation approach, the necessary
performance criteria that help make deferral of mitigation details permissible are already
established in the adopted TRPA threshold carrying capacity standards, where applicable, and the
Code‐required findings. In other words, as noted in the Code sections cited above, the
performance standards for the programmatic mitigation measures included in the Regional Plan
Update EIS and RTP/SCS EIR/EIS are either: (a) already mandated by the Compact and Code
findings for attainment of the threshold standards where they apply; (b) consistent with other
elements of the Regional Plan Goals, Policies, and programs; or (c) reflective of compliance with
the most stringent, applicable federal, state, or local air and water quality standards. Recognizing
that the programmatic mitigation measures in the Regional Plan Update EIS and RTP/SCS
EIR/EIS commit TRPA and TMPO to develop and implement mitigation programs and that the
Compact and Code findings impose performance criteria, this is a proper and effective approach to
addressing significant and potentially significant environmental effects within TRPA’s regulatory
framework.

…
Similar to the explanation for TRPA requirements above, the performance standards for the
RTP/SCS EIR/EIS programmatic mitigation measures are the TRPA threshold carrying capacity
standards; applicable Regional Plan Goals, Policies, and programs; or environmental standards of
federal, state, or local agencies (some of which require separate permits), as referenced in the
mitigation measures (e.g., California air pollution control district emission standards noted in
Mitigation Measure 3.4‐2 for jurisdictions within that state). The Tahoe Region is unique because
the legally mandated, threshold carrying capacity standards establish an underlying set of
environmental performance criteria that projects may not exceed. For programmatic mitigations in
environmental issue areas with TRPA threshold standards (i.e., construction‐related air pollutant
emissions, construction‐related noise and vibration, region‐wide noise program, exterior noise
policy, and improved roadway operations), these standards provide performance criteria for
mitigation measures that do not exist elsewhere in California or Nevada. Recognizing that the
programmatic mitigation measures in the RTP/SCS EIR/EIS describe that TRPA and TMPO
commit to the development and implementation of mitigation programs and that performance
standards are embedded in the threshold standards, Regional Plan, and other agency regulations,
the EIR/EIS provides a proper and effective approach to addressing significant and potentially
significant environmental effects within CEQA’s framework for environmental review.

There are many problems with this assertion. First, per CEQA, deferred selection of
mitigation measures may be allowed when there is reason to believe that there are
available measures that will work and the feasibility and effectiveness of those measures
have been discussed in the EIR. However, this is not the case as no evidence is provided
that TRPA has the means or mechanisms to carry through the mitigations (and only
promises to develop mitigation plans are included). Second, a “generalized goal” to
comply with the law is not a meaningful performance measure. Further, TRPA has set the
“performance criteria” as the thresholds themselves, instead of a value that will prevent
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thresholds from being harmed in the first place. For example, years ago in the Pathway
2007 process there were numerous discussions regarding the development of “triggers” –
which were values that if reached, would result in actions being taken to prevent the
thresholds themselves from being violated. For example, there could be a trigger value
for air quality measurements that are below the standards (less than), but would trigger
actions to prevent things from getting worse – so that they would not violate the
standards themselves. Setting the threshold standards as the performance standards
allows harm before actions are taken to prevent it.
Also, the EIS has failed to address impacts in the first place, and provides no evidence to
support assertions that the proposed plan will not result in increased environmental
impacts. For example, the plan will increase the number of residents and visitors in the
Basin, many of which will have motorized recreational equipment (e.g. boats,
snowmobiles, ATVs, etc.), however the Plan includes no limits or regulations to prevent
an increase in these uses. Instead, the EIS (and TRPA’s response to comments on the
draft EIS) simply reasserts TRPA’s claim that there will be no such increases in these
uses. This defies logic, plus is not supported by any evidence or proposed regulations to
prevent increased activities that generate pollution or impair thresholds.
Additional comments:
Although we commented on the hazards section in the draft EIS, recommending TRPA
include all possible natural hazards, TRPA responded as follows:
The comment states that the EIS does not disclose or analyze earthquake and fault hazards in the
Tahoe Region. Draft EIS Section 3.7, Geology, Soils, Land Capability, and Coverage, discloses
existing conditions in the Lake Tahoe Region related to geologic conditions, topography, seismic
setting, faults and fault rapture, ground failure/liquefaction, subsidence, and slope stability (among
other soil, coverage, and geologic conditions) (see Section 3.7.2, pages 3.7‐13 to 3.7‐16). Table
3.7‐7 on page 3.7‐15 of the Draft EIS lists the faults found within the Lake Tahoe Region that
have been sources of magnitude >6 earthquakes during the Quaternary period (past 1.6 million
years). None of the faults or fault zones listed in Table 3.7‐7 are located in an Alquist‐ Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zone (see page 3.7‐14 of the Draft EIS). Impact 3.7‐3 of the Draft EIS (pages
3.7‐48 to 3.7‐51) analyzes the potential impacts of the Regional Plan Update Alternatives in
relation to seismic hazards.

Section 3.7-14 of the EIS includes only those faults published on the Alquist-Priolo map.
None of the Tahoe Region counties include Earthquake Fault Zones under the Alquist‐Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Act of California; the closest mapped fault zone (within two miles of the
Region) occurs in Alpine County to the south (CGS 2010).

But the impacts of such an earthquake will be the same, whether the fault is included on
the map or not. UNR researchers have already mapped another fault that is capable of a
magnitude 7.3 earthquake in the Basin and a resultant tsunami of up to 30 feet (see
article37 - summary included below from southtahoenet.now).

37

http://southtahoenow.com/story/12/05/2012/tsunami-and-earthquakes-overdue-lake-tahoe
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A tsunami-producing fault in Lake Tahoe is overdue for another earthquake, scientists said here
yesterday (Dec. 4) at the annual meeting of the American Geophysical Union.
The West Tahoe Fault is capable of producing a magnitude-7.3 earthquake and tsunamis up to 30
feet (10 meters) high in the clear blue lake, where million-dollar homes line the shore, researchers
said.
Earthquakes strike every 3,000 to 4,000 years on the fault, and the most recent shaker was 4,500
years ago, indicating the fault is overdue for another earthquake, said Jillian Maloney, a graduate
student at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in San Diego.
The West Tahoe fault defines the west shore of the lake, coming on shore at Baldwin Beach,
passing through the southern third of Fallen Leaf Lake, and then descending into Christmas Valley
near Echo Summit.

Pervious Pavement exemption and long-term maintenance:
In the response to comments (Volume 1), TRPA addresses a question about the inadequate
analysis of pervious pavement
The comment states that the Draft EIS does not analyze certain issues concerning permeable
pavement. As noted in the comment, Alternative 3 would allow a 25 percent credit for pervious
coverage on high capability lands (LCDs 4–7), subject to design and maintenance requirements
to minimize and mitigate impacts. Pervious pavement allows for movement of water through the
load bearing surface into an underlying storage layer that can infiltrate or attenuate stormwater
runoff. Although permeable pavement typically infiltrates 100 percent of precipitation that falls
directly on its surface (Brattebo and Booth 2004) the Draft Plan only offers a 25 percent coverage
exemption as a conservative approach to compensate for any lack of maintenance or removal of
vegetation.

Wouldn’t a lack of maintenance eventually lead to no infiltration? Where did TRPA
analyze the impacts and determine 25% was appropriate? What about years into the
future?
Response to comments on the Draft EIS and EIR/S:
The Final RPU package, Volume 1, includes a response to public comments on the draft
EIS. Although the voluminous number of pages are impressive at first glance, TRPA’s
response to comments on the Draft EIS – which totals over 670 pages in Volume 1 – is
incomplete in numerous ways, and fails to actually respond to many public comments.
Numerous examples are included in the attached table titled “A.5 Example TableResponse to our comments on EIS.” In summary:
-

TRPA does not respond to detailed comments on the Threshold Evaluation Report
(see section regarding inadequacies of Attachment C).
o Although TRPA states it is not required to respond to comments on the
draft TER, TRPA has created Attachment C, where our comments (the
only ones received on the draft TER) are ‘summarized’ by TRPA, often
incorrectly, and then responded to. However, these responses are
essentially nothing more than reasserting that TRPA is correct, the report
was peer reviewed, and that’s the end of the story. Our detailed comments,
which refer to and include extensive detailed scientific information from a
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variety of reputable sources, are not addressed, but rather lumped together
and responded to with generalities and repeated assertions that TRPA is
correct.
-

The “response to comments” does not truly respond to most comments.
o TRPA’s responses to comments often do not address the question asked,
talked “around” any actual answers (in other words, provide a lot of words
but never really answer the question), simply refer to Master Responses
which do not answer the detailed comments, or through selective
“lumping” of comments, ignore or brush over many of the detailed
questions and comments provided by multiple commenters.

-

The response to comments often claims comments are “not relevant to the
adequacy of the DEIS” and thus, TRPA need not respond to those questions
(readers are often referred to “Master Response 1”).

-

The response to comments does not respond to comments provided on the draft
Code, Goals and Policies, and other associated RPU documents (other than the
actual EIS). Although TRPA suggests that the Agency has addressed such
comments in proceedings since the 6/28 deadline, official responses have not been
provided, changes to proposed Code and G&P have been significant,
recommendations by the public (or at least the conservation community), have
rarely been discussed let alone considered, and the relationship between the Code,
G&P, Thresholds/Resolution 82-11, etc., has been barely addressed.

Working Group for Code Language:
The Final RPU Volume 1 states the following:
“Many comments noted grammatical and typographical errors, inconsistent terms, or other
technical errors in the Draft Regional Plan and Code. The Final Draft Plan has been revised to
correct these items and improve the clarity of language. All technical corrections were reviewed
by a technical working group appointed by the TRPA Governing Board, which included
representatives from California, Nevada, and local governments and environmental and
development interests. The technical working group reviewed each correction to ensure that no
substantive changes were inadvertently made to the content of the Final Draft Plan.” (p. 2-16).

TASC and FOWS were not represented on this Technical Working Group.
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7. FLAWED RPU PROCESS
As demonstrated throughout our comments, the RPU process has regularly appeared to
be a hasty, conglomeratized mixture of documentations attempting to provide
environmental justification of what is already viewed by the agency as a foregone
conclusion. The significant number of post DEIS changes, the moving-target that the
RPU package has been, and the release of even more information just one week, and then
two days,38 before the package is up for approval – including environmental
documentation dated almost a month after the final Plan it purports to “evaluate” was
released39- are glaring examples of the TRPA’s substantially flawed process.
The new Code adopted in November 2011 and stated to be operational in March 2012,
was touted as being much easier to use than the previous code it replaced, but the serial
changes, additions, deletions and shifts to other sections, combined with an ongoing
batch of ever-changing proposed amendments, is more confusing than ever.
The underlying problem with the Code and its moving targets in the Plan is that it is
intended to be adopted in its new form (new Code, plus a significant number of new
changes to capture the moving target that is the Regional Plan). Previous planning efforts
in the basin and in most local governments act to work on and adopt a new plan, then sit
down to craft the ordinances to implement the new Plan after all of its public hearings
and final adoption.
Yet in the process presented by the TRPA, the RPU process - the Code, the Goals &
Policies, the Threshold Evaluation Report, the thresholds themselves, the unusual final
“package” involving multiple staff summaries, changes that should be in the final EIS but
are instead in final Code or G&P language, the Master Responses, the Bi-State
Agreement and planned revisions to the Bi-State Agreement, the multiple, namechanging Exhibits, the environmental checklist for a last-minute companion plan, and
parallel changes by other agencies that have a direct effect on assumptions in the EIS,40
have all been in flux almost every week for the past year. Although some weeks have
passed with no new changes, the past year has been a difficult slog through the
vicissitudes of Tahoe planning, with the public left to scramble to find relevant
documents as they were referred to. The public was challenged to keep up with the
staff as new information appeared with no warning. Finally, attempting to evaluate
changes made among the mixture of documents that represent the “final EIS” has been a
complex process, as the public must review numerous documents to obtain information
that should be easily located in one area. The color coding we used in our initial attempts
to show where different items were included is represented in “Attachment 4: TASCFOWS Color-coding re Final RPU Organization,” showing how complex the review
was.
38

Additionally, although the 12/5 staff summary indicated a new revised version of the WQMP was
included, it was not. Eventually it was provided to the public on 12/10 – just two days before the final
hearing.
39
The Initial Environmental Checklist for the WQMP is dated 12/4/12; the proposed Plan itself is dated
11/15/12.
40
E.g. the Land bank programs.
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Time Period and Master Response 2:
Many people expressed concern regarding having just 60 days to review, digest, and
comment on thousands of pages associated with the Draft EIS, EIS/R, and TER.41
However, the Board voted not to provide this additional time, noting concerns about
adopting the RPU on the schedule preferred by Nevada. Although only 60 days was
required per the Compact, this decision and the discussion that ensued by the Board
indicated a clear disinterest in the outcome of the environmental analysis, and a desire to
rush to approve the Plan regardless of the FEIS.
TRPA refers readers to Master Response 2 where comments expressed concern about the
time period. Yet the Response reiterates the lack of consideration or understanding of the
EIS (years of public outreach on the RPU concepts – or asking questions about what the
public wants - do not equate to years reviewing the environmental impact analysis, as
implied in the Response).
As context for the Governing Board decision, TRPA has devoted nearly 10 years to the Regional
Plan update process and input has been received from thousands of people. As the process
extended beyond the initial schedule, many stakeholders raised concerns that further extending the
timeframe to update the Plan could create significant environmental and economic impacts and
could compromise the future of TRPA as a planning agency. New science associated with the
TMDL had revealed that high pollutant loads are generated from older developments without
adequate BMPs and that environmentally‐beneficial redevelopment and associated improvements
in the quality of urban runoff could be facilitated with adoption of a new Regional Plan. Concerns
culminated with passage by the State of Nevada of SB 271, which called for Nevada’s withdrawal
from TRPA if the Regional Plan was not updated in a timely manner, among other issues.

Worse yet, the public’s interest is dismissed by the Response, which suggests that
interested members of the public can simply drop everything in their lives for 60 days
presuming they are just given adequate advance notice of when the 60 days will occur.42
This is disrespectful of the public’s interest and time. Finally, adding insult to injury, the
responses provide no recognition of the effort taken by members of the public to review
as much as possible in the time provided, instead suggesting that because the public was
able to provide substantive comments, the 63 days was sufficient.
While many comments received related to the plans, extensive and detailed comments were
received on the Draft EISs suggesting that there was sufficient time available for a comprehensive
review of the draft environmental documents during the 63-day review period.

Of note are pictures taken of the hard copy versions of the Draft package of documents
(4/25/2012):
41

Although TRPA provided another month to comment on the TER, these comments are not treated as
official comments on the EIS. Thus, we did our best to review the TER during the same comment period
because it is directly tied to the RPU.
42
“Moreover, TRPA gave full and adequate notice months in advance regarding the expected timing of the
60-day public comment period, so that reviewers were able to plan accordingly.” Master Response 2.
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Pictures taken on 11/15/2012 of what are presumably the final RPU documents:
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Plus43

Due to the ongoing changes, and failure of the EIS to analyze these changes, we
requested the EIS be recirculated in November, in writing and verbally (minutes from
11/15/12 Board meeting are included below). We also requested this be included as an
agenda item on the December Agenda.44

43

This photo contains additional handouts available at the 11/15/2012 GB meeting, as well as copies of the
10/24, 11/7, and 11/14 staff summaries, which include information directly pertaining to and part of the
RPU package of documents.
44
Request for recirculation from FOWS: 11/13/2012; Request for Recirculation from TASC: 11/15/2012;
request for consideration on December Agenda from TASC & FOWS: 11/25/12.
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We have received no response from TRPA to these requests. It appears the following
statement on page 13 of the Dec. 2012 staff summary indirectly references our request as
follows (“…others urged delaying adoption and conductions additional environmental
review…”) but certainly does not summarize what our request was and why it was made.

Post DEIS changes:
This ‘policy over environment’ approach was only further propelled by the actions TRPA
has taken since the end of the comment period for the draft EIS documents. Policy-based
decisions have been made over the past several months, including but not limited to the
changes resulting from the Bi-State Agreement and decisions made by the RPU
Committee in August meetings, however the Final EIS does not analyze the impacts of
these changes. Instead, the public is provided with a “staff summary” which compares
changed policies to the original Alternative 3, often stating that because less development
is proposed under the new final Alt. 3, there are no environmental impacts. However, this
assumes the impacts from Alt. 3 were properly mitigated in the first place – yet as our
extensive comments reflect, the EIS does no such thing. Further, changes should be
compared not only to one of the five alternatives in the draft EIS, but also to the other
alternatives, including the No Action Alternative 1.
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Added after comment period on draft and not analyzed in Final:
After the comment period for the Draft RPU/RTP environmental documents and draft
2011 ended on 6/28/2012, several additional changes were made to the proposed
Regional Plan that were not analyzed in the Final EIS. In fact, changes were made as
recently as those found in the 12/5/2012 GB packet (p. 13).45 This is explained by TRPA
as follows, where it is concluded that the final EIS remains adequate, although it has
clearly not analyzed these recent changes.

However, because they were not in the draft EIS, and are not analyzed in the final EIS,
the public has not been afforded the opportunity to provide comments on these proposals,
let alone their environmental impacts. Although the public may now provide verbal or
written comment on these changes, because they were added after the draft EIS, there is
no provision or expectation that TRPA will make any changes to the EIS as a result of
any comments provided. This is yet another example of the failure of TRPA to provide
adequate public opportunities for comment and to follow any meaningful process. We
provide several examples below.
Drive-Up Windows:
When the draft EIS was released for public comment, there were no changes proposed to
the drive-up window prohibition. However, new drive-up windows were banned in the
Basin because of their negative impacts to TRPA’s air quality thresholds and federal and
state CO standards. Thus, if changes to this regulation are proposed, the environmental
impacts must be analyzed. However, the EIS not only fails to analyze a change that
would allow two new drive-up windows, but the public was also not afforded the
45

Additional comments related to the 12/5 staff summary are included in attachment “A6: TASC-FOWS
Comments on Dec 5 Staff summary & findings.”
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opportunity to comment on the analysis of this proposed Code change. Instead, it was
added to the Final well after the public comment period.
TRPA’s 10/24/2012 staff summary (p. 2-11) states:
The Draft Plan would retain the existing prohibition on new drive-up windows. The Final Draft
Plan has been revised to include a pilot program that would allow up to two new drive-up
windows, limited to pharmacies, within the City of South Lake Tahoe (Final Draft Code Section
65.1.8.B). The pilot program is intended to improve public safety by allowing elderly and disabled
patients to receive medications without having to walk through parking lots in inclement weather.
[Emphasis added]

Attachment 5, provided with the Final draft Regional Plan Attachments, includes:
3. Evaluate policies and regulations related to drive-up windows and identify possible
amendments to Regional Plan policies and/or the Code of Ordinances (Addressed in part by driveup pharmacy Pilot Project)

The Code of Ordinances, Final Draft, Tracked Changes, includes the following Code
change (p. 65-7):
B. Drive-Up Windows
New drive-up windows are prohibited, except that a pilot program allowing up to two drive-up
windows associated with a pharmacy shall be permitted in the City of South Lake Tahoe provided
an air quality monitoring plan is submitted to assess the impacts of the drive-up windows.

As stated above, a review of the draft EIS Air Quality analysis, and the final EIS changes,
reveals no environmental impact analysis or discussion of this new Code change. At best,
the Final EIS explains:
As described in the Draft EIS analysis (pages 3.4-36 through 3.4-38), vehicle congestion at
intersections in the Basin would not result in a violation of ambient air quality standards or
threshold standards for CO. This analysis includes intersections that would accommodate up to
3,000 vehicles per hour during the peak hour. … The addition of a drive-up pharmacy window
could result in the addition of approximately 30 trips during the peak hour at the affected
locations, which is substantially (orders of magnitude) below the levels of congestion experienced
at other intersections in the Basin that also do not result in excessive concentrations of CO and
would not violate air quality standards.

This paragraph is certainly no substitute for a true environmental analysis. Further, the
public was not afforded the opportunity to review how many trips may be generated by
such a use, where this estimate came from, etc. Also, as are comments repeatedly note,
without monitoring, how can TRPA conclude whether impacts will occur? When the
draft EIS was released, there was just one CO monitor in the Basin – at South Stateline,
NV. However, the final documents state that NDEP obtained approval from the EPA to
remove that monitor – thus leaving no CO monitors in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin. Even
with one monitor, impacts at South Stateline could not be said to reflect impacts at the
South Tahoe Y, for example, because CO is a “hot spot” pollutant. With no monitors,
there is even less logic to TRPA’s ‘conclusion.’
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Rather, it appears this was a political decision made during Bi-State Agreement
negotiations, which were released to the public on 7/25/2012 – notably after comments
on the draft EIS documents were due. Although we have also repeatedly expressed our
concern with these last minute changes (e.g. see our August 2012 comments to TRPA),
and the lack of environmental analysis of these changes, TRPA has stated additional
anaslysis is not required. We also repeatedly requested alternatives be considered that
would meet the same stated purpose (alternatives include a delivery program – which we
have heard other pharmacies in SLT have enacted – and a drive up and park program as
exists at the current Raley’s at the SLT Y store). Both alternatives meet the City’s stated
purpose for the drive-up windows: “to improve public safety by allowing elderly and
disabled patients to receive medications without having to walk through parking lots in
inclement weather.”
-

-

However, first, because this change was not included, nor analyzed, in the draft
EIS, we did not have the opportunity to comment on the change or to recommend
the analysis of alternatives in the final EIS.
In comments we have made on this proposal after the 6/28/2012 due date (since
again, it wasn’t presented to the public until after 6/28/2012), TRPA has never
responded to our comments, concerns, or recommended alternatives, nor
explained why these other options could not also be analyzed.

Finally, TRPA has not provided evidence of any significant demand for these driveup window services in the Basin. Thus, TRPA both failed to analyze the impacts of
this significant change to the Code and failed to provide the public with the
opportunity to comment on it in the draft EIS.
Changes to Land Banks
As noted in our comments related to soil conservation and coverage, the proposed RPU
will completely change how soils are treated. The RPU and the TER have collectively
changed the ‘interpretation’ of the soils thresholds in a way that reduces soil conservation
– contrary to the requirements of the Compact (Article II and V, resp.):
(i) “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental standard
necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural
value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such
standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil
conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.
…
(3) A conservation plan for the preservation , development, utilization, and management
of the scenic and other natural resources within the basin, including but not limited to
soils, shoreline and submerged lands, scenic corridors along transportation routes, open
spaces, recreational and historical facilities. [Emphasis added].

The “new” way TRPA views soil appears to be as a mere platform for development,
rather than as an integral part of the Basin’s ecosystem. Although TRPA recognizes that
coverage on soils creates negative impacts to soils, water quality, air quality, and
vegetation, the proposed approach in the RPU does not provide improved protection for
soils nor do actions ensure the soil conservation thresholds will be achieved. Quite to the
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contrary, the RPU and TER have been carefully maneuvered to magically result in the
ability to increase coverage in the Basin. This is done in part by allowing “potential
coverage” to be transferred from lands it would never have been built on to lands closer
to the lake (or “Centers”) where it will be built. This results in a net increase in coverage
above and beyond what is currently allowed, yet the EIS has failed to analyze this impact.
Further, this places more coverage closer to the Lake where there are fewer opportunities
to infiltrate the sediments and nutrients from the water before it eventually reaches Lake
Tahoe. TRPA has not demonstrated that the proposed areawide treatment facilities can or
will infiltrate the sediments and nutrients from the urban runoff.
Although we have provided extensive comments on the changes to soil conservation
throughout these comments and previous comments, we include this discussion because
amidst these changes, additional factors have come up which have a direct effect on the
soil-related regulations in the proposed RPU, but which have not been analyzed. These
include the recent changes to the land banks, including those noted below (introductions
to two CTC documents, dated March 15, 2012 and June 20, 2012, are included below).
June 20, 2012 Annual Land Bank Authorization Staff Recommendation
California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 9
June 20, 2012
ANNUAL AUTHORIZATION OF LAND BANK ACTIVITIES
AND ALLOCATIONS OF COVERAGE AND OTHER MARKETABLE RIGHTS
Summary: Staff recommends: (1) approval of allocations of land
coverage rights for mitigation projects, public service projects, openmarket
transactions, and other marketable rights in 2012; (2) adoption of
the Negative Declaration and Addendum and approval of the assignment
of restoration credit to Caltrans’ Tahoe City Sand House Project to meet
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency permitting requirements; and
(3) adoption of a Land Bank Transaction Fee Schedule.
….
California Tahoe Conservancy
Agenda Item 11a
March 15, 2012
ADOPTION OF ASSET LANDS PROGRAM GUIDELINES
Summary: Staff recommends the adoption of Program Guidelines for the sale
of asset lands to support Conservancy programs, to recommend up to four
properties for potential sale, and to authorize up to $75,000 towards pre-sale
activities.

We also refer to the attached emails from Ann Nichols to various entities (excerpt below;
full emails attached),46 questioning the land bank programs.

46

CTC banked info emails 11.14.2012.doc
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The information reveals that the land banks hold millions of square feet of “potential
coverage” – which was never built in the first place. So, where the RPU allows a
developer to purchase coverage, whether for excess coverage mitigation and/or to
increase the coverage in Centers to the proposed 70%, a developer can simply purchase
this coverage from the land banks. What this means is that no coverage is being removed
and restored anywhere in the Basin, because potential coverage is coverage that was
never built. In many cases, according to the new spin on coverage, potential coverage is
now including coverage that would simply never have been constructed, period. We
again refer to TRPA’s own reference to “coverage in Desolation Wilderness” as an
example.
Thus, TRPA’s premise that the new RPU will increase the transfer of coverage (or
“development”) from sensitive lands, and restore those lands, and place this coverage in
the Centers, is not support by the facts of the programs in place. Instead, the most likely
scenario is that developers will purchase vast amounts of coverage from the land banks
and use those, along with the extra commodities (or “incentives”) provided by TRPA, to
increase development in centers – thus creating a net negative impact on soils and water
quality.
This is only exacerbated by the proposals to increase opportunities for transferring
purported “soft coverage.” Although TRPA’s Response to comments on this matter
includes a lengthy discussion of how soft coverage can create just as many impacts, if not
more (erosion), than hard coverage, the response entirely avoids one of the biggest key
issues. All hard coverage creates an impact, period. But, not all claimed soft coverage
creates an impact. As we saw with measurements at the Homewood Mountain Resort (we
refer back to our June comments), lands purported to be soft coverage can still retain high
levels of infiltration and support the growth of vegetation. Thus, it is not supported by
science to simply label all compacted soils as “soft coverage” that can be transferred and
used as hard coverage. Although TRPA uses recent LiDAR data to further estimate soft
coverage in the Basin, the LiDAR data merely provides a visual observation of the
ground coverage or lack thereof. It does not measure the infiltration value, nor provide
detailed enough images or other information to assess the health of the soils, and whether
soils can or are supporting the growth of vegetation. In other words, this data must be
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‘ground-truthed’ to confirm that the soft coverage seen in the images truly behaves as soft
coverage (that it does not adequately infiltrate water or grow vegetation). Further, where
compacted soils do have a lower infiltration rate, what would it take to improve them?
Would it simply involve mixing in some wood chips or other type of natural mixture to
improve infiltration? This has not been examined in the EIS, and instead, TRPA assumes
all compact coverage is soft coverage and gives no consideration to what efforts could be
taken to improve the soil – instead, the soft coverage is ‘written off’ as a problem and
then used to justify more hard coverage closer to the lake. Additional comments on this
are included in our comments on the TER.
Further, changes have been made to the land banks in 2012, one of which came out just
one week before the deadline for public comments on the draft EIS (June 20, 2012
document from CTC) which may have a significant impact on the claimed benefits of the
‘transfer programs’ in the proposed RPU. These changes to the land banks and the
associated impacts to coverage must be analyzed in the EIS.
December 2012 Changes:
The December APC/GB packet was posted for public review on 12/5/2012. The packet
includes an extensive amount of information, including new information and changes
related to the RPU package items – thus providing the public less than seven days to
review this new information, compare it to the RPU documents, prepare comments as
appropriate, and attend the 12/12/12 hearing. The revolving, moving-target process of the
RPU continues to change up until the very last minute. It is impossible for the public to
have ample time to review and assess these changes.47
Complex Approval Process:
The RPU process has already been a complex, moving-target of changes and proposals,
releasing more changes in the staff summary just seven days before approval. Further, the
approval process that is scheduled for the actual hearing, by the APC, the TRPA GB, the
TMPO Board, and the CRTPA, adds to the confusing batch of information. The actions
as noted in the staff summary (p. 14) include:

47

We have done our best to review this material and comment; see Attachment A6.
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Finally, the public is provided with even more documentation to review and digest in less
than one week. The new information provided in the December staff summary totals over
640 pages.
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8. FAILURE TO ADDRESS CUMULATIVE AND REASONABLY
FORSEEABLE PROJECTS AND PLANS
Inadequate consideration of Reasonably Foreseeable Impacts
The RPU EIS fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of reasonably foreseeable effects
from approved and proposed projects. NEPA and CEQA require an EIS to analyze all
reasonably foreseeable impacts and impacts that may be cumulatively considerable. We
remind TRPA that these laws have been used as guidance for TRPA’s EIS process as
well.
NEPA requirements include:48
Sec. 1508.7 Cumulative impact.
"Cumulative impact" is the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of
what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can
result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
…
Sec. 1508.8 Effects.
"Effects" include:
(a) Direct effects, which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place.
(b) Indirect effects, which are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance,
but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect effects may include growth inducing effects and other
effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, population density or growth rate, and
related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including ecosystems.
Effects and impacts as used in these regulations are synonymous. Effects includes ecological (such as
the effects on natural resources and on the components, structures, and functioning of affected
ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or
cumulative. Effects may also include those resulting from actions which may have both beneficial and
detrimental effects, even if on balance the agency believes that the effect will be beneficial.
Sec. 1508.9 Environmental assessment.
"Environmental assessment":
(a) Means a concise public document for which a Federal agency is responsible that serves to:
1. Briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an
environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant impact.
2. Aid an agency's compliance with the Act when no environmental impact statement is
necessary.
3. Facilitate preparation of a statement when one is necessary.
(b) Shall include brief discussions of the need for the proposal, of alternatives as required by
section 102(2)(E), of the environmental impacts of the proposed action and alternatives, and a
listing of agencies and persons consulted.
Sec. 1508.10 Environmental document.
"Environmental document" includes the documents specified in Sec. 1508.9 (environmental
assessment), Sec. 1508.11 (environmental impact statement), Sec. 1508.13 (finding of no significant
impact), and Sec. 1508.22 (notice of intent).
Sec. 1508.11 Environmental impact statement.
"Environmental impact statement" means a detailed written statement as required by section 102(2)(C)
of the Act.
48

http://ceq.hss.doe.gov/nepa/regs/ceq/1508.htm#1508.7
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…
Sec. 1508.27 Significantly.
"Significantly" as used in NEPA requires considerations of both context and intensity:
(a) Context. This means that the significance of an action must be analyzed in several contexts
such as society as a whole (human, national), the affected region, the affected interests, and the
locality. Significance varies with the setting of the proposed action. For instance, in the case of a
site-specific action, significance would usually depend upon the effects in the locale rather than in
the world as a whole. Both short- and long-term effects are relevant.
(b) Intensity. This refers to the severity of impact. Responsible officials must bear in mind that
more than one agency may make decisions about partial aspects of a major action. The following
should be considered in evaluating intensity:
1. Impacts that may be both beneficial and adverse. A significant effect may exist even if
the Federal agency believes that on balance the effect will be beneficial.
2. The degree to which the proposed action affects public health or safety.
3. Unique characteristics of the geographic area such as proximity to historic or cultural
resources, park lands, prime farmlands, wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically
critical areas.
4. The degree to which the effects on the quality of the human environment are likely to be
highly controversial.
5. The degree to which the possible effects on the human environment are highly uncertain
or involve unique or unknown risks.
6. The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with
significant effects or represents a decision in principle about a future consideration.
7. Whether the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but
cumulatively significant impacts. Significance exists if it is reasonable to anticipate a
cumulatively significant impact on the environment. Significance cannot be avoided by
terming an action temporary or by breaking it down into small component parts.
8. The degree to which the action may adversely affect districts, sites, highways, structures,
or objects listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places or
may cause loss or destruction of significant scientific, cultural, or historical resources.
9. The degree to which the action may adversely affect an endangered or threatened species
or its habitat that has been determined to be critical under the Endangered Species Act of
1973.
10. Whether the action threatens a violation of Federal, State, or local law or requirements
imposed for the protection of the environment.
[43 FR 56003, Nov. 29, 1978; 44 FR 874, Jan. 3, 1979]

In summary, NEPA requires an environmental impact analysis to identify all
reasonably foreseeable impacts, analyze their significance, and address alternatives to
the proposed action. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.8, 1508.9, 1508.27.
CEQA Guidelines require a mandatory finding of significance for a project with
"possible environmental effects which are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable." "Cumulatively considerable" means that the incremental effects of an
individual project are considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of past
projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future
projects." (14 Cal. Code Regs. §15065(c)); Communities for a Better Environment v.
California Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98, 114; Kings County Farm
Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal. App.3d 692, 720-721.)
Excerpts from CEQA law49 include:
49

http://www.ceres.ca.gov/ceqa/guidelines/15350-15387_web.pdf
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15355. Cumulative Impacts
"Cumulative impacts" refers to two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are
considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts.
(a) The individual effects may be changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate
projects.
(b) The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which results from
the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable probable future projects. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time.
Note: Authority cited: Section 21083, Public Resources Code; Reference: Section 21083(b), Public
Resources Code; Whitman v. Board of Supervisors, 88 Cal. App. 3d 397, San Franciscans for
Reasonable Growth v. City and County of San Francisco (1984) 151 Cal. App. 3d 61, Formerly
Section 15023.5.
15364. Feasible
"Feasible" means capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of
time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.

There are many projects that are anticipated, if not already undergoing public review
processes, in and around the Basin, which will have impacts on the environment of the
Lake Tahoe Basin.
One of the primary impacts from projects within and around the Basin is the cumulative
increase in VMT in the Basin. Projects that will encourage more travel, bring more
people to the Basin or near the Basin’s boundaries (e.g. Northstar, Squaw Valley), will
result in more VMT in the Basin. Regardless of where people stay, they will likely visit
the Basin, and driving around the Lake remains a popular activity for tourists. Thus,
when projects are proposed that will increase VMT, this means they will also increase
water pollution, air pollution, and noise in the Basin. Yet the EIS fails to analyze several
very large, notable project proposals that have been reasonably foreseeable since well
before the draft EIS was released for public review.
Our June 2012 comments included many questions asking for the analysis of the
cumulative impacts of the proposed Plan. Excerpts are included below, with emphasis
added on specific questions:
The end result of all of these proposed changes are more buildings, more height, more density,
more people, more cars, and more pollution. The EIS must evaluate the local and cumulative
(Basin-wide) impacts of these changes. This can not be substituted by multiple environmental
reviews associated with individual Area Plans, or any Community Plan or PAS updates that would
occur under the alternatives.
…
How will the adoption of Area Plans be different? How does TRPA explain the reference that
implies the CSLT’s May 2011 General Plan will be the Area Plan for that area, even though it was
adopted well before the Regional Plan environmental documents, let alone the threshold
evaluation, were released for public review? When will the cumulative, region-wide
environmental analysis be done for the proposed Area Plans? How will these Area Plans differ
from community plans? How will the public be involved? Will communities be allowed to decide
their own future, or will Counties and Ski Areas make that decision for them, as was done when
the Homewood Mountain Resort project was approved in 2012 by Placer County and TRPA.
…
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The RPU DEIS fails to analyze the cumulative impacts of construction-related PM10 and PM2.5
emissions
…
However, the DEIS then completely ignores any estimate of construction emissions, which
although not ‘permanent’ in nature, can be significant (consider projects such as the Homewood
Mountain Resort which estimates nine years of construction;50 the emissions are likely to be very
significant – we refer readers to the estimates for the HMR project). Additionally, the cumulative
impact of multiple construction projects can be substantial.
…
Also, the development and redevelopment proposed under the alternatives could be substantial.
What are the potential cumulative impacts of diesel exposure from the implementation of
numerous construction projects at one time? How many haul trucks could result from one project,
as well as combined projects, per hour or day, on our confined roadways?
…
The EIS must look at all these coverage changes cumulative, which it fails to do.
…
We suspect, the answer will be: that will be done at the project-scale, etc. However, TRPA’s
Regional land use policies will increase the number of people in the Basin in numerous locations,
so once again, when will the cumulative impacts be addressed? For example, adding more density
at South Stateline is expected to increase the number of people traveling along highway 50 from
Sacramento to Stateline. Thus, noise impacts would be experienced by all areas along highway 50
from Echo Summit to Stateline. However, if only analyzed at the project level, how will the
cumulative impacts on noise in Meyers, for example, be evaluated? If there are projects adding
units at South Stateline, off Ski Run Blvd., near Al Tahoe Blvd., and at the Tahoe “Y” – where
will the cumulative impacts for all of those projects be analyzed?

…
Cumulative Impacts
Even though projected cumulative development (reasonably foreseen development projects and
currently unknown projects) as described is substantial, the cumulative assessment concludes that
projects “may not be approved if they degrade the scenic quality of the Region. Therefore, through
compliance with existing regulations, new development and redevelopment in the Region over the
life of the Regional Plan Update, including cumulative development ....would not contribute to or
result in a cumulative impact related to scenic quality.”
The assessment begs the question of impacts by relying on compliance with regulatory framework
to avoid impacts. Assessment of cumulative impacts in the Draft EIS provides a cursory and
general identification of potential scenic quality impacts:
“Regional Plan Update Alternative 3...could result in potentially significant contributions to
cumulative scenic quality impacts (Impact 3.9-1). To mitigate for....impacts resulting from three or four-story buildings in the 12 Town Centers....and from three-six-story buildings in the
Regional center, Mitigation Measure 3.9-1a requires compliance with specific findings and
performance standards for additional building height. To mitigate for potentially significant
scenic impacts resulting from buildings up to 197 feet in the High Density Tourist
District....Mitigation Measure 3.9-1b requires achievement of performance standards for any
proposed development in the High Density Tourist District. ....Mitigation Measure 3.0-1c requires
amendment of the Code to require that the maximum height of the ground floor segment not
exceed 28 feet for stepped buildings on slopes.”
The assessment adds nothing new to the impact assessment in the Draft EIS, and for mitigation
measures again relies upon the existing regulatory framework to mitigate impacts.

50

http://www.trpa.org/documents/CEP/Homewood/FEIS_CHAPTERS/12_HMR_Air_Quality_FEIR_EIS.pdf
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TRPA did not respond to our comments. Further, at the time the draft EIS was presented
for public consumption, foreseeable projects were not included in Chapter 4’s list of
Cumulative Projects. TRPA states: “Section 4.3 contains a discussion of the cumulative
effects anticipated from implementation of the Regional Plan Update alternatives,
together with related plans, programs, and projects described below.” But the list does not
include known projects that will impact the basin (e.g. the expansion of Squaw Valley
and other resorts).
However, the areas that staff thought were ripe for significant changes to the Recreation
zoning in the basin were painted blue and were to allow greatly increased development of
recreation areas, including the Van Sickle Bi-State Park, all California State Parks (with
the exception of D.L. Bliss and Emerald Bay), Edgewood, Heavenly, land above the NW
shore of Tahoe, large holdings by the California Tahoe Conservancy, and the Nevada
State Park from Spooner to Marlette and along the Hwy 28 south of Incline Village, as
indicated on the TRPA's Draft Regional Land Use Map of December 22, 2011. There
may also be other projects in the early planning stages that will have significant impacts
on Lake Tahoe that are not represented in the list for potential cumulative impacts and
have not been included in increased VMT calculations.
As noted below, proposals in the draft Alt. 3 clearly set the stage for some of these
projects, without disclosing the intentions. The EIS must analyze the cumulative and
reasonably foreseeable impacts within the Lake Tahoe Basin, which most notably will
generate increased VMT in the Basin, including those that are associated with large
projects outside of the Basin’s boundaries. Examples include but are not limited to
potential increases to Squaw Valley, Northstar, Alpine Meadows, Mt. Rose Ski Resort,
Kirkwood, and Echo Summit Adventure Center.
Cumulative Impacts to the Basin
Cumulative impacts include VMT, noise, air pollution, water pollution, scenic impacts,
and other environmental resource impacts in the Basin, and especially in the already
congested north shore. These should have been analyzed in the draft EIS, as the maps
presented in December included blue sections of zoning (Recreation) at which point
Alternative 3 proposed zoning changes to allow additional development in Recreation
Resort -zoned areas. Although the Bi-State Agreement limited this to two areas, the
WQMP has opened the door for swift approval of a third recreation resort area (discussed
further below). Since early consultation on new projects is held behind closed doors, in
this critical document, it is important that the cumulative impacts on the basin of each
likely project be examined.
The combined and cumulative impacts of the VMT (long term), construction traffic, air
quality, water quality, scenic, noise and other impacts from these projects will be
significant upon the Basin. Such projects must be evaluated for reasonably foreseeable
impacts to the Tahoe Basin. As a result, the EIS for the RPU and the RTP both fail to
analyze the immediate impacts of these proposals on VMT, air quality, water quality,
noise, and other affected thresholds in the Basin.
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Items on the To-Do List (Attachment 5 in RPU EIS):
Attachment 5, aka the “To Do List,” was introduced after the public comment period for
the draft EIS had ended. Further, it was not analyzed in the EIS. Items on the To Do List
represent significant changes to the RP, and have been changed as recently as the
12/5/2012 GB packet. These items are also reasonably foreseeable actions and must be
analyzed in the EIS.
Although we will not call out each list item in these comments, we apply all related
comments to the entire Attachment 5. We also include additional comments below.
The Proposed Code states:
3.3.2. Findings for Initial Environmental Checklist
Based on the information submitted in the IEC, and other information known to TRPA, TRPA
shall make one of the following findings and take the identified action:
A. The proposed project could not have a significant effect on the environment and a finding of no
significant effect shall be prepared in accordance with Rules of Procedure Section 6.6;
B. The proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment but, due to the listed
mitigation measures that have been added to the project, the project could have no significant
effect on the environment and a mitigated finding of no significant effect shall be prepared in
accordance with Rules of Procedure Section 6.7; or
C. The proposed project may have a significant effect on the environment and an environmental
impact statement shall be prepared in accordance with this chapter and the Rules of Procedure,
Article 6.
P 3-2

Yet Attachment 5, the “To Do List,” proposes the following:
4. Reorganize the Rules of Procedure and incorporate it into the Code of Ordinances.
p. A5-2

We attempted to find what this would entail, but the most recent reference we could find
was buried in the RPUC meeting minutes.51 At that time, this task was noted as number
16. However, no additional information about what these changes would entail was
provided, then or now. We note the following statement in the staff summary for the
meeting:
REGIONAL PLAN UPDATE COMMITTEE March 1, 2012 Staff Summary (p. 4 of 11)
The working group agreed that the amendments to the "Rules of Procedures" are not time
sensitive should be processed separately from the Regional Plan update. The changes are
generally organizational in nature, although modifications to compliance provisions are also
included. The bundle is nearly 100 pages in length and was determined to contain too much
information to include in the RPU package given its length and lesser priority. Instead, the
topic is recommended for inclusion in Attachment 1 of the Regional Plan – Preliminary List
of Priority Projects.
51

http://www.trpa.org/documents/rp_update/Committee/February_2012/7_Attachment%201%20Preliminary
%20List%20of%20Priority%20Projects%20w%20cover%20sheet.pdf
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It appears that there may be over a 100 pages of changes that would proposed under this
“priority item” that is proposed for adoption in the RPU. Yet the public has not seen these
changes. Through adoption as Attachment 5 in the EIS, this is a reasonably foreseeable
action that must be discussed and adequately disclosed to the public.
Additional Comments on the Proposed Goals & Policies and Code of Ordinances
As noted previously, we incorporate all comments submitted by Ellie Waller and Ann
Nichols on the RPU package. This includes questions and concerns related to specific
proposed changes to Code and G&P as highlighted by their comments. Many changes to
the Code and G&P are proposed which are confusing, undefined, or do not appear to aid
in achievement and maintenance of the thresholds.
Basis for ‘reduced coverage in the most sensitive areas’ is not supported by the facts
The RPU relies heavily on the idea of additional ‘incentives’ promoting the removal of
reduction in sensitive areas. However, given the Land Bank system and how it currently
operates, and the proposed Code language, the facts simply do not support that this
program will work. Rather, developers can easily purchase additional coverage that
would not otherwise have been created and use this to increase coverage in the Centers.
See our comments on:
- The Lank Bank system and changes;
- Soil conservation and coverage;
- Economic Model; and
- All related topics herein.
Basis for reduced VMT and Traffic Congestion is not supported by the facts
VMT Assumptions:
In response to comments regarding the inappropriateness of applying Compact Growth
studies from areas such as Southern California to the Lake Tahoe Basin, TRPA provides
Master Response 11. In this response, TRPA includes “additional studies” that are
purported to support the claimed per capita VMT reductions in the Tahoe Basin, although
again, the studies are based on areas and factors not comparable to Tahoe.
For example, Master Response 11 states:
According to Growing Cooler (ULI 2007, p. 88), which is a research‐based examination of GHG‐
and VMT reduction approaches in a variety of communities, ten major studies have examined the
effects of regional location of land uses on travel. The studies yielded the same general
conclusion: infill locations (i.e., community centers) generate substantially lower VMT per capita
than rural or suburban settings. In studies that were evaluated, the VMT reduction was shown to
vary from 13 to 72 percent, depending on the relative mix of land uses, densities and
transportation facilities. Figure 4‐21 on page 77 of Growing Cooler presents a plot based on
several scenario planning studies showing that higher density scenarios are associated with less
VMT.
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We looked up this study using the reference provided by TRPA for ULI 2007. Although
the Figure number appears to be a typo or the page numbers to not match, we still found
the information referred to in the response. Of interest is the clear reference to
“reallocated” growth. The study has plotted “scenarios” but the scenarios examined VMT
growth based on whether the growth occurred in a sprawl pattern versus infill. The
important issue here is that the growth was already going to happen. This is not the case
in Lake Tahoe. The 1987 Plan assumed a cap on growth (we note the Compact requires
TRPA to evaluate carrying capacities and maximum population densities). Thus, the
question in the Basin is not whether to put 5,000 or 10,000 more people in Tahoe
Paradise versus Stateline or Tahoma versus Tahoe City, but whether we should be
increasing growth at all, and how many people the Basin can handle and yet achieve and
maintain the environmental thresholds. Thus, as with the references we commented on in
our comments on the draft EIS and EIR/S documents, this reference does not support
TRPA’s assertion that the studies in it ‘support’ VMT reductions from infill, and TRPA
has provided no evidence to demonstrate the assertion that this approach will benefit the
thresholds.
Figure 3-21 VMT versus Density for 62 Planning Scenarios Relative to the Trend
Source: Bartholomew 2005.
While much VMT reduction may be accounted for by higher densities, the scatter around the
regression line in Figure 3.21 suggests that other factors also are at work. Figure 3-22 plots the
percent difference in VMT for each planning scenario relative to trend against the percent
population growth during the planning period for the metropolitan region as a whole (from base
year to target year). Again, a correlation is apparent. The greater the increment of population
growth that can be redirected in a planning scenario, the greater the difference in VMT. The
growth increment is a function of both planning horizon (the further out, the more growth can be
reallocated) and growth rate (the higher the growth rate, the more growth can be reallocated).52

In the next part of the Master Response 11, the following reference is provided. When
one examines the study that is referenced, it becomes clear that yet again, this study takes
place in very populated areas and is not comparable to the Lake Tahoe Basin. Thus,
whether the studies are peer reviewed is, frankly, irrelevant, to whether the studies can
demonstrate the benefits will occur in Tahoe. Further, the authors provide many
disclaimers regarding other factors that must be considered.
Chapter 1 of Driving and the Built Environment: The Effects of Compact Development on
Motorized Travel, Energy Use, and CO2 Emissions
Special Report 298 (Transportation
Research Board 2009) is also relevant to this discussion. The Transportation Research Board is a
national research organization and all of its studies are peer reviewed for accuracy. The special
report reached the following key conclusions:
Finding 1: Developing more compactly, that is, at higher residential and employment densities,
is likely to reduce VMT.
Finding 2: The literature suggests that doubling residential density across a metropolitan area
might lower household VMT by about 5 to 12 percent, and perhaps by as much as 25 percent, if
coupled with higher employment concentrations, significant public transit improvements, mixed
uses, and other supportive demand management measures.

52

http://docs.nrdc.org/cities/files/cit_07092401a.pdf (p. 82).
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Regarding Finding 2, we have included text below.53 Of specific interest is the reference
to Atlanta and Boston – clearly not comparable in population (current or future per the
1987 Plan and obvious physical limitations). Further, the studies consider Atlanta a “lowdensity metropolitan area.” This alone should raise red flags about the appropriateness of
comparing this study to the Tahoe Basin. The population of Atlanta City, GA, is
432,427,54 and the population of the area’s Metropolitan Planning Organization (Atlanta
Regional Commission) is 5,077,500.55 By comparison, the population of the Lake Tahoe
Basin is 54,473 (RPU DEIS, p. 3.12-9); this is also the same population represented by
the Tahoe Metropolitan Planning Organization. Thus, the Basin’s population is roughly
12.6% of Atlantic City’s population, and 1.1% of the population represented by the
Atlanta MPO. The use of this reference to claim it will work the same way in the Tahoe
Basin is not supported.
Finding 2: The literature suggests that doubling residential density across a metropolitan area
might lower household VMT by about 5 to 12 percent, and perhaps by as much as 25 percent, if
coupled with higher employment concentrations, significant public transit improvements, mixed
uses, and other supportive demand management measures.
Studies aimed at isolating the effect of residential density while controlling for sociodemographic
and other land use variables consistently find that doubling density is associated with about 5
percent less VMT on average; one rigorous California study finds that VMT is lower by 12
percent. The same body of literature, mainly U.S.-based studies, reports that VMT is lower by an
average of 3 to 20 percent when other land use factors that often accompany density, such as
mixed uses, good design, and improved accessibility, are accounted for, and suggests further that
in some cases these reductions are additive. These studies include changes in density for a range of
geographic areas, from census block groups, to census tracts, to neighborhoods.
A higher VMT reduction that the committee uses as an upper bound in its own scenario analyses
comes from a single but carefully done statistical analysis of metropolitan development patterns,
transit service, and travel behavior. The authors of this analysis interpret its findings by using the
following thought experiment. If households in Atlanta, one of the least dense metropolitan areas,
were located in an area with the residential population density, concentrated employment,
extensive public transit system, and other land use characteristics of the Boston metropolitan area,
VMT per household could be lowered by as much as 25 percent. Of course, the urban structure of
Atlanta could not literally be converted to that of Boston because of vast differences in topography
and historical development patterns. Combining density increases with transit investment, mixed
uses, higher parking fees, and other measures, however, could provide the synergies necessary to
yield significant reductions in VMT, even in low-density metropolitan areas like Atlanta.
Most of the above studies are subject to a number of shortcomings. For example, many fail to
distinguish among different types of density changes (e.g., decreasing lot size versus increasing
multifamily housing) or the location of these changes in a region. Relatively few (but including
the California study mentioned) attempt to account for self-selection—the tendency of people to
locate in areas consistent with their housing and travel preferences. Without doing so, one could
not assume, for example, that the typical Atlanta resident who moved to an area with the
characteristics of Boston would travel like the typical Boston resident, although both attitudes and
behavior are likely to be influenced by the built environment over time. Finally, most studies are
cross-sectional, that is, they find an association between higher density and lower VMT at a single
point in time but cannot be used to infer cause and effect.

53

http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=12747&page=3 (various chapters accessed 11/27/2012)s
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/13/1304000.html accessed 11/27/2012
55
http://www.gampo.org/mpos.htm accessed 11/27/12
54
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The next example in the Master Response states the following, however the link to the
reference does not work. We would ask whether the other locations analyzed are located
in areas that have snow, and as a result, riding bikes is not always an option for residents
(or a desirable one), or for visitors.
As another example, the Center for Clean Air Policy Transportation Emission Guidebook
(http://www.ccap.org/safe/guidebook/guide_complete.html) attributes a one percent to five percent
area‐wide reduction in VMT due to the increased use of bicycles, when bicycle routes, trails, and
other facilities are improved.

Additional responses refer to the estimated average trip length in TAZ’s containing town
centers as 6.3 miles versus 9.6 miles.
Some comments asserted that these studies are not valid for the Lake Tahoe Region. Actual traffic
data from Lake Tahoe supports the premise that proximity of land uses reduces vehicle trip
lengths. Trip lengths in traffic analysis zones (TAZs) were obtained through household travel
surveys and used in travel modeling for all alternatives. Some TAZs contain existing town centers,
and others represent the more outlying areas with dispersed land uses. The average trip length in
TAZs containing town centers is 6.3 miles versus an average trip length of 9.6 miles in outlying
TAZs. This indicates a substantial, VMT‐reduction benefit of more concentrated land use areas in
the Region. Even in town centers that have lower intensity development, such as the Meyers area,
locating more development in this town center versus in an outlying area would still have a
beneficial impact on VMT, because it would encourage shorter trips and greater use of existing
facilities for non‐auto travel (e.g., bicycle trails, pedestrian facilities, transit), even if the
magnitude of VMT savings is not as great as in more urban town center areas.

Without suggesting whether this is likely or not, we do note the studies referred to are
comparing distances of 40-50 miles (see report referenced by TRPA: ULI 2007). Further,
the studies are assessing residential populations, not areas which are visited by millions
of people each year as the Tahoe Basin is. If there are more residents, and more
development drawing more visitors (and more people living within driving distances of
the Basin, as the surrounding areas are continuing to grow), then there will be a net
increase in VMT. Logic and historical patterns reflect this.
Cumulative Traffic Impacts: Not just from Tahoe
As noted in our comments on cumulative and reasonably foreseeable impacts, the EIS
fails to analyze all projects and activities that will have a notable affect on VMT and
related parameters in the Tahoe Basin.
Inadequate analysis of Relationship between VMT, Parking, and Population
The RPU package also fails to adequately analyze the maximum population densities in
the Basin as well as specific Centers that will result from the proposed Plan. Without this
information, it is not possible to estimate the impacts of each alternative to local and
regional VMT.56 There is also no assessment of parking demand or management in each
56

As noted in our comments, VMT impacts more than air quality. Increased VMT also affects water
quality through impacts to runoff, sanding operations, the grinding action of tires on particles which make
them smaller and more likely to be transported to the lake (and to have a greater impact on clarity),
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Center, and how this will affect VMT and traffic patterns. Further, there are no estimates
of the population levels required to support public transit in the Basin, or how many
residents or visitors will utilize public transit from each center. Further, what are the
impacts of seasonal visitation on public transit?
Smart Growth, Density, per-capita VMT, and overall VMT:
Several public comments, including ours, asked whether the areas identified for coverage
transfers have enough density or adequate configurations to achieve the purported VMT
benefits associated with “densification.”57 We also questioned the relevance of the studies
referenced in the RTP EIR/S as they were based on locations with completely different
populations, configurations, and anticipated future growth when compared to the Tahoe
Basin.
In response, TRPA refers readers to Master Response 11, Effectiveness of Community
Centers and Transportation Improvements in Reducing VMT, and Master Response 5,
Effects of Concentrated Development on Water Quality. Both Master Responses fail to
address the detailed comments and questions raised by the public on these topics.
Some comments also questioned whether the positive model results were related to the
analysis of just one or two areas in the Basin, i.e. South Stateline. In response, TRPA
states:
Due to the policy‐level environmental analysis, VMT effects associated with individual Town
Centers were not analyzed. Please refer to Master Response 11, Effectiveness of Community
Centers and Transportation Improvements in Reducing VMT.

This ‘non-response’ basically begs the question of how the Final EIS can conclude any
benefits in VMT. TRPA claims VMT benefits associated with transferring development
from outlying areas to the more urban “Town Centers” but if the EIS has not analyzed the
VMT impacts of Town Centers, upon what evidence can this conclusion be based?
Economic Model:
TRPA has based the proposed RP on one economic model – that which favors significant
development, higher density, and more accommodations for development by large
corporations and developers, including large ski corporations. However, there is not
adequate evidence to demonstrate this economic model can or will result in the
environmental, or economic, results the RPU promises (e.g a boost to the local economy,
Tahoe residents, etc.). As noted in our previous comments, TRPA has apparently taken
one approach, had one “analysis” performed by one consulting firm, and ‘run with it.’58
pavement requirements associated with traffic patterns, and more VMT increases traffic noise. Air quality,
nearshore water quality, and noise are all impacts that can be local in nature, thus a Basinwide analysis fails
to address these impacts.
57
Additionally, TRPA has added a new unit of measurement – per capita VMT – which is not the same as
overall VMT per TRPA’s thresholds.
58
As discussed in our previous comments, we refer to the BAE analysis, and reiterate comments made by
Anthony Kalfus on the draft EIS.
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However, there is ample evidence to indicate that the proposed model has resulted in
further detriments to communities and increased damage to the environment when
applied in other locations.
For example, in the book “Downhill Slide: Why the Corporate Ski Industry is Bad for
Skiing, Ski Towns, and the Environment,” Hal Clifford carefully and factually documents
the same economic “model” that is being promoted by the RPU, including the history of
this new ‘development trend’ and how it has devastated other unique mountain
communities and their environments. We referred to this book several times in our
6/28/2012 comments to reference the factual account of what this approach has done
elsewhere.
But what is being proposed in the RPU – including the very quiet and careful framework
that is laid in the WQMP to swiftly approve zoning changes to permit more “resort
recreation areas” in the next four years and beyond (discussed below), is contrary to
TRPA’s claimed approach of confining development to more urban areas to improve
“walkability.” A summary of the book’s contents reads:
“In this impassioned expose, lifelong skier Hal Clifford reveals how publicly traded corporations
gained control of America’s most popular winter sport during the 1990’s and how they are gutting
ski towns, the natural environment, and skiing itself in a largely futile search for short-term
profits.
Chronicling the collision between Wall Street’s demand for unceasing revenue growth
and the fragile natural and social environments for small mountain communities, Clifford shows
how they modern ski industry promotes its product as environmentally friendly – even invoking
the words and images of such environmental icons as Ansel Adams and John Muir – while at the
same time creating urban-style problems for mountain villages. He also uncovers the ways in
which resorts, much like theme parks, are carefully engineered to separate visitors from their
money.
Clifford suggests an alternative to this bleak picture in the return-to-the-roots movement
that is now beginning to find its voice in American ski towns from Mammoth Lakes, California, to
Stowe, Vermont. He relates the stories of creative business people who are shifting control of th4e
ski business back to the communities that host it.
Hard-hitting and carefully researched, Downhill Slide is indispensable reading for anyone
who lives in, visits, or cares about what is happening to America’s Alpine communities.”
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9. TRPA’S “RESPONSE” TO COMMENTS ON THE DEIS:
TRPA’s failure to respond to comments is not only clear when one examines Volume 1
vs. Volume 2 in the final RPU documents, but also when other facts are considered.
Changes to the final EIS total less than 10 pages. The original EIS document extended
beyond thousands of pages. This is not surprising as it appears the Final RPU package,
including the Final EIS, gives very little serious consideration to information provided in
public comments, or to the environmental impacts of the numerous last-minute changes
to the Code and G&P that have been made since 6/28.
Further, an evaluation of TRPA’s conclusions regarding the adequacy of the DEIS in the
Master Responses to Comments basically states that TRPA determined the draft EIS was
adequate. Yet little to no explanation is provided other than what appears to be finding
new ways to simply assert the DEIS’ original analysis was adequate. Below we include
excerpts from the Master Responses in Volume 1:59
MR #1, p. 3-13
Comments on things other than EIS:
Because the policy comments do not address environmental impacts or the adequacy of the
Draft EIS, they are not directly responded to in the Final EIS.
MR #2, p. 3-25
Comments on length of review period for EIS:
The comments on the length of the public review period, in and of themselves, do not raise
environmental impact issues or concerns regarding the adequacy, accuracy, or completeness
of the analysis in the environmental documents.
MR #3, p. 3-16
Programmatic Coverage Assessment:
TRPA carefully reviewed the Draft EIS analysis and determined it to be adequate as
presented.
MR #4, p. 3-25
Consistency and Coordination between the TMDL, 208 Plan, and Regional Plan
Requirements:
Notwithstanding, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed in light of the comments and
is determined to be adequate as presented.
MR #5 p. 3- 29
Effects of Concentrated Development on Water Quality
In response to comments, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed and is determined to
be adequate as presented
MR #6 p. 3-33
Effects of Revised Height and Density Allowances on Development Potential
In response to comments, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed and is determined to
be adequate as presented.
59

Selected sentences related to the adequacy of the EIS were copied from the full Master Responses.
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MR #7 p. 3-34
Effects of Increased Allowable Height on Scenic Resources
In response to comments, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed and is determined to
be adequate as presented.
MR #8 p. 3-38
Feasibility of the Proposed Transferable Development Incentive Program
The Regional Plan Update Draft EIS assumptions were carefully reviewed and determined to
be appropriate and realistic as presented.
MR #9 p. 3-42
Consideration of Banked Commodities
In response to comments, TRPA reviewed its assumptions regarding accounting of existing,
available, and banked commodities and development rights, and where new, more accurate
information has become available, updated those assumptions… The revised estimates
indicate a lower level of total potential development than was analyzed in the Draft EIS.
Thus, the Draft EIS represents a conservative approach that likely overestimates the potential
environmental impacts from development under the Regional Plan Update alternatives.
MR #10 p. 3-47
Development on Recreation-Designated Lands
In response to comments, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed and—although the
Final Draft Plan includes important revisions in response to comments concerning the
proposed policy—is determined to be adequate as presented.
MR #11 p. 3-57
Effectiveness of Community Centers and Transportation Improvements in Reducing VMT
In response to comments, the Draft EIS analysis was carefully reviewed and is determined to
be adequate as presented.
MR #12 p. 3-62
Relationship between Phased Allocations and Level of Service Significance Criteria
In response to comments, the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS analysis was carefully
reviewed and is determined to be adequate as presented.
MR #13 p. 3-64
Programmatic Mitigation Measures and Proper Deferral of Mitigation Details
Based on this guidance, the Regional Plan Update Draft EIS and RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS
include feasible mitigation that does not constitute improper deferral, also discussed further
below.

Circular Responses to Comments:
Our comment, labeled O16-244, states:
Significance Criteria
Significance criteria are identified in the Draft EIS to determine significant adverse effects on scenic
resources. These criteria do not include or reference the scenic thresholds, which precisely address
requirements that must be met for any project in the Tahoe region. While the new criteria used in the
assessment may be suitable for programs or projects in other areas outside of the region, they are not
acceptable criteria within the Tahoe region, for which scenic significance criteria are already
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established by the scenic thresholds. The criteria listed in the Draft EIS are more general than those in
the scenic thresholds, and, as such, are not appropriate for an environmental assessment that purports to
evaluate “likely type, location and scale of development” of alternatives. These significance criteria
highlight the central question at issue: what effect will the Draft RP have on scenic thresholds? Given
the level of analysis in the Draft EIS, it is not possible to determine whether or not the effect will be
significant, or even if development under the Draft RP could be approved without exceeding scenic
quality thresholds. The significance criteria do not address effects on scenic policies of other
governmental entities within the Tahoe region, including the US Forest Service, which has a separate
set of criteria for scenic management, and state and local governments.

TRPA’s response is listed below.
O16-224
The comment states that the significance criteria used in the Draft EIS (see page 3.9-16) do not
include a reference to the scenic thresholds and those that are used are not acceptable criteria
within the Tahoe region for determination of significance. For resources that have adopted
threshold standards, such as Scenic Resources (Draft EIS Section 3.9), the significance criteria
utilized throughout the Draft EIS relate directly to determining the impacts of Regional Plan
Update alternatives on the threshold standards. As discussed through the Chapter 3 impact
analyses, any impact that would negatively affect threshold attainment and maintenance would be
considered significant based on the defined significance criteria. The Scenic Resources
significance criteria on Draft EIS page 3.9-16 clearly state that the Regional Plan Update
alternatives would result in an adverse effect on scenic resources if it is found to substantially
affect the existing views or specific views and views of specific landscape features in TRPA’s
scenic resource inventory. The views in the scenic resource inventory are the adopted scenic
quality thresholds. Furthermore, these criteria consider the Regional Plan to have a significant
adverse effect if it allows development that is incompatible with the scenic values of the region,
which directly relates to the community design and scenic threshold travel route ratings
thresholds. [Emphasis added].
Other environmental regulations applicable to the resource areas are described throughout
Chapter 3 of the Draft EIS. However, the EIS has been prepared in accordance with Article VII of
the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, Chapter 3 of the Code, and Article VI of the TRPA Rules
of Procedure. As such, the significance criteria are defined by TRPA to determine compliance
with TRPA regulations.

This is one example of a response in the final EIS which appears to ‘talk around’ the
question, and/or provide confusing information. The EIS does not provide clear
information regarding the significance criteria selected for the analysis. However, the
performance standards are noted as the thresholds themselves, and in this example, it
appeared that the scenic thresholds were also the significance criteria by which impacts
are evaluated, although this remains confusing, and TRPA’s response does not clarify.
Rather, it appears to state that the significance criteria used are the threshold standards,
but that TRPA has defined the significant criteria, but that they are something other than
the thresholds). Additional examples of TRPA’s response to our comments that fail to
adequately respond are included in Attachment 5. Due to time constraints, we did not
address every individual response to comments in this attachment, but reiterate our
comments where they have not been adequately addressed.
RPU EIS findings of significance:

Of the 56 impacts evaluated in the draft EIS (as listed in Summary Table S-2: Summary
of Resource Topics/Impacts and Mitigation Measures), all but two impacts were found to
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be less than significant (LTS), Beneficial (B),60 and/or No Impact (NI). The remaining
two include Impact 3.5-1: Increase in GHG emissions, where TRPA notes a finding of
“significant and unavoidable” (SU), and Impact 3.14-3: Health Hazards from Vectorborne Diseases, where Alternative 2 would prohibit the continued use of fogging and
spraying of pesticides to reduce mosquitoes, thus resulting in a “Significant and
Unavoidable” determination for Alternative 2 in this category. In other words, the draft
EIS found 96.4% of all impacts to be less than significant or beneficial. This is extremely
unrealistic and as noted elsewhere, appears to suggest the document was created to justify
what is the foregone conclusion (that the proposed Plan will be adopted).
Further, of the 18 mitigation measures identified in the draft EIS table, at least eight were
measures “to be developed within 12 months.” Several other “mitigations” included
proposing less development than could be proposed, which is not mitigation. For
example, the draft Alternative 3 proposed all Recreation-zoned lands to allow more
development (e.g. large resort hotels, ski amenities, etc.). The proposed “mitigation” for
this was to limit the number of areas that would be changed. However, the environmental
impacts of the change of any recreation areas to allow more development were never
analyzed. This concept of “ask for more than you want then presumably ‘compromise’
for less” appears to have dictated a great part of the entire RPU process. The end result is
a significant increase in development to be approved, changes in zoning that have not
been analyzed, regulatory provisions that open the door for even more changes in the
future – also without adequate environmental review, and a lack of an adequate range of
alternatives in the first place. Each alternative (other than Alt. 1) proposes more
development, more people, more VMT, etc., but the apparent “range” is simply in how
much “more” will be developed.
Changes to Air Quality Mitigation Fee in Alternative 3
The draft EIS included a measure that would result in reduced overall air quality
mitigation fees in Alternative 4. Public comments noted the inadequate evaluation of this
impact on air quality, and questioned the deferred ‘mitigation’ associated with it. Yet
after the public comment period closed, non-scientific decisions made by the TRPA RPU
Committee on 8/14/2012 essentially ‘moved’ this proposed change into the proposed
Alternative 3. No analysis of the impacts has been completed. In the Staff Summary and
Final EIS (Volume 1), TRPA references a “rough” estimate of the loss in fees, but
discounts this by the unsupported claim that the ‘benefits’ of alternative 3 somehow
outweigh the loss of these mitigation funds.61
“The Final Draft Plan extends the time that businesses may be closed from “90 consecutive days
in the prior 24 months” to “90 consecutive days in prior 60 months”. The minor loss in air quality
mitigation fee revenue is projected to be more than offset by plan amendments that increase the
amount of air quality improvement that can be achieved with available fees, including not
requiring that coverage be purchased for bicycle and pedestrian trails and allowing mitigation fees
to be spent on regional priorities. Further, the more comprehensive reforms to reduce air pollution
60

We disagree with the use of this vague term that is not associated with any criteria. It rather appears to be
based on opinion of TRPA.
61
TRPA included additional information on this proposal in the 12/5 staff summary; additional comments
are included in attachment 6 and discussed more below.
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that are described in this Staff Summary far outweigh any air quality impact from the possible
minor reduction in mitigation fee revenue.” (p. 36)

Final EIS, p. 2-14:
The fees currently collected from businesses that re open under the current basis are very small
(less than $20,000 over eight years, as compared to over $3.5 million total air quality mitigation
fees collected over the same period, or 0.6 percent). Extending the prior use basis from 2 to 5
years could reduce this proportion of the air quality mitigation fee budget, but even with the very
conservative and unlikely assumption of total loss, this amount of revenue reduction over a
multi year period, particularly when coupled with the aforementioned features of Alternative 3,
would not hinder TRPA’s ability to implement air quality mitigation projects in the Region. A
small potential loss of revenue would be more than recovered by the proposed coverage
exemption for non motorized trails. As one example, CTC estimates that the coverage
exemption alone will save approximately $800,000 in costs for one 0.6 mile section of the South
Tahoe Greenway Shared Use Trail project (S. Irelan pers. comm., October, 9 2012). These cost
savings would be available to construct additional phases of the project or to plan or construct
other similar projects, which would result in additional air quality improvements.
Because of these factors, the proposed Code provision to extend the air quality mitigation fee basis
from 2 years to 5 years in the Final Draft Plan would not result in any changes to impact
conclusions in the Draft EIS for Alternative 3, and no mitigation would be required.

In the previous page, the Final EIS notes that TRPA has done ‘research’ since the draft
EIS and determined the estimated costs noted in the section above. How was this research
done? What other factors may have affected this? What are the programs that may
experience cuts due to reduced mitigation fees, and how does that compare to the
increased impacts if a business opens where the previous business generated far fewer
trips? The final EIS still fails to adequately assess the impacts of this change, and has
failed to provide the public the opportunity to review and comment on TRPA’s
“evidence” that the impacts will be less than significant.
-- Resort Recreation Designation
In the draft EIS, we were presented with an Alternative 3 that changed the allowed uses
in recreation-zoned areas. This change would have essentially allowed more development
(e.g. large buildings with condos, resort hotels, etc.) in areas zoned recreation. This was
an unbelievable shift in planning for the Basin, and the claims of the draft EIS that these
impacts could be “mitigated” were not supported by anything more than statements that
very loose criteria would be adopted. Again, the public was presented with an outrageous
proposal that allowed significant new development, but then told our concerns have been
resolved because the final proposal is “negotiated down” to just two parcels62 (for now –
and another one in the next four years, per the WQMP). Yet the impacts of this change in
zoning were never analyzed in the first place.
Further, as is done throughout the 10/24 staff summary, rather than addressing public
comments regarding the inadequacy of the EIS to analyze the impacts of this change,
TRPA instead explains the new Plan is ‘better’ because the revised Alternative 3
62

Edgewood and Vail parcels, as noted in the Final EIS. The original proposal would have changed
allowed uses for dozens of areas around the Basin.
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significantly reduces the additional development proposed in the draft Alternative 3.
Further, TRPA reminds us the Bi-State Committee agreed to this ‘compromise’. Yet,
these references and ‘compromises’ are no substitute for an environmental analysis. This
appears more of a business strategy – aim higher than desired, and then ‘settle’ for what
was really desired all along. Of note is the WQMP, as proposed, would allow a third
Resort Recreation Area in the next four years (apparently this is another ‘compromise’ to
prevent even more re-zoning, at least for the next four years), and then as of 1/1/2017,
apparently it’s free game for more Recreation Resort proposals.
Essential dismissal of threshold-first policies and recommendations by Board members:
In October, Board members Mara Bresnick and Bryon Sher submitted comments on the
RP for consideration by the Board.63 These comments made recommendations that
echoed many of the ideas the conservation communities have advocated for over the past
ten years. The proposed changes included, but are not limited to, the following:
- Revise proposed goals to express support for reducing pollution
- Require more monitoring and tie development approval to this monitoring;
- Require projects monitor to ensure the environmental gains promised are actually
being achieved;
- Ensure that BMPs must be installed and implemented on any project unless and
until there is a functional areawide treatment system;
- Require adequate performance or security bonds so that if a project is not
completed, funds are available to implement BMPs on the site;
- Criteria for determining conformance of Area Plans needs to be included;
- Criteria for ensuring Area Plans provide environmental net gains, and what will
be considered a “net gain,” are needed; and
- Where projects are built up to 70% coverage, the remaining 30% of land should
be used for infiltration.
This was discussed at the October Board meeting, and staff and Board members decided
due to these and other requests, the RPU Committee would be re-convened at the
November hearings to consider additional changes.
Although some information regarding the proposals, and responses from staff, was
available in the GB packet on 11/7, the public was provided with new information at the
11/14 Board hearing – related to topics that would be discussed that day. This was a clear
failure to provide the public adequate time to review and assess the board meeting
materials, and yet another example of why TASC and FOWS both requested a recirculation of the EIS.
Unfortunately, most of the pro-threshold recommendations were dismissed by the RPUC,
and eventually, a majority of the full Board. Reasons given vary, but for the most part
suggested a lack of understanding among many members of the Board and others
regarding TRPA’s responsibilities under the Compact.64
63

Comments are included in the November 14th Board Packet (provided on 11/14).
Examples can be found in the minutes included in the December Board packet (for the November
hearings).
64
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Revise proposed goals to express support for reducing pollution
o Examples provided for this recommendation include changing terms such
as a project “will not impair” threshold attainment, or will “encourage” an
activity that may reduce pollution, to terms that promote better protection
(e.g. “reduce” the pollution). Most members of the RPUC were concerned
with how this could negatively affect developers and felt that it could
hinder economic growth in the region. Very few comments were raised
addressing the original concern – protecting public health. Other RPUC
members complained that they had been through every single word of the
Code and did not want to revisit the proposed changes. This is of interest
because it also indicates a “decision” was made regarding the proposed
alternative before the EIS was completed or provided for public review
(the RPUC met in 2011 and early 2012).
Require more monitoring and tie development approval to this monitoring;
o In response to this, several Board members expressed concern about
committing to implementing adequate monitoring, and other expressed
concern about the costs to developers, delayed RPU approval, etc. There
was little discussion that the Compact requires thresholds be achieved and
maintained – and development must be consistent with this. Tying
approvals for development to measured threshold conditions is necessary
to meet the Compact’s requirements. Instead, this was dismissed due to
concerns about the cost and the potential “delay” in RPU adoption. We
also note that we clarified our interest in seeing monitoring on the ground
first, before more significant development is allowed. TRPA’s Executive
Director presented an outline of future monitoring plans and activities at
the 11/15 meeting, however, this again did not address our concerns that
monitoring be implemented before development, and that approvals of
development be based upon measured results.
o We also reminded TRPA that we requested alternative methods for
collecting monitoring funds be considered in the RPU alternatives and yet
no other programs were considered.
Require projects monitor to ensure the environmental gains promised are actually
being achieved;
o Most Board members did not support this requirement, proclaiming costs
and other economic concerns.
Ensure that BMPs must be installed and implemented on any project unless and
until there is a functional areawide treatment system;
o Although it took two days and extensive discussion, some changes were
made to reflect this recommendation. However, the proposed Code
language still fails to identify how the functionality of an areawide
treatment system will be assessed and ‘confirmed’ before projects can rely
on it for meeting stormwater runoff requirements.
Require adequate performance or security bonds so that if a project is not
completed, funds are available to implement BMPs on the site;
o This recommendation would provide security where projects are initiated
but not completed, as there would be funds available to remediate the
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parcel, or contain it so it does not generate stormwater runoff. There are
ample examples of properties that remained uncompleted for years,
creating environmental impacts in the meantime. Some were raised during
the GB hearing. However, most board members dismissed this idea over
economic concerns about developer cost.
Criteria for determining conformance of Area Plans needs to be included;
o TRPA has not proposed language beyond vague requirements regarding
how it will assess whether an Area Plan is in conformance with the
Regional Plan. This suggestion was aimed at providing more detailed
criteria, but was not approved by the majority of the Board.
Criteria for ensuring Area Plans provide environmental net gains, and what will
be considered a “net gain,” are needed; and
o This is another recommendation which reflects TRPA’s role – threshold
achievement and maintenance first. Although for years the term “net
environmental gain” has been tossed around and used by TRPA,
especially as part of the CEP program, what it meant then, and what it
means now, remains undefined. A “net” change in anything can be one
unit. For example, a net increase in pay could literally be one cent and it
would still technically be a “net” increase. Therefore, we agree there must
be clear information to assess whether a project provides adequate ‘net
gain’ for the environment. We would expect this would be desired by
project applicants as well, so that the conditions they must meet are clear
from the start. This was also dismissed by most of the Board.
Where projects are built up to 70% coverage, the remaining 30% of land should
be used for infiltration.
o The proposed plan allows up to 70% coverage in Town Centers. This
recommendation aimed to ensure the remaining 30% be used for
infiltration. A majority of the Board did not agree.

The 11/14 staff summary provided to the public the morning of the 11/14 meeting
includes staff’s interpretations of these recommendations, along with lengthy lists of
“considerations” and other information related to the recommendations. There is a
general tenure in the staff’s comments that indicates an underlying opposition to many of
the recommendations. For example, just as TRPA often responded to our comments with
revised assertions to ‘trust TRPA’, the same is done in the staff summary. Ms. Bresnick
clearly explained why she recommended criteria for Area Plan conformance and
environmental net gain to be considered. In TRPA’s staff summary, it notes that (p. 9 of
13):
-

Policies LU-4.9 and LU-4.10 list specific requirements for any Area Plan that contains a
Town Center or the Regional Center (LU-4.9), or the High Density Tourist District (LU-4.10).
Threshold gain is a question of fact that can be applied only in the context of the specific
decision being considered. Threshold gain for an Area Plan may differ from threshold gain for
a specific project or for different types of projects. Any proposed Area Plan must demonstrate
how it is in conformance with all requirements listed in these policies. [Emphasis added].
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The request included identifying the criteria for how conformance would be
demonstrated. Stating that the Area Plan must demonstrate conformance does not address
the question of what criteria will be used to demonstrate conformance..
…The Governing Board would review the proposed Area Plan along with all pertinent
information including the environmental documentation, findings, and staff and APC
recommendations to determine whether the proposed Area Plan meets the requirements listed
in policies LU-4.9 and LU-4.10. [Emphasis added].

This also does not address the question. LU-4.9 and LU-4.10 read as follows:

These are rather vague requirements, and also contain very passive language that merely
‘suggests’ but does not require (e.g. consider, reflect, promote). Also, as noted below,
TRPA has not defined how it will be “demonstrated” that activity will provide threshold
gain, nor what ‘threshold gain’ will be defined as, or what “unit” of ‘net’ gain is required.
Examination of the Code reveals similar problems:
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The Code also fails to define how things will be ‘determined’ and what criteria will be
used for assessing ‘environmental or threshold gain.’
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-

Threshold gain is generally intended to mean improving environmental conditions in a
manner that would accelerate the attainment of one or more Threshold Standards that are not
in attainment, and/or improve the likelihood that one or more Threshold Standards that are
already in attainment will be maintained into the future. [Emphasis added].

This also does not respond to the question. Ms. Bresnick asked for criteria that would
define what is considered threshold gain. If a project reduces stormwater runoff by 1%, is
that enough “gain?” Or will 10% be required? How will this be determined? These
questions have been asked by members of the public among multiple stakeholder groups,
including conservation groups and those representing development interests, since the
CEP was introduced in 2007, and the questions still have not been completely answered.
Simply reasserting there will be a “net gain” does not address the question of how this
will be determined and demonstrated.
Additional Comments:
VMT and Roadway Infrastructure:
Our comments raised concerns that even without adding any more development to the
Basin, VMT will eventually rise. As detailed in our comments, numerous factors
unrelated to local development have resulted in reduced VMT in the Basin. As noted,
peer review comments on the draft TER also suggest TRPA consider the VMT reduction
‘temporary’ and to therefore leave ‘room’ in the environmental impacts to accommodate
the impacts when VMT eventually increases. Unfortunately, TRPA fails to respond to our
question, instead creating a response tangent to the issue at hand:
The comment states that the infrastructure that existed in 1981 is still in place, and that this
infrastructure had sufficient capacity to enable VMT to increase by 30 percent from 1981 to 1999.
This comment is noted, along with a clarifying statement that growth in VMT, absent any major
capacity enhancing infrastructure improvements, is typically caused by new land use development
and not simply available roadway capacity. As noted in Response to Comment O16–173, the
available capacity of the roadway system during off‐peak hours, does not by itself, generate new
VMT. Also see discussion above on proper use of baseline year.

Comments were not related to off-peak hours, but rather VMT levels in general, which
are based on an average annual daily vehicle miles traveled modeled for a non-weekend
day in August. As clearly explained in the comments, although VMT has decreased in
recent years, the roadway infrastructure, buildings, homes, etc., still exist. Although in
other locations, new land development may be the primary driver of increased VMT, in
Tahoe’s tourism-based economy, where millions of visitors live just a few hours’ drive
away, VMT will be affected by numerous other factors (e.g. nationwide economy, gas
prices, etc.) unrelated to development in the Basin.
Location of Development and VMT:
Several comments asked about the environmental impacts of transferring development
rights from properties that would never have been developed in the first place to the
proposed town centers. The final EIS claims that incentives will result in the transfer of
such rights from ‘undevelopable’ parcels in outlying areas to urban centers, and that this
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will provide a net reduction in VMT. We note the incentives, however, add to the
transferred development so that what would have been one unit becomes, for example,
becomes three, thus causing a net increase in units (people and VMT). The issue is if the
original parcel would never have been developed for other reasons, and therefore, VMT
would never have been generated, then how can there not be a net increase in VMT
associated with the use of the development right plus additional units from the “recharge”
of the proposed Plan? Comments also ask how the transportation model takes this net
increase into account.
However, TRPA appears to misunderstand these questions. For example, responses
include the following statements:
In response to the second point, the travel model does not assume that residential units would be
constructed on parcels that are not developable. In the model, residential units are only distributed
to parcels with a developable IPES score. Alternative 3 assumes that, because of transfer
incentives, a relatively high proportion of development rights associated with undevelopable
parcels would be available for transfer to Town Centers. The reduced VMT associated with
Alternative 3 (compared to Alternatives 1, 2, 4, and 5) results from a higher number of residential
units being placed in Town Centers, rather than in outlying areas. No Regional Plan Update
alternative assumes that development would be allowed on parcels in stream environment zones
(SEZ) or otherwise undevelopable areas.

This response makes no sense. If the travel model assumes these outlying parcels will
never be developed, then how can there be a net reduction in the VMT that would never
have been generated from a new home in a rural, outlying area in the first place? If
anything, such a transfer of one unit might be neutral, or depending on circumstances,
could result in less per capita VMT from that particular unit, but there’s no evidence to
support the claim of any ‘benefits.’
Second, the statement “results from a higher number of residential units being placed in
Town Centers, rather than in outlying areas…” is misleading. As TRPA states earlier in
the response, the units would never have been built on these undevelopable parcels in the
first place, so it is incorrect to state that homes are being built in Town Centers “rather
than” in outlying areas.
In another response, TRPA answers a question about development rights with references
to development allocations, which are different. The question states:
How many of the existing “development rights” are associated with parcels that would not
be built on regardless?153 Whether they are too steep, too wet, etc., such that a person would not
want to build on them, regardless of whether it would be allowed. This would affect the analysis
of future VMT. (Vol. 2, p. 3-365).

TRPA’s response states:
The comment questions how many of the existing development rights are associated with parcels
that would not be built on regardless, due to them being inappropriate for development. The EIS
takes a “worst case scenario” approach of assuming all development rights that receive allocations
would be developed. Also, the model does not assume in any Alternative that residential units will
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be constructed on parcels that are not developable. Please see Response to Comment A15‐18.
(Vol. 1, p. 3-293)

However, as TRPA has made the point that there will be ‘less per capita’ VMT if units
are built in town centers instead of outlying areas, where did TRPA place the ‘maximum
development rights that receive allocations’ when modeling the impacts? In the model,
were these allocations built in outlying areas – where development could never be built
regardless, or were they assumed built in Town Centers? The response does not address
the actual question.
Failure to Use Best Available Science
Failure to consider scientific recommendations related to seasonal impacts of activities
on thresholds
Comments note the seasonal differences in impacts from human activities on
environmental thresholds. For example, our comments noted findings by TERC that
reflect significant differences in seasonal lake clarity, including deep water and nearshore
conditions. This would suggest pollutants should be evaluated on a seasonal basis as well,
since one unit of a pollutant (e.g. gram, mL, etc.) may have a greater negative impact
during one season versus another. Impacts to deep lake clarity may also be different, but
less apparent when the mid-lake secchi depth is reported. We also provided examples
with regards to air quality. For example, CO emissions have a greater impact in the
winter months due to thermal inversions that trap pollutants at the surface. Our comments
noted that although VMT is based on a non-weekend day in August, TRPA should also
consider seasonal impacts of additional development. For example, what will the impacts
be from increased winter-time VMT associated with the proposed ski resort expansions in
the RPU (and including the TRPA-approved Homewood Mountain Resort)?
Unfortunately, the responses again avoid directly answering many of our questions, and
neglect to address the evidence our comments provided regarding seasonal impacts.
Responses instead seem to simply ‘explain’ why TRPA relies on VMT from a nonweekend day in August, which does not address the concerns we raised. (Volume 1, p. 3294).
Where TRPA proposes a specific change in the Regional Plan, would that change not be
subject to environmental analysis in the RPU EIS?
The RTP/SCS Draft EIR/EIS examines environmental impacts of the waterborne transit project in
a programmatic manner regarding effects that can be discussed without undue speculation. Many
environmental impacts cannot be discerned until further planning and conceptual design are
developed. These issues will be addressed in the project‐level environmental review.

Inadequate pollutant source evaluation:
As noted in our comments, available evidence suggests the impacts of watercraft
emissions and aircraft emissions on air quality in the LTAB could be significant.
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However, the draft and final EIS documents discount TRPA’s own estimates of
watercraft emissions.
The comment questions the baseline assessment of watercraft emissions. The 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report serves as the baseline for TRPA threshold standards, including for air quality
impacts. The contribution of emissions from recreational watercraft is included in the air quality
monitoring data used to determine attainment of TRPA thresholds in the 2011 Threshold
Evaluation. Thus, emissions from recreational watercraft are included in the baseline.

Further, we noted the numerous environmental impacts of the Lake Tahoe Airport and
the need to address the impacts to thresholds, especially given the City of South Lake
Tahoe’s 2011 General Plan proposes increased airport use (we note the source of this
information in our June comments). Instead, the response to comments asserts no
increases in aircraft usage, and further, states TRPA is not required to consider the
emissions from aircraft using the SLT Airport.
“…There is no adopted guidance by TRPA or any other applicable agency that requires
aircraft‐related GHG or other air pollutant emissions in an environmental analysis of a Plan such
as the Regional Plan Update. ..”(Vol. 1, p. 3-297).

So far as we know, NOx, ROGs, particulate matter, and other harmful emissions from an
aircraft engine impact people’s health just as emissions from the tailpipe of a car, thus is
assertion makes no sense. The Compact requires TRPA to protect human health,
including from air pollution. The Compact does not exempt aircraft emissions or
watercraft emissions from this requirement.
Loopholes – No End in Sight
There are many significant proposals among the Code, G&P, Attachments, EIS
documents, TER, proposed 208 WQMP, and RTP documents that collectively create
numerous loopholes in the regulation of development in the Basin. Worse yet, most of
these loopholes were not available, or even traceable, by the public until well after the
public comment period on the draft EIS and TER documents. Although some were raised
in subsequent public meetings, others have not been discussed in public forums and are
essentially buried in the documents. Examples include, but are not limited to, the
following.
Coverage and the Land Banks:
As discussed previously, the proposed transfer program and changes in coverage
regulations, along with proposed “To Do” list items, will inevitably result in an almost
unlimited supply of coverage available for purchase by developers. Through acquisitions
by the CA and NV land banks, millions of square feet of coverage are available for
purchase – thus removing the incentive to truly transfer and restore coverage on sensitive
parcels (one of TRPA’s main “reasons” for the coverage transfer programs). Thus, a
significant amount of the proposed development, including the additional coverage in
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“Centers”65 compared to existing coverage, can simply be “purchased” from the land
banks. The result of this situation would be a failure to provide any on-the-ground
benefits compared to existing conditions. Although the land banks were originally
established to purchase sensitive lands to protect them from development, many of the
lands purchased would never have been developed in the first place for a variety of
reasons. This is discussed elsewhere, but further reiterates this loophole that allows a net
increase in coverage in the Basin, and in sensitive areas, contrary to the threshold
requirements.
Further, although somewhat restricted to the same HRA’s by the 10/24/2012 RPU
language, there are exceptions that do allow coverage to be transferred across HRAs.
These exceptions further accommodate increases in development, as they make it far
easier to buy the cheapest coverage, rather than implement on the ground restoration and
improvement. Taken with the “new” soils and coverage information that magically
results in “more coverage” available for development in the Basin (discussed elsewhere
in our comments), these changes create a significant increase in coverage in the Basin,
which evidence indicates will result in significant increases in environmental impacts
across numerous threshold areas.
The following sections, with one exception, were proposed for deletion in the 4/25/2012
draft Code, but have been included in the 10/24/2012. However, the sentence underlined
below was not marked in any way to show that it was different from the 4/25 language:
see the last sentence under section E below:
30.4.3.E. Hydrologically Related Area Transfer Limitation
For all land coverage transfers, the receiving parcel and the sending parcel shall be in the same
hydrologically related area. The hydrologically related area boundaries are depicted upon the
TRPA Plan Area Overlays and are incorporated herein. Transfer across said boundaries is
prohibited. See, however, subparagraph 30.5.3.B for requirements regarding off-site restoration
credits that may used in different hydrologically related areas. [Emphasis added}
F. Inadequate Supply of Land Coverage
If TRPA, after conducting a review of the cost of land coverage available at the land bank, finds
there is an inadequate supply of hard land coverage for commercial or tourist accommodation uses
at a reasonable cost within a given hydrologically related area, TRPA may authorize an increase in
the supply of land coverage for transfer in the order of priority set forth below. In determining
"reasonable cost," TRPA shall consider: whether there is no market for the coverage due to its
cost, limited supply or simple absence of transactions; and other pertinent factors. Prior to
authorizing an increase in supply of land coverage, TRPA also shall consider the effect of the
increase on the inventory in the land bank and the value of investments made by the bank in hard
or soft land coverage. If TRPA authorizes an increase in the supply of land coverage, it shall do so
in the following order of priority:
1. Existing soft coverage as described in the definition of "land coverage."
2. Unused base coverage, referred to in the Goals and Policies as "potential coverage."
3. Through redefinition of the boundaries of the hydrologically related area to increase the supply
of coverage.

Referenced above:
65

Which as noted by TRPA’s attached Regional Plan Maps, EIS Exhibit E, varies from ### to ### %
among the different areas that would become “Centers”.
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30.5.3. Restoration Credit Requirements
The following requirements apply to restoration:
A. The restoration requirements of subparagraphs 30.4.3.B.5 and 30.5.1.B.5, may be accomplished
onsite and/or offsite by the applicant or another agency approved by TRPA. Such restoration
requirements shall be in lieu of any land coverage transfer requirement or water quality mitigation
fee pursuant to Chapter 60: Water Quality.
B. Only land that has been disturbed or consists of hard or soft land coverage shall be eligible for
restoration credit. Restoration shall result in the area functioning in a natural state and shall
include provisions for permanent protection from further disturbance. Lands disturbed by the
project and then restored shall not be eligible for credit. Provisions for permanent protection from
further disturbance shall include, but are not limited to, recordation by the owner of deed
restrictions or other covenants running with the land on a form approved by TRPA, against parcels
in private ownership, permanently assuring that the restoration requirements of subparagraphs
30.4.3.B.5 or 30.5.1.B.5 are satisfied, as applicable. On public lands, TRPA shall obtain
appropriate assurance from the public agency that the requirements of subparagraph 30.4.3.B.5 or
30.5.1.B.5, as applicable, are met. See subparagraph 1.1.1.A regarding prohibitions on transfers of
land coverage to different hydrological related areas.

The proposed changes to the Excess Land Coverage Mitigation Program also increase the
situations where coverage mitigation can occur in different HRAs. This is not adequately
analyzed in the EIS, nor are there any criteria which determine whether “more strategic
environmental benefits” will be achieved (or what criteria demonstrate “more strategic
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environmental benefits”). Thus, this is yet another Code change that results in transfers
across HRAs, which combined with the land banks and other transfer programs,
essentially opens more loopholes for more development. Worse yet, ongoing research
continues to reflect the need to examine localized conditions (e.g. near shore conditions),
however the RP, in proposing a more Regional policy-level approach to planning,
proposes even less consideration of localized impacts at a time when science indicates
they must be considered even more.
Changes to the proposed Goals and Policies also result in more ways to transfer across
HRAs.
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Another loophole is buried within the proposed G&P changes. In policy LU-2.12 (image
above), a small change is made which could have huge impacts. Policy B.iii would be
modified to allow a payment of a rehabilitation fee in lieu of “on-site or” off site
coverage reduction. This is a significant change that has not been examined in the EIS
and has been quietly inserted in the G&P. Allowing the payment of a fee in lieu of on-site
coverage reduction will most likely result in more fees and less coverage reduction – it is
easier and often less expensive than on-site coverage removal and restoration. As noted
above, fees paid into the land bank programs may be used to purchase land where
coverage would never be placed, thus again contributing to an overall net increase in
coverage. This is also another example of the complex, back and forth puzzle that the
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entire final RPU package has become, considering the places and references the public
must review to find these changes. Finally, we note the Priority List of Projects
(Attachment 5) includes yet another change in HRA regulations that would eliminate all
cross-HRA restrictions altogether:
1. **Complete a detailed review of coverage transfers across hydrologic zones. This review will
include presentations from the California Tahoe Conservancy and the Nevada Land Bank /
Nevada Division of State Lands.

Conversion of Units: TAUs, CFA, Residential Units

Page II-3 states:
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Residential: Each undeveloped legal parcel existing on August 17, 1986at the time of the
adoption of this plan (estimated at approximately 16,000), unless otherwise restricted, has
a development right of one residential unit, except where additional development rights
are acquired pursuant to Goal #2, of the development and Implementation Element.

This is then followed by a Table that outlines the existing development as of 1986 and
other parameters, including the total development rights remaining. This table then
includes a footnote which states: “*Note: All statistics are estimates and are not
regulatory.” How can the EIS evaluate the impacts of proposed additional66 future
development on the thresholds if future development is uncertain? How can the Code
regulate development within the parameters of the EIS if the numbers are uncertain? This
is yet another example of the failure of the EIS to analyze impacts.
Page II-4 includes G&P language which states: “Tourist Accommodation: There is a
limited need for additional tourist accommodation units. Based on demonstrated need,
projects may be permitted additional units as specified within a Community Plan or a
Conforming Area Plan…”
-

-

Where is the demonstrated need for any additional TAUs beyond those authorized
by the 1987 Plan (of which 174 are remaining)? The proposed Alternative would
increase this by another 200 TAUs (added by Plan; also of note are the proposals
for 400 more in Alt. 4 and 600 more in Alt. 5), plus 200 more units can be
converted from residential units to TAUs, resulting in a potential for 574 more
TAUs. What defines “need” and who makes this determination?
This was not addressed in the EIS, although the EIS is based upon the addition of
more TAUs for purported “environmentally beneficial redevelopment.”

The next paragraph raises similar questions:
Commercial: The amount of additional commercial development is based on the estimated needs
of the Region. Commercial development may be permitted as specified in Plan Area Statements,
Community Plans, other Specific Plans or Master Plans, or a Conforming Area Plan.

-

What defines the “estimated needs of the Region”? Where are the criteria? Will
TRPA make this determination?
This was also not addressed in the EIS, although the EIS is based upon the
addition of more CFA (as one of the commodities for mixed-use areas) for
purported “environmentally beneficial redevelopment.”

Recreation G&Ps state:
Recreation: Additional recreation uses may be permitted only as specified within Plan Area
Statements, Community Plans, or other Specific Plans or Master Plans, or a Conforming Area Plan.
The total capacity of additional outdoor recreational facilities for the Region shall not exceed 6,114
persons at one time (PAOTs) for overnight facilities, 6,761 PAOTs for summer day use facilities,
and 12,400 PAOTs for winter day use facilities. (See Recreation Element for more detail.)

66

Additional development when compared to the amount remaining per the 1987 Plan.
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As PAOTs do not limit recreational capacity (for example, we note a net increase in skier
visits at Heavenly over the past 10 years without an associated increase in PAOTs67),
when will recreation capacity be examined? Where will factors related to the different
types of recreation be evaluated? For example, adding more ski lifts may increase
recreational opportunities for downhill skiers and snowboarders, but it will not improve
recreation for snow-shoers or X-Country skiers. In a summertime example, adding a
“zipline” at the top of Heavenly will not improve recreational opportunities for hikers and
campers. The point here is there is much discussion about improving recreational
opportunities in the Basin, however, most of the proposed changes and exemptions only
improve opportunities for one group of recreationalists in the winter (skiers/boarders),
and one group in the summer (bicyclists), at the expense of other groups. This conflict
has never been analyzed and TRPA proposes no solid actions to improve recreational
opportunities for low-impact recreation.
Increased Allocations for TAUs, CFA, Residential Units, Recreation, etc.:
With regards to the Plan’s proposal to increase TAUs, CFA, residential units, recreation,
etc., we echo the questions raised by Mr. Jerome Evans during the draft EIS public
comment period related to the need for these increases.

67

http://www.rgj.com/article/20121209/SPORTS04/312090047/Q-Tim-Cohee-What-s-working-Tahoe-sresorts?odyssey=mod|newswell|text|Sports|p
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Unfortunately, TRPA sidestepped as response to these questions by answering with the
following statement for each numbered comment:
“The comment pertains to the Plan itself and not to the environmental document. Please refer to
Master Response 1, Comments Pertaining to the Draft Plans, Code of Ordinances, or Threshold
Evaluation.” (Vol. 1, p. 3-413).

However, we disagree. We believe these questions play a direct role in the approaches
that were supposed to be analyzed for their environmental impacts in the EIS. In fact, we
note in the 12/5 Staff Summary that TRPA states if the transfer of development programs
do not work, we will fall on the existing land use pattern. However, we note TRPA
proposes to “recharge” allocations to substantially increase development potential, but
the EIS claims this is “mitigated” by the transfer programs that purport to take coverage
from sensitive lands and place it in more urbanized ‘centers.’
Environmental Review Requirements:
The following G&P language is proposed for deletion (p. II-9 of the proposed RP Goals
and Policies, dated 10/24/2012). There is no replacement or substitute language which
requires the level of environmental review noted in the text, including requirements
related to Area Plans. We have raised questions and concerns regarding the extent of
environmental review that will occur under the Area Plans, including where the
cumulative and regional impacts to the thresholds will be examined, but TRPA has not
provided a direct, clear response. Thus, with the deletion of this language and the vague
nature of the review required for Area Plans, the public is left to question whether
environmental impacts will be adequately examined, and who will make sure they are.
9. Before a community plan may be approved, TRPA must certify an environmental impact
statement (EIS) for the community plan, except as noted in (10) below. (In California, where the
CP is to be adopted as a general plan amendment or a specific plan, a joint EIS/EIR may be
utilized.) The EIS may be useful for meeting subsequent environmental documentation
requirements for more specific projects consistent with the community plan.
10 Simpler and more streamlined procedures for CPs with insignificant impacts may be provided
for in the implementing ordinances. These procedures may allow preparation of appropriate
environmental analysis and documentation other than an EIS. §

Proposed Policy for “To Do List”:
Page VII-32 of the G&P includes amendments that would add: ME-3.5 and ME-3.6 (see
below). ME-3.5 requires implementation of the delayed mitigation plans in the RPU EIS.
However, in most cases, the planned mitigation is the development of a Plan to mitigate
the impact. Thus, “implementation” means TRPA will develop various Plans/proposals
by 12/31/2013, but this does not require implementation of anything that will result in onthe-ground mitigation by 12/31/2013. Further, TRPA will vote to certify the EIS package,
which includes the mitigation measures in Attachment 4, on 12/12/12. Although we
disagree with the deferral of the mitigation, let alone the inadequate analysis in the EIS,
we note that the proposed Goal to allow “or their equivalent” would itself violate the EIS
certification, which is based upon the specified mitigation measures in Attachment 4.
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Also, there is no explanation or description of what “or their equivalent” means, nor are
there any criteria regarding how TRPA will assess whether something is “equal” to the
mitigation measures. We already have questioned how the public will be involved in the
development of these future mitigation measures (or plans). This proposed Goal adds
more confusion to the public process. How is the public supposed to evaluate whether the
environmental impact statement mitigation measures mitigate the impacts if the measures
remain open for change after EIS certification?
ME-3.5. BY DECEMBER 31, 2013, TRPA SHALL IMPLEMENT MITIGATION MEASURES
IDENTIFIED IN ATTACHMENT 4 FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR
THE 2012 REGIONAL PLAN UPDATE, OR THEIR EQUIVALENT, THAT HAVE NOT
OTHERWISE BEEN INCORPORATED INTO THE REGIONAL PLAN OR CODE OF
ORDINANCES.

G&P ME-3.6 identifies an annual “Preliminary List of Work Priorities”. In the final EIS,
this is Attachment 5, aka the “To Do List.” As we have noted numerous times, the EIS
must analyze the impacts of all reasonably foreseeable projects and plans. The projects on
this list clearly represent reasonably foreseeable projects – after all, that is the point of the
list, according to TRPA. Although the language suggests this is merely a work
prioritization exercise for TRPA, the To Do List includes proposed projects and tasks that
will affect achievement and maintenance of the environmental thresholds. Further, the To
Do List for 2013 includes many studies and evaluations that should be included and
analyzed in the EIS. Doing this after the fact represents yet another example of how the
RPU process has been and continues to be a moving target. How can the public follow
such a complex and ever-changing process? At what point does the public get to weigh in
on these matters? Clearly it is not possible to do so before EIS certification, as the
projects are not detailed and TRPA has stated the List is merely a prioritization of
possible tasks. However, will we see these tasks move forward in 2013, RPU
amendments suggested, and be told we can not comment on the proposals because they
were already included in the RPU EIS?
ME-3.6. ON AN ANNUAL BASIS TRPA WILL PREPARE A PRELIMINARY LIST OF WORK
PRIORITIES. THIS LIST WILL BE DERIVED FROM THE MOST RECENT ANNUAL
THRESHOLD REPORT, REGIONAL PLAN AND CODE OF ORDINANCES AMENDMENTS
SUGGESTED BY STAFF AND STAKEHOLDERS, THE MOST RECENT ANNUAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM REPORT, THE ANNUAL REPORTS ON
MEMORANDA OF UNDERSTANDING, PRIORITIES IDENTIFIED BY THE ADVISORY
PLANNING COMMISSION, AND SIMILAR INFORMATION. THE GOVERNING BOARD
SHALL REVIEW THE PRELIMINARY LIST OF WORK PRIORITIES AND ARRANGE THE
PROJECTS IN ORDER OF PRIORITY. THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL SUBMIT AN
ANNUAL BUDGET AND WORK PLAN THAT INDICATES HOW THE WORK PRIORITIES
WILL BE COMPLETED IN ORDER OF PRIORITY TO THE DEGREE POSSIBLE WITH THE
RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THE AGENCY. THE LIST OF PROJECTS AND ORDER OF
PRIORITY SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE REGIONAL PLAN AS ATTACHMENT 5 AND
SHALL BE UPDATED AND REPLACED ANNUALLY. FOR THE PERIOD PRIOR TO
ADOPTION OF THE NEXT ANNUAL WORK PROGRAM AND BUDGET BUT AFTER INITIAL
ADOPTION OF THE REGIONAL PLAN INCLUDING THIS POLICY, THE LIST OF PROJECTS
IN ATTACHMENT 5 WILL BE CONSIDERED THE PRELIMINARY LIST OF PRIORITY
PROJECTS FOR THE GOVERNING BOARD TO ARRANGE IN ORDER OF PRIORITY AND
FOR SUBSEQUENT PREPARATION OF THE ANNUAL AGENCY WORK PROGRAM AND
BUDGET.

Proposed Goals & Policies
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The Introduction to the proposed G&P includes an extensive re-write. Although we agree
the level of environmental improvement has not been as desired since the adoption of the
1987 Plan, and that legacy development continues to create notable run-off and other
pollution, we do reiterate our questions regarding the impact of TRPA’s failure to fully
implement the 1987 Plan. As the summary states, beginning in the 1990’s – and noted in
the first 5-year Threshold Evaluation Report in 1991 – it was clear that the 1987 Plan, as
implemented at that time, was not resulting in needed threshold improvements. Thus, the
1991 TER made numerous recommendations for change. As noted in our June and July
2012 comments, most of these recommendations were not acted upon. Five years later, in
1996, the TER again reiterated the problems, and made recommendations. Many of the
recommendations were similar to those in 1991. Yet, many of them were not
implemented by TRPA. In 2001, the TER again reviewed the threshold conditions, made
recommendations, and very few were implemented. In 2006, the scenario repeats itself,
only this time, many changes were delayed for consideration in the “upcoming” Regional
Plan Update. What this all equates to is that beginning in the 1990’s, the TERs and other
studies made it clear that more action was needed – as the Introduction now states.
However, the Introduction fails to note that although the Compact required periodic
review and updates to the Plan, and the Code specifically stated this would be done as a
result of threshold evaluation reports (at that time, Chapter 32), TRPA failed to make
these updates. Instead, over 20 years has passed since the first TER identified changes
that were needed yet very few necessary updates have been made. How much more
threshold improvement might we have seen had the Plan been updated as required? The
proposed RP states it will perform this review every four years, and update the Plan and
thresholds as needed to reflect science and other actions necessary for threshold
achievement. This is not a new concept TRPA has developed. As part of the 1987 Plan,
the Threshold Evaluation Reports were supposed to inform RP amendments, just as
TRPA claims the future TERs will inform RP amendments. But because TRPA continues
to fail to tie development approvals to measured threshold conditions, this appears to just
be more of the same. There is little incentive to improve threshold achievement and
maintenance if development is going to be approved regardless of the status of the
thresholds. Claiming “progress towards achievement” is easily a mere paper exercise,
much like the RPU EIS has done to ‘conclude’ multiple benefits (see our comments on
the EIS for details and examples).
Starting in the 1990’s, Threshold Evaluations and other studies made it clear that the strategy of
regulation and land acquisition alone would not be enough to successfully achieve and maintain
environmental thresholds. The environmental impact of “legacy development” that was
constructed prior to the initial Regional Plan continued to adversely impact the Region. In
response, federal, state and local government dramatically increased funding for stormwater
management infrastructure, wetland restorations and other environmentally beneficial projects
through the Environmental Improvement Program (EIP). Trends towards threshold attainment
improved measurably, but thresholds for water quality and other resources were still not being
attained.
In the 2000’s, extensive studies for the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) provided
more detailed information related to water quality. TMDL reports adopted by California and
Nevada included the following summary of Lake Tahoe’s major water pollution sources:
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The ongoing decline in Lake Tahoe’s deep water transparency and clarity is a result of light
scatter from fine sediment particles (primarily particles less than 16 micrometers in diameter) and
light absorption by phytoplankton. The addition of nitrogen and phosphorus to Lake Tahoe
contributes to phytoplankton growth. Fine sediment particles are the most dominant pollutant
contributing to the impairment of the lake’s deep water transparency and clarity, accounting for
roughly two thirds of the lake’s impairment.
A pollutant source analysis conducted by the California State Water Resources Control Board and
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection identified urban uplands runoff, atmospheric
deposition, forested upland runoff, and stream channel erosion as the primary sources of fine
sediment particle, nitrogen, and phosphorus loads discharging to Lake Tahoe. The largest source
of fine sediment particles to Lake Tahoe is urban stormwater runoff, comprising 72 percent of the
total fine sediment particle load. The urban uplands also provide the largest opportunity to reduce
fine sediment particle and phosphorus contributions to the lake.
While the TMDL focuses on impairment of Lake Tahoe’s deep water transparency and clarity, the
primary pollutants that it addresses (fine sediment, nitrogen and phosphorous) also may affect
nearshore water quality. Given the exceptional scenic quality and significant recreational and
ecological values provided by Lake Tahoe’s nearshore, the protection of nearshore water quality is
equally important.
To better address these water quality issues, one of the primary goals of the 2012 Regional Plan
Update is to accelerate private investment in environmentally-beneficial redevelopment activities
to complement the ongoing investment in public projects targeted at threshold gain. Amendments
related to other scientific reports and to legislation in California and Nevada are also addressed in
the 2012 Regional Plan.
(p. I-4)

In summary, the Introduction to the G&P reflects another example of TRPA’s assertion
that the 1987 Plan was insufficient and therefore the proposed RP and new prodevelopment approach are “needed,” when TRPA has failed to address the agency’s lack
of implementation of their own requirements beginning in 1991. Although we submitted
extensive comments on this and provided numerous examples of recommendations from
1991 to the present that TRPA has failed to address, the response to our comments does
not answer these questions.
The Introduction also includes amendments related to the description of other Plans. The
following statement is added related to other plans. It is not made clear in the description
that the TRPA Compact requirements – as implemented by the Regional Plan’s Code supersede all other plans, including state regulations (e.g. SB 375).
Other Regional Scale Plans and Reference Documents
This category includes: (1) plans for which the Agency has adopted or assumed responsibility,
such as the Federal 208 Water Quality Management Plan, the Federal Air Quality Plan, and the
California Regional Transportation Plan; and (2) reference documents that support the Regional
Plan and are listed by ordinance.
Plans for Specific Geographic Areas within the Region
After adoption of the 1987 Regional Plan, over 170 different plans were adopted for certain
geographic areas. These include Plan Area Statements, Community Plans, State and Federal
Government Master Plans and other detailed Specific or Master Plans (for ski areas, marinas, the
airport, etc). With adoption of the 2012 Regional Plan, local, state, federal and tribal governments
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are encouraged to adopt Area Plans to supersede the older plans for specific geographic areas.
Before taking effect, Area Plans must be found in conformance with the Regional Plan. State and
Federal Government Master Plans and some of the other detailed Master Plans may remain in
place and continue to be implemented or may be replaced with new Area Plans.

G&P – Land Use:
The proposed changes to the RP package also represent a shift in agency intent, as also
noted in the proposed changes to the Mission of the Agency. As shown below, the Land
Use element begins with several changes that may appear minor, but represent significant
shifts in thinking. For example, a proposed change in wording moves “economic” in the
sentence below, placing it before the physical well-being of the Region.

The Land Use chapter (II-2) includes the following change:
The thresholds, however, do not define the maximum buildout populations, densities,
permitted uses, or other land use criteria for the manmade environment; this is the
function of the Regional Plan.

This must be amended (to retain populations) based upon the Board’s direction at the
11/15/2012 hearing to ensure all references to the Compact or requirements in the
Compact use the same wording. In this case, the Compact very clearly states populations
– not once does “buildout” turn up in a search of the Compact.
The Compact Article II(i) defines ETCCs as:
(i) “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental standard
necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural
value of the region or to maintain public health and safety within the region. Such
standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air quality, water quality, soil
conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.
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Article V(c):
The regional plan shall be a single enforceable plan and includes all of the following correlated
elements:
(1) A land-use plan for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the
criteria and standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space and other natural resources within the
region, including but not limited to an indication or allocation of maximum population

densities and permitted uses. [Emphasis added].

According to the Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary,68 capacity is defined as:
2a : the potential or suitability for holding, storing, or accommodating <a large seating capacity>
b : the maximum amount or number that can be contained or accommodated <a jug with a onegallon capacity> <the auditorium was filled to capacity>

Thus, the threshold environmental carrying capacities are clearly intended to represent
the maximum amount (of development and people) in the Basin that can be contained or
accommodated within the boundaries of the environment. This does not mean the same as
buildout, which is commonly used to discuss when all development permitted in a Plan
has been constructed – implying what’s in the Plan is more important than what limits
may be needed to ensure environmental capacities are not exceeded.

68

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/capacity
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The changes shown above (p. II-2) further reflect an intent to prioritize economy and
more development. The original wording, which explained the Plan’s intent was not
to promote more growth at the expense of the environment, has been changed to
focus on a development outcome: redevelopment in town centers.
LU-2.1. THE TOTAL POPULATION PERMITTED IN THE REGION AT ONE TIME
SHALL BE A FUNCTION OF THE CONSTRAINTS OF THE REGIONAL PLAN AND
THE ENVIRONMENTAL THRESHOLD CARRYING CAPACITIES.
Population growth in the Region will be guided by the limitations on land use set forth in the
Plan. This Plan identifies land use, densities, traffic volumes, urban boundaries, and other
factors that indirectly determine the population at any given time. All of these factors have
been set to ensure compliance with the environmental thresholds.

---Additional Comments on Code:
30.4.3.B
a. . Soft coverage may be transferred to commercial parcels within the South Y Industrial Tract
Community Plan and within the Upper Truckee River Hydrologic Transfer Area for service, light
industrial, and wholesale/storage uses in accordance with subsection 30.4.3 and provided that the
findings in subparagraph 30.4.3.F below are made.

The proposed language (included above) changes "within" to "and" ---which appears to
allow soft coverage to be transferred to any commercial parcel in the Upper Truckee
River HRA. This appears to be a significant change from the existing Code that was not
analyzed in the EIS, nor provided to the public until 10/24. If this is TRPA’s proposal,
the EIS must analyze the impacts. If not, the Code must not be changed.
--50.9.2.50.10.2. Conversions to Multi-family Units
A pilot program is created under this subsection that allows for the conversion of no more than
200 TAUs to ERUs for multi-unit projects, subject to the following conditions:
A. Each TAU can be used for a maximum of 1,250 sq. ft. of residential floor area;
B. The conversion must happen on the same parcel; and
C. TRPA shall monitor the impacts to thresholds of pilot program.

The EIS fails to address this proposed Code addition. The EIS must analyze the
environmental impacts of changing tourist-based uses (that according to TRPA and BiState Committee members, 69 are often being used at low capacity) to residential uses (e.g.
condos). Also, the EIS must examine the cumulative impacts of this pilot program on
coverage and VMT. Further, this does not specify how TRPA will monitor the impacts to
the thresholds. For example, what mechanisms will be in place to ensure there are not
negative impacts? What criteria will be used to assess environmental improvement from
this “pilot program?” If the pilot program fails, then what?
---

69

E.g. Lew Feldman, 11/15/2012 GB Meeting.
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Chapter 90 reflects a “termed not defined” proposal. We request any such language be
amended to state that definitions must conform to Webster’s Dictionary or for scientific
terms, based upon commonly-accepted scientific dictionaries.
90.1.13. Term Not Defined
In the event there is a term used in this Code that is not defined in this chapter, the Executive
Director shall have the authority to provide a definition through the Interpretation procedure
(Section ---) based upon the definitions used in accepted sources.

---
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10. AREA PLANS, DELEGATION, AND APPEALS PROCESS V. COMPACT
Change to Area Plan processes, Delegation to locals and Appeals process
We have raised numerous concerns regarding the delegation of permitting authority to
local governments, the appeals process (which was presented after 6/28), and the change
to Area Plans. As noted in the previous section, the Code and Goals & Policies language
related to Area Plans and conformance remain unclear.
Local governments and economic incentives:
To reiterate comments we have made previously, local jurisdictions are motivated by
economics. The more growth in the jurisdiction, the more tax dollars, and so on. This is
why there was a need for the TRPA in the first place - the local jurisdictions were not
taking care of the environment as their primary motivation for planning is economic (e.g.
population growth). Thus, placing planning authority back onto the locals as proposed in
the RPU leaves no one in charge of prioritizing protection of the environment. Further, as
TRPA has also shifted from environmental protection first to economy first (a clear
example being the proposed G&P Language which literally moves the word “economy”
before environment), this leaves no regulatory entity with the primary purpose of
watching out for Tahoe’s fragile environment. Therefore, we again state our opposition to
this proposal in the RPU.
We reiterate our disagreement with the policies that would limit public comment (e.g. the
proposed limitation of GB discussion to items raised by members of the public at APC
meetings). We also oppose the proposed appeals process that would limit the ability of
the public to appeal a decision – through process, cost, and timelines. Further, we believe
the proposed Appeals process is contrary to the Compacts’ requirements as follows:
The proposed changes include the following, as summarized on p. 9 of the October Staff
Summary:
Project Appeals: When project review authority is delegated to Lead Agencies, all project
approvals would be subject to appeal to the TRPA Governing Board (Code Section 13.9). The
appeal process includes the following key provisions:
o Basis for Appeal: Appeals are limited to disputes over conformance with the Regional Plan,
including the applicable Area Plan, applicable code provisions and the Compact;
o Exhaustion: Appellants must exhaust administrative remedies with the Lead Agency before
filing an appeal to TRPA;
o Timelines: The total appeal process would last approximately 120 days, including 15 days for
appellants to file, 60 days for a staff recommendation and approximately 45 days for up to two
Governing Board hearings; and
o Fee limitations: The total appeal fee may not exceed $2,000 ($1,000 to TRPA and $1,000 to the
Lead Agency).

This is reflected in Chapter 13 of the proposed Code as follows:
13.6.4. Approval of Area Plan by TRPA
For Area Plans initiated and approved by a lead agency other than TRPA, the Area Plan shall be
submitted to and reviewed by the TRPA Governing Board at a public hearing. Public comment
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shall be limited to consideration of issues raised by the public before the Advisory Planning
Commission and issues raised by the Governing Board. The TRPA Governing Board shall make a
finding that the Area Plan, including all zoning and development Codes that are part of the Area
Plan, is consistent with and furthers the goals and policies of the Regional Plan. This finding shall
be referred to as a finding of conformance and shall be subject to the same voting requirements as
approval of a Regional Plan amendment..

…
13.6.6. Conformity Review for Amendments to Area Plans
Following approval of an Area Plan, any subsequent amendment to a plan or ordinance contained
within the approved Area Plan shall be reviewed by the Advisory Planning Commission and
Governing Board for conformity with the requirements of the Regional Plan. Public comment
before the Governing Board shall be limited to consideration of issues raised before the Advisory
Planning Commission and issues raised by the Governing Board. The Governing Board shall
make the same findings as required for the conformity finding of the initial Area Plan, as provided
in subsection 13.6.5; however, the scope of the APC and Governing Board’s review shall be
limited to determining the conformity of the specific amendment only. If the Governing Board
finds that the amendment to the Area Plan does not conform to the Regional Plan, including after
any changes made in response to TRPA comments, the amendment shall not become part of the
approved Area Plan.
…
13.9. APPEALS
13.9.1. Purpose
The intent of the appeal process is to provide a mechanism for projects delegated to lead agencies
to be brought before the TRPA Governing Board consistent with requirements of the Compact,
eliminate frivolous appeals, deter appellants ―laying in wait by encouraging early and
consistent engagement, increase procedural certainty and timeliness irrespective of outcomes, and
to minimize project-by-project negotiation before the Governing Board.
13.9.2. Appeal Allowed
Final decisions on projects delegated to a lead agency may be appealed to the TRPA. An appeal
may only be filed by an ―aggrieved person as defined in Article VI(j)(3) of the Compact.
Decisions by the lead agency under independent local, state, or federal law are not the subject of
this appeal process.
13.9.3. Basis of Appeal
The basis for an appeal under this section shall be limited to whether the decision by a lead agency
is in accordance with an approved Area Plan and its implementing ordinances consistent with the
Regional Plan and Compact.
13.9.4. Exhaustion Required
Appellants who are subject to the exhaustion provision in Compact Article VI (j) (3) shall exhaust
all administrative remedies provided by the lead agency prior to appealing a decision to TRPA.
13.9.5. Deadline
An appellant shall file an appeal application to TRPA within 15 calendar days of the final lead
agency decision.
13.9.6. Content of Appeal
An application for appeal shall contain the following:
A. A clearly written statement explaining the grounds for appeal;
B. Documentation to support the appeal claim.;
C. Additional documentation may be provided by the applicant or lead agency to augment the
record.
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13.9.7. Fee
The appellant shall pay a fee of $1,000 to TRPA for each appeal. A lead agency’s fee for its
internal appeals of delegated decisions shall not exceed the TRPA fee for appeals.
13.9.8. Stay of Lead Agency Decision
Once an appeal application is received by TRPA, the project approved by the lead agency shall be
stayed pending the final outcome of the appeal.
13.9.9. Review of Appeal
A. Staff Recommendation and Hearing
Within 60 days after receipt of an appeal, TRPA staff shall make a recommendation to the
Governing Board on the merits of the appeal, including whether the appeal is frivolous as defined
in subsections 13.9.2 through 13.9.4. The Governing Board shall consider the recommendation
concerning whether the appeal is frivolous in determining whether to proceed to consider the
merits of an appeal and if it hears the merits it shall consider the recommendation concerning the
merits. A hearing on the appeal shall be scheduled for the first Governing Board meeting after
issuance of the staff recommendation.
B. Governing Board Action
1. The voting structure for the Governing Board for appeal decisions shall be the same as project
votes before the Governing Board as defined in the Compact.
2. The Governing Board may take action the first time the appeal is presented to the Board or,
after hearing the appeal, continue the action to the next Governing Board meeting.
3. If no action is taken by the Governing Board at the initial meeting at which the appeal is
presented, the Governing Board shall take action at the next Governing Board meeting.
C. Standard of Review
Appeal review and action by the Governing Board shall be limited to whether the decision by a
lead agency is in accordance with an approved Area Plan and its implementing ordinances
consistent with the Regional Plan and Compact.

The Compact, Article VI (j) includes the following:
(j) Legal actions arising out of or alleging a violation of the provisions of this compact, of the
regional plan or of an ordinance or regulation of the agency or of a permit or a condition of a
permit issued by the agency are governed by the following provisions:
(1) This subdivision applies to:
(A) Actions arising out of activities directly undertaken by the agency.
(B) Actions arising out of the issuance to a person of a lease, permit, license or other
entitlement for use by the agency.
(C) Actions arising out of any other act or failure to act by any person or public agency.
Such legal actions may be filed and the provisions of this subdivision apply equally in the
appropriate courts of California and Nevada and of the United States.
(2) Venue lies:
(A) If a civil or criminal action challenges an activity by the agency or any person which is
undertaken or to be undertaken upon a parcel of real property, in the State or Federal judicial
district where the real property is situated.
(B) if An action challenges an activity which does not involve a specific parcel of land (such
as an action challenging an ordinance of the agency), in any State or Federal court having
jurisdiction within the region.
(3) Any aggrieved person may file an action in an appropriate court of the States of California or
Nevada or of the United States alleging noncompliance with the provisions of this compact or with
an ordinance or regulation of the agency. In the case of governmental agencies, “aggrieved
person” means the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency or any State, Federal or local agency. In the
case of any person other than a governmental agency who challenges an action of the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, “aggrieved person” means any person who has appeared, either in
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person, through an authorized representative, or in writing, before the agency at an appropriate
administrative hearing to register objection to the action which is being challenged, or who had
good cause for not making such an appearance. [Emphasis added].
(4) A legal action arising out of the adoption or amendment of the regional plan or of any
ordinance or regulation of the agency, or out of the granting or denial of any permit, shall be
commenced within 60 days after final action by the agency. All other legal actions shall be
commenced within 65 days after discovery of the cause of action.
(5) In any legal action filed pursuant to this subdivision which challenges an adjudicatory act or
decision of the agency to approve or disapprove a project, the scope of judicial inquiry shall
extend only to whether there was prejudicial abuse of discretion. Prejudicial abuse of discretion is
established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required by law or if the act or decision of
the agency was not supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. In making such
a determination the court shall not exercise its independent judgment on evidence but shall only
determine whether the act or decision was supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole
record. In any legal action filed pursuant to the subdivision which challenges a legislative act or
decision of the agency (such as the adoption of the regional plan and the enactment of
implementing ordinances), the scope of the judicial inquiry shall extend only to the questions of
whether the act or decision has been arbitrary, capricious or lacking substantial evidentiary support
or whether the agency has failed to proceed in a manner required by law.

According to the Compact, an aggrieved person (other than the agencies listed) means
any person “who has appeared…before the agency at an appropriate administrative
hearing.” However, the proposed Code 13.6.4 states that: “Public comment shall be
limited to consideration of issues raised by the public before the Advisory Planning
Commission and issues raised by the Governing Board.” This appears to be in conflict
with the Compact’s requirements, which does not require the public to first comment at
the APC, but rather, “an appropriate administrative hearing.” Further, the Compact does
not prohibit the public from raising ‘new’ issues at the Governing Board hearing.
Thus, if the public does not attend APC, and/or does not raise a specific issue, the public
cannot raise the issue at the Board hearing, thus limiting the ability of the public to raise
concerns to the Board. Further, this appears to limit what eventually would be defined as
an “aggrieved person” if an action were challenged, contrary to the Compact, which
states (for non-governmental agencies): an “aggrieved person” means any person who has
appeared, either in person, through an authorized representative, or in writing, before the agency at an
appropriate administrative hearing to register objection to the action which is being challenged, or who had
good cause for not making such an appearance.

The proposed Code is not only complex, confusing, and seemingly places additional
burden on the public at the same time as limiting the public’s ability to comment to the
Board on an item the Board will vote on, but also appears to be in conflict with the
Compact’s requirements.
The Compact currently provides for 60 days for the public to take legal action after a
decision by the Board. However, the proposed Code appears to change this section of the
Code from the earlier Compact direction, first requiring the public to appeal a decision by
a local government, which contains other timelines for non-Compact challenges (e.g.
CEQA), but at the same time providing for just 15 calendar days to appeal to TRPA,and
making matters worse, restricting what can be appealed. Further, the new added burden
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of “documentation to support the appeal claim” (13.9.6.B) appears to require the public to
outline all of their arguments and issues associated with the appeal (which is not currently
a requirement of the Compact), within a 15 day time frame.
Further, the public can only challenge “whether the decision by the lead agency is in
accordance with the Area Plan and its implementing ordinances consistent with the
Regional Plan and Compact.” There does not appear to be a provision for challenging an
inadequate environmental review document. There does not appear to be a provision for
appealing a planning process that is contrary to rights provided to the public by the TRPA
Compact.
Finally, the Compact appears to place the decision of whether there is adequate evidence
to support an appeal to the Courts in the hands of the staff. Although this may still apply
on appeals of TRPA decisions, the proposed appeals process for appealing decisions
made under Area Plans to TRPA appears to suggest the first review of whether there is
adequate evidence for the appeal will lie in the hands of TRPA staff, with no provisions,
criteria, etc., for how TRPA staff, or Board members, etc., would determine whether an
appellant has provided ‘substantial evidence’ to appeal a local decision to the TRPA
Board. Again, the new Area Plan and Appeal Process proposed for Alternative 3 appear
to be contrary to the requirements of the TRPA Compact.
It is also unclear how violations of the Regional Plan – and Area Plans which are adopted
as part of the RP – will be addressed. The Compact calls for the following penalties:
(l) Any person who violates any provision of this compact or of any ordinance or regulation of the
agency or any condition of approval imposed by the agency is subject to a civil penalty not to
exceed $5,000. Any such person is subject to an additional civil penalty not to exceed $5,000 per
day, for each day on which such a violation persists. In imposing the penalties authorized by this
subdivision, the court shall consider the nature of the violation and shall impose a greater penalty
if it was willful or resulted from gross negligence than if it resulted from inadvertence or simple
negligence. [Article VI (l)]

Additional delegation of authority:
Another question that continues to surface is whether a local agency with an approved
Area Plan may then delegate authority over approval of certain activities to another
entity. Although TRPA has assured us this is not the case, the 10/24 staff summary,
which as noted elsewhere, has been included as part of the final RPU package by TRPA,
and proposed G&Ps, specifically state otherwise:
Area Plans would outline land use allowances and development standards. Area Plans may also
establish protective standards that replace region‐wide standards, including tailored area‐wide
coverage and Best Management Practices (“BMP”) programs for water quality. Local, State and
Federal Agencies are authorized to be “Lead Agencies” guiding the development of Area Plans.
All Area Plan provisions are required to conform to the Regional Goal and Policy Plan,
Thresholds and the Compact. Once Area Plans are adopted and become part of the Regional Plan,
approval of additional development activities could be delegated to other governments, with
appeal provisions to TRPA for contested projects. (p. 7, 10/24/2012 Staff summary) [Emphasis
added]
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We see this in the G&P (p. VII-2):
IAP-1.3.THE AGENCY SHALL COORDINATE WITH LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL
AGENCIES TO DEVELOP AREA PLANS AND CODES THAT CONFORM WITH THE
REGIONAL PLAN. AREA PLANS MAY DELEGATE REVIEW AND APPROVAL
AUTHORITY FOR ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES TO LOCAL, STATE
AND FEDERAL AGENCIES, SUBJECT TO PROVISIONS OF POLICY LU-4.12 AND
THE CODE OF ORDINANCES.

Members of the public asked TRPA staff about this, and were not given direct answers
but instead referred to Chapter 13 of the Code.70
11/1: Ms. Ellie Waller in email to TRPA asked:
“…Was any new code drafted to support this recommendation by staff to allow State and Federal
agencies to approve permits on Public Lands in the Conservation District thru an Area Plan
Process?...”
11/1: Mr. Arlo Stockham, emailed response including:
“…The request for increased permitting delegation on public lands was not endorsed and is not
included on Exhibit B of the staff summary or the final draft plan/code. As described in the staff
summary, amendments in the final draft plan reduce and do not increase delegation opportunities.
Limits on delegation are detailed in code section 13.7.3 (Activities requiring TRPA approval)…”
11/1: Ms. Ellie Waller responded to Mr. Stockham:
“…The reason I asked the question is I've been reading Exh B information and it was not clear if
the recommendation was part of the Goals and Policies change.
Please explain the new Policy language:…”71
11/1: Mr. Arlo Stockham responded to Ms. Waller’s message:
The plan and code sections that we have cited speak for themselves. It is not proper for us to
further interpret the plan and code language. Please refer to chapter 13.

First, we disagree. If TRPA feels it is not “proper” for TRPA to interpret (or explain)
TRPA’s proposed Code and G&P language, then how can the public assess the impacts?
This makes no sense. TRPA should be able to explain clearly the meaning of the
proposed Code and G&P language the agency is proposing for adoption.
Second, when we examined Chapter 13 of the Code, as stated by Mr. Stockham, we
found more vague language, but nothing that specifically prohibited the delegation of
authority by Area Plans to other entities.
13.7.1. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Required
After TRPA finds that an Area Plan is in conformance with the Regional Plan, TRPA and the lead
agency shall enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that clearly specifies the extent
to which the activities within the Area Plan are delegated or exempt from TRPA review and
approval, and describes all procedures and responsibilities to ensure effective implementation of
the Area Plan. Concurrent review of the Area Plan and the MOU is encouraged. [Emphasis
Added].
13.7.3.B. The limits on delegation in Table 13.7.3-1 may be increased or decreased by the TRPA
Governing Board. The levels of delegation may be increased or decreased based on the lead
70
71

See attached emailed correspondence for full messages.
Ms. Waller included the proposed G&P language for IAP-1.3, included previously in these comments.
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agency’s ongoing monitoring, reporting, and performance review, whether the lead agency’s
actions on projects are consistent with the Area Plan, and whether the Area Plan’s terms and
conditions are met. [Emphasis Added].

These two sections alone appear to allow, or set the state for future changes that would
allow, another agency to increase delegation in an Area Plan to other entities through the
MOU, yet 13.7.3.B says “by the TRPA Governing Board” not other entities. This is
confusing, even moreso when compared to the G&P language that appears to be a
potential platform for allowing this change in the future.
Evaluation of all environmental impacts:
According to the TRPA Compact, TRPA is required to assess the environmental impacts
of the proposed alternatives in the RPU EIS/RTP EIS/R documents. The Compact Article
II (h) defines a “project” as:
(h) “Project” means an activity undertaken by any person, including any public agency, if the
activity may substantially affect the land, water, air, space or any other natural resources of the
region.

Compact Article VII requires the following:
(a) The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency when acting upon matters that have a significant effect
on the environment shall:
(1) Utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the
natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision making
which may have an impact on man’s environment;
(2) Prepare and consider a detailed environmental impact statement before deciding to approve or
carry out any project. The detailed environmental impact statement shall include the following:
(A) The significant environmental impacts of the proposed project;
(B) Any significant adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the project
be implemented;
(C) Alternatives to the proposed project;
(D) Mitigation measures which must be implemented to assure meeting standards of the
region;
(E) The relationship between local short-term uses of man’s environment and the maintenance
and enhancement of long-term productivity;
(F) Any significant irreversible and irretrievable commitments or resources which would be
involved in the proposed project should it be implemented; and
(G) The growth-inducing impact of the proposed project; . [Emphasis added]
(3) Study, develop and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action for any
project which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources;
(4) Make available to States, counties, municipalities, institutions and individuals, advice and
information useful in restoring, maintaining and enhancing the quality of the region’s
environment; and
(5) Initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and development of resourceoriented projects.
…
(d) In addition to the written findings specified by agency ordinance to implement the regional
plan, the agency shall make either of the following written findings before approving a project for
which an environmental impact statement was prepared:
(1) Changes or alterations have been required in or incorporated into such project which avoid
or reduce the significant adverse environmental effects to a less significant level; or
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(2) Specific considerations, such as economic, social or technical, make infeasible the
mitigation measures or project alternatives discussed in the environmental impact statement
on the project.
A separate written finding shall be made for each significant effect identified in the environmental
impact statement on the project. All written findings must be supported by substantial evidence in
the record.

Article V(c) requires that the Regional Plan be a “single enforceable plan” – which we
question whether some unnumbered amount of individual Area Plans would constitute a
“single enforceable plan” – and to allocate maximum population densities.
The regional plan shall be a single enforceable plan and includes all of the following correlated
elements:
(1) A land-use plan for the integrated arrangement and general location and extent of, and the
criteria and standards for, the uses of land, water, air, space and other natural resources within the
region, including but not limited to an indication or allocation of maximum population densities
and permitted uses. [Emphasis added]

Further, although the EIS provides an estimate of future residents in the Basin under each
alternative, there is no analysis of the maximum population density in the Basin –
including visitors. This was the original point of determining the environmental threshold
carrying capacities. We note the requirement in the Compact does not specify only
residential population densities. Thus, the land use plan required by the compact must
address maximum visitor and residential populations in the proposed alternatives. These
maximum densities must support achieving and maintenance of the thresholds, otherwise
the alternative(s) would not meet the compact’s requirements.
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11. THE 208 WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PLAN (WQMP)
Inadequate public review opportunity:
TRPA did not release a draft version of the proposed updates to the 208 WQMP for
public review along with the draft Code, Goals & Policies, EIS, EIR/S, TER, and related
documents in April 2012. The public was not notified that the 208 WQMP was to be
revised, nor provided any opportunity to see proposed changes until 11/15/2012, when
the “draft Final” copy was released. However, not only is the 208 WQMP directly tied to
the RPU, but the proposed WQMP includes language tied to RPU amendments that
would result in significantly more increases in development. In fact, the 208 WQMP
language appears to set the stage for an additional area to be re-zoned to “Resort
Recreation” – contrary to the agreements made by the Bi-State Committee (7/25/2012).
In essence, as expected, it appears the Bi-State Agreement, as well as the RPU itself, that
are proposed for adoption on 12/12/12 do nothing more than meet an apparently ongoing
political obligation for increased development and reduced oversight.
Plan does not include federal designation and protection for Lake Tahoe:
Strangely, the 208 WQMP, which is the “framework”72 for managing Lake Tahoe’s
watershed fails to include Lake Tahoe’s federal designation as an Outstanding National
Resource Water (ONRW), which provides for special protection of the Lake, and
prevents degradation of its waters. Is this yet another reflection of a new Plan that is more
about development and less about environmental protection?
Further, because the proposed WQMP is based upon the RPU EIS (see excerpts below),
which is technically inadequate, the RPU and WQMP will violate the ONRW antidegradation policy as well as the TRPA compact, which incorporates federal and state
water quality standards.
WQMP and RPU Relationship:
As noted above, the WQMP is viewed as one of the plans necessary to fully “implement”
the TRPA Regional Plan. The Dec. 2012 staff summary for the RPU package states:

72

Introduction to 208 WQMP: “The Lake Tahoe Water Quality Management Plan (also known as the 208
Plan or WQMP) is a framework that sets forth the components of the water quality management system in
the Lake Tahoe Region, the desired water quality outcomes for the Tahoe Basin, and the mechanisms
adopted by all the relevant entities to achieve and maintain those outcomes. The WQMP is organized to
reflect the water quality management plan elements required by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (U.S. EPA) regulations at 40 C.F.R. Section 130.6, which implements Sections 208 and 303(e) of
the Clean Water Act, as well as the unique situation in the Lake Tahoe Region.”
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Therefore, since the WQMP is part of the RPU, why was it not released for public review
in April, along with the proposed Code and G&P language at that time (noting the Code
also “implements” the Regional Plan)? Further, as the staff summary states, the WQMP
“does not contain any independent water quality provisions that were not already
included in and analyzed under the Regional Plan update or previously approved under
other authorities.”
Yet the WQMP proposes a third area for Resort Recreation be approved within the next
four years, and also sets a four year “sunset” for all Bi-State Agreement provisions (see
more below). Neither of these changes were analyzed under the RPU. We also note this
reiterates that the RPU EIS (and RTP EIR/S) are relied upon for the environmental
impact analysis of the proposed WQMP. Thus, the WQMP should be subject to the same
process as the RPU EIS. Further, where the RPU EIS fails to adequately analyze or
support proposals in the RP, this technical inadequacy extends to the WQMP as well,
where applicable.
The December 2012 GB packet73 states the WQMP “implements the Regional Plan” in
the findings for Chapter 4:

73

http://www.trpa.org/documents/packets/gb_packets/2012_gb_packets/December_2012_gb_packet.pdf
(p. 279)
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The packet also includes an “Initial Environmental Checklist” for the WQMP update,
which begins with the following statement, incorporating the RPU EIS.

At the 11/15/2012 GB hearing, TRPA introduced the WQMP with the following
statements (copied from the minutes in the December 2012 board packet):
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Of specific interest is the statement: “An update to the current 208 Plan is the final state
in implementing the Regional Plan Update changes, because our Code requires
conformance of the 208 Plan for those changes that may be inconsistent with the current
208 Plan.”
Thus, it is clear the WQMP is based upon the RPU, which is said to be analyzed in the
RPU EIS, which is technically deficient and has also been the subject of an everchanging, difficult public process.
Further, of note is the failure of TRPA to address what the “transition period” meant. No
where did TRPA explain in the presentation of the WQMP that there was a four year
sunset on the Bi-State Agreement approvals, nor that the plan would allow for a third
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Recreation Resort Area to be adopted within that four year period. The public was not
made aware of this until reading the document, which we reiterate was not provided until
11/15/2012 and never preceded by a draft for public review.

Three major impacts of the proposed 208 WQMP language which have not been
properly disclosed or analyzed:
As detailed below, there are three very significant impacts of the proposed WQMP
language that have essentially been ‘snuck under the radar’ at the last minute, yet the
implications are overwhelming.
1)
2)
3)

More Resort Recreation area(s);
Change in legal requirements for burden of proof;
“Automatic” updates without environmental analysis and unclear changes to legal
processes

1) More Resort Recreation area(s)
Resort Recreation areas are created specifically for existing corporations (Edgewood
Companies and Vail Corporation) to permit very large projects, consisting of hotels,
condos, commercial, and single family homes on undeveloped or developed land. The
208 WQMP adds a third area in an unspecified location, although scoping has already
started in Placer County on an expansion of the Vail Corp.’s Northstar Project from
Martis Valley that is shown on the land use map to extend over the ridge into the
Tahoe Basin on both private and U.S. Forest Service lands.
The proposed language specifically allows for a third area to be re-zoned to Resort
Recreation in the next four years – without environmental analysis.74 As noted
throughout our current and previous comments, the final EIS fails to analyze the
environmental impacts associated with the proposed changes in zoning for the two
areas specified in the current proposed Code (Edgewood Companies and
Vail/Heavenly parcels). However, the RPU would proclaim these areas to have the
“new land use designation” for Resort Recreation, and thus proposed Area Plans that
would include these new zoning designations would easily be determined to be “in
conformance” with the new RP…thus skirting any evaluation of the impacts of this
proposed zoning by TRPA, local jurisdictions, or other entities. This failure of
74

The draft EIS (4/25/2012) claimed the wholesale change in zoning of Recreation lands to allow “resorts”
was analyzed and mitigated to less than significant in Alternative 3, however as noted in our extensive
comments, the environmental analysis in the EIS is inadequate.
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process is only exacerbated by the ‘set-up’ in the proposed 208 WQMP to facilitate
the establishment of a third Recreation Resort area in the next four years.
Specifically, Section 10.2 includes the following language:
10.2 SPECIFIC TERMS AND PROCESS
A. The WQMP incorporates by reference not only the Regional Plan and Code of
Ordinances, as amended by the 2012 Regional Plan Update process, but also the
July 26, 2012 Bi-State Recommendations.
B. The WQMP shall not be amended before January 1, 2017 to alter the terms of the
Bi-State Recommendations incorporated herein, with the understanding that the
terms of the Bi-State Recommendations: (1) allow adoption and updating of Area
Plans by local governments as appropriate, and (2) shall not be used to support or
deny applications for “Resort Recreation” designation.
C. Prior to January 1, 2017 and absent a WQMP amendment, the “Resort Recreation” land use
designation shall in addition to including the Heavenly and Edgewood parcels, allow for no more
than one additional area of a comparable size to be added to that designation. If the subdivision
amendment procedures of the WQMP do not sunset after January 1, 2017 pursuant to Section G
below, at that time the States will caucus in a manner similar to Section G to further address the
“Resort Recreation” designation.

This language opens the door for easy approval of a third resort recreation area before
2017, and unlimited areas after 2017. This in itself defies the environmental analysis
requirements. However, this also speaks to a failure of the EIS to disclose the
impacts of the proposed Regional Plan and 208 WQMP update. That this
language was provided at the last GB meeting before the upcoming approval, with no
discussion in advance regarding this change, flies in the face of the Compact’s
requirement to disclose significant impacts of the proposed Plan to the public.
2) Change in legal requirements for burden of proof
The proposed language results in a change in legal requirements that is extremely
significant yet quietly made: the burden of proof is placed upon the appellant of a
decision, not on the agency. This major change in legal requirements was proposed at
the last hour, and done so very quietly. Yet again, this is a major example of the
failure of the EIS to disclose changes related to the proposed document updates.
2. Does a person object to amending the WQMP to be consistent with the Regional Plan change?
a. If no, then the WQMP is automatically amended;
b. If yes, then the objecting person has the burden of providing substantial evidence to the States
that the Regional Plan change may reasonably be expected to lead to the degradation of water
quality. The States must determine unanimously whether the objecting person has met the burden
of proof. The States may consider evidence from any person, including themselves, that they
collectively or individually deem appropriate.
3. Do the States, within 60 days of the objection to the WQMP amendment, unanimously
determine that the objecting person met the burden?
a. If no, then the WQMP is automatically amended;
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b. If yes, then the WQMP is not amended and the decision is remanded to TRPA for further
action;
c. If the States do not agree and cannot resolve the disagreement within 60 days of the objection to
the WQMP amendment, absent agreement between the States to extend for a reasonable period
the time in which to attempt to reach agreement, the WQMP is not amended and the proposed
WQMP amendment is remanded to TRPA for further action. At this point, either State may give
notice that it intends to pursue revocation of the designation of TRPA as its WQMP planning
agency for the Lake Tahoe Basin.

3) “Automatic” updates without environmental analysis and unclear changes to legal
processes
Further, the proposed language would result in “automatic updates” to the WQMP
after 1/1/2017 when TRPA makes a change to the Regional Plan. Due to the previous
section, if a member of the public objects to this change, they now have the burden of
proof.
4. After January 1, 2017, except for amendments concerning subdivisions, relevant amendments
made to TRPA‘s Regional Plan and/or Code are automatically made to the WQMP.

This appears to leave decisions related to Lake Tahoe’s protection in the hands of the
EPA and the states, not the Regional Planning Agency the Compact created.
Additionally, the Introduction chapter of the WQMP includes the following
information:
In light of the changes in the approach to managing water quality, the unique arrangement for
planning, and the new requirements, the Lake Tahoe WQMP is updated to better serve as a living
and relevant framework within which the distinct, but interrelated programs and efforts at the
various government levels work in a coordinated and complementary fashion as the major
components of the Region’s water quality management system. Each of the major individual
components has been approved and may be amended in accordance with the required processes
associated with that component. For example, the Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) is subject to approval by both States and the U.S. EPA; the Tahoe Regional Plan is
subject to approval by the TRPA Governing Board; and local government Codes that may act to
implement a portion of their respective load reduction plans are subject to approval by local
government elected officials. To ensure timely implementation and, where necessary, timely
revision of these components and to improve the functionality and relevance of the WQMP, in lieu
of re-adoption of individual components, this WQMP incorporates by reference those documents
listed in Table 2. The following components and their subsequent duly adopted and approved
revisions and amendments are integral parts of this WQMP. As an example, periodic updates and
improvements of the TRPA Best Management Practices Handbook to reflect latest thinking and
approaches are automatically incorporated as part of this WQMP and subject to implementation.
Should future changes be made to the underlying water quality regulatory authorities or key policy
concepts or approaches that may affect the overall implementation of the Lake Tahoe Region
water quality management system, the WQMP will be reviewed and updated as appropriate, in
accordance with Chapter 10 of this document and other applicable regulations. [Emphasis

added]

Table 2 (as referenced above) includes:
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It is unclear what, exactly, this means, and no explanation is provided. For example:
• Does this mean that if any of the documents in the Table 2 are changed, the
WQMP automatically incorporates those changes, without any environmental
or legal review?
• Does this essentially give the two states the authority to make changes to
TRPA’s RPU?
• What does this mean for the public with regards to commenting on changes,
or appealing changes made by the other entities which the WQMP may not
automatically update?
• Would the public have to appeal to the two states, TRPA, and the entity that
changes one of these referenced documents?
This process remains extremely unclear, but it appears that it will further limit the
public’s ability to follow changes being proposed, let alone to express concerns with
them, or appeal them.
The legal significance of the statement (above) in the introduction chapter to the
WQMP, combined with the text in Section 10, appear to completely change the
public process, and the environmental review requirements, yet there is no discussion
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of what these changes mean – anywhere. Instead, the public has been presented with
the final draft WQMP just weeks before it will likely be endorsed75 by TRPA. There
has been no opportunity for a public hearing since the public had the chance to read
the WQMP, and it appears the only chance to raise questions will be on the same
long, exhausting day where the APC and GB will be considering the update package,
and previous discussion has made it clear that most minds are already made up (a
review of minutes from all 2012 GB meetings, for example, reveals an ongoing
preference for Alt. 3 and an overwhelming interest in passing it on 12/12/12). Thus, it
is clear any new concerns raised on 12/12 will not likely be given an objective
reception and discussion.
Below we include Section 10 of the proposed 208 WQMP:

75

According to the December packet, TRPA will consider the 208 WQMP update and vote upon a
Resolution to endorse the 208 Plan, before it is sent to the EPA and states for review.
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Finally, we are provided with the Initial Environmental Checklist for the WQMP in the
12/5/12 Board packet. Of note is the date on the IEC: 12/4. This suggests that the
concepts and proposals in the 11/15 WQMP were determined first, then the checklist
performed to justify proposed changes. Strangely, although as noted above the WQMP
does prescribe several changes, the IEC states that there are no impacts to any of the
checklist items. Further, the WQMP implements the RP, which has numerous impacts,
and thus, this checklist appears to conflict with the outcomes of the RPU.
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Changes to Final WQMP:
The public was provided yet another set of amendments to review on 12/10, including
revisions to the proposed WQMP. Additional comments are noted below:
Page 5:

We refer again to our questions and concerns regarding this new “automatic update”
concept.
Page 36:

As the WQMP proposes additional resort recreation development in the next four years,
and additional development results in additional stormwater runoff and pollution entering
Lake Tahoe, this suggests a conflict with the CWA ONRW non-degradation standards.
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12. COMMENTS RELATED TO THE 12/5/2012 STAFF SUMMARY AND
MATERIALS
The attached comments in “A.7: TASC-FOWS Comments on 12/5/12 Staff
Summary and Findings” address information provided in the 12/5/12 staff summary
for the 12/12/12 TRPA Board hearing. Due to the late nature of the public receiving
over 640 additional pages, and associated time constraints, comments may touch on
subjects already included or discussed above or in other attachments.
However, as our detailed comments note, the evidence available does not support
TRPA’s conclusion that the environmental findings in the staff summary can be
made. Further, the inclusion of yet more last minute information adds further
complexity to a process that has continued to be a moving-target for the past year.
Response to Additional Comments in Staff Summary:

The extent of comments received on the changes proposed since the draft public
comment period ended is reflective of the ever-changing process. Further, many
concepts proposed since 6/28 were not mentioned in the draft, nor have they been
analyzed in the final documents.
In conclusion, we appreciate the opportunity to provide additional comments on the RPU
package of materials, however, the process, the documents, the purported environmental
analysis, the proposed changes to Resolution 82-11, the Code, the G&P, the WQMP, and
all associated documents and plans are not supported by substantial evidence in the
record, and findings that the proposed changes will achieve and maintain the thresholds
can not be supported by evidence. Instead, thousands of pages have been carefully used
to support a desired pro-development Regional Plan that will further degrade Lake
Tahoe’s fragile environment and harm the Basin’s local communities as well.
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ATTACHMENTS
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6

TASC-FOWS. TRPA Response to Peer Reviewers
TASC-FOWS Additional Comments on Final TER
TASC-FOWS Comparison of Mitigation Measures Draft v Final
TASC-FOWS Color-coding re Final RPU Organization
TASC-FOWS Examples.Responses to our comments on the EIS
TASC-FOWS Comments on Dec 5 Staff Summary & Findings

Additional Attachments and References:
Attached:
1. Emails re: Delegation of Authority to Agencies.EW.AS 11.1.2012
2. 9/16/2012 Karlton Shorezone Decision
3. 11/14/2012 Ann Nichols NTPA comments to TRPA
4. Emails Allocations AN JH 11.13.12

5. Schueler, T. 1994. The importance of imperviousness. Watershed Protection
Techniques 1(3): 100-111.
6. CTC 6/20/2012 Agenda Item 9
7. CTC 3/15/2012 Agenda Item 11a
8. Report to Tahoe Regional Planning Agency on revision of Tables 1, 2, 4, 5 and Appendix
in Land-Capability Classification of the Lake Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada, A Guide
for Planning (Bailey, 1974) USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Service1 Davis,
California, Aug. 31, 2007
9. Emails AN.JH Res Rec 208 etc 11.19.2012
10. Squaw Valley Expansion PPT 7.24.2012
11. Urban v. Non Urban Map 6.25.2012
12. TASC Letters to CA (12/6) and NV (12/8) Governors

13. Emails re final TER and 208 changes 12.10
Referenced (some of these were submitted with our previous letters and/or available online):
1. Comments on Draft EIS by CA Attorney General Kamala Harris 6/27/2012; (on file with
TRPA)
2. Comments on Draft EIS by CA Attorney General Kamala Harris 2/14/2012; (on file with
TRPA)
3. 2006 Threshold Evaluation (on file with TRPA)
4. 2001 Threshold Evaluation (on file with TRPA)
5. 2012 Tahoe Summit Report by DRI: http://www.dri.edu/2012-tahoe-summit
6. 7/23/2002 GB packet (on file with TRPA)
7. Article: “Scientists: Tsunami and earthquakes overdue in Lake Tahoe” Access at:
http://southtahoenow.com/story/12/05/2012/tsunami-and-earthquakes-overdue-lake-tahoe
8. 11/25/2012 TASC & FOWS request for Recirculation as Agenda Item (on file with
TRPA)
9. TERC: State of the Lake Report, 2012, access at:
http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2012.pdf
10. Proposals/comments submitted by Mara Bresnick & Byron Sher, Oct. 2012 (on file with
TRPA)
11. TASC request Recirculation 11.15.2012 (on file with TRPA)
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12. TASC 11.15.2012 Attachment: History of involvement in RPU process (on file
with TRPA)

13. TASC proposed language for BMP gaps 11.14.2012 (on file with TRPA)
14. Letter to USACE re EIS for thresholds 6-16-2007 (on file with TRPA)
15. Letter from TRPA to USACE re Threshold Approval process (on file with TRPA)
16. Article: Feds declare tougher water pollution rules on Florida:
http://www.abcactionnews.com/dpp/news/feds-impose-tough-water-pollution-rules-onflorida-environmental-groups-declare-victory; AND
http://www.seattlepi.com/news/science/article/Feds-impose-tough-water-pollution-rules-onFlorida-4081990.php#ixzz2DkwkFWFQ

17. Notice of Preparation of draft EIR for proposed Northstar Mountain Master Plan
11/6/2012:
http://www.placer.ca.gov/Departments/CommunityDevelopment/EnvCoordSvcs/EIR/Northst
arMMP.aspx
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TRPA Governing Board
128 Market St.
Stateline, NV 89449
Subject:

November 16, 2013

Comments on City of South Lake Tahoe proposed Tourist Core Area Plan

Dear Chair Aldean and Members of the TRPA Governing Board:
The Friends of the West Shore (FOWS) and the Tahoe Area Sierra Club (TASC) appreciate the
opportunity to provide additional comments on the proposed City of South Lake Tahoe (City) Tourist
Core Area Plan (TCAP), and all related documents. As our collection of previous comments on the
TCAP show, we have been extremely diligent providing comments, technical references, and
recommendations to all involved government agencies.1 We herein incorporate and reiterate all
previous comment letters and attachments, including those submitted to TRPA on CD for the
11/13/13 APC hearing.
The information available from the RPU/RTP EIR/S and EIS, and the TCAP’s environmental
documentation is inadequate. Impacts to water quality, nearshore quality, air quality, and public
health and safety have not been addressed, therefore TRPA’s threshold-related findings can not be
made. In order to achieve and maintain TRPA’s thresholds, and to protect public health and property,
we request the GB not approve the TCAP at this time, and direct TRPA staff to take actions
requested in the attached letter to the APC (dated 11/12/13).2,3 Further, the evidence in the record
does not support making TRPA’s required findings. For example:
-

Science says we must reduce impervious coverage to improve water quality. The TCAP increases coverage.

-

Science shows the filters used in engineered stormwater treatment facilities that are a likely outcome of the
TCAP’s increases in coverage, do not remove the fine sediments which impact Lake Clarity to the extent
needed to achieve water quality standards.

-

Science reveals multiple threats from natural hazards in the Basin, including flooding, earthquakes, and
tsunamis (the latter will have an even greater affect in areas closest to the Lake, where the TCAP places
more people and structures).

-

Science shows that ozone – a significant public health hazard - is increasing in the Basin. The TCAP does
not show how California’s air quality standards for public health will be attained.

Our collection of comments and attachments include multiple scientific references which reflect this
information. Please feel free to contact Jennifer Quashnick at jqtahoe@sbcglobal.net or Laurel Ames
at laurel@watershednetwork.org if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Laurel Ames,
Conservation Co-Chair,
Tahoe Area Sierra Club
1

Susan Gearhart,
President,
Friends of the West Shore

Jennifer Quashnick
Conservation Consultant

We have submitted comments to TRPA and City staff, the RPIC, TRPA APC, TRPA GB, SLT City Council, and SLT Planning
Commission. Most comments and attachments have been included in GB packets.
2
Our 11/12/13 comments to the APC are included in the GB packet in “Attachment C: 11/13/2013 APC Public Comments
Letters” (beginning on p. 7).
3
Although the MOU has been delayed for up to six months according to City staff, as stated in many previous comments to
TRPA and the City of SLT, we do not believe the Compact allows for the Delegation of Authority associated with the TCAP.

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
2011 Threshold Evaluation
Shane Romsos
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency
PO Box 5310
Stateline, NV 89449
email: sromsos@trpa.org
Re:

July 25, 2012

Comments on the Draft 2011 Environmental Threshold Report

Dear Mr. Romsos, Governing Board members, and TRPA staff:
The Tahoe Area Sierra Club (“TASC”) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report (“TER”). As part of a larger group effort
among TASC, the Friends of the West Shore (FOWS), and the League to Save Lake
Tahoe (League), on June 28, 2012, TASC previously submitted comments on the Draft
2011 TER, the Draft Regional Plan Update (RPU) Environmental Impact Report EIS
(DEIS), and the Draft Tahoe Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS) Program EIR/EIS (DEIR/S). Those comments are
incorporated by reference and supplemented by these additional comments. Further,
because the 2011 TER and draft RPU/RTP environmental documents are so inextricably
linked, and as confirmed by TRPA staff, the RPU DEIS puts forth the proposed threshold
amendments that the TER and associated EA would historically address, our comments
frequently refer to the RPU/RTP documents as well. These comments are provided under
the additional time provided for TER comments (7/25/2012) although we note our
disagreement with a process that has placed the RPU in front of the threshold evaluation
and update.
As noted in our previous comments with FOWS and the League, the timeframes and
process by which the TER and RPU/RTP documents have been released for public
comment is of great concern. We reiterate concerns below:
Also of concern are the timeframe, deadlines, and counter-intuitive organization by which this
2011 TER, Regional Plan Update and associated documents have been produced and presented for
public comment. The order and simultaneous evolution of these documents are procedurally
erroneous and ostensibly inappropriate. The comment period for the 2011 Draft Threshold Report
extends beyond the 60-day comment period for the RPU DEIS and RTP DEIS/DEIR. Because
TRPA Compact Article V(c) mandates the creation of environmental thresholds to protect the
Basin’s unique environment, the Regional Plan must achieve and maintain the thresholds. It is not
possible to evaluate the environmental impacts of the proposed Regional Plan Alternatives, let
alone analyze the RPU DEIS for inadequacies, without a comprehensive examination of the 2011
TER. Due to the conflicting timeframe by which these two reports were released, it is therefore
imperative that the results of a final threshold report be incorporated into the RPU FEIS. The

TASC Additional Comments on Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report
blatant contradictory way in which TRPA conducted this process directly undermines its
fulfillment of its core mission, i.e. to restore and protect Lake Tahoe’s environment by ensuring
the thresholds are achieved and maintained.

Further, as included in our June 28 comment letter, because the TER must serve as the
foundation for the RPU/RTP updates, TASC again requests that these additional
comments on the TER be thoroughly addressed in the Final TER and RPU/RTP
documents.
Our review has identified numerous areas of concern with the analyses and presentation of
information in the 2011 TER, the RPU DEIS, and the RTP DEIR/DEIS. The following comments
focus on all three environmental documents since they are inextricably linked, although the TRPA
and TMPO have selected two different comment periods (the EIS and EIS/EIR comment period
ends June 28th, and the TER comment period, July 25th). However, we reserve the right to provide
further comments on the 2011 TER after the June 28th deadline, and because the RPU DEIS and
RTP DEIR/DEIS analyses are directly linked to the 2011 TER in numerous ways1 (as
demonstrated in these comments), we feel any comments provided on the 2011 TER between June
29th and July 25th should be given equal consideration (and response) as these comments.

Given the limited time to review and comment on the overwhelming number of pages in
the 2011 TER, RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS, the TASC, the FOWS, and the League
did their best to provide the most complete set of comments possible.2 However, as
TRPA has provided an ‘extended’ comment period for the 2011 TER, and because even
with our best efforts, it was simply impossible for any person or group to thoroughly
review every document provided for release in the 60 days provided, we therefore
provide these additional comments specifically on the Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation
Report.
Overall, the environmental analyses of the thresholds in the 2011 TER, as well as the a
impact analyses in the RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS which often ‘rely’ on the TER
“results” are wholly inadequate, and very misleading when the facts are given detailed
consideration. In the given time frame, TASC and others attempted to review and
assimilate the information provided with all of the documents, and to identify concerns
and raise questions as comprehensively as possible. However, our previous comments, as
well as the comments in this letter, include many examples of problems that are repeated
throughout the documents, but due to time constraints, do not include every instance or
occurrence.
TASC comments begin below and are arranged as follows:
I
II

Process and Timeline with RPU/RTP Updates
General Comments regarding the Draft 2011 TER and Methodology

1

For example, the RPU DEIS Air Quality Chapter (p. 3.4-30) relies on “positive trends” in the 2011
Threshold Report as part of the environmental impact analysis: “TRPA’s existing wood stove retrofit
program, applicable county and state regulations, and other programs to improve air quality have resulted
in a baseline condition with a positive trend toward attainment of PM and visibility threshold indicators and
AAQS (TRPA 2012a).”
2
LTSLT, FOWS, TASC Joint Comments to the Regional Plan Update Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. Submitted 6/28/2012 with attachments.
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TASC Additional Comments on Draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report
III

IV

Comments related to Specific Threshold Categories
1.
Air Quality
2.
Water Quality (including Additional Comments added to 7/25/12 letter)
3.
Soil Conservation
4.
Stream Environment Zones
5.
Noise
6.
Scenic
7.
Biological Resources
Comments on TER Chapters 12 and 13 and Proposed Future Updates

In conclusion, the TASC believes that the draft 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report is
technically inadequate, contains misleading information, utterly fails to consider the full
suite of research and information available regarding the environmental thresholds, uses
inappropriate methods and statistics to create falsely positive results, and as a whole,
serves to diminish the importance of the environmental thresholds. Further, the failures of
the TER are not repaired or improved by any analysis in the draft RPU DEIS; in fact,
they are often exacerbated (discussed in these comments as well as our 6/28/2012
comments on all three draft documents). Thus, instead of providing a sound, scientific
assessment of the TRPA thresholds and a basis for proposing threshold and Regional
Plan Updates needed to meet the mandates of the TRPA Compact, the draft 2011
Threshold Report appears to serve one purpose: manipulating information to support the
proposed action alternatives in the RPU/RTP EIS/R documents.
As a result, the 2011 TER cannot properly inform the Governing Board on the status of
the TRPA thresholds, the currently available science and information that affect the
thresholds and values they aim to protect, or provide the information necessary to assess
the impacts and benefits of proposed Regional Plan Updates. The significant problems
and failures of the TER must first be addressed, and an adequate assessment done, in
order for TRPA and the public to have the information necessary to make informed
decisions and most important, ensure the thresholds are achieved and maintained.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide further comment on the draft 2011 Threshold
Evaluation Report.
Sincerely,

Laurel Ames,
Conservation Co-Chair
Tahoe Area Sierra Club
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I.

Process and Timeline with RPU/RTP Updates

On April 26, 2012, TRPA released three draft documents, totaling over 3,000 pages: the
Draft 2011 TER, the Draft RPU DEIS, and the Draft RTP DEIR/S. As noted in previous
correspondence with TRPA, 3 TASC and others have repeatedly expressed concerns
regarding the combination of the threshold evaluation report with the Plan updates.
Unfortunately, our review of the draft documents essentially confirms the concerns raised
- including the manipulation of threshold findings and proposed updates (or lack thereof)
to support desired Policy changes, rather than the objective, scientific review of the status
of the thresholds and the utilization of the most recent and best available science to
update the thresholds, as needed, to protect the environmental values identified by the
Compact.4
Complex Process and Inappropriate Comment Periods: *
Further confusing an already overwhelming and complex process, TRPA has attempted
to divide the comment periods for the TER and the RPU/RTP draft documents. Even
more backwards is that the comment periods essentially placed review of the RPU/RTP
draft documents first, rather than the draft TER, by extending the time for the TER
comments beyond the deadline for the RPU/RTP comments.
TERs: 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006:
Previously, threshold evaluations would generate recommended changes. Those changes
were evaluated in an Environmental Assessment (EA). The EA was released for public
review, and later, would be approved by the Board along with the TER document. Any
Regional Plan amendments associated with the changes would then undergo TRPA’s
process for Plan amendments, and relevant environmental findings would have to be
made, and so on. In other words, although at times faulty, 5 the process at least allowed for
the basic scientific information to be documented first (TER), the proposed changes
stemming from this scientific review evaluated next (EA), then based on this evaluation,
amendments to the thresholds were considered. Only after this would amendments to the
Regional Plan be evaluated. Thus:
1. TER and EA, along with proposed changes documented in Compliance Form
revisions, were released for public comment period;
2. Comments were received by TRPA and incorporated into TER and EA;
3. EA and Compliance Forms went to Board for approval.
3

See attachments to 6/28/2012 letter, documenting repeated communications on this subject between the
TRPA, TASC, League, and others going back several years.
4
i.e. “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental standard necessary to maintain
a significant scenic, recreational, educational, scientific or natural value of the region or to maintain public
health and safety within the region. Such standards shall include but not be limited to standards for air
quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.” Compact Article II(i)
5
For example, the EA for the 2006 TER was never certified by TRPA as the response to extensive flaws
identified by the environmental community in our May 2007 comments (attached).
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4. If this resulted in the need for Regional Plan amendments, this process was then
undertaken after the Threshold Evaluation Process was complete, or at least
mostly underway.
TER: 2011:
However, in 2012, the process has been completely changed and has resulted in a crosscross of information and variable comment periods. First, the draft TER was released for
review, but contains no compliance forms, and no EA. When we asked TRPA about the
Compliance forms, we were told that they were essentially replaced by the graphs and
tables in the TER6. Unfortunately, this does not allow for easy comparison to previous
threshold reports, and adds even more complexity to what had been a simple, line
out/color change method to show changes in previous reports. It also provided an easy to
understanding means for the Board to approve changes in the Compliance forms. Second,
there is no EA to analyze changes proposed by the TER.7 Instead, we are referred to the
RPU DEIS as the supposed means for evaluating such changes. Not only does the RPU
DEIS fall far short of an adequate environmental analysis of threshold changes (see our
6/28/2012 comments), but it also comes under a different process and time period.
Further, the previous method that allowed for a more objective review of the science first,
untangled by what the policies might be, is gone. Now, what should be objective
scientific changes are instead ‘evaluated’ in the same report (RPU DEIS) that examines
the proposed policy changes that would accompany the threshold changes. Even someone
intent on focusing solely on the science first will have a difficult time not connecting
threshold amendments to the policies that would result from them.
Thus, we now have:
1. TER released for roughly 90 day public comment period;
2. At same time, RPU DEIS, containing the proposed amendments from the TER
and the resulting policy changes, released for 60 day comment period;
3. Comments on TER: due from public by July 25th deadline, however process for
TRPA responding to comments is unclear. Will TRPA address all threshold
comments? By what date? How does this relate to the RPU EIS timeline?
6

Emailed Response from Shane Romsos, 7/23/2012: “As you may have recognized, all of the indicator
summary sheets contained within each chapter effectively replaces “compliance forms”. Each indicator
summary sheet contains the same and more information than used to be captured in the compliance form
(e.g., description of the indicator, maps, trend graphics). This approach is different, however, we feel much
more effective and informative than the line-through/highlight approach that was previously used for
compliance forms. As you may or may not be aware, there is no directive in the Regional Plan that
requires “compliance forms”.
7
Emailed response from Shane Romsos, 7/23/2012: “We’re looking for Governing Board “acceptance” of
the report, probably in September after we have a chance to go through comments. I think it is important to
remember that this is a report, not an Environmental Documents. No EA is included as part of this
Threshold Evaluation because there is no proposed actions from the report, just recommendations.
Threshold evaluation recommendations that are proposed for action are included in the RPU and evaluated
in the RPU EIS. In the past, EAs were prepared in conjunction with Threshold Evaluations because some
action was proposed. For example, in 2006, threshold amendments were proposed and an EA was prepared
to evaluate that action.”
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4. Comments on proposed changes resulting from TER: due 30 days before
comments on the report itself.
5. Response to Comments on proposed changes – in other words, those submitted by
6/28/2012 – are supposed to be addressed by TRPA in the Final RPU EIS,
scheduled for release in late October.
6. Response to Comments on the TER – comments submitted by the 7/25/2012
deadline – process for TRPA’s response remains unclear; apparently staff may
read by September and ask for (informal?) Board approval?
7. The Regional Plan amendments that supposedly result from the TER findings are
already proposed upfront, must essentially be reviewed first, and will be adopted
at the same time as proposed threshold amendments.
In essence, this process asks the public to skip the actual TER report that documents the
status of thresholds, which sets the stage for considering threshold amendments, and go
straight to the proposed amendments AND how those will be translated into policy
changes. Such a process ignores the importance of valid, thorough scientific review
(which should be performed in the ‘body’ of the TER) and suggests the public and the
Board make decisions before looking at the information behind what they are making
decisions about.
Thresholds should come first and foremost:
This complex back and forth process creates a situation that promotes the review of the
proposed Regional Plan changes first, and the thresholds second. It would be expected
that the public will likely focus on the RPU/RTP documents first, and/or with more
emphasis than the TER report, given the very limited timeframe for doing so. Yet
according to Resolution 82-11 6(c), the thresholds are supposed to serve as the basis for
the Regional Plan.
6. That the Governing Body hereby adopts the following as a statement of intent, which will guide
the development of the regional plan and actions subsequent to the adoption of that plan:…
(c) It is the intent of the Governing Body that the Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacities will provide the basis for the adoption and enforcement of a regional plan and
implementing ordinances which will achieve and maintain such capacities while at the same
time providing opportunities for orderly growth and development consistent with such
capacities. It is further the intent of the Governing Body that the regional plan will provide for
carrying out all of the policies expressed in Article I of the compact.

This further reiterates what TASC and others have been requesting from TRPA for years
– that the thresholds be evaluated first, and through a process separated from the
RPU/RTP updates, so that the thresholds can be evaluated thoroughly and objectively.
That TRPA would expect the public to focus on the policy changes, before reviewing the
basis for those proposed policy changes, reflects a backwards logic that is certainly in
conflict with the Compact and Resolution 82-11. This situation also underscores the
problems with setting policy first, before looking at the science that the policies are
supposed to reflect and the environmental standards the policies are required to meet.
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Failure to Analyze Alternatives for Threshold Updates*
The current process has resulted in the exclusion of several proposed threshold
amendments that have been discussed in Pathway 2007 processes. The public was told a
future EIS would analyze the different update options, and in fact many were identified
through the 2010 “Fact Sheet” meetings with the Governing Board. Instead, political
decisions to exclude certain thresholds from any consideration have resulted in a
complete failure of the RPU DEIS (or TER) to objectively evaluate the impacts of
adopting different forms of threshold updates. For example, what would the air quality
benefits be if TRPA adopted the CA PM and Ozone standards, thus providing equivalent
protection to the NV side of the Basin? (In fact, what would the human health benefits
be?) Only after a full evaluation of the alternatives, and how they would impact or benefit
the values the Compact mandates TRPA to protect, can the public, and decision-makers,
have the information needed to make informed decisions.

II.

General Comments on 2011 Draft Threshold Evaluation Report

2011 Threshold Evaluation Report: Change from Attainment Status to “Trend”
TRPA has evaluated the attainment status of the environmental thresholds at five year
intervals, including 1991, 1996, 2001, 2006, and now, 2011. However, in the first four
reviews, TRPA has reported on the attainment status of the thresholds, in correlation with
the Compact’s mandate to attain the thresholds standards. Therefore, the sudden change
in how TRPA is evaluating thresholds in the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report (2011
TER) - essentially moving away from the use of attainment and non-attainment - is
unfounded - and in direct conflict with the Compact’s original mandates.
Additionally, the ‘new’ language involving trends, assessments related to ‘targets,’ and so
on, is even more confusing. We also note the switch to this type of ‘narrative/descriptive’
approach is rather quite deceptive and misleading. Where the first four 5-year Threshold
reports discussed whether standards were in attainment or not, the new ‘method’ confuses
the reader and buries the actual information in layers of evasive rhetoric. Specific
examples are provided below.
These changes, which allow TRPA to portray the overall conditions of the thresholds as
‘better’ or ‘improving,’ appear to set the stage for the RPU’s disregard for the status of
the thresholds and move full speed ahead with the Regional Plan Update alternatives,
where all action alternatives propose more development, more people, more coverage,
more cars, and more environmental impacts.
2011 Threshold Evaluation Report Diminishes the Importance of Threshold
Attainment
Change in how TRPA views Environmental Thresholds:
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The 1991 Threshold Evaluation Report begins with excerpts from Roughing It by Mark
Twain (1871), discussing the beauty of the Lake Tahoe Basin, 8 followed by the
introduction, which begins with:
The Tahoe Region is a special place. To those who have visited Lake Tahoe and its surroundings,
from earliest pre-history to the present, the Region is an exceptional, inspiring place of spiritual
proportion.
The Tahoe Region was once a place of inestimable beauty. The American author Samuel Clemens
(“Mark Twain”) wrote of its beauty over a century ago. Photographer Ansel Adams captured it in
his photographs.
Yet, like other natural places in California and the Great Basin, its beauty has been severely
compromised. As at Yosemite, Pyramid Lake, the lakes and marshes of the Pacific flyway, San
Francisco Bay and the California Delta, the progress of modern live has diminished the unique
values that make the Tahoe Region so extraordinary.
With ever-increasing pressure upon the Region as a recreational resource and an urban center,
preservation of the values of the Tahoe Region is vitally important and—at the same time—
immensely difficult. The Region acts as a haven from the urbanized and urbanizing areas
surrounding it, and for others who travel from afar to appreciate it. Ironically, the millions who
enjoy the area simultaneously endanger it with their very presence.

Clearly, the 1991 Report has placed heavy emphasis on the beauty of Tahoe and the
protection of those values. Ten years later, the 2001 Threshold Evaluation Report (TER)
again includes excerpts from Mark Twain, introduction begins with the immediate
discussion of the importance of attaining and maintaining thresholds to protect the unique
values of the Basin. The 2006 TER begins with the same information, discussing the
extraordinary mountain beauty of the National Treasure that Lake Tahoe has been
classified as. Both the 2001 and 2006 TERs discuss the relationship of the Regional Plan
to the thresholds, and the 2006 TER further describes TRPA’s responsibilities to ensure
thresholds are attained first and foremost. The 2006 TER also reiterates that the
environmental threshold carrying capacities are just that – capacities that determine how
much growth the Basin can handle. Although these capacities have never been
scientifically determined despite over 20 years of requests from the public,9 TRPA has at
least relied on the attainment status of the standards to examine the state of the thresholds
and recommend further actions.
That is, until 2011, when the draft TER has completely changed focus. After an extensive
history lesson, the report finally arrives at the introduction to the thresholds and their
purpose. Unlike the previous reports, where TRPA correctly explains that their primary
role is to achieve and maintain thresholds, and that any development must be consistent
with threshold attainment, in the 2011 TER, TRPA instead refers to the thresholds as
“objectives” (see excerpt below). This same sentence next implies the thresholds are to
8

See Attachment A for 2001 and 2006 TER text comparisons to the 2011 TER introduction.
Examples include “Conservation Community Comments on the Environmental Analysis for the TRPA
Threshold Update. Submitted by Tahoe Area Sierra Club, League to Save Lake Tahoe, and Sierra Forest
Legacy. May 18, 2007.”
9
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serve as the ‘mitigation’ for urban development, placing development above threshold
attainment. This ‘new approach’ does not meet the Compact’s mandates to achieve and
maintain the thresholds; further, the change in pattern of how TRPA evaluates its
threshold requirements is extremely suspect, especially given that the proposed increases
in development will negatively affect thresholds and indeed, urbanize the very Region
that, as the 1991 TER states, serves as a haven from urbanization.
“The revised Bi-State Compact directed the agency to adopt environmental quality standards
known as Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities (or Threshold Standards) to better focus
environmental quality objectives, and to mitigate the impacts resulting from urban development
through regional land use planning.”

Later in this same section, the 2011 TER states that “TRPA is uniquely positioned to
evaluate environmental and economic trade-offs as few agencies or governing bodies
can.” The Compact does not direct TRPA to trade negative impacts to the environment to
gain purported economic benefits. Rather, the Compact recognizes that protecting the
environment will aid the Basin’s economy – because the local economy is primarily
tourist-based. Although gaming was initially an important draw for visitors to the Basin,
it is well established that the primary draw will continue to be Tahoe’s outdoor
environment, and even more so into the future as so many other places are further
developed.
“Recreation opportunities in the Region are abundant due to the diverse terrain and topography.
Activities are generally associated with the Lake’s open water (e.g., swimming, boating, personal
watercraft use, and fishing), the shoreline (e.g., sunbathing, camping, bicycling, and sightseeing),
and the mountains surrounding the Lake (e.g., hiking, mountain biking, backpacking,
snowboarding, and skiing). Recreational activities in the Region are generally seasonal and
participants vary. Tourism is a key component of the Region’s economy and a high‐quality
recreation experience coupled with outstanding recreation opportunities is important to
maintaining tourism.”
(RPU DEIS Chapter 3.11, Recreation)

TRPA needs to treat threshold attainment as the priority it is, and protect the unique
values of the Basin that make Tahoe the special place it has been and will hopefully
remain. At base, restoring and maintaining the environment of the Tahoe Basin is the
Compact’s foundational purpose and TRPA’s primary charge.
Change in how TRPA evaluates status of threshold attainment
As required by the Compact, TRPA must work towards achievement and maintenance of
the environmental thresholds. In the last four 5-year Threshold Evaluation Reports
(TERs), TRPA has analyzed the threshold indicators to determine the status of the
threshold standards. For example, TRPA analyzed carbon monoxide measurements
(indicators) to determine if the air quality standards for CO (standards) were being met.
As a result, the results could be summed in a table with two columns: threshold standard
on one side, status of attainment on the other.
However, TRPA has taken a completely different and unprecedented approach to
evaluating the thresholds in the 2011 TER, changing this simple system (attainment or
non-attainment) into a complex and verbose discussion based on new terms and
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categories TRPA has created out of whole cloth, and essentially abusing statistics to try
to make environmental conditions sound better than they are. For example, on page 2-4
of Chapter 2, Methodology, TRPA explains a new process for determining the “degree of
divergence from the standard, interim target, or numerical management target…” This is
instead of the “less informative pass/fail status determination used in previous Threshold
Evaluations.” This would lead a new reader to believe that previous reports were
comprised of one page that only listed pass or fail, when instead, previous reports
summarized attainment status but discussed the detailed review of the indicators and
other relevant information in each chapter of the TER reports. Thus, the previous reports
were no less informative than the 2011 TER. Instead, the 2011 TER fails to provide as
much information as the previous TERs and its the evaluations are less informative in
many cases.
For example, in the Air Quality evaluation for ozone, TRPA discusses the peak
measurements in recent years, but otherwise provides no tables listing historical ozone
measurements throughout the Tahoe Basin, past and present. Instead, peak measurements
from one site are illustrated in a colorful graph. Yet, to examine the ‘trends’ of threshold
attainment, one must consider all available data, including historical measurements and
measurements from multiple sites throughout the Basin. As shown in the attached Table
of Lake Tahoe Air Basin Data we have assembled, there is a significant amount of
information available for air quality throughout the entire Basin.
Additionally, although TRPA acknowledges the Agency must utilize the “best available
research and monitoring findings” to fulfill its mandates,10 TRPA has failed to include the
best and most recent information across a wide variety of threshold categories. For
example, although NDEP has carbon monoxide data available for 2011 and through the
most recent month for 2012, TRPA does not include this information in the Threshold
Evaluation. We acknowledge that the draft was started in early 2011 if not sooner, but it
was released for public review almost five months into 2012, and is treated as the
supporting documentation leading to the proposed Regional Plan Update DEIS, also just
released in late April, 2012.
Further, the threshold evaluation chapters conveniently fail to discuss post-2009 or -2010
monitoring reductions, instead implying that monitoring ‘is ongoing.’ However, TRPA
began to reduce its continuous threshold monitoring in many areas over the past several
years, and through TRPA’s own reductions, and/or budget reductions by other agencies,
there is far less monitoring of certain threshold standards than just a few years ago. For
example, the water quality chapter refers to LTIMP monitoring in the Tributary Water
Quality section beginning on page 4-24.
“The Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program (LTIMP) routinely monitored ten streams through
2010 to track water quality conditions, and continuously monitored for inflow. Together, these ten
streams deliver about 50 percent of the total tributary inflow to Lake Tahoe (Lahontan and NDEP
10

2011 TER Introduction section states: “The Agency’s charge is to use its unique decision-making
structure and authority in concert with best available research and monitoring findings to continually
improve the Regional Plan in order to fulfill mandates outlined in the Bi-State Compact to achieve
environmental and socioeconomic goals for the Region.”
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2010). Five of the routinely monitored streams are in Nevada: Third, Incline, Glenbrook, Logan
House, and Edgewood creeks; and five of the streams are in California: Trout, General, Blackwood
and Ward creeks, and the Upper Truckee River. Of these ten monitored streams, approximately 90
percent of the cumulative total inflow is from the five California streams, and approximately 10
percent is from the five Nevada streams.”

Unless someone is more familiar with the program and the recent cuts made to
monitoring11, this summary paints the picture of a continuous program, making no
mention of any reductions in monitoring. Not only is this important in terms of threshold
attainment status, but the RPU DEIS has also failed to mention the cuts, misleadingly
implying monitoring will continue at the same levels (as if assuring readers impacts from
the new RP will be monitored). This approach appears to take the same approach the air
quality section has taken: if a violation occurs but there is no monitoring to capture it,
then the air quality must be healthy.
Because TRPA has used ‘positive trends’ in threshold attainment to justify approval of
more development in the Basin, it would appear that it benefits the agency to monitor
less.12 In fact, we suspect another motivation for the ‘change’ from threshold attainment
versus non-attainment approach to a ‘trend determination’ and ‘easy to understand’
graphics is because the Agency does not like to report the actual number of threshold
standards that are, in fact, still out of attainment.
For example, in Appendix D: “2011 Threshold Evaluation – Threshold Attainment Status
Crosswalk,” a comparison of the 2011 status based on the methods used in the past four
evaluations to the proposed new terminology is provided. The 2011 “Indicator Reporting
Category Status Summary” shows a far ‘better’ picture than evaluation based on
traditional methods per the Compact:
•

If one examines the ‘traditional’13 eight air quality thresholds standards, the
report indicates that five are in attainment (although the atmospheric deposition
standard should be designated unknown, since implementation of a policy does
not translate to threshold attainment as TRPA contends in the report - see
comments below), two are non-attainment and one is unknown. In other words,
four are in attainment, two are non-attainment and two are unknown. But
according to the new terminology, they are all essentially labeled ‘better than
target’ on some level. This new way of evaluating thresholds is not only in
conflict with the Compact’s mandate to attain thresholds, but is also misleading
to the public.
o We also note that Table 3.4-1 in the RPU DEIS summarized threshold
attainment status, but only includes the new terminology for 2011. Since
most readers will not likely delve into the thousands of pages associated

11

See discussion in water quality comments for a review of the 2011 and 2012 LTIMP monitoring
reductions provided by the USGS.
12
For example, as discussed below, TRPA has selected ozone data from just one air quality monitor (in
SLT), claiming this one station represents air quality for the entire Basin. Yet a review of historical ozone
data indicates significant differences in ambient air quality in different parts of the Basin.
13
We acknowledge that odor has not numeric threshold standard.
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•

with the environmental documents and threshold reports, including the
appendices, most readers will likely just see this table, which creates the
perception things are better than they are.
Of the four scenic threshold standards (p. 3, Appendix D), all four are not in
attainment. Yet the new approach indicates they are all ‘at or somewhat better
than target’ or ‘implemented’ (which again, is not an appropriate indicator).

The RPU utilizes this new terminology to skew the presentation of results in sections
most people may read. For example, the Executive Summary of the 2011 TER (page 5)
shows a colorful, eye-catching pie chart that indicates a more positive situation than
exists, covering the true evaluation of the 36 threshold standards and indicators by
referring to the evaluation of over a hundred standards and discounting the unknown
indicators in these ‘summaries’14, while again using this ‘implemented’ concept to
indicate positive attainment status. This is wholly inappropriate and discussed in more
detail below.
With regards to the “One hundred and fifty one standards …addressed in [the TER]
report…”, it would appear that a break in pattern from previous threshold evaluation
reports, which analyzed the 36 TRPA Threshold standards and indicators, has been
coupled with the creative use of statistics to obscure the results that really count – the
status of the 36 threshold standards. For example, in previous evaluations, TRPA has
always evaluated the carbon monoxide standard as one threshold standard. That the states
may have their own standards, and that the measurements are viewed by hourly and 8hour averages (meaning there were two indicators evaluated to address attainment status),
has always been discussed and assessed. However, if one of the standards was violated,
the status for the AQ carbon monoxide threshold standard was non-attainment. Instead,
TRPA has now claimed there to be multiple ‘standards’ evaluated for carbon monoxide,
counting the 1-hour, 8-hour, and the associated Traffic Volume standard as three
individual indicators. These multiple “standards” have apparently been counted among
the “one hundred and fifty one” standards that were addressed, when in actuality, the
carbon monoxide threshold standard has always been reported as just one. No
explanation has been provided for this change in reporting style and attention has not
been specifically given to the critical 36 indicators in the summaries.
Another example includes the ozone threshold standard, where four indicators have now
been used to assess the one standard. Again, TRPA has claimed the four standards in
their overall number of one-hundred and fifty, obfuscating statistics to almost ‘hide’ what
really matters. If TRPA wants to change the thresholds and how they are evaluated, this
requires an environmental analysis of the impacts and a full public process, not a ‘fly by
night’ threshold report released in concert with thousands of pages of environmental
14

In TRPA GB Minutes from April 25, 2012 meeting: “Mr. Sher said he noticed in designating what
percentage had been achieved; for example in Fisheries it has 100 percent attainment and ignores the
unknowns and others it appears staff calculated the percentage of attainment….Mr. Romsos said we did not
use the unknowns as part of the calculation for percent of attainment in the slide presentation….Mr. Sher
asked if that was true on all of them…Mr. Romsos said yes.”
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documentation for the RPU and RTP that take advantage of the thresholds being
erroneously painted as better than they are.
Further, even the peer reviewers noted the attempts to overwhelm readers with extra
descriptions and pretty graphics in what appears to be an attempt to distract from the truth
about and importance of the thresholds. For example, Richard Axler, PhD., states:
“Definitions of what constitutes a change as in Table 2-2 are useful only to the extent that you can
accurately assess the values of the indicators and their uncertainty. It may be better to simply
report an Indicator Trend Category as Improving, Declining, Essentially No Change, and
Insufficient Data to Evaluate. The detail in some of the indicator descriptions seems unwarranted
given the uncertainties in the values of some of these indicators.”

Several articles have been published since the release of the draft 2011 TER,15,16 all
referring to the positive trends in threshold attainment, misleading those who will not
have the opportunity to read the detailed documents and passing on the false perceptions
TRPA’s changes are aimed at creating – all is well, things are better, we can stop
focusing on the environment so much; time to focus on more development. Yet legally, if
one examines the actual status of the 36 indicators that have been used in the previous
threshold evaluations (as noted in 2011 TER, Appendix D), only nine are in attainment,
18 are not being attained, and the remaining nine are unknown. 17
“Implemented” is not a valid ‘status’ for threshold attainment:
The 2011 TER has again broken from established processes for evaluating the threshold
standards with the use of a new term – “implemented” - for the ‘status’ of several
threshold standards. TRPA tries to explain this in Chapter 2 with the following:
According to TRPA Resolution 82-11, Policy Statements were identified to provide specific
direction to agency staff in developing the Regional Plan. Policy Statements are not Numerical
Standards or Management Standards but are instead, principles or rules intended to guide
decisions needed to achieve a desired outcome or value. To evaluate Policy Statements, the
following questions were addressed:
• Has TRPA adopted policies or regulations, or implemented other programmatic efforts to
satisfy the Policy Statement adopted in Resolution 82-11?
• Is there evidence to suggest these actions are effective at achieving the intent of The Policy
Statement?
A qualitative evaluation and narrative description of Policy Statement implementation was
included for each Policy Statement relative to the associated Indicator Reporting Category.

We first note that the use of ‘implemented’ as a status has never been used in the
previous four 5-year threshold evaluations. This change in pattern is questionable,
especially when the results appear to diminish the true status of the thresholds. The
Compact explicitly requires that the thresholds be achieved and maintained, not merely
that measures of questionable effectiveness to do so have been “implemented.”
15

http://carsonnow.org/story/04/26/2012/trpa-lake-tahoe-environmental-report-nets-promising-results
http://southtahoenow.com/story/05/11/2012/may-message-south-lake-tahoe-mayor-claire-fortier
17
As noted in our comments, “implementation” is not equivalent to the status of threshold standards,
therefore we have counted the ‘implemented’ columns in Appendix D as unknown.
16
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Second, a review of Resolution 82-11 notes only five policy statements that are not
associated with numerical or management standards: odor (AQ), Lahontan Cutthroat
Trout (Fisheries), Built Environment (Scenic), and the two Recreation threshold
standards, although only one of these has never been evaluated for attainment status in
previous reports (odor). However, TRPA has also assigned a status of “implemented” to
standards which do have numerical and management standards, including atmospheric
deposition (AQ), instream flows (Fisheries), and Habitats of Special Significance
(Wildlife). These are numerical standards and as such, must be evaluated for attainment
status, or marked as unknown.
Inconsistent time period
Previous threshold evaluation reports have typically analyzed the five year period ending
the year prior to report release (e.g. 2001 TER evaluated 1996-2000; 2006 TER evaluated
2001-2005, etc.). However, the 2011 TER inexplicably evaluates different time periods.
As noted below, it appears in some cases, 2010 data (or references to 2010 lack of
monitoring) were excluded because they would not reflect positively on the
environmental thresholds statuses, and in other cases, 2011 data were included (i.e. secchi
depth for water clarity, watercraft shoreline test for noise), causing results to appear more
positive (e.g. secchi depth). Our detailed comments below provide examples.
What time period does the 2011 TER evaluate? If 2006-2010, why are some data
excluded from within this time period, and some included from outside of this time
period? If TRPA has decided to use different time periods for different threshold
evaluations within this report, why? Also, why would TRPA suddenly abandon the
practices it has used for previous evaluations? The timing with the RPU DEIS – and the
beneficial messages associated with the selective use of years in the TER (detailed
below) – would suggest a bias towards choosing data that supports more positive
conclusions, of benefit to proposed alternatives in the RPU DEIS.
Response to Peer Reviewers*
Although TRPA staff explained that the draft TER was already revised to address
comments by peer reviewers, we see many instances where this does not appear to be the
case. However, TRPA has repeatedly emphasized the TER underwent peer review, and
used this to imply credibility of the TER analysis. Therefore, we request TRPA provide
the public with the spreadsheet (referred to by staff during the April 2012 GB hearing)
that shows how (and whether) TRPA responded to peer review comments. Further, where
TRPA did not make a change to address a comment, why not? It appears many
significant comments related to the very foundation of the TER’s conclusions – including
the types of statistical methods used and trend lines – were not addressed. Examples are
noted throughout our 6/28/2012 and present comments.
Threshold Report Timing of release with the RPU, threshold years evaluated in
Report, and Biased Statements
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First, we reiterate our disagreement with the release of the draft Threshold Evaluation
Report being combined with the update of the new Regional Plan, as the thresholds
should have been analyzed separately and objectively, before any proposed Regional Plan
update, not with the bias of desired policy changes as has been done (one only need to
look at the “Recommendations for Additional Actions” in several areas of the TER to see
the obvious bias towards TRPA’s approach of increased densification18). In fact, this
biased approach is compounded by TRPA’s failure to perform adequate scientific
analysis of the causes of air pollution. TRPA has instead assumed private automobiles to
be the primary cause of ozone in the Basin, and then told those reading what is required
to be a scientific, objective report, that the way to fix this includes incentivizing
development in the walkable town-centers promoted by the GB RPU Committee’s
preferred Alternative 3.19
Second, we note discrepancies with the timeline of the TER that would seem to favor a
more positive ‘outcome’ and thereby support more development in the RPU DEIS.
The typical Threshold Evaluation Reports (TERs) review the status of threshold
standards and indicators for just five years. Thus, in 2011, one would expect a review of
data from 2006-2010. In 2006, one expects data from 2001-2005, and so on. In some
cases, the TER has reviewed data through 2010, basing conclusions on that time period,
consistent with the time periods of past threshold evaluations. But in other cases, the
threshold evaluation report includes data from 2011. TRPA must be consistent in how the
thresholds are evaluated. An objective Threshold Evaluation Report would examine 2006
– 2010.
Then, separately, the RPU DEIS existing conditions must analyze the most recently
available data (2011 in most cases and portions of 2012, where available20), and assess
the cause and effect of pollution levels and evaluate the impacts of each alternative on the
standards.
However, seemingly to support claims that the environment can handle more
development in the Basin, TRPA has mixed and matched data in the two documents. For
example, the annual secchi disc measurement ‘graph’ includes data for 2011, which is
used to show a ‘better trend’ than the years before it (in fact, 2010, what should have
been the final year reviewed in the threshold report, was noted as the second worst on
record21). This seems to further skew the ‘positive’ trend line TRPA has placed on the

18

i.e. p. 3-26 of the 2011 TER, Air Quality, includes the following “Continued failure to meet the ozone
standard may indicate the need to further reduce the dependency on the private automobile, through land
use policy that incentivizes more bicycle-friendly and walkable town centers, and encourage the use of
alternative modes of transportation such as public transportation.”
19
“Alternative 3 is the alternative that most closely reflects preliminary recommendations of the TRPA
Governing Board’s Regional Plan Update Committee.” RPU DEIS, Chapter 2, p. 2-33.
20
NDEP has provided CO data from the Stateline, NV site through April 2012. CARB publishes PM10
data on their website through the day accessed. Although some data may be preliminary, there is still value
in accessing this information.
21
RPU DEIS, Chapter 3.8, p. 3.8-9.
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recent trend in clarity22 (contrary to advice from peer reviewers and graphs presented by
TERC, as noted previously). Repeatedly the peer reviewers have suggested this type of
review be left to the scientists collecting the information (e.g. TERC), not TRPA staff
(see TER Appendix E; further discussion later in our comments).
Instead, the RPU DEIS relies on the more ‘impressive’ trend in the threshold report
(which includes 2011) in the DEIS chapter for water quality, emphasizing the
improvement in 2011 and using the very statistics that were criticized by the peer
reviewers to support a more positive ‘message.’23
But TRPA does the same thing again, for example, with air quality. In this case, the
threshold report evaluates the time period ending in 2010. This benefits TRPA’s analysis,
since a consideration of 2011 would indicate no full-season24 ozone monitoring was
occurring in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin during the year and therefore the status of the
ozone standard was “unknown.” Rather, the analysis of ozone only looks at data through
2009, referring to this time period as the “most recently reported indicator values.” Not
only does this intentionally skirt the issue that TRPA failed to monitor for ozone in 2011,
and that no entity was monitoring ozone in the South Lake Tahoe area during 2010
(ironically considered the site representative of the “Study Area” for the new Regional
Plan; see comments later in this letter), but it also conveniently supports the conclusion
TRPA has drawn from the (inappropriate) regression line that ozone is continuing to
‘improve’ in the Basin. Instead, a comparison of the historical peak measurements
between SLT and the Echo Summit site25 would reveal that the peak ozone levels do not
appear to have changed much in the last several years, and as of June 23, 2012, peak 8hour averages at the Echo Summit site measured between May 17 and June 23, 2012,
have already been higher than peak values in 2009, 2010, and 2011,26 thus reiterating the
increasing trend in peak ozone values the Region has been experiencing for the last
several years. Instead, because there has not been full season monitoring in the Basin
since 2010, and in the SLT area since 2009, it appears TRPA has drawn the conclusion
that air quality ‘must’ be better because there have been no monitors to record
exceedances. Instead, the threshold report must be changed to reflect the status as
“unknown.”

22

2011 TER Chapter 4, Water Quality, states: “This amount of change between years is not extraordinary
for the winter average Secchi depth. Relative to the interim target, the status of winter lake transparency is
“somewhat better than the target,” because the 2011 value is about 8 percent better than the interim target”
(p. 4-19)”
23
“Statistical analysis supports the observation that the decline in Lake Tahoe’s transparency has slowed
(TRPA 2012a:p. 4‐15 to 4‐16).” RPU DEIS, Chapter 3.8, p. 3.8-9.
24
State and federal standards often refer to the ozone season, as typical peak readings occur in the warmer
months. However, many exceedances in the Basin have occurred outside of the CA window (July – Sept.),
plus TRPA’s ozone standard applies year-round.
25
Although found to be outside of the LTAB in 2006, the site has been monitoring near the edge of the
Basin’s airshed since 1999 and a review of historical information between the Echo Summit Site and SLT
sites can provide valuable insights.
26
According to the preliminary data from CARB’s website, accessed 6/24/2012, there have been five 8hour periods that have exceeded the California 8-hour standard since 5/17/2012 when seasonal monitoring
began.
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TRPA’s Role in Threshold Attainment
In several areas of the 2011 TER, TRPA explains to the reader how it does not have the
authority to enforce certain regulations (e.g. single event noise for motor vehicles), and
essentially tries to justify why standards are not being attained, and/or how TRPA can do
nothing about it, and/or how TRPA instead recommends other agencies need to help (e.g.
highway patrol enforcing on-road motor vehicle violations). Although it is true that other
agencies have certain responsibilities and police authority, it appears that TRPA fails to
see the conflict in the approach the TER has taken:
• As noted in the TER and more importantly the RPU DEIS, TRPA proposes to
increase the sources in the Basin (i.e. more people, cars, equipment, off-road
recreational equipment, etc.) which negatively impact all threshold standards in
some way, without any assessment of the impacts, yet apparently, without taking
any responsibility for them either.
o Instead, we believe if TRPA cannot enforce the standards it has now, then
TRPA needs to figure out what options are available to meet the standards,
implement those actions, then ensure they have worked (through adequate,
continuous monitoring), before TRPA adds more sources of
environmental harm to the Basin through the Regional Plan that it does
have authority to implement.
Conclusions are based on inadequate and/or inappropriate statistical analyses
As noted by several peer reviewers, the statistical approach taken in the Threshold Report
is flawed. First, we note in previous threshold reports, TRPA reported the status as
attainment, non-attainment, or unknown. The discussion may have then included
references to whether trends were improving or declining, but the overall summaries
(typically read by most people and presented by TRPA and others) included this very
basic information, essential to determining whether TRPA was meeting its core duty to
achieve and maintain each of the threshold standards.. The text discussions would also,
where appropriate, discuss the availability of data. In fact, until 2006,27 the reports often
included the most relevant data.
However, in the 2011 TER, TRPA has developed a new, complex system of terms and
graphics, claiming this is an attempt to describe the status (although with different terms
than the Compact-mandated attainment or non-attainment), trend (based in inappropriate
analyses), and confidence level (which is often low due to insufficient data). However,
the message sent by TRPA with regards to the big picture includes nothing with regards
to the 50% of the standards that are out of attainment (or that some may be but because
they have not been monitored for the past few years, we do not know the current status,
as in the case of ozone or PM2.5). Rather, the general perception is that ‘most standards
27

We note the critique regarding the lack of data in the report made by the Tahoe Area Sierra Club, League
to Save Lake Tahoe, and the Sierra Forest Legacy in the comments submitted on the 2006 Threshold
Evaluation Report: Conservation Community Comments on the Environmental Analysis for the TRPA
Threshold Update. Submitted by Tahoe Area Sierra Club, League to Save Lake Tahoe, and Sierra Forest
Legacy. May 18, 2007.
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are doing better” – one only need to look at the nice pie chart presented on page 5 of the
Executive Summary to see how ‘well’ things are going. Or, one can glimpse Chapter 12
of the TER28 and read the following:
“Overall, status and trend monitoring data indicate that not all standards are being achieved.
However, available trend data indicate that environmental conditions in the Basin are mostly
stable or improving.”
“Air Quality
Available status and trend monitoring data for air quality indicate that the Region is currently
meeting the majority of applicable standards. Evidence suggests that state and federal tail-pipe
emission standards and newer automobile designs have likely played a significant role in moving
the Region toward attainment of air pollutant-related Threshold Standards, and that TRPAsponsored projects, controls, and programs have contributed to the attainment of traffic volumerelated standards. Transport of air pollutants from outside of the Region (e.g., wildfire smoke,
ozone) will likely continue to affect air quality and the Region’s ability to meet all air pollutantrelated standards. Additional Regionally-scaled air pollution control measures may be needed to
keep the Region in compliance with adopted standards.”

But the claims being stated with this new approach are not supported by the facts, and it
appears that TRPA has instead used statistics inappropriately in order to be able to claim
things are improving (and therefore allow more development). Most readers will not look
into the thousands of pages of details, may not be statistics experts, nor be familiar with
how thresholds have been evaluated in the past.
In his comments on Chapter 2, Methodology, Dr. Axler notes the problems with the
statistics used, and suggests that those analyses be done by the scientists who will be
objective, and essentially will know what is technically appropriate for analyzing the data
sets they provide:
“This chapter does a good job of presenting TRPA’s approach to determining status and trends for
their prescribed set of indicators…However, there are still some important methodology questions
that need to be addressed. The major one relates to the lack of adequate statistical analysis and the
potential use of incorrect techniques based on the characteristics of the data set (i.e. how much
data, missing data, levels of detection, confidence limits, normality or non-normality assumptions,
etc.). These analyses are not trivial to carry out and are usually the result of extensive discussions
between the scientists who designed the monitoring and research programs and statisticians who
have had prior experience evaluating these kinds of long-term environmental data sets. A linear
regression analysis has assumptions built into it, such as normally distributed data – which is not
the case for many environmental variables. There are other non-parametric models and tests for
trends that are well vetted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for use in streams in particular,
but also for lakes. It does not appear to me that the scientists from TRPA’s Partners had much to
do with the statistical methodology used for the Report or the presentation of their own data; and I
think they are the folks that should be doing the analysis, and then working with TRPA and
Extension Educators to best communicate results in words and graphics.”

In fact, Dr. Axler’s comments raise another important question – who decided on the
statistical methodology that was used? The scientists who provided TRPA with the data?
TRPA staff? TRPA Consultants? How objective was this technical review? How
involved were the “Chapter Contributors” noted for each chapter in the actual analysis
28

Page 12-2 and 12-4.
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and preparation of the chapter? Based on a review of the chapters, peer reviewer
comments, and our own technical experience, we suspect that the contributors from the
scientific institutions may, at most, have simply provided data to TRPA staff or
consultants, who then took the data and ‘evaluated’ it without coordination with the
technical people who should be doing the statistical evaluations. Did these contributors
help write the chapters? The executive summary?
Other similar comments in peer review are excerpted below: *
In this document, simple linear regression was used to estimate indicator trends from available data unless
otherwise specified in the Data Evaluation and Interpretation narrative. When evaluating trends with data
collected over multiple years, it is possible because of the N to obtain a statistically significant relationship,
but it is not meaningful.
…For this reason, extrapolating outside the range of data used to establish a regression has proven over
time to often lead to erroneous predictions. Many scientists do this, but the confidence in the prediction
should be classified as very, very, very low or to put it bluntly useless.

We find an ‘explanation’ in the TER Chapter 12,
The TRPA monitoring program implements the reporting requirements outlined in the Regional
Plan and Resolution 82-11. However, the effectiveness of the monitoring program to produce
quality Threshold Evaluations (and other reporting products) sufficient to guide future policy
direction has been hampered by several specific factors, including:
Interpretation of TRPA (1987) Chapter 32:
• “Threshold Indicators” - One of the primary purposes of Threshold Evaluations is to provide a
meaningful characterization of the status of indicators relative to adopted Threshold Standards.
The presentation of attainment status of Threshold Standards in past Threshold Evaluations has
been inconsistent and confusing to many readers…

According to TRPA? The proposed methodology is far more confusing than a straightforward evaluation of whether each threshold standard is in “attainment, non-attainment,
or unknown.”
…Furthermore, the approach used to determine Threshold Standard status appears to be in conflict
with direction provided in TRPA (1987) Chapter 32 (Chapter 16 in the updated Code) which
specifies a monitoring program that will "...identify sufficient indicators for each threshold
[standard] and [local, state and federal] standard so that, evaluated separately or in combination,
the indicators will accurately measure, on a continuing basis, the status of attainment or
maintenance of that threshold [standard] or [local, state or federal] standard, taking into account
the impacts of both development in the Region and implementation of compliance measures. In
monitoring and reporting on the status of indicators, as called for in this chapter, TRPA shall use
the appropriate measurement standards [i.e., units of measure] for those indicators. TRPA shall
use consistent measurement standards [i.e., units of measure] over time, so that reports will
provide easily comparable data throughout the evaluation period."…

TRPA’s failure to adequately monitor since 1987 is not an excuse to say the Code has
been interpreted incorrectly. In fact, the Code says the indicators should accurately
measure, on a continuing basis, the status of attainment or maintenance of that standard.”
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The ‘results’ generated by the use of ‘regression lines’ and other statistical methods
TRPA has employed do not ‘measure’ the attainment status of a given standard. The
monitors employed to measure ambient air quality, the equipment used to measure water
quality concentrations, the secchi disc used to measure clarity, and so on, are all
examples of existing indicators which measure the status of the standard. The proposed
concept of an “Overall Status and Trend for an Indicator Reporting Category” moves
further away from the actual measured data, and instead, confuses the actual status. For
example, as noted in the comments on the status of ozone, the last measured values for
the 8-hour average ozone in California showed the standard was not being attained. The
last measured values for hourly data showed in the year 2009, the TRPA hourly standard
was not exceeded in South Lake Tahoe or Incline Village. Finally, TRPA has thrown in
the ‘estimated’ emissions for NOx (which we note are not measurements, nor are they
based on Basin-wide, Tahoe-specific data), which are not a measured value, and stated,
based on this estimate, that NOx emissions are meeting the ‘target’. However, the
“Overall Status and Trend of the Ozone Indicator Reporting Category” is labeled “At or
Somewhat Better than Target.” This not only fails to report the measured status of ozone
standards, but also twists the true findings in a way which ‘reports’ misinformation to the
public. This is compounded by the reduction of the monitoring network in general, as
noted later in these comments. Thus, we ask, how is it not more confusing for the public
to hear ozone is not being attained, yet the Overall Status for Ozone is ‘meeting the
Target’?
“Past Threshold Evaluations have represented the status of Threshold Standards with 36
“threshold indicators.” In many instances these “threshold indicators” do not meet the Chapter 32
Code of Ordinances definition of an indicator8 but instead are an aggregation of the status of
multiple indicators. In other cases, “threshold indicators” do adhere to the Code of Ordinances
definition. As a consequence of aggregation, in past evaluation reports, if any indicator within a
group of multiple indicators related to a “threshold indicator” at any time over the five year period
failed to meet the indicator target or benchmark (i.e. Threshold Standard), the entire “threshold
indicator” would be reported as “non-attainment." This approach was applied inconsistently but
generally skewed the conclusions to an overly conservative determination of attainment status, and
failed to reveal the actual attainment status of individual Threshold Standards. The current
Threshold Evaluation corrects this past flaw by reporting an indicator’s current status relative to
the actual adopted standard as it appears in Resolution 82-11 as originally intended. “

This does not make any sense. Non-attainment has patently been reported for a five-year
period based on one or two exceedances, however this was not hidden in the previous
reports. The public was informed of the conditions over the previous five-year period.
Additionally, TRPA has always had the option of reporting the annual status of
thresholds. Instead, TRPA has appeared to scramble every five years to collect whatever
data can be found. Although we are pleased to see what appears to be a renewed interest
in more monitoring, at the same time, these changes are significant (e.g. ozone is reported
as at or better than target with the facts do not support this), and must undergo a full
comprehensive evaluation of the impacts of making these changes. For example, the
more favorable the status of the threshold standards appear, the more likely projects will
be approved that will contribute to further degradation. After all, if a standard is viewed
as ‘better than target,’ how can the Board, or staff, find a project will further contribute to
threshold non-attainment when the threshold has been reported as ‘better than target?’
We believe there are significant environmental and legal implications of the proposed
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methodology for reporting on the thresholds, and yet no analysis has been performed.
The problem is further confounded by the RPU DEIS’ reliance on the ‘reported status’ of
the thresholds, where this often appears to make it easier to approve more development.29
With regards to TRPA’s disparagement of what it views as an “overly conservative
determination of attainment status,” that is exactly the approach that the agency should be
taking, given the number of thresholds that are out of attainment and given TRPA’s core
mission to restore and maintain the Tahoe Basin’s environment through achieving and
maintaining the thresholds. What negative consequences have resulted to the
environmental thresholds from reporting their five-year status via a “conservative”
approach? Is TRPA more concerned about negative publicity every five years than about
meeting the environmental thresholds? Why not report annually?
Instead, it would appear that a less conservative reporting method (and perhaps more
intermingled and confusing, as the 2011 methodology is) would make it easier to add
more pollution to the Basin. After all, findings must be made to approve projects and
plans that the thresholds will not be harmed and that any amendments must help attain
and maintain the thresholds, so if TRPA’s new reporting method portrays a more positive
threshold status than exists, it would make the environmental findings easier, and more
pollution will result. This expectation is basically confirmed by the RPU DEIS’ reliance
on the more positive ‘threshold status’ as the means to suggest more development and
more people will not harm thresholds.
Further, TRPA claims that “In many instances these “threshold indicators” do not meet
the Chapter 32 Code of Ordinances definition of an indicator8 but instead are an
aggregation of the status of multiple indicators…” The footnote refers to the following
definition:
8

TRPA (1987) 32.2.C Indicator: Any measurable physical phenomena within the Tahoe
Region whose status, according to the best available scientific information, has a direct
relationship to the status of attainment or maintenance of one or more threshold [standard] or
[local, state or federal air and water quality] standard. (Example: traffic volume.)

We have not been presented with any scientific assessment of which indicators do not
meet the Code definition, nor the information used to make this assessment. This must be
provided to the public through a full environmental review process. Further, the new
method aggregates indicators even more than in the past. For example, the combination
of PM10, PM2.5, visibility and VMT indicators in the 2011 TER, which used to be
reported as four individual indicators, are now aggregated into just one overall indicator
reporting category for Visibility. (Chapter 3, p. 3-35). We question how this responds to

29

E.g. TRPA says ozone is ‘at or better than target’ and that NOx emissions are better than target, and
assumes the improved ‘trend’ is due primarily to cleaner tailpipe emissions. Thus, the RPU relies on future
tailpipe regulations to claim that ozone will continue to improve, therefore an overall net increase in VMT
will not cause a problem. Our comments below note the error of these assumptions, but this example is
provided to explain how the changed threshold reporting methods are expected to accommodate more
development that will harm thresholds, simply due to the use of new, yet confusing terms.
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TRPA’s critique of past practices that TRPA complains ‘aggregated’ the status of
multiple indicators?
“Consequently, this approach is recommended and will be the method used in all future Threshold
Evaluations to improve the consistency and effectiveness of communicating Threshold Standard
attainment status determinations.”

Who recommends this approach? Why? Does the public not get to participate in the
decisions regarding changes to how the environmental thresholds are assessed? What
impact will this change have on the environmental threshold standards themselves (not
the individual, semi-aggregated or excessively aggregated “indicators” we see in the 2011
Report)? How will this impact TRPA’s approval process for development? What would
be the impacts to reporting threshold attainment status if TRPA continued to use the
consistent30 methods used in the previous four evaluations, and simply increased
monitoring of the thresholds, as required by the Compact? Further, with an appropriate
database in order, it would not be difficult to provide the public with annual reports of
threshold status.
TRPA further confuses the evaluation with regards to interim targets and trend lines,
explaining that past evaluations have done this incorrectly, and the 2011 TER therefore
‘repairs’ the problem.
“In this Threshold Evaluation, available trend data is relied upon as an objective basis on which to
estimate both interim targets and target attainment dates. This approach, although fairly simplistic,
provided a replicable method to fulfill the interim target and target attainment date reporting
requirements.” (p. 12-22).

However, there is a saying regarding the ability to make statistics say what one wants. In
this case, TRPA has ‘fit’ trend lines to the data, taking no account of the variations in site
locations, annual conditions, annual climate, and so on.31 As presented below, TRPA has
developed ‘interim targets’ from trend lines based on the long term peak measurements
for threshold standards such as CO, ozone, and particulate matter, yet the ambient
concentrations for these pollutants are affected by numerous factors, creating sometimes
significant year to year variation. Also, TRPA evaluates the long term trends, yet notes
the most recent years (2005-2009/2010) have a different trend (of worsened air quality, or
less improvement than in previous years), and instead of looking at the most current
‘trends’ to question what the causes are, the report discounts them altogether by claiming
the last five years apparently don’t count, and instead develops conclusions from a
regression on the long term trends – which as TRPA acknowledged, no longer represent
current conditions. Further, according to the RPU DEIS, TRPA has generally referred to
changes in tailpipe emissions as the cause of improvements we’ve seen, and by
extension, future expected improvements with advanced technology would also result in

30

We also question why TRPA implies the methods in the first four evaluations were ‘inconsistent’ and
that this new change will therefore be more consistent, with the 2011 methods are completely inconsistent
with how the past four reports were developed?
31
In addition to selecting regression methods that do not appear appropriate (e.g. Thiel Regression).
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improvements, even though the data show other sources and factors are at play (discussed
below).
We also note that humans and the environment do not respond in linear fashions to
pollution (see comments below regarding Dr. Axler’s comments). It does not matter if air
quality was healthy ‘last year’ or ‘yesterday’ – if it’s unhealthy today, it’s having an
impact on people. Human health does not respond to what trend lines say should happen.
Peer Review Response:
Because TRPA has repeatedly emphasized this is the ‘first peer reviewed threshold
report’32 and noted the peer reviewer comments were ‘generally positive’,33,34 TRPA
should reveal the true role of the chapters’ contributors and whether the peer reviewers
were involved in the final report released to the public.
Additionally, it is unclear whether TRPA addressed the comments by the peer reviewers
prior to releasing the draft made available to the public. TRPA provided the detailed peer
reviewer comments in Appendix E, although most people are likely to read, at most,
TRPA’s ‘summary’ of the peer reviewer comments found in the first 27 pages of the
Appendix. As noted below, this ‘summary’ leaves some very important comments out.
Regardless, a comparison of the peer reviewer’s comments reveals that the peer
reviewers were reading different drafts than what the public now sees. 35
This is confirmed in the Introduction to the TER, which states “Peer review comments
are addressed in this Report and the complete Peer Review Report is included in
Appendix E…” although how they were addressed is difficult, if not impossible, to
discern. Further, at the April 24, 2012 GB meeting, staff responded to repeated questions
by a Board member regarding the peer reviewers’ comments, stating “…we have
assembled a spread sheet to systematically go through and address each comment. We
have already incorporated their comments in this draft and there are some big ticket
32

2011 TER Introduction: “The 2011 Threshold Evaluation is the fifth evaluation report completed by
TRPA and the first to undergo an independent scientific peer review. The purpose of the peer review was to
ensure the status and trend determinations presented in this document were scientifically supportable and to
identify areas where TRPA can improve the quality of information presented to the TRPA Governing
Board and the public. Peer review comments are addressed in this Report and the complete Peer Review
Report is included in Appendix E.”
33
2011 TER Executive Summary opens with: “The 2011 Report is a noteworthy milestone. It marks the
first time that the entirety of the Report, from the science, data, and the analyses to the conclusions and
recommendations, has been independently peer-reviewed and validated. Seven scientists of widely varied
disciplines from nationwide institutions unconnected to TRPA or the Tahoe Basin agree that this year’s
report “was seen as a major improvement as compared to earlier planning documents” and “is technically
sound and provides a credible basis to support ongoing TRPA policy-making.”
34
Staff report from Mr. Shane Romsos, 4/24/2012 GB meeting (as found in minutes from meeting): “Each
of the Peer Reviewers without exception reported positive commendations about the Draft Threshold
report. The draft report is technically sound panel did not find any “fatal flaws” and provides a credible
basis to support your ongoing policy…” (p. 4);
http://www.trpa.org/documents/packets/gb_packets/2012_gb_packets/May_2012_gb_packet.pdf
35
For example, page 4 of Dr. Axler’s comments on the threshold report include numerous references to
tables and text in Chapter 1 of the report which clearly do not correspond with the April draft provided to
the public.
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items that will require dialing in some trend analyzes that we foresee as more of an
element of our monitoring program and improving that.” In other words, the April draft
made available for public review has addressed the comments the peer reviewers made.
Yet a review of detailed peer review comments compared to the document released to the
public indicates that many comments were not addressed.
Examples include, but are not limited to, the following:
Dr. Axler, p. 10
4-16. Needs TERC review. A vertical extinction coefficient is not a “Sensor”. It’s a measure of the
rate of attenuation of light (usually photosynthetically available radiation [PAR]) with depth
measured using an electronic sensor that is lowered down the water column.
TRPA April Report:
A recent analysis of annual average Secchi depth readings (includes water conditions
down to a depth of ~20 m in recent years) and the vertical extinction coefficient (a more
sophisticated electronic sensor for measuring light down ~ 100 m), …” (p. 4-22)

Dr. Axler, p. 6
Definitions of what constitutes a change as in Table 2-2 are useful only to the extent that you can
accurately assess the values of the indicators and their uncertainty. It may be better to simply
report an Indicator Trend Category as Improving, Declining, Essentially No Change, and
Insufficient Data to Evaluate. Where a rate of change can be calculated, it should be reported
along with the confidence intervals. The detail in some of the indicator descriptions seems
unwarranted given the uncertainties in the values of some of these indicators.
TRPA April TER:
Table 2-2. Indicator trend categories and associated definitions used to classify trends
relative to standards in the reporting icon. (see table).

Dr. Axler, p. 7
If some parameters were measured prior to 1985, and I know there were, they should perhaps be
included in an Appendix and used in the discussion of results as needed. It’s alright to use such
data even if not determined at all the other stations now in use. I always want to see the entire data
set.
TRPA April TER:
Data set not provided; only graphs with trend lines.

Dr. Axler, p. 7
…the presentation and analysis of the long-term water quality data from the lake and its tributaries
do not appear to mirror the data and analyses presented by TERC-UC-Davis via its 2011 (WY
2010) State of the lake report36 or its many other publications found on its website;
TRPA April TER:
A review of the graphics presenting the long term trends in the TERC report and the
TRPA Chapter 4 (2011 TER) report do not appear to match (see below). The trend lines
are different – TRPA’s is more curved, and indicates an improvement in later years not
reflected in the TERC data.
36

http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2010_Chapter11.pdf
See p. 11.1 for Long Term Clarity Trend.
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In the above comparison37 of the TRPA 2011 TER and TERC State of the Lake 2011
graphs, we recognize the scale of each graph is not fully comparable, although we have
sized the images in our best attempt to match the scales of the X and Y axis. However,
the differences in the trend line, especially the more ‘beneficial’ trend noted in TRPA’s
graph (likely in part due to the inclusion of the ‘better clarity’ in 2011, although the TER
should technically only evaluate data through 2010), are apparent.
Further, although apparently TRPA has generated a spreadsheet to track how staff
responded to the peer reviewer comments, this has not been provided to the public.
Instead, the public is assured the report has responded to the comments from peer review
although a comparison of the details does not support this claim.
On that note, because TRPA has dramatically emphasized the scientific ‘validity’ of the

37

* This replaces the same comparison in our 6/28/2012 comments, which inadvertently posted the annual
clarity from TERC and winter clarity from the TER. Both graphics here represent annual clarity.
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2011 TER, we believe the public has a right to see just how much of the report was
completed by scientists versus TRPA staff and consultants, as well as a list of how TRPA
‘incorporated’ the comments by the peer reviewers (as noted above).
Also, the TER has relied on “trend analyses” to claim current trends as well as project
future trends. Yet the types of trend analyses performed are not technically appropriate,
as noted by peer review comments. Additionally, as in the case of several air quality
standards, the methods used (e.g. Thiel Regression38) are typically used to soften the
impact of ‘outliers’ – data points that may be dramatically different than those before and
after them in time (in terms of air quality measurements).39 However, air quality
standards have been based on specific time periods - 1 hour, 8 hours, 24 hours, or
annually – because the impacts of air pollution can occur in those time frames. What a
statistician might discount as an outlier in a chart simply because the rest of the week had
much lower concentrations might be a day that five people rushed to the emergency room
because the pollution levels were so high their health was negatively affected. Comments
on the impacts of this new ‘trend line’ approach are discussed below for individual
threshold standards.
Improper trending used to forecast purported improvements
TRPA’s use of the new approach involving trend lines appears to assume environmental
conditions will remain linear over time. However, environmental processes are typically
never linear, and are affected by numerous parameters at any given time. For example, air
quality associated with motor vehicles improved during the years that fewer people were
driving due to high gas prices. However, gas prices drop and more people begin to drive
again, and air emissions go up. Had one simply looked at the estimated emission rates of
motor vehicles by year over time (as TRPA has done in the RPU/RTP ‘analyses’), this
situation would have been overlooked. Further, the Basin may experience one winter that
is exceptionally cold, resulting in increased wood smoke emissions from residential fuel
combustion compared to the previous, warmer year. But, what if there were also stronger
inversions during the colder winter, trapping those emissions at the surface? Also, what if
that winter, because it was colder and ski conditions were better, the visitation rate to the
Basin increased, thereby increasing the visitors and 2nd homeowners using wood
fireplaces and stoves? The combination of these three factors – more residential heating
due to cold temperatures, more visitors using wood heaters due to ski conditions, and
stronger inversions trapping the increased wood smoke emissions - results in significantly
higher PM concentrations in the colder winter than the previous winter.
This hypothetical example is intended to reiterate the need to evaluate all of the
environmental factors, which contribute to air quality concentrations and other
environmental thresholds. Without this basic information, TRPA has no evidence upon
38

See 2011 Threshold Report, Chapter 3, Air Quality, p. 3-15 for an example.
See the 1-hour and 8-hour ozone graphics in the 2011 TER. If one separates out the most recent 5-6 years
of data, peak readings follow no trend. This should be used to evaluate the causes of the inter-annual
variation, as a ‘trend line’ is not only inappropriate, but not useful for evaluating the causes of ozone
exceedances (and therefore taking measures to reduce emissions from the sources).
39
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which to support any conclusions about the current and future status of the threshold
standards.
The problem with the use of these linear regressions was also identified by the Threshold
Peer reviewers:
“Also, we have no reason to expect progress to be linear over time and I would argue that this
creates false expectations. Most ecological processes that I know of are distinctly non-linear. And
the installation of stormwater BMPs and the repair of SEZs, for example, can require several years
for construction impacts to wash away and revegetation to occur. Sediment discharge may be
worse after a project than before if heavy rainstorms occur before the project area is fully
remediated.” (Dr. Axler).

In response to questions on these critiques by Board members at the April 2012 GB
meeting, TRPA Executive Director Joanne Marchetta told the Board:
“…the report identifies interim targets for most of our Threshold standards in all categories.
Because we had used a linear regression approach to estimating the interim targets and the form
and normality of our data has changed so much with time and different levels of resources; that the
linear regression model effectively gave us interim attainment targets that we could not rely on.
The interim targets were criticized because staff used a linear regression approach to estimating
them; the suggestion from the Peer Review group was to develop a more sophisticated statistical
methodology to make those estimates on interim attainment targets.”

Although whether TRPA made changes or addresses the peer reviewers’ critiques is
unclear (see previous comments), this explanation does not point out that it is simply not
appropriate to use linear regression for certain thresholds. Further, some thresholds are
not long-term thresholds. For example, air quality thresholds for human health are to be
attained now, not in ten years. Whereas we understand some thresholds, e.g. water quality
mid-lake clarity and old growth, will take some time to achieve and thus interim targets
may be appropriate.
Discount of more recent, less favorable ‘trends’ is improper
As discussed below in more detail, the TER has made several references implying the last
five years of data show a different (often less favorable) trend than the prior years, and
instead of heading caution and working to assess the causes, TRPA has chosen to
discount these trends, using statistical webs to try to suggest the trends should not be
given as much consideration because they have changed. However, changing trends in
thresholds like air quality should indicate that more attention needs to be paid to prevent
future violations. This point is reiterated in the Executive Summary of the Peer Review
comments in the TER report:
“The records of environmental observations often constitute the key evidence regarding local
compliance with established ambient standards. Moreover, the trends in the ambient data record
often provide the most important evidence about the expected continued compliance status for
these parameters; observed unfavorable trends can be the “canary in the mine” early warning
information about the need for additional information on known (and perhaps unknown) air
emission and water effluent sources impacting the lake basin area.” (p. 16).
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Failure to Consider all Available Information
Throughout our comments on the 2011 TER and the RPU/RTP environmental
documents, we note numerous examples regarding information that is available for use
that was not considered by TRPA. The same situation applies to available data that was
not considered in the examination of the thresholds. This unexplained ‘limitation’ on
what TRPA considered in the documents was also noted by peer reviewer Dr. Axler:
“Another major concern are the apparent limitations placed by the preparers of this Threshold
Evaluation, on themselves, as to what data would be considered for analysis. There is a wealth of
important information in the scientific literature and agency reports that could prove most useful in
trying to solve the Lake Tahoe puzzle. For example, Dr. Goldman’s publications of 1965 and 1988
(and the references cited) are particularly helpful as is the UC-Davis Tahoe: State of the Lake
Report 2011 (see Chapter 4, Water Quality).”

We reiterate the need for TRPA to perform a thorough, scientific review of the thresholds
separate from the RPU update, and one which uses the best available science and the
appropriate terminology to assess threshold attainment.
Although Chapter 12 of the TER claims amendments to the Regional Plan have been
made to address science, as the long record of examples include in these comments show,
this has not been the case. The Regional Plan, which is supposed to achieve and maintain
the thresholds, has fallen far short of a being amended as needed to protect the
environmental values identified by the TRPA Compact.
“Between 1987 and 2010, TRPA considered and adopted several amendments to the Regional
Plan to incorporate best available science and make necessary adjustments to accommodate
environmentally beneficial projects and programs. Starting in the 1990s, Threshold Evaluations
and other studies made it clear that regulation alone would not achieve and maintain adopted
Thresholds Standards; the environmental impact of legacy land uses and urban development that
was built prior to the Regional Plan continued to adversely impact the Region. To remedy this,
TRPA amended the Code of Ordinances to include the Environmental Improvement Program
(EIP; see Chapter 31 Code of Ordinances). The EIP, initiated in1997, leveraged and secured
federal, state, local, and private funding for the implementation of erosion control and storm water
treatment infrastructure, wetland restoration, and other environmentally-beneficial programs and
projects.” (p. 12-2).

Additionally, the 2011 TER (and the 2006 TER) fail to include historical data (other than
the few, often difficult points to see in the graphics), let alone the data from all sites
around the Lake Tahoe Basin. As our comments discuss, it is impossible to adequately
plan for threshold attainment if one does not consider the historical trends. We note the
same lack of information in the RPU DEIS; thus even the combination of both documents
fails to include an adequate assessment of the best available information.
Further, although EIP projects have resulted in some environmental improvements, some
projects have raised controversy when selecting to improve one threshold over another –
a situation only further exacerbated by the adoption of the EIP “Linked Projects/Linked
Industrial Projects” section in the Code language that took effect in March 2012.
Although no analysis of the impacts of this language was performed, in essence, it opens
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the door to ‘link’ more projects to EIP projects – while the new Regional Plan proposes
to allow more exemptions for EIP projects (i.e. tree removal exemptions, as noted in the
6/28/2012 comments on the RPU/RTP/TER document submitted by TASC and others).
Additionally, the 2011 draft TER and the draft RPU/RTP documents fail to analyze the
impacts of the proposed (and current40) Regional Plan on all thresholds. Yet Resolution
82-11 requires TRPA to analyze the status of the thresholds, consistency with currently
available scientific evidence and technical information, amendments needed to address
scientific evidence and technical information, and to ensure that the Plan and all of its
elements achieve and maintain the ETCCs (including ETCCs amended, or that should
have been amended, to address current science).
Resolution 82-11 excerpts include:
12. In adopting this resolution, the TRPA Governing Body expressly recognizes that there is a
distinction between adoption of Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities and the subsequent
planning process resulting in an amended regional plan so that, at a minimum, the plan and all of
its elements achieves and maintains the adopted Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities.
15. The Governing Body recognizes that, in establishing Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacities for the Lake Tahoe Region, it is establishing the basis for a long-term program which
will protect and enhance the significant environmental values of the region, which program will be
reviewed from time to time to ensure its consistency with the currently available scientific
evidence and technical and other information…
4. The Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities shall be reviewed by staff and the Governing
Body at the time of adoption of the regional plan to assure that said plan and the Environmental
Threshold Carrying Capacities are consistent, and shall be reviewed at least every five years
thereafter by the most appropriate means. After such review, the pertinent environmental threshold
standards shall be amended where the scientific evidence and technical information indicate:
(a) two or more threshold standards are mutually exclusive; or
(b) substantial evidence to provide a basis for a threshold standard does not exist; or
(c) a threshold standard cannot be achieved; or
(d) a threshold standard is not sufficient to maintain a significant value of the Region or
additional threshold standards are required to maintain a significant value.
The Agency shall maintain a monitoring program to determine progress towards attainment of
threshold standards and to provide the basis for such review and amendment of the threshold
standards pursuant to the foregoing criteria.

As noted in throughout our previous (6/28/2012) and current comments, the status of the
thresholds has not been adequately assessed,41 thresholds have not been amended for
consistency with currently available scientific evidence and technical information,42
amendments to the Plan needed to address scientific evidence and technical information
have been inadequate,43 and to ensure that the Plan and all of its elements achieve and
40

Alternative 1.
Examples include the inappropriate use of statistics, trend lines, the shift from reporting attainment vs.
non-attainment to the aggregated indicator categories in the draft 2011 TER, and others as noted herein.
42
E.g. atmospheric deposition; see discussion under the specific section for details.
43
For example, the Regional Plan has failed to address findings with regards to water quality research for
over 15 years, thus persisting in a Code that does not account for current scientific evidence.
41
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maintain the ETCCs (including ETCCs amended, or that should have been amended, to
address current science). The failure to address this latter requirement is clearly
represented by the lack of attainment of many thresholds that, unlike mid-lake clarity, do
not require years or decades to fully achieve regardless of actions implemented (soil
conservation, SEZs, air quality, noise, etc.).
It appears thresholds are also continuing to be prioritized. Although the draft TER reports
numerous non-attainment issues with several standards, the TER does not propose
threshold amendments and Regional Plan Amendments44 to improve attainment. Instead,
suggested improvements are put off to some ‘future date’ and/or blatantly ignored in the
proposed Regional Plan Update:
“In addition, many parts of the existing Regional Plan are still current or have been recently
amended and therefore do not need to be reconsidered for substantive changes in this Regional
Plan Update. All alternatives include minor formatting and organizational changes that would
clarify and update outdated text in the Regional Plan but would have no environmental effect.
Specific formatting and organizational changes can be found in the draft Alternative 3 Goals and
Policies document in Appendix A. Those portions of the Regional Plan that are not proposed for
substantive changes because they are not a priority or because they are sufficient in their
current form are the Noise and Natural Hazards Subelements of the Land Use Element; the Open
Space, Scenic, Stream Environment Zone, Cultural, and Energy Subelements of the Conservation
Element; the Recreation Element; and some of the Implementation Element. Because TRPA is not
proposing to modify these elements of the Regional Plan, they will not be part of the amendment
package for Governing Board approval. As such, these Goals and Policies are not included as
aspects of the Regional Plan Update alternatives evaluated in this EIS.” (Draft RPU DEIS, April
2012, Chapter 2, p. 2-12).

However, standards for noise, scenic, and SEZ threshold areas are reported as nonattainment. Therefore, it appears TRPA has prioritized certain threshold standards over
other thresholds standards.
Last, TASC questions TRPA actions that consider the Regional Plan “sufficient” in areas
that are failing to achieve and maintain thresholds in clear violation of the Compact’s
direction to achieve and maintain all threshold standards.
Need for Threshold Monitoring: *
As noted in our detailed comments, the TER frequently fails to address recent reductions
in monitoring of several thresholds (e.g. air quality, water quality [LTIMP]). The failure
to even disclose this is curious, but further, an objective scientific review would
necessitate an increase in monitoring (let alone re-establishing sites that have been
discontinued over the past several years). The TER should, therefore, include
recommendations to increase monitoring.
Also, in many cases, current research suggests a likely need for more monitoring to truly
assess the status of thresholds, as well as the cause/effect relationships and effectiveness
of current and future programs. Resolution 82-11 requires TRPA maintain a monitoring
44

Which we expect would be included in the Regional Plan Update, at a minimum.
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program for the thresholds – it is not a luxury to implement when funding allows, but
rather a requirement TRPA must meet. If additional funding mechanisms are needed to
support threshold monitoring, then such mechanisms should be included in amendments
to the Regional Plan. (Instead, there appears to be no proposals to increase fees or locate
other mechanisms for increased threshold monitoring in the proposed alternatives;
instead, proposals would actually decrease some mitigation fees collected)!
In fact, taking a look at what water quality researchers recommend regarding monitoring
reiterates the importance of, and the need for, more monitoring. For example, excerpts
from the 2011 State of the Lake Report45 include the following statements:
The recent changes in lake clarity highlight the complexity of natural systems, and the extent to
which monitoring is needed to understand and best protect our natural resources. (p. 6.1)
It is important to understand the possible causes and to see what they tell us about past actions and
future investments. Long-term monitoring data, such as that summarized in the State of the Lake
Report, provides part of the information needed, but not all. Some of the critical knowledge gaps
are in the monitoring of urban stormwater flows, where an independent and comprehensive
monitoring program needs to be established to evaluate the status and trends of this important
source of fine sediment and nutrients. (p. 6.2).
Long-term monitoring data is essential to be able to both track progress toward improved clarity
and to understand the changing conditions. (p. 6.14).

TRPA Responsibility: *
The following comment is repeated throughout the TER: “TRPA’s near-term
implementation role should focus on program areas that it has the existing authority to
lead…” This is then following by a list of actions TRPA can take. However, this fails to
address the impacts TRPA land use decisions have on thresholds, regardless of TRPA’s
authority. For example, as noted in our comments on noise, although TRPA does not
have the authority to enforce on-road motor vehicle noise, TRPA does have the authority
to make decisions affecting the number of motor vehicles that will be on Tahoe’s
roadways and therefore, can not simply dismiss all responsibility. This is, in fact, noted in
our 6/28/2012 comments on the TER and RPU/RTP draft documents, as TRPA proposes
to substantially increase the number of residents and visitors in the Basin, the amount of
development, coverage, vehicles, etc., all of which will negatively impact thresholds that
TRPA may not have direct enforcement authority over (e.g. certain single event noise
sources), but where TRPA decisions certainly can have positive or negative impacts on
the thresholds overall. Further, as noted by peer review comments, TRPA can initiate
cooperative action with the local jurisdictions who have such authority to improve
enforcement.
Linkages between thresholds:*
The TER fails to adequately inform the public about the relationships among different
thresholds. Although previous threshold reports may have repeated information in places,
45

http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2011.pdf
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the 2011 draft TER has apparently moved in the opposite direction, treating each
threshold standard and indicator as if completely disconnected from the others. There has
long been debate regarding the nature of TRPA’s planning process to often prioritize one
threshold over another, although this is not provided for in the Compact or Resolution 8211. However, as the TER, and the associated RPU/RTP documents show, some
thresholds are provided far more protection than others. For example, TRPA has claimed
additional height and mass are needed (and the increased population this will bring) to
attain certain standards related to water quality, 46 however the additional population this
will bring will negatively impact air quality (vehicle emissions, stationary sources,
heating appliances, etc.), noise (more people, more cars, more recreational vessels, means
more noise), and so on. However, these tradeoffs are not discussed in the Threshold
report, nor are they given adequate evaluation in the associated RPU/RTP documents.
Peer review comments also noted the inadequacy of the TER to address these
relationships:
“I was also disappointed that the Report did not do a good job of presenting information in a
landscape perspective highlighting how certain key indicators cut across major areas (i.e.
Chapters) – such as how the Air Quality NOx data is linked to lake N-loading; how N and P
source loading is from fundamentally different processes (N from the atmosphere and P from
watersheds), and how the land-water interface meets in the littoral zone with consequences to
periphyton and phytoplankton, food webs, fisheries, recreation, and both scenic and property
value. I think that it is important for the 3 Report’s audiences to understand that the cost of a
particular management action in one policy area may have important positive effects in other
areas; and conversely that there may be difficult trade-offs between well intended policies.”
“The report would benefit from some recognition or discussion of how the various indicators,
standards, and recommendations are related or interact with each other. The spectacular qualities
of the Lake Tahoe Region are all interrelated and function as a dynamic biophysical and socio-‐economic system. Perhaps some additional thought should be given to expressing how the
recommendations for air quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation,
fisheries, wildlife, scenic resources, noise, and recreation will function as an integrated system.”

III

Comments related to Specific Threshold Categories

Air Quality
Historically, a review of adoption of the most protective standards has been promised as
part of the RPU. Yet, the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report includes no such
recommendation – an obvious outcome of a political decision made sometime since
TRPA promised such an evaluation in 2010, since there has never been a scientific
assessment of this change.

46

Through interconnected means involving the transfers of development from sensitive areas and provision
of incentives to supposedly foster these transfers.
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As TRPA has historically included recommendations to improve the protection of values
mandated by the Compact, which include human health, visibility, forest health, and
water quality (all resource areas affected by air quality), the 2011 TER must ignore the
influence of policy decisions and political pressure and serve as the objective scientific
report it is implied to be. Such an analysis would certainly recommend the adoption of
uniform, protective AQ standards by TRPA. The Basin is, after all, one air basin.

Carbon Monoxide: AQ-1:
The 2011 Threshold evaluation refers to CARB’s 2006 LTADS report to support the
relative importance of anthropogenic sources of CO in the Basin: “The primary
anthropogenic sources of CO are on-road motor vehicles (30%), residential wood
burning (28%), motorized watercraft (16%), and off-highway vehicles (8%) (CARB
2006).” (p. 3-9). However, an analysis of more recent information (2008) suggests that
motorized watercraft, off-road vehicles (i.e. snowmobiles), and aircraft may be
responsible for more CO emissions than motor vehicles (Attachment A: AQ Data
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Summary Tahoe Basin)47. However, the Threshold Evaluation makes little mention of
these other sources, only focusing on improved technology in motor vehicle emissions
and improved ‘forest biomass prescribed burning or pile burning’ to justify the
implication that CO will only continue to improve. (p. 3-9). This is not only technically
unsound, but it is misleading to the public.
Further, in the next paragraph, TRPA summarizes the status of the CO standards, stating
they are “considerably better than the established Threshold Standards. The Trend is
moderately or rapidly improving, and confidence in the determination of status and trend
is moderate to high.” However, if one evaluates the details behind these conclusions,
many flaws are revealed, suggesting an inadequate technical review and/or an attempt to
paint a nicer picture than exists.
CO Threshold Standard: Status
First, we refer to our comments on the overall change in pattern from
‘attainment/non-attainment’ to the new terms created and discussed in Chapter 2.
Next, the conclusion that CO standards are ‘better than target” (aka in attainment) are
based on very little data, and fail to discount recent measurements which show peak
measurements exceeding the 8-hour 6ppm standard. We recognize the threshold
report typically covers a five year period, in this case, 2006-2010, however because it
has been used as the ‘basis’ for the proposed Regional Plan updates, the most recent
data must be assessed in the RPU EIS, at a minimum (although as noted above, we
see TRPA has selectively used different years for different thresholds among the TER
and RPU/RTP documents). Therefore, we reserve further comments on the 2011 and
2012 data for our comments on the RPU analysis below.
That said, in consideration of CO standards up to the end of 2010, the only conclusion
that can be drawn based on the data available is that the CO standards were not
exceeded at the South Stateline, NV air quality site from 2006-2010. This site is not
representative of conditions in other parts of the Basin. In fact, in the TRPA 2006
Threshold Evaluation, TRPA notes the importance of maintaining several monitors
throughout the Basin to evaluate threshold status:
“Because carbon monoxide is considered a “Hotspot” pollutant, meaning its effects are very
localized, it is important to monitor this pollutant at various locations in the Basin. For this reason,
it is recommended that data from all CO monitoring stations within the Basin be used to report on
the indicator. Currently, this indicator is only measured at one location and these data are not
adequate to provide the necessary information to either evaluate or make recommendations for
improvements.” (p. 2-19).

CO Threshold Standard: Trend
47

Note the estimated on-road motor vehicle emissions were taken from TRPA’s assessment, of which the
accuracy is uncertain due to the reliance on CA-only models, default model information (e.g. fleet mix),
and other factors which may underestimate local vehicle-caused emissions. However, this is still valuable
for identifying the importance of performing an appropriate analysis specific to the Tahoe Basin.
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As noted above, the use of the Thiel regression method is inappropriate for
analyzing the air quality standards and indicators. Further, it appears TRPA is
selectively deciding which years to count for no apparent reason other than that
those years do not reflect the rapid improvement claimed. For example, with
regards to the 8-hour CO measurements, there were three measurements in 2002
and 2003 that violated the 6 ppm standard. These measurements were based on
quality assured data (meaning there had not been any instrument malfunctions or
other similar type of reason the high readings were noted – rather, the ambient CO
concentrations were that high). Yet the regression line that begins in 2000 (p. 314) appears to selectively discount the first few years of data and smooth out the
exceedances. In fact, it also appears the higher readings may help create a false
‘trend line’ that TRPA has referred to as “rapid improvement.”
Additionally, TRPA has discounted the ‘less rapid’ trend experienced between
2006-2010 simply based on statistics games.
“The trend over the most recent 5 years (2006-2010) is not consistent with the long-term trend
and instead indicates no change in the highest 1-hour average CO concentrations.” (p. 3-12).

Instead, TRPA should be examining the status of the threshold standards, the
actual trends (which include variations from year to year), and the conditions at
various locations throughout the Basin. Further, TRPA should be asking why CO
trends were not improving as ‘rapidly’ during the same years that VMT has
significantly dropped – clearly, the linear relationship between vehicle emissions
and CO levels that TRPA hopes for isn’t supported by the facts.
5-Year Trend - The confidence in the trend for first high over the most recent 5 years (20062010) is low with a confidence level of 41%, S value of 0 and a P value of 0.59. Low
confidence is likely the result of few data points (n=5) and inter-annual variation in 1-hour
concentrations.

The reference to ‘few data points’ is confusing, to say the least. How can there
only be five data points (n=5) for these years when measurements are taken
hourly? Rather, there should be 365 days x 24 hours = 8,760 data points per year.
Further, this is no different than the hourly measurements taken in years before
2006, which also recorded hourly CO, and therefore would result in 8,760 data
points per year as well. It appears as if TRPA is comparing one annual number for
CO (although this does not correspond with any standard or indicator) for the last
five, less desirable years, to the conclusions based on the 8,760 data points
collected at each site in the years prior, in an attempt to discount the changes since
2006.
Finally, this is a threshold evaluation report, not an emissions inventory forecast.
TRPA treats the CO concentrations as if they are supposed to ‘fit’ into a linear
trend and if they do not, statistics are used to explain it away. Instead, TRPA must
report on the attainment status of the threshold standards, period. This can then
provide the basis to assess sources (e.g. cars vs. boats), impacts from weather and
climate (e.g. more inversions in a given year?), impacts from other factors (e.g.
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higher gas prices resulting in less driving), and so on. Once TRPA evaluates this
information, TRPA can then assess what control measures and other strategies are
needed to achieve and maintain thresholds. Otherwise, if TRPA assumes CO
concentrations in the Basin will simply follow a ‘trend’ assumed from motor
vehicle engine technology, therefore taking no actions to reduce other important
sources (e.g. motorized watercraft), then efforts are placed into the wrong
approaches and the air quality (and humans) will suffer.
We also add that if one includes the most recent CO data from the Stateline site
(included in the attached Table of Tahoe Basin Air Quality Data), the
measurements are again higher. Although there have been notable improvements
in CO concentrations since the early 80’s, a quick look at the peak readings
between 2000 and May 2012 shows that there can be significant variation from
one year to the next.
Actual Status and Trend as supported by the data:
CO was in attainment at the Stateline, NV site as of 2010. Although the
Basin experienced significant improvements in CO levels at this location
when compared to the 1980’s, peak concentrations have not continued on
this trend, but rather appear to have fluctuated over the past six years.
As of 2010, the end of the reporting period for this evaluation, the only CO
monitoring was at the South Stateline, NV site.
CO Threshold Standard: Confidence
The threshold report claims the confidence in the CO status for the Basin is
“high” because the data were collected using federal reference methods. However,
the only conclusion TRPA can draw, based on the data available, is that the
confidence in the data collected at the South Stateline monitoring site is high. This
is completely different from statistical confidence of CO levels “in the Lake
Tahoe Air Basin.” TRPA’s conclusion appears to mislead readers by sleight of
hand.
Although the report briefly acknowledges that this is based on one monitoring
location only, the limitations of the data are written-off through the assumption
that traffic volumes alone determine CO concentrations: “…This site represents
the greatest volume of vehicle traffic in the Region, and consequently, the
measurements are thought to represent the highest CO emissions.” (p. 3-12). This
assumption – or rather, someone’s “thought” – does nothing to assess the other
sources of CO in the Basin, and the impacts of local and Basin-wide weather
patterns that may influence ambient air quality. Some number of tons of CO
emitted at South Stateline without inversion conditions may be acceptable, while
that same number of tons of CO emitted in Tahoe City during a heavy inversion
period may create poor air quality conditions. In other words, there is no linear
relationship between CO emissions specifically from on-road motor vehicles and
ambient CO concentrations.
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CO Threshold Standard: Targets, Attainment Date(s), Future Recommendations, etc.
The section concludes with no recommendations for additional actions, stating the
“Current CO status and trends suggest actions to reduce CO concentrations and
decrease traffic volumes are effective at reducing 8-hour concentrations.” Again, the
only conclusion TRPA can support is that CO concentrations did not violate the
standards at the Stateline, NV monitoring site between 2004 and 2010. How much of
this air quality benefit is associated with the increased VMT due to economic
conditions (which as discussed below, needs to be accounted for because the
economy will turn back around and resident and visitor populations – and VMT - are
expected to increase again, even without further development). How much is truly
from the “Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions” noted in the
report? How have meteorological conditions affected CO levels? Have there been
significant changes in the fleet mix in the Tahoe Basin (including visitors and
residents)?
A similar situation occurs with AQ-5, Traffic Volume. TRPA concludes that the
threshold is in attainment, therefore actions have been effective. However, how much
of this is associated with the bad economy? High gas prices? Also, TRPA states “the
question that needs to be answered is whether this indicator continues to provide a
good proxy measure of CO concentrations.” (p. 3-18). This is confusing, because the
measure was not intended to substitute (or serve as a proxy) for actual CO
measurements, but rather serve as another standard to help protect air quality in what
was known as one of the Region’s biggest CO hot spots. The question(s) should
instead be whether the indicator should be modified to address other times of year and
other locations in the Basin.
Finally, with regards to the “TRPA 9ppm” 8-hour CO standard, we note that in every
prior TER, the TRPA standard has been documented as 6ppm. We understand,
according to staff48, that although Resolution 82-11 called for the reduced standard in
1983, the final ‘Board approval’ may not have been completed:
“Appendix A of Resolution 82-11 established the Carbon Monoxide 8-hour standard at 9 ppm.
with the caveat that each state;
“shall review and certify to TRPA by February 28, 1983 as to what their carbon monoxide
standards are as of that date, and this TRPA threshold standard shall be changed effective
February 28, 1983, if necessary, to be the applicable state carbon monoxide standard applicable to
the respective portions of the region in accordance with Article V(d) of the Compact.”

However, TRPA has referred to the TRPA standard of 6ppm in the last four threshold
reports (1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006). We recommend TRPA explain to readers why
the 2011 report includes a different TRPA standard, acknowledge the potential error
made almost 30 years ago, and clarify that TRPA intends to remedy this inadvertent
legal error immediately, regardless of the Regional Plan Update alternatives (since
48

Pers. Comm. Keith Norberg, 5/2/2012.
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TRPA was supposed to amend thresholds, as necessary, based on the five-year
reviews, thus, it would appear this amendment need not rely on the adoption of a new
Regional Plan).
Ozone: AQ-2

The RPU DEIS should evaluate a threshold update which adopts the most protective
standards so that the entire Basin is protected equally. The update also needs to evaluate
the impacts of ozone in pine trees and the Basin’s overall forests.
The 2011 Threshold evaluation refers to CARB’s 2006 LTADS report to support the
relative importance of anthropogenic sources of ozone precursors in the Basin: “The
primary sources of the precursor gases in the Lake Tahoe air basin include on-road motor
vehicles, residential fuel combustion, motorized watercraft, off-road equipment, solvent and
fuel evaporation, and off-road recreational vehicles (CARB 2006). Ozone can also be
transported into the Lake Tahoe air basin from outside sources, although these sources do
not substantially contribute to overall O3 concentrations (CARB 2004).” Although these are

sources of ozone precursors, TRPA should also note the importance of additional
sources that may be unique to the LTAB, including emissions from prescribed fire
(pile and understory burning) and wildfires, as well as aircraft.49
Although exceedances did occur (for both 1-hour and 8-hour standards) during the
period reviewed (2005-2009), the document then states in the next paragraph that
“Overall, the Basin can be characterized as “at or somewhat better than the standard,”
with “little or no change” in trend, and moderate confidence in the status and trend
determination (Figure 3-2).” First, it is inappropriate to suggest the “Basin” can be
characterized by the measurements from a site three years ago, or that the last two and
a half years can be ignored, and that the Basin is at or somewhat better than the target
when the “target” (aka air quality standard for ozone) was not being met in the last
full season measured in South Lake Tahoe. See additional comments below.
Further, this ‘summary’ has taken what has typically been two indicators for ozone:
1-hour and 8-hour measurements, and blurred the attainment status by adding a 3rd
indicator (related to the federal designation requirements for 8-hour ozone), and an
estimate of NOx emissions that does not represent ambient ozone concentrations.
However, it appears that because, with this new ‘structure,’ three of the four
‘reporting indicators’ are not considered below target, this has been used with some
level of ‘majority rules’ to suggest the ‘overall status’ is at or somewhat better than
target. Based on the methods TRPA has used in the past, and as noted in the
‘crosswalk’ in the TER Appendix D, the status for the ozone standards would have
been simply non-attainment (and the rest would be discussed in the text). Again, it
appears that the ‘summary’ has been carefully worded to suggest a better picture than
the facts support.

49

See 2006 Lake Tahoe Airport Report, League to Save Lake Tahoe, November 2006.
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O3 Threshold Standard: Status
First, we refer to our comments on the overall change in pattern from
‘attainment/non-attainment’ to the new terms created and discussed in Chapter 2.
Next, the conclusion that ozone standards are ‘at or somewhat better than the
standard” (implying attainment) are based on measurements from roughly three years
ago from the South Lake Tahoe location, where ozone has historically and most
consistently been monitored (we note 2010 measurements in Incline Village did not
exceed the standard, however, there are notable differences between these two
locations and thus it can not be stated or assumed that Incline Village measurements
represent the “overall Tahoe Basin”).
In essence, the only statement TRPA can support is that as of 2009, the California 8hour ozone standard was not being attained, however the status as of 2011 is
unknown.
Additionally, it appears that careful wording was used to avoid admitting that ozone
has not been monitored in recent years. For example, on page 3-22, the Status
explains that the evaluation is based on “2005-2009 (the most recently reported
indicator values).” However, this is misleading. In truth, TRPA is responsible for
monitoring the thresholds, first and foremost. However, this has typically involved
coordination with other agencies (e.g CARB, NDEP, Washoe County AQMD), and
TRPA has worked with these other agencies to obtain data when not available online
(like CARB’s data). Second, if other agencies have cut monitoring, then TRPA must
ensure monitoring continues. Although TRPA has installed an ozone monitor on its
building (see comments on site location), this does not represent conditions in
ambient South Lake Tahoe. Further, TRPA should be forthcoming in what is
supposed to be a technical review document and simply admit there was no
monitoring in South Lake Tahoe after 2009.
Similar to our comments regarding time period above, we acknowledge the reporting
period for the TER should include 2006-2010, however the RPU documents must
include the most recent years, and therefore can not simply refer back to findings in
the TER that are years outdated.
O3 Threshold Standard: Trend
As noted above, the use of the Thiel regression method is inappropriate for analyzing
the air quality standards and indicators. Like CO, ozone levels are determined by
multiple factors, including climate and weather patterns, as well as annual changes in
the environment (e.g. fires), and human activities (e.g. less driving or boating). More
appropriate, and certainly more informative, would be to simply plot the
measurements as has been done in the past. In examination of the graphs provided for
the 8-hour average concentration (p. 3-24), it can be seen that there may have been
some slight decrease since the 1980’s. However, what would this look like if TRPA
simply plotted from 1995 to 2010? It may appear that concentrations are more stable,
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but not really decreasing. How about 2005-2010? This may in fact reveal
concentrations are again increasing. But, then we see that TRPA has discounted the
changed ‘trend’ over this last five year period because it does not match the long term
trend:
“Five-Year Trend – The trend over the most recent 5 years (2005-2009) is not consistent with the
long-term trend, and indicates a slight increase of 0.002 ppm/year in the highest 1-hour average
O3 concentration, or +2.5% per year of the standard. Note that short-term trends in air quality are
typically not reliable due to the high inter-annual variability of meteorology and small sample size
(n=5).”

Because ozone standards are in place to protect human and forest health now, and are
not long term thresholds (e.g. lake clarity), it is wholly inappropriate to discount
recent changes. Ozone concentrations do not follow a linear line! We also see the
same statistics games being used to evaluate ozone as CO – the misleading
implication that there are just five data points in the past five years when like CO,
hourly measurements are taken.
These questions show how easy statistics can be manipulated to show a desired
outcome. What is important is what ozone concentrations are doing now, thus only
analyzing the long term trends, then discounting the most recent five years because
the trends aren’t as ‘nice’ is not appropriate.
Instead, TRPA should be examining the status of the threshold standards, the actual
trends (which include variations from year to year), and the conditions at various
locations throughout the Basin.50 Further, TRPA should be asking why the 8-hour
ozone trends were actually getting worse during the same years that VMT has
significantly dropped – clearly, the linear relationship between vehicle emissions and
ozone levels that TRPA hopes for isn’t supported by the facts.
Although a stated percent reduction in NOx emissions is included in the 82-11
Thresholds to support attainment of the ozone standards (and a reduction in
atmospheric deposition of nitrogen), NOx emissions have not been evaluated in
previous reports and this should be noted. Further, the emission estimates are based
on CARB estimates of the California side of the Basin. This neglects Basin-wide
emissions, and as noted in our comments regarding the air quality modeling
performed for the RPU DEIS, relies on an Emissions Inventory that does not take into
account local Basin information. If one uses the more appropriate estimates from the
DRI 2008 EI51 (see comparison later in these comments), NOx emissions in the Basin
may be almost 9 tons/day, well above the estimated 1981 levels. Not only does this
suggest the threshold may not be in attainment, contrary to the 2011 TER findings,
but it also reiterates the need for improved air quality planning and identification of
Tahoe-specific information. Further, TRPA notes a low confidence in their
50

Placer County has installed a new monitoring site which measures ozone and PM2.5 in Tahoe City
(beginning in January 2012). Although data are preliminary and not yet approved for regulatory purposes,
ozone measurements through early June were included in the Attachment showing all available Tahoe
Basin AQ measurements.
51
Refer to attached table of existing emissions comparing CARB vs. DRI emissions inventories.
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determination, yet concludes “the Region is in attainment with the adopted TRPA
Threshold Standard, and therefore it is not necessary to establish an interim target
for this indicator.”
TRPA treats the ozone concentrations (and other ambient standards, as discussed
below), as if they are supposed to ‘fit’ into a linear trend and if they do not, statistics
are used to explain it away. Instead, TRPA must report on the conditions of the
threshold standards, period. This can then provide the basis to assess sources (e.g.
cars vs. boats), impacts from weather and climate (e.g. more inversions in a given
year?), impacts from other factors (e.g. higher gas prices resulting in less driving),
and so on. Once TRPA evaluates this information, TRPA can then assess what
control measures and other strategies are needed to attain and maintain thresholds.
Otherwise, if TRPA assumes ozone concentrations in the Basin will simply follow a
‘trend’ assumed from motor vehicle engine technology (as ozone has been heavily
tied to VMT discussions in the RPU), therefore taking no actions to reduce other
important sources (e.g. motorized watercraft), then efforts are placed into the wrong
approaches and the air quality (and people breathing it) will suffer.
Actual Status and Trend as supported by the data:
Ozone was not in attainment the last time it was measured in South Lake
Tahoe (2009). The federal standards and TRPA 1-hour standard were met
in Incline Village, NV as of 2010. Although improvements in peak
concentrations were seen through the 1990’s and early 2000’s, the ozone
in the Basin has actually been slowly increasing over the past six years.
As of 2010, the end of the reporting period for this evaluation, the only
ozone monitoring in the Basin was in Incline Village, NV.
O3 Threshold Standard: Confidence
Just as TRPA has done with CO, the threshold report claims the confidence in the
‘condition status’ for ozone is “high” because the data was collected using federal
reference methods.52 However, the only conclusion TRPA can draw, based on the
data available, is that the confidence in the data collected at the South Stateline
monitoring site through 2009 was high. This is completely different from statistical
confidence of ozone levels “in the Lake Tahoe Air Basin,” and the “current” ozone
levels (whether assigned as 2010 for the TER, or 2012 for the RPU DEIS). Again,
TRPA’s conclusion appears to mislead readers by sleight of hand.
O3 Threshold Standard: Targets, Attainment Date(s), Future Recommendations, etc.
TRPA’s acknowledges that ozone standards have been violated in recent years, and
will continue to be violated into the future, but apparently remains ‘content’ to simply
52

We note the overall ‘confidence’ is deemed ‘moderate’ because according to TRPA, “only moderate
confidence in long-term trend and 5-year trend outweighs the high confidence in the condition status.” (p.
3-25). However, we again refer to comments regarding the inappropriateness of trends in assessing criteria
air pollutants where maximum hourly, 8-hour and 24-hour concentrations are what matter to human health.
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‘let things happen’ - as opposed to doing something to protect the Basin’s
populations. This ‘let it be’ approach is implied by TRPA’s casual reference to the
apparently inevitability predicted by the trend line (see below). The Compact requires
TRPA to take measures to protect human health, enforcing the strictest air quality
standard, not to idly stand by and just ‘wait.’ Further, based on the Target Attainment
Date of 2025, are residents and visitors negatively impacted by high ozone
concentrations for the next twelve years simply expected to “just grin and bear it?”
“Interim Target – By 2016, the highest 8-hour average ozone concentration is estimated to be
about 0.072 ppm based on a simple linear regression line of best fit, suggesting the indicator will
be non-compliant with the CA standard of 0.07 ppm.
Target Attainment Date – If trends in the highest 8-hour average ozone concentration indicator
continue at the same rate as represented in this summary, the Region will be in compliance with
the CA standard around 2025.” (p. 3-25).

Further, the trend line does nothing to inform TRPA of the causes of ozone in the
LTAB. Although the assumed causes are alluded to in the “Programs and Actions
Implemented to Improve Conditions” section (shown below),53 there has been no
comprehensive analysis of air quality in the LTAB. Therefore, there is nothing to
support the assumption that there is any trend in the peak concentrations, nor where
ambient levels will be in the next ten to twenty years (or what they have been
throughout the Basin for the last several years).
“Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions – Regional, state and/or federal
emission standards for motor vehicles, motorized watercraft, gas appliances and woodstoves.
Transportation infrastructure improvements such as more efficient intersections, sidewalks, and
bicycle infrastructure development. Public transportation systems. Regional and state restrictions
on prescribed burning days. Prohibited development of “drive-up window” commercial uses.” (8hour Average).

The recommendations for additional actions (excerpt below) add insult to injury by
not only putting off any actions to examine the causes of ozone in the Basin, but
again showing a bias towards the RPU Alternative 3 concept - in what should be an
objective technical review - suggesting that incentivizing “walkable town-centers”
will help reduce ozone. As noted in our comments on the RPU DEIS, evidence does
not support the assertion that increased densification and urbanization in Lake
Tahoe’s “community centers” will reduce driving, and in fact, even the DEIS notes an
overall increase in Basin-wide VMT.54 Further, until there is an adequate assessment
of air quality in the Basin, combined with proper, local-based planning tools, the
primary contributors to ozone in the LTAB remain uncertain, and although any
reductions in precursor emissions are beneficial, they do not necessarily translate into
achievement of the ozone standards.
53

Of note is the ban on drive-up windows was primarily intended to reduce CO hot spots, and should be
referenced in the CO section of the TER. Further, this ban should be maintained, since air quality trends,
even for CO, indicate significant variation, and reductions have not directly followed the reductions in
assumed sources (e.g. VMT).
54
The RPU has frequently relied on per capita VMT and emissions, which if measures were effective,
would still result in an overall net increase in the Basin compared to the 1987 Plan. See our RPU DEIS
comments below.
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“Recommendations for Additional Actions – Because the current status of this indicator is
“slightly worse than target,” current programs and activities may need to be more effectively
implemented or redesigned. Continued failure to meet this Ozone standard may indicate the need
to further reduce the dependency on the private automobile, through land use policy that
incentivizes more bicycle-friendly and walkable town-centers, and encourage the use of alternative
modes of transportation such as public transportation…” (8-hour Average).

We contend that a more appropriate recommendation would instead suggest
immediate action be taken to improve monitoring around the Basin, to develop the
information and tools necessary to evaluate air quality in the LTAB, at the same time
as reducing emissions of precursor gases from known sources (which TRPA has
included reference to the latter in the next part of this section):
“…It is recommended that the agency continue to encourage policies and management actions that
result in reduction in regional sources of precursor gas emissions (e.g., reduce private automobile
use, support state and federal efforts to apply tail pipe emission standards for motorized watercraft,
lawn equipment, off-road vehicles, on-road motorcycles)….”

Although supporting federal and state agency actions is important, where is the
assessment of the actions TRPA can take to reduce emissions from motorized
watercraft, lawn equipment, and off-road vehicles? For example, TRPA can impose
restrictions on watercraft use on peak days, and/or days when ozone formation is
expected to be high. Through Land Use policies and proper enforcement programs,
TRPA could enforce limits on lawn equipment or off-road vehicles. What would be
the air quality benefits of limiting snowmobile use in the Basin? We defer further
comments regarding alternative actions to the RPU DEIS comments noted later.
“It is also recommended to investigate and refine our understanding of the sources and relative
contributions of mobile and stationary precursor gases at the regional scale (include both Nevada
and California), and develop a cost feasible and implementable strategy that leads to the reduction
of major sources of precursor gases.” (8-hour Average).

Of note is the suggestion that more investigation into sources is needed. However,
this recommendation has been made in previous threshold reports (see below).
1991 TER:
“Ozone concentrations at Lake Tahoe Boulevard have exceeded the threshold standard every year
since 1982. No trend is apparent. TRPA suspects long range transport of ozone is
occurring…TRPA should support additional study and research regarding the causes and effects of
elevated ozone levels.”

1996 TER:
“TRPA should support additional research into both the mechanisms that contribute to ozone
concentrations in the Tahoe Region, and the environmental effects of ozone within the region,
particularly on vegetation. Further analysis should also be conducted to determine how much of
the local ozone concentrations is generated in the Tahoe Region, and how much is generated
elsewhere and transported into the Tahoe Region.”
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2001 TER:55
Status of 1996 Recommendation (p. 2-65): “In July 2000 the Lake Tahoe Air Quality Research
Scoping Document discussed airborne transport and proposed research into several constituents,
including ozone. This will be addressed in the research and monitoring network being coordinated
with local, state and federal agencies (see 2001 Recommendation A).*”
* 2001 Recommendation A was rephrased and move to Appendix B in the final 2001 TER:
AQ-Title: Develop and implement an integrated air quality research and monitoring network
for 2004 Threshold Update. Responsible Entity: CARB, TRPA, LRWQCB, USFS, USEPA.
Completion Date: December 2004. Recommendation: Develop and implement the monitoring
and research program coordinated with the TMDL research.
Products: Products include a quality-assured database of observed concentrations of P, PM,
and N, and the other gaseous PM and gaseous species of interest, estimates of the mass and
forms of nitrogen and phosphorous deposition to the lake surface, estimates of the local vs.
regional contributions of N, a completed quality-assured data set which can provide improved
estimates of total N deposition to the Lake and the ability to model the effects on
concentrations and deposition that would result from hypothetical changes in emissions either
in-Basin or upwind.

2006 TER:56
“There was one recommendation listed in the 2001 Threshold Evaluation for the ozone threshold
(see Table 2-9). As of 2006, TRPA had installed 1 additional ozone monitoring station. However,
due to resource constraints, this station is currently inoperative. For this reason, the overall
effectiveness of the ozone measures is being categorized as ineffective.57
…the primary need for this indicator is to establish and maintain permanent monitoring sites
within the Basin. To this end, TRPA plans to work with the Basin partners over the next few years
to develop permanent and stable monitoring stations along with a centralized reporting system for
the data. This will enable TRPA to provide efficient and accurate assessments of the conditions
and develop appropriate mitigation measures for any challenges that arise.”

2011 TER: (repeated for emphasis):
“It is also recommended to investigate and refine our understanding of the sources and relative
contributions of mobile and stationary precursor gases at the regional scale (include both Nevada
and California)…” (8-hour Average).
“It is recommended to continue monitoring ozone concentration trends due to the short-term
duration of attainment status. Use monitoring data to inform remedial actions beyond those
currently being implemented.” (included in section on 1-hour Average, although need for
monitoring data applicable to all ozone standards).
We also note the number of ozone monitors in the Basin: 2009: 2; 2010: 1; 2011: 0.

55

http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=1&tabid=174 (However, a hard copy was used to access
Appendix B recommendations as these were not found online).
56
http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=1&tabid=174
57
The 2006 TER assumed on-road motor vehicles were the largest source of ozone precursor emissions,
and that reductions in vehicle use were key to achieving the ozone standard. However, as in all years, there
had been no assessment of concentrations and sources to determine relative contributions, and although
VMT has dropped by over 7% since 2006, ozone concentrations in the Basin have not followed suite, yet
again reiterating the need for a comprehensive air quality analysis.
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Further, although the proposed update to threshold standards is discussed in the RPU
DEIS, typically threshold evaluation reports have assessed the need for updates. This
report includes no mention of updates to the ozone standards, or rather, TRPA’s
failure to update standards to protect the entire Basin (instead relying on state
standards, which we also note have not been analyzed for appropriateness in the Lake
Tahoe Basin). However, the most protective ozone standards should be adopted by
TRPA and applied to the entire Basin,58 since there are no magical fans that blow
emissions back into their respective states along the state line.
Additionally, TRPA must retain the year-round consideration in the ozone attainment
status. Although the designation window for ozone associated with the California
state standards runs from July to September,59 an examination of the dates of the peak
measurements in the Lake Tahoe Basin indicates many exceedances in other months.
Because ozone impacts to humans will not be any less in May than August, for
example, it is necessary to monitor year-round. It is unclear what TRPA proposes for
determining designation status. However it appears that if TRPA simply relies on the
state standards, this will also mean the designation rules of the state would apply.
Particulate Matter (PM10 and 2.5): AQ-3
These standards are aimed at protecting human health, therefore it is inappropriate to
lump them under ‘visibility.’ Further, there has been no analysis of the relationship
among PM levels, visibility, wood smoke, suspended sediment, VMT, and ozone in order
to make changes which lump these together or delete portions of them.
With regards to PM and ozone standards aimed to protect human health, the Governing
Board made a decision to exclude the consideration of the most protective standards in
TRPA’s “preferred Alternative” at that time (July 2010). Two years later, the proposal
(noted in Alternative 4 in the image of the July 2010 document below) is not found in any
of the RPU DEIS alternatives. Thus, without any environmental assessment, the Board’s
decision has now resulted in the exclusion from review the adoption of the most
protective standards for the entire Basin, including the Nevada portion. This also results
in no evaluation of what air quality planning strategies are appropriate for the Basin (e.g.
are per day emission limits on construction appropriate in the Basin, and if so, what
should they be to protect human health).
The RPU DEIS must analyze an alternative which adopts the most protective
human health standards for the entire Lake Tahoe Basin. Air masses do not
recognize state lines.
Although the AQ-3 indicator for PM used in the previous TERs has apparently
disappeared from the 2011 TER (having be aggregated into the “overall indicator” for
58

Which is not included in the RPU Committee’s preferred alternative 3 in the RPU DEIS.
Therefore, when CA reviews ozone attainment status, a year with ‘full coverage’ of monitoring, for
designation purposes, need only cover these months.
59
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visibility), we will, for the sake of consistency with past threshold evaluations,
comment on PM standards separate from visibility (AQ-4). First, the PM standards
evaluated in the report include a mix of California and federal PM mass requirements
that were developed to protect human health. It is inappropriate to aggregate these
under Visibility.
Second, although the original thresholds were created with protection of visibility in
mind, and the wood stove and suspended particulate reduction standards created to
assist in visibility and clarity improvements, the original environmental documents
noted that the individual states monitored for particulates at that time, and the PM2.5
was a specific pollutant degrading air quality in the Basin (1983 EIS for the Adoption
of the Regional Plan). Further, in the decades since 1983, research has determined
that particulate pollution has a greater impact on human health than realized decades
ago. This is easily shown by the federal and California adoptions of additional, and
more stringent, health-based standards for PM10 and PM2.5. Therefore, although
TRPA may place responsibility for PM10 and PM2.5 health-standards on the states,
making it clear that TRPA has not adopted ETCCs for these pollutants directly,
residents and visitors in the Tahoe Basin should not be subject to harmful particulate
pollution because TRPA has failed to provide for the attainment and maintenance of
the strictest air quality standards, as mandated by the Compact.60
“Article V(d)
The regional plan shall provide for attaining and maintaining Federal, State, or local air and water
quality standards, whichever are strictest, in the respective portions of the region for which the
standards are applicable.
The agency may, however, adopt air or water quality standards or control measures more stringent
than the applicable State implementation plan or the applicable Federal, State, or local standards
for the region, if it finds that such additional standards or control measures are necessary to
achieve the purposes of this compact.”

As TRPA is mandated by the Compact to protect human health, instead of displacing
the PM indicators in visibility, perhaps TRPA should be adopting them to protect
human health in the Basin?
Similar statistical liberties have been taken with regards to reporting the status of PM
standards as those discussed for CO and ozone, including:
•
•

Aggregation of multiple indicators into one overall category (Visibility) which
does not adequately report on status of individual indicators61;
Continued dismissal of more recent trends that suggest declines in air
quality;62

60

In other words, TRPA has not itself adopted human-health based standards for the Basin, however the
Compact requires TRPA to attain such standards, whether they are TRPA standards or not.
61
Visibility is noted as “At or Somewhat Better than Target” although the 24 hour standard for PM10 in
California was not in attainment.
62
Examples include pages 3-37, 3-42, and 3-45.
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•
•
•

Continued assumption of ‘sources,’ without analysis, and failure to include
most recent information and research;
Selective wording that misleads the reader; and
Dismissal of any responsibility to ensure human health is protected in the
Basin.

Due to time constraints, we will not repeat the same comments as included in CO and
Ozone, but note the same patterns and statistical manipulations noted in our previous
comments are used in the PM10 and PM2.5 analyses as well. Some are discussed
further below.
Additional PM comments:
The TER states that for PM10, annual average, “PM10 data were not collected
between 2007 and 2010, and thus the current status and trend of the indicator are
unknown.” This statement is not true, and is misleading, if not confusing to the
reader. PM10 data were collected, however, the data did not meet the requirements of
California for officially determining the annual average.63 Therefore, it could be said
that the current status, as calculated by California, is unknown.
If one simply removes TRPA’s “Trend line,” the results would indicate a slight
reduction in the annual average PM10 concentration in South Lake Tahoe until
around 2005, at which point the 2006 value had increased. A review of the 24-hour
average, also without the trend line, would reveal that although peak concentrations
had decreased in South Lake Tahoe from the mid- to late-90’s, measurements have
instead been slowly increasing, although are scattered from year to year, as expected.
The same evaluation of the Stateline, NV data would indicate increasing PM10 24hour values until around 1994, then a reduction over the next few years until the
monitor was removed. Instead, the ‘trend lines’ TRPA has created ignore all of this
valuable information, and ignore the negative trends the Basin has experienced since
2005 by essentially smoothing it over through use of the improvements that occurred
over ten years ago, rather than what is happening now. TRPA should be most
concerned that air quality has been getting worse over the past six years, not better, as
TRPA’s assumed primary sources: on-road motor vehicles and wood heaters, would
suggest improved air quality.
First, we examine on-road motor vehicles. As discussed elsewhere in our comments,
VMT has decreased in the past six years (according to TRPA), and vehicles have
become ‘cleaner’ due to various state and federal regulations. Thus, it seems
reasonable to conclude that emissions from on-road motor vehicles have decreased in
the past six years.

63

CARB’s database notes an * for the annual averages during the 2007-2010 time frame. This is explained
in the footnotes: “* means there was insufficient data available to determine the value.” CARB also notes:
“A high Year Coverage does not mean that there was sufficient data for annual statistics to be considered
valid.”
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Second, we examine residential wood heating. It is unlikely that a significant number
of residents or visitors have removed cleaner-burning wood stoves; although some
may have done so to open up an (illegal) fireplace, we might assume this to be so rare
as to not have much impact on overall PM trends. New construction prohibits open
fireplaces and wood heaters that do not meet EPA requirements, and natural gas
heating remains a popular option.64 Although TRPA’s wood heater retrofit program
has not been enforced since its adoption in 1993, we can assume at worse, no retrofits
have been made, but more likely, some retrofits have been made. As a result, it seems
a reasonable hypothesis to suggest that residential wood heater emissions have likely
decreased in the past six years as well.
Therefore, if the two sources blamed for a good portion of the PM in the Basin’s air
suggest it should be getting better, yet it’s getting worse, then why would TRPA
continue to implement the same actions and assume they will work? TRPA should
instead be examining the causes of local PM. TRPA does note paved and unpaved
road dust in the source list for PM10 (p. 3-38). How important are resuspended
particles from the roadways? Should more focus be given to street sweeping
technology than tailpipe technology? How important are unpaved roads in the Basin?
Fugitive dust? Also, how many tons of PM are emitted into the air from “short term”
construction? Is it likely more needs to be done to address construction dust?
Instead, TRPA has recommended additional actions, which focus on residential wood
stoves, transportation improvements, and a reference to more frequent street sweeping
(as a possible ‘need’ in the future).
Actual Status and Trend as supported by the data:
PM10 was not in attainment in South Lake Tahoe as of 2010. Although
improvements in peak concentrations were seen through the 1990’s and early
2000’s, the peak 24-hour average PM10 in the Basin has actually been slowly
increasing over the past six years.
PM2.5 has not been monitored for human health standards since 2004, thus the
current status is unknown. However, based on a review of aerosol extinction
data65 from the Bliss S.P. and South Lake Tahoe66 Visibility monitoring sites,
estimated PM2.5 mass has generally been increasing since 2006.
As of 2010, the end of the reporting period for this evaluation, the only PM10
mass monitoring (for human health standards) was performed by CARB in South
Lake Tahoe. There are no PM2.5 measurements for comparison to human health
standards, however, the Bliss S. P. visibility site remains in operation (by EPA).

64

“Visibility improvements are attributed to successful emission-reduction efforts including: Phase-out of
open-burning wood fireplaces and less-efficient wood heaters; Popularity of natural gas stoves;…” (p. 65).
http://www.enviroincentives.com/Pathway2007_Eval_Report.pdf
65
There are different reference methods to monitor PM2.5 for human health standards versus visibility.
66
Discontinued by TRPA in 2004.
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Finally, the proposal to adopt separate state standards for PM10 and PM2.5 does not
conform to TRPA’s mandate to protect human health in the Basin. Further, until
recently, TRPA intended to adopt and apply the most strict (therefore, most
protective), air quality standards, thus providing an equal level of protection for all of
the Basin’s residents and visitors, regardless of state lines.67 However, a political
decision was made to neglect this (discussed in comments on the RPU DEIS below)
and as we now see, the TRPA Governing Board RPU committee supports this less
protective option. TRPA has, during past RPU meetings, suggested it ‘does not
matter’ because their programs will apply Basin-wide, providing equal protection
regardless of the standards. However, we note TRPA is proposing to give more
planning authority to the local and state jurisdictions, therefore it is reasonable to
expect that eventually, states will again be overseeing air quality planning and per
their own requirements, evaluate and approve projects and plans based on their
respective state standards. Under RPU DEIS Alternative 3, if the proposed PM
standards are adopted, this means that NV could be allowed to emit more pollution
into the Lake Tahoe Air Basin than California. Second, TRPA has failed to analyze
the impacts of applying the strictest standards Basin-wide versus by state, again
apparently speculating that planning processes will be the same, although this is not
supported by any evidence that has been provided. Third, since TRPA is the Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency, TRPA should be assessing the local impacts of pollution,
and whether state standards (even California’s more strict standards) and/or federal
standards are appropriate in the Basin. For example, there are separate standards for
CO for the Lake Tahoe Basin because research indicated that the higher elevation
caused CO to have greater impacts than at sea level. Do local conditions (e.g.
elevation, inversions, etc.), cause pollutants to result in more harm to humans and the
environment in the Basin than if those pollutants are emitted somewhere else?
Visibility: AQ-4 and Wood Smoke (AQ-6):
See comments above regarding the aggregation of multiple indicators into the overall
visibility category. We also reiterate comments provided by Gary Hunt (Appendix E):
2] The visibility threshold standard or indicator reporting category is comprised of nine (9)
individual indicators (See Figure 3-3). The report characterizes the current status as “considerably
better than target” with an associated trend that shows “moderate improvement”. Confidence in
both visibility status and trend is reported as “moderate”. This reviewer does not agree with this
assessment. Data are not available for three (3) indicators and confidence as a result could not be
reported. Confidence in two (2) other indicator categories is characterized as low. Yet a moderate
confidence determination has been reported. This assessment represents an example of what was
described by this reviewer as a fundamental problem with the methodology employed by TRPA
for indicator status and trend determinations. More specifically if insufficient data are available for
any indicator category then that category is not considered in the final determination (See
Methodology Chapter 2).

Although it appears TRPA made changes to the status, trend, and confidence level
(now shown as “At or Somewhat Better than Target,” “Little or No Change”…and
67

See “Table 6-3. Recommended Air Quality Standards for Human Health” in Pathway 2007 Draft Report:
http://www.enviroincentives.com/Pathway2007_Eval_Report.pdf
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“Low” Confidence), this is not reflected in the RPU DEIS evaluation, which simply
states:
“TRPA’s existing wood stove retrofit program, applicable county and state regulations, and other
programs to improve air quality have resulted in a baseline condition with a positive trend toward
attainment of PM and visibility threshold indicators and AAQS (TRPA 2012a).” (p. 3.4-30).

TRPA reiterates this “positive trend” repeatedly in the RPU DEIS assessment
(examples provided in our comments on the RPU DEIS analysis).
First, we note the current status of the sub-regional visibility is unknown, since TRPA
removed the monitoring in 2004, and failed to operate the site that was installed to
replace it in 2005. Second, the status of the Regional Visibility is listed as “At or
Somewhat Better than Target” with trends of “Little or No Change.” Although the
graph provided on page 3-47 shows negative trends in the visibility standards in the
last few years evaluated on the graph, the Report does not discuss these trends,
instead almost dismissing the change, stating “the uptick in the regional ‘worst
visibility day’ trend was attributed to smoke generated as a result of greater than 2.3
million acres of wildfire recorded in 2007 and 2008 throughout California…”
Next, what is the statistical definition of an “uptick”? Second, the referenced report
for Chen et al. (2011) explains:
“Between 1991 and 2009, all 50th and 90th percentile bext at BLIS1 are in compliance with the
TRPA regional standard, except the 90th percentile bext in 2008 (35.9 Mm-1). Extremely high
bext are often caused by special events such as large wildfires, which were certainly recorded for
summer 2007 and 2008 (see Table 2). The impact of fires near the monitoring site is obvious but
the impact of those farther away would be difficult to evaluate. There were also episode days
occurring in spring and winter without any evidences of wildfires. These episodes might reflect
the influence of prescribed burning and/or residential wood combustion (RWC).”

Did TRPA examine the spring and winter episodes for non-natural causes? Also, how
much smoke is generated by prescribed fire (especially pile burning, since unlike
understory ecological burning, there may be other methods of removal which will not
create smoke emissions) versus wildfires?
Measurements for wood smoke and suspended sediment:
According to Appendix CR-2 (and also reflected in the RPU DEIS Appendix B),
TRPA is proposing to delete the wood stove emissions and suspended particulate
standards. The original thresholds were created with protection of visibility in mind,
and the associated wood stove and suspended particulate reduction standards created
to assist in visibility and clarity improvements. These reductions still aid in reducing
air pollution. Further, we have learned through science that particulates in the air (and
the phosphorus that is attached to them) also have a significant effect on mid-lake
clarity (see comments below regarding atmospheric deposition). However, TRPA
proposes to delete these threshold standards without any analysis of the impacts. How
much do these sources contribute to visibility degradation? Lake clarity loss?
Ambient particulate concentrations? What will be the impacts of deleting them,
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including the changes that may be observed at the project review level (where the
lack of specific thresholds may relax the analysis required in project review
documents)?
These questions may sound familiar to TRPA. We asked them in 2007,68 when TRPA
proposed to delete these standards as part of the 2006 Threshold Update and
Environmental Assessment - also without adequate analysis. Therefore, instead of
retyping those detailed comments, we instead refer TRPA to those comments
(attached).
Also, TRPA has contended there is no way to measure these sources, however we
note the Chen et al. 2011 report TRPA has referenced includes reference to what
other sources have said for years: “Potassium (K) is a useful marker for biomass
burning and is routinely measured by the IMPROVE network.” The 1983 EIS for the
Adoption of the TRPA Regional Plan includes an estimate for wood smoke
emissions; “There are approximately 8,988 pounds of wood smoke produced in the
Basin each summer day and approximately 18,363 pounds on an average winter day.
The threshold is therefore 7,640 and 15,609 pounds on an average summer and winter
day, respectively. The sources in the summer include wood stoves (1,719 lbs.),
fireplaces (5,075 lbs), campground barbeque pits (654 lbs.), and forest management
(1,540 lbs.) while the sources in the winter include wood stoves (4,643 lbs.),
fireplaces (13,670 lbs.), and forest management (49 lbs.).” (p. 195).
Using current technology, estimates of wood smoke could be generated. Has TRPA
tried? This appears to be yet another situation where TRPA has failed to consider the
most recently available science, instead opting for the ‘easy’ out by simply writing it
off.
If wood smoke emissions have been reduced by over 15%, yet we now exceed the
PM10 standards in the Basin (and may be experiencing degraded visibility, but this
remains unknown at the subregional level because monitoring has not occurred since
2004), then does this not suggest other sources are having an impact? How much
might ozone, which is also increasing in the Basin, be affecting visibility? It is time
TRPA stop putting off analyzing what the environment is really doing in the Basin,
rather than continuing to make recommendations to eventually do so (but never
following through, as shown in the examples in previous comments on ozone). What
are the impacts of removing this standard on PM levels? Human Health? Visibility?
If the wood smoke emissions have not been met, then clearly TRPA needs to address
this as well.
Similar questions apply to the suspended sediment standard, also proposed for
deletion. For example, what information is currently available regarding suspended
68

Conservation Community Comments on the Environmental Analysis for the TRPA Threshold Update.
Submitted by Tahoe Area Sierra Club, League to Save Lake Tahoe, and Sierra Forest Legacy. May 18,
2007.
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particulate emissions in the Basin?69 We suspect that using current research and
technology, combined with historical traffic information, TRPA can at least estimate
the numerical values associated with the 30% reduction in suspended sediment. Once
this is done, again, the relationship to other air standards, and to water standards,
should be examined. Is the standard appropriate and if not, then what is? What are the
impacts of deleting this standard?
Air Quality: Visibility:
Evidence does not support the proposed deletions:
The impacts of removing wood smoke and suspended sediment standards have not been
evaluated. We have discussed this in more detail in other sections of our comments.

Visibility baseline:
The threshold updates fail to include one of the most basic proposals recommended
by the AQ Technical Working group during the earlier Pathway 2007 process – to
adopt the new baseline for the Regional and Subregional visibility standards so that it
reflects the cleaner visibility observed during the 2001-2003 period. In other words,
the original standards were based on the 1991-1993 period as baseline, but visibility
had improved substantially by the 2001-2003 period, therefore the AQ TWG (as well
as TRPA70) proposed the adoption of the new baseline to prevent backsliding. The
TRPA 2006 Threshold Evaluation Report states:
The following proposed Vision Statement and Threshold Goal Statements reflect the
recommended basis for changing the existing threshold standards.
Air Quality Vision: Air quality in the Lake Tahoe Basin is healthful for residents, visitors,
ecosystems, and supports excellent visibility. In addition to the vision statement, two separate
desired conditions were developed. They include:
Threshold Goal Statement 1. Visibility: Visibility in the Lake Tahoe Basin is at 2001 – 2003
levels or better.
Visibility has definitely improved over the past 20 years in the Tahoe Air Basin. Some of the
regional and sub-regional targets, established 20 years ago, have been met and exceeded. Because
of this success, it is necessary to establish new standards that will protect the visibility
improvements achieved to date and prevent backsliding to less desirable conditions. This
improvement reflects the achievements obtained by our past efforts and ensures this progress is
maintained.

The Governing Board voted to approve the “Resolution Issuing the 2006 Threshold
Evaluation Report and Adopting the Amended Compliance Forms (Targets,
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e.g. Measurement and Modeling of Fugitive Dust Emissions from Paved Road Travel in the Lake Tahoe
Basin. Kuhns et al. 2007.
70
http://www.enviroincentives.com/Pathway2007_Eval_Report.pdf
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Indicators, Compliance Measures, Attainment Schedules and Related Items) Pursuant
to Chapter 32 of the Code of Ordinances” (September 2007).71
What happened to this new baseline? In the 2011 TER, the standards do not reflect
this change. If through some confusing loophole this was not adopted (much like the
CO standard of 6 ppm), then why would TRPA not correct it in the 2011 Report?
This would allow air quality to decline in the Basin compared to more recent levels.
How does that provide equal or superior protection of the Thresholds?
The threshold report includes a recommendation for future action regarding the
replacement of TRPA’s Regional Visibility standard with the new federal Clean Air
Visibility Rule in the future.72 Although not proposed at this time, or in the RPU
Alternatives, we note the federal rules require improvements in Class I Areas (e.g.
Desolation Wilderness), which are not the same as “natural areas,” as implied by the
recommendation, to show progress towards attainment of ‘background levels’ by
2065. The Basin’s visibility has already substantially improved, therefore it appears
this could allow backsliding.
The TER also refers to a recent publication by “Chen et al. 2011.” We examined this
publication and note it includes several other recommendations as well, including
modifications to address impacts from wildfires and a suggestion that “Potassium (K)
is a useful marker for biomass burning and is routinely measured by the IMPROVE
network.” However, these recommendations are not found anywhere in the threshold
report. Instead, what appears to be a reference to potentially deleting the thresholds
(although unclear), is found in the Recommendations chapter of the 2011 TER.
The environmental assessment that should accompany the threshold evaluation report
(separate from the RPU DEIS) should analyze alternative visibility standards, which
maintain the 2001-2003 levels desired by the public and approved by the Board in
2007, consider seasonal visibility alternatives (as also recommended by TRPA in
previous TERs, and by Chen et al. 2011), and examine ways to protect visibility
while recognizing the impacts of wildfires (also recommended by Chen et al. 2011).
Finally, we note the recommendation in Chapter 13 of the 2011 TER that suggests
changing the visibility standards at some point after the RPU update, yet some point
before the next threshold evaluation.

71

http://www.trpa.org/documents/agendas/gb_agendas/2007_agendas/Updated%20minutes/GB_minutesupdate_9_26_07.pdf

72

“Visibility – The current regional visibility standards (50 percent and 90 percent values) were established
in the 1980s when visibility was poorer than today. The federal Clean Air Visibility Rule (1999 and
finalized in 2005) requires that natural areas (such as the Lake Tahoe Basin) demonstrate reasonable
progress toward natural visibility conditions by 2065. This means that using baseline conditions established
for the Lake Tahoe Basin between 2000 and 2004, the Region will need to continually demonstrate
improvement in visibility over time rather than demonstrate compliance with a static standard value as is
reflected in the current Threshold Standard. It is recommended that the agency amend the regional visibility
Threshold Standard to improve consistency with the federal Clean Air Visibility Rule.” (Chapter 13, p. 1311).
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The following threshold amendments should be addressed after the adoption of the 2012 Regional
Plan Update, but prior to the next Threshold Evaluation.
Visibility – The current regional visibility standards (50 percent and 90 percent values) were
established in the 1980s when visibility was poorer than today. The federal Clean Air Visibility
Rule (1999 and finalized in 2005) requires that natural areas (such as the Lake Tahoe Basin)
demonstrate reasonable progress toward natural visibility conditions by 2065. This means that
using baseline conditions established for the Lake Tahoe Basin between 2000 and 2004, the
Region will need to continually demonstrate improvement in visibility over time rather than
demonstrate compliance with a static standard value as is reflected in the current Threshold
Standard. It is recommended that the agency amend the regional visibility Threshold Standard to
improve consistency with the federal Clean Air Visibility Rule.

What review process will be used? How will amendments to the RP be addressed? Or
does TRPA plan to avoid a public review process? Also, how would this compare to
existing standards? To the recommended baseline change to 2001-2003 that should
have been adopted as part of the 2006 Threshold Evaluation report? Will this rule,
which has a target date of 2065, provide equal or superior protection to TRPA’s
current rules, which require visibility meet targets now? The foregoing proves the
TRPA has failed to evaluate the impacts of the RPU alternatives on the TRPA's
visibility standards (see comments on RPU DEIS).
Traffic Volume and VMT (AQ-5 and AQ-7):
For traffic volume, we refer to our comments on the CO “Category” and, where
related (e.g. trends in traffic overall), to comments on the VMT threshold below.
The 2011 TER finds that the VMT standard has been in attainment since 2007, and is
currently estimated to be 1,987,794 VMT per day.73 The TER report includes a
technical explanation of how the VMT estimates were derived. However, as noted in
our comments on the RPU DEIS and RTP DEIR/DEIS, different values are used for
the 2010 VMT (apparently due to different models). How can TRPA assess
compliance with the VMT standard using different methodology? Let alone when two
different values are used for the ‘baseline’ conditions?
The report then suggests VMT is tied to other factors (e.g. gas prices, unemployment
rates, secondary home ownership) but frequently emphasizes how transit and
pedestrian improvements “can” help. The report also states “The status and trend in
estimated VMT suggest that sagging economic conditions and existing transportation
programs and projects may have resulted in effectively reducing VMT.”
Conversely, Chapter 12 in the TER appears to assign the ‘credit’ for VMT reduction
to TRPA:

73

Status – The most recent vehicle miles traveled estimate (2010) was 1,987,794 VMT per day or about
2.6% better than the standard, resulting in an “at or somewhat better than target” status determination. The
Tahoe Region has been in compliance with this standard since 2007. (p. 3-54).
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Modify policies to reduce dependency on the private automobile by creating accessible,
frequent, and safe alternative modes of transit, such as policies to promote bicycle- and
pedestrian-friendly town centers. Well-connected bicycle trail infrastructure and the provision
of pedestrian facilities (i.e., sidewalks) have been demonstrated to reduce vehicle miles traveled
with concomitant reduction in air pollutant emissions (Alta Planning and Design and LSC
Transportation Consultants 2009). Although actions through the Regional Plan have been
implemented and correlate well in time with reductions in traffic volume and vehicle miles
traveled, more can be done to aid the maintenance or attainment of air quality standards and other
related traffic volume Threshold Standards.

This appears to be another ‘spin’ on PR. First, TRPA quotes a report suggesting
pedestrian-facilities and bike paths have been shown to reduce VMT (although to
what level, and how applicable this is in Tahoe, is unknown). This, as written, can be
true. Second, TRPA then suggests that actions taken through the [existing] Regional
Plan are “timed well” with reductions in VMT. This, as written, is true - TRPA was
implementing the Regional Plan during the time when VMT happen to decrease.
However, that is not the same thing as showing TRPA’s actions are responsible for
that decline in VMT. However, the wording would suggest just that.
As noted in our comments on the RPU DEIS below, there are numerous factors that
have contributed to the reduction in VMT since around 2006, and most of them are
not related to actions by TRPA (or are related to TRPA actions that have resulted in a
temporary reduction in units and visitors, e.g. the removal of TAUs for the
Convention Center, which to this day remains the infamous “Hole in the Ground,”
generating no VMT). Therefore, it is expected that VMT will again increase and this
should be acknowledged in the report, and additional actions taken to ensure VMT
levels do not again exceed the standard.
The TER report also acknowledges that:
“The original supposition that there is a relationship between VMT and air and water pollutant
loads needs to be further evaluated. For example, the question of what level of VMT needs to be
maintained in order to avoid excessive loading of nitrate to Lake Tahoe, should be addressed by
research. Alternatively, consider revising the VMT Threshold Standard to better measure the use
alternative modes of transportation.”

First, we agree the impacts of VMT need to be better examined. This is yet another
recommendation that has been carried forward through multiple threshold
evaluations, yet has still not been addressed:
1996 TER:
TRPA should evaluate the VMT standard and its effectiveness as a threshold for air quality. Other
measurements should be evaluated to determine if there is a better standard than the reduction of
VMT. Included in these evaluations should be VMT's significance in visibility and NOx problems,
and what portion of pollutants in these areas is attributable to VMT.
2001 TER (Status of 1996 Recommendations):
The VMT threshold has not been fully evaluated as an air quality threshold. Discussions
regarding its appropriateness have been ongoing, but no official evaluation has taken place to
develop a more suitable threshold. It is recommended that the threshold be fully evaluated and a
recommendation be made regarding any proposed amendments by 2004.
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In the 2006 TER, although the relationship to air quality and water quality was less
emphasized by TRPA, the report still recommended further evaluation of the VMT
threshold and possible improvements – not deletion.
“TRPA recognizes the importance of this indicator for use in transportation planning and the
potential for usefulness in the air quality program if properly collected and analyzed. For this
reason, TRPA will be developing a new program that incorporates VMT with emissions from each
class of vehicle or mode of travel and evaluating a program to measure emissions per person per
mile. By combining VMT with mode-specific emission factors, TRPA will gain the necessary
information to recommend improvements based on emission reduction potentials.
Recommendations for the Vehicle Miles Traveled program for the next 5 years include:
1. Rewrite this indicator to include language in which VMT is measured and reported by the class
of vehicle and mode of travel and recorded by actual traffic and vehicle class counts.
2. Establish emission factors and parameters for each class of vehicle or mode of travel.
3. Evaluate the possibility of adding an emissions per person per mile of travel indicator.”

We see the same recommendation again included in the 2011 TER, although now the
implication appears to be the VMT standard is no longer useful (even though its
relationship to other environmental parameters remains unexamined):
“Recommendations for Additional Actions - Standard listed for multiple AQ Indicator
Reporting Categories. Confirm whether VMT is still a meaningful indicator to measure as it is
unclear that meeting VMT standard will result in achieving Lake clarity objectives or visibility
objectives.” (p. 3-54).

Yet the RPU DEIS (see detailed comments below) proposes to delete the reference to
the VMT reduction in the sub-regional visibility category, leaving the only threshold
VMT is tied to as the Atmospheric Deposition (AQ-8) threshold standard.
VMT was originally developed to address impacts from nitrogen in tailpipe emissions
and roadway dust re-entrainment.74 For that reason, it is included in both the subregional visibility standard (due to re-entrained roadway dust) and the atmospheric
deposition standard (for nitrogen). Water quality information that is no longer ‘new’
(see discussion below) has indicated the impacts of phosphorus and particulate
deposition on the land and lake as well, suggesting VMT may play a greater role in
water quality. Therefore, when VMT should be examined for its actual impacts to
other environmental thresholds, TRPA is instead proposed to delete it from the subregional visibility standard. However there has been no examination of the impacts of
this change. Do the PM health-based standards accurately reflect impacts of VMT? Is
this equal or better protection?
This question is made even more complex by the recommendation to adopt different
PM standards for the different states – even though the Basin is one airshed. Although
our comments on the RPU DEIS below address this further, another question with
74

“The two thresholds most closely related to transportation were established as surrogates for
transportation’s causal effect on some other aspect of the environment…For VMT, it was for a reduction in
nitrogenous tailpipe emissions and roadway dust re-entrainment.” UC Davis and TRPA, 2000. The Lake
Tahoe Air Quality Research Scoping Document: Determining the Link between Water Quality, Air
Quality, and Transportation.”
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regards to the tie to visibility and water quality is what different impacts could result
on one side of the Basin versus the other, and what impacts to water quality could
result? If more pollutants are deposited on the NV-side of the Basin because the PM
standards are less protective, how might this affect water clarity? Regional and subregional visibility?
In 2000, TRPA worked with researchers from UC Davis to develop a scoping
research plan that outlined what was needed in the Basin to adequately evaluate air
quality and the relationship between air and water quality and transportation (see title
and executive summary below). However, TRPA essentially failed to ‘follow-up’ on
this document. Although some additional sites were temporarily installed, other sites
were removed (e.g. the SOLA site in 2004), and the CARB LTADS study that was
supposed to examine75 what is outlined in this document, instead focuses solely on
atmospheric deposition, and included only temporary monitoring in the Basin. Either
way, this relationship remains unexamined, and thus there is no evidence to support
any proposed changes to the air or water quality standards associated with VMT until
an adequate study is done. Further, we again question exactly how many more fiveyear periods will pass before TRPA finally follows through on its own
recommendations?
THE LAKE TAHOE AIR QUALITY RESEARCH SCOPING DOCUMENT:
DETERMINING THE LINK BETWEEN WATER QUALITY, AIR QUALITY AND
TRANSPORTATION
A COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROPOSAL BY THE TAHOE REGIONAL PLANNING AGENCY
AND THE

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS
JULY, 2000
Executive Summary:
The federally chartered Bi-state Compact mandates that Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA)
protect Lake Tahoe’s environment, especially the lake’s famed water clarity, by adopting planning
standards and setting environmental carrying capacity thresholds. The current standards and
thresholds as adopted in the 1987 Regional Plan, have reduced environmental degradation in the
Lake Tahoe Basin, but have not fully halted the progressive loss of lake clarity. If current lake
water quality trends are not reversed in the near future permanent degradation of water quality will
result. TRPA is required to adopt a new 20-year Regional Plan in 2007. This report outlines
research needed to provide a sound scientific basis for developing new policies for inclusion in the
2007 plan to reverse the unacceptable loss of lake clarity.
Data collected in recent years suggest that deposition of bio-available airborne nitrogen,
phosphorous, and insoluble fine particles contribute much of the clarity degradation, with the
remainder being due to pollutants transported to the lake via surface and ground water. The
proposed research is needed to progress from the present qualitative understanding of the effects
of air pollutants on Lake Tahoe to a quantitative assessment of the contributions of individual
sources and calculations of the potential benefits of various regulatory alternatives. Air pollutant
sources that need to be studied include fires, road dust, vehicle exhaust, and residential heating
emissions originating in the Basin, and the whole spectrum of emissions from upwind population
centers. Effective and cost efficient control programs cannot be developed until this quantitative
assessment is completed.
75

Previous communication with researchers involved in drafting the request for funds that eventually
funded the CARB LTADS study.
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This Scoping Document, prepared in consultation with experts in water quality, air quality, and
transportation analysis, proposes a plan to quantify the linkages between traffic, air pollutants and
lake water clarity. The plan builds on the foundation of past research with a focused program of
water and air quality measurement leading to development of predictive tools suitable to evaluate
potential strategies to reverse the air deposition effects on lake clarity.
Loss of lake clarity is driven by complex interactions of human activity with natural processes in
air, water, and soil. This problem cannot be addressed piecemeal; research on this problem needs
to address the effects of both local and distant pollution sources, and to integrate atmospheric and
aquatic processes. Completion of all elements in the recommended study is necessary to provide a
sound scientific basis to select cost-effective measures to protect lake clarity. Without this
integrated research, there exists a significant risk of both ineffective controls and unnecessary
negative social and fiscal impacts through misdirected policies. With the 2007 planning cycle in
mind, a scientific structure for new Basin threshold recommendations will be in place by 2003 as a
preliminary result of the proposed work. The recommended program of research is designed to be
fully completed in five years.

It’s time TRPA puts the thresholds first, as the Compact mandates. Any changes to
the thresholds must be based on a comprehensive and thorough environmental review
and public process, separate from any changes to the Regional Plan (so that desired
Policies do not influence the changes to thresholds, must be based on science, not
politics).
Atmospheric Deposition – AQ-8
No changes are proposed, although there are years of data available to support standards
for other pollutants which affect lake clarity, including phosphorus and particulate matter.
This is the third threshold evaluation that has delayed the adoption of improved standards
for deposition, even as information and measurement techniques have been available for
monitoring. Detailed comments are provided below.
The introduction to the Nitrate deposition threshold on page 3-55 barely informs the
reader of any of the significance surrounding atmospheric deposition. A brief
reference to phosphorus is made, but otherwise the report provides the reader with
essentially no background information.76 We refer to the Pathway 2007 Report,77
which discusses the impacts of these other pollutants and assures the reader that once
the TMDL models are completed, new atmospheric deposition standards will be
evaluated. The models have been completed for years, and yet TRPA has again
disregarded an update to the thresholds.
Regarding Air Quality and Lake Tahoe Clarity
Particulate Matter and Nutrients
Basin air quality affects Lake Tahoe water clarity. Nitrogen, phosphorous and particulate matter
carried in the air deposit on the lake surface and contributes to decreases in water clarity.
Nitrogen
76

As noted elsewhere in our comments below, the peer reviewers also expressed frustration with the lack of
information provided regarding the relationships among different thresholds.
77
(p. 72-73); http://www.enviroincentives.com/Pathway2007_Eval_Report.pdf
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There are several forms of nitrogen (N) that can impact lake clarity, including nitrogen dioxide,
ammonia, nitric acid and particulate nitrate. Some tend to be more water-soluble than others, but
all have the potential to affect water clarity. While there are methods to measure each of the
nitrogen compounds, some are difficult and costly. Without yet knowing which compounds are
most important in reducing lake clarity, NOx (nitrogen oxides), a relatively simple and cost
effective measurement method, is a sufficient indicator to represent all nitrogen compounds.
Phosphorus
Phosphorus is an element commonly found in soils. From an atmospheric deposition perspective,
the most likely origin of airborne phosphorous (P) is suspended dust from roads, disturbed land
and construction sites. Some evidence exists that transport of dust from vast Asian dust storms
may contribute to phosphorous deposition at the lake, however P from non-local sources is
generally confined to the finer size classes (i.e. less than 2.5 microns), which is less likely to
deposit to the Lake. Airborne P can be measured via particulate sampling techniques and
subsequent laboratory analyses. Because PM10 measurements include PM2.5, and because PM10size particles tend to deposit more readily than its smaller counterparts, it is recommended that the
PM10-containing phosphorous be used as the representative component.
Particulates
Recent data have shown that particles in the lake have a significant, and possibly primary, impact
on lake clarity loss. The main issue is determining the appropriate size range to measure. From a
water quality perspective, particles up to about 20 microns in diameter are important. Measuring
particles in the 20 micron size range for water deposition purposes is challenging, not so much
from the ability to measure, but whether the measurements represent actual deposition to the lake.
Because the 20 micron-size particles are heavier, they settle to the ground rapidly. Thus monitors
at existing sites may not capture representative conditions for the lake because most large particles
could not reach the lake before depositing to the ground. Therefore, it is recommended that the
routinely measured PM10 fraction be the representative component for particulate matter.
Additional short-term studies are suggested to evaluate the relevance of PM10 and whether there
is a need to evaluate other PM size classes in terms of water clarity. Because of the long-term
nature of atmospheric deposition, annual average conditions of these pollutants are likely the most
appropriate indicator. However, data suggests that deposition may have a greater impact during
certain periods of time supporting possible use of indicators based on seasonal conditions. No air
quality standards for lake clarity are proposed at this time. Water clarity models are currently in
development. Information from these models is expected in 2006 – 2007. These models are
anticipated to define the amount of water pollution reduction necessary to realize water clarity
goals. Completion of the models will help determine to what extent reductions of pollutants from
the air can assist water clarity improvement efforts. While no air quality standards for lake clarity
are proposed at this time, a reduction in nitrogen, phosphorous and particulate matter from current
levels would be conducive to lake clarity.

The current atmospheric deposition standard only focuses on DIN (dissolved
inorganic nitrogen), believed to be the main cause of the loss of lake clarity around
1980 when the existing threshold was developed. As with several other air quality
standards and indicators, there was no direct measurement available at the time but
planners recognized the benefits of having such standards/indicators all the same.
Further, as shown below, the 1983 RP EIS stated that TRPA would continue to
research deposition to the Lake “TRPA is also conducting a study to better
understand the source of nitrate and how much is depositing directly into Lake
Tahoe. (TRPA 1982a)” and amend the thresholds as new information became
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available.78 The document also lists other pollutants that affect clarity. Thus, this was
never intended to be the static threshold standard and indicator it is.

The document further reiterates that focus on the one form of nitrogen does not mean the
importance of other forms of nitrogen or other nutrients should be ignored:

78

Due to the limited period of time provided to review over 3,000 pages, we have elected to include an
image of the 1983 EIS, rather than retype the information. The scanned images of the hard copy that was
available include notes from a past reviewer.
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Yet, the 2011 TER simply focuses on the one standard and indicator for DIN, adopted
over 25 years ago, and repeatedly documented to require updates (as noted in the
Pathway 2007 Report).
Atmospheric Deposition – N, P and PM:
Because apparently nothing has changed in TRPA’s planning since 2006, we simply
reiterate comments included in the Conservation Community Comments on the 2006
Threshold Evaluation Report and Environmental Assessment (2007)79 regarding this
threshold, but emphasize that another six years have now passed and no changes are
proposed. Also, our previous comments were focused on the EA for the threshold report
at that time. Now, there is no Environmental Assessment of the threshold update, and
79

Conservation Community Comments on the Environmental Analysis for the TRPA Threshold Update.
Submitted by Tahoe Area Sierra Club, League to Save Lake Tahoe, and Sierra Forest Legacy. May 18,
2007.
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instead changes are proposed in the RPU DEIS, which fails to analyze the environmental
impacts of the changes (as noted in detail throughout these comments). Thus, comments
referring to the EA in the 2007 comment letter below are applicable to the 2011
Threshold Evaluation Report, the RPU DEIS and the RTP DEIR/DEIS, as appropriate.
“We are also surprised to see the many advances in the Air Quality program in terms of science and
monitoring apparently being ignored. For example, scientists recognized over 13 years ago that
phosphorous (P) deposited from the air to the lake and reduced clarity. About 8 years ago, the same
was known about particulates (PM). In the 2001 threshold evaluation process, TRPA delayed
amending the atmospheric threshold until the P7 process. Beginning in 2002, scientists and eventually
the newly-formed AQ TWG began to examine various indicators that are already available to measure
airborne P and PM. Yet roughly 5 years after the TWG began reviewing information and 13 years after
researchers published their information, TRPA has barely mentioned this information let alone fails to
analyze any indicators when there are feasible indicators available. For example, in the absence of
standards, indicators themselves will still provide an added level of protection until the TMDL results
allow researchers to develop appropriate standards. Better yet, the TWG also discussed another
alternative that would include “placeholder” standards which required some identified level of
reduction but recognized the standards would eventually be modified. The TWG did not have to decide
whether to consider one or the other because it was expected that both would be analyzed as
alternatives in the future environmental review process (at that time, a full EIS was expected). But here
we are, reviewing the environmental assessment and NO alternatives have been analyzed; any
consideration has been delayed once again. In the meantime, these pollutants continue to enter the
Lake and impact clarity…”
“Data collected in recent years suggest that deposition of bio-available airborne nitrogen (N),
phosphorous (P), and insoluble fine particles (PM) contributes too much of the water clarity
degradation of Lake Tahoe, with the remainder due to pollutants transported to the lake via surface and
groundwater. The most recent nutrient load budget was presented to TRPA’s Governing Board on
August 23, 2006 by the Lahontan RWQCB and states that atmospheric loading contributes roughly 9%
of all fine particulates (particulates less than 30 microns in diameter; note that the definition of “fine
particles” is different for air quality versus water quality), 51% of all nitrogen and 16% of all
phosphorous to Lake Tahoe (2006 Lake Tahoe Sediment and Nutrient TMDL Pollutant Source and
Lake Clarity Evaluation).
Naturally, in order to protect Tahoe’s famed clarity, TRPA needs to reduce the inputs of those
pollutants which are causing the loss of clarity. This includes airborne inputs of N, P and PM. The AQ
TWG discussed this new information and suggested that indicators (and “placeholders” for standards)
be developed for analysis and potential inclusion in the update process even though more accurate
standards could not be developed until once the TMDL model was completed and information
available. The intent was to: 1) set standards so that measures to reduce these inputs can be taken
immediately and are not delayed several more years, 2) to make it easier to adapt once the TMDL
process was complete and 3) to provide TRPA with the means to address these pollutants at the project
review level/regulatory level in the meantime so new projects do not further contribute these pollutants
to the Lake. Without an atmospheric deposition standard for P, TRPA will not take immediate and
aggressive measures to reduce P deposition and TRPA has no solid basis to require project applicants
to analyze their projects’ contributions to airborne P and to include mitigation measures to reduce the
impacts. TRPA also has no basis to develop new regulations and compliance measures to reduce P in
the air. Therefore, years may pass by while these pollutants enter the atmosphere and eventually the
Lake unchecked. In addition, removal of the existing (or any) nitrogen-based standard will also remove
any protections from N inputs in the time period between approval of this EA and development of a
new standard after the TMDL process provides the necessary reduction levels; a time period which
will likely be years. Researchers have indicated that Tahoe’s clarity can be restored, but only if we act
immediately and aggressively. If we continue to delay measures to reduce inputs, we may lose the
chance to reverse the loss of clarity and restore it to desired levels. Further, because TRPA is
apparently relying on the TMDL process to provide information that it will not (e.g. develop an air
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quality emissions inventory for the Basin, measurement protocols for measuring deposition, and
information regarding individual sources), once the process is complete and TRPA faces the realization
that these linkages to air quality require additional investigation, this will likely add more years to the
development of atmospheric deposition standards and indicators. Clearly it would be better to adopt
something for N, P and PM in the interim period so that TRPA and others can begin to reduce inputs of
these pollutants, even if the necessary reductions are not quite known yet. Further, researchers were
aware over 10 years ago that phosphorous inputs came from the atmosphere (see Jassby et. al. 1994)
and over 8 years ago, that PM inputs came from the atmosphere (see Jassby et. all 1999). The 2001
threshold evaluation discusses these findings however the development of additional deposition
standards during that review process was delayed once again until the P7 update (the 1996 evaluation
could have addressed the new information regarding P deposition, but this was delayed as well). This
has already resulted in the loss of over 5-10 years worth of opportunities to reduce N, P and PM inputs
to the Lake. Now, TRPA is suggesting that these protections be delayed even longer. In the meantime,
inputs continue to enter the Lake and impact clarity.
Yet:
- The EA fails to analyze the impacts (on air and water quality) of removing a standard for nitrogen
deposition.
- The EA also fails to analyze possible alternatives to the existing nitrogen standard/indicator (e.g.
using the data provided by the IMPROVE filters, CARB/other monitors, other N species, other
available instrumentation to measure various N species, etc.).
- The EA fails to show that removing the nitrogen deposition indicator is “equal or better than” the
existing nitrogen standard.
- The EA fails to analyze the impacts and benefits of including a new indicator for phosphorous and
PM deposition;
- The EA fails to analyze the impacts and benefits of potential “placeholder” or interim standards to be
added now then modified once the results of the TMDL process are available and examined in terms
of air quality planning;
- The EA fails to analyze how delaying the development of any atmospheric deposition
standards/indicators will impact Lake clarity given the timeline researchers have laid out for
implementing immediate and aggressive measures to reduce the Lake’s loss of clarity before it is too
late.
Information suggests that the loss of clarity can only be reversed with immediate and aggressive
actions. Delaying actions in addition to removing the few existing protections is in conflict with
researchers’ warnings and TRPA’s goal to protect Lake Tahoe. Therefore, deleting the existing
atmospheric deposition indicator and failing to develop additional indicators for P and PM deposition
may result in a potentially significant impact to Lake clarity, and therefore an EIS must be completed.”

TRPA also presents a ‘new’ type of analysis in the 2011 Report, inappropriate defining a
new ‘indicator’ as follows (p. 3-57):
Indicator – Attainment of the management standards was evaluated using the following two
criteria:
• Has the TRPA (and/or other agencies) adopted sufficient policies, ordinances, and programs in
support of the management standards?
• Is there empirical evidence that demonstrates a reduction in nitrogen deposition into Lake
Tahoe?

We refer to previous comments regarding “implemented” as an inappropriate designation
for a threshold ‘status.’
The outdated nature of TRPA’s view is further reflected by the “Status” section, which
discusses previous TRPA policies adopted to reduce atmospheric sources of air
pollutants, including waterborne transit. However, an assessment of waterborne transit
emissions on an emissions per person per mile [EPPM] (compared to those in a passenger
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vehicle) have never been performed, and available information80 suggests waterborne
transit may increase EPPM emissions, as well as emit them directly into and over the
Lake.
Adding final insult to injury, the last section in the 2011 Report Table for nitrogen
deposition (p. 3-58) indicates that actions implemented thus far have not significantly
reduced DIN load deposition to the Lake, that additional research is needed, yet TRPA
disregards this information, instead making vague references to future policy decisions.
Where is the environmental analysis that has been called for since 1983?
“Available monitoring information suggests that actions that have been implemented thus far have
not statistically reduced the amount of DIN load deposited into Lake Tahoe from atmospheric
sources. According to Alan Gertler (2011 personal communication, Desert Research Institute),
there are several outstanding questions regarding nitrate deposition and its dynamics in the Lake
Tahoe Region. Gertler emphasizes that no one has estimated the total amount falling on the Lake
Tahoe Basin landscape; the estimates of nitrate deposition only consider what falls directly onto
the Lake at one monitoring location. The total nitrate load to the Lake is the sum of the amount
falling directly onto the Lake plus some fraction of the amount falling onto the watershed.
Research is needed to better estimate the total nitrate load to the entire Basin, and what fraction
contributes to Lake degradation. Notwithstanding these information gaps, recommended policy
and management action include additional consideration for implementing measures to reduce
atmospheric sources of nitrates.”

We also reiterate the comments from Dr. Gertler included in the report. There are
significant information gaps that were not addressed by the TMDL, and therefore further
research is needed.
Peer review comments also identify these needs (Appendix E):*
“As noted previously, I would like to have seen clear links to the atmospheric deposition data
collected by TRG/TERC since the mid-late 1970s and to the nitrogen (and phosphorus) budgets
for the lake. The public and legislators need to know that that there are extremely important
linkages between the Tahoe Basin Watershed and Airshed – with some things more readily
controllable than others.
I didn’t see mention of dry deposition and wet deposition measurements or computations. They
are important data. I also didn’t see a tabulation of NH4-N versus NO3/2 N deposition, both wet
and dry) or how this has changed over time. There are many western NADP network sites in
addition to those operated by TERC and perhaps other agencies or DRI.”

Nearshore Clarity:
Nutrient deposition also likely affects nearshore clarity, for which TRPA considers a priority
for threshold updates (2011 TER Chapter 13, p. 13-10):
“It is recommended that TRPA adopt an interim non-degradation management standard to set in
motion the necessary directives to implement policy and management actions to control factors
80

The RPU DEIS has, in fact, estimated increased waterborne emissions associated with each alternative,
although the validity of the assumptions and number of passengers using waterborne instead of driving
remains unknown.
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known to contribute to the distribution and abundance of periphyton algae (e.g., nutrient
enrichment). It is, however, recommended that this standard be translated into a Numerical
Standard at a later date such that the status of nearshore periphyton algae can be objectively
evaluated.”

Atmospheric deposition of nutrients also contributes to near-shore clarity degradation, as
noted in the 2011 TER Chapter 13, but this has not been addressed in the atmospheric
deposition standard, nor are updates to the air quality standards suggested, even though it is
well documented that N, P, and PM deposit from the air:
“Research in support of the Tahoe TMDL and water transparency concluded that while fine
sediments constitute the primary cause of clarity decline, nutrient loading to Lake Tahoe should
not be overlooked because of its effect on both the nearshore and deep-water environments of
Lake Tahoe. While research and additional analysis is ongoing to identify the exact sources of
nutrients and their respective runoff concentrations, it is well established that phosphorus loading
to surface water is primarily coming from upland sources, as opposed to nitrogen load which is
primarily deposited in the Lake from atmospheric sources (Lahontan and NDEP 2011)…”

We also reiterate comments regarding the inappropriate application of trend lines to a
pollutant that is so clearly affected by environmental parameters that vary year to year
(as is obvious with regards to precipition in the table on page 3-56).
Actual Status and Trend as supported by the data:
Unknown.
Water Quality:
One of the overarching thresholds, that is, the one with some of the most attention and
certainly the greatest focus of restoration resources, is Lake Tahoe. The clear, pristine
waters have become clouded with nutrients and particles. The clarity has continued to
decline (see State of the Lake Report by TERC 2011). The nearshore clarity has
substantially declined, and continues to do so in light of any changing trends that may or
may not have occurred in the mid-lake. Summer clarity is worse than winter clarity. Yet
Lake Tahoe is a designated Outstanding National Resource Water (ONRW). This affords
the lake special protection under the federal Clean Water Act and prohibits any
degradation of the lake’s water quality.
First, we note the comments provided by Dr. Richard Axler in the peer review. It is
unclear what ‘changes’ TRPA made in response to these comments, however it
appears TRPA has failed to take most of them into account.
Problems remain in numerous areas, including the following listed below. Also,
examples of all of the following critiques have been demonstrated in detail in the
previous comments regarding the air quality indicators):
Statistical Rigor (as we have also identified above in the comments on the air quality
section).
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My major concern with the Draft Thresholds Report was in regard to its lack of statistical rigor in
the status and trends analyses, and not doing a better job of linking the large effects of annual
weather differences to lake and stream water quality and the natural variability of the data in the
context of available measurement methods.

Inadequate consideration of current information and environmental conditions:
I was also disappointed that the Report did not do a good job of presenting information in a
landscape perspective highlighting how certain key indicators cut across major areas (i.e.
Chapters) – such as how the Air Quality NOx data is linked to lake N-loading; how N and P
source loading is from fundamentally different processes (N from the atmosphere and P from
watersheds), and how the land-water interface meets in the littoral zone with consequences to
periphyton and phytoplankton, food webs, fisheries, recreation, and both scenic and property
value.
I think that it is important for the Report’s audiences to understand that the cost of a particular
management action in one policy area may have important positive effects in other areas; and
conversely that there may be difficult trade-offs between well intended policies.

Lack of objective, scientific review and focus on the environmental thresholds:
My strongest recommendation is to maintain the core program of Lake Tahoe pelagic and
nearshore data collection and tributary monitoring that has been led by the Tahoe Research Group,
now TERC, at the University of California- Davis (UCD) since the 1960’s. I also believe it is
crucial for TERC at UC-Davis, in collaboration with the other Tahoe Science Consortium member
institutions, to be the organization that directs and conducts these programs, and takes the lead role
in interpreting the aquatic data, presenting it to target audiences, recommending program
improvements, prioritizing Tahoe Basin focused applied research, and reviewing the science of the
assessment process for TRPA’s evaluations of management actions (e.g. structural BMPs, SEZ
restoration, planning and zoning ordinances, etc). This academically and research focused group
has the scientific (ecological, physical/chemical/geological, social, and behavioral), engineering,
and socioeconomic expertise, stature, and reputation for objectivity that I believe is needed to
overcome the economic and political realities of today and maintain the Lake Tahoe restoration
mission. My understanding is that TERC now has strong ties to UNR and DRI and it could be that
scientists from these institutions are more appropriate to lead some analyses. P3

Winter Clarity: WQ-2
TRPA notes the winter Secchi clarity still appears to be heading in a positive
direction, but that summer clarity is declining (p. 4-22).
“This reduction in the rate of decline in annual Lake Transparency over the last decade is a direct
result of the improvement in the winter average Secchi depth (see evaluation above) and is the
basis for assigning a trend of moderate decline. The summer average Secchi depth (not a threshold
Standard) shows a consistent, linear decline since 1967, albeit with considerable inter-annual
variability (TERC 2011a).”

As noted previously, TRPA is supposed to review and amend thresholds, as needed,
based on new information. Given the resource value in this case is the clarity of Lake
Tahoe (which the public has never said mattered more in one season than another, so
far as we know), and the ONRW designation does not just apply during the winter
months, this should suggest the need to consider addressing the decline in summer
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mid-lake clarity. However, Recommended Actions (p. 4-23) include no such
recommendation. Much like TRPA’s approach with air quality, it appears TRPA has
assumed the perpetuation of past actions will somehow magically ‘fix’ what is getting
worse.
Reductions in water quality monitoring contrary to TRPA’s implications of ongoing
monitoring
As noted in comments above, the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report (2011 TER)
routinely fails to mention the reductions or outright elimination of monitoring sites
for both air and water quality threshold standards. Instead, the document implies to
the reader that the monitoring used to assess the status of certain standards (e.g.
Suspended Sediment Concentration) is ongoing. For example, the water quality
chapter includes the following statements:
The Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program (LTIMP) routinely monitored ten streams
through 2010 to track water quality conditions, and continuously monitored for inflow. Together,
these ten streams deliver about 50 percent of the total tributary inflow to Lake Tahoe (Lahontan
and NDEP 2010). (Page 4-24).
Currently a total of 20-35 individual suspended sediment samples are collected each water year
from each of the ten regularly monitored streams. (Pages 4-28 and 4-30).
The ten primary stations allow for the evaluation of the cumulative conditions within the
watershed and represent approximately 50 percent of the yearly tributary inflow into Lake Tahoe
(Lahontan and NDEP 2010). U.S. Geological Survey gauging stations are located at each of the
monitoring stations, where inflow (discharge) measurements are collected and continuous inflow
is calculated. Other water quality-related constituents monitored include water and air
temperature, pH, specific conductance, and dissolved oxygen. (Page 4-30).
TRPA’s near-term implementation role should focus on program areas that it has the existing
authority to lead: 1) accelerating implementation of its water quality BMP retrofit regulations
including implementation of area-wide stormwater treatment strategies, 2) pursuing innovative
redevelopment strategies that aim to accelerate water quality improvements, 3) reducing
atmospheric sources of pollutants known to impact aquatic habitats, (4) SEZ restoration and
enhancement through the EIP (prioritized to tributary sources with the greatest pollutant load
contribution), and 5) continued support for long-term stream monitoring. (Page 4-31).

However, according to information provided by the U.S.G.S., several cuts to the
LTIMP monitoring program have been made in recent years. 81 In the 2010 Water
Year (which runs from October 1, 2009 – September 30, 2010), there were ten
“primary” (high priority) sites near the Lake that were monitored monthly and during
runoff events for both flow and water quality chemistry. There were seven
“secondary” sites (also monitored monthly, but second priority for sampling during
runoff events) located on streams above the primary sites (in other words, secondary
sites are more apt to represent stream conditions before affected by disturbance in the
watershed, providing important tools, including the ability to compare upstream and
downstream conditions, to help assess the impacts of human disturbance and
81

Water year 2010, 2011, and 2012 LTIMP site lists were obtained from U.S.G.S. Hydrologist, Nancy
Alvarez, on June 11, 2012.
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collective82 control measures and projects). As of May 2012, there are just seven
“primary” sites and zero “secondary” sites collecting flow and chemistry data.83 The
general reduction in monitoring, including the complete loss of any ‘background’
stream chemistry that was previously collected at the secondary sites is certainly a
significant reduction in the program, creating huge gaps in our understanding of
current water quality conditions, and the impacts created by human disturbance.
Although TRPA might try to justify the misleading information in the TER by stating
the threshold report only covers 2006-2010 (although either way, the perception that
full monitoring remains ongoing is very misleading to the public), we note the
inclusion of 2011 Secchi disc data in the Threshold Report (which as noted
previously, creates a more favorable “trend analysis” by TRPA in the TER). This
raises yet another question: why did TRPA fail to include the more recent data for the
Suspended Sediment Concentration evaluation? It appears that TRPA does not want
to shed light on the significant reductions in the LTIMP program beginning in 2010.
The RPU DEIS makes the same implication, in fact quoting the TRPA threshold report
(which notably is dated 2012), again creating the perception that the LTIMP monitoring has
continued as described in previous years. Any reader unfamiliar with the cuts, reading
through this section, would be expected to assume the monitoring remains underway:
“…Of these 10 monitored streams, approximately 90 percent of the cumulative total inflow is
from the five California streams and approximately 10 percent is from the five Nevada streams
(TRPA 2012a:p. 4‐18).” (RPU DEIS, page 3.8-12).

Further, we again see TRPA and other agencies responsible for water quality
reducing on-the-ground monitoring data in favor of modeling (or simply reducing
monitoring and then creatively downplaying it as we are seeing in the 2011 TER).
However, of note is that one of the biggest justifications stated in response to
concerns84 over relying so heavily on the TMDL model85 to evaluate water quality
loading and make associated planning decisions (often using forecast ‘estimates’ than
confirmed load reductions) was that monitoring data would be used to regularly
‘calibrate’ the model. In fact, LRWQCB repeatedly emphasizes calibration with
LTIMP data when responding to peer reviewer comments:86
There are no known watershed models that can directly predict the number of fine particles (0.516 µm diameter) in runoff from an area as large as the Lake Tahoe basin with the level of
confidence needed for the Lake Clarity Model. Because appropriate values for mechanistic
parameters are not available - especially from mountainous regions with complex terrain - it was
decided to calibrate with empirical monitoring data. A significant monitoring effort was
82

LTIMP data are not appropriate for assessing project-specific impacts, as they are intended to provide
continuous, watershed-scale information. Therefore, we refer to the collective impacts of what may be
happening in a watershed. Project-specific information should be gathered specific to the project.
83
There are two remaining secondary sites noted as ‘gage only.’
84
Concerns were expressed repeatedly by Conservation Groups (verbal and written), peer reviewer
comments, etc.
85
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) “package” adopted by Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control
Board (LRWQCB) and NDEP.
86
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/docs/appndx_b.pdf
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undertaken as part of this TMDL to collect fine particle data for both streamflow and urban runoff.
This monitoring effort for fine particles was vital for the modeling approach taken. The LTIMP
stream data is very extensive and comprehensive. Given the complexity of mountainous landscape
and the fact that the Lake Tahoe basin consists of 63 independent watersheds it was decided that
calibration to the high-quality LTIMP dataset was the best approach.
WL-25: The goal of the model was to obtain a good match at the mouth for the nutrient species.
Because of the shape of the watershed and nature of its tributaries, most of the stream times of
concentration were faster than the rates at which these transformations would likely occur. If the
Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program data were not available from the stream mouth
regions (i.e. near point of discharge to the lake), the uptake/immobilization of nitrogen and
phosphorus would have required further consideration. (Page B-65).

In response to the following question raised during peer review, LRWQCB again
responded with the importance of calibrating the model with LTIMP data:
Comment: “…A lingering question is whether reliable predictions for changes in land use or
control measures can be drawn from modeling, or whether they would be better drawn from direct
use of data from monitored watersheds…”
Response: WL-28: The Lake Tahoe Watershed Model was selected for source analysis phase of
the TMDL because the model had to apply to the entire drainage area of the Lake Tahoe basin,
with its mountainous terrain, strong east to west rain shadow, geological differences, etc. For this
large-scale approach, certain averaging assumptions were required. It was important to calibrate to
the high-quality Lake Tahoe Interagency Monitoring Program data set that best reflects actual
conditions. (Page B-67).

However, in addition to reducing the LTIMP program, the RPU offers no analysis of
an alternative that would provide for additional monitoring.
Additional Comments on Water Quality TER – 7/25/2012*
Water Quality
Introductory pages:
The Bi-State Compact requires the Regional Plan to provide for the attainment and maintenance of
federal, state, or local water quality standards. Resolution 82-11 sets out Numerical Standards,
Management Standards, and Policy Statements for water quality. Some of these Threshold
Standards are referenced to state standards. In other cases, target reference conditions related to
specific periods are noted, and can be found in the Study Report for the Establishment of
Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities (TRPA 1982b). The value statements TRPA used in
setting the Threshold Standards and management targets for water quality were:
Attain levels of water quality in the lakes and streams within the Basin suitable to maintain the
identified beneficial uses of Lake Tahoe
Restrict algal productivity (rate of growth) to levels that do not impair beneficial uses or
deteriorate existing water quality conditions in the Lake Tahoe Basin
Prevent degradation of the water quality of Lake Tahoe and its tributaries to preserve the Lake
for future generations
Restore all watersheds in the Basin to reflect natural hydrologic conditions and functions such
that runoff is treated by natural process rather than engineered solutions
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What recommendations are included in the TER to support the use of natural solutions
rather than engineered solutions? Does the TMDL program provide ‘credits’ for natural
treatments over engineered solutions?
These pages also include a brief reference to the TER’s failure to include evaluations of
water quality standards for the littoral zone, surface and stormwater runoff, groundwater,
and other lakes. This is addressed later in our comments below.
Nearshore clarity (littoral zone):
For the nearshore (littoral zone), an effort is currently underway to synthesize existing monitoring
data and research findings (Alan Heyvaert, Lead Scientist, Desert Research Institute, personal
communication). This research was initiated because contemporary monitoring and research
indicates conditions in the Lake Tahoe’s nearshore are in decline; specifically, the decline in
native fish abundance, and increase in the distribution and abundance of nearshore periphyton
(attached) algae and aquatic invasive species (Ngai et al 2011, TERC 2011a). The results of this
synthesis effort will be reported when the project is completed (approximately November 2012).
Consequently, evaluations of these specific indicators are not included in this chapter, but will be
reported in future TRPA reports. (p. 4-2).

Is TRPA contributing to this synthesis in some way? Where is TRPA’s responsibility
here?
Further, although TRPA eludes to weather and other factors affecting the delivery of
pollutants to Lake Tahoe (see below), there remains no in depth analysis of these
relationships.
Drivers influencing the delivery of fine sediment and nutrients include urban development
(including the transportation network and vehicle density), anthropogenic and natural disturbance
in the undeveloped portions of the watershed, and local and regional climate (especially wind and
precipitation). (p. 4-20 and 4-23).

Peer review comments ask for the same information (excerpts below):
“There is also an important need to have some index of the weather in most of the water quality,
and perhaps also some of the air quality, and even socioeconomic indicators. For more than 30
years it has been clear to the TRG (now TERC) that annual secchi, and in particular winter secchi,
increased (more transparent) in low precipitation Water Years. Weather has direct control of the
water budget in the basin such as stream flows, but also is important to lake productivity in terms
of how early summer stratification breaks down, how long the lake remains isothermal, how
strong and frequent wind storms are, how early or late does spring arrive, and how dry and how
hot is summer? I think TRPA has also spent too much attention comparing one year to other.
There’s ample data presumably to do a good job of addressing the influence of the weather –
which would then need to summarized for the 5 year evaluation period and used when discussing
changes between evaluation periods and in discussing the individual “bumps and grinds” of the
data – particularly the secchi and 14C-PPr data.”
“Chapter 4. Water Quality (and all of its appendices)
I have two major criticisms of this section – the first is that the presentation and analysis of the
long-term water quality data from the lake and its tributaries do not appear to mirror the data and
analyses presented by TERC-UC-Davis via its 2011 (WY 2010) State of the lake report or its
many other publications found on its website; the second is indirectly related to the first and
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involves the inadequate statistical analysis of the long-term data sets. There are also many omitted,
but important data sets: such as nitrate/nitrite-N (+ammonium-N) accumulation in the lake over
time; atmospheric deposition of TN and DIN over time; depth (and perhaps duration) of winter
mixing over time; chlorophyll-a in surface water and per square meter (integrated water column)
over time; fine suspended sediment over time; temperature, etc. These trends, or lack of trend, are
important ancillary data for determining cause and effect. They also provide important linkages for
telling the complex “story” to the general public and to decision makers about the changing water
quality in the lake and the most plausible hypotheses that have been tested using all available data.
Lake Tahoe’s phytoplankton PPr and secchi transparency data stories do a good job of integrating
a bunch of different fluxes (e.g. nutrient inputs from land and atmosphere driven by weather and
landscape cover, use, and current management actions). These same factors also affect the
nearshore (littoral zone) although it is much more difficult to effectively characterize this
especially variable zone than it is the pelagic offshore water. The TRG and TERC have addressed
synoptic variation in these water quality parameters via season long comparisons between the
Index, Mid-lake North, and Mid-lake South stations. Similarly the spatial differences in
atmospheric deposition of nutrients and precipitation were assessed in the 1980’s and perhaps also
more recently. Periphyton have been monitored using state of the art methods since the late 1970s
and should also be a part of the story because of the ability of this indicator to identify more
localized conditions (site-specificity).”

Therefore, this again begs the question of how appropriate actions can be taken to
achieve and maintain thresholds. Should different strategies and management standards
be considered for the west shore versus the east shore, due to dramatic differences in
precipitation and soil types/topography? Should these differences be addressed before
development rights are transferred? Perhaps there will be less threshold impact from an
activity on one side of the lake compared to the other, thus a transfer program would need
to consider these differences.
Generally, the analyses and information presented in this chapter do not investigate the
mechanisms or processes driving the observed status and trends, or alternative hypotheses to
explain the observations. That is, this document does not definitively investigate the causes and
effects resulting in the observed status and trends. There are two reasons for this: 1) the analytical
approach, regression analysis, employed throughout this Threshold Evaluation is not necessarily
the appropriate tool to explore cause and effect. Although regression analysis can be used to
indicate the trajectory of change between two variables (i.e., trend), regression analysis is most
commonly used to test for correlations among variables, and inform us about the strength of those
correlations; 2) investigation and presentation of the mechanisms and processes driving observed
status and trends is beyond the charge given to the five-year Threshold Evaluation and are
discussed in other reports. Other efforts have extensively explored mechanisms driving Lake
Tahoe conditions (LRWQCB and NDEP 2008a, 2008b, 2008c). The purpose of Threshold
Evaluations is to document and describe the status and trends of relevant indicators relative to
established standards, and then assess the condition of the environment and resources in the Tahoe
Region. Investigations of the underlying mechanisms and processes driving observed status and
trends are more appropriate as part of focused synthesis evaluations, to determine if new or
modified Threshold Standards and indicators are warranted. (p. 4-2).

Not considering the cause and effect is contrary to the requirement that TRPA evaluate
the status of Thresholds every 5 years and amend the RP as needed to ensure the
threshold standards are achieved and maintained. In fact, Chapter 12 of the TER
notes: “According to Resolution 82-11, Threshold Standards are to be reviewed at least
every five years by the most appropriate means. After such review, the pertinent
Threshold Standards are to be amended where the scientific evidence and technical
information provide sufficient evidence to amend the standard.” This requires an analysis
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of the causes of threshold non-attainment. Is TRPA proposing to now develop two reports
every 5 years – one which evaluates the status of thresholds, another which evaluates the
cause/effect related to threshold status, and then proposed amendments to thresholds
and/or the Regional Plan that are warranted by such information?
“Much of the urban development has occurred along the edge of Lake Tahoe, meaning that in
many cases, there is little or no buffer between the highest source of pollution and the Lake.
Activities associated with development and development itself, primarily inside the Basin, is now
thought to be responsible for many of the primary and secondary drivers of water quality.” (p. 43).

Would this not dictate a Regional Plan that would discourage additional development in
those areas where there is little or no buffer to the Lake? What actions need to be taken to
improve threshold attainment?
The 2011 TER has taken a more complex approach to evaluation of the seven water
quality threshold standards and indicators. Therefore, the summary provided in the 2006
TER is included below for ease of reference.
3.2.1 MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING OF INDICATORS AND
STANDARDS FOR POLLUTANT LOADING EFFECTS
THRESHOLDS
WQ-1 Littoral Lake Tahoe
Indicator
The compliance indicator for this threshold is turbidity. Since 1991 this turbidity indicator has
been measured offshore at the 25 meter contour at the following locations in littoral Lake Tahoe:
1) mouth of Upper Truckee River and Trout Creek; 2) El Dorado Beach; 3) mouth of Edgewood
Creek; 4) Nevada Beach; 5) mouth of Incline Creek; 6) Burnt Cedar Beach; 7) mouth of Ward
Creek; and 8) Tahoe State Recreation Area. A site was added at the mouth of Blackwood Creek in
1999.
Standard
Decrease sediment load as required to attain turbidity values not to exceed 3 nephelometric
turbidity units (NTU) in littoral Lake Tahoe. In addition, turbidity shall not exceed 1 NTU in
shallow waters of Lake Tahoe not directly influenced by stream discharges.
WQ-2 Pelagic Lake Tahoe, deep water clarity
Indicator
Winter average Secchi depth measured at the Lake Tahoe Index Station, in meters is the
compliance indicator for this threshold.
Standard
TRPA: Average Secchi depth, December – March, shall not be less than 33.4 meters.
WQ-3 Pelagic Lake Tahoe, phytoplankton primary productivity
Indicator
Phytoplankton primary productivity (PPr) is the compliance indicator for this threshold, annual
average, measured at the Lake Tahoe Index Station (gC/m2/yr).
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Standard
TRPA: Annual mean PPr shall not exceed 52 gmC/m2/.
3.2.2 MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING OF INDICATORS AND
STANDARDS FOR POLLUTANT LOADING SOURCE
THRESHOLDS
WQ-4 Tributaries
Indicators
Compliance indicators have been interpreted to include annual average concentrations per
California total nutrient constituent and Nevada soluble Lake Tahoe nutrient standards for
nitrogen, phosphorus, and iron, and 60 mg/l at 90th percentile for suspended sediment (Tables 3-2
and 3-3 in the Water Quality Appendix).
Standards
TRPA threshold numeric standard: Attain applicable state standards for concentrations of
dissolved inorganic Nitrogen (DIN), dissolved phosphorous (DP), and dissolved iron. Attain a
90th percentile value for suspended sediment concentration of 60 mg/L. Interpreted state
standards: California: total nitrogen (0.15-0.22 mg/l), total phosphorus (0.010-0.030 mg/l), and
total iron (0.015-0.03 mg/l), (annual average.); Nevada: Lake Tahoe standards for soluble
phosphorus not to exceed 0.007 mg/l (annual average.); soluble inorganic nitrogen not to exceed
0.025 mg/l (annual average.).
WQ-5 Stormwater runoff, surface water
Indicators
Compliance indicators include DIN, DP and iron, grease and oil and suspended sediment for
TRPA surface water discharge standards (Table 3-2 in the Water Quality Appendix).
Standards
Achieve 90th percentile concentration value for DIN of 0.5 mg/L, for DP of 0.1 mg/L, and for
dissolved iron of 0.5 mg/L in surface runoff directly discharged to a surface water body in the
Basin. Achieve 90th percentile concentration value for suspended sediment of 250 mg/L.
WQ-6 Stormwater runoff, land infiltration to protect groundwater
Indicators
The compliance indicators are total nitrogen, phosphorus, and iron; along with turbidity, grease
and oil. TRPA discharge standards for infiltration to protect groundwater, take into consideration
the filtering effect of the soil profile (Table 3-2 in the Water Quality Appendix).
Standards
Surface runoff infiltration into the groundwater shall comply with the uniform Regional Runoff
Quality Guidelines as set forth in Table 4-12 of the Draft Environmental Threshold Carrying
Capacity Study report, May, 1982. Which reads: Waters infiltrated into soils should not contain
excessive concentrations of nutrients which may not be effectively filtered out by soil vegetation.
Maximum concentrations for constituents are: Total nitrogen (N) 5 mg/L, Total phosphate 1 mg/L,
Iron 4 mg/L, Turbidity 200 NTU, Grease and oil 40 mg/L. Where there is a direct and immediate
hydraulic connection between ground and surface waters, discharges to groundwater shall meet
the guidelines for surface discharges, and the Uniform Regional Runoff Quality Guidelines shall
be amended accordingly.
3.2.3 MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING OF INDICATORS AND
STANDARDS FOR NON-LAKE TAHOE CLARITY OR
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH THRESHOLD
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WQ-7 Other lakes
Indicators
Compliance indicators include water quality parameters and standards established by California
and Nevada. Since the water quality of other lakes of the Region affect the general water quality of
the Lake Tahoe Basin, rather than Lake Tahoe’s clarity directly, standards for ‘Other Lakes’ have
been established mainly for Fallen Leaf Lake (Table 3-2 in the Water Quality Appendix).
Standards
Attain existing water quality standards.

WQ-1 Littoral Lake Tahoe:

The compliance indicator for this threshold is turbidity. The threshold standard is:
“Decrease sediment load as required to attain turbidity values not to exceed 3
nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) in littoral Lake Tahoe. In addition, turbidity shall
not exceed 1 NTU in shallow waters of Lake Tahoe not directly influenced by stream
discharges.”
Although previous TERs have reported the turbidity standard under WQ-1, Littoral Lake
Tahoe, we found the reference to the non-tributary standard for turbidity on p. 4-43 – in
the text discussion for tributary suspended sediment load.
Adopted Standard – 1) Tributaries: reduce total yearly nutrient and suspended sediment load to
achieve loading thresholds for littoral and pelagic Lake Tahoe; 2) Littoral and Pelagic Lake Tahoe:
decrease sediment load as required to attain turbidity values not to exceed three NTU
(Nephelometric Turbidity Units). In addition, turbidity shall not exceed one NTU in shallow
waters of the Lake not directly influenced by stream discharges (load reduction needed to attain
standard, not provided).
Type of Standard: Management (for Tributaries); one Numerical Standard (related to sediment
for Littoral Zone) (p. 4-43).

Although it has long been suggested that this standard may require adjustment, since the
3 NTU standard has been met (see questions below) yet clarity conditions have been
poor, the standard still warrants individual consideration. In fact, the 2006 TER
recommended this:
For the purposes of this evaluation there are no recommendations, since the threshold is nominally
in attainment. There is a Pathway proposal to develop a more appropriate indicator and or standard
after 2008 to more effectively represent the desired conditions for nearshore transparency (e.g. 1
NTU equates to 4 ft. transparency which is not considered to be publicly acceptable), and perhaps
algal productivity goals.” (2006 TER, p. 3-11).

The TER should include a separate discussion of this standard and provide the analysis
recommended in the last threshold evaluation.
In addition, has there been sufficient monitoring to determine whether the threshold is
being met? The Taylor 2004 work was done by boat – is there enough data from that
study to confirm that very close to shore e.g. at shallow water along the south shore, that
the turbidity threshold is being met?
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Phytoplankton Primary Productivity (PPr):
Status – The phytoplankton PPr indicator is used to determine compliance with TRPA’s Pelagic
Lake Tahoe phytoplankton productivity standard of 52 gC/m2/yr. The Threshold Standard is based
on measurements collected over four years (1968- 1971) (Lahontan and NDEP 2010).
Phytoplankton primary productivity has remained well above the standard since it was established
in 1982. In 2010, phytoplankton PPr was 194 gC/m2/yr. The status of Lake Tahoe’s
phytoplankton primary productivity is considerably worse than the standard because the 2010
value is 3.7 times (373 percent) the TRPA’s Threshold Standard.
Interim Target – Based on the available trend information since 2000, this indicator is predicted
to continue to increase (worsen). In 2016, the indicator is projected to be approximately 221
gC/m2/yr.

TRPA is basing its Interim Target on what will likely happen if TRPA “does
nothing.” Shouldn’t TRPA be looking at what can be done to reduce the loading of
nutrients to the Lake and then developing an Interim Target that TRPA wants to attain
based on implementing those actions? In fact, is that not the idea behind creating
Interim Targets – to set a goal that the agency wants to achieve based on actions it
will take?
Chapter 2 in the 2011 TER defines Interim Target:
Interim Target – is an intermediate numeric objective related to a standard that is expected to
take several years to achieve (e.g., old growth forest standards). Interim targets express Regional
progress toward an adopted standard. TRPA defines an interim target as a goal that it anticipates
achieving at a major evaluation interval specified for the standard.
Human and Environmental Drivers – Increasing nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) inputs are
considered a main cause of increasing PPr in temperate lakes (Conley et al. 2009). It is suspected
that activities associated with urbanization and watershed disturbance influence Lake Tahoe’s PPr
through the generation and subsequent runoff or atmospheric deposition of nutrients. The nutrient
source analysis conducted for the Lake Tahoe TMDL indicates that both urban and non-urban
sources of nitrogen and phosphorus are important contributors of nutrients to Lake Tahoe
(Lahontan and NDEP 2010). Meteorological conditions (e.g., wet vs. dry years) also affect PPr,
presumably due to changes in tributary loads of nutrients and differences in the magnitude of
physical processes within the Lake. However, the trend analysis suggests these effects have not
substantially influenced the overall trend.

Does this last sentence mean that meteorological conditions have not substantially
influenced the overall trend? Has TRPA compared the actual trend to inputs, and
examined sources of those inputs, in order to assess where beneficial actions can be
taken?
Removing the new, more obscure terms, the basic status of this standard is nonattainment, and the trend has continued to significantly decline (PPr has increased) for
decades. However, TRPA has continued to dismiss this trend, suggesting it is not likely
attainable. However, research continues to show that nutrients and algal growth play an
important role in both mid-lake and nearshore clarity. What actions has TRPA taken to
reverse this trend? What if P-containing fertilizers were banned in the Basin? What if Ncontaining fertilizers were more controlled? What benefits could be realized from less
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coverage and significantly more areas for natural treatment? Until TRPA has taken
actions to significantly address nutrient inputs, it can not be concluded that the standard is
unattainable. If such actions were analyzed and objective research determined the
standard itself can never be met, then TRPA must consider alternative standards which
address littoral lake clarity, not just dismiss the concept altogether.
Strangely, the TER mentions the change in more recent trends (which are favorable), but
includes no evaluation of why PPr may have declined. 87 Could this be due to weatherrelated parameters? Water temperature? Anthropogenic activities?
It should be noted however, that phytoplankton PPr declined in 2009 and 2010 from a monitoring
record high recorded in 2008. (p. 4-16).

Has PPr been compared to other parameters to assess why these changes? Would lake
temperature, ambient air temperature, precipitation amounts, snow amounts, day/night
temperature, etc., affect this? Further, we note the Air Quality chapter has discounted
over five years of less favorable air quality trends because they did not ‘match’ the
previous trend line, essentially ignoring any notable discussion of why air quality is
declining, yet the TER has taken the opposite approach in the water quality section,
seemingly because these more recent results are favorable.
The most recent value is from 2010. Early studies by UC Davis show that the sampling location is
representative of the Lake’s deepwater condition (Goldman 1974). (p. 4-16).

What do more recent studies say? Should TRPA consider multiple sampling locations
throughout the Lake? The 2011 State of the Lake Report notes the differences seen
among the shoreline of the lake. Would additional sites be needed to address clarity
throughout the entire Lake?
Target Attainment Date and Trend:
Target Attainment Date – Based on available trend information it is not possible to accurately
estimate a target attainment date. Given the current status and 40-year trend associated with this
indicator, it may not be possible to achieve this Threshold Standard within the next 50 years if the
trend continues on its same trajectory. (p. 4-16).

Once again, we reiterate the Threshold Evaluation is not just a review of the status of
thresholds, but also a means by which TRPA is supposed to determine what additional
actions may be needed to help attain a threshold standard. Instead, it appears TRPA
intends to do nothing.88

87

It should be noted however, that phytoplankton PPr declined in 2009 and 2010 from a monitoring record
high recorded in 2008. (p. 4-16).
88

Another example is found on p. 4-19 regarding mid-lake clarity: “Based on the trajectory of the
GAM trend, the interim target to be achieved by the next five-year Threshold Evaluation is 25 m
(82 ft).”
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Recommendations for Additional Actions – TRPA, in collaboration with federal, state, and local
agencies, should pursue the strategies and actions identified in the Lake Tahoe TMDL with a goal
of reducing tributary loading of sediment and nutrients, and achieving the interim target for Lake
Tahoe transparency by 2026. TRPA’s near-term implementation role should focus on program
areas that it has the existing authority to lead: (1) accelerating implementation of its water quality
BMP retrofit regulations including implementation of area-wide stormwater treatment strategies,
(2) pursuing innovative redevelopment strategies that aim to accelerate water quality
improvements, (3) reducing atmospheric sources of pollutants known to impact aquatic habitats,
and (4) considering the phasing out of phosphorus-containing fertilizers in the Region.
Additionally and indirectly related to phytoplankton productivity is the need to consider adopting
a Threshold Standard for nearshore periphyton (attached) algae. TERC (2011a) reported that
periphyton algae have increased in abundance and distribution in recent years. (p. 4-17).

These recommendations appear to selectively endorse the strategies in the RPU proposed
alternatives. What about recommendations to remove coverage and provide for more
natural treatment? Where is the evidence that supports these proposed actions will help
achieve thresholds?
The TER (past and present) also fails to analyze the actions needed to change the ongoing
decline (ongoing non-attainment) of the PPr standard (and benefit the nearshore, where a
new standard is proposed). First, an analysis of what we currently know regarding
impacts to PPr and sources of pollutants is lacking. Second, an analysis of what needs to
be done to reverse this trend is lacking. Finally, although we again see a recommendation
to reduce fertilizer use (see excerpt above, recommendation 4) – which although not
quantified, would be expected to provide a reduction in the nutrients which contribute to
the growth of algae – little is done to carry it forward. Yet this recommendation has been
included in TERs going back to the first one in 1991, representing another example of
TRPA’s failure to take appropriate actions to help threshold achievement.
1991 TER:
“review and improve controls on fertilizer use in the Basin…and amend the Regional Plan to
extend limits on additional residential growth through the upcoming five year period.”

2001 TER:
“Fertilizer use and management programs moved from project driven reporting to region-wide
regulatory program requiring reductions in fertilizer use, and elimination on low capability land
(SEZs) (2002).”
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It appears TRPA had taken at least some steps to reduce fertilizer use in some
locations, but clearly it has not been enough.
2006 TER:
“Urbanization of the watershed of Lake Tahoe has led to five new direct sources of nutrients and
sediment: (1) fertilizers being used largely to support non-native vegetation and not taken up by
vegetation;…”
“All recommended TRPA Regional Plan amendments were completed by December 2002.
However, the Fertilizer Management Program has not been fully implemented for large users
(maintenance of one acre or more cumulative turf area, plant nurseries in particular). The delay in
implementing this recommendation is due to lack of TRPA resources and poor response of large
users in submitting their management plans and reporting on fertilizer use and monitoring. Further
near shore turbidity studies (Phase III) were completed in March of 2004 (under the TMDL
research), but no collection of continuous turbidity data from Lake intakes for trend analysis has
occurred due to questions regarding the utility of these data for monitoring littoral water quality in
general.”

2011 TER: repeated for emphasis:
“(4) considering the phasing out of phosphorus-containing fertilizers in the Region.”

Clearly fertilizer use has remained an ongoing and important problem to meeting
water quality standards for decades. Although some minor improvements were made
over ten years ago, the TER reports continue to document problems associated with
fertilizer use. Yet the same approach is taken that has not worked in the past: “let’s
consider phasing out p-containing fertilizers.” Again, we see TRPA recommending an
action to benefit a threshold, using lax language such as “consider,” and have to
wonder how many more years we’ll remain in this same dilemma.
In a glimpse at the RPU DEIS (to see what Recommended Actions TRPA may be
suggesting), we see that TRPA has concluded all alternatives will result in either
beneficial or less than significant effects from the impacts of fertilizer use. Only
Alternative 2 might prohibit the use of fertilizers, however we are unclear to what
extent, because it includes a reference to “with limited exceptions.” Looking into this,
we find this later explained as “Alternative 2 proposes to prohibit all chemical
fertilizers that introduce additional nitrogen and phosphorus to the Tahoe Region,
with limited exceptions, such as when soil analyses support fertilizer use.” However,
what remains unclear is what defines when a soil analysis supports fertilizer use?
How will this analysis be done? Who will perform it? How will the public be
involved? Will it consider location of the area with regards to near shore clarity
issues? Will it consider alternatives that do not use any fertilizer that introduces
additional N and P to the Basin? We attempted to examine the potential Code changes
for these answers, but the RPU DEIS only provides the Code changes associated with
Alternative 3, thus it was not possible to adequately compare the impacts of each
alternative on this threshold.
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We see that Alternatives 3 and 4 would simply ‘encourage’ reductions in the sale and
use of P-containing fertilizers, while Alternatives 1 and 5 would continue existing
policies (which essentially do the same – encourage the phase out at some future
time). Instead, we wonder what the current conditions might be if TRPA had
followed up on its own threshold recommendations years ago, and further restricted
the use of fertilizer? We also see no approaches that ban or regulate residential lawns.
*What other alternative options could reduce or eliminate fertilizer use in the Basin
that TRPA has failed to analyze and what benefits would this create for affected water
quality thresholds? Given affected thresholds are out of attainment, how can TRPA
not require amendments to the RP (existing or new) to help achieve and maintain
thresholds?
WQ-2, Pelagic Lake Tahoe – Deep Water Clarity and Phytoplankton Primary Productivity (PPr):

The standards for Pelagic Lake Tahoe have historically included TRPA’s standard for
average winter mid-lake clarity, and California’s standard for annual average mid-lake
clarity. First, although the annual average is evaluated per California’s standard, what
happened to previous recommendations that TRPA adopt the annual average standard
(and retain the winter average) for consistency? Also, because summer trends are quite
different than winter trends, yet the aesthetic value of the lake’s clarity is applicable
every day of the year, TRPA thresholds should include standards which address summer
clarity (and associated regulations aimed to improve summer clarity as well).
The TER states:
Winter average Secchi disk depth measurements (1968 - 2011). Each value is the mean of 5-13
individual measurements taken at the Lake Tahoe index station from December through March.
The line of best fit was determined statistically using a general additive model (GAM). The
standard deviations for each annual estimate and the average standard deviations are also shown.
The 2011 measurement of 25.9 m (84.9 ft) is somewhat better than TRPA’s interim target of 24 m
(78.7 ft). The long-term trend had shown a historically declining condition, but the trend has
exhibited moderate improvement, particularly over the last decade (2002 – 2011). Data are from
the UC Davis – Tahoe Environmental Research Center (TERC 2011a). (p. 4-18).

The TER states the data are from TERC, however, who placed the data into the “line of
best fit?” How was this method selected? Do researchers at TERC classify the clarity
trends with these methods? If TRPA has selected a different method, why?
Why was 2011 included? What would the trend look like if 2011 were no included? The
Interim Target identified in the 2006 TER was 24 m (78.7 ft.). Had TRPA used the same
methods as done in the four previous 5-year evaluations, and analyzed the five year
period from 2006-2010, the end result would be based on the 2010 data. As a result, the
interim target would not have been met, and the results certainly less favorable. This
appears to be another data set that was manipulated to reflect ‘improved’ conditions – a
benefit to TRPA’s proposed Alternative in the proposed RPU DEIS.
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The TER should simply report the data, trends, etc., objectively and separately from any
policy-related pressure. Note the peer reviewers even suggested the reviews be performed
by the researchers, not the agencies.
“My strongest recommendation is to maintain the core program of Lake Tahoe pelagic and
nearshore data collection and tributary monitoring that has been led by the Tahoe Research Group,
now TERC, at the University of California- Davis (UCD) since the 1960’s. I also believe it is
crucial for TERC at UC-Davis, in collaboration with the other Tahoe Science Consortium member
institutions, to be the organization that directs and conducts these programs, and takes the lead role
in interpreting the aquatic data, presenting it to target audiences, recommending program
improvements, prioritizing Tahoe Basin focused applied research, and reviewing the science of the
assessment process for TRPA’s evaluations of management actions (e.g. structural BMPs, SEZ
restoration, planning and zoning ordinances, etc). This academically and research focused group
has the scientific (ecological, physical/chemical/geological, social, and behavioral), engineering,
and socioeconomic expertise, stature, and reputation for objectivity that I believe is needed to
overcome the economic and political realities of today and maintain the Lake Tahoe restoration
mission. My understanding is that TERC now has strong ties to UNR and DRI and it could be that
scientists from these institutions are more appropriate to lead some analyses.” (Dr. Axler, p. 3).
“4-16. Needs TERC review. A vertical extinction coefficient is not a “Sensor”. It’s a measure of
the rate of attenuation of light (usually photosynthetically available radiation [PAR]) with depth
measured using an electronic sensor that is lowered down the water column.”

Recommended Actions include: “4) stream zone restoration and enhancement through
the EIP, (prioritized to tributary sources with the greatest pollutant load contribution).
Actions should include removal and restoration of impervious land cover from these
areas to the extent practical.” (p. 4-20).
Should? Isn’t the removal and restoration of stream zones a threshold? And what is meant
by “to the extent practical?” An objective scientific evaluation would be expected to
simply recommend actions without the associated legal terminology that tends to make
regulations more ‘flexible.’
Status – Lake Tahoe is considered an “impaired” water body under the Federal Clean Water Act
(Section 303d). Lake Tahoe has not met the California transparency standard of 29.7m since this
standard was first adopted in the early 1970s. In 2011, the Secchi depth was 21m (68.9ft), an
increase of 1.4 m (4.5ft) from the previous year. However, the reader is cautioned from placing too
much importance to this year-over-year change. This amount of change between years is not
extraordinary for the annual average Secchi depth. The status of Lake transparency is somewhat
worse than the interim target because the 2011 value is only 12 percent less than the interim target
of 23.8m (78 ft.).
This reduction in the rate of decline in annual Lake Transparency over the last decade is a direct
result of the improvement in the winter average Secchi depth (see evaluation above) and is the
basis for assigning a trend of moderate decline. The summer average Secchi depth (not a
Threshold Standard) shows a consistent, linear decline since 1967, albeit with considerable interannual variability (TERC 2011a).

The summer average may not be a threshold standard, but it does clearly affect the CA
state standard for annual water clarity. Also, TRPA is charged with protecting the unique,
scenic values of Lake Tahoe year round, not just in the winter months. Thus, TRPA can
not simply dismiss the ever-declining trend in summer clarity. Additionally, most visitors
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to Lake Tahoe come during the summer months. 89 Therefore, given that clarity represents
several beneficial uses, including aesthetic, TRPA should perhaps consider the adoption
of a threshold standard for average mid-lake summer clarity as well. At a minimum,
TRPA must examine why summer clarity is declining because of the impacts it has on the
annual average clarity standard.
There is a moderate level of confidence that the trend of improvement in annual average lake
transparency observed since about 2000 will continue into the future. Continued monitoring is
required to see how this apparent improvement progresses into the future.

What role does TRPA intend to play in affecting the trend? This appears yet another
suggestion of TRPA idly standing by, taking no additional actions to improve threshold
attainment.
Overall Confidence – The overall confidence in this indicator is “moderate” because there is high
confidence in the condition status, and moderate confidence in the long-term trend.
The most current information showing a slowing in the rate of decline in average annual
transparency is encouraging, although this is driven by the trend in winter transparency.

How much of the trend can be explained by the Lake’s water temperature? Precipitation
levels (including annually, seasonally, monthly, etc.)? The lake’s water level? Other
factors?
There is an extensive amount of information gathered by TERC and presented each year
in the State of the Lake reports published on their website. This information includes a
review of multiple other environmental and anthropogenic factors which may affect, or
do affect, clarity. If agencies are to adequately plan for achieving the clarity threshold
(and protecting the scenic value of the Lake year round, which would suggest a summer
clarity average standard be considered), then there first needs to be an examination of the
causes of clarity loss, what other parameters impair clarity, and what actions can
therefore be taken to best improve clarity? Although we know reducing sediment and
nutrients is expected to provide some improvement, a review of the 2011 State of the
Lake Report would suggest seasonal inputs affect clarity differently. Should this not
dictate seasonal controls be evaluated?
Nutrient Limitation – Multiple WQ standards and indicators:
As noted in the 2011 State of the Lake Report,90 nutrient limitation is not consistent
throughout the year:
“Bioassays determine the nutrient requirements of phytoplankton. In these experiments, nutrients are added
to lake water samples and algal biomass is measured. These tests document both seasonal and long-term
changes in nutrient limitation. Phytoplankton response to nutrient addition for the period 2002-2010 is
summarized in the panels below. Between January and April, algal growth was limited purely by phosphorus
(P). From May to September, Nitrogen (N) added by itself was more stimulatory, but the lake was co-limited,
as shown by the greater response to adding both nutrients.
89

Peer review comments in Appendix E note: “It is also very important to report the summer Secchi
changes as most users of the lake see the clarity during the summer.”
90
http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2011.pdf
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Phosphorus was more stimulatory from October to December, but co-limitation was again the dominant
condition. These results highlight the role of nutrients in controlling algal growth. They also underscore the
synergistic effect when both are available.”

What might these results mean for TRPA’s thresholds? Given the opposite trends in
winter versus summer clarity, why are alternative threshold standards for summer clarity
not examined? And as such, seasonal regulations based on the impacts of sources? Much
like with air quality, it appears some sources of pollutants may have a greater impact
during certain times of the year, and thus the one-size-fits-all approach simply does not
suffice.
WQ-4 Tributaries:

These indicators are found on page 4-24 of the 2011 TER, which begins with the
following information.
The Tahoe Basin contains 63 streams that flow into Lake Tahoe. These streams drain a total land
area of approximately 800 km2. Approximately 83 km2, or 10.5 percent of the land area, is
“developed,” and much of the development is concentrated near the Lakeshore. The status and
trends of six indicators were evaluated for the tributary Water Quality Indicator Reporting
Category. Data for the indicators were derived from 10 monitoring sites located at the mouth of 10
different streams. Evaluated indicators included concentrations of suspended sediment, total
phosphorus and total nitrogen, and combined tributary loads of sediment, phosphorus, and
nitrogen. Overall, the status of these three indicators ranged from “considerably worse than target”
to “considerably better than target,” and the trend varied between “little or no change” (total
nitrogen concentration) and “rapid improvement” (nitrate and nitrite load) (Figure 4-3).
Confidence in the determinations of status and trend are all “moderate” resulting primarily from
“high” confidence in the status determination, and “low” confidence in the trend determinations.
Overall, the status for the tributary Water Quality Indicator Reporting Category was “somewhat
worse than the target,” with an overall trend of “moderate improvement” (Figure 4-3).

If concentrations of TSS and P have increased, but the total loads have not changed,
wouldn’t this suggest possible precipitation impacts? In other words, the lack of
increased loading could be due to less runoff, but the concentrations in the volume are
getting worse.
This is also akin to double-counting. Three things are considered: TSS, P, and N. TSS
and P concentrations have been increasing, so how can the overall ‘status’ show little or
no change? This appears to be yet another example of the TER aggregating indicators to
perpetuate a more favorable outcome than the data would dictate.
Increased complexity with new ‘scoring’ system:
As is done throughout the entire report for the thresholds, the 2011 TER changes the way
tributary water quality is evaluated. The old, simple approach which examined whether
the 90th percentile standard was met has instead been replaced with a more complex
“system” involving the aggregation of samples and the assignment of “scores.”
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For example, the 2006 TER91 states:
“…Most if not all ten tributaries had appeared to be in attainment for suspended sediment
concentration based on monthlies through 2005 water year, except for exceedance of the
concentration standard in May and June of 2005 for Blackwood, Ward, and Incline Creeks
representing more than 10% of the monthlies for 2005. Thus the SSC concentration 90%tile
standard was not met.” (p. 3-13).

First, this ‘new method’ appears contrary to the TER’s previous claims that methods were
changed because the past practice was ‘too complex’ and often ‘aggregated’ results.
Therefore, it would seem that adding a more complex method and aggregating multiple
indicators under the new method would contradict the entire (stated) purpose of the new
method. Further, the status of each stream is said to be evaluated based on its 2010 value
relative to the standard. Why not simply evaluate the stream data versus the standard,
period, as has been done in past evaluations? Finally, who selected the three periods for
trend determination, and based on what criteria? Why would this indicator be evaluated
for these three periods (see below), yet other indicators evaluated over all years since the
threshold adoption (e.g. clarity), and yet other indicators evaluated over all years except
the most recent years because they reflect less favorably (e.g. air quality)?
Status – In the table below, scores of suspended sediment concentration status, trend, and
confidence were assigned for each of the ten regularly monitored streams in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
Assigned scores for individual streams for California and Nevada, and overall, were based on: 1)
percent to target calculations, 2) standard exceedance rates (see also Appendix WQ-1), 3) visual
inspection of graphed data, and 4) the aggregation methods described in the Methodology Chapter
of this report. The status for each stream was determined by evaluation of its 2010 value relative to
the standard. The trend determination was based on a comparison of the exceedance rate among
three periods, 1980-1989, 1990-1999, and 2000-2010. More details on confidence scoring are
provided in the confidence section below. Five of the ten monitored streams in water year 2010
exceeded the standard for suspended sediment concentration (see table below and figure above in
this indicator summary). The percentage of samples for each stream that exceeded the standard
ranged from 11 to 25 percent. Two of the streams were in Nevada (Third and Incline creeks), and
three of the streams were in California (General, Blackwood, and Ward Creeks). Ninety percent of
all inflow delivered to Lake Tahoe from the ten monitored streams comes from the five California
streams; thus, the total contribution of SS from California streams was substantially larger than
from the Nevada streams. Due to the relatively larger influence of California streams, the status of
tributary SS concentration was determined to be “somewhat worse than the target,” even though
the overall average would indicate that the Region was “at or somewhat better than the target.” (p.
4-28).

With regards to the indicators evaluated with data from the LTIMP program, the TER
recommends “continued support for long-term stream monitoring.” This would seem to
imply that monitoring under the LTIMP program has continued at the same rate, however
as noted in our comments on the LTIMP program reductions, data collection has been
significantly reduced since 2010. It is notable that this is not mentioned in the 2011 Draft
TER, let alone the draft RPU/RTP environmental documents – all of which rely on the
stream data to support purported improvements.
91

http://www.tiims.org/Data-Repository/Documents/Lake-Tahoe-Basin/Science-and-Reporting/DataSynthesis,-Reporting,-and-Management/Reporting/TRPA/2006/2006-TRPA-Threshold-Evaluation--Chapter-3-Water-Q.aspx
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Further, the TER should not only truthfully divulge the cuts in monitoring to the LTIMP
program that provides the basis for examination of this threshold standard, but it should
also recommend the cuts be reversed, and that additional monitoring be added. Why is no
such recommendation included?
The TER includes the following statement in the Trends discussion (p. 4-29):
“It is hypothesized that the higher SS concentrations measured in these streams are driven by local
meteorology and runoff characteristics. This is further supported by comparing inflow in
combination with estimates of SS loads for Blackwood and Ward creeks (streams with similar
flow characteristics). Overall, localized conditions and events are thought to have a strong
influence on SS concentrations in the four streams falling into the third category, obscuring any
definitive long-term trends.”

That local conditions have such a great influence on the concentrations is of great
importance. The purpose of the threshold evaluation is not just to examine the status of
the thresholds, but also to provide an assessment that will direct Regional Plan activities
(including amendments needed to support threshold achievement). Therefore,
understanding the sources of pollution is key to proper planning. Instead, it appears once
again the TER discounts this point, treating this information as if the only purpose it
would serve is to help create another trend line.
As noted in the same discussion, higher SS concentrations may be driven more by local
meteorology and runoff conditions. Although TRPA can not control the weather, are
there actions that could be taken to, in essence, accommodate meteorological conditions
that may increase concentrations? The same question would apply to runoff. Can more
land be provided to support infiltration during flooding events to decrease the volume of
runoff and allow SS to settle out? Can other land use options be taken?
Once again, it would appear the TER simply (and selectively) reports information related
to thresholds (although this is obscured further by the new methods, aggregation, and
graphics), but fails to analyze what is affecting the threshold standards and how the
Regional Plan must be adjusted and implemented in order to improve threshold
achievement and maintenance. As seen by the review of the RPU DEIS, in many cases it
appears the sources impacted the thresholds are assumed, rather than analyzed, resulting
in TRPA taking actions (or inaction) that may fail to improve threshold standards, and
may in fact harm them.
The TER includes a brief discussion of whether TRPA actions have been effective,
stating:
Effectiveness of Programs and Actions – Insufficient data exists to quantitatively evaluate the
effectiveness of any individual program or action implemented to improve the quality of Lake
Tahoe Basin tributary waters. High inter-annual variability in concentrations of suspended
sediment, which is thought to be primarily driven by variability in annual precipitation,
complicates the determination of overall effectiveness of the Regional Plan and actions taken by
Regional partners. Based on visual inspection of the overall long-term trend, it appears that
compliance measures adopted in the Regional Plan and actions taken by Regional partners have at
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least maintained water quality, because tributary suspended sediment concentrations show no
signs of increase.

Although it may be difficult to quantitatively estimate the impacts of individual/small
actions, monitoring upstream of development and redevelopment areas and comparing
those results to the downstream monitoring results would be one way to help evaluate the
impacts of projects on a broader scale. This is yet another reason the cuts to the LTIMP
program, which include chemistry data from sites upstream of development,92 should be
disclosed in the TER and every effort taken to add these collections back into the
program, let alone add more.
WQ-5 Stormwater runoff, surface water, WQ-6 Stormwater runoff, land infiltration to
protect groundwater, and WQ-7, Other Lakes
These standards and indicators are essentially dismissed in the TER due to a lack of
available information.
“Unfortunately, current and consistently collected data (i.e., consistent data collected between
2006 and 2010) were insufficient to analyze status and trends for Lake Tahoe’s littoral zone,
surface and stormwater runoff, groundwater, and other lakes. Previous Threshold Evaluations
(TRPA 2001, TRPA 2007) and reports (Lico 2004, NDEP 2004, 2nd Nature 2006, NDEP 2009,
Lahontan and NDEP 2010, TERC 2011a) provide an evaluation and summary of available data
related to these water quality topics.” (p. 4-1).

Why is the information from these reports, which date beyond the last threshold
evaluation, not at least included in a discussion in the 2011 TER? The TER should make
every attempt to include all relevant information. Even qualitative observations are more
useful than no information. Further, we note the previous threshold reports would include
more comprehensive discussions of all thresholds and indicators, thus providing readers
with information about thresholds, even when adequate data were not available to assess
the status (for the past twenty years, the status in such situations was clearly referred to as
“unknown”).
Also, the TER should address why inadequate information is not available, what
measures need to be taken to obtain adequate information, and what actions are
recommended to help achieve and maintain thresholds. If the problem is a lack of
funding, then what other mechanisms can TRPA employ to obtain funding? If the
problem is technical, then are there adjustments to the standards or indicators that would
be needed to protect water quality? Whether the benefits can be quantified or not, what
actions are recommended to improve these standards? Are the standards protective
enough? Of specific note is the fact that standards for stormwater runoff – one of the
standards provided with the most attention in all of TRPA’s activities, let alone the
proposed RPU alternatives – is not even evaluated in the TER. How can this be
ignored?>
Nutrients in the Deep Water and the Nearshore of the Lake, and in Basin streams.
92

Details are discussed in our 6/28/2012 comments submitted on the draft 2011 TER, RPU DEIS and RTP
DEIR/S documents.
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Today’s key sources of nutrients to the lake and streams are two: Fertilizers and Vehicle
Emissions (Lake Tahoe Total Maximum Daily Load Technical Report. June 2010.)93
The Primary Productivity Threshold for Lake Tahoe has been exceeded by 373%
(Chapter 4, p. 4-16). Primary productivity (PPr) is the measure of algae concentrations in
the deep waters. The exponential increase is caused by increased human use. Fertilizer
use in the basin has increased along with the acres of lawns, turf, gardens, golf courses
and sports fields. Due to the porous nature of Tahoe soils, and the dry climate, lawns, etc
are generally overwatered. Fertilizer is used by plants as the fertilizer passes by the roots,
and the amount that is unused is quickly mobilized through the soil and into the
groundwater system, from which it is delivered to the lake in the nearshore, and
eventually spreads throughout the water column. See our comments related to fertilizer
use, and the historical lack of agency action to follow-through on previous threshold
recommendations, for additional discussion on fertilizers.
Although the PPr standard was developed with the mid-lake in mind, the nearshore
conditions have been degrading at substantial levels, and interest in determining the
causes and solutions has been widespread for years. Unfortunately, no regulatory changes
have yet been taken to begin aiding in any reversal of these declining conditions (see our
comments regarding the nearshore ‘threshold standard’ that is being proposed).
Thankfully, TERC has been evaluating the shoreline concentrations of algae. The most
recent reports including the following findings:94

93
94

http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/lahontan/water_issues/programs/tmdl/lake_tahoe/docs/techrpt.pdf
http://terc.ucdavis.edu/stateofthelake/StateOfTheLake2011.pdf (p. 10.8, 10.9)
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Unfortunately, even as more and more information has pointed to the need to consider
local impacts, local watersheds, and how impacts can have an effect across jurisdictional
boundaries, the TER includes very little discussion of this information, and proposed
changes actually exacerbate conditions by taking a more regional and/or “trade-off”
approach (i.e. the changes in soil conservation and coverage).
Our understanding of nitrogen input to the Lake from vehicles is much greater than it was
over 20 or 30 years ago. However, even then we knew the importance of vehicle
emissions on the Basin’s air and water quality, and pursued a reduction in this impact
through the development of a threshold standard for Vehicles Miles Traveled (VMT).
This standard was included in the overall Air Quality Threshold Category although
impacts to water quality were noted. The threshold required VMT be reduced by 10% of
the 1981 value. See our comments regarding atmospheric deposition (AQ-8) for more
detailed discussion).
Vehicles emit nitrogen into the air through tailpipe emissions. This airborne nitrogen will
undergo several chemical reactions in the atmosphere, and eventually much of it deposits
to the Lake and surrounding land (where it can now be captured in the land-based runoff
contributions to the Lake). Once in the lake, the nitrogen mixes with the phosphorus, and
adds to the nutrient soup that now supports existing or potential invasive plant and animal
species in the nearshore, including milfoil, curly-leaf pondweed, Quagga and Zebra
mussels, and warm water fish such as large and small mouth bass and bluegill. In some
areas of the lake, the new nutrient soup has alarmed the local chamber of commerce and
the locally elected politicians.
Impacts of other threshold-related changes on water quality*
What impacts may occur to all water quality threshold standards from the proposed
changes to the soil conservation threshold (and resultant coverage policies) that will
increase runoff volumes, decrease infiltration, and result in other changes that can all
impact water quality in the lake, tributaries, intervening zones, groundwater, surface
runoff, and so on (see soil conservation comments below)?*
2011 Proposed Threshold Updates, Water Quality
(RPU DEIS, Appendix B):
Although we comment on the updates throughout our letter, here we provide general
comments and questions with regards to the proposed threshold updates in the RPU
DEIS:
Nearshore (Littoral) Water Quality:
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TASC has for years encouraged the creation of a threshold amendment for nearshore
attached algae, and supports the proposal to adopt one in the current documents,95
although we have several concerns with the process and what is actually proposed. From
RPU DEIS Appendix B, proposed standard:
Nearshore Attached Algae
MANAGEMENT STANDARD
Support actions to reduce the extent and distribution of excessive periphyton (attached) algae in
the nearshore (littoral zone) of Lake Tahoe.

Although TRPA has included a proposed threshold standard for nearshore in the RPU
DEIS, it does not go far enough to protect the nearshore. What does the science say needs
to be done to reduce nearshore algae? What “new” actions have been introduced that will
reduce nearshore algae? Where is the comprehensive review of the information behind
this proposed standard? Why are there no numerical standards proposed? What is meant
by excessive? (We have kept the different colors in Appendix B in tracked changes form
in the copied text above, although why they are different does not appear to be
explained).
Is a standard focused solely on nearshore attached algae a relevant threshold for sand or
mud textured nearshore in the south shore and other shallow shorezones? Does the
proposed threshold expect to have attached algae? To the sand? The agency should
examine another littoral standard not involving attached algae.
TASC also suggests that the agency re-consider turbidity as a nearshore threshold – and
determine if there has been sufficient monitoring to determine what % of the time the
littoral sediment loading (turbidity) standard is exceeded along shallow lake shores with
sand or mud bottoms.
The Littoral standard has not been fully evaluated in terms of alternate nearshore types,
nor have the draft TER or DEIS addressed the multitude of invasives, from various algae
types, to benthic invertebrates, to milfoil and curlyleaf pondweed, to the non-native
mussles and clams and warm-water fish The TER and DEIS fail to evaluate the alternate
stressors on the nearshore or even if the current turbidity standard has been adequately
monitored.
Further, by introducing a new standard after the RP update, and with so little associated
analysis and information, it is impossible for the Regional Plan to include adequate
measures to attain the new nearshore standard. Like much of this process, the post-update
adoption of a key environmental threshold is completely backwards.
Mid-lake clarity:
The RPU DEIS should consider threshold updates which address the cause of clarity loss
based on the most recent findings (e.g. 5 microns or less).
95

2011 TER states: Additionally and indirectly related to phytoplankton productivity is the need to
consider adopting a Threshold Standard for nearshore periphyton (attached) algae. TERC (2011a)
reported that periphyton algae have increased in abundance and distribution in recent years.
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The RPU DEIS should consider updates that would address the seasonal differences in
mid-lake clarity. Note the following research updates from the 2011 State of the Lake
Report by TERC:
Of the last three years, 2008 had the greatest winter Secchi depths, with two measurements in
February exceeding 97 feet, the California water quality standard. These high clarity events are the
result of circulation patterns called “upwellings”, when westerly winds cause clear bottom water to
rise up to the surface. In early spring of 2008 there were two additional upwelling events. By contrast,
2010 had no upwelling events that affected the annual average measurement. A second factor in the
lower (less clear) winter clarity in 2010 was the absence of deep mixing (see Page 8.9). In 2010, the
lake only mixed to a depth of 550 feet, slightly less than the 700 feet that occurred in 2009 and
considerably less than the complete 1,645 foot mixing that occurred in 2008. The deeper the mixing,
the greater is the dilution of the upper waters, leading to improved winter clarity. The two low Secchi
depth measurements in February-March 2010 are likely a consequence of the lack of deep mixing.
Summer clarity in Lake Tahoe in 2008 and 2010 were the lowest values ever recorded (50.4 feet and
51.9 feet respectively). Unlike the winter clarity pattern, where there is a longterm trend of declining
and then improving clarity, the summer trend is dominated by a consistent longterm decline (dashed
line) but with a noticeable 10-15 year cyclic pattern. This is clearly visible in 1968-1983, 1984-1997
and 2000-2010. For about the last decade there has been a nearcontinuous decline in summer clarity.
The reasons behind this periodicity are being investigated, however, there is some evidence pointing
towards a possible cause of the most recent decline.
As our research has shown, increasing concentrations of fine particles is one of the principal factors
affecting Lake Tahoe’s clarity. While light scattering by fine inorganic particles introduced by urban
stormwater is a major concern, the production of algal cells, and especially diatoms that both scatter
and absorb light, is also important. The presence of excess nutrients is a factor that will influence their
abundance.
It is reasonable to ask why there is this recent increase in small diatoms. In a recent paper, (Winder, M.,
Reuter, J. E. and Schladow, S. G. 2009. “Lake warming favors small-sized planktonic diatom species”. Proc.
Royal Society B. 276, 427-435.), it was argued that climate change was warming and stabilizing the
upper waters in Lake Tahoe (see Page 8.8). The greater the density difference between shallow and
deep water, the greater is the resistance to mixing. This physical phenomenon in turn imparts a
competitive advantage to the smallest algal species, such as the diatom Cyclotella, that sink slowly and
therefore can stay suspended in the light for a long period of time. The increase in the annual average
numbers of Cyclotella from 1982 to 2010 in the upper 100 m of Lake Tahoe are plotted below. While
high values occur in several years through the record, there is a clear upward trend from about 2000,
coinciding with the start of the most recent period of decline in summer clarity.
The most startling revelation in the data is the spatial variation in nearshore clarity as we move around
the shoreline. The eastern side of the lake, particularly from Stateline Point in the north to the eastern
end of South Lake Tahoe, consistently shows the lowest Secchi depth values (lowest transparency).
Looking, for example, at the plots for May and June, the region from just south of Glenbrook to Stateline
has nearshore Secchi depths in the range of 45 feet to 53 feet (14 to 16 m) compared to values of 60
feet to 63 feet (18 to 19 m) around Rubicon in California.
The causes of these spatial differences are currently being studied, but it appears to be closely linked to
the patterns of water movements around the lake. What happens in the waters of Lake Tahoe is a
direct reflection of activities in both states. If a concrete example of why Lake Tahoe needs to be
managed jointly by the two states is needed, then this is one.

Recreation:
The 2011 TER continues the lack of adequate analysis of recreation capacity that has
been a failure in previous threshold evaluations. Given that the primary reason for
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tourism to the Basin, and reason for development of the TRPA Compact, goes back to the
Basin’s outdoor environment, it remains surprising that recreation - especially nonmotorized recreation that relies on the natural values provided by the environment – has
been given relatively little consideration. What measures are needed to protect the nonmotorized recreation opportunities in the Basin? What is the carrying capacity for
recreation? What level of recreation begins to negatively impact other thresholds, and
what limits and other regulations are necessary to protect all thresholds (including
recreation)? What are the direct and indirect impacts of increasing one type of recreation
– ski resorts – on other types of recreation (hiking, sight-seeing, etc.)? For example, how
would the proposed “villages” in the recreation-zoned areas of the Heavenly Ski Resort
impact soils? Water Quality? Air Quality? Noise?
How many hikers on a trail are too many? How can user conflicts (e.g. hikers versus
bikers) be addressed and minimized? What options are available to protect the quiet,
serene experience of non-motorized uses such as snow shoeing and X-C skiing from the
intrusive noise of motorized recreation (e.g. snowmobiles)?
Peer review comments also exhibited a surprise at the sparse nature of the recreation
chapter (excerpts included below):
Chapter 11. Recreation
I was surprised at how sparse this chapter was. I would think that it would be helpful to present
more socioeconomic metrics in this section to potentially associate with the ecological indicators.
Ultimately, we would all benefit as citizens if there were really reliable and comprehensive
indicators of the value of our natural resources (essentially eco-services in EPA parlance).
…
“The major criticism of the chapter on recreation is that it is so brief that it is difficult to make an
assessment of the write--‐up associated with each indicator or to evaluate whether it is clear and
complete. Likewise, it is difficult to judge whether the analytical methods are appropriately
applied in the determination of an indicator’s status, trend, and confidence. The chapter begins by
saying that the Lake Tahoe area, “offers an abundance of recreational opportunities that are highly
valued by visitors and residents. These recreational resources are one of the major drivers of the
regional economy, and contribute to the quality of life in the Basin (TRPA p. 11--‐1)” and then
presents just slightly over five pages of descriptive narrative. It is surprising that the chapter
totally abandons the format displayed in the other chapters that includes a graphical portrayal and
narrative in table format for each indicator. Such a display of the indicators and their assessment
data would make it much easier to assess how well each was in attainment of the threshold
targets…In conclusion, the information presented in this chapter was neither compelling nor
adequate to support the finding that the thresholds are currently in attainment.”
…
“Overall Chapter 11 Comments: This chapter is very sparse in detail – especially when compared
to the other resource chapters I reviewed. More detail could be presented to demonstrate: (1)
existing types/acres of recreational opportunities/facilities available; (2) trends in these
opportunities and facilities; and (3) geographic location. For example, in the last paragraph on
page 11-2, the text notes that 93 recreational facilities have been constructed or rehabilitated under
EIP’s recreation program. More detail would give the reader a better understanding of the types,
extent and location of these projects. Also, trail/access connectivity is not addressed here, but is
discussed later in Chapter 13. I suggesting adding more discussion of connectivity and networks to
this chapter.”

Soil Conservation/Coverage:
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Ominously, the TRPA has determined to present a fatally flawed re-interpretation of the
1974 study, which is contained in the Threshold Evaluation Report (Chapter 5 and the
EIS Appendix H.)
The single most critical environmental impact issue in this enormous array of documents
and thousands of pages of text, maps, graphs, tables, and figures is the Soil Conservation
Threshold.
The TASC comments cite Hydrologist Matthew Hagemann, the 1974 Land Capability
Classification of the Laek Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada, Robert G. Bailey, USDA
1974 and 1971 map and text enclosed in the study, the Seattle Stormwater Manual Vol 3,
the Maryland Stormwater Manual, the 2003 monograph by the Maryland Watershed
Center titled Impacts of Impervious Cover on Aquatic Systems, the Tahoe Pipe Club
YouTube films and other documents related to the importance of filtration of stormwater
by soils through various techniques, from protecting soil in the first place, removing
impervious cover, infiltrating stormwater into the soils, retention of stormwater, and
value of restoring soil, among other treatments.
A. The TER Chapter 5 begins with an introductory paragraph that in the first
sentence demonstrates the inadequacy of the evaluation and the disconnect
between the text and some ecosystem facts. Soil conservation in the Tahoe basin
is not needed for prevention of the Tahoe soils from acidification or salinization.
This is blatantly misinformed, as no such soils exist in the basin, so a set of
techniques to protect them from such dangers, is ridiculous. And the paragraph
ends with the suggestion that one of the functions of soil is to provide “a platform
for urban development.” As a Wikipeida definition, perhaps, but the TASC
seriously doubts that one can equate an ecosystem value (soil) with a development
support system. It ranks right up there with saying a tree is a tool of urban
development.
The “platform” sentence captures the true intent of the evaluation along with the
appendix for this threshold evaluation, all of which is focused on the reinterpretation of the threshold standard to support more impervious cover and
more development in the basin at the least cost. The method and importance of
least cost of development is further described in EIS Appendix H which is a
treatise devoted to a market view of soil, or soil conservation as an ecosystem
value to be overridden by market and commodity-trading systems. Soil as a
fungible commodity might be appropriate for farming, but it is not acceptable as a
tool to get around ecosystem protection for one of the nations’ great treasures, and
for protection of ONRW waters - a designation that prevents additional pollutant
discharges to such waters. The Compact is quite clear, that “increasing
urbanization is threatening the ecological values of the region and the public
opportunities for use of the land”. (Compact, Art I (5)). The proposal, buried in
the bowels of an EIS appendix and based on an alleged threshold evaluation, is in
blatant opposition to the Compact’s declaration of policy.
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The TER evaluation includes the quote from Robert Bailey, author or the Land
Capability study, the study which recommended specific caps on impervious
cover, up to a maximum of 30% of a site or parcel. Bailey described impervious
cover as “the most critical element in the land disturbance that has created the
basic environmental problems facing the Lake Tahoe basin – water quality
degradation, flooding, and soil erosion.” The rest of the quote, which is not
quoted in this evaluation is “It [impervious cover] is also considered the most
accurately, measurable and constant expression of development impact.”
But then the evaluation goes right off the rails, by attempting to make a case that
the Bailey report shouldn’t apply the coverage standards to individual parcels or
sites and that: “best available science and technology have been used over time to
estimate the quantity of impervious cover within the Lake Tahoe Basin.” (page 54, Chapter 5, Threshold Evaluation) And then the TER makes the giant leap to
two tables (5-3 and 5-4, pgs 5-8 to 5-9) that evaluate total land coverage in the
basin and find that there is a large amount of coverage that can be used in areas
that are already overcovered.
By ignoring the impacts of coverage on adjacent creeks and streams, and by
ignoring the increase in volume and velocity of stormwater runoff to the lake that
are hallmarks of increased impervious cover, the threshold evaluation has made a
case for counting the undeveloped public Forest Service lands and the associated
potential coverage and using that unused coverage in the current existing areas
where impervious cover is well beyond its allowed caps. (IKONOS 2002).
Once the agency takes that step, the need for the Soil Conservation Threshold is
lost and the market can decide where impervious cover should be placed. In
exchange for healthy soil, the recommendation in the RPU DEIS Hydrology and
Water, Chapter 6 is to build large, expensive and experimental stormwater
treatment systems at great cost to the public taxpayer. If an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure, covering soils is the wildly expensive choice.
The Threshold Evaluation provides no science that proves that Forest Service’
148,000 acres of land that lies uphill of the urban impervious coverage is either
available or usable to naturally treat the runoff from the downhill urban areas. So
far as we know, water still runs down the mountain, not up. The Forest Service
lands cannot rationally be used to cover-up for additional development that
exceeds the existing impervious coverage caps, in order to meet developer needs
expand impervious cover in areas that already contribute to the loss of clarity in
the deep waters and the loss of clarity in the nearshore.
The Regional Planning process has not been performed in the correct order, and, as a
result, the proposed changes to coverage policy have created a situation in which
numerous exceptions are being made to the established impervious coverage threshold,
creating an environment in which the existing standard could never be attained. The
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illogical way in which TRPA is conducting this process directly undermines its
fulfillment of its core mission, to restore and protect Tahoe’s environment by ensuring
the thresholds are achieved and maintained. Prior to proposing Regional Plan
alternatives, the TRPA should have evaluated the thresholds and determined if updates
were needed to the threshold standards, including the indicator for impervious coverage,
then used those updated standards to propose a plan to attain those thresholds and then
put forth an EIS that evaluated whether the proposed policies attained the thresholds.
As it stands today, the impervious coverage indicator detailed in Resolution 82-1196 is the
indicator that must be attained. This indicator has not been proposed for change, therefore
the Regional Plan must conform to this indicator and the EIS must evaluate the coverage
policies based on this indicator. Unfortunately, the Regional Plan makes numerous
exceptions to the indicator which cannot be adequately mitigated in a manner that would
ensure compliance with Resolution 82-11.
Further, as noted previously, what impacts do the proposed changes to the soil
conservation thresholds have on other threshold standards (e.g. water quality)? This is not
assessed in the TER or the RPU/RTP documents.
Comments submitted by the CA Attorney General also document the inappropriate
interpretation of the soils threshold.97
As indicated in the DEIS, when TRPA adopted environmental threshold carrying capacities that
the Tahoe Regional Planning Compact required, they included a soil conservation threshold
standard which requires that “impervious cover . . . comply with the Land-Capability
Classification of the Lake Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada, A Guide for Planning, Bailey, 1974.”
(“Bailey”) (See TRPA Resolution 82-11.) The DEIS assumes that Bailey’s coverage limits are
intended to be applied on a Basin-wide level, as opposed to smaller units within the Basin. It June
27, 2012 Page 3 therefore concludes that since certain proposed coverage changes will not exceed
Bailey on a Region-wide basis, the changes will not have significant soil or water quality impacts.
The DEIS does not, however, provide support for that assumption. To the contrary, it both
conflicts with the only Federal District Court ruling that reviewed this question, and with the
environmental impact statement that supported the adoption of Bailey as a threshold standard.
The DEIS is also inconsistent with TRPA’s Environmental Impact Statement for the Adoption of
Threshold Environmental Carrying Capacities, May 1982 (hereinafter “Threshold EIS). That
document’s review of how Bailey applies to new developments, subdivisions and watersheds
confirms that it was not premised on a Basin-wide calculation, but rather was intended to be
applied at the development, subdivision and watershed levels. It thus states that “[t]he threshold
recommended for impervious coverage would insure new development be in compliance with the
Bailey Land Classification System and provide for protection of the soil resource.” (Threshold
EIS, p. 88; emphasis added.) The term “new development” indicates that the Bailey threshold is to
be applied to each proposed development project, rather than Basinwide. Moreover, the Threshold
EIS goes on to state: “[i]n many areas the threshold for coverage has been exceeded on a
watershed or subdivision basis. Mitigation or retrofit is necessary to minimize those impacts
96

http://www.trpa.org/RPUEISReferences/General%20Refs/3.4_TRPA%201982_Resolution%2082-11.pdf

97

Comments on the Regional Plan Update Draft Environmental Impact Statement. Submitted June 27,
2012. By Daniel L. Siegel, Supervising Deputy Attorney General, for Kamala D. Harris, Attorney General.
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created by large areas of impervious coverage.” (Id., emphasis added.) This further shows that the
threshold was intended to be applied to areas no larger than a subdivision. The fact that the Bailey
threshold applies to local areas rather than Basin-wide is also reinforced by the Threshold EIS’s
finding that “[c]overage overrides and variances have permitted more impervious coverage in
many areas than can be mitigated naturally by the remaining areas not covered.” (Id., emphasis
added.)

The EIS and 2011 Threshold Report misinterprets the manner in which the impervious
threshold indicator should be evaluated
Coverage in the EIS and the 2011 Threshold Evaluation are analyzed on a region wide
basis rather than a parcel level basis as was indicated by the Bailey Report. The EIS and
Threshold Report examine coverage within each land capability district rather than on a
parcel basis. Judge Neilsen’s 1985 opinion (766 F.2d 1308, State of California v. Tahoe
Regional Planning Agency (1985), paragraphs 48 and 49,
http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/F2/766/1308/302803/), is clear that
coverage must be evaluated on parcel basis rather than a watershed or region wide basis.
The Soils Chapter 3.7 does not acknowledge the necessity to evaluate on a parcel basis,
yet the Hydrology Chapter 3.8 supports Judge Neilsen’s opinion stating that the Bailey
land capability system is “considered necessary in the Region to protect water quality and
preserve environmental balance at the individual parcel scale.”
The EIS provides no information regarding the number of parcels in the basin that are
over covered or how many additional parcels will be over covered in the proposed
Regional Plan. The FEIS must provide such an analysis at the parcel basis. It would also
be helpful to provide an analysis on the Plan Area Statement (PAS) basis, subwatershed
basis, and HRA basis as was performed in the 2006 Threshold Report. This analysis is
lacking in the 2011 Threshold Report. Once such an analysis is provided, then the true
impacts of the proposed Regional Plan changes can be ascertained. Until such a time, the
EIS cannot adequately determine the impacts of the proposed policies on the threshold
indicator and the current evaluation of impacts in the EIS is invalid as it only evaluates
region wide impacts rather than parcel or small scale impacts. Again, conducting an
environmental analysis on the proposed alternatives for the Regional update prior to
completing and integrating a finalized threshold evaluation is illogical and weakens the
ability for the TRPA to ensure the thresholds are achieved.
Furthermore, the 2011 Threshold Evolution Report did not have an Environment
Assessment. TRPA staff explained this was because the RPU DEIS served as the
environmental analysis that would otherwise have been included in an EA. As repeatedly
noted throughout our comments, the RPU DEIS fails to adequately analyze the
environmental impacts of numerous proposals, and fails to provide an objective,
thorough, scientific analysis of threshold updates.
Page 3.7-2 - Table 3.7.1 – 2011 Status of the Soil Conservation Threshold Standards
Table 3.7.1 is based on the threshold evaluation report that examines the amount of
coverage within each land capability district on a regional wide basis rather than on a
parcel basis. Bailey needs to be assessed on a parcel basis (766 F.2d 1308, State of
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California v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (1985)), not an aggregated regional or
watershed basis. The opinion states on Page 6 of 7 that “…….TRPA points out that the
impervious cover threshold was adopted as a management standard and argues that it
does not consist solely of the numerical percentages in the Bailey Report. TRPA further
points out that it has determined that the threshold is to be applied on a ‘watershed
association’ basis, rather than ‘parcel-by-parcel.’ TRPA is indignant that the district
court did not defer to its interpretation of this threshold. We find TRPA’s protests
unpersuasive.” Therefore the EIS analysis is ineffective at determining how many parcels
(or for that matter, Plan Area Statements, subwatersheds, or HRAs) are over-covered.
Location of coverage within the watershed is an essential component to analysis, not just
the amount of coverage (USEPA Caddis) (http://epa.gov/caddis/ssr_urb_urb4.html).
The threshold evaluation reports up to 2006 did not examine coverage on a region wide
basis, but the 2006 threshold changed without reason to the way that this threshold
standard was reported and moved to reporting on a number of different scales including a
region wide basis. However, the 2011 report takes a drastic turn and deviates further by
only evaluating impervious coverage on Basin wide basis and not any other scales. The
2001 report is located at
http://www.trpa.org/documents/docdwnlds/Historic/2001_THRESH_EVAL_7-2002.pdf
(page 357 of 857). The 2006 Threshold Evaluation is located at
http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=1&tabid=174
The Regional Plan polices must ensure attainment of the impervious coverage threshold.
However, if the EIS analyzes the threshold at a scale not intended by Resolution 82-11
then the EIS cannot evaluate the impacts that occur to the threshold. The EIS has failed
by only evaluating impacts at the Basin-wide scale. The proposed polices may have
extremely significant impacts that were not identified by not analyzing impacts at the
scale intended by Bailey.
* Because the RPU DEIS has so clearly used changes proposed in the draft 2011 TER to
soil conservation, we repeat many comments on all documents below.
SOIL CONSERVATION THRESHOLD, 2012 THRESHOLD REVIEW, 2012
REGIONAL PLAN AND EIS AND APPENDIXES AND TECHNICAL APPENDIXES,
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND EIS, AND THE CODE OF
ORDINANCES.
The 2012 Regional Plan must “achieve and maintain the environmental threshold
carrying capacities” Art V(c). Thus, the contents of Chapter 5, Soil Conservation,
is an integral part of the EIS Chapters 3.7 and 3.8, appendix H, the Regional Plan
Alternatives, especially LU 4.5-10, and the Code of Ordinances, as well as the
RTP and its EIS in terms of impervious cover and stormwater runoff. Thus, all of
these pieces must be reviewed and analyzed in the context of the Regional Plan
EIS.
Soil Conservation, or conserving soil, is a simple concept for Lake Tahoe. The lake, after
thousands of years of being replenished by rain and snowmelt filtered through natural
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soils and native vegetation, was fabled for its crystal clarity. Congress took note of that
crystal clarity in choosing to create a Bi-State Compact to protect the lake.
But man’s intrusion soon resulted in impacting that clarity. Fortunately, it was recognized
that the adverse impacts of rain and snowmelt running off asphalt, concrete, roads,
parking lots, roofs and even turf, and thence into the streams and lake was a bigger
problem than had been understood. The USFS brought in a geomorphologist, Robert G.
Bailey, who applied new science about impervious cover to the Lake Tahoe basin. The
USFS, with TRPA as a partner, produced Bailey’s study, entitled Land-Capability
Classification of the Lake Tahoe Basin California-Nevada, 1974, accompanied by a map
(Land Capabilities, 1971) that described the basin’s land classifications and relative
responses in order to regulate impervious cover in the basin. The new regulations limited
the amount of pavement and roofs and other hard coverage for new development, and
was generally followed for the next 40 years.
Significantly, the 2012 Plan uses its 2011 Threshold Evaluation Chapter 5, the Technical
Appendix to the EIP, and Section 3.7 EIS, to introduce a new version of applying
coverage limits and turns serious impervious cover science on its head. Instead of
applying the Bailey limits of the coverage standards to each parcel, the Plan here
proposes to apply it to Tahoe as one watershed, rather than its 64 watersheds and 52
intervening areas. Under the RP, the entire basin is to become a single watershed, and all
of the land in the basin becomes land in that one watershed, thus all the land in the basin
can be used to determine the total amount of impervious cover. Under this new concept,
the agency has determined that all of the non-urbanized areas that lie above or adjacent to
the existing urban areas (and 75% of the land in the basin, as merely part of the land over
which coverage could be applied at the Bailey standards, or used to allow unlimited
impervious cover in the urban areas that surround the lake. (See RPEIS Geology and
Soils Chapter 3.7, Threshold Evaluation Soils Chapter 5, Regional Plan Conservation
Chapter 3,7, Regional Plan Land Use 2.1, Natural Hazards limit on floodplain
designation, Hydrology and Water Quality pg 32-36, and EIS Appendix H), and is
referred to in various other sections of the EIS including Implementation and
Alternatives).
The process is not credible, and it throws into question the capacity of the agency to
protect the lake from Tahoe’s urban pollutants, including fine sediments, phosphorus, and
nitrogen. Instead of rallying to stop additional cover and to reduce existing cover,98 the
98

Peer review comments disagree with changes allowing more Impervious Surfaces (IS), instead
suggesting strongly a policy which reduces them: “p. 5-6. I disagree with the way the TOTALS are
presented in Table 5-2. Their analysis in essence has set a somewhat arbitrary allowance for IS within
classes and then allowed ISD to increase to this maximum. Since the lake and tributaries are, and have
been, stated to be Impaired in sense of the Clean Water Act, it seems imprudent and flawed to have an IS
policy that continues to allow further conversion to IS as a “Target.” Rather, a reasonable policy would be
not increase IS within a class unless a very strong case can be made for a variance. This would also require
a public hearing in my view. No net increase in Impervious Surface is a policy gaining traction in regions
with water resources that are still in good shape, but threatened. Duluth, MN has such development
ordnance. Various Low Impact Design features on development sites can then be promoted along with
proper training for architects, landscapers, and contractors.”
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Regional Plan and Regional Transportation Plan provide for more coverage by increasing
the size of the pie. This results in more parking lots, more dense building, more roofs,
sidewalks, walkways, paved bike trails, more new road pavement, and more commercial
facilities. 99 There are even suggestions of adding 500 sq ft decks to every house, more
parking for recreational activities, and more coverage in very fragile Class 1A lands,
known for their quite steep, rocky landscape, from which runoff is highly flashy and
overwhelms neighborhood detention basins. (Example, Lincoln Creek, Douglas County,
NV)
One example is in Kings Beach, where the existing urbanization is about 117 acres and is
about 28% covered. (IKONOS Excel Spreadsheet (found in TRPA Archives, 2002). But
the TRPA RP (Chapter 13.5.3 ) proposes to re-zone Kings Beach to “Town Center” at
70% impervious cover, with the expanded pool of land that offsets the total impervious
cover. Thus Kings Beach could add an additional 43% pavement, roofs, etc equal to 50
more acres of hard cover, or more than 2,178,000 sq ft. For a small town, the impacts,
immediately adjacent to the lake, would be horrendous. Algae blooms and milfoil dieoffs as a result of the astounding amount of nutrients in the stormwater runoff from the
adjacent paved surfaces and roofs would result. A future summer at the Lake at the
Kings Beach State Park would be a nightmare.
A second serious issue is the use of the new 2007 soil survey, to replace the old soil
survey from 2001. While that agency asserts that the two surveys are similar and offers
an explanation of the differences, they fail to explain the difference in the most basic
element – the intent of the survey. The 1971 soil survey was used as the basis for a
geomorphic classification of the land. The survey was used, not just for the soil type, and
slope, but for other aspects of the soil, including vegetation, aspect, and potential for
flooding. As the Bailey report states “nature has balanced physical variations in the local
environment with differing vegetation covers, resulting in stable slopes. Such ecological
balances are often extremely delicate. Failure to recognize the nature of the balance, and
consequently the limits of vegetative disturbance permissible before such balances are
upset, has led to land development in places where only ecologic damage can be
expected.” Further, the report states, “The [soil] classification is an interpretive grouping
of kinds of land made primarily for the purposes of erosion control and maintaining
ecological balances.”(Bailey, emphasis added). (See pages 14 -17 of Bailey for further
discussion of the morphologic patterns of the geomorphic settings used in the study).
In contrast, the 2007 soil survey was “based only on soil type, erodability, and slope”.
(TRPA, Threshold Review, Chapter 5 p 5-5.) The end result of the change in intent, plus
changes in methodology, has resulted in more acres of fragile soils reclassified to a less
fragile state, and thus available for more development.
99

Resulting in more runoff and pollution, as noted in peer review comments: “5-8. I disagree with the
statement under OVERALL that states that interim targets are not needed for land classes where IS was
below the target for the reasons described above. The science of how IS relates to water quality in flashy
streams like those at Tahoe and in my own North Shore of Lake Superior is very young and guidelines are
general at best. IS leads to excess flow, high peak flows, lower base flows, increased channel and bank
erosion, increased sediment and nutrient discharge. A no net increase in runoff guideline or ordinance at
least in many areas of the basin seems warranted.”
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Another result of the 2007 survey was that lands in floodplains, determined in the Bailey
study to be Stream Environment Zones (SEZ), were not mapped as SEZ by the new study
for two reasons – the soils were not classically SEZ, and some had dried too much to
retain evidence of water. Since streams and rivers do flood, and globally floods appear to
be increasing significantly, Tahoe floods are quite likely to be larger as well. Flooding is
an overlooked hazard (see SEZ comments) by the agency that development in flood
plains can worsen. Floods that float cars and damage houses cause additional water
quality damages.
HISTORY
The lake was already beginning to exhibit signs of degradation in the 60s- - algae on
rocks and pier pilings that had never been there before, algae blooms, and plumes of dirty
water rushing into the lake from streams running from newly developed areas. Forty
summers ago, the lake was about 43 feet clearer, and the nutrient concentrations that feed
algae were 373% less. The lake’s clarity fluctuates with the weather – temperature, wind,
volume of rain and snowmelt, and over the last ten years it has fluctuated up to almost
four feet between years.
Note that the trend is still steadily down, and the clarity of today is a far cry from the
clarity of forty-four years ago – winter clarity of 110’, summer clarity of 94.1’ compared
to 2011, when winter clarity was 84.9’ and summer clarity was 51.4’
History of the Thresholds and Regulations that Protect Tahoe
The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) is mandated in its Regional Plan (Article
V(b) Tahoe Regional Planning Compact, 1980) (Compact) to develop and adopt
environmental threshold carrying capacities (ETCCs or thresholds ) to maintain a
significant “set of the basin’s natural value[s], which it defines as “a scenic, recreational,
educational, scientific or natural value of the region..” (Article II(ii))(Compact) defines
and lists five standards that must be adopted and names them as “air quality, water
quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.”(Compact, Article II (ii))
The Threshold Standards are foundational standards for the agency and distinguish the
revised Compact from the first TRPA Compact by directing, through the threshold
standards concept, a significantly better job of protecting the Tahoe basin from the litany
of environmental problems described in the declarations in Article I .
While the revised Bi-State Compact required the adoption of the Threshold Standards
(thresholds), it gave the agency, with the help of the federal government, 18 months to
develop the threshold standards. Those standards included the five mandated threshold
standards, plus four others – scenic, recreation, wildlife and fisheries, all of which were
adopted by the TRPA. The Compact also mandated the TRPA to adopt a revised plan
“that, at a minimum, the plan and all its elements, as implemented through agency
ordinances, rules and regulations, achieves and maintains the adopted environmental
threshold carrying capacities.” Article V(c)
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Thus, the Compact was quite clear that the ETCCs were to be both achieved, and
maintained, and it specifically says that the threshold standards must be met by the plan
and all its elements. The Compact stated that “it is imperative that there be established a
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency with the powers conferred by this compact including
the power to establish environmental threshold carrying capacities and to adopt and
enforce a regional plan and implementing ordinances which will achieve and maintain
such capacities while providing opportunities for orderly growth and development
consistent with such capacities” (emphasis added, Compact, Art II(b)).
The Soil Conservation threshold was adopted in two pieces – first, attainment of a limit
on Impervious Coverage (hard coverage such as asphalt and concrete and roofs) on the
basin’s natural resource of soil, and second, the protection and restoration of stream
environment zones (SEZ) both as defined by Robert G. Bailey. (Land Capability
Classification of the Lake Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada, 1974) (Bailey).
In order to attain the standard for conservation of soil, the agency identified levels of soil
cover as restricted by the Bailey report, but the agency added damaging exceptions and
overrides for several uses. All public roads were exempted, based on the old plan, and, in
counting coverage, were not counted. Thus a significant amount of impervious coverage
tracking was erased from the records of the time, and other exceptions inhibited the
future protection and conservation of the soil.
The revised Compact also requires that the “governing body shall continuously review
and maintain the regional plan”(Art.V(c). The TRPA determined, at the time of the
adoption of the ETCCs, to produce and publish a review of the ETCCs every five years in
order to comply with that direction.
The agency’s history of evaluating and planning future improvements to Soil
Conservation, or conservation of soil, is addressed in each of the following Threshold
Reviews, in terms of the agency’s intent to achieve the threshold standard.
The 1991 Review of the Soil Conservation Threshold stated that:
o “Natural watersheds are very effective at removing nutrients from
incoming precipitation. Removal rates up to 100 percent have been
observed in natural areas. Overland runoff is rare in natural areas.”
o “If rain or snowmelt exceed a soil’s infiltration rate, water will flow
overland. Vegetation removal, soil compaction, and soil removal decrease
infiltration capacity.”
o “Urbanization of the watershed increases runoff and yields of sediments
and dissolved nutrients. In developed areas, man-made drainage ways
[gutters and drain pipes] increase drainage density and short-circuit natural
treatment systems. The control measures of the Regional Plan [limits on
impervious cover and BMPs] are designed to counteract these impacts”
o “Increased sediment production affects fish spawning, turbidity of
receiving waters, channel stability, aesthetics, fish habitat, and nutrient
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loading to Lake Tahoe.”. pp. 22-25, (1991 EVALUATION,
Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities and The Regional Plan
Package, TRPA, Nov 20, 1991)
The 1991 Evaluation also listed 4 recommendations for improvement under section I.
Measures in Place for Soil Conservation(no page numbers):
 Expand BMP monitoring
 Require retrofit of BMPs on existing uses
 Expand monitoring and implement revegetation
 Limit land coverage to the limits of the Bailey Report.
The 2001 Review (TRPA July 2002) of the Soil Conservation Threshold stated:
Since the late 1970’s agencies have used the Bailey system “to analyze applications that
add new land coverage to existing developed lots”………these programs were developed
as erosion control techniques to mitigate the deleterious effects to water quality that result
from excessive land coverage.” (Chapter 4 Soil Conservation, p 4-1).
The 2001 Review recommended eight measures to advance the path to achievement of
the threshold standard. It also asserted responsibility for restoring 625 acres of SEZ by
October 2006.
And the 2001 Review was forthright in honestly disclosing that the attainment status for
all three evaluations, 1991, 1996 and 2001, was non-attainment.
By the 2006 Threshold Review, the TRPA was beginning to change it approach to the
threshold standards. From the former detailed review and efforts to describe the status of
each indicator, the report began to narrow its scope, reduce the level of evaluation, and
produce a more general review. This resulted, for Soil Conservation, in a report that
began to explore the potential for changing the Bailey coverage standards, reduce future
work products, monitor less, and generalize the evaluations. For example, and in
comparison to the previous reviews, the 2006 Review reports the status of the eight 2001
recommendations to improve the Impervious Cover regulations as two completed, five
incomplete, and one “ongoing”. The “ongoing” recommendation was to “amend excess
coverage mitigation program to increase the retirement of hard coverage.” The review
says that “the removal of existing coverage allows soil resources to be restored.” The
effort to amend the excess coverage mitigation program is today, ten years later, still
“ongoing.”
Also, a primary 2006 Recommendation is to change the threshold standards and instead
focus on a new desired condition in which “The effects of impervious cover and
disturbance are fully mitigated on a stormwater zone basis.”
This contrasts with the past, when impervious cover limits and removal were the
mitigation for polluted stormwater runoff to the streams and the lake. The comparison is
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from using the natural systems to using engineered systems, and abandoning the
ecosystem values of soil.
Peer review comments also get right to the heart of the matter, asking the following
question (Appendix E):*
“Question – Does the Plan target a net reduction in Impervious Surface? There is presumably too
much already considering the continuing WQ issues.”

Stormwater Treatment replaces limits on Impervious Cover
In terms of energy, money and effort, the agency then spent its time working to upend the
Bailey system and install a mitigation for significantly more impervious cover in
exchange for engineering and technology to solve an ecosystem problem. Reports,
including the Lake Tahoe EIP 2010-2020: An Economic Analysis Private Source
Stormwater BMP Expenditures on Redevelopment Projects (which showed it would take
large redevelopment projects at the rate of 1.4 per year to meet the treatment solutions’
funding needs) (March 2010, Tetra Tech and USACE) were prepared for the Regional
Planning purposes that furthered the desire to build the agency’s way out of its failure to
reverse the decline of the lake’s clarity.
This decision and its following actions mark the watershed moment when the TRPA
collapsed its ecosystem protection efforts for soil and launched its concept of engineering
solutions to problems it had allowed to increase.
Regional Plan
Today, the 2012 Regional Plan, the Regional Plan EIS, the Regional Transportation Plan
and EIS, the 2011 Threshold Evaluation Review can be seen in this new frame – from its
Compact-mandated mission to protect and restore the basin, to a mission to endorse
significant expansion and attempt to mitigate the problems that that level of urbanization
that might support building its way out of failure. The Regional Plan Land Use section is
replete with these plans, as they emerge in LU2.1, a section which completely removes
previous land use plan language to reduce impervious cover and LU 4.5, LU4.8-10. (See
TRPA’s track changes copy of the new Regional Plan to see what was deleted).
The Regional Plan has upended the Compact’s fears of urbanization of the lake, claiming
that more urbanization will be the panacea for Tahoe. RP LU2.1 is the essential piece of
the plan for increased urbanization as desired by the TRPA. In the meantime, an
economist has analyzed the plan and announced that it is the reverse of an operable
transfer and removal incentive program that relies on monetary incentives to be effective.
(Anthony Kalbfus, Economist, submitted with NTPA comments).
In the case of Soil Conservation, instead of limiting impervious coverage and requiring
on-site stormwater treatment for new commercial, industrial and large housing and tourist
projects, the plan will require existing property owners to join stormwater treatment
programs on an area-wide basis to benefit those same new developments. (TRPA,
July, 2008)
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 4PUMP AND
TREAT FEASIBILITY STUDY
The TASC has recommended that the TRPA review the Seattle and Maryland
Stormwater Manuals and ordinances100 in order to re-think the more effective and less
costly to the taxpayer on-site treatments that retain up to 90% of annual precipitation and
through the use of infiltration galleries and swales, infiltrate the runoff into the ground as
it once was known to do naturally. Seattle is a large city and has taken on Stormwater as
a serious issue due to its role in high runoff into Puget Sound. Seattle and Maryland have
also embraced the 2003 Impacts study, cite earlier.
TASC urges the TRPA to respect the Soil Conservation Threshold for impervious cover
standards, even though they are now known, due to new science, to be greater than limits
that would significantly decrease degradation of the nearshore of the Lake as caused by
the nutrient input of the streams, rivers and intervening areas that discharge to the lake,
plus the large number of drainage pipes that empty directly into the Lake. (PipeClub
videos, 2010-2012)
Transfer of Soft Coverage*
The TER Chapter 5 does not discuss the impacts of calling hard and impervious surfaces
(hard coverage) the same as soil surfaces that infiltrate water but are compacted (soft
coverage). For example, compacted “soft coverage” from old legacy dirt roads in the
Homewood Mountain Resort area was shown to infiltrate about the same amount of
water as the post-treatment soil, proving that soft coverage and hard coverage are
certainly not the same when it comes to infiltration. 101 Yet the TRPA RPU is determined
to permit transfer of soft coverage as a commodity in place of hard coverage. The transfer
ratio is one square foot of soft coverage to a new building site, to qualify as one square
foot of hard coverage. But the TER, and the RPU DEIS, fail to present an analysis of
how soft coverage can be equated with hard coverage in this transfer process. Further,
there is no such discussion in the TER report of how this relates to the soil conservation
thresholds, let alone other impacted thresholds.
In fact, the concept is a terribly flawed concept. Hard coverage does not provide even
one percentage of the services that soil provides, as hard coverage provides no soil
protection and thus no soil services. There is no action of hard coverage that provides for
100

Impacts of Impervious Cover on Aquatic Systems. March 2003 Prepared by: Center for Watershed
Protection. 8391 Main Street, Ellicott City, MD 21043; and Stormwater Flow Control & Water Quality
Treatment Technical Requirements Manual. Volume 3. November 2009. Director’s Rules for Seattle
Municipal Code Chapters 22.800 - 22.808 Directors’ Rules: 2009-005 SPU 17-2009. DPD City of Seattle,
Seattle Public Utilities Department of Planning & Development.
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See: 4/21/2011 Comments on the Homewood Mountain Resort Ski Area Master Plan, Community
Enhancement Program Project, Draft Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement.
Submitted by M. Lozeau on behalf of Friends of the West Shore
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healthy vegetation. There is no action of hard coverage that provides for earthworms.
There is no action of hard coverage that provides for the critically important infiltration
of rain, melting snow, and stormwater runoff. Here, the plan accepts one square foot of
soft coverage for one square foot of hard coverage as an equivalent benefit to the land,
carrying the same qualities that undisturbed soil provides as a component of a complex
ecosystem.
The perversity of the idea of soft coverage is an equal commodity to hard coverage is
exposed when the extensive impacts of hard coverage are examined.
Soil Conservation outside of Lake Tahoe basin.
The Center for Watershed Protection, which produced the 255-study monograph titled
Impacts of Impervious Cover on Aquatic Systems (Impacts) and determined that
impervious cover began to show adverse impacts at 10% cover, has become the critical
study that other areas and other states have inculcated into their plans, codes, and design
manuals to clean up their stormwater discharges to streams, lakes, bays, estuaries and the
ocean.
The Seattle Stormwater Manual, Volume 3, requires removal of impervious cover and
infiltration, two key concepts in the State of Maryland and Kings County, Washington, as
well as the California Bay Area. (Maryland Stormwater Manual, Volumes I and II 2000
plus amendments,102 the Washington State Kings County Stormwater Manual,103 and the
California Bay Area Stormwater Managers Association Manual.104)
For example, pervious pavement is not just blindly accepted in Seattle as it is in the
TRPA Regional Plan. In Seattle, it requires five pages of a checklist to assure it is
designed, installed, maintained and repaired in a manner that assures ongoing operation
will produce the same results as stated in its approval for each project. The RP policy is
severely critiqued by the EIS (Section 3.8-44) as” However, performance of pervious
pavements can markedly decline if the voids in the surface layer clog over time, and
continued effectiveness may require frequent maintenance to preserve the infiltration rate
through the surface layer. Based on the potential need for frequent maintenance, pervious
pavement should be sited to infiltrate high quality runoff with low sediment loads as
specified in the BMP Handbook. The currently proposed implementation measure does
not specify siting requirements for pervious coverage, and therefore the proposed
exemption could allow for siting of pervious pavement in areas with poor quality
stormwater runoff that could cause the pervious coverage to rapidly clog and potentially
require frequent maintenance to restore infiltration capacity. As such, the effectiveness
could be diminished over the long term, and therefore the pervious coverage could
102

http://www.mde.state.md.us/programs/Water/StormwaterManagementProgram/MarylandStormwaterDesig
nManual/Pages/programs/waterprograms/sedimentandstormwater/stormwater_design/index.aspx
103
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/water-and-land/stormwater/stormwater-pollution-preventionmanual/SPPM-Jan09.pdf
104
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/training.shtml
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become ineffective at allowing runoff to pass though the surface and could increase
stormwater runoff, creating a potentially significant impact.”
The contrast between the two different approaches between the stormwater manual and
the Regional Plan represents an insight into the low level of commitment by the TRPA to
assuring that stormwater treatments functions effectively and is a plus mark for the EIS in
disclosing the potentially significant impact.
The TASC urges the TRPA to assure that the agency and its Regional Plan act as a
guardian of the Tahoe basin, and require all new projects to contain, retain and treat 90%
of stormwater on-site. Such facilities must be built before or during the construction of
the project, unless a fully operational, effectively functioning alternative treatment
system, with the proven capacity for the new projects, is in place.
Impacts of Impervious Cover on the Lake and Streams of Lake Tahoe
Since the first Bailey report, on the 1971 Land Capability map, Impervious Cover was
cited as “the single most critical element in land disturbance related to the more basic
environmental problems facing the Tahoe basin, namely: water quality degradation,
flooding, and soil erosion. It was considered to be the most accurately measureable and
constant expression of development impact.” (Bailey, 1971 map text, second paragraph)
In perfect affirmation, the 2003 Maryland Watershed Center report (Impacts), noted that
its study was focused on impacts of impervious cover on aquatic life in streams, but it
also notes that the impacts on lakes (as downstream receiving waters) are similar to
streams. “In most lakes, however, even a small amount of watershed development will
result in an upward shift in trophic status.” (Impacts, pg 16.)
And this statement gets to the crux of the Soil Conservation issue and the TRPA’s
problem, which is not how much impervious coverage is acceptable in terms of percent
of cover, but what is the trophic status as a result of impervious cover. And the answer is
in the UCDavis Tahoe Research Group’s continuous monitoring of the lake since 1968,
which shows a 373% increase in the trophic status of Lake Tahoe. (EIS, 3.8-10) and
which is in violation of the Water Quality, Pelagic Lake Tahoe Threshold, which is for an
improvement in trophic status, back to the baseline status of 52gmC/m squared/year.
The EIS has failed to disclose or analyze the trophic status of the lake in reference to the
Impervious Cover threshold.
Tributary Water Quality Standards in Relation to Impervious Cover
The EIS discloses that none of the monitored tributaries meet the standards, and only one
is showing improvement. Most aren’t even on a path to meet the preliminary target, and
half are not monitored at all. There is no report on the relationship of the tributary
standards to the stream quality and then to the quality of the nearshore of the lake. The
EIS does not disclose that there is no connection even analyzed between the impervious
cover, the stream conditions and the aquatic impacts in the nearshore.
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As noted elsewhere, the TER also fails to analyze these relationships. The agency should
be concerned with protecting stream quality, stream habitat, fisheries, and other benefits
of clear-running streams, in addition to the beneficial impacts that would have on the
nearshore of the lake.
This is a failure of enormous importance to the underpinnings of the Regional Plan,
which is that their solution to Tahoe’s ecosystem problems is to build their way out
through market economies, transfers of coverage, and increased populations.
.
Transferring Impervious Cover instead of Removing and Restoring Land.
The Regional Plan’s transfer of coverage provisions make it even more difficult to
meet the Impervious Cover part of the Soil Conservation Threshold as the concept
does not reduce coverage, and instead creates more disturbance and more coverage.
Construction’s adverse impacts on water quality are realized as cover is both removed
and installed. It is not an equal trade.
The EIS fails to analyze the differences in the impacts of the trades.
Second, it’s not a simple matter of moving cover from sensitive lands to more
resilient lands, and calling it a benefit. The issue is If the sending parcel is sensitive
and has poor connectivity to streams and the lake while the receiving parcel has little
connectivity, then the delivery of runoff pollutants to nearby water is assured, and the
impact is substantially greater than if the cover in the sensitive area had been
removed and retired.
For example, transferring from Class 3 lands in an area with no discharge to water, to
a Class 6 or 7 land is a densely covered community or town center that has little
effective stormwater treatment functioning - - and the new coverage discharges even
more pollutants to the receiving waters, or to a conveyance to receiving waters.
To state again, transfers incentivize increased cover in the more dense urban areas
and increase volume and velocity of stormwater runoff. While many think that
consolidating Impervious Cover is some kind of efficiency tool, in reality it increases
costs by requiring ever-more technological and engineering solutions to the runoff
created.
The EIS has been silent on the unintended consequences of the program. The EIS is
inadequate in its failure to disclose the connectivity issue, the potential for increase in
pollutant discharge from the program, and the costs of treating stormwater runoff in
densely covered areas.
TRPA’s proposed Regional Plan with its extensive construction alternatives could
obligate the agency to supply the funds to design, build, and maintain in perpetuity an
advanced system to treat the stormwater from the dense cover envisioned in the Plan,
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before new cover is created. Otherwise much of this fanciful planning is dependent
on magic money, magically appearing.
The EIS’s Appendix H Transfers. This appendix offers even more cover to be
installed, in its proposed is Policy ( 2.11.A ) that permits the transfer of more cover –
and that is non-conforming use coverage. This policy would permit a transfer
program to transfer Impervious Cover that is not allowed in the Bailey standard. An
example is if an area has 95% cover, it exceeds Bailey standards by 40%, and all of
that is non-conforming. Under the previous plan, non-conforming cover was to be
reduced to the allowed level. But in this example and under this policy, the owner
would be able to transfer all the 95% to a new site. The EIS has failed to analyze the
impacts of the excessive runoff from such a policy. Nor is there any criteria
suggested to prevent the excess coverage transfer to resilient sites with no
connectivity to the lake or streams.
Additional comments included below were submitted by Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.,
QSD, QSP regarding all three documents and were originally included in our 6/28/2012
comments.
The Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) has proposed a re-interpretation of the Bailey
Land Capability Classification Study, 1974 (Bailey Study). The Bailey Study identified
impervious coverage, as not the only source of water quality problems causing Lake Tahoe’s
initial loss of clarity but “to be the most critical element in the land disturbance that has
created the basic environmental problems facing the Lake Tahoe Basin - - water quality
degradation, flooding and soil erosion.” It is also considered the most accurately measurable
and constant expression of development impact.” (Land-Capability Classification of the
Lake Tahoe Basin, California-Nevada, Robert G. Bailey, USDA, 1974. pg 25).
The 2012 Regional Plan EIS proposes to radically revise use of the Bailey Classification
methodology though consideration of development within the physical context of the entire
Lake Tahoe watershed. In my opinion, this is an inappropriate watershed scale that will
allow for virtually unlimited development while still ostensibly meeting Bailey Land
Capability criteria established by TRPA in the 1970s.105.
The policy and practice of the TRPA, since February 1972, is to use the Bailey system on a
parcel or site scale in order to reduce adverse impacts on the waters of the Tahoe basin from
new development by limiting impervious coverage of specific lands. The EIS acknowledges
the historical application of the Bailey system in stating “The land capability map developed
by Bailey (1974) was conducted at a large scale and focused on areas where development was
likely, rather than on remote public lands” (p. 3.7-12). The focus at a large scale (where
features are considered in detail) and on areas to be developed was likely made by Bailey
because development on public lands would not occur at an appreciable scale and be removed
from consideration. Instead, by focusing on a large scale (or a subwatershed scale), Bailey
split the Tahoe Basin into units of appropriate scale where development would occur and
where changes in coverage could predict the degradation of water quality.
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The EIS, instead proposes to consider the entire 201,000 acres of existing coverage
(essentially the entire Lake Tahoe watershed) as mapped in 2007 by the USDA Natural
Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) in evaluating coverage (EIS, p. 3.7-12). The EIS
proposes to use the 148,000 acres of generally undisturbed Forest Service land, most of
which lies above the 53,000 acres of the covered urban land to determine that the total
coverage in the basin is only 3.6%,( EIS Table 3.7-5 and 6) and therefore well below the
Bailey standards. A finding that the basin is well below the Bailey standards would allow
the agency to permit thousands of additional acres of coverage.
Little discussion is provided in the EIS of this rationale. Discussion is limited to a paragraph
on page 3.7-12 where the EIS states that the 2007 NRCS Tahoe-wide land coverage map was
used to determine “maximum allowable coverage of 19,984 acres or approximately 10
percent of the Region’s land area.” This is nearly twice that of the Bailey map, which
allowed for maximum coverage of 10,941 acres, or approximately 5.4 percent of the Region’s
land area (p. 3.7-10). The development of 19,984 acres in the Lake Tahoe Basin is beyond
the scale of any scenario that has been envisioned and would allow for virtually any
conceivable project to gain approval.
The EIS provides no sound technical basis for the shift in an analytical methodology that
nearly doubles the amount of coverage and has been used for nearly four decades. In my
opinion, utilizing the entire Lake Tahoe watershed is an inappropriate use of scale. By
considering the entire Tahoe watershed, impacts from urbanization and construction of
impervious cover are easily diluted by public lands, which are largely unchanging. At this
scale, the plausible development scenario and concomitant loss of pervious cover will result
an exceedence of the Bailey standards.
The importance of impervious coverage has recently been identified in a research monograph
that states “more than 225 research studies have documented the adverse impacts of
urbanization on one or more of these key indicators” which are listed as four broad categories
of change, “changes in hydrologic, physical, water quality, or biological indicators”. (Impacts
of Impervious Cover on Aquatic Systems, Center for Watershed Protection, March 2003, pg
1). (Impacts). While the Impacts study reports on the impacts on streams, it also notes that
the impacts on lakes (as downstream receiving waters) are similar. “In most lakes, however,
even a small amount of watershed development will result in an upward shift in trophic
status.” (Impacts, pg 16.) The study suggests that deep lakes may exhibit exceptions, but, as
has been found at Lake Tahoe, one of the deepest lakes in the country, the primary
productivity measurements (measure of nutrients) have been continuously taken by UCDavis
Tahoe Research Group since 1968 and have exhibited a 373% increase.(p4-16, Water Quality
Threshold Evaluation, TRPA). An increase in trophic status is a significant indicator of the
impacts of impervious cover, as studied by the Watershed Protection Center (Impacts.)
The new science available through the 2003 Impacts report established that Impervious Cover
is shown to begin to cause adverse impact on streams at the 10% cover level and “Impacted
up to 25% cover (Figure 1, p 2, Impacts 2003 and 3rd bullet, pg. 3). The significance of the
new cover impacts is well below the maximum cap of 30% required by Bailey, and
significantly below the maximum caps of 50% and 70% permitted in the TRPA’s 1987
Regional Plan. . In the meantime, as the greater coverages were permitted, the Lake’s clarity
decreased by a range of 33.5 to 38 feet, from the 104.2 ft threshold standard. Primary
Productivity increased by 373%,(TRPA Reg. Plan EIS, 2012, Chapter 3.8, pg 3.8-10 ) visibly
showing the extent of the impacts of impervious coverage in the nearshore.
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In the meantime, the Lake standard for clarity has been exceed by 33.5 feet of the water
quality standard. The Primary Productivity standard has increased by 373%, (EIS, 3.8-10)
visibly showing the extent of the impacts of impervious coverage in the nearshore.
In TRPA’s own words, “Land coverage has been an essential element of the Tahoe Regional
Planning Agency's environmental plan to protect Lake Tahoe.”106 The EIR should be revised
to carefully reconsider the rationale that would allow for nearly doubling coverage and in
radically revising a program that has been used by TRPA for decades.
Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg., QSD, QSP

---------In summary, the Soil Conservation Threshold was designed not just for healthy soil and
healthy vegetation, but also to protect the lake’s famed crystal clear waters. But political
forces never understood the science that dirt was good for the lake, as long as it stayed on
the land. Instead, they carved out overrides and ignored public uses, and the impervious
coverage then led to a loss of lake clarity and purity. The TRPA has attempted to
implement the soil conservation threshold over time, but never, until this administration
of the agency, has there been such a wholesale effort to re-define, re-interpret and
otherwise render it meaningless.
At the same time, new science has become much more widespread, the knowledge of the
role of impervious cover on aquatic systems has been measured, and local and state
governments have used that science to re-design stormwater systems, moving to infiltrate
more and, at the same time, collect and discharge less.
The seminal 2003 monograph of 225 science studies on the Impacts of Impervious Cover
on Aquatic Systems (footnote above) has been the impetus for the State of Washington,
the State of Maryland, and the San Francisco Bay Area, among many, to protect their
waters from the impacts of urban development.
But Tahoe, sitting on the shores of one of the few National Outstanding Resource Waters
in the entire country, has not been shown the same respect. The agency charged with
Tahoe’s protection has produced a document that will assure that its fate as an aging
beauty is sealed.
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STEAM ENVIRONMENT ZONE (SEZ)

Stream Environment Zones are the second part of the Soil Conservation Threshold. The
threshold requires, through preservation and restoration of a percentage of SEZs, a 5
percent total increase in the area of naturally functioning SEZ lands.
Code of Ordinances 90.2 provides a definition of SEZs that is tortured at best and hard to
track down:
“Stream Environment Zone
Generally an area that owes its biological and physical characteristics to the
presence of surface or ground water. The precise definition is an area determined
to be an SEZ by application of the criteria set forth in TRPA's Water Quality
Management Plan for the Lake Tahoe Region, Volume III, SEZ Protection and
Restoration Program, dated November 1988. The criteria for identifying SEZs in
Section 53.9 shall be used for purposes of implementing IPES.”
The accurate definition provided by the Bailey Land Capability map, (1971) from which
the term SEZ devolved to describe Class 1B lands, is different:
“1.b. Poor Natural Drainage – These lands are naturally wet and poorly drained.
Interchange between surface water and ground water systems occurs here.
These
areas – represented by streams, marshes, flood plains, meadows, and beaches - - are
critical in management and protection of water resources. In principle, land use policy
for these areas should reflect the roles of floodwater and sediment storage, wildlife
habitat, and fish spawning grounds.” (Cite)
Note that the Bailey definition includes the important values of flood plains and
floodwater, which is conspicuously missing from the proposed Code definition in 53.9.
This deliberate change is also an indication that the agency is still not accounting for
climate change in its review of soils, and does not acknowledge the now well-known
increase in major floods around the world as documented on TV and in scientific
journals.
RELEVANCE
Interestingly, the Relevance section of Chapter 5 does note that “encroachment on these
areas [SEZ] reduces their potential to filter sediment and nutrients, and also reduces the
amount of surface runoff they can effectively treat.” It also recognizes “flood flow
capacity” of SEZ.
The Relevance section also notes that SEZs affect all the other thresholds in beneficial
ways.
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The significant problem for the TRPA is that only 546 acres of SEZ have been restored in
the 29-30 years, since the goal was adopted, or a less than a 50% success rate. The
Threshold Standard was intended to achieve full restoration within the 20-year lifetime of
the 1987 Regional Plan. Each prior Threshold review concluded with commitments to
restore more SEZ. This Review Chapter concludes with a recommendation to add
vegetation restoration as a SEZ restoration in order to make their job easier, not to do a
better job of protecting the lake and seven of the eight other thresholds.
The suggestion is a good one, but is more oriented toward maintaining healthy vegetation
than achieving restoration of naturally effective functioning SEZ. The suggestion should
be made for the Vegetation Preservation Threshold.
TREND AND CONFIDENCE
The Trend part of the Soil Conservation Threshold Review notes that the average SEZ
restoration rate has been 17.6 acres per year, which is termed “moderate improvement”!
Achievement of less than 50% of a total is simply, by mathematics or by plain English,
not a moderate improvement. Looked at as a cold analytical calculation, less than 50% is
not even a passing grade, and, in plain English, is pathetic.
Fortunately, the Chapter does note that while the agency has a high confidence in the
number of acres counted, “the effectiveness of these projects for achieving the restoration
objective of restoring ‘natural hydrologic function’ is ‘unknown’ [TRPA emphasis]
because effectiveness monitoring efforts have not been sufficiently implemented. In fact,
no monitoring for effectiveness has been implemented and the document should note that
as the relevant fact, instead of implying that there is some deficiency in the non-existent
sufficiency of the failure to implement monitoring of yet another threshold standard.
The lack of monitoring then results in the Overall Confidence statement that “there is low
confidence in our understanding of the effectiveness of SEZ restoration efforts.” And
that is almost true. – in fact, the agency cannot have any confidence in an issue for which
there is no effectiveness data..
NEW SOIL SURVEY
Chapter 5 of the Threshold Review focuses as well on the wetness of the SEZ lands.
There is a significant error in that approach, in that over the past forty years, precipitation
has been less than in the years leading up to 1971, as reported in the annual DWR’s
California Water Project Bulletins. Thus it is an error to make decisions based on recent
history for precipitation, when century-long cycles can change significantly. For
example, the east side of the Sierra suffered through a 150-year long drought from the
early 1200s to about 1350. And in the years including the 30s.to 60s, water was plentiful.
For TRPA to act as if the Tahoe basin would not be in a wet cycle again is certainly
folly. One has only to watch the extreme gyrations in weather that have brought massive
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floods to places around the world, to realize that Tahoe floodplains may very well flood
again.
FAILURE TO SUBTRACT NEW PERRMANENT DISTURBANCE TO SEZ SINCE
1980
Table 5.5 shows the restoration projects completed since 1980, based on the initial setting
of 1100 acres as the amount to be restored from the records reported in earlier documents.
The Threshold Standards did not assume that permanent disturbance would be also added
at the same time.
The amount of acres officially exempted or ignored from permanently covered additional
SEZ – including roads, road-widening, public works facilities, ski areas, driveways,
beach development, and marina expansions, parking lot expansions, and corporation
yard expansions is not counted against the restoration. But that makes the restoration
target pale in the face of ever-encroaching new SEZ developments. The agency is likely
reluctant to develop that adverse information, but in terms of the basin’s water quality
and the importance of the SEZ in filtering, retaining, and spreading out stormwater
runoff, these encroachments do reduce the value of the restoration that has been done.
The threshold standard was and is to restore a percent of disturbed, developed and
subdivided “to attain a 5 percent total increase in the area of naturally functioning SEZ
lands.” TRPA Resolution 82-11, Soil Conservation.
The addition of new disturbance in whatever form alters the initial size of the pie and
adds to those lands that were identified for the 1982 Resolution. That number of
disturbed, developed and subdivided lands appears to be 22,000 acres. That is the size of
the pie, from which the 5% number must be attained. Further development, coverage,
including roads, road widening, ski area facilitiy expansion, parking lot expansion,
corporate yard expansion, public works projects and facilities, airport expansions, and all
other encroachments on SEZ must be added to the 22,000 acres before the total reported
in Chapter 5 is subtracted from the 5%.
Here we have an exacerbation of the problem of the TRPA’s efforts to reduce the amount
of countable acres of SEZ in the basin, by removing floodplains from the count of SEZ
acres. Reduced acres equals reduced amount to restore. That action would help the level
of achievement of the threshold appear to be closer to attainment, and would also reduce
the amount of land with restrictions on building, thereby meeting the agency’s goal of
expanding the opportunities for more development.
OVERALL COMMENTS and REFERENCES TO MODERN EFFORTS TO
RESTORE RIPARIAN AREAS
The SEZ threshold report describes stream environment zones and their role in the Tahoe
ecosystem quite well especially as relates to their ability to filter stormwater pollutants.
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The TRPA, obligated as it is to protect and restore SEZ, should be committed to finding
more acres of SEZ to restore, rather than produce reports such as Chapter 5 that attempt
to explain away acres of SEZ that otherwise should be restored in the urban areas and to
count public land restoration toward their total restored, in order to reduce the total left to
the TRPA under the threshold standard.
There are many acres of former SEZ that have been filled, drained, intruded into, and
paved that could be restored as is done in many other communities, including Napa, Los
Angeles, Berkeley, El Cerrito, Susanville, and even Markleeville. The “Y” at the south
shore of the Tahoe Basin was once almost an island - - there are many opportunities
between the headwaters of the drainage that meanders though that area and the eventual
discharge to the lake to widen, remove pavement, open up culverts, and other work to
daylight these areas that is substantially less expensive than the major stream and marsh
restorations and which have the potential to greatly expand infiltration of stormwater
runoff. Many of the 52 intervening areas that drain into the lake would provide
opportunities, plus areas equally disturbed that empty into streams and rivers that empty
into the lake. As the State Water Resources Control Board notes in its film “Slow the
Flow”, it is less expensive to treat water at the source.
The State Resources Water Quality Control Board has adopted a Slow the Flow program
in its Stormwater Runoff Program and helps communities to daylight and restore
stormwater drainages.
Chapter 5, to accurately review the Soil Conservation Threshold for SEZs, must analyze
both the change in definition and interpretation of the SEZ threshold in terms of a new
focus on a more inclusive version focused on restoration.
Comments on Noise – 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report, RPU DEIS and RTP
DEIR/S:
Noise is often defined simply as unwanted sound. Quiet, the absence of noise, is a
significantly important value that is unfortunately difficult to quantify. However, most of
us rely on quiet for our own physical and mental health.107 Consider visitors to the Basin
who go hiking, camping, kayaking, etc., in order to get away from the noise and
congestion of more populated areas to enjoy the “peace and quiet” Tahoe has to offer.
Consider residents who struggle to afford to live in the Basin amid high-priced living
expenses so they can enjoy Tahoe’s unique beauty and “peace and quiet.” In fact, the
following information recently printed in the Sacramento Bee provides a good summary
of these issues:
“Reports by the World Health Organization in 1995 and 1999 found that
“community noise” – including sounds from traffic, airplanes, construction, rock
concerts, and motorboats – can affect work productivity, hamper sleep, cause
spikes in blood pressure and even harm the ability of schoolchildren to learn.
Some of us are more sensitive than others to the psychological and physical
107
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effects of noise, the report notes, including the elderly and people with anxiety
disorders.” Further, many residents of the Sacramento area responded to the Bee’s
earlier request for comments about noise by stating their frustration over the loss
of “quieter, more peaceful areas to enjoy”…(www.sacbee.com).
According to public input, Tahoe is expected to provide a quieter, more peaceful area
to enjoy. Although noise planning has often been given less attention (and planning
resources) than, for example, water quality or air quality planning, noise levels are
important to all who live in or visit Lake Tahoe. People have expressed their concerns
with noise in the Basin for years. When TRPA and the other Pathway 2007 agencies
sought out public input at workshops in 2005, the public clearly expressed a desire that
the Basin be quieter than other areas, and that the noise levels in the Basin be reduced
(compared to existing levels) so that this desire could be met.
“Public opinion, derived through Pathway 2007 outreach efforts reflect:
• Desires that noise levels in general be reduced and that there is an expectation
that noise levels in the Lake Tahoe region be quieter than in outside areas.
• Specific to noise from watercraft, the public in general expressed the desire
that there be a reduction from existing noise levels. Varying suggestions from
non-boaters was received on how noise levels could be reduced. Comments
were also recorded suggesting no new watercraft restrictions be adopted if no
other environmental issues are present (reflecting a need to solicit additional
public input on this issue).
• Specific to noise from on-highway vehicles, the public expressed a uniformly
strong desire to reduce traffic noise.
• There was a general desire to reduce noise from off-highway and over-snow
vehicles, however some comments were received opposing prohibitions on
off-highway vehicles.
• A general desire to minimize noise from aircraft using the Lake Tahoe
Airport. Also a general desire to regulate noise coming from other noise
sources such as from snowmaking operations, outdoor concerts, and from
construction activities.
• There were numerous public comments supporting noise enforcement
standards within the Lake Tahoe region.”108
Unfortunately, the noise program has been poorly funded and often considered an “add
on” of sorts. Noise requirements have been poorly enforced, if at all. As a result, the
Tahoe Basin has continued to be subjected to ever-increasing noise levels. With the RPU
DEIS, TRPA proposes to make matters worse, adding more people, traffic, and other
noise-generating sources, yet at the same time, taking no responsibility for these impacts,
as we discuss further in these comments. However, to summarize:109
Single Event:

108
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http://www.enviroincentives.com/Pathway2007_Eval_Report.pdf
This is a very basic summary; our detailed comments address the full suite of factors involved.
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- Aircraft Noise:
- Watercraft Noise:
- On-Road110 Vehicles:
- Off-Road111 Vehicles:

TRPA does not appear willing to enforce aircraft
requirements;
TRPA says it can not enforce noise requirements because it
lacks police power;
TRPA says it can not enforce noise requirements because it
lacks police power;
TRPA says it can not enforce noise requirements because it
lacks police power;

Community Level (CNEL):
- All CNEL
TRPA says the standards are too confusing.
Construction:

TRPA says it does not count because it is exempt during
daytime hours.

Historically, a relatively low noise level was an attribute of the Lake Tahoe Basin that
was enjoyed by both visitors and residents. However, even going back over 20 years, the
trend of increasing noise was recognized. The “Report for the Establishment of
Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities” (TRPA, 1982) indicated that background
noise in the Region was rising as a result of increased levels of human activity. In fact,
Congress recognized the importance of noise when creating TRPA’s 1980 Compact,
which required the development of noise thresholds as well. Article II (i) specifically
calls for noise thresholds to be developed:
“(i) “Environmental threshold carrying capacity” means an environmental
standard necessary to maintain a significant scenic, recreational, educational,
scientific or natural value of the region or to maintain public health and safety
within the region. Such standards shall include but not be limited to standards for
air quality, water quality, soil conservation, vegetation preservation and noise.”
In the earlier stages of the Pathway 2007 Regional Plan Update process, TRPA initiated
public workshops and surveys to obtain feedback from the public regarding noise
concerns in the Basin. These were eventually incorporated into the update documents
(Pathway 2007 Draft Report, link above), and the public was provided with the following
draft vision statements:

110
111

All on-road motor vehicles, including motorcycles.
OHVs, snowmobiles, off-road motorcycles, etc.
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The proposed Desired Conditions 1 and 2 from the Pathway 2007 process are
modifications of the original value statements:
DC 1 [& 2]: Single event [and cumulative] noise levels are controlled to preserve
the serenity of the community and neighborhood and provide abundant quiet
recreation areas.
The proposed DC 3 relates to the protection of wildlife from noise:
DC 3: Noise levels are controlled to protect wildlife.
In summary, the public has made their desires very clear: Tahoe is to be quieter than
other areas. Thus, it is surprising to see no proposed changes to the Noise threshold
standards that would seek to improve conditions. Rather, as discussed below, TRPA
appears to be complacent, ignoring aircraft noise, writing off single event noise, and
focusing on how ‘difficult’ it is to attain the CNEL standards. When will TRPA start to
follow the Compact’s intent, and the public’s interest?
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Specific Comments on 2011 Noise Threshold Evaluation:
TRPA begins the 2011 Noise TER chapter with the following:
“Noise, by definition, is “unwanted sound,” and is therefore a subjective reaction to
acoustical energy or sound levels. Due to the rural nature of the communities and the
pristine natural areas in the Lake Tahoe Basin, sound levels that would go unnoticed
in a highly urban or industrial environment outside the Tahoe Basin are likely to be
considered noise, and have the potential to negatively impact community ambiance,
recreational experience, and wildlife behavior.”
We agree, however add that noise has been shown to affect human health as well, and
this should be noted in the Report. We further refer to our comments on the 2006 TER
and 2007 EA:
Noise is often defined simply as unwanted sound. Quiet, the absence of noise, is a
significantly important value that is unfortunately difficult to quantify. However,
most of us rely on quiet for our own physical and mental health. It has always been
recognized that Tahoe’s unique and beautiful environment should be protected from
noise. At least, the noise level in the Basin is expected to be quieter than in outside
areas. Congress recognized this necessity in TRPA’s Compact by specifically
requiring the development of noise standards.
Single Event Noise Standards:
In line with the pattern TRPA has taken in other threshold categories, TRPA diminishes
the importance of the single event noise standards by the portrayal of 14 indicators under
the Single Event Noise “Indicator Reporting Category.” (p. 10-5). In previous threshold
evaluations, single event noise was divided into two indicators: aircraft, and other single
events (which included Watercraft, On-Road motor vehicles, Off-road motor vehicles,
motorcycles and snowmobiles – 5 source categories). Thus, more attention was paid to
these sources.
However, using statistics and aggregation of indicators (although TRPA explains historic
aggregation as one of the reasons it has changed its methodology), TRPA diminishes the
importance of each source, including aircraft. We refer to detailed comments on
statistical manipulations in the air quality comments as further examples of the impacts of
the ‘new’ review methodology.

Aircraft Noise: N-1:
Noise is not cumulative, over time, like air pollution. It does not ‘build up’ in the
atmosphere and then require time to dissipate. In the case of aircraft noise, noise
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exceedances would be expected to significantly decrease by mere enforcement of
the standards.
The 2011 Threshold Evaluation Report includes the following:
Overall average number of aircraft generated single noise event exceedances/day
(exceedance rate) reported by City of South Lake Tahoe Airport (2008 to 2010),
and at Barton Beach measured by TRPA (2009 to 2011). Overall exceedance rate
ranged from 0.037/day (1 exceedance every 26.7 days) in 2008 to 0.171 (1
exceedance every 5.8 days) in 2010. Source: City of South Lake Tahoe Airport,
TRPA noise monitoring data.
First, upon what basis was it decided the number of exceedances/day was a more
appropriate ‘rate’ to evaluate than number of exceedances/number of flights/day?
Although we do not have the daily number of flights and exceedances, a glimpse at
the annual data reveals that as there are fewer flights as of 2010, the number of
exceedances has increased:
Airport Noise - Annual Values, 2008-2010
Year

Traffic
(Total
Flights)

2007a

28,035

2008
2009
2010

22,333
23,540
20,249

Total
Exceedances

Total
Community
Events

Total
A/C
Events

A/C
Inaudible/
Unidentified

A/C
Exempt/
Military/
Medical

A/C
within 1
dBA
Reporting
Limit

A/C in
Noise
testing
regime

A/C
Notified

Noise
Complaints

1,540
1,109
1,879

1,417
691
1,486

123
417
393

27
65
66

41
199
193

16
31
24

9
5
1

66
86
75

12
3
7

a Airport reports to TRPA were provided upon request to TRPA. The 2008 Annual Report provided the total traffic numbers for 2007, but
no noise information was provided.
b No information was included regarding how the CSLT determined the sources of noise events.

Therefore, if one considered the number of violations per number of flights on an
annual basis, 0.55% of the total number of flights in 2008 violated the standard,
1.77% in 2009, and 1.94% of the flights in 2010 violated the standard. Thus, even as
the total number of flights have decreased, the number of aircraft violating the
standards has increased, suggesting louder aircraft are using the airport more
frequently.
Discounting what the CSLT has reported as “Exempt/Military/Medical” would result
in the following ratios: 0.37% of 2008 non-exempt flights exceeded the standard,
0.93% in 2009, and 0.99% in 2010.
However, the frequency of exceedances should also be evaluated, and if one
examines the quarterly data, 2010 shows:
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Airport Noise - Quarterly Values, 2009-2010

Year

2009

2010

Quarter

Traffic
(Total
Flights)

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

2,531
3,553
13,140
4,316
3,783
3,065
12,017
3,885

A/C
Total A/C
Exempt/
Exceedance
Military/
Events
Medical
52
100
196
69
65
55
237
36

25
42
72
44
26
25
123
19

Number of
Exceedances
due to
Aircraft
(Non-exempt)
27
58
124
25
39
30
114
17

Although this is not intended to substitute for an actual analysis, this information was
assembled to show the importance of evaluating different parameters. Questions
should include when are the exceedances occurring, why, what are the frequencies of
exposures to nearby residents and visitors during any given time of year, and so on?
Further, it is common to spend time outdoors in the summer months in Tahoe, and to
have windows open in lieu of air conditioning. Therefore, what are the exposure
levels during these warmer months - when people are more likely to either be outside
in their yards and/or have their windows open, likely resulting in louder impacts from
aircraft? These are the type of questions that need to be assessed to understand the
true impacts of aircraft noise on humans.
Further, how many of the aircraft which violated the standard have manufacturing
specs that suggest the aircraft would meet Tahoe’s noise standards? How many did
not? A review of the available reports indicates relatively few aircraft that exceeded
noise standards were undergoing noise testing regimes. Is the CSLT regulating for
aircraft noise levels, or simply hoping for the best?
The 2011 TER continues:
Confidence
Status – There is “moderate” confidence in the current status because although
TRPA data were collected according to methods prescribed in TRPA’s Shorezone
Noise Monitoring Program (and reviewed by a noise expert), procedures for the
Airport Monitoring Program are different than those used by TRPA. TRPA noise
monitoring equipment is regularly calibrated, and sample design and effort is
documented (TRPA 2009).
Did the Airport’s noise testing measures meet the requirements listed in the noise
standards for aircraft? How were they ‘different’ from the Shorezone data collection?
Why is this relevant? Does it make the aircraft noise monitoring data invalid, and if
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so, why would TRPA approve a monitoring network for the airport that it does not
feel accurately monitors for aircraft noise?
The Interim Target states:
Interim Target – Based on the current trend of this indicator, it is predicted that
the exceedance rate will increase. However, by the next evaluation period, the
interim target is expected to demonstrate a flattening in trend as a result of TRPA
and other partners’ efforts to work with the airport to find solutions to mitigate
Noise Threshold Standard exceedances.
How many years ago did TRPA adopt the noise threshold standards for aircraft?
Clearly well before the 2001 TER was developed, which included the following
language in the Compliance Forms adopted by the TRPA Governing Board:
1. STANDARD
TRPA threshold - departures (all aircraft): 80 dBA at 6,500 meters from
start to takeoff roll. 77.1 dBA at 6,500 meters from start to takeoff roll
between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m. TRPA threshold - arrivals: 84 dBA at 2,000
meters from the runway threshold approach (general aviation and
commuter aircraft). 86 dBA at 2,000 meters from the runway threshold
approach (transport category aircraft). 77.1 dBA (all aircraft) 2,000 meters
from the runway threshold approach between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m.
Note: Within ten years after adoption of the airport master plan, the single
- event noise standard for all arrivals shall be 80 dBA
The Airport Master Plan Settlement Agreement was dated 1992. Therefore, in 2002,
the standard became 80 dBA for all aircraft between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. What more is
it going to take for TRPA to enforce its noise threshold standards? Further, what will
TRPA do differently now that will actually make this happen, as opposed to what
TRPA has or has not done since 2002 to enforce the 80 dBA standard? This appears
to be yet another area TRPA slides by through putting off enforcement to some future
date. Had TRPA been enforcing this standard up until now, what would the trend line
look like?
Target Attainment Date – Based on the current trend of this indicator, a target
attainment date for Threshold Standard attainment cannot be accurately estimated.
Does this mean TRPA acknowledges it will continue not to enforce its own threshold
standard? Is this why the 2012 RPU DEIS Noise analysis lists the old noise standard
for aircraft (p. 3.6-4 and -5)?
Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions – TRPA has
adopted aircraft type limitations for the Lake Tahoe Airport based on tested
arrival and departure decibel levels. TRPA has also established Noise Threshold
Standards for arrival and departures, depending on time of day/night. The City of
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South Lake Tahoe has published noise abatement guidelines for all pilots located
on the South Lake Tahoe Airport website.
Besides establishing the standards in the first place, what else has TRPA done to
“Improve Conditions?” What does the CSLT do, besides maintain a website with
noise information? Do pilots get fined? Restricted? Or do they just get letters letting
them know they exceeded the standard?
Effectiveness of Programs and Actions – Existing programs do not appear
sufficiently effective at achieving adopted Threshold Standards based on the
evaluation of available data.
We ask whether Programs and Actions have not been effective because TRPA has not
enforced the standard? And the CSLT has not complied with the Settlement
Agreement it signed?
What about the Brown-Buntin Associates report which evaluated the aircraft that
were expected to meet the 80 dBA standard? 112 The BBA report in fact states: “the
Lake Tahoe Airport Master Plan requires that within ten years of its adoption the
single-event noise standard for all arrivals shall be 80 dBA. This analysis examines
the effects of implementation of the 80 dBA arrival noise level standard.” Has TRPA
incorporated this into its evaluation of noise in any way? Or looked at 2011 aircraft
noise technology?
Recommendation for Additional Actions – Further noise mitigation measures
may be necessary to achieve existing zero exceedance aircraft Noise Threshold
Standards. For example, further restricting aircraft type, flight frequency and/or
the time of day aircraft are allowed to take-off and land may aid in mitigating
aircraft noise. Alternatively, an investigation may be necessary to determine if
existing Threshold Standards are achievable given today’s aircraft noise-reduction
technologies (i.e., the types of aircraft using the airport may not be capable of
achieving adopted noise standards). Although there is an established monitoring
plan for single noise events for aircraft at the Lake Tahoe Airport, discrepancies
of applicable Threshold Standards exist between the City of South Lake Tahoe
and TRPA (i.e., 77 dBA Lmax vs. 80 dBA Lmax). In order to obtain higher
confidence in status and trend evaluation, monitoring of aircraft needs to be
standardized between monitoring parties.
TRPA suggests further restrictions on “aircraft type, flight frequency, and/or time of
day…may aid in mitigating noise.” How much would simple enforcement of the
existing TRPA noise standards ‘mitigate’ noise?
We also note the passive way TRPA has described the following: “i.e., the types of
aircraft using the airport may not be capable of achieving adopted noise standards.”
112

This report was provided to member of the Noise Technical Working Group, titled: “Brown-Buntin
Associates, Inc., TRPA Noise Thresholds Analysis” (7/23/02).
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Perhaps the types of aircraft using the Airport should not be using the Airport? How
many flights of the same variety (e.g. charter, commuter, etc.) are available that do
meet the standard? Has TRPA evaluated this? Why is the monitoring of aircraft not
standardized between parties? According to what legal opinion did the noise
standards stop applying to the airport?
We acknowledge some exceedances may occur initially, perhaps when an aircraft’s
manufacturing specs have noted a certain noise level and Tahoe-specific factors cause
this aircraft to generate more noise. But, in this case, what if TRPA developed a control
measure that requires follow-up to every single event aircraft exceedance that is not due
to military (exempt) or emergency aircraft.113 The noise standard would not be changed,
and the indicator would continue to prohibit any exceedances. Aircraft that can not meet
the 80 dBA are not allowed to use the Airport (as required in the standard). If this has
been knowingly violated, actions, including fines, must be taken. For other situations,
TRPA has the information available to develop, through a full public process, guidelines
that might allow for the dismissal of fines or other guidance. 114 Regardless, the end result
would be aircraft meet the noise standards and noise levels in Lake Tahoe are reduced, as
intended by the Compact.
However, if an exceedance occurred and there was no follow-up or review, then it would
count against attainment status. This is not a ‘new’ concept. TRPA recommended it in
2001:
“TRPA recommends developing procedures for airport noise and other single
events to determine when noise events should be considered or excluded in
evaluating noise thresholds.”
However, TRPA has failed to follow-up on this, and includes no consideration of this
alternative approach in the 2011 TER, or in the RPU DEIS. Instead, TRPA repeatedly
precedes the term ‘standard’ with ‘the no-exceedance’ or ‘zero exceedance’ standard,
descriptors which have not been used in previous threshold evaluations. Combined with
explanations about how difficult it is to meet these ‘zero-exceedance’ standards, the TER
biases the reader against the zero-exceedance standard, making it difficult for anyone
unfamiliar with the past noise evaluations to come to any conclusion other than to agree
it’s impossible to ever achieve these ‘zero-exceedance’ standards. This would be
expected to result in apathy – if it can never be achieved, why try so hard to achieve it?
This concept appears to dominate the threshold evaluation in all cases, since TRPA
proposes very little action, if any, to actually reduce noise and improve enforcement of
the standards.
113

Although the CSLT may have no authority over military aircraft, nothing prohibits
TRPA or the CSLT from addressing noise from military flights in some way. We note the
2001 TER recommended: “TRPA should re-evaluate the threshold and consider adding
an exemption for military aircraft, or seek cooperation from the military to reduce flights
(August 2002).”
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Has TRPA considered proposals that would help reduce noise, rather than write it off
because ‘it’s simply not possible to never have even one exceedance?’ Surprising to
readers who may only be reviewing the 2011 TER would be TRPA’s recommendations
to address these issues going back to the first TER (1991):
1991 TER:

1996 TER:115
Implement the noise mitigation measures listed in the South Lake Tahoe Airport
Master Plan.
2001 TER:
115

The 1996 Recommendation was found in the “Status of 1996 Recommendations” section in the 2001
TER.
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A relatively low noise level is an attribute of the Lake Tahoe Basin that is enjoyed
by both visitors and residents. However, the study, Report for the Establishment
of Environmental Threshold Carrying Capacities (TRPA, 1982) indicated that
background noise in the Region was rising as a result of increased levels of
human activity. TRPA’s noise thresholds are based on achieving the following
objectives as they relate to noise:
1. Reduce or eliminate those activities in the Basin that produce damaging or
distressing noise levels; and
2. Provide for community and neighborhood tranquility.
N-1 [Aircraft]:
1. TRPA should re-evaluate the threshold and consider adding an exemption for
military aircraft, or seek cooperation from the military to reduce flights (August
2002).
2. TRPA will work with the South Lake Tahoe Airport to implement the reduced
arrival noise levels (August 2002).
3. TRPA should clarify the threshold to establish when noise measurements apply
to threshold attainment (August 2002).
Detailed recommendations found in the 2001 TER, Appendix B, include the
following “Products”:
“TRPA will develop procedures for evaluating military flights as they apply to
threshold attainment.”
“TRPA, with the assistance of Brown Buntin Associates, Inc., the South Lake
Tahoe Airport, the Noise Working Group and other local and state agencies
will develop guidelines for the airport to determine the applicability of certain
flights to threshold attainment.”
Where is the follow-up to these recommendations? It appears, according to the
2006 TER (see below), that actions were taken, but never resolved. Why not? Did
TRPA simply give up after 2006?
2006 TER
Unfortunately, the only recommendations in the 2006 TER were to re-initiate the
noise monitoring the City and TRPA were supposed to be doing all along (in fact,
the response to the “Status of the 1996 Recommendations in the 2001 TER was
quite familiar:
“Although the noise monitoring system was put in place prior to the 1996
Evaluation, the monitoring equipment fell into disrepair. By January 2000,
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the program was fully operational. Some work is needed in establishing
monitoring and testing procedures.”
The 2006 TER status and recommendations included:
The 10 year phase in of the 80 dBA noise standard is complete and is therefore
the 80 dBA standard is in effect. As to developing procedures for allowing noise
exceedances in special weather conditions none were promulgated due to the fact
that the parties to the settlement agreement found it difficult to agree on this
exemption.
The proposed 2006 interim targets for this indicator are as follows:
1. By September 2007, the City of Lake Tahoe shall commit funding for airport
noise monitoring equipment.
2. By October 2009, reestablish the noise monitoring equipment at the airport.
3. By 2011, complete the evaluation of the two years of monitoring data.
Threshold Target Dates
The proposed target date for threshold attainment is 2012.
Yet the RPU/RTP draft documents make no such reference to this, and in fact include
the expanded use of the Airport in Alternatives 1, 3, 4, and 5 in the RPU DEIS. These
transit ‘packages’ include “City of South Lake Tahoe (TVL) Aviation Capital”116 and
the RTP Public Draft (p. 4-20) explains:
“Current plans at Lake Tahoe Airport include annual improvements averaging
approximately $1.5 million for runway, apron, and taxiway rehabilitation projects,
new and expanded buildings, and an estimated $800,000 for annual operating
costs.”
The CSLT Fiscal Year 2011/2012 Annual Budget117 also includes expanded service:
“…there is renewed interest and opportunity to reestablish commuter air service
at the South Lake Tahoe Airport. Innovative funding options will be explored,
comparable air service in similar communities will be solicited and local
partnerships with the Gaming Alliance and Heavenly Resorts will be leveraged to
attract commuter air service to South Lake Tahoe.
Performance Measures: A Plan of Action specifically designed to bring commuter
air service to South Lake Tahoe will be submitted to the City Manager in 2012.
Results of the evaluation of service provided in comparable communities will be
provided to the City Council and Airport Commission in 2012 and a partnership

116

RTP Public Draft, Figure 6-3: “Tier 1 Constrained Scenario Project List: Cost and Implementation
Steps” (p. 6-9)
117
http://ca-southlaketahoe.civicplus.com/DocumentCenter/Home/View/1445
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with the Gaming Alliance and Heavenly Resorts will be established by summer
2012 to restore commuter air service.”
What does this mean with regards to increased use of the airport, and resultant noise
levels? Which is it? Does TRPA intend to abandon any responsibility over noise from
the airport? How will this provide equal and superior protection? How will this meet
the public’s desire for a quieter environment in the Basin (see Pathway 2007 Reports
and documentation, including noise survey data, all of which are TRPA documents).
Other Single Event Noise: N-2:
1991 TER:

2001 TER:
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“TRPA, with the input of the Noise Working Group and other consultants, shall
develop a more thorough CNEL monitoring program, shall create and implement
consistent noise monitoring program for single and community noise events, and
shall re-evaluate the thresholds for the traffic corridors. Noise measurements need
to be performed more often, perhaps on an annual basis, in order to determine if
standards are being met…Product: Appropriate noise thresholds and control
programs to be included in the 2007 Regional Plan.”
The 2006 TER notes the following:
[N-2]:
The 2001 interim target for this threshold stated that; “No more than five
monitored single-event noise occurrences per year by December 2003”. Because
more than five single event noise violations were recorded, the interim threshold
target was not achieved.
Threshold Target Dates
The proposed target date for threshold attainment is 2012.
…2006 Status Evaluation Relative to Threshold Attainment Schedules
Threshold Interim Target Status
The 2001 interim target for this threshold stated that an interagency noise
enforcement MOU would be adopted by June 30, 2003, a 2004 Noise Work
program would be completed by June 30, 2001, and roadway pavement testing
would be conducted by March 2003. The TRPA completed the 2004 Noise Work
Program. However, the remaining targets were not completed.
Threshold Target Dates
The proposed target date for threshold attainment is 2012.
…[2006] Threshold Recommended Changes
The proposed indicator combines the N-1 Single Event Noise (Aircraft) indicator
with the N-2 Single Event Noise (other than aircraft) into a single indicator named
N-1 Single Event Noise Sources. This was done primarily to simplify the
threshold and limit the number of indicators within the noise threshold. For the
most part, very limited changes are proposed for this indicator. These changes fall
into three primary categories: (1) change in indicators, (2) adoption of a single set
of standards Basin-wide for all single event noises, and (3) improvement of the
existing standards.
The public along with the technical working group expressed concern that the
major challenge with the current threshold was lack of monitoring and
enforcement. To address this, new indicators were developed for each of the
single event noise sources. These indicators were specifically designed to monitor
the enforcement and monitoring activities of the Basin agencies in order to
provide valuable information on where resources should be allocated for the best
possible impact. The proposed indicators include:
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• Number of exceedances of the noise standard by noise source.
• Number of corrective actions taken by noise source.
• Percentage of planned monitoring completed by noise source.
Additional changes to the Single Event Noise Sources include the
recommendation for the adoption of California’s single event noise sources noise
standards Basinwide. California’s noise standards are considered the most
progressive, and are necessary to preserve the serenity of the community and
neighborhood.
What happened to these recommendations? The 2011 TER makes little to no mention
of this, instead consistently reiterating the ‘zero exceedance’ standard for single event
noise sources and including no discussion of any review of the indicators. We
reiterate points made in comments on aircraft above for this category related to the
alternatives TRPA could and should consider related to the noise standards, that
would encourage noise reduction, enforce policies and regulations, result in actual
follow-up to exceedances (which would be expected to, over time, to help reduce
noise), and other options that would help reduce single event noise. Instead, it appears
TRPA has abandoned all attempts at improving the noise threshold attainment,
instead complaining again about how the ‘zero-exceedance’ standard can not be met,
but making no suggestions about alternatives that could actually lead to reduced
noise.
The 2001 TER included several recommendations as well (inserted below), and
although we are encouraged by TRPA’s implementation of at least some noise
monitoring over the recent years, the 2011 TER continues to recommend the need for
more monitoring and/or consistent methods. Further, the 2011 TER only discusses
watercraft and aircraft, therefore the public is provided no information regarding the
other sources of single event noise, or what TRPA’s recommendations will be, and so
on. In the meantime, ten years have passed, and noise continues to be a problem.
2001 N-2 [Other Single Event Noise]:
1. TRPA, with the input of the Noise Working Group and other consultants, shall
create and implement a consistent noise monitoring program for single and
community noise events. (See Recommendation D in Section III of the 2001
Threshold Noise Evaluation) [March 2004].
3. TRPA shall adopt measurement protocols that allow for boat noise enforcement
(see Section III for details). (November 2002).
4. TRPA should develop and implement a program to study the effects of noise on
wildlife. (December 2002)
5. Utilizing data from the above wildlife study, TRPA shall adopt standards in
cooperation with the U.S. Forest Service for wilderness and non-Urban areas
(December 2004).
[Interim Target]:
By 12/03, no more than 5 single event noise occurrences per year.
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Noise Single Event Standards and TRPA’s Role:
Although TRPA had made attempts in the past to improve the Noise Thresholds and
increase monitoring, both of which could support actions to reduce noise and attain
standards, we also note that with regards to all non-aircraft single event standards,
there appears to be no significant changes made to reduce noise from these sources.
Although enforcement of the 600 foot No-Wake Zone was finally improved by
TRPA, TRPA has apparently instead blamed the conservation community for their
inability to conduct an adequate boating program.118 Regardless, for other sources of
noise, what did TRPA do to try to attain the ‘no more than five’ target? It appears
TRPA set an interim target, but did nothing to try to ensure it was met, other than
hope (and blame the failure on its lack of police authority). In the meantime, TRPA
proposes to increase the noise sources in the Basin (people, cars, equipment, off-road
recreational equipment, etc.), without any assessment of the impacts, yet apparently
without taking any responsibility for them either. If TRPA cannot enforce the
standards it has now, then TRPA needs to figure out what options are available to
meet the standards, implement those actions, then ensure they have worked (through
adequate, continuous monitoring), before TRPA adds more noise sources to the Basin
through the Regional Plan it does have authority to implement. This was also
suggested by Mr. Hunt in the peer review of the 2011 threshold evaluation (Appendix
E):
“The TRPA report also recommends that noise standards be eliminated in
instances where TRPA lacks the authority to enforce compliance (page 13-12).
The TRPA claims it does not have the “authority and capacity” to enforce some
standards as they lack the necessary “police powers or criminal authority to
temporarily arrest an individual”. This reviewer does not agree with this
recommendation as the TRPA may have other alternatives to consider in lieu of
elimination of standards. TRPA should consider delegating enforcement for
selected noise standards to local law enforcement officers and/or health agents
provided TRPA numerical standards are recognized by and/or incorporated into
the local statutes for each of the affected towns and counties in the Lake Tahoe
Region. Violations as confirmed my noise measurements could result in warnings
and fines levied against the offender.”
In the Recommendation for Additional Actions discussion on p. 10-11, TRPA takes
an underhanded ‘hit’ at the conservation community who filed a lawsuit against
TRPA regarding the 2008 Shorezone Amendments, which the courts agreed lacked
adequate analysis of impacts. Here, TRPA claims “TRPA could also re-enact a
prohibition on boats operating in the lake that have working, aftermarket exhaust
bypass systems. However, this rule was invalidated by a Court decision in 2008.”
But, this is not true. The court ruling did not change the noise standards for
watercraft. As TRPA itself notes on p. 10-4, “TRPA adopted Noise Threshold
Standards for these noise sources are the same as those adopted by state and local
jurisdictions, and represent noise levels from properly maintained and unmodified
118

We note it was not the Conservation Community who elected to adopt new Shorezone standards based
upon a flawed analysis. TRPA’s frustration, then, seems to be that the agency ‘got caught.’
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equipment.” Thus, so long as the Noise standards for watercraft apply, they dictate
the prohibition of watercraft that are using these aftermarket systems on the Lake.
Further, looking at this from another perspective, if a boat can meet the noise
standards with modified equipment, then it meets the noise standards, so what reason
would TRPA have to prohibit this boat on the Lake (at least, with regards to
noise119)? This misrepresentation of facts by TRPA is just another example of TRPA
misleading the public.
Cumulative Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) – N3:
As the Pathway 2007 Draft Report summarized, noise has been an integral part of
land use planning in the Basin. Or, at least the Compact required the adoption of
noise thresholds. Unfortunately, noise in the Basin has generally increased as more
people live here, visit here, and are active here, yet most environmental planning
resources have focused on other thresholds. In each five-year threshold evaluation
report, we see a common theme. Noise should be decreased, but we haven’t really
monitored it. Unfortunately, we have seen the more recent development of a more
apathy-based approach: we can’t enforce the standards for some number of reasons,
and we can’t afford to have an adequate monitoring plan, so we should re-evaluate
the standards (and of course, the recommendation to monitor always gets carried
forward as well).
“Based on the present monitoring record, it is unclear whether the broad scope of
CNEL non-attainment status is due to standards that cannot feasibly be achieved
under any circumstance because they are inconsistent with other allowed
standards and activities within the Regional Plan, or whether the absence of fully
reliable measurement protocols are leading to invalid or unreliable conclusions
about status, trend, and attainment. Given these uncertainties, the adopted Noise
Threshold Standards should be thoroughly evaluated, and necessary changes
considered to improve noise Threshold Standards within the Regional Plan’s
systems.” (2011 TER, p. 10-23).
Yet, as discussed in comments regarding the RPU analysis, TRPA responds to their
inability to enforce noise standards by proposing alternatives that will draw more
people and noise sources to the Basin. Clearly this will not achieve the desires
expressed during the Pathway 2007 process:
“Noise management has been an integral part of the land use planning and
environmental improvement process in the Lake Tahoe Basin since the
development of the TRPA environmental threshold carrying capacities. Visitors
and residents have expressed their concerns about the quality of the overall noise
environment (the lack of silence as well as the presence of perceived excessive
noise levels) from identifiable noise sources such as on-highway vehicles, offhighway vehicles, over-snow vehicles, watercraft and aircraft. In developed areas
119

We make this statement with regards to noise emissions only, since motorized watercraft do create
impacts to other TRPA thresholds (e.g. air and water quality).
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of the Basin, noise from highways may create annoyance or activity disturbance
such as speaking or sleeping. Noise from powered recreation equipment may also
interfere with the enjoyment of a quiet dependent recreation activity such as
hiking or cross-country skiing. Noise by definition, is “unwanted sound,” and is a
subjective reaction to acoustical energy or sound levels.”
Just as past evaluations have continued to include recommendations to reduce single
event noise, the same can be said for community noise as well.
1991 TER:

2001 TER:
N-3 [Community Noise]:
1. TRPA, with the input of the Noise Working Group and other consultants, shall
develop a more thorough CNEL monitoring program. Noise measurements need
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to be performed more often, perhaps on an annual basis, in order to determine if
standards are being met. (See recommendation D in Section V of the 2001
Threshold Noise Evaluation) [March 2004].
2. TRPA, with the input of the Noise Working Group and other consultants,
should re-evaluate the thresholds for the traffic corridors. Any threshold changes
should include corrections to the numeric values based upon roadway grades,
pavement conditions, etc. (March 2004).
3. To help attain the roadway standards, TRPA recommends that a test be
performed to evaluate different pavement types and their potential for noise
reduction. (March 2003).
N-3 2006 Attainment Schedule
[Interim Target]:
By June 30, 2003, adopt an interagency noise enforcement MOU. Complete a
2004 Noise Work program by June 30, 2002.
Conduct roadway pavement testing by March, 2003.
Appendix B includes:
“TRPA, with the input of the Noise Working Group and other consultants, shall
develop a more thorough CNEL monitoring program, shall create and implement
consistent noise monitoring program for single and community noise events, and
shall re-evaluate the thresholds for the traffic corridors. Noise measurements need
to be performed more often, perhaps on an annual basis, in order to determine if
standards are being met…Product: Appropriate noise thresholds and control
programs to be included in the 2007 Regional Plan.”
2006 TER
Table 9-5 shows the proposed standards for the cumulative noise levels. The
standards are divided into land use classifications and transportation corridors
which are defined as the width of the highway plus 300’ out from the curbs of the
highway. These standards are comparable to other areas with similar land uses
and no changes are proposed for either the 24-hour or the transportation noise
corridor standards at this time.
The addition of 1-hr standards for these areas is proposed. This standard is being
developed to address short duration noise sources that have been shown to impact
the desired condition for this indicator. The specific numbers for the proposed 1hr standards are currently being developed and therefore are not shown. This
change in indicator and standard is likely to be incorporated into the Regional
Plan after further analysis by TRPA.
Recommended Changes for 2006
The initial change would be to renumber this indicator as N-2. The second
recommendation would be to prioritize the current program and focus only on two
or three recommendations. The first priority would be to establish a noise
monitoring program for community event noises that would include monitoring
frequency and the protocols for the actual measurements. The second
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recommendation should be to develop a plan to monitor, evaluate and recommend
improvements to this threshold. Noise monitoring over the last four years
included a one time estimate of the CNEL levels for 9 out of the 180 plan areas.
As stated in previous threshold reports, improvements are needed in order to
manage the monitoring needs of this threshold. Similar to the single event noise
indicator, the third priority should be given to manage the noise associated with
traffic which is the primary source of CNEL violations.

2011 TER
In the 2011 TER, as expected, CNEL standards were found to be out of
attainment.120 Although some measurements were taken in 2011 and included in
some of the TER text, very little is known about the type, location, and extent of
monitoring that was done. Noise monitoring locations are noted on the small
regional maps (1 inch wide by 2 inches tall). Although this might provide readers
an idea of the general vicinity, clearly it is not sufficient to assess where
monitoring was conducted, and what other nearby activities or uses might affect
noise measurements. For example, if one is recording noise for the “Critical
Wildlife Habitat” category, were CNEL measurements affected by nearby
roadway noise? Distant watercraft noise? Nearby hikers? Although the status is
either attainment or non-attainment, information regarding the noise sources
during the measurements is necessary to assessing what actions to take in the
future.
Which, unfortunately, is yet another round of “we should do more in the future.”
Examples include, but are not limited to, the following excerpts from the TER:
Recommendation for Additional Actions – CNEL for the Critical Wildlife
Habitat land use category is out of attainment with the adopted Threshold
Standard. Enforcement of existing regulations by responsible jurisdictions may
aid in reducing CNEL, consistent with adopted Threshold Standards. Enhanced
enforcement could include the preparation of a critical wildlife habitat map that
could be used as outreach material to educate recreationists or operators of noiseinducing equipment. In addition, an improved monitoring and evaluation plan is
needed to guide future CNEL monitoring efforts. It is recommended that this plan
be comprised of a peer reviewed standardized methodology, which includes
protocol and procedures to be used in noise monitoring efforts Basin-wide.
120

“In general, indicators for the Cumulative Noise Events Indicator Reporting Category
indicate that the Regional status is somewhat worse than the established target, there was
little or no change in trend, and confidence in status and trend was determined to be low
to moderate (Figure 10-2).” [aka non-attainment].
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Recommendation for Additional Actions – CNEL for both land use categories
are out of attainment with the adopted Threshold Standard. Enhanced
enforcement of existing regulations by responsible jurisdictions may aid in
reducing CNEL consistent with adopted Threshold Standards, such as
enforcement of illegal vehicle noise modifications by state and local law
enforcement jurisdictions. In addition, an improved monitoring and evaluation
plan is needed to guide future CNEL monitoring efforts. It is recommended that
this plan be comprised of a peer reviewed standardized methodology, which
includes protocol and procedures to be used in noise monitoring efforts Basinwide.
Recommendation for Additional Actions – CNEL for all land use categories
and transportation corridors are out of attainment with the adopted Threshold
Standard. Enhanced enforcement of existing regulations by responsible
jurisdictions (e.g., enforcement of illegal vehicle noise modifications by state and
local law enforcement) may aid in reducing CNEL consistent with adopted
Threshold Standards. Encouraging low-noise pavement technology for
transportation corridor projects may also aid in reducing CNEL values. In
addition, a monitoring and evaluation plan is needed to guide future CNEL
monitoring efforts. It is recommended that this plan be comprised of a peer
reviewed standardized methodology, which includes protocol and procedures to
be used in noise monitoring efforts Basin-wide.
Finally, although this general theme is carried through each CNEL category, we refer
specifically to the recommendations related to the SLT Airport Corridor:
“Recommendation for Additional Actions – CNEL for the South Lake Tahoe
Airport transportation corridor is out of attainment with the adopted Threshold
Standard. Additional aircraft noise mitigation measures may be necessary to
reduce CNEL, consistent with adopted Threshold Standards. For example, further
restricting aircraft type, flight frequency and/or the time of day aircraft are
allowed to take-off and land may aid in mitigating aircraft noise. Although there
is an established monitoring plan for single noise events for aircraft at the Lake
Tahoe Airport, there is currently no mutually established protocol for evaluating
CNEL at the Airport. Therefore, the development of a monitoring and evaluation
plan for the Lake Tahoe Airport is needed to guide future CNEL monitoring
efforts. Further, the feasibility of meeting currently adopted CNEL (or single
event) noise Threshold Standards for the Airport is uncertain and should be
evaluated. Based on the evaluation, Threshold Standards should be considered for
adjustment consistent with FAA, TRPA, and airport permit requirements.
Modified Threshold Standards, if any, should be addressed and incorporated in
updates to the Airport Master Plan.” (p. 10-26).
Where is the evaluation conducted by BBA regarding the types of aircraft that could
meet the 80 dBA standard? This was performed before the 2006 threshold evaluation.
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As noise is a required threshold standard, any proposed changes must be analyzed by
TRPA through a full, public review process. Impacts to noise standards, as well as
other affected standards (e.g. air quality), would need to be assessed as well. Further,
a loosening of the noise standards for aircraft to allow even more noise is contrary to
direction in the Compact, contrary to what the public has said it wanted in the Basin,
and certainly would not provide equal or superior protection of the environment.
Changes to CNEL standards:
Although no changes are proposed with the 2011 Threshold Evaluation or the RPU
DEIS/RTP DEIR/S alternatives, TRPA has carefully set the stage to do so,
diminishing the value of the noise standards.
“Overall, the feasibility of meeting currently adopted Single Event and
Cumulative Noise Events (CNEL) noise standards (maximum allowable ambient
noise levels) should be evaluated and standards adjusted to levels that are
protective, but realistically achievable. Furthermore, the method of determining
noise threshold attainment should be reconsidered. In previous Threshold
Evaluations, as in this one, if one noise exceedance was observed, it was
concluded that the Region was in “non-attainment” for that land use category of
single event type. Allowances for statistical significance or a certain percent of
noise exceedances may be more appropriate given the transitory nature of noise
and the feasibility of regulating driver behaviors or the types of vehicles entering
the Region.” (TER Chapter 13).
TRPA has also referred to peer review comments regarding how the standards are too
complex and resource intensive to apparently support the need to make them more
‘lenient’ (allow more noise) in the future. This is summarized upfront in Appendix E:
• Noise: The noise program is too complex and resource intensive. There are too
many indicators, land use categories, and numerical thresholds that need to be
monitored to evaluate attainment. Non-attainment should not be based upon a
single exceedance of a standard, but rather on a percentage of events that exceed
the threshold over a fixed time periods.
However, we note that the peer reviewers suggest this based on TRPA’s “claim” that
it is too resource intensive. Mr. Hunt’s comments include the following (pages 3 and
5 of his comments in Appendix E):
“Attainment may not be possible given the current approach and the TRPA claim
of limited resources…”

2] There are too many indicator categories for CNEL noise given the current
approach and TRPA’s claim regarding lack of resources.
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Consolidation/combination of existing land use categories should be considered if
this can be justified.” (Mr. Hunt, page 5).
However, TRPA has failed to consider other options to fund noise monitoring.
Further, the noise TER appears to set the stage for not considering noise impacts very
seriously, as clearly reflected in the inadequate evaluation of noise in the Draft
EIR/EIS documents (see comments below).
Finally, we note that CNEL standards are not unique to Tahoe, although the
numerical values should be. CNEL standards are applied in other areas as well, 121,122
thus the technical support behind them is not in question.
Noise Monitoring:
Clearly, noise monitoring has been infrequent and inconsistent. We remind TRPA
that the Compact requires TRPA to monitor thresholds for attainment status. If TRPA
does not have the resources available to do so, then TRPA must evaluate other
approaches to obtain resources. However, the TER and the RPU and RTP documents
fail to analyze alternative solutions.
We note that although peer review comments may suggest the current thresholds are
too resource-intensive, comments make it very clear this is tied to TRPA’s claim it
does not have the resources to monitor, not that it’s not important nor that other
avenues for funding shouldn’t be pursued:
“1] The noise program is too complex and resource intensive at present. There are
too many indicators, land use categories and numerical thresholds that need to be
monitored to evaluate attainment. Attainment may not be possible given the
current approach and the TRPA claim of limited resources. These circumstances
likely contributed to the TRPA recommendation to eliminate some standards and
“only retain standards and associated indicators which it has the authority and
capacity to affect and measure” (page 13-12).”
Wildlife: Special Interest Species - Goshawk
The original proposed update included the 500 acre disturbance zone plus a 0.5 mile
buffer around the nest sites, much like the USFS has a similar radius for “Limited
Operating Periods.” Why has TRPA reduced the size of the radius?
Scenic Quality

121

For examples, California. http://www.sfu.ca/sonicstudio/handbook/Community_Noise_Equivalent.html;
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/planning/aeronaut/documents/statenoisestnds.pdf
122
http://opr.ca.gov/docs/General_Plan_Guidelines_2003.pdf
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Scenic quality has been maintained and, in general, improved since adoption of the 1987
Regional Plan. The Thresholds Evaluation Report, dated May 3, 2012, which monitors
scenic improvements along roadways and shorelines, identifies trends as either “moderate
improvement”, or “little or no change.” The Draft Plan (and Draft EIR/EIS) make the
point that most scenic quality improvements have occurred through development and
redevelopment. This is somewhat misleading. Scenic quality values rarely improve when
new development, especially private development, occurs on previously undeveloped
land.

IV

Comments on TER Chapters 12,13 & Proposed Future Updates*

Comments on TER Chapter 12: Implementation and Effectiveness
Between 1987 and 2010, TRPA considered and adopted several amendments to the Regional Plan
to incorporate best available science and make necessary adjustments to accommodate
environmentally beneficial projects and programs.

As noted in our 6/28/2012 comments and herein, recommendations to amend thresholds
and the Regional Plan to address current science and conditions have repeatedly been
delayed – some for over 15 years. Thus, TRPA has failed to incorporate the best
available science and make necessary adjustments for years. This is not the result of a
faulty Regional Plan, but rather, faulty implementation.
Starting in the 1990s, Threshold Evaluations and other studies made it clear that regulation alone
would not achieve and maintain adopted Thresholds Standards; the environmental impact of
legacy land uses and urban development that was built prior to the Regional Plan continued to
adversely impact the Region. To remedy this, TRPA amended the Code of Ordinances to include
the Environmental Improvement Program (EIP; see Chapter 31 Code of Ordinances). The EIP,
initiated in1997, leveraged and secured federal, state, local, and private funding for the
implementation of erosion control and storm water treatment infrastructure, wetland restoration,
and other environmentally-beneficial programs and projects.

Although the EIP program has provided for significant environmental improvements for
some thresholds, what improvements could have been realized had thresholds and the
Plan been amended in a timely manner to address new science and environmental
conditions, as was supposed to occur? If the Plan had been implemented correctly?
Policies adequately enforced?
Water Quality:
This report concluded that the trend in winter average pelagic Lake Tahoe transparency over the
last decade has turned the corner, and the trend now, albeit slowly, appears be heading toward
Threshold Standard attainment. Although the annual average level of Lake Tahoe continues to
decline, the rate of decline has slowed when compared to the rate of decline prior to the adoption
of the Regional Plan and the EIP. Tributary water quality indicators indicate stable or improving
conditions. The Pelagic Lake Tahoe Primary Phytoplankton Productivity indicator, which
responds to nutrient loading to Lake Tahoe, has shown improvement over the last two years
amidst a long-term trend of rapid decline relative to the standard. Despite the fact that many of
these indicators have yet to achieve prescribed standards, other non-threshold indicators suggest
that Lake Tahoe is still maintaining its unique ecological status as an “ultraoligotrophic” lake
(Figure 12-1)1.
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There are many questions regarding the water quality standards and recent ‘trends.’ See our
detailed comments on the water quality section.
The results of TMDL research; the findings of stable to moderate improvement in tributary
pollutant concentrations, and little or no change in pollutant loading to Lake Tahoe, indicated that
adopted policies and programs have been at least partially effective at holding the line in Lake
transparency decline. Monitoring results and research also suggest that more effective stormwater
management and land use policies may be needed to move the Region toward achieving adopted
Threshold Standards for pelagic Lake Tahoe.

What ‘more effective stormwater management and land use policies’ may be needed?
Why would stronger measures not simply be taken since, after all, the water quality
thresholds are still not being attained? What benefits could be realized from less coverage
and increased infiltration? Designing for the 100-year storm vs. the 20-year storm?
Increasing ability to use flood plains, and increasing area of flood plains? How much
have meteorological conditions affected clarity trends?
Air Quality:
Air Quality
Available status and trend monitoring data for air quality indicate that the Region is currently
meeting the majority of applicable standards. Evidence suggests that state and federal tail-pipe
emission standards and newer automobile designs have likely played a significant role in moving
the Region toward attainment of air pollutant-related Threshold Standards, and that TRPAsponsored projects, controls, and programs have contributed to the attainment of traffic volumerelated standards. Transport of air pollutants from outside of the Region (e.g., wildfire smoke,
ozone) will likely continue to affect air quality and the Region’s ability to meet all air pollutantrelated standards. Additional Regionally-scaled air pollution control measures may be needed to
keep the Region in compliance with adopted standards.

As noted in our comments on the Air Quality threshold evaluation, air quality has, in
some cases, been getting worse over the past five years (e.g. PM, ozone), even as vehicle
use has decreased due primarily to economic factors (on this note, although in other areas
of the TER and the RPU/RTP draft documents, TRPA has implied this is due to TRPA
actions, and provides no future ‘cushion’ to address the eventually ‘return’ of this VMT).
Chapter 12 notes:
As Table 12-6 indicates, VMT and DVTE each decreased during the five-year reporting period.
This may be due to a declining local population and the economic effects of the “great recession”
since improvements to public transportation were relatively limited when compared to projects
that occurred in the previous reporting period (e.g., Heavenly Gondola Project).

Further, the TER (and RPU/RTP) continues to assume that most air pollution is caused
by tailpipe emissions, even though a cursory review of Tahoe-specific information123
suggests other sources may contribute far more than assumed (e.g. motorized watercraft).
Finally, although some out-of-Basin ozone is likely, current research has suggested most
ozone is related to in-Basin sources. However, TRPA has failed to focus on the
123

Included in our 6/28/2012 comments.
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increasing trends in ozone, instead dismissing them because the recent trend does not
match the historical trend (see comments in AQ section). We also note that although
TRPA can not control what happens with regards to out-of-Basin wildfires, TRPA should
take measures to reduce exposure to such pollutants when they happen.
Soil Conservation:
Soil Conservation
Raumann and Cablk (2008) demonstrated that the implementation of the Regional Plan was
effective at reducing the rate of urban development and halted additional urban development on
sensitive wetlands in the southern portion of the Lake Tahoe Basin (Figure 12-2).

This statement fails to then note any similar actions in the rest of the basin.
TRPA land-use regulations and land acquisition programs implemented by the U.S. Forest
Service, Nevada State Lands, and the California Tahoe Conservancy have likely also contributed
to this result. To date, public land acquisition programs have retired development potential from
over 8,500 sensitive private parcels. Preliminary analysis of hard impervious cover using 2010
LiDAR and Multispectral data, and a contemporary soil survey indicate that the Region is meeting
eight of nine management targets for impervious cover.

The reviewer fails to note what portion of these retired lands represent truly restored,
never-developed land versus coverage which can be transferred and used somewhere
else.
Actions taken by TRPA to slow the rate of development and prohibit urban development in stream
environment zones has also promoted the achievement and maintenance of other Threshold
Standards, such as standards for wildlife, water quality, vegetation, recreation, fisheries, air
quality, and scenic resources. Consistent with findings of past Threshold Evaluations, the Region
is not meeting the management target for wetland and meadow-associated land capability district
1b. This result suggests that some land use policies in the Regional Plan could be made more
effective in moving the Region toward achieving this management target, and that alternative land
use policies should be considered to further incentivize the removal and relocation of coverage
from the 1b land capability district. It may also be productive to conduct an assessment that
identifies which impervious surfaces within the 1b land capability district can be realistically
relocated given property rights issues and associated costs. The results of such an analysis may
have implications for adjustments to the adopted impervious surface and riparian vegetation
management targets.

This statement is reviewing the standard, a numerical standard, not a management
standard, through the lens of politics and economics. Nowhere in the Compact is there an
intent to address the threshold standards as anything more than the environmental
standards they were intended to represent. Further the political and economic
assumptions are not only not appropriate for a threshold standard review, they are merely
opinion, and not based on science.
If the TER is to wander far afield from its Compact mandate, it would make more sense
to first conduct a study that would identify what impervious surfaces within the 1b land
capability district can be realistically relocated before implementing a program that
would further ‘incentivize’ what may not be realistically relocated. Instead, it appears no
such analysis has been conducted and instead, the TER, based on opinions, is used to
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inform the draft RPU EIS which then proposes approaches that perpetuate the assumption
any lands can be relocated.
Noise:
Even though TRPA and others have implemented actions and regulations to control noise, current
policies, ordinances, and regulations may need to be adjusted to make them more effective at
moving the Region toward attainment of several of the adopted noise Threshold Standards. TRPA
noise Threshold Standards are set at levels where even ordinary ambient noise may cause
exceedances. There is some question whether existing standards are reasonably feasible or
consistent with the overall Regional Plan given current noise-reducing technology, scope of
authority to control, and other factors. An in-depth review and evaluation of existing adopted
noise Threshold Standards and TRPA policies should be performed and amendments considered,
to address feasibility, authority, and other relevant factors.

What improvements in noise can be expected with mere enforcement of existing
standards? What type of noise-reducing technology could be employed? Pathway 2007
was examining several improvements to the noise threshold program, including the
evaluation of hourly CNEL standards, standards to protect wildlife, and additional land
use decisions to further protect recreation based on quiet, non-motorized activities from
the impacts of loud motorized recreation (e.g. an earlier idea of land buffers was
considered as a means to recognize a simple fence or property line does not prevent noise
from crossing into adjacent areas where non-motorized recreation is popular). However,
none of these improvements are included in the TER. Making matters worse, the
RPU/RTP documents propose land use changes that will only serve to increase noise,
while discounting enforcement.
Recreation:
To ensure a fair share distribution of recreation opportunities throughout the Region, TRPA
established and implemented a “Persons at One Time” (PAOT) recreation capacity allocation
system. PAOTs are an estimate of the number of individuals that a recreation facility or area can
support at any given time. PAOTs are used as both a target for desired recreation capacity, and a
maximum limit to the recreational use that can be supported in an area. Currently, approximately
27 percent of the available PAOTs have been assigned. The rate of PAOT utilization has slowed
slightly recently, with 1,162 PAOTs assigned over the five years since the last Threshold
Evaluation (2006 – 2011), as opposed to 1,615 assigned during the previous five-year evaluation
period (2001 – 2006). The consistent increase in distribution of PAOT allocations and of projects
not requiring PAOT allocations, suggests that the Regional Plan has been effective at achieving
the Policy Statement to ensure a fair share distribution of recreation opportunities.

To what uses have PAOTs been assigned? How many support loud, environmental
intrusive recreation (e.g. ski lifts) versus quiet, low impact recreation (e.g. hiking trails)?
How many will be allocated to such uses in the future? In other words, where are the data
that support the conclusion that has been made that the distribution of recreation
opportunities has been “fair?”
Also, the PAOT system does not recognize the impacts one use can have on adjacent
uses. For example, the noise generated by snowmobile use can negatively impact
adjancent/nearby snow-shoe and cross country ski recreationists. But snow shoers and
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cross-country skiers do not negatively impact the experience of snowmobilers on
adjacent lands. This conflict expands into numerous other areas as well, and dealing with
it has been put off for decades.
Compliance Measures:
Appendix IE-1 in this Threshold Evaluation lists compliance measures in place and supplemental
compliance measures by Threshold Category. To satisfy requirements that compliance measures
be listed for each Threshold Standard, implemented actions are generalized and provided in each
indicator summary narrative in the “Programs and Actions Implemented to Improve Conditions”
section. The requirement that TRPA show how much and at what rate a compliance measure will
contribute to the attainment of a Threshold Standard is problematic, and needs to be addressed as a
component of the Regional Plan update, or through subsequent Regional Plan amendments. In
many instances, this requirement fails to account for frequently complex, natural and
anthropogenic factors that contribute to the rate at which the Region will attain a Threshold
Standard. To determine a compliance measure’s relative contribution to Threshold Standard
attainment would be unfeasible to research and model. This provision of the Code of Ordinances
should be reconsidered and amended because it is not implementable in its present form. The
research and modeling needed to understand how compliance measures related to the state’s Lake
Tahoe transparency standard (the Lake Tahoe TMDL) costs more than $10 million. Consequently,
fulfilling this requirement has been, and is currently well beyond TRPA’s or the Region’s funding
and staffing capacity to accurately or defensibly characterize the incremental effect of each
compliance measure. At best, TRPA can use best available science to characterize the causal
factors (natural and anthropogenic) and activities (e.g., compliance measures) that affect achieving
Threshold Standards.

Unfortunately, the TER fails to adequately assess the causal factors and activities that
affect achieving threshold standards. Such a review has been technically possible for
decades. Although some information has changed as science has improved our
understanding of the environment, the tools and information to evaluate cause/effect (and
quickly adapt to new information) have long been available. Instead, TRPA has
consistently delayed this, repeatedly recommending it be done (in each five year
evaluation report). Now, an entirely new Regional Plan has been proposed, well before
the cause/effect relationships with thresholds have been evaluated. This lack of adequate
evaluation in advance is only compounded by the fact that the proposed alternatives in
the RPU will substantially increase the population of the Basin – which will further
impact threshold achievement and maintenance. This process is completely backwards.
TRPA should first evaluate the thresholds, and what impacts the thresholds, how to
achieve and maintain the thresholds, and only after careful scientific analysis and
review will TRPA and others have the information and tools necessary to assess
what amendments to the Regional Plan will help serve TRPA primary role:
achievement and maintenance of the environmental threshold carrying capacities.
In fact, peer review comments confirm the critical need for more rigorous scientific
analysis:
“A more comprehensive scientific review of the data sets remains a critical need, although this
task appears to be already in progress based on various statements that appear in various
appendices, and in TERC (UC-Davis) reports - especially their 2011 State of the Lake report for
Water Year 2010.” (Dr. Axler, p. 2, Appendix E)
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Chapter 12 continues, explaining that this evaluation is being ‘pursued’ through the
construction of conceptual models. Although seeking a format to better organize
information may have benefits, this does not negate the problem identified in the previous
paragraph. Further, will TRPA again evaluate and propose substantial changes to the new
RP based on the conclusions of this information? Given the historical track record of
putting off amendments dictated by current science documented throughout the previous
threshold evaluations, chances are this won’t happen. Let alone, the damage will already
be done. This “build first, then figure out what we should have done later” approach
simply does not suffice.
Permitting Process:
Chapter 12 states: “The TRPA permitting process is rigorous and effective at ensuring
project plans comply with the Regional Plan and the Threshold Standards that the
process was designed to achieve.” We refer to our 6/28/2012 comments regarding the
failure to adequately implement the 1987 Regional Plan. Also, TRPA has often amended
the Regional Plan in order to approve a project (such that findings can then be made that
the project meets the – amended – Regional Plan).
The TER also implies that the current Plan has assured projects meet permit conditions
due to the collection of a security deposit. “6 A security is a monetary deposit provided
by the project proponent and held in trust by TRPA that aids ensuring that permit
conditions are applied to a permitted project. When permit conditions are satisfied, the
security is returned to the permit holder.” However, this security has often failed to cover
the most basic environmental protections. For example, we refer to what locals now call
the infamous “Hole in the Ground” at south Stateline. A half built garage has for years
sat, creating runoff and pollution, let alone a scenic impediment, due to the developer’s
lack of funds. Because TRPA and other entities did not collect adequate upfront deposits,
nothing has been done to at least mitigate the environmental impacts of the Hole.
Interpretation of TRPA Chapter 32 (1987 Plan):
Interpretation of TRPA (1987) Chapter 32:
“Threshold Indicators” - One of the primary purposes of Threshold Evaluations is to provide a
meaningful characterization of the status of indicators relative to adopted Threshold Standards.
The presentation of attainment status of Threshold Standards in past Threshold Evaluations has
been inconsistent and confusing to many readers.

How the information is presented to the general public can be changed without affecting
the technical review and determination of threshold attainment status. However, what
TRPA has proposed in the 2011 TER is a complete change in how the information is
scientifically evaluated in the first place, not merely how it’s presented to the public in
general terms. This new approach, as noted throughout our details comments, results in
misleading information, improper and unsupported conclusions, misrepresented results,
and carefully-worded ‘status’ conclusions that often serve to favor preferred policies in
the proposed RPU.
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Furthermore, the approach used to determine Threshold Standard status appears to be in conflict
with direction provided in TRPA (1987) Chapter 32 (Chapter 16 in the updated Code) which
specifies a monitoring program that will "...identify sufficient indicators for each threshold
[standard] and [local, state and federal] standard so that, evaluated separately or in combination,
the indicators will accurately measure, on a continuing basis, the status of attainment or
maintenance of that threshold [standard] or [local, state or federal] standard, taking into account
the impacts of both development in the Region and implementation of compliance measures. In
monitoring and reporting on the status of indicators, as called for in this chapter, TRPA shall use
the appropriate measurement standards [i.e., units of measure] for those indicators. TRPA shall
use consistent measurement standards [i.e., units of measure] over time, so that reports will
provide easily comparable data throughout the evaluation period." Past Threshold Evaluations
have represented the status of Threshold Standards with 36 “threshold indicators.” In many
instances these “threshold indicators” do not meet the Chapter 32 Code of Ordinances definition
of an indicator8 but instead are an aggregation of the status of multiple indicators. In other cases,
“threshold indicators” do adhere to the Code of Ordinances definition. As a consequence of
aggregation, in past evaluation reports, if any indicator within a group of multiple indicators
related to a “threshold indicator” at any time over the five year period failed to meet the indicator
target or benchmark (i.e. Threshold Standard), the entire “threshold indicator” would be reported
as “non-attainment." This approach was applied inconsistently but generally skewed the
conclusions to an overly conservative determination of attainment status, and failed to reveal the
actual attainment status of individual Threshold Standards. The current Threshold Evaluation
corrects this past flaw by reporting an indicator’s current status relative to the actual adopted
standard as it appears in Resolution 82-11 as originally intended. Consequently, this approach is
recommended and will be the method used in all future Threshold Evaluations to improve the
consistency and effectiveness of communicating Threshold Standard attainment status
determinations.

The new approach further aggregates the standards and indicators, overwhelming the true
status of the TRPA, state and federal environmental standards. Although the Threshold
Evaluation must include results that can be reviewed and assessed by the general public,
this should not be done at the expense of an adequate, scientific review in the first place.
The new ‘graphs’ may show the purported trends in a more easy-to-understand picture,
but what matters more is the science behind the threshold review, and how that will be
used to achieve and maintain thresholds.
Interim Target, Target Dates, and Trends:
The trends in the 2011 TER are often (supposedly) based on what has been the trend for
the past 20 years, but as TRPA has noted here, the idea of interim targets and target dates
was to assess attainment based on actions TRPA will implement in the future. Not what
has happened in the past 20 years. Thus, this new approach appears to establish
“benchmarks” that are based on TRPA making no changes.
Interim Target and Target Dates – A major reporting element of Threshold Evaluations is to
provide an interim target and predict when a Threshold Standard will be achieved based on the
actions that TRPA implements through the Regional Plan. These implemented actions are referred
to by TRPA as “compliance measures.” “Interim targets” are defined as “...a goal, expressed in
terms of the applicable measurement standard [unit of measure], reflecting the status of a
threshold or standard which TRPA expects to achieve at a major evaluation interval specified for
that threshold [standard] or [local, state, or federal air and water quality] standard.” And a
“target date” is defined as “a specific calendar date on which TRPA expects to attain a threshold
[standard] or [local, state, or federal air and water quality] standard which is not now in
attainment.” Direction provided in Chapter 32 is clear that the agency must identify both target
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dates and interim targets. Nonetheless there has never been a standardized approach set out until
now to establish these benchmarks other than to take into account compliance measures, expected
development, and evidence in the record. Past evaluations have identified the completion of
research as an “interim target,” which is clearly outside of the defined purpose of “interim
targets.” In this Threshold Evaluation, available trend data is relied upon as an objective basis on
which to estimate both interim targets and target attainment dates. This approach, although fairly
simplistic, provided a replicable method to fulfill the interim target and target attainment date
reporting requirements. However, refinements will be needed if these reporting requirements are
maintained. Future reporting efforts will need to include estimates of confidence around interim
targets and target attainment dates to improve their scientific validity.

As noted throughout our comments, the TER has been based on a new methodology
when compared to all previous 5-year TERs. One of the largest changes includes an
approach which emphasizes trend lines. Individually, our comments note the
inappropriateness of the trend lines used, and/or the statistical analysis used to generate
the trend line in the first place. Although it appears the idea behind these trend lines is to
simply forecast when thresholds will be attained, there are numerous flaws with this
approach, including, but not limited to:
• Inappropriate statistics used to generate trend lines (e.g. Thiel method used for air
quality standards);
• Trying to ‘fit’ the data into these trend lines excludes important information,
especially where threshold attainment has an immediate effect on one of the
values the Compact aims to protect (e.g. human health);
• Although examination of historical data is useful and necessary to for
understanding the environment and how factors have affected threshold
attainment or non-attainment, it is not always appropriate, nor technically
justified, to fit a ‘trend’ line based on data from ten to twenty years ago,
especially when more recent ‘trends’ have changed;
• Trend lines alone do not support an examination of whether actions taken by
TRPA to improve threshold attainment have helped;
• Trend lines provide no analysis of how weather or other factors may be affecting
a threshold standard (e.g. what portion of clarity loss may be related to climate
change and the warming nighttime temperatures and overall impact on lake
mixing?). As Dr. Axler notes:
“My major concern with the Draft Thresholds Report was in regard to its lack of statistical
rigor in the status and trends analyses, and not doing a better job of linking the large effects of
annual weather differences to lake and stream water quality and the natural variability of the
data in the context of available measurement methods.”
•

•

Trend lines provide no examination of what actions TRPA can take to achieve
thresholds, including how TRPA may need to adjust actions to account for
impacts from climate change (e.g. additional actions may be necessary to address
increased loading from climate change – for example, we expect more flooding
events, and therefore additional wetlands and floodplains will be needed to help
deal with the additional volume);
With regards to forecasting threshold attainment based on trend lines:
o Basing the future trend on current or historical trends would suggest no
changes are made by TRPA in the future;
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The forecast trends also appear to relieve TRPA of any responsibility for
threshold attainment – they take an “if we do nothing” approach, the
threshold standards will somehow be attained in ten or twenty years (or
more), therefore ignoring the responsibility of TRPA to achieve and
maintain thresholds now.
o The forecast also ignores the changes we are already seeing due to
climate change and other parameters, and the need to adjust our actions to
address them. Assuming the environment will behave the same way ten or
twenty years from now as it did over the past twenty or more years is
simply not supported by the science.
o The trend lines also include no analysis of the causes of threshold nonattainment. Rather, assumptions about current causes are made, and
expanded upon into the future, although a full review of available
information may suggest these assumptions are wrong (e.g. see air quality
comments).
o

Threshold Standards and Updates:
Threshold Standards - According to Resolution 82-11, Threshold Standards are to be reviewed
at least every five years by the most appropriate means. After such review, the pertinent Threshold
Standards are to be amended where the scientific evidence and technical information provide
sufficient evidence to amend the standard. The possibility of updating Threshold Standards was
acknowledged in the 2001 Threshold Evaluation and noted again in the 2006 Threshold
Evaluation. Detailed technical review of Threshold Standards and indicators (Pathway Planning
2005), and recently released research (e.g., Taylor et al. 2004, Lahontan and NDEP 2010), also
revealed opportunities to improve the suite of standards and indicators used to assess
environmental conditions of the Lake Tahoe Region. Over the life the Regional Plan, only seven
Threshold Standards have been amended or updated over the last 24 years. In order to improve the
effectiveness of Threshold Evaluations and their value for informing policy decisions, actions are
recommended to amend, clarify, replace, and in some cases, remove Threshold Standards. These
recommendations are highlighted in the Conclusions and Recommendations chapter of this report.

We have addressed recommendations in our comments on individual sections in both the
6/28/2012 comments and these comments.
Coverage
Total new land coverage created from 1991 through the end of 2010, equaled 14,798,766 square
feet, or 339.7 acres. This figure does not account for reductions of land coverage for
environmental restoration projects or excess land coverage mitigation (pursuant to Chapter 20 of
the Code of Ordinances). As Table 12-11 below, indicates, about 1,348 acres (546 acres within the
TRPA urban boundary) of stream environment zone (SEZ) land coverage and disturbance in the
Region were restored from 1980 through 2010, more than offsetting the total amount of new land
coverage created from 1991 through 2010.

The SEZ threshold in Resolution 82-11 is to achieve a net reduction in SEZ coverage.
Also, the last sentence would suggest that SEZ has been restored so that other lands can
be further covered. However, the 1987 Plan recognized that existing development was
contributing to threshold non-attainment. Thus, the plan proposed measures to reduce
existing development and restore SEZs. This has been done, often by funds generated
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from tax-payer dollars. However, it appears that this has been used as an excuse to
discount the impacts of the increased land coverage permitted since 1991.
Neither the Compact nor Resolution 82-11 suggested that reductions in coverage plus
restoration was to serve as a tool to permit more development. That concept throws the
Findings and Declarations of the Compact on their head.
Chapter 13: Conclusions
The combination of our 6/28/2012 comments, and these comments, provide extensive
discussion regarding the “conclusions and recommendations” included in Chapter 13. In
some areas, items are discussed individually in the threshold resource area they apply to
(e.g. air quality), and in other cases, we refer to recommendations as they appear in other
areas (e.g. the RPU DEIS).
However, additional general statements can be made. First, the Chapter begins with the
following information:
The purpose of this chapter is to: 1) summarize major conclusions from the five-year (2006-2010)
evaluation of threshold standards and indicators, 2) summarize findings from the assessment of
policies, ordinances, and programs implemented over the course of the Regional Plan, and 3)
highlight the more noteworthy recommendations identified in individual Indicator Summaries for
TRPA and its partners to consider—as they continue to pursue the maintenance and improvement
of the Tahoe Region’s environmental quality, consistent with the Bi-State Compact and its broad
suite of environmental goals. The recommendations included here are suggestions for policy and
management actions intended to sustain or improve indicator trends that are short of attainment
compared to existing standards, or address deficiencies identified through the Regional Plan
review. The recommendations should not be construed as commitments, requirements, or specific
directives. However, the recommendations reflect approaches that may be considered by policy
makers and stakeholders in the development of specific actions considered appropriate to remedy
an identified issue.

As our detailed comments note, the evidence to support many of the conclusions,
findings related to the implementation of the Regional Plan, and recommendations for
future changes, simply does not exist, or has been manipulated to suggest results that are
not accurate.
Also, it is unclear what is meant by “sustain or improve indicator trends that are short of
attainment compared to existing standards…” This appears to again suggest TRPA’s
focus on manipulating trend lines, rather than taking actions to achieve and maintain
threshold standards immediately. Although we realize some standards will take time to
achieve, such as mid-lake clarity, the TER seems to take the “somewhere in the future”
approach to threshold standards that do not require decades to be achieved, and have
immediate impacts. Examples include air quality standards for human health, noise
standards (which affect human and wildlife health), etc.
Further, what is meant by “or address deficiencies identified through the Regional Plan
review.” Is this referring to the Regional Plan EIS? If so, as noted in our comments, the
RPU DEIS falls far short of performing an adequate, thorough review of the impacts of
the proposed alternatives on TRPA’s thresholds. Worse yet, the RPU DEIS has skipped
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the essential analysis of Basin-wide and local actions on the achievement and
maintenance of TRPA’s thresholds, and failed to identify adequate further actions needed
to achieve thresholds currently out of attainment, and instead, the preferred alternative
proposes to hand significant planning authority over to the local jurisdictions – who will
not perform the cumulative, Basin-wide analysis related to TRPA’s thresholds. In other
words, the City of South Lake Tahoe will not analyze the impacts of a proposed Project
in the CSLT on Incline Village. Yet as a review of available information shows,
emissions from the south end of the Basin affect the east and north east shores of the
Basin (being just one example). Thus, the end result is that there will be no
comprehensive analysis of the TRPA thresholds, or the impacts and benefits from the
proposed Regional Plan.
The next statement in Chapter 13 is an example of the “spin” that has been applied to
both individual threshold results and the overall TER (and then used to reflect more
favorable trends in the RPU DEIS): “Overall, the results from this Threshold Evaluation
and applied research, together suggest environmental conditions in the Tahoe Region
have largely been sustained or improved over the period of Regional Plan
implementation (1987-2010).” As our detailed comments note, many threshold indicators
do not show the positive trends claimed in the TER.
In the Regional Policies and Ordinances and EIP sections, many recommendations are
made that have been carried over into the RPU/RTP Draft environmental documents. We
refer to our detailed comments submitted 6/28/2012 and those included herein with
regards to the many individual recommendations made in these sections.
The chapter also discusses the challenges of monitoring thresholds, including the
potentially large budget needs. However, TASC reminds TRPA that the thresholds are
the basis for the Regional Plan. Monitoring of the thresholds is a requirement, not a
luxury or choice. Monitoring not only reveals the status of threshold attainment, but helps
assess the causes of threshold non-attainment, and is necessary for determining how to
improve threshold achievement and maintenance. Monitoring also helps evaluate whether
assumed fixes are actually working. Instead, as noted in our comments, TRPA has
continued to approve more development, even as monitoring networks have been reduced
or eliminated, and proposes even more development in the new Plan, without adequate
information, or consideration of options for ensuring adequate monitoring is in place
before more damage is done.
Additional comments on Chapter 13:
Additionally, Chapter 13 of the TER includes several ‘catch all’ recommendations for the
future. Although these are for future consideration, they do affect how the RPU DEIS has
treated certain standards.
Eliminate Threshold Standards where TRPA lacks authority to enforce. Through the review
of Threshold Standards it was found that several have been adopted for which TRPA has no
enforcement or data collection authority. For example, TRPA has no regulatory authority to
enforce mitigating measures for an adopted air quality standard that relates to the transport of
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pollutants from outside of the Region. In another example, in order to evaluate compliance with
some noise Threshold Standards related to watercraft, TRPA would need additional police powers
or criminal authority to “temporarily arrest” an individual in order to administer the appropriate
noise test. It is recommended that TRPA eliminate such standards and only retain standards and
associated indicators which it has the authority and capacity to affect and measure.

With regards to the out-of-Basin sources of air pollution, it appears this may reference
wildfire smoke, since research has found that ozone sources are primarily local.
Regardless, the TER and RPU DEIS approaches appear to be to simply eliminate
thresholds, rather than focus on what revisions could be considered that would still
provide for the protection of human health but also recognize the impacts of external
sources. For example, the federal government has a process for “Exceptional Event”
findings, where a local district can apply for an ‘exception’ related to document
Exceptional Events (e.g. extensive wildfire activity). Further, what local changes could
TRPA make to reduce overall exposure to pollutant when the Basin is being affected by
these external events? Perhaps there are approaches where during such events (which
would be defined in advance), additional controls on local sources may be needed (e.g.
no residential burning, limit campfires, etc.). What matters most is protecting human
health and the environment, not whether the TRPA can say ‘attained or non-attained’ at
the end of the day.
TRPA also proposes to eliminate certain noise thresholds based on its level of authority.
However, there are two problems with this approach. First, as we have seen with the
aquatic invasive species programs, there are ways to address the different authorities
among the agencies, if TRPA desires to do so. Second, TRPA approves land use changes
which affect the number of watercraft using Lake Tahoe and therefore, the noise coming
from watercraft on Lake Tahoe. Thus, TRPA can not disclaim responsibility for the
impacts of the decisions it is making.
V.

Concluding Remark:

The exceedingly disappointing draft 2011 Threshold Review is disturbingly disassociated
from the Compact and its mandates. A peer-reviewed science document should be
reviewed for the quality and accuracy of its science. Chapters 1, 2, and Appendix E
review a process that seems to be targeted to a specific and narrow audience that was not
focused on the threshold review in terms of its expected scientific and environmental
findings, and the history, purpose, and requirements of the TRPA Compact regarding
threshold achievement and maintenance and the associated role of the Threshold
Evaluation Report. Rather, it appears the audience was directed towards a very narrow
view with heavy emphasis on the impacts of the science standards on other issues,
including local business culture and local economy, and otherwise not provided with the
full context of the TRPA Compact and environmental and legal implications of the
threshold evaluation report.
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